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FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY,
BUT NOT ON SATURDAYS,
SUNDAYS, AND LEGAL HOLIDAYS.
DURING REGISTRATION
PERIODS THESE OFFICES
ARE OPEN ON SATURDAYS.





THIS OFFICE IS OPEN DAILY,
INCLUDING ALL DAY SATURDAYS
AND SUNDAYS DURING
THE FALL AND WINTER MONTHS.
DURING THE SUMMER
IT IS OPEN SATURDAY
MORNINGS AND EVENINGS,





FROM THE LAST SUNDAY
IN APRIL TO THE LAST SUNDAY
IN OCTOBER THE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AND THE CITIES OF
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN OPERATE ON
CENTRAL DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
WHICH IS ONE HOUR
AHEAD OF CENTRAL STANDARD TIME.
STUDENT DIRECTORY 1959/1960
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS / DEPARTMENTS IN URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER, 1959-1960
Sept. 7, Mon., 8:00 a.m. -Sept. 12,
Sat., 12:00 noon Fraternity rush period.
Sept. 8, Tues.-Sept. 11, Fri Entrance examinations.
Sept. 14, Mon. -Sept. 19, Sat New Student Week.
Sept. 14, Mon., 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m Freshman guidance examinations (Part I).
Sept. 15, Tues., 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.. . .Freshman guidance examinations (Part II).
Sept. 15, Tues., morning Preregistration for student registration staff.
Sept. 15, Tues., 1:00 p.m. -Sept. 16,
Wed., 5:00 p.m Registration of juniors and seniors.
Sept. 16. Wed., 8:45 a.m Rhetoric placement test.
Sept. 16, Wed., 1 :30 p.m Mathematics placement test.
Sept. 16, Wed., 7:30 p.m Welcome to new students.
Sept. 16, Wed. -Sept. 19, Sat Registration of graduate students.
Sept. 17, Thurs.-Sept. 18, Fri. to 12:00 noon. Registration of former freshmen and sophomores.
Sept. 17, Thurs., 8:30 a.m Freshman conferences with college advisers.
Sept. 17, Thurs., 1:30 p.m Talks for freshmen by Dean of Men and Dean of Women.
Sept. 17, Thurs., 7:00-9:00 p.m Women's Sports Association Fun Night.
Sept. 18, Fri., 9:00 a.m. -Sept. 19,
Sat., 8:00 a.m Meetings for freshman groups with advisers.
Sept 18, Fri., 10:00 a.m. -12:00 noon Registration of freshmen in the experimental summer pre-
advisement programs.
Sept. 18, Fri.. 1:00 p.m. -Sept. 19,
Sat. to 3:00 p.m Registration of new freshman groups.
Sept. 18, Fri., 9:00 p.m Registration Dance.
Sept. 19, Sat., 7:30 p.m Student Activity Night.
Sept. 21, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 21, Mon., 7:00-10:00 p.m Qualifying examination in English (for transfer students
with eighty or more credit hours only).
Oct. 1, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full rebate of fees.
Oct. 12, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Oct. 1 7, Sat Homecoming (Minnesota vs. Illinois).
Nov. 7, Sat Dad's Day and "I" Men's Day (Michigan vs. Illinois).
Nov. 11, Wed Veterans Day (classes dismissed from 10:45 to 11:15 a.m.).
Nov. 12, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 13, Fri., 5:00 p.m Latest date for rebate of one-half fees, if withdrawing
from the University.
Nov. 25, Wed., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Nov. 30, Mon., 1:00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Dec. 3, Thursday Illinois Day (state admitted to the Union, 1818).
Dec. 3, Thurs., 7:00-10:00 p.m Qualifying examination in English.
Dec. 10, Thurs., 7:00-10:00 p.m Qualifying examination in English.
Dec. 14, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Dec. 15, Tues Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for readmi^ion.
Dec. 19, Sat., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Jan. 4, Mon., 1:00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Jan. 11, Mon Latest date for special examinations.
Jan. 21, Thurs Study Day (classes dismissed).
Jan. 22, Fri.-Jan. 30. Sat Semester examinations.
SECOND SEMESTER, 1959-1960
Feb. 2. Tues. -Feb. 5. Fri Entrance examinations.
Feb. 6. Sat., morning Preregistration for student registration staff.
Feb. 8, Mon.. 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
Feb. 8. Mon.-Feb. 9. Tues Registration of juniors and seniors.
Feb. 8. Mon. -Feb. 10. Wed Registration of graduate students.
Feb. 9. Tues. -Feb. 10, Wed Registration of freshmen and sophomores.
Feb. 10, Wed Earliest date for special examinations.
Feb. 1 1 , Thurs., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Feb. 11. Thurs., 7:00-10:00 p.m Qualifying examination in English (for transfer students
with eighty or more credit hours only).
Feb. 22. Mon.. 5:00 p.m Latest date for full rebate of fees.
Mar. 2, Wed University Day (University opened, 1868; not a holiday).
April 7, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
April 7, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for rebate of one-half fees, if withdrawing
from the University.
April 11, Mon., 4:10 p.m Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
April 12, Tues., 1:00 p.m Spring vacation begins.
April 18. Mon.. 1:00 p.m Spring vacation ends.
April 21, Thurs., 7:00-10.00 p.m Qualifying examination in English.
April 28. Thurs., 7:00-10:00 p.m Qualifying examination in English.
April 29, Fri Honors Day (classes dismissed at noon).
April 29, Fri.-May 1, Sun Mother's Day week end.
May 9, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for readmission.
May 13. Fri.-May 15. Sun Sorority rush period.
May 20. Fri Latest date for special examinations.
May 30. Mon Study Day (cla -d).
May 30, Mon Memorial Day (holiday).
May 31, Tues.-June 8. Wed Semester examination-.
June 6, Mon Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
June 10. Fri.-June 14. Tues Sorority rush period.
June 18. Sat Commencement exercises.
SUMMER SESSION, 1960
June 7, Tues.-June 10, Fri Entrance examinations.
June 20, Mon Registration of graduate and undergraduate students.
June 20, Mon Earliest date for special examinations.
June 21, Tues., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
June 21, Tues., 7:00-10:00 p.m Qualifying examination in English (for transfer students
with eighty or more credit hours only).
June 27, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for full rebate of
July 4. Mon. Independence Day (holiday).
July 18. Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date for rebate of one-half fees, if withdrawing
from the University.
July 21, Thurs., 7:00-10:00 p.m Qualifying examination in English.
July 28, Thurs Latestdate towithdrawwithout petitioning for readmission.
Aug. 1. Mon J- itest date for jpe< ial ezaminatii
Aug. 12, Fri. -Aug. 13. Sat Summer Session examinations.
Aug. 24. Wed Earliest date for special examinations.
EXPLANATION OF LISTING
This directory includes all students registered in the Urbana-Champaign
departments of the University of Illinois on October 2, 1959. Each
student's entry shows his college and class, local address and phone
number, and home address. A few entries are incomplete because in-
formation was lacking on the student's registration card.
Names of the colleges and schools are abbreviated as follows:
AGR College of Agriculture
AVI Institute of Aviation
COM College of Commerce and Business Administration
ED College of Education
ENG College of Engineering
FAA College of Fine and Applied Arts
GRAD Graduate College
JNL College of Journalism and Communications
LAS College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
LAW College of Law
PE College of Physical Education
SWV Division of Special Services for War Veterans
VM College of Veterinary Medicine
Class years for undergraduate students are indicated following the
college or school in which the student is enrolled. Class years are not





5 Unclassified (not candidates for degrees)
6 Irregular (holding degrees but registered for undergradu-
ate work)
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
All Urbana-Champaign telephone numbers begin with the exchange
names EMpire in Urbana and FLeetwood in Champaign. For local dial-
ing the Empire and Fleetwood prefixes need not be used. Dial only
the five figures of the number. Do not dial the letters of the exchange.
AABYE DAVID CARL ENG1
AAGAARD JEANETTE LAS2
AAS8REIN VICTORIA C FAA3
ABAD JORGE RAMON LAS3
ABADARANGO LEON DARIO ENG1
ABBINANTE PHILLIP JR COM3
ABBIT BARBARA THELMA LAS2
ABBOTT ALLAN LEE ENG3
ABBOTT LAWRENCE ALLEN ENG4
ABBOTT LORALEE JEAN ED 1
ABBOTT MARGARET MERRICK FAA1
ABBOTT SUSAN GRAD
ABBOTT WILLIAM JOSEPH COM2
ABBY DARWIN GENE ENG4
ABDALLA ROY NICHOLAS FAA3
ABDEL MALEK LINDA MATTA GRAD
ABDULLAH MOHAMMAD GRAD
ABE HIDEHIKO GRAD
ABEGG CARL FRANK LAS3
ABEL WILLIAM RUSSELL ENG2
ABELES JOHN HENRY PE 4
ABELL JANET KAY COM4
ABELL ROBERTA ELLEN LAS2
ABELL THEODORE LEE JR ENG4
ABELL VICTOR ANTHONY LAS3
ABELS SONIA LEIB GRAD
ABELSON HERBERT ALAN LAS2
A3ENDROTH JOHN CARL FAA1
ABERCROMBIE CHARLES L GRAD
ABNER ARTHUR THOMAS ENG3
ABONIAAJ FAWZI NIMR ENG3
ABOLT ORVILLE REX JR GRAD
A8RAHAM EUGENE VICTOR ENG4
ABRAHAM GEORGE RICHARD GRAD
A8RAHAMSEN DAVID LLOYD ENG2
ABRAHAMSON DAVID ALAN COM3
ABRAHAMSON MARK JAY LAS4
ABRAMIKAS VIOLET ANGELA LAS2
ABRAMOWSKI HAROLD J ENG4
ABRAMS CAROLE ELINOR LAS2
ABRAMS IDAJEAN LAS1
ABRAMS JUDITH ANN LAS1
ABRAMS LYNNE CAROL ED 1
ABRAMS RICHARD NEAL COM1
ABRAMS ROBERT JAY GRAD
ABRAMS SAMUEL IRA GRAD
ABSHER RONALD DECN COM1
ABT DIANE LOIS COM2
ACHILLES DENNIS MANN LAS1
ACHILLES ROBERT WILLIAM FAA4
ACKERMAN LETA ANN PE 1
ACKERMAN ROBERTA ROSE AGR1
ACKLAND LLOYD WILLIAM AGR4
ACKLEY STEPHANIE ANN ENG2
ACOSTA CASTRO AMADO ENG1
ACUNCIUS DENNIS SCOTT ENG3
ADAIR REBECCA ANN PE 2
ADAM ERNEST BERNHARDT AGR6
ADAM ERNEST WILLIAM FAA1
ADAM EUGENE ANTOINE GRAD
ADAM NICHOLAS COM2
ADAMI ADO E ENG2
ADAMI DANIEL GENE COM3
ADAMI DAROLD PAUL COM3
ADAMIDES BESSIE LAS4
ADAMS ALICE IRENE LAS2
ADAMS ALLEN DALE ENG4
ADAMS ARTHUR CURTIS LAS3
ADAMS CHARLES ROGER GRAD
ADAMS CHARLES WESLEY ENG2
ADAMS DAVID WALLACE LAS1
ADAMS FLOYD WILLIAM ENG1
ADAMS GEORGE LAWRENCE FAA4
ADAMS HERBERT ELDO AGR1
ADAMS JAMES MANSFIELD AGR3
ADAMS JOAN LAS1
ADAMS JOHN QUINCY GRAD
ADAMS JOHN YATES ENG4
ADAMS JOSEPH JOHN ENG4
ADAMS JUDITH LAS2
ADAMS KAREN RUTH LAS1
ADAMS LEON LOVEJOY JR GRAD
ADAMS RALPH COM3
ADAMS RICHARD CHARLES GRAD
ADAMS RICHARD LEE GRAD
ADAMS ROBERT EDWARD LAS1
ADAMS ROBERT JULIUS PE 2
ADAMS RUSSELL S JR GRAD
ADAMS SHIRLEY ESTA LAS1
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C FL26511 12762 S WALLACE ST CHICAGO 28 ILL
U FL26511 7315 S EMERALD AV CHICAGO 21 ILL
U EM7U36 1021 CLEVELAND AV PARK RIDGE ILL
C 7TH ST GOLF HEIGHTS PANAMA CITY PANAMA
U PALACE 5868 MEDELLIN COLOMBIA
c 1722 CENTRAL EVANSTON ILL
U FL26511 6978 N GREENVIEW CHICAGO ILL
C FL67871 1708 ALBERT AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM74314 10744 RHODES CHICAGO 28 ILL
U EM73905 809 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
U FL26511 32 COOPER LANE LARCHMONT N Y
C FL62704 1340 E LAKE DR SPRINGFIELD ILL
RR BELLFLOWER ILL
C FL26511 RR 4 CARMI ILL
C FL26511 BOX 312 SANTA ROSA N MEX
U 5 AHMED NADA CAIRO EGYPT
C FL22666 OUTRAM ROAD KARACHI 1 PAKISTAN
C FL26511 2320 MIDORIGAOKA TOKYO JAPAN
U EM70567 1101 E REPUBLIC PEORIA 4 ILL
C FL26511 544 LANTERMAN ST BRIDGEPORT ILL
C FL21811 2525 THORNWOOD AV WILMETTE ILL
U FL26511 ANCHOR ILL
C FL63131 14 GREENCROFT CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM70401 1620 MARYLAND DR URBANA ILL
C FL67266 126 N DOUGLAS SPRINGFIELD ILL
6748 S RIDGLAND AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL67994 7916 STANFORD ST LOUIS 24 MO
C FL26511 1140 E BYWATER LANE MILWAUKEE 17 WIS
C BOX 192 DECATUR ARK
U EM71304 415 FLORA AV FLORA ILL
U EM72750 BUSTAN EL HEJER DAMASCUS SYRIA
C FL66038 2006 GARDEN HLS DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21212 3147 N HOYNE CHICAGO 18 ILL
132 ST MARYS RD MOKENA ILL
U EM51264 3828 N NEWLAND CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL25151 728 19TH AV MOLINE ILL
U EM79298 6520 N KILBOURN LINCOLNWOOD ILL
C FL26511 1108 N 3RD ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL66953 1614 S 57TH CT CICERO 50 ILL
U FL26511 4330 46TH ST N W WASHINGTON 16 D C
U EM75441 3341 WILDER AV SKOKIE 45 ILL
U FL26511 5807 N BERNARD CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 5339 N VIRGINIA AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL67995 3920 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM72968 4718 N DRAKE CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM79566 340 WEBSTER AV BROOKLYN 30 N Y
C FL24108 BOX 367 NORRIS CITY ILL
U EM75442 5907 N BERNARD CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL24231 525 OAK ST GLEN ELLYN ILL
U 910 W NEVADA URBANA ILL
U FL26511 207 W SPRUCE ST GILLESPIE ILL
C FL61879 DEER CREEK ILL
U EM79695 RR 1 WEST BROOKLYN ILL
U EM75425 241 BILTMORE DR BARRINGTON ILL
C FL26511 OFARRILL 572 LA HABANA CUBA
C FL29671 BOX 114 MARK ILL
C FL62557 RR 1 KIRKWOOD ILL
C FL65319 602 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22331 738 HINMAN EVANSTON ILL
U EM78514 1306 FAIRLAWN URBANA ILL
C 803 N STATE LITCHFIELD ILL
C FL69529 607 10TH AV ROCK FALLS ILL
C FL67803 607 10TH AV ROCK FALLS ILL
C FL69529 1100 ROUTE 30 ROCK FALLS ILL
C FL29015 849 W GUNNISON CHICAGO 40 ILL
U EM74051 835 E ADAMS ST TAYLORVILLE ILL
U EM73708 308 N ROMINE URBANA ILL
U EM70567 RR 4 ROBINSON ILL
C FL21648 NONE
U EM75439 1306 LELAND AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
C 211 S RIVERSIDE AV RIALTO CALIF
U EM73237 CLINTON WIS
C FL62517 729 S JEFFERSON ST HILLSBORO ILL
C FL67617 RR 7 OLNEY ILL
U EM76407 RR 2 ROSSVILLE ILL
U EM71511 405 WOODLAND BLOOMINGTON ILL
U EM72401 RR 3 FREEMAN TR CT URBANA ILL
U EM77826 1501 PENNSYLVANIA AV ' SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL67984 4836 W 23RD PL CICERO 50 ILL
U FL26511 119 SAUK TRAIL PARK FOREST ILL
U FL26511 507 E 11TH ST STERLING ILL
C FL26511 BOX 166 KINGS MOUNTAIN N CAR
167 MITCHELL CT RANTOUL ILL
U EM74824 244 W AUSTIN LIBERTYVILLE ILL
C FL60858 327 E WELLS ST GENESEO ILL
C FL25207 327 E WELLS ST GENESEO ILL
C FL26511 6052 CHAMPLAIN AV CHICAGO 37 ILL
U EM74129 RR 1 LAHARPE KANSAS
U FL26511 608 E CHERRY ST ROBINSON ILL
C FL27100 205 WALNUT ST WASHINGTON ILL
ADAMS WARREN ROBERT COM1
ADAMS WILLIAM BtRT ENG1
ADAMS WILLIAM BLAINE JR PE 1
ADAMSKI MAX JR ENG4
ADCOa. WILLIAM EDWARD GRAD
ADDIS HOWARD MICHAEL LAS1
ADDISON ARCHIE WEPSTER GRAD
ADDUCI ANGELA ALICE LAS1
ADE FREDERICK C JR GRAD
ADELL JAMES MICHAEL ENG2
ADEN MERVIN GEORGE ENG2
ADEN ROBERT GFNE ENG3
ADES LEONARD STANFORD FAA4
ADKI.NS PAUL LOUIS FAA3
ADLER LOUIS COM3
ADLER MICHAEL ARNOLD COM2
ADRA MOHAMAD SIHAM R ENG3
ADS IT MARY HOUSTON GRAD
ADU OMOTAYO GRAD
AFFOLTER ANITA ELISE LAS3
AFRICK DEANNA LOUISE FAA4
AFUSO CHUSHIN GRAD
AGACINSKI MARTIN J JR LAW1
AGAJON JOHN COM1
AFSAR APGUN GRAD
AGAY MICHAEL STANFORD PE 2
AGER DAVID LOUIS COM1
AGNELLO FLAVIA G LAS1
AGNEW LAWRENCE WARD JR LAS3
AGONAFIR ESHETY GRAD
AGRE GENE PHILIP GRAD
AGRE KATHERINE MCKNIGHT GRAD
AGRELLA JOAN PATRICIA LAS1
AGUE JAMES CHARLES ENG1
AGUlLERA AUGUSTO GRAD
AHEARN CAROL LOUISE COM1
AHLBERG DAVID CRAIG LAS3
AHLBERG HAROLD LEE ENG4
AHLENIUS CHARLES HILY.ER ENG3
AHLENIUS WILLIAM M LAW1
AHLGREN ROY CARL ERIC ENG1
AHLQUIST GENE FREDRICK ENG3
AHLSTROM FRANK C AGR1
AHLVIN LAWRENCE ALBERT FAA4
AHMAD ALI HAMED KHADER ENG3
AHMED A H SHAFFIQUDDIN GRAD
AHNER DAVID JOHN JR GRAD
AHNER MARCELLA MARY GRAD
AHRENKIEL RICHARD K.F.ITH GRAD
AHRENS CURTIS LAVERNE GRAD
AHUJA AVINASH KUMAR GRAD
AISARA KAGEAKI GRAD
AICHBHAUMIK DEBAJYOTI GRAD
AIKEN WILLIAM PAUL LAS1
AIKIN JOAN ELIZABETH FAA2
AIKMAN JAMES HENRY ENG4
AIKMAN PETER RENTSCHLER COM3
AILION DAVID CHARLES GRAD
AIMONE ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
AIYAR ARUNACHALAK K GRAD
AKAGI TOSHINOBU GRAD
AKERS CHARLES ROBERT FAA4
AKERS DONALD JOHN ENG3
AKHTAR MOHAMMAD GRAD
AKIN CAVIT GRAD
AKIN JANET LOUISE AGR1
AKIN MARY ANNE AGR2
AKITT DONALD PAUL GRAD
AKSAN TALAT ENG3
AKUAMOA CHARLES OPUNI GRAD
ALAUPOVIC ALEXANDRA V FAA1
ALBERS GEORGE ARTHUR FAA4
ALBERS JOHN JOSEPH ENG1
ALBERS WALTER H JR AGR3
ALBERT MARILYN KAY ED 2
ALBERTIN WILHELM SWV4
AL8IN GEORGE ROBERT ENG3
ALBIN HARRIET AILENE COM4
ALBLINGER JUDY ANN LAS2
ALBORG WILLIAM ROY FAA2
AL8RECHT JAMES WALTER COK1
ALBRECHT JEAN A LAS3
ALBRECHT SHIRLEY ROSE GRAD
ALBRECHT SUSAN LAVERNE LAS3
ALBRIGHT JOHN PHIL LAS1
ALBRIGHT RICHARD W FAA3
ALDAG ARTHUR WILLIAM JR LAS1
ALDE HELMI DOREVE FAA3
ALDEEN DONALD ROBERT LAW1



























































































c FL22406 BOX 546 LUDLOW ILL
C FL63022 4108 WOLF RD WESTERN SPRINGS II
C FL62519 RR 1 DOWNS ILL
u 17400 PARKSIDE TINLEY PK ILL
U EM77340 RR 2 ASSUMPTION ILL
c FL26511 2920 COMMONWEALTH CHICAGO 14 ILL
c 502 W CLARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 3925 ADAMS ST BELLWOOD ILL
C 1821 SILS AV LOUISVILLE 5 KY
c FL26511 4539 W SCHUbERT CHICAGO 39 ILL
RR 1 POTOMAC ILL
c FL62346 GOLDEN ILL
c FL67679 1536 FARGO ST CHICAGO 26 ILL
u EM73845 ROUTE 2 BOX 61 METROPOLIS ILL
C 2914 N NEVA CHICAGO ILL
c FL67447 3036 W THORNDALE CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL26511 ZEHRIEH ST TRIPOLI LEBANON
u 420 W SOUTH ST PONTIAC ILL
u EM78117 17 ODUNFA ST LAGOS NIGERIA W Al
u FL26511 1201 ILLINOIS PEKIN ILL
c FL61389 115 W NEWKIRK LANE OAK RIDGE TENN
u EM73571 409 YOGI NAHA OKINAWA
u 122 W HANOVER AV MORRIS PLAINS N J
u EM71265 550 GAILANI CAMP BAGHDAD IRAO
c FL26511 19 BEYAZIT ISTANBUL TURKEY
c 6234 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL26511 722 GLADSTONE AV BALTIMORE 10 MD
'J FL26511 1572 FLORENCE AV EVANSTON ILL
c FL26511 1133 PATTON AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL22666 UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ADDIS ABABA EThIOi
c FL26335 905 S 1ST ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26335 905 S 1ST ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM71191 1735 N 75TH CT ELMW00D PARK 35 I
c FL67542 803 E 15TH ST STERLING ILL
u 69A245 BAYIDAL MEXICO 13 DF MEXI
u FL26511 2517 MARYLAND AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
c FL26511 801 S SPRING AV LA GRANGE ILL
u EM79506 RR 1 GLADSTONE ILL
c FL82760 1436 W RIVERVIEW DECATUR ILL
u EM70208 1436 W RIVERVIEW DECATUR ILL
c FL26511 2342 WINNEMAC CHICAGO 25 ILL
u EM73845 823 S HOME AV PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL26511 RR 3 BOX 48 FAIRBURY ILL
u EM51435 221 FISHER AV JOLIET ILL
u EM73730 4627 KENMORE AV CHICAGO ILL
u 9 SHAMBAZAR ST CALCUTTA 5 W SENG
c 48 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 10218 S ARTESIAN AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
u EM70309 ATHENS ILL
u EM75900 BOX 81 ELLINWOOD KANSAS
u EM71201 554 JAME JAMEHED RD BOMBAY 19 INDIA
c 1889 KICHIJOJI TOKYO JAPAN
u 31 HINDUSTHAN RD CALCUTTA 29 INDIA
c FL23231 708 S TAYLOR OAK PARK ILL
u EM74006 1508 MARCUS CT W PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL63412 3325 PRAIRIE MATTOON ILL
c FL67908 115 E IROQUOIS SHELDON ILL
c FL63430 9456 ABBOTT AV MIAMI BEACH FLA
c FL69557 1002 N 8TH ST CLINTON IND
c FL26511 KAILAS GARDENS KRISHNANCOIL INDI
c FL25536 2247-57 NISHITARUM 1 ARUMU-KU KOBE JAP
c FL61847 731 LINCOLN AV NEW ALBANY IND
u EM71439 9706 CHARLES ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
c FL22666 GORDHANDAS MARKET KARACHI W PAKISTA
J EM73320 UZGORENLER SOKAK 38 ANKARA TURKEY
c FL61879 RR 1 ST FRANCISVILLE I
c FL61879 RR 1 ST FRANCISVILLE I
c FL26511 RR 3 ECKVILLE ALTA CAN
u EM79406 AHMET AKSAN GAZIIEK TURKEY
c FL26511 HOUSE B25 SENIAJA GHANA
u EM79526 405 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
c FL68208 1120 E ORCHARD DECATUR ILL
c FL64595 810 UNION ALTON ILL
u EM73566 EGYPTIAN TRAIL MONEE ILL
u EM74071 16 S EUCLID AV PRINCETON ILL
u EM78117 2708 N 76TH CT ELMWOOD PARK ILL
u EM51297 1206 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
u EM78695 RR 3 BOX 222 DECATUR ILL
c FL66434 STE MARIE ILL
c 10150 S HOYNE CHICAGO ILL
c FL67984 3044 N NEVA AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
u EM72505 550 ROSEWOOD AV WINNETKA ILL
c 352 MIDRIDGE DR ST LOUIS 37 MO
c FL25179 10607 PROSPECT CHICAGO 43 ILL
c 527 NORTH AV AURORA ILL
c FL67635 716 FRANKLIN ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL63515 9259 S OAKLEY CHICAGO 20 ILL
u EM74051 222 OGLESBY AV LINCOLN ILL
u EM72131 106 S URBANA URBANA ILL
c FL67570 3815 WEST END CHICAGO ILL
ALDERSON BARBARA LYNNE LAS3
ALDRIDGE ARTHUR WILLIAM ENG4
ALDRIDGE JAMES RUSSELL GRAD
ALEXANDER BARBARA ED 4
ALEXANDER BEN ENG4
ALEXANDER CONSTANCE J ED 2
ALEXANDER JOSEPH DAVID FAA1
ALEXANDER MARILYN MARIE PE 4
ALEXANDER PAUL JOSEPH ENG2
ALEXANDER RICHARD F ENG4
ALEXANDER RUTH CORA GRAD
ALEXANDER SONJA MARIE ED 4
ALEXIS RICHARD JOSEPH ENG1
ALEXIS RONALD MICHAEL LAS3
ALFELD WILLIAM WOODROW GRAD
ALFIREVIC MARY ANN AGR1
ALFONSI LORETTA HELEN LAS3
ALFORD HAROLD DEAN LAS2
ALKIRE WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
ALLABAUGH STEPHEN R LAS2
ALLEMAN WINIFRED MCCUE GRAD
ALLEN ARNOLD WILLIAM LAS1
ALLEN CRAIG ROBERT GRAD
ALLEN DAVID JOSEPH COM4
ALLEN DAVID WILLIAM ENG1
ALLEN DEWAYNE ENG3
ALLEN DON ROBERT GRAD
ALLEN DONALD ROBERT AVI1
ALLEN EDDIE KEITH FAA2
ALLEN EDWARD LEE LAS3
ALLEN GEORGIA RACHEL FAA3
ALLEN JAMES L JR COM2
ALLEN JAMES LEE ENG2
ALLEN JOHN JOSEPH ENG3
ALLEN JOHN STANLEY COM2
ALLEN JUDY DIANE PE 2
ALLEN KENNETH EARL GRAD
ALLEN LYLE GRAD
ALLEN MARGARET AGR3
ALLEN MERRY LEWIS GRAD
ALLEN NEIL LAS2
ALLEN PATRICIA GRACE LAS3
ALLEN PATRICIA MAY ED 1
ALLEN RICHARD DEAN GRAD
ALLEN RICHARD KENT AGR2
ALLEN RICHARD LEE ENG1
ALLEN RICHARD LEE ENG1
ALLEN RICHARD RAY LAS4
ALLEN ROY LEE ENG4
ALLEN TERRENCE HANLEY GRAD
ALLEN UNA MARIE LAS3
ALLEN VERA JEAN GRAD
ALLEN WALTER L JR ENG4
ALLER MARY JO COM3
ALLERS RICHARD WILLIAM LAS1
ALLEY ROBERT PHILBRICK GRAD
ALLISON CARL EDWARD LAS2
ALLISON JAMES BARTON ENG6
ALLISON JANE ELIZABETH ED 4
ALLISON JOHN RICHARD LAS3
ALLISON MAX LEE AGR3
ALLISON STEPHEN LEROY ENG1
ALLISON THAINE H JR ENG2
ALLISON THEODORE EDWARD COM4
ALLISON WILLIAM ALLEN LAS1
ALLISON WILLIAM BRUCE COM4
ALLYN DOROTHY ANN AGR2
ALLYN RICHARD BLAINE FAA2
ALMOUIST RICHARD ALLEN AGR3
ALMOUIST ROBERT L COM3
ALONZO ANNETTE BETTE LAS3
ALPERIN JUDITH MIRIAM LAS1
ALPERS NORMAN EUGENE LAS2
ALPERT ARTHUR ALAN LAS4
ALPS CAROLINE JEAN AGR1
ALRADHAWY MAJID AHMED GRAD
ALSAADOON ALI SAIF GRAD
ALSUP DAPHAN LENNAH FAA1
ALT CHARLES ROBERT AGR3
ALT DONALD LEE FAA4
ALTEMEYER LAVERN WAYNE COM4
ALTER ANITA LOUISE LAS2
ALTERA KENNETH PAUL VM 4
ALTERIO FRANK CAESAR ENG3
ALTHAUS BERNARD JOSEPH ENG4
ALTHOFF DIANE ED 1
ALTHOFF JOHN HENRY LAS3
ALTIG RONALD GAIL LAS1
ALTMIN DALE CARTER COM2



























































































C FL26320 1302 E NORTH ST
C FL61813 9209 S 55TH AV
604 S 16TH ST
C FL22058 3 WAYNE CT
C FL26511 2629 W SUMMERDALE AV
U FL26511 1442 WALLACE
C FL67654 530 SHERIDAN RD
C FL69116 1807 MELINDA DR
C FL26511 4613 S ALBANY
C FL60046 211 S STATE ST
1202 PERRYSVILLE RD
U EM71191 21 S 3RD ST
C FL24904 210 ELLSWORTH ST
C 210 ELLSWORTH
U 344 N MAIN
U FL26511 12635 S 76TH AV
U FL26511 311 W ADAMS ST
C FL24108 301 E JEFFERSON ST
C STAR RR 2 BOX 614
C FL62333 1311 15TH AV
C FL28740 607 S NEW ST
C 1212 S 15TH AV
830 N WASHINGTON ST
C FL61646 I44C STADIUM TERR
C FL67690 129 E HICKORY
C FL29671 2145 DEVEREOUX LN
U EM71390 2709 E MAIN ST
C FL62281 601 S MEMORIAL AV
C FL23496 620 S 14TH
C FL26511 7059 N OLCOTT
C FL61879 RR 5
C FL61894 902 SPRAGUE RD
C FL66267 BOX 325
500 S 7TH AV
U EM65783 428 E MAIN
C FL65181 1622 W CLARK
C 208A MIAMI MANOR
U EM70345 4261 CHASE AV
U EM75427 RR 1
C FL28731 RR 4 BOX 123
C 7033 N KARLOV
U EM71191 1935 GREENWOOD
U FL26511 818 S NAWATA AV
C RR 2
C RR 2
C FL26511 1221 BUENA VISTA
C FL69656 708 E PEARL
C 1000 S JACKSON
U EM76735 918 E WATER ST
C FL60304 810 JACKSON
U EM72528 605 W ILLINOIS ST
U EM71390 2709 E MAIN ST
U EM73439 15 E HIGHLAND
U EM71191 2329 29TH ST
C FL67601 11000 LINN CT
RR 1
C FL26649 1327 E GROVE ST
U EM79523 1104 N DIVISION
U EM75416 6 CHATHAM CIRCLE
U 5446 73RD AV
C FL26511 RR 4
C FL62281 104 TREMONT ST
U RR 1 BOX 481X
C FL62281 104 TREMONT ST
C RR 1
C FL67121 213 E 13TH ST
U EM74006 12C1 SHERIDAN RD
U SOX 65
C 4081 GARDEN AV
C FL24108 730 28TH AV
U FL26511 5053 N NOTTINGHAM
U FL26511 12 38 ELMDALE
U EM72555 RR 1
C 421 MELROSE






C FL66112 RR 1
U EM73713 80 BLACKHAWK DR
C RR 1
U FL26511 8203 RAVINIA RD
C FL26511 115 LAWTON RD
C FL26511 5005 WOLFRAM ST
U EM74743 606 S VINE
C FL62571 2421 23RD AV
C FL67266 408 N 1ST ST
U EM79319 RR




























































































ALTON WILLIAM LOUIS LAS1
ALTSCHUL DIETER ROBERT GRAO
ALTSCHUL RICHARD JEROME LAS1
ALTSCHUL SHELDON LAS1
ALTSTETTER NADJA H GRAD
ALVERSON BRUCE JOHN LAS1
ALWES ARTHUR WILLIAM ENG3
ALWES JOMAR CLARE AGR1
AMANN HENRY JACOB LAS2
AMALIKSEN ARNE SIGURD ENG2
AMBER KARFN LYNN ED 1
AMBERG EUGENE W JR LAW1
AMBROSE DAVID LAWRENCE LAS3
AMBROSE RICHARD WILLIAM COM1
AMBROSIUS LLOYD EUGENE LAS1
AMES AUDREY ED 2
AMES JOHN WILLIAM ENG3
AMETER MALCOLM LEE LAS3
AMICO ROBERT LOUIS FAA3
AMIN MOHAMMAD GRAD
AMIN RAJNIKANT GRAD
AMIOT LAWRENCE WILLIAM GRAD
AMUNDSEN WILLIAM ALLEN COM2
ANABLE MARK EDWARD JR ENG3
ANAGMOSTOPOULOS C T LAS4
ANAGNOSTOPOULOS N D ENG3
ANANTHANARAYANAN A A GRAD
ANCIZAR MANUEL E NG <»
ANDERHUB BONITA LUCILLE LAS3
ANDERLE KENNETH JAMES ENG2
ANDERLE PATRICIA ANNE AGR4
ANDERS BARRY ERNEST AGR3
ANDERSEN JOAN ELAINE LAS1
ANDERSEN KAREN SORINNE LAS2
ANDERSEN LILLIAN G GRAD
ANDERSEN ROBERT THOMAS AGR4
ANDERSEN SAYRE DUNBAR GRAD
ANDERSON ALLAN MELVIN ENG1
ANDERSON ALLEN WENDELL LAS2
ANDERSON AMOS LEWIS ENG1
ANDERSON ANITA MARIE ED 4
ANDERSON ANN MARIE PE 1
ANDERSON ANSEL COCHRAN GRAD
ANDERSON BARBARA D LAS1
ANDERSON BEATRICE JOY LAS4



























ANDERSON BRUCE THEODORE LAS3
ANDERSON CAROL MARIE COM1
ANDERSON CAROLYN SUE ED 4
ANDERSON CHARLOTTE C GRAD
ANDERSON CHARLOTTE JO LAS2
ANDERSON CHRISTINE EVE LAS3
ANDERSON CLEO B GRAD
ANDERSON DALE CHARLES LAS3
ANDERSON DARRELL R GRAD
ANDERSON DAVE LUDWIG LAS1
ANDERSON DAVID EARLE AGR4
ANDERSON DAVID R LAS3
ANDERSON DAVID STUART ENG4
ANDERSON DAVID THEODORE COM1
ANDERSON DAWN CAROL AGR3
ANDERSON DELBERT NEIL ENG2
ANDERSON DENNIS PETER LAS2
ANDERSON DENNIS WINFRED COM2
ANDERSON DONA JANE LAS1
ANDERSON DONALD GENE ENG4
ANDERSON DONALD HARRY ENG4
ANDERSON DONALD JAMES GRAD
ANDERSON EDWARD LEON LAS4
ANDERSON ELIZABETH LAS1
ANDERSON ELAINE DORIS ED 2
ANDERSON EMMA LEE LAS3
ANDERSON ERNEST DONALD ENG4
ANDERSON FRANK JERRIL COM1
ANDERSON FRED BERNARD COM3
ANDERSON GENE SCOTT LAW1
ANDERSON GORDON WOOD GRAD
ANDERSON HARVEY ISAAC GRAD
ANDERSON HENRY R JR ENG4
ANDERSON HERSHEL MURRAY GRAD
ANDERSON JAMES LEE LAW2
ANDERSON JAMES WILLIAM FAA4
ANDERSON JANE ELLEN COM1
ANDERSON JOAN DEANNE FAA2
ANDERSON JOHN FREDERIC GRAD
ANDERSON JOHN HENRY ENG3
ANDERSON JOHN LAWRENCE ENG4
ANDERSON JOYCE LOUISE LAS1
ANDERSON JUDITH ANN LAS1
ANDERSON JUDITH M GRAD
1118 W NEVADA U EM74170
614 W WASHINGTON U EM72695
105 E ARMORY C FL67585
MRH FORBES 271 C FL26511
1801 CARLE DR U EM76761
402 E DANIEL C FL60374
601 MAPLE U
1105 W CALIFORNIA U EM76787
402 E ARMORY C FL63633
901 S 1ST C FL27340
1005 W GREGORY U FL26511
306 S VINE U EM75207
912 S 2ND C FL68143
311 E GREEN C FL66834
907 W ILLINOIS U EM79695
1005 S LINCOLN U FL26511
112 E DANIEL C
1206 W OREGON U
312 E ARMORY C
MRH VAN DOREN 323 C
604 E WHITE C
MRH VAN DOREN 423 C
MRH HOPKINS 175 C
MRH FORBES 238 C
MRH GARNER 113 C
308 E WHITE C
504 E GREEN C




































1005 W GREGORY DR




















1215 S 4TH C
410 E GREEN C FL67629
1005 W GREGORY U FL26511
706 S 4TH C FL24067
509 E GREEN C
4957 KIRK ST
87-15 37TH AV









306 S VINE ST
108 W HICKORY
2141 MARSHALL a j
i*i,21 N MOZART

























































3506 S 52ND CT
6228 N MOODY AV
3442 WALLACE ST
P IOAKIM 3 NEASMVRNI
935 CORNELIA AV
41 2ND MAIN RD
CARRERA 12 2451
4429 PINE CREST RD
2328 S SCOVILLE AV
129 HIAWATHA DR
RR 5 CEDAR HILL
12257 S PRINCETON




1510 S ILLINOIS ST




1706 E 86TH PL
2X N 6TH ST





221 S LAKE ST




2456 N MAIN ST
1706 W ESTES
204 KINGSLEY ST
944 N LEWIS AV
STEWART FARMS




11913 S YALE ST
503 S PROSPECT AV
714 GRAND AV
405 E PARK
6771 N KEOTA AV
516 W RUSSELL ST
2821 46TH ST
2434 W PERSHING RD
326 LORRAINE RD







414 W HARDING RD



































































































































































PE 4 710 W OHIO U EM71511
LAS1 1215 S 4TH C FL26511
GRAD RR 1 U EM74285
ENG1 207 E JOHN C FL67622
ENG4 410 E JOHN c FL67677
GRAD 706 W ELM u
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
AGR1 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
ED 3 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
LAS4 307 S PRAIRIE c
GRAD 303 E DANIEL c FL66723
COM1 MRH HOPKINS 386 c FL26511
FAA2 302 E JOHN c FL67981
ENG2 106 S 3RD c FL22209
ED 3 214 GREGORY DR c
COM1 MRH GARNER 215 c FL26511
ENG4 806 W OHIO u
ENG3 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79659
ENG1 MRH FORBES c FL26511
ENG3 409 E GREEN c FL23345
GRAD 1118 W CHURCH c FL60494
PE 3 602 N RANDOLPH c FL61113
ENG3 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468
GRAD 300-416 S GOODWIN u EM75617
ENG4 112 E DANIEL c FL23224
ENG3 MRH GARNER 292 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH GARNER 442 c FL26511
COM1 912 S 2ND c FL25272
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
AGR4 1010 S 3RD c FL63021
ENG3 311 E GREEN c FL66934
SWV3 306 E ARMORY c FL29789
FAA1 MRH BARTON 417 c FL26511
COM3 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
LAS2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
COM4 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
LAS1 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
GRAD 1502 WESTFIELD DR c
LAS2 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
ED 3 312 E DANIEL c FL24671
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1004 S 6TH c FL67436
ENG2 508 E SPRINGFIELD c
ENG1 MRH FLAGG 333 c FL26511
FAA4 1002 W CALIFORNIA u
AGR4 1110 W CALIFORNIA u EM71972
AGR4 1207 W NEVADA u EM79587
GRAD 1019 W HILL c FL65166
PE 3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAW3 605 E PARK c
ENG3 401 E DANIEL c FL24261
ENG3 G41A STADIUM TERR c
ED 4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAW3 707 W SPRINGFIELD c FL29865
LAS1 303 E CHALMERS c
ENG1 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
COM1 401 E DANIEL c FL24261
ENG1 901 S 2ND c FL21677
GRAD 410 W CHURCH c
FAA4 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191
AGR1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75417
ENG4 706 S 2ND c FL67617
AGR3 308 E HEALY c
GRAD 1104 S EUCLID c
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS4 606 W OHIO u EM72812
ENG4 507 GREEN c
LAS1 LAR 486 u FL26511
GRAD 604 E JOHN c FL23492
LAS4 301 S 1ST c
AGR2 111 S LINCOLN u EM75214
GRAD 707 S 2ND c
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 223 c FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 105 c FL26511
LAS1 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
C0V4 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
ENG2 707 S 6TH c FL62222
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 615 S WRIGHT c
COM4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 305 E GREEN c FL27342
FAA6 MRH TAFT 202 c FL26511
PE 1 505 E CHALMERS c
ENG2 1109 W MAIN u EM73918
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 152 c FL26511
FAA1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
COM4 MRH GARNER 256 c FL26511
GRAD 207 N GOODWIN u EM74154
8110 AVALON AV
3427 N PAGE AV
RR 1
RR 1 BOX 292
525 E FELLOWS ST
706 W ELM
10956 S PARNELL
21 N 6TH ST
810 NA WA TA
4838 W BALMORAL AV
601 N CROSS ST
911 W GROVE ST
512 STERLING
5642 N RICHMOND ST




RR 3 BOX 92
1550 E 65TH ST
BOX 473
1118 W CHURCH ST
815 N 12TH ST
501 MAYFAIR RD
531 W 7TH ST













8118 S LANGLEY AV
3265 W WALNUT ST
410 N CHICAGO ST
2524 W LAKE DR














6649 S BISHOP ST
2920 KNIGHT AV
151 N LOMBARD





218 N EAST ST
4448 W ADAMS ST
1182 MAIN ST
DADY HOUSE




J 3158 PILI KOTHI
834 N 2ND AV







1613 W GARFIELD BLV
1142 S MAPLE AV
3353 BUCKNER
6437 STEWART AV





























































































































ARCHILA REYES LUIS E
ARCU3I LIBORRIO PHILLIP
ARCUS JAMES S 111
ARDENTE JOHN
AREHART DAVID LYNN



















































FAA4 207 N GOODWIN
LAS3 218 E GREGORY DR
FAA4 MRH FORBES 127
ED 4 112 E JOHN
ENG3 1008 W GREEN
AGR4 llCt W OREGON
LAS3 711 W ILLINOIS
LAS'. 1005 S LINCOLN
LAS1 904 S LINCOLN
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
COM1 1011 W COLUMBIA
COM2 401 E DANIEL
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 1711 CAROLYN DR
COM3 212 E DANIEL
COM1 212 E DANIEL
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR
LAS'* RR 1
LAS3 MRH FORBES 360
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 10**
ENG3 303 CHALMERS
GRAD 212 E CHALMERS
GRAD 401 S WILLIS
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS
LAS1 1110 S 2ND
LAS1 DEWEY ILL
LAS4 313 E CHALMERS
LAS1 624 S 5TH
LAS4 309 E HEALEY
COM3 MRH FORBES 459
GRAD MRH NOBLE 302
ED 3 1115 W NEVADA
LAS2 803 LASELL
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA
ENG1 810 W GREEN
GRAD 1207 W EUREKA
LAS1 901 S 2ND
LAS1 MRH FORBES 465
LAS1 206 E GREEN
AVI1 608 S DRAPER
ENG1 MRH BARTON 102
ENG4 911 S OAK
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
COM4 618 DANIEL
AGR3 1106 S LINCOLN
LAS1 1210 W SPRINGFIELD
UAS4 1112 S ARBOR
GRAD 806 W CALIFORNIA
ENG4 509 W NEVADA
ED 3 201 E HEALEY
LAS4 706 W OHIO
COM3 905 S 5TH
COM1 301 ARMORY
ENG4 MRH FORBES 241
COM4 1307 W UNIVERSITY
FAA4 805 S 6TH
GRAD I49A STADIUM TERR
LAS1 313 E ARMORY
COM1 1005 S LINCOLN
FAA2 313 E JOHN
ED 1 405 E JOHN
VM 3 1006 S OAK
ENG3 807 S BUSEY
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY
ENG1 705 S 6TH
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
LAS1 1003* W SPRINGFIELD
LAW3 108 E JOHN
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
ED 3 1010 S 3RD
GRAD 300-308 S GOODWIN
GRAD 108 E JOHN
GRAD 300-308 S GOODWIN
AGR2 MRH GARNER 452
COM3 401 E JOHN
FAA1 MRH BARTON 417
FAA3 512 W UNIVERSITY
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 494
PE 3 1302 W CLARK
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA
ENG2 311 E ARMORY
LAS1 ^01 GEORGE HUFF DR
PE 1 1005 W GREGORY DR
PE 2 1601 S NEIL
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 410
GRAD 207 E CLARK
COM2 515 BASH CT
LAS1 1115 NEVADA
















































8825 S PAXTON ST







222 E CHICAGO AV
7136 S OGLESBY AV
2855H E MANGA RD
7017 S OAKLEY AV
CALLE 17 1411
401 S WILLIS











































41 N MAIN ST
624 S 5TH ST
3132 CLIFTON
4120 W EMERSON





324 N TITUS AV
8500 CAROL ST
1807 N 20TH AV
660 MILL CT
3716 N FREMONT ST
315 N 24TH ST
6352 S FRANCISCO AV








5026 N NEW CASTLE AV
446 ALDINE
932 W CARMEN AV
2600 W FITCH AV












108 E JOHN ST
1035 N 6TH ST
530 S DUNTON ST
104 MANUKA RD




345 N WASHINGTON ST
419 W MAPLE AV
1107 W GREEN ST
812 WALNUT
840 E MAPLE ST








MI NOT N DAK
HONOLULU 17 HAWAI
I
GOLD COAST W AFRIC
SAN JOSE ILL














































































































































































GRAD 1110 W OREGON U
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511
ENG1 1004 W OREGON U EM73542
PE 1 904 S LINCOLN U EM71191
VM 1 FREEMAN TRAILER PARK u
VM 1 FREEMAN TRAILER PK u
FAA4 604 E ARMORY c FL67267
COM1 404 E JOHN c FL68502
GRAD 1601 S NEIL c FL64873
ENG3 105 E ARMORY c
LAS3 201 E GREEN c FL67690
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 238 c FL26511
GRAD 110 N GOODWIN u EM77346
LAS3 1011 S WRIGHT c FL25504
GRAD 1209 E MICHIGAN u EM73840
LAS1 1007 S 5TH c FL22046
ENG1 406 E JOHN c FL60287
ENG1 MRH CLARK 239 c FL26511
COM1 1211 WILLIAMSBURG DR c FL23308
FAA4 1002 W NEVADA u
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 608 E STOUGHTON c FL66842
ENG4 MRH FORBES 266 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH FORBES 266 c FL26511
GRAD 102 N GREGORY u EM79904
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u EM72857
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
PE 4 1005 S 6TH c FL68777
AGR4 RANTOUL ILL
FAA4 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
ENG3 MRH FORBES 236 c FL26511
LAS4 1107 S 3RD c FL28904
GRAD 1409 W PARK u EM73988
JNL4 308 E ARMORY c FL23704
GRAD 710 S RANDOLPH c FL23584
GRAD 710 S RANDOLPH c FL23584
ENG1 211 DANIEL c FL67583
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM2 401 E JOHN c FL63085
LAS1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
LAS1 1112 S 2ND c FL27565
AGR2 409 E DANIEL c FL29540
LAS4 1007 S 5TH c FL22046
AGR2 MRH HOPKINS 243 c FL26511
GRAD DEKALB ILL
ENG2 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM75541
AGR4 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
ENG1 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
GRAD 504 W ELM u EM78942
ENG1 305 E GREEN c FL27342
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS2 MRH FORBES 463 c FL26511
LAS2 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
FAA4 1005 S 5TH c FL66932
LAS2 307 E JOHN c FL28454
ENG3 THOMASBORO ILL
GRAD 1001 W CALIFORNIA u EM78193
GRAD 1001 W CALIFORNIA u EM78193
GRAD 303 E DANIEL c FL66723
GRAD 100 5 W GREGORY DP u FL26511
LAS3 1008 S 4TH c FL60190
ENG1 MRH CLARK 215 c
LAS1 MRH GARNER 220 c FL26511
GRAD 1209 W UNIVERSITY u
COM3 1017 W CHARLES c FL29634
AGR1 1004 S 4TH c FL63631
LAS1 912 S 2ND c
JNL4 211 DANIEL c FL67583
GRAD 2009 SANGAMON DR c FL60725
GRAD MRH TAFT 411 c FL26511
ENG1 901 S 2ND c FL25156
AGR2 MRH GARNER 290 c FL26511
GRAD 1101 S PRAIRIE c FL21420
AGR2 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071
AGR2 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071
LAS2 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
COM2 111 E CHALMERS c
ENG3 MRH FORBES c FL26511
LAS1 101 E CHALMERS c FL67437
ED 6 1307 W CLARK ST u EM74814
ED 4 706 W ELM u EM77985
GRAD 603 S 4TH c
COM2 301 ARMORY c FL67447
LAS1 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 110 c FL26511
GRAD 1004 N DIVISION u EM70106
LAS2 MRH FORBES 461 c FL26511
FAA3 604 E ARMORY c FL67267
GRAD 207 S BUSEY u EM76450
COM2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439






611 W 69TH ST





3705 GLEN FLORA AV
1209 E MICHIGAN
827 N 13TH ST
1218 S MCKINLEY AV





3122 N SHEFFIELD ST
V ACAIA 58
1107 W GREEN ST
211 3RD ST
2211 LAWTON ST













616 E MAIN ST
2214 E 34TH ST
702 EDGAR
1620 N 31ST ST
1734 N MASON AV
RR 2
1205 ROSEVIEW AV
6922 N LAKEWOOD AV















126 N STEWART ST
RR 2
681 S LIBERTY




































































































































































































ENG3 207 E JOHN C 123 S PINE ST ST FLMO ILL
COM3 1105 W CALIFORNIA u 403 W ST LOUIS EFFINGHAM ILL
FAA2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 122 BOWDEN RD CEDAR GROVE N J
FAA1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439 825 N 13TH HERRIN ILL
LAS3 1002 W OREGON u RR 2 CENTPALIA ILL
GRAD 904 S WABASH u EM74773 904 S WABASH URBANA ILL
FAA2 706 S 4TH c FL24067 2451 S WENTWORTH CHICAGO 16 ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67?66 2451 S WENTWORTH AV CHICAGO 16 ILL
ED 2 MRH BARTON 104 c FL265U 2245 S BELL AV CHICAGO 8 ILL
LAS3 405 S 6TH c FL60966 RR 1 ERIE ILL
ENG4 1006 6TH c FL67266 3820 W CERMAK RD CHICAGO ILL
LAS'* 1005 W GREGORY DR u 911 W 33PD ST CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 602 W MAIN u 911 W 33 ST CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 512 E SPRINGFIELD c FL69717 HARIKA FRAGE DAMASCUS SYPIA
ENG3 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 428 WHITELAW AV WOOD RIVER ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c 1503 SPRING ST OUINCY ILL
ED 3 110 E GREEN c FL67547 60 ST ANKARA TURKEY
LAS1 305 E JOHN c FL60733 7933 S PAULINA ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
ENG4 311 E GREEN c DAWEZU OR MERGUI BURMA
LAS1 MRH FORBES 295 c FL26511 BOX 283 CROSSVILLE ILL
LAS3 806 5TH c FL65990 321 E MAIN OTTAWA ILL
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 675 W OLIVE ST DECATUR ILL
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 1043 GRANDVIEW AV LOCKPORT ILL
ENG4 501 E GREEN u EM75315 507 E GREEN ST URBANA ILL
ED 4 405 E JOHN c FL62557 MORO ILL
COM2 201 E GREEN c FL67690 MORO ILL
ENG3 911 S 4TH c FL6757*. 304 NICHOLSON JOLIET ILL
GRAD 410 W HIGH u 47 ABBASSIA ST CAIRO EGYPT
GRAD H48B STADIUM TERR c 2850 SANNO 1 OHTA KU TOKYO
GRAD 906 S 4TH c FL67813 4086 TAMAGAWA GAKUEN TOKYO JAPAN
GRAD 1102 W OREGON u EM70156 1102 W OREGON UR3ANA ILL
FAA4 311 S PRAIRIE c FL60357 311 S PRAIRIE CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM4 63 BRADLEY MCKINLEY c FL63661 509 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
LAS4 VILLA GROVE ILL 101 N PINE VILLA GROVE ILL
LAS1 508 E ARMORY c FL62501 238 E HILLSIDE RD BARRINGTON ILL
FAA2 806 W OHIO u EM74336 10 WESTWOOD PL DANVILLE ILL
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 2501 ELM EVANSTO.N ILL
SWV4 502 W ILLINOIS u EM77110 502 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
ED 2 502 W ILLINOIS u EM77110 502 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
COM3 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136 2230 BENDERWIRT AV ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 412 W WASHINGTON c FL69928 RR 1 GALVA ILL
GRAD 507 N WILLIS c 507 N WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 495 c FL26511 1526 W MARGARET PEORIA ILL
ENG4 1109 W MAIN u EM51353 4253 W CULLOM CHICAGO ILL
AGR4 1011 S 6TH c FL63650 RR 1 MT MORRIS ILL
ED 3 212 CHALMERS c FL28809 RR 1 MT MORRIS ILL
LAS4 1008 S 4TH c FL25207 62 MAGNOLIA DR BELLEVILLE ILL
ED 1 1106 S 3RD c FL22058 6149 CLAREMONT CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 307 S LINCOLN AV u EM51355 221 W KRACK ST FORREST ILL
LAS1 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 2285 N WATER DECATUR ILL
FAA3 514 E JOHN c FL60111 4821 N DRAKE AV CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 311 DANIEL c FL67670 815 WILLOWAY DR EAST ALTON ILL
LAS4 410 E GREEN c 1917 BELLE PLAINE CHICAGO ILL
COM3 MRH GARNER 320 c FL26511 7825 S PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1009 W CALIFORNIA u EM76947 10758 S CALUMET AV CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 509 E GREEN c 509 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 618 DANIEL c FL66256 1310 N GRANT ST W LAFAYETTE IND
ENG4 512 ALA8AMA c FL67116 203 JOHN ST MCHENRY ILL
ENG4 208 E JOHN c 2890 HILLCREST AV ALTON ILL
LAS3 208 E JOHN c FL67637 2890 HILLCREST ALTON ILL
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 739 BUSSE HWY PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG3 907 S 6TH c FL29625 907 SPRINGFIELD ST MENDOTA ILL
ENG4 706 S 2ND c FL67617 7658 S MAY ST CHICAGO ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 222 c FL26511 570 W 189TH ST NEW YORK 40 N Y
ENG4 1004 S 4TH c FL61023 4648 WRIGHTWOOD AV CHICAGO 39 ILL
FAA1 501 E DANIEL c FL68215 URSA ILL
LAS4 G50A1 STADIUM TERR c 1843 S FAIRVIEW DECATUR ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO ST u EM72812 617 ELM NEWTON KANSAS
ED 4 RANTOUL ILL 1436 KEESLER DR RANTOUL ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 409 c FL26511 114 12TH AV TEXAS CITY TEXAS
GRAD H-32-B STADIUM TERR c FL65959 H328 STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 614 S ELMWOOD AV OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 102 S LINCOLN u EM73963 ISTANBOOL AV TEHRAN IRAN
ENG3 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 1055 W PARK FRONT JOLIET ILL
FAA3 402 S PRAIRIE c FL68054 BOX 1006 AMMAN JORDAN
ENG1 MRH FORBES 124 c FL26511 805 WESTMINSTER RD NEW WINDSOR MD
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 322 c FL26511 5417 COUNTRY CLUB DR LAGRANGE ILL
LAS1 310 E GREGORY c FL66112 224 N MAPLE DU QUOIN ILL
ENG4 902 S LOCUST c FL69203 230 SOUTH ST COLLINSVILLE ILL
FAA1 MRH CLARK 337 c FL26511 2415 CUSTER AV ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 322 c FL26511 4646 S MICHIGAN AV CHICAGO 53 ILL
COM2 916 S 4TH c FL69536 907 N ADAMS PEORIA ILL
AGR6 506 S MATHEWS u EM51235 RR 1 BROWNFIELD ILL
GRAD 206 S ORCHARD u 206 S ORCHARD URBANA ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 103 c FL26511 1309 AVENUE E FORT PIERCE FLA
LAS3 206 S ORCHARD u 206 S ORCHARD URBANA ILL
SWV4 SEYMOUR ILL 105 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
AGR4 604 N MAPLE u EM77947 HARVEL ILL
ENG1 MRH BARTON 125 c FL26511 305 W REED BENTON ILL
FAA1 902 S 2ND c FL67621 516 S MAIN KEWANEE ILL
BAIN ROBERT ADDISON GRAD
3AIR LEROY ROSS AGR3
BAIRD GLENN RUSSELL LAS1
3AIRC JACK ROGER GRAD
BAIRD RICHARD EDWARD GRAD
BAIRD ROBERT JACKSON GRAD
BAITY LEROY LAS2
BAIZER BERYL MARILYN LAS1
BAKER ARTHUR GUY AVI1
BAKER BARBARA HELEN ED 1
BAKER BARBARA JEAN FAA1
3AKER WILLIAM RONALD AVI1
BAKER DARLENE JANET ED 4
BAKER DAVID HIRAM AGR3
3AKER FRED RUSSELL JR FAA2
?AKER FREDERICK S LAS1
3AKER HAROLD GEORGE ENG4
3AKER JAMES ARTHUR LAS2
3AKER JAMES JOEL ENG2
3AKER JAMES LEE L 111 GRAD
3AKER JOHN PATTON GRAD
3AKER JOHN ROSS GRAD
3AKER KAY LYNN LAS1
3AKER KENNETH LOUIE ENG4
3AKER LANDIS DANA GRAD
3AKER LESTER SIDNEY ENG4
3AKER LUCY ELAINE ED 4
3AKER MARIAN RUTH LAS3
3AKER MARY ANN PE 4
3AKER MAURICE JESSE LAS1
3AKER MYRNA LYNN LAS1
3AKER MYRON ALAN ENG3
3AKER ROBERT ALLEN GRAD
3AKER ROBERT GALE AGR1
3AKER ROBERT JETHRO JR ENG4
3AKER THOMAS POWELL JR GRAD
3AKER VIRGINIA APRIL ED 3
3AKER WARREN STANNARD FAA1
3AKER WILLIAM DRYDEN LAS1
3AKER WILLIAM FRANKLIN LAW1
3AKER WILLIAM KING GRAD
3AL SHARANJIT SINGH GRAD
3ALACOUNI VAHE GRAD
3ALASH RICHARD LEE ENG3
3ALBACH SARA LILY FAA4
3ALCHAN ANTHONY STEPHEN GRAD
3ALDEN LARRY DAVID ENG1
3ALDINO PETER A JR GRAD
3ALDRIDGE MARLENA KAY PE 2
3ALDWIN JAMES WARREN JR GRAD
3ALDWIN JUDITH ELAINE AGR3
3ALDWIN MARGARET LYNNE LAS4
3ALDWIN WILLIAM EDWARD FAA1
3ALL BEVERLY RUTH LAS2
3ALGEMANN HENRY F FAA1
3ALL LAWRENCE MICHAEL LAS1
3ALL SUSAN ED 3
3ALLA THOMAS JOHN ENG4
3ALLOU SUZANNE MIND GRAD
3ALLOWE JAMES C GRAD
3ALLS KENNETH GERALD GRAD
3ALMAIN KEITH GEORGE GRAD
3ALMER GUY PERCY LAS4
3ALTER ALAN LARRY LAS3
3ALZARAS VYTAUTAS FAA4
3ALZER JAMES PHILIP AGR4
3ALZER JOSEPH CHARLES SWV3
3ALZER RONALD LAWRENCE ENG1
3ANAS RONALD PAUL ENG4
3ANASH JEANNE GANTT ED 4
3ANASH ROBERT CHARLES ED 4
3ANCHIK WAYNE 8ARY ENG1
3ANDY LARRY LEE AGR3
3ANDYK DIANE ROSE LAS3
3ANE ARLO GREGORY VM 2
3ANERJEE JYOTIRMOY GRAD
3ANI ASSAD ESMAIL FAA3
3ANIASSADI NASROLLAH ENG1
3ANISH MARION IRMA LAS4
3ANISTER RONALD ALAN ENG1
3ANKENDORF CARLA ZOE LAS1
3ANKER EDWARD URIUS COM2
3ANKER LARRY DEAN COM2
3ANKERT ROBERT LOUIS COM1
3ANKNIEDER AUGUST R VM 2
3ANKS RICHARD THOMAS FAA3
3ANNING ROGER EUGENE ENG3
3ANNISTER ANNIE PEARL ED 4
3ANNON PAUL MATTHEW COM1
3ANTA WILLIAM EDWIN ENG3
8 SIEMS CT U EM51405
309 E HEALEY C FL65678
401 S 2ND C FL67458
1601 S NEIL c FL69441
311 E JOHN c FL63110
6 HEDGE CT c FL63101
705 W STOUGHTON u EM77190
1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
105 E GREEN c FL22406
606 W COLUMBIA c FL23427
508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
1004 S 4TH c FL61023
508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
604 N MAPLE u EM77188
814 N PROSPECT c FL68412
301 E ARMORY c FL67447
MRH GARNER 309 c FL26511
604 E STOUGHTON c FL62261
212 E DANIEL c FL67908
106 S 4TH c
G65A STADIUM TERR c FL26328
904 W ILLINOIS u
1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
1605 W HEALEY c FL26449
705 W OREGON u EM73369
301 E ARMORY c FL67451
706 S 4TH c FL24067
508 E DANIEL c FL69340
606 W COLUMBIA c FL23477
MRH LUNDGREN 204 c FL265U
105 S BUSEY u EM72682
207 E JOHN c FL67622
804 S MCCULLOUGH u EM79711
811 W OREGON u EM72532
1104 W STOUGHTON u EM77363
1907 SANGAMON DR c FL23264
706 FAIRWAY DR c FL64117
1108 S 1ST c FL21713
401 E JOHN c FL67737
1905 BELLAMY DR c FL64885
725 S PRAIRIE c FL68510
1006 W CALIFORNIA u
1009 W CALIFORNIA u EM76947
715 W MICHIGAN u EM71150
1008 W CLARK ST u EM74243
1118 W NEVADA u EM71470
1106 S EUCLID c FL69945
309 E JOHN c FL69064
406 N JAMES c FL65870
309 E JOHN c FL69064
214 GREGORY DR c
201 E JOHN c FL24569
905 W OREGON u EM79391
1108 S 1ST c FL21713
1111 S 1ST c
611 E DANIEL c FL61840
MRH FORBES 213 c FL26511
503 S PROSPECT c FL65444
713 E MICHIGAN u EM76727
1107-521 W GREEN u EM78502
905 S 1ST c FL24325
302 E GREGORY DR c FL63002
408 E HEALEY c
H33B STADIUM TERR c FL26309
2210 ROLAND DR c FL60682
806 S 5TH c
1210 W CLARK u EM74331
808 W ILLINOIS u EM79216
808 W ILLINOIS u EM79216
308 E HEALEY c FL29832
706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
604 W MAIN u
MRH VAN DOREN 226 c FL26511
617 GREEN c
617 E GREEN c
1106 S 3RD c FL22058
311 E GREEN c FL66934
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
903 W ILLINOIS u EM71265
309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
1215 S 4TH c FL26511
MRH GARNER 246 c FL26511
1104 S 4TH c FL63071
1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
604 E ARMORY c
706 S GREGORY PL u EM73743
#5 SIEMS COURT
RR 1 eOX 123
419 S EUCLID
BOX 167






1155 W CHICAGO ST
700 ALEXANDER
1621 N TRIPP ST
604 N MAPLE ST
814 N PROSPECT













606 W COLUMBIA ST
1366 W .'-IAIN
301 E NEWKIRK
896 S MYRTLE AV
804 S MCCULLOUGH
RR 2






725 S PRAIRIE ST
8UTALA DIST
40 SHARIA SALAH
216 S LARAMIE AV
8430 CRANDON ST




406 N JAMES ST
105 N CALIFORNIA
4244 GARDEN AV
1160 E 85TH ST
6716 INDIANA AV




YACHT BASIN APTS H23
713 E MICHIGAN AV
301 S 3RD EAST
RR 2
647 OAKDALE AV
6425 N HOYNE ST




1256 N CAMPBELL AV
6100 S ROCKWELL ST
2119 W 54TH PL
2143 E 80TH ST
1344 E RYDER
5647 S MERRIMAC ST
106 PARK AV
D34144 GANESH






522 E SUPERIOR ST
5705 W WILSON
7729 S SEELEY AV
506 N LONG
230 W DIVISION ST
18636 GOTTSCHALK AV


























































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
BANTZ FARL CLAYTON GRAO
BAPTIST THOMAS EDMOND ENG4
BARAN LORRAINE M GRAO
BARAN WALT8R JOHN ENG2
BARAN WALTER JOSEPH JR ENG2
BARANOWSKI LEROY C ENG4
BARANY1 SANDOR JOZStF GRAD
3ARASLH ALVIN COM!
*AR°EE DANIEL GENE GRAO
BARTER JUDY ELLEN ED 3
.
ji ROMl V AGR1
BARtsOSA GAUR1EL ENG4
BARLlOSA LINDA FENSTAD LAS4
UARCH ROBERT LOUIS ENG1
BARCLAY PAMELA KAY Pt 1
BARCUS CONNIE WYNNE F/.A1
BARCUS ROBERT EUGENE ENG2
8ARDASIS ANGELO GRAD
BARDOS DENES ISTUAN ENG2
BARDSLEY JOHN LESTER LAS3
BARDWELL HARRY JOSEPH ENG2
3ARETA ANTHONY STEVE GRAD
BARGAMIAN JOHN GRAD
BARGER ALLAN RUSSELL ENG4
BARGREN NORMAN LEE A COM3
BARICKMAN BERT ELWYN JR LAS3
BAR ILL RONALD GENE LAS4
SARKAN STEPHEN YALE COM1
BARKER ALETA JOANNE LAS1
BARKER DALE LOCKARD GRAD
BARKER JANET CAROLYN LAS1
BARKER LORA PHYLLIS COM1
BARKER RICHARD DEAM COM3
BARKLEY BRUCE OWEN GRAD
SARKLEY CLARE EMMERICH GRAD
BARKLEY JOHN WESLEY LAS3
8ARKULES PETER ANTHONY PE 1
BARLEY DANIEL ALLAN GRAD
BARMANN MARK GEORGE ENG1
BARNABEF KENNETH DALE COM2
BARNES BARBARA E LAS3
BARNES DEMAREE GRAD
BARNES EARLEEN LOUISE JNL3
BARNES EDWARD JOSEPH GRAD
BARNES EDWARD NORRIS FNG1
BARNES FLORIDE HELEN LAS1
eARNES GENE ALAN GRAD
BARNES LARRY EDWARD AGR1
BARNES LESTER EARL JR GRAD
BARNES ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
BARNES ROSANNA L ED 4
BARNES THOMAS CHARLES LAS1
BARNETT ALLEN MARSHALL ENG2
BARNETT JOHN ARTHUR COM3
BARNETT MARILYN ANN LAS1
BARNETT RICHARD DEAN ENG1
BARNETT RICHARD GENE GRAD
BARNETT RITCHIE G GRAD
BARNETT SANDRA JEAN GRAD
BARNETT STEPHEN SAMUEL JNL4
BARNHILL JACK GORDON GRAD
BARNSTABLE BARBARA J LAS4
BARNSTABLE SANDRA LOU PE 1
BARON BONNIE JOYCE ED 2
BARON RACHEL MINNA FAA1
RARONE SAM GRAD
BARR JAMES FRANKLIN LAS2
BARR JAMES WORRELL JR GRAD
BARR JESSE WILLIAM JNL4
BARR JOANN MARIE LAS1
BARR KENNETH HUGH LAS1
BARR RICHARD ALAN LAS1
BARR ROBERT HENRY ENG4
BARR THOMAS ROBERT B GRAD
BARRAGAN JOSE ANTONIO ENG4
BARRERA ALVARO ENG4
BARRETOCAIPA JUAN PABLO ENG4
BARRETT BILLY AARON AGR2
BARRETT GENE GRAD
BARRETT NANCY CAROL ED 1
BARRETT THOMAS PATRICK ENG2
BARRETT WILLIAM BERNARD GRAD
BARRIBALL RICHARD DALE ENG3
BARRON GWENDOLYN IRENE C0M6
BARRON WILLIAM THOMPSON GRAD
BARRY LYNETTE FAY LAS4
BARRY PETER JAMES AGR1
BARSKY ROBERT FRED COM3
SARTEL DONALD LEONARD ENG3
BARTELL DANIEL WILLIAM ENG3
713 W HEALEY
404 BUSEY

































311-306 E GREEN ST
MRH BARTON 125






602 W ILLINOIS ST
MRH VAN DOREN 16
506 E ARMORY











































31 BLUE SPRUCE DR
C FL66735 713 W HEALLY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 15926 S PARKSIDE SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
U FL26511 5078 ARCHER AV CHICAGO 32 ILL
C FL26511 VERSAILLES RD NORTh EVANS N Y
C FL63022 ;OrWOOu AV BENSENVILLE ILL
C FL265U 2133 N KlLbOURN AV CHICAGO 39 ILL
U EM71873 1007 w CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
U . PINE GROVE CHICAGO ILL
U EM73358 317 N STEPm SPRINGFIELD ILL
U tM7!>459 195 JIRDWOOU AKRON OHIO
C FL65990 CHEBANSE ILL
U CARRERA, 16 «48 01
1 1 14 ^T SPRINGFIELD
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
U URBANA ILL
C FL62684 6056 W IRVING PK RD CHICAGO 34 ILL
U FL26511 BOX 36 / WARRENSbURG ILL
C FL28057 920 W CHpRCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 177 S V^LLA AV ELMHURST ILL
U EM77570 3115 BROADWAY NEW YORK 27 N Y
C A 56 STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 117 '1 ORIENT ST COLLINSVILLE 3 ILL
u 570? W OHIO ST CHICAGO ILL
c 5821 N 60TH ST MILWAUKEE 18 WIS
U EM79993 2917 BROWN AV FRESNO CALIF
U EM74039 5 3 59 W WRIGHT WOOD CHICAGO ILL
C FL64535 907 S LYNN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 310 S VERMILLION ST STREATCR ILL
C FL27626 3845 W MONROE CHICAGO 24 ILL
C FL26511 2015 21ST ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
C FL22046 WILLOW HILL ILL
U 2688 ASHFORD RD N E ATLANTA 19 GA
C FL35542 RR 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL24164 RR 4 SHELBYVILLE ILL
U EM77355 RR 4 SHELBYVILLE ILL
U EM79995 805 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
U EM79995 805 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
C FL24305 7335 SCHOYER AV PITTSBURGH 18 PA
C FL26511 BOX 19 PRAIRIE VIEW ILL
C FL26511 BOX 214 CENTRAL VALLEY N Y
C FL67266 953 N MAIN ST DECATUR ILL
U 86 N WOOD ST FARMINGTON ILL
U FL26511 S 10TH ST CARMI ILL
C FL61719 4727 S PRINCETON CHICAGO 9 ILL
U EM75425 119 ORCHARD ST EAST PEORIA 8 ILL
U EM72349 OLNEY ILL
C FL26511 24 PARKWAY DR SULLIVAN ILL
C FL62501 LACON ILL
U EM72933 2565 FONTANA DR GLENVIEW ILL
U RR 3 CISNE ILL
U EM79572 1008 W CALIFORNIA AV URBANA ILL
U EM74274 2412 ASHMUN SAULT STE MARIE MICH
U EM79572 1605 GEORGIA DR URBANA ILL
C FL67737 2017 W 107TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
C 8911 S CREGIER AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26511 111 N SEMINARY PARK RIDGE ILL
U 8230 KARLOV AV SKOKIE ILL
C FL26511 9725 S WARREN OAKLAWN ILL
U EM77200 965 E CLAY DECATUR ILL
U EM74614 5305 E WILLIAM ST RD DECATUR ILL
7343 ARLETA KANSAS CITY 30 MO
C FL26511 6506 S SACRAMENTO AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM77109 812 FAIRVIEW AV URBANA ILL
C FL69340 865 N MONROE ST DECATUR ILL
U EM79292 RR 3 ANTIOCH ILL
U FL26511 5039 N RIDGEWAY AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL26511 6239 N TROY CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL65611 R R 4 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67908 1325 MCDANIEL EVANSTON ILL
C 958 WESTERN AV JOLIET ILL
C FL61072 3N674 CARDINAL CT ADDISON ILL
C FL68590 PINE BLUFF RD MORRIS ILL
BOX 62 RANKIN ILL
C FL265U 9150 BENNETT CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL68594 WATERMAN ILL
U EM72541 1107 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
U CALLE 22 NO 16 34 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
U CARRERA 14 59 53 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
U EM75012 CALLE 63 A N 2F 21 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
C FL65727 215 ARCADIA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U RR 6 BOX 130 PORTSMOUTH OHIO
U FL26511 2700 S 59TH AV CICERO 50 ILL
C FL29625 8947 S ABERDEEN CHICAGO 20 ILL
1150 11TH ST CHARLESTON ILL
U EM76285 R R 1 MARTINTON ILL
C FL27393 503 S 1ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL27393 802 DOUGLAS AV BREWTON ALA
U EM73950 24 DUDLEY ST COOGEE SYDNEY AUSTRALIA
C FL26511 234 W END AV RIDGEWOOD N J
C FL26511 6139 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO ILL
C FL67322 606 E FORREST HILL PEORIA ILL
C FL61104 5408 N LUDLAM AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
BARTELSMEYER KARL LOUIS LAS1
BARTELSTEIN IDA ED 3
BARTH EDGAR LESLIE GRAD
BARTri JAMES EDMOND GRAD
BARTH MARILYN CHANDLER LAS4
BARTHEL CALVIN WILLIAM VM 3
BARTHEL CURT HERMAN VM 1
BARTHEL JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
BARTHOLMEY SANDRA JEAN LAS1
SARTLETT FRANK DANA JR GRAD
BARTLETT JANE LOUISE LAS4
BARTLETT RONALD EDWARD AVI2
BARTLEY JOHN CONNER GRAD
BARTLIT FRED HOLCOMB JR LAW3
BARTOLO JULIE MARIE ED 3
BARTON FURMAN WYCHE GRAD
BARTON JUDITH LEE LAS3
BARTON LARRY WESLEY ENG1
BARTSCH JOHN RICHARD ENG4
BARTULIS JOSEPH THOMAS JNL4
BARTUSKA TOM JOE FAA4
BASARA WILLIAM ENG1
BASEDOW SUSAN ANN ED 4
BASH THOMAS JOSEPH COM4
BASH WILLIAM J JR GRAD
BASS ALAN RONALD GRAD
BASS EDWARD LORENZO ENG3
BASS HARVEY BERT COM1
BASS JACK GRAD
BASS JACK HENRY ENG4
BASS JOANNE MEYERS LAS4
BASS RICHARD EUGENE GRAD
BASS VIVIAN DEE LAS3
BASSARO JOAN MARY K GRAD
BASSETT MARK JULIAN LAS2
BASSLER RICHARD RAYMOND GRAD
BASSO JAMES ROBERT ENG3
BAST ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
BAST WILLIAM WALTER GRAD
SASTEN RAYMOND FRANCIS FAA4
BASTOB GEORGE CHARLES LAS1
BASYE JOHN PAUL ENG4
BATCHELDER DAVID N GRAD
BATEK GEORGE JA*ES ENG2
BATELL THOMAS FRANCIS GRAD
BATEMAN JOHN RUSSELL ENG1
BATES ALICE JANE COM3
BATES CHARLES RUSSELL LAS1
BATES DONALD KENNETH ENG4
5ATES RICHARD LUDW1G Pc 3
BATESON CHARLES EDWARD FAA2
SATNI PRAHLADA RAO GRAD
BATSON 3ILLY BOS FAA4
BATSON LOWELL DUANE GRAD
BATT CHERIE ROBERTA ED 2
BATTLES RICHARD GARWOOD GRAD
BATTLES VIRGINIA ANN LAS3
BAUD KENNETH WARREN GRAD
BAUDINO DONALD RAYMOND ENG2
BAUER DONALD FOSS LAS1
BAUER JOHN RICHARD GRAD
BAUER LARRY LEE AGR3
BAUER NORMAN JAMES GRAD
BAUER ROBERT OSCAR GRAD
BAUER WALTER GRAD
BAUER WARREN ROBERT FAA3
BAUER WILLIAM LEE COM1
BAUGHN HAROLD CAMERON AGR1
BAULING DOUGLAS BERT AGR3
BAULING JAMES ARTHUR AGR3
BAUM DAVID HAROLD JNL4
BAUM DAVID NATHAN COM2
BAUM ELLEN LAS4
BAUM GLENN AUBRY LAS3
BAUM NOEL BERTHOLD GRAD
BAUM PAUL MARTIN GRAD
BAUM RICHARD ALAN COM1
BAUM ROBERT HAROLD GRAD
BAUM WILLIAM JACOB ENG4
BAUMAN JON WAYNE ENG1
BAUMAN LEANNE ROSE LAS1
BAUMAN RALPH LEE AGR1
BAUMAN STEVEN FREDRICK GRAD
BAUMANN CARL WILLIAM LAS4
BAUMANN EDWARD JOHN ENG4
BAUMEL ROBERTA LYNNE ED 2
BAUMGARDNER CLYDE ALLEN ENG1
BAUMGARTNER DAVID ERWIN LAS1
BAUMGARTNER DONALD H ENG1



























































































c FL26511 306 W CHESTER
u EM73370 5501 CONGRESS PKWY
u EM79654 704 W NEVADA
u EM71904 220 N 22ND ST
u EM79654 704 W NEVADA
u EM74760 RR 2
C FL26511 1826 S LOMBARD AV
u EM70406 1002 S WEBBER ST
u FL26511 7321 S RACINE
c FL63318 23 POND ST
c FL67142 1008 W HILL ST
u EM76343 12400 FAIRFIELD RD
c FL66156 13TH AND FRANCISCO
u EM70092 10 E 150TH ST
c FL67844 805 SENECA PL
u EM71217 202 3UIST AV
u EM71173 2525 S 5TH ST
u EM74063 BOX 394
c 408 WASHINGTON ST
c FL61694 170 SOUTHCOTE RD
c 1648 S LOMBARD AVE
u EM72017 7540 62ND PL
u 742 OTTAWA ST
c FL65980 301 KELLY CT
c FL25491 502 W HESSEL BLV
c FL69141 7535 AHERN
c RR 2
c FL26511 6132 N MONTICELLO
u 455 N POINSETTIA PL
c FL67315 1401 HOLLY HILL DR
u 1945 N KENMORE AV
c FL27740 1004 E BROADWAY
u EM73511 RR 2
u EM71440 113 RIDGEWOOD AV
c FL26511 2005 SUNSET AV
c FL29625
c FL28901 208 PARK AV
u EM79015 901 CLEVELAND
c FL26511 N90-W16737 PERSHING
u EM79547 1002 PACIFIC AV
u EM76617 700 W MCKINLEY
c FL65091 471 CUMBERLAND
u 11 GARFIELD AV
c FL67437 1S616 SUMMIT AV
c 710 BROAD
c E RICHARDSON ST
u FL26511 RR 5
c FL67637 404 W MAINE
u 716 FULTON ST
c FL66538 1726 PARKHAVEN DR
c FL27614 1940 HICKORY RD
u 4 1ST CROSS
u EM70035 106 N VINE
c I 33 B STAD TERR
u FL26511 7601 YATES
u EM71764 5604 S UNION
c 393 WARWICK LANE
u EM78961 515 N 22ND
c FL67629 212 SCHORIE AV
c FL67435 RR 1
c 609 HIGHLAND ST
c FL24052 RR 1
762 8TH ST
u EM70441 1901 S VOLUTSIA
c FL24880 3210 ETTRICK ST
c FL26511 837 MADISON AV
c FL67981 116 TERRACE AV
c FL25207 RR 2
c FL22991 RR 1
c RR 1
c FL66900 6791 ELBROOK DR
c 9329 KENNETH
u FL26511 7737 S COLFAX AV
c 1632 RIDGE AV
u EM79962 RR 1
u EM71904 1455 55TH ST
c FL77650 5708 N SPAULDING
u EM70077 300 S GOODWIN AV
u EM71400 404 22ND AV
c FL26511 71 S WESTON AV
c FL23392 709 W COLUMBIA
c FL26511 614 ILLINOIS AV
u EM75614 92 PINEHURST AV
c FL61847 1154 S GROVE AV
c FL26089 916 CHURCH RD
u FL26511 5413 GILBERT
c FL26511 3937 GROVE AV
c FL26511 684 ILLINOIS AV
c FL26511 664 ILLINOIS AV





























LOS ANGELES 36 CALIF
CHAMPAIGN ILL



























































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
BAURUS LAWRENCE C ENG3
BAUS JUDI TH JUTTA LAM
BAXTER ALAN MICHAEL GRAD
II D] rn mai GRAD
OAYLES MICHAEL DALE LAS2
BAYLLY Klc.HARD DENNETT JNL3
BAYMILLER tiONNIE LAS1
BAYS LORRAINE WILSON GRAD
BAYS MICHAEL ALLAN LAS1
6AZ1LWICH PAUL JR GRAD
BAZZAZ f-AKHRI ABDUL L GRAD
BEABOUT JERRY KIETH LAS1
BEADLES GARY WILLIS COM1
BEAIRD RICHARD FRANCIS COM4
SEAL DAVID LEE FAA2
BEAL RALPH DELANO LAW1
BEALS CHARLES DOUGLAS LAS3
SEALS ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
BEAMAN DONALD ROBERT GRAD
BEAN CALVERT JR GPAD
BEAN EDWIN JR COM4
BEAN NORMA HALDENE ED 6
BEAN REGINALD EUGENE ENG4
BEAN WILLIAM ALAN ED 4
BEAR NANCY LEE ED 2
BEARD CHARLES RUSSELL AGR1
BEARMAN LARRY LINCOLN ENG4
BEASLEY BOBBY LEEROY FAA1
BEASON JUDITH JANE AGR2
BEASTALL THEODORE W PE 4
BEATTIE HARRY HERBERT AGR1
BEATTY JAMES FRANCIS LAS3
BEATTY ROBERT KEITH ENG1
BEATTY THOMAS F FAA1
BEATY CAROLYN JUNE LAS1
BEATY ROBERT LEROY FAA1
BEAUCHAMP ELEANOR A COM2
BEAUCHAMP MADA ANN COM4
BEAUCHAMP MARY ANN LAS4
BEAUCHEM HARRY JAMES AGR1
BEAVERS MAX BRYAN LAS3
BEAZLEY RAYMOND ARTHUR ENG1
BEAZLY JOHN BRENTON ENG2
BECHERER CHARLES B ENG3
8ECHTEL LINWOOD GERALD GRAD
BECHTEL ROBERT GEORGE ENG1
BECK BYRON KENNETH LAS2
BECK DONALD JAY ENG4
BECK JAMES RICHARD GRAD
BECK JOHN ROBERT ENG4
BECK RICHARD KEITH LAS4
BECK ROBERT ELLIOT AVU
BECK ROBERT JAMES PE 4
BECK VICTOR HAROLD LAS2
BECK WILLIAM MARTIN GRAD
BECKER CARL DENNIS LAS1
BECKER HAROLD NEIL VM 2
BECKER HARRIET MURPHY ED 1
BECKER HERMAN WILLIAM GRAD
BECKER JACOUELYN B LAS1
BECKER JAMES LEO AGR3
BECKER JANET LYNN ED 3
BECKER JOHN OTTO ENG4
BECKER KENNETH LEE AGR3
BECKER RICHARD WALTER GRAD
BECKER ROBERT DEAN GRAD
BECKER ROBERT WILLIAM FAA2
BECKER SHELDON THEODORE EN£4
BECKER WILLIAM THEODORE GR7aD
BECKERMAN JOSEPH W ENG4
BECKMAN WILLIAM PAUL AGRA
BECKMANN BRUCE N AGR4
BECKMANN JAMES LEWIS COM3
BECKSTEAD ROBERT W GRAD
BECKWAY GAYLE ED 3
BECKWAY GERALD WILLIAM LAS1
BEDAL ROBERT MELVYN COM1
BEDESEM WILLIAM BARRY GRAD
BEDNARZ BERNADINE EVE LAS2
BEDRICK SAMUEL PETER LAS4
BEEBE JOHN SCOTT ENG4
BEECHER JOHN WILLIAM FAA1
BEELER VIVIAN JR LAS3
BEELER WILLIAM GUY AGR3
BEEN PAUL FRANCIS AGR4
BEERLING CHARLES W ENG3
BEETS KENNETH LEROY ENG3
BEH SUE MARIE LAS1
BEHM KENNETH RICHARD ENG1
BEHNER ANNA JEANETTE LAS3
706 S 2ND
1005 S LINCOLN























































































C FL67617 6800 GOLFVItW UH LAGRANGE ILL
U FL26511 609 LINCOLN ST FOX RIVER GROVE ILL
C FL26511 10 BISSETT AV TORONTO 14 ONT CANAD
U FL26511 3039 JARLATH CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL22524 10 ORCHARD DR CHARLESTON ILL
C FL67737 801 W MAIN CARMI ILL
U FL26511 322 W HOLLYRIDGE PEORIA ILL
U EM72687 507 W ELM URBANA ILL
U EM78646 607 W ELM URBANA ILL
C FL28322 2080 GRAND MONESSEN PA
U EM76493 20 11 25 BAGHDAD I RAO
C 609 BURTSCHI VANDALIA ILL
C FL26511 248 W PINE CANTON ILL
U 1717 W PARK AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67981 5675 CARROLLTON AV INDIANAPOLIS 20 IND
C FL26511 5203 S WOODLAWN CHICAGO 15 ILL
C FL64627 851 N 35TH ST DECATUR ILL
SHUMWAY ILL
U EM72923 1104 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
U EM70549 501 S RACE ST URBANA ILL
U 167 S 9TH ST WOOD RIVER ILL
U EM72148 209 N HIGH URBANA ILL
C FL62519 1740 BAKER ST STREATOR ILL
C FL63314 924 EXPRESS DR BELLEVILLE ILL
U EM71511 305 S MAIN ST MT PROSPECT ILL
C FL26511 HEBRON ILL
U 205 W LINCOLN ST MT MORRIS ILL
507 N NILES TUSCOLA ILL
U FL26511 206 WAVERLY ST HOMER ILL
C FL26511 8318 W 44TH PL LYONS ILL
U EM74069 BOX 14 SPARTA ILL
C FL64222 107 E DANIEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM76180 9 34 W MADISON AUBURN ILL
C FL21713 6033 N NAVARRE CHICAGO 31 ILL
U 620 N MADISON BENTON ILL
U EM74901 HARDIN ILL
U EM75428 MEREDOSIA ILL
C FL24164 314 E TOMPKINS ST GALESBURG ILL
C FL24164 314 E TOMPKINS ST GALES8URG ILL
C FL26964 RR 2 OREGON ILL
C FL26511 3106 SUNSET LANE FRANKLIN PARK ILL
C FL25151 303 E MAIN ST ARCOLA ILL
MANS p IELD ILL
U 2117 WOODLAWN AV GRANITE CITY ILL
,c 817 N CHARLOTTE ST POTTSTOWN PA
c 2614 W HADDON AV CHICAGO 22 ILL
C FL26511 520 U COR3IN ST BETHALTO ILL
U EM51296 1206 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C 2625 FENWOOD AV TERRE HAUTE IND
C FL24430 5 BLUE SPRUCE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67833 2214 W AL3ANY PEORIA ILL
U EM70082 BOX 46 HENNING ILL
U 9035 S LAFLIN CHICAGO ILL
C 1103 PORTER ST WAUKEGAN ILL
826 W NOWLAND PEORIA ILL
C FL26511 115 E HAVEN AV NEW LENOX ILL
C FL66351 RR 2 latcille nnr^
C FL28454 2610 W FITCH CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 6711 SIOUX AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
U FL26511 7444 KEDVALE SKOKIE ILL
U RR 3 AMBOY ILL
U FL26511 1644 N NASHVILLE AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1430 WICKE ST DES PLAINES ILL
U EM71428 3553 W WRIGHTWOOD CHICAGO 47 ILL
C FL69749 RR 2 BOX 124 GRAND ISLAND NEBR
U EM79075 117 W MAPLE GIBSON CITY ILL
C 3047 N DAMEN AV CHICAGO 18 ILL
C FL60521 7444 KEDVALE SKOKIE ILL
C FL62315 706 S PRAIRIE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL66117 RR 4 MT CARMEL ILL
C FL26511 RR 3 BOX 116 ELGIN ILL
U EM73282 7310 DREXEL DR ST LOUIS 5 MO
C FL24255 7310 DREXEL DR UNIVERSITY CITY 5 MO
U 47 E CENTER ST NEPHI UTAH
C 6745 LONGMEADOW LINCOLNWOOD ILL
C FL63725 6745 LONGMEADOW LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
C FL26778 230 N VIRGINIA GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM73480 4109 COMLY ST PHILADELPHIA 24 PA
C 6400 S KOLIN AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL26511 955 E 24TH ST BROOKLYN 10 N Y
BOX 62 PHILO ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 ARROWSMITH ILL
C 414 ARLINGTON PL CHICAGO ILL
C FL63152 RR 2 MCLEAN ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 NEW HOLLAND ILL
C FL67266 125 WILLOW AV JOLIET ILL
U EM76942 YATES CITY ILL
U EM74006 2130 ORRINGTON AV EVANSTON ILL
C FL67432 123 BROADWAY WILMETTE ILL
C FL27591 RR 3 MARTINSVILLE ILL
BEHNKE ROBERT SAMUEL PE 3
BEHR CALVIN H LAS2
BEHRENDS ELIZABETH M GRAD
BEHRENDS SHARON DARLENE AGR1
BEHRENDT DIANE LYNNE LAS2
BEHRENS DALE EUGENE AGR1
BEHRSTOCK ADRIENNE SUE FAA2
BEILIN ALICE ELEANOR GRAD
8EISIEGEL DONALD PAUL ENG1
BEIT2 DONALD CLARENCE AGR2
BEJNA BARBARA ANN LAS1
BEKERMEIER DAVID C ENG1
BEKIARES BYRON THOMAS LAS3
BELCHER SAMUEL LATIMER GRAD
BELFORD GENEVA GROS2 GRAD
BELGRvADO ALBERT JOHN FAA1
BELHA ROBERT BRUCE ENG2
BELJIC MILAN GRAD
BELL BETTY LOU LAS3
BELL CARL TRUMAN LAS3
BELL DOROTHY LAS2
BELL GERALD DEAN ENGi
BELL JOHN OLIVER COM2
BELL JUDITH SARA LAS1
BELL LESLIE FRANK COM2
BELL LEWIS RONALD AGR3
BELL LORNA JANE ED 1
BELL LYNN ELLEN ED 4
BELL MAURICE WALTER AGR1
BELL NANCY GRANT COMA
BELL PATRICIA MARIE FAA4
BELL PHYLLIS ELAINE ED 1
BELL RANDALL PALMER FAA3
BELL TAYLOR HARVEY LAS2
BELLANCA JOSEPH KENNETH LAS1
BELLMAR JOHN THOMAS COM2
BELLOWS SYLVIA DEAN LAS4
BELLROSE RONALD BRUCE LAS1
BELNAP BONNIE ANN ED 1
BELSLEY GLENN WAYNE PE 4
BELSLEY MARGARET GENE LAS3
BELSON JERRY JAY JNL4
BENAK JOSEPH VINCENT GRAD
BENBOW ROBERT FRANKE COM3
BENDEL ROBERT BRUCE GRAD
BENDER DAVID ALLEN LAS4
BENDER DEENA LOUISE FAA1
BENDER DONALD AMES FAA3
BENDER LADONNE KAY AGR2
BENDER LANNY D ENG3
BENDER LARRY SCOTT ENGI
BENDER LEON IRWIN GRAD
BENDER MAYNARD GARY AVI1
BENDOFF CAROL SUE LAS1
BENEDETTO PATRICK M ENG2
BENEDIX KEITH ROBERT PE 4
BENEFIELD POLLY ANN ED 3
BENES RONALD JERRY LAS3
BENESCH KATHERINE JEAN FAA2
BENFORD CLYDE MYRON LAS2
BENGTSON JANICE FRANCES LAS3
BENIAC RAYMOND FRANCIS ENG2
BENISH NORMA LYNNE FAA1
BENJAMIN ANNE LAS2
BENJAMIN ELAINE ED 2
BENJAMIN JAMES EDWIN GRAD
BENKENDORF HELEN L LAS1
BENNETT CAROLJEAN MARSH LAS4
BENNETT DOROTHY ELLEN LAS1
BENNETT EDWARD SIMON M GRAD
BENNETT FORDYCE JUDSON GRAD
BENNETT GRACE WRIGHT ED 1
BENNETT JUDITH NATALIE LAS1
BENNETT LEON WILLIAM ENG2
BENNETT LINDA LEA LAS4
BENNETT PAUL GEORGE AGR4
BENNETT PHILIP EARL GRAD
BENNETT RHODA ELAINE LAS1
BENNETT ROBERTA SUE PE 3
BENNETT RODGER ALAN LAS1
BENNETT SHERRY LOU COM1
BENNETT STANLEY HUGHES ENG3
BENNETT THOMAS DALE LAS2
BENNETT THOMAS JOSEPH GRAD
BENNETT ZELINDA ANNE PE 2
BENOY GLEN LAVERN JR COM3
BENSON CAROL ANGELA LAS1
BENSON DONALD EDWARD ENG3
BENSON JACQUELINE SUE LAS2



























































































c FL22331 317 LORRAINE WAUKEGAN ILL
c FL26511 2757 W WILSON AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
RR 1 BROWNSTOWN ILL
u FL26511 RR 2 CLIFTON ILL
u FL26511 5906 W EDDY ST CHICAGO ILL
RR 2 ST JOSEPH ILL
u FL26511 7822 S CHAPPEL AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
5959 N KENMORE AV CHICAGO 4C ILL
u EM72475 RR 2 FREEBURG ILL
u EM72532 RR 1 STEWARDSON ILL
u FL26511 2336 S 12TH AV BROADVIEW ILL
c FL63631 MINIER ILL
c FL26511 4414 N KIMBALL AV CHICAGO ILL
740 RAVENSWOOD ST AKRON 6 OHIO
c FL68076 406 N MCKINLEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 119 S CHAPEL ST WAUKEGAN ILL
c FL26511 URBANA ILL
c FL26511 702 W WALKER ST MILWAUKEE 4 WIS
c 1207 N 6TH AV STERLING ILL
u CHAUTAUQUA ILL
u FL26511 1413 TOWANDA BLOOMINGTON ILL
c RR DEER CREEK ILL
c FL63085 813 E LINCOLN HOOPESTON ILL
u FL26511 4047 GRENNOCH HOUSTON 25 TEXAS
c FL67570 240 N PARKSIDE AV CHICAGO ILL
u EM73743 801 N LAFAYETTE MACOMB ILL
u EM71136 2205 LINCOLN ST EVANSTON ILL
c FL25179 92 GARFIELD AV OSWEGO ILL
MAHOMET 2 ILL
c FL22429 112 E LINCOLN ST WATSEKA ILL
u EM75427 10 HILL DR CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
u FL26511 6717 N ARTESIAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL67550 320 WISCONSIN AV OAK PARK ILL
c FL24222 12101 GREENWOOD BLUE ISLAND ILL
c FL65856 2775 EISENHOWER DR DES PLAINES ILL
u EM76180 1815 AVENUE D STERLING ILL
u EM78053 409 SPRITE RD LOUISVILLE 7 KY
c FL23345 303 S BROADWAY HAVANA ILL
c FL61840 340 SUNSET CT NORTHBROOK ILL
c FL24108 RR 1 BOX 16 MORTON ILL
u EM75508 3815 OAK PARK DR PEORIA ILL
c FL67921 2948 W COYLE CHICAGO ILL
c 6330 S 30TH ST OMAHA NEBR
c FL63314 125 DES PLAINES FOREST PK ILL
c 33 N MAYFIELD CHICAGO 44 ILL
c FL21078 4723 N DRAKE AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
u EM78549 2004 S VINE ST URBANA ILL
c FL21078 4723 W DRAKE CHICAGO ILL
u FL26511 MAN I TO ILL
c FL60733 942 E BROADWAY CENTRALIA ILL
c FL26511 RR 1 NEWMAN ILL
c FL60798 7921 S EUCLID CHICAGO 17 ILL
c FL26511 422 LIBERTY BLV ROCKFORD ILL
c FL26511 3505 ARTHUR LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
u 5014 HUDSON AV WEST NEW YORK N J
u EM77944 3324 N KIL80URN CHICAGO ILL
u EM71136 949 W DECATUR DECATUR ILL
c FL26511 2922 WISCONSIN AV BERWYN ILL
c FL68184 6729 OGLESBY CHICAGO 49 ILL
c 336 EASTGROVE RIVERSIDE ILL
c 1912 OREGON ROCKFORD ILL
c FL64787 10647 S HOXIE AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
u FL26511 7707 PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
u EM75426 1220 ENSLOW BLV HUNTINGTON W VA
c FL28454 7438 N OAKLEY AV CHICAGO ILL
u EM78622 6 FLORIDA DR URBANA ILL
c FL62501 1020 WASHINGTON BUSHNELL ILL
c FL66274 RR 1 BOX 246 ZION ILL
u FL26511 36 ORCHARD AV GERMANTOWN OHIO
u EM70490 ATWOOD ILL
u EM74443 410 POPLAR ST MT CARMEL ILL
u EM74443 910 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
u FL265U 1959 E 73RD PL CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL63633 153 CARTHAGE LANE ROSELLE ILL
c FL24906 923 W DANIEL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL24569 5838 CAROL AV MORTON GROVE ILL
u 401 E FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
u FL26511 7830 PHILLIPS CHICAGO 49 ILL
u FL26511 6739 N GREENVIEW CHICAGO ILL
c FL60521 THAWVILLE ILL
u FL26511 BOX 443 MARTINSVILLE ILL
c 5723 WINTHROP AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
c FL27342 1016 N E CHAMPAIGN RANTOUL ILL
c FL62132 J32C STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u FL26511 427 RIVERSIDE DR MCHENRY ILL
c FL65990 RR 2 ALDEN ILL
c FL62501 4210 CLAUSEN AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
c FL23224 7413 W CARMEN HARWOOD HEIGHTS ILL
c FL61383 8207 S LAFLIN CHICAGO 20 ILL
c FL67574 707 COUNTY RD WILMINGTON ILL
BENSON JOHN ALBERT FAA4
BENSON RICHARD LEE GRAD
BENSON ROGER LEE FAA2
BENTLEY THOMAS LORD LAS1
BENTLEY WILLIAM HENRY GRAD
BENTRIM WILLIAM LFE ENG1
BENTRUOF WESLEY GEORGE GRAD
BENZ PAUL WESLEY ED 4
BENZ RONALD LEWIS AGR1
BERBAUM RICHARD B JR ENG4
BERBERAN MARIA TEODORA GRAD
BERCHERT EDMUND S JR GRAD
BERCHTOLD GERALD KEITH ENG3
BERDAHL ROBERT MAX GRAD
BERES DIMITRI HARRY LAS1
BEREZALUCE ELENA LAS'*
BEREZNIAK JAN PATRICK COM4
BERG BRIAN MILES ENG3
BERG CHARLES CUTNA LAS1
BERG E KURT LAS1
BERG JUDITH DEE LAS1
BERG RAYMOND EDWARD JR ENG2
BERG RICHARD PHILLIP GRAD
BERG ROGER LEE LAS2
BERGAN BARBARA BRUNER LAS1
BERGANDI LOUIS JOHN ENG3
BERGE KNUD OTTAR ENG4
BERGEN DONALD JOHN ENG1
BERGER ALAN JOHN LAS1
BERGER BARBARA LOIS LAS1
BERGER CHARLOTTE IRIS LAS1
BERGER CLEMENS RAINER A GRAD
BERGER IRWIN DONALD FAA4
BERGER JACQUES GRAD
BERGER JULIA KLIPPEL LAS6
BERGER KAREN LAS2
BERGER MARY FRANCES FAA1
BERGER MICHAEL ALAN COM1
BERGER RICHARD ANTHONY GRAD
BERGER RICHARD LEE GRAD
BERGERON CLIFTON GEORGE GRAD
BERGERON EUGENE LOUIS ENG1
BERGGREN DWAIN JOHN GRAD
BERGMAN JOHN GRANT ENG2
BERGMAN STEPHEN HALE AGR1
BERGMANN MARY ANN ED 1
BERGMANN RICHARD RONALD FAA3
BERGNACH LAWRENCE C COMA
BERGQUIST DONALD ALBERT LAS3
BERGQUIST RICHARD HARRY COM2
BERGSCHNEIDER WILLIAM G AGR3
BERGSMA KENNETH JOSEPH ENG2
BERGSTROM JOHN CARL LAW2
BERGSTROM KAREN LOUISE FAA4
BERGUM CLINTON HARRY LAS2
BERHOLTZ MARLENE ED 1
BERK IVAN PAUL ENG4
BERK SUSAN BETH FAA1
BERKE GERALD MARTIN LAS1
BERKE ROBERT LAS*
BERKLEY SHARON BRENDA ED 1
BERKMAN RONALD EDWIN LAS3
BERKOVITZ ALAN COM1
BERKSON JONATHAN MILTON LAS1
BERLIN RONALD EUGENE ENG4
BERLINS HOWARD COLLIER ENG3
BERLINER FRANCINE LAS4
BERLINER JUDY HELEN LAS1
BERLINER ROBERTA ED 1
BERMAN ARTHUR MYRON COM3
BERMAN BARRY LOUIS GRAD
BERMAN DAVID IRA LAS*
BERMAN ELAINE ROSEN GRAD
BERMAN ETHEL CHARLENE LAS2
BERMAN GERALDINE MARIE LAS1
BERMAN JANET ANN ED 1
BERMAN JUDY ANN ED 1
BERMAN LOWEN BROOKS LAS1
BERMAN MARTIN GRAD
BERMAN MYRNA RAE ED 1
BERMAN MYRON DAVID JNL4
BERMAN NANCY ROCHELLE ED 3




BERNARD CLARK LEES ENG1
BERNARDI BERNARD B ENG1
BERNARDIN DONALD PIERRE ENG1






























1005 W GREGORY DR
803 S COLER


































1005 S LINCOLN AV
6231 N ROCKWELL
105 E ARMORY




















C FL67267 1513 FOURTH AV STERLING ILL
C FL28343 14 VINING LANE WILMINGTON 6 DELA
C FL26511 RR 2 WONDER LAKE ILL
C FL26511 1583 ASHLAND EVANSTON ILL
U EM71794 106 WHITE ST N E HUNTSVILLE ALA
U 3833 15TH ST MOLINE ILL
U 911 W HIGH ST UR8ANA ILL
BOX 741 ST JOSEPH ILL
U EM73207 RR 1 KENNEY ILL
C FL62724 424 S HICKORY ST CENTRALIA ILL
U CAMPO PEGUENO 42 LISBON PORTUGAL
U EM74711 8949 S MEADE OAK LAWN ILL
C FL66953 RR 2 PEKIN ILL
1718 S PRAIRIE SIOUX FALLS S DAK
C FL67981 1027 PARK AV PEKIN ILL
C 2735 W AGATITE CHICAGO ILL
C 2507 S FOREST NORTH RIVERSIDE ILL
C FL62281 RR 1 BOX 29 CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C FL63648 426 S LOMBARD OAK PARK ILL
C FL26183 8101 DAVIS ST NILES 48 ILL
C FL61383 1025 W VINE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26511 BOX 179B RR1 MUNDELEIN ILL
C FL60267 1819 PARKDALE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 322 DEWEY AV JOLIET ILL
U EM74542 1103 N DIVISION URBANA ILL
U EM74030 LADD ILL
C FL26511 6713 W MONTROSE AV HARWOOD HTS 34 ILL
C FL63314 72 PINEWOOD RD STAMFORD CONN
C FL26511 1009 WASHINGTON WAUCONDA ILL
U EM72645 4069 BUSHNELL RD UNIVERSITY HTS OHIO
U FL26511 4540 BUTLERWORTH PL WASHINGTON 16 D C
U EM73657 UFERSTR 13 EMDEN GERMANY
4205 MADISON SKOKIE ILL
U EM51340 705 W ELM ST URBANA ILL
U EM51340 1015 WALNUT ST COATESVILLE PA
U EM72715 244 HAZEL GLENCOE ILL
U FL26511 3200 SPRUCEWOOD WILMETTE ILL
C FL67679 608 GLENCOE RD GLENCOE ILL
C FL22591 K 57 C STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL25940 32 N VIRGINIA ST BELLEVILLE ILL
U EM77266 208 W MICHIGAN AV URBANA ILL
C FL26511 11015 S TROY ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
U 284 RILE ST BUSHNELL ILL
C FL24231 4224 CENTRAL AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
C FL67459 RR 2 BOX 105 PALATINE ILL
U EM79292 5918 ESTES AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
C FL65946 1006 W CHURCH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 5518 S CHRISTIANA CHICAGO ILL
C FL61745 2021 W FARRAGUT CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 2239 W 123RD ST BLUE ISLAND ILL
C FL67266 RR 1 FRANKLIN ILL
C FL22991 RICHMOND ILL
U EM78022 1501 CAROLINA DR URBANA ILL
C FL25170 904 E JACKSON ST MORRIS ILL
C FL60687 3558 WILTON CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL64420 6649 N MAPLEWOOD AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL22574 7436 S BENNETT CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 7436 S BENNETT AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C 2844 W BALMORAL CHICAGO 25 ILL
c 6168 N WOLCOTT ST CHICAGO 26 ILL
U FL26511 7840 S YATES CHICAGO 49 ILL
C 4051 W JACKSON BLV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 2022 E 77TH ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26511 908 W JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22657 RR 1 PLAINFIELD ILL
C FL26511 308 CENTENNIAL AV WHITE HALL ILL
C FL63878 RR#3 BOX 340 LAKE VILLA ILL
U FL26511 631 KNOX WILMETTE ILL
U EM38876 6231 N ROCKWELL CHICAGO 45 ILL
C 1435 N MONROE RIVER FOREST ILL
U EM79915 111 S BUSEY AV URBANA ILL
C FL63071 2527 W LUNT AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM79915 111 S BUSEY ST URBANA ILL
U FL26511 4744 N HARDING CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 8132 S PAXTON AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
U FL26511 7555 N CLAREMONT CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL265U 5325 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL26511 3420 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM72717 678 GREENWOOD AV CINCINNATI 29 OHIO
U FL26511 5430 N BERNARD CHICAGO 25 ILL
C 1245 W JARVIS AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL61380 2900 W BERWYN CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL26275 RR 1 THOMASBORO ILL
C FL26511 1458 LEVICK ST PHILADELPHIA 49 PA
U CALLE 12 SUR 14 A 12 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
C FL26964 11846 S VINCENNES CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL66U2 5965 N W CIRCLE AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
C FL67437 BOX 81 LADD ILL
C FL26511 2716 FLORIDA AV WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL69964 2327 N HARDING AV CHICAGO 47 ILL
BERNEY JOHN PETER ENG4
BERNHARD RUDOLPH JACOB ENG3
BERNS MAX HAROLD LAS6
BERNSTEIN DONALD HUGH COM4
BERNSTEIN EUGENE MANTE ENG1
BERNSTEIN SANDRA LEE ED 1
BERNSTEIN SIDNEY STEMAN LAS3
BERQUIST ELAINE STARK GRAD
BERRY JAMES ARTHUR FAA3
BERRY STEPHEN DAVID ENG2
BERRY THOMAS HART GRAD
BERS HOWARD MARTIN LAS1
BERT JOHN KARL LAS4
BERTAGNOLLI LEONARD MAX ENG1
BERTETTI DAVID DOMINIC ENG4
BERTHA BRIAN ALBERT COM2
BERTOLDI RICHARD JOHN ENG4
BERTOLEIT THURMAN M PE 1
BERTOLINO BART HOWARD FAA3
BERTON JOHN ANDREW GRAD
BERTONCINI PETER JOSEPH LAS3
BERTRAM JANICE LOUISE LAS1
BESANT LARRY XON LAS3
BESCH DAVID FRANCIS ENG2
BESIG JON KENNEY ENG2
BESORE CALVIN HERBERT GRAD
BESSLER NANCY LOU GRAD
BEST CAROL KUHN COM1
BEST DONALD CHARLES LAS1
BEST THOMAS DAVID ENG1
BEST WILLIAM JOHN ENG4
BESTE BARRY NORMAN FAA1
BESTOW PHILIP SAMPSON LAS3
BETHEL PATRICIA PE 1
BETHKE DAVID PAUL ENG1
BETKER RICHARD CARL FAA4
BETLEY HARRY JULE FAA4
BETOURNE GARY PAUL LAS1
BETTENHAUSEN ALBERT E COM2
BETTIN6ER KARL KEITH ENG1
BETTISWORTH DENNY LEE LAS2
BETTS GENE EDWARD AVI2
BETTS MARLIN KEITH ENG4
BETZ PAULINE MARIE ED 1
BEUBE LEIGH GENE COM3
BEULIGMANN RAYMOND F GRAD
SEVAN MARGARET MARIE GRAD
BEVERIDGE DONALD REID GRAD
BEVILACQUA VINCENT M GRAD
BEVILL RICHARD F JR LAS3
BEX LESLIE ERNEST ENG4
BEYAERT ROBERT OWEN ENG2
BEYER BARBARA H GRAD
BEYER ELVIN JAMES ENG4
BEYER HOWARD EDWARD ENG2
BEYERS JOHN BERNARD LAS1
BEYER RONALD KENT FAA3
BE2ANE NORMAN GILBERT JNL4
BE2KOROVAINY GEORGY ENG3
BEZMAN VICTOR HERBERT COM1
BHATNAGAR PARMANAND S GRAD
BHATTACHARYA ASHOK K GRAD
BIALECKE EDWARD PAUL JR GRAD
BIALLAS WILLIAM CLAUS ENG4
BIALY LORETTA VICTORIA ED 3
BIBA DAVID LEE COM4
BIBA FRANK JAMES JNL4
BIBA KENNETH REGINALD SWV4
BIBA RICHARD GLENN FAA4
BIBY RICHARD LEE ENG4
BICE BEVRA ANN ED 3
BICKEL KAREN LYNNE ED 1
BICKELHAUPT CHARLES AGR2
BICKELHAUPT HARRY LEWIS ENG1
BICKFORD MARION E JR GRAD
BICKHAUS RICHARD GEORGE PE 2
BICKLEIN JOHN PHILLIP ENG1
BIDDIER WINFRIED KWAMI COM4
BIDDLE DELORIES LYNNE COM3
BIDNER JOHN GORDON GRAD
BIEDERMAN JOHN HARRY AVI1
BIEHL LUANNE BARBARA LAS3
BIEK KENNETH ARTHUR ENG3
BIELAWA EUGENE MATTHEW ENG1
BIELAWA RICHARD LYLE ENG4
BIELAWSKI EDWIN EUGENE PE 1
BIELBY ARTHUR DUANE LAS2
BIELECKI MICHAEL A ENG3
BIELEFELD PATRICIA K AGRA


























































































c FL67266 4717 N KNOX CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1053 CORNELIA CHICAGO 13 ILL
c FL63022 505 N MILL ST CARRIER MILLS ILL
c FL23595 256 MORAINE RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
c FL67585 5837 N SPAULDING CHICAGO 45 ILL
u FL26511 150 HARBOR GLENCOE ILL
c FL26511 860 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 11 ILL
901 S CLINTON ST OAK PARK ILL
c FL67637 2227 COLLEGE ST MT VERNON ILL
c FL26511 BOX 13 ELDENA ILL
c FL60053 RR 1 MORGANFIELD KY
c 5045 TROY CHICAGO ILL
u EM73862 616 E 2ND ST KEWANEE ILL
c FL26511 507 S 2ND ST BENLD ILL
c FL67617 701 S 1ST ST GILLESPIE ILL
c FL63517 8138 KIMBARK CHICAGO 19 ILL
c FL61026 11239 LANGLEY AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 120 THEKLA AV COLLINSVILLE ILL
u EM76407 209 W CENTRAL BENLD ILL
1402 S 17TH ST TERRE HAUTE IND
c FL26511 231 BOHLAND AV BELLWOOD ILL
u EM74007 420 SWISHER DANVILLE ILL
c 807 N HARRIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 330 S ADAMS WESTMONT ILL
c 1451 BALMORAL CHICAGO ILL
c FL21253 603 MOOREHEAD IDA GROVE IOWA
u EM72104 15 HOMESTEAD TERR SCOTCH PLAINS N J
c 3607 N BIGELOW PEORIA ILL
c 110 S ARTHUR AV PEORIA ILL
c 614 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 639 N KENSINGTON AV LAGRANGE PARK ILL
c FL67583 9412 VANDERPOEL CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 313 S PARK AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
u EM74071 603 S WASHINGTON MCLEANSBORO ILL
c FL65990 3905 N 16TH ST MILWAUKEE 6 WIS
c FL26511 5819 N MERRIMAC ST CHICAGO ILL
c FL21713 5231 N LARNED AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
c FL26511 1355 LENNINGTON N W KANKAKEE ILL
c FL26511 18041 HARLEM AV TINLEY PARK ILL
c 604 W COLUMBIA CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 1056 MULBERRY ST GALESBURG ILL
c BOX 224 RR 2 ROCKFORD ILL
u VERNON ILL
c FL69165 1154 WESLEY AV EVANSTON ILL
c FL26511 215 W N 3RD SHELBYVILLE ILL
u EM79541 101 S MULBERRY ST MT CARMEL ILL
u EM77517 2367 27TH ST MOLINE ILL
c FL26511 1043 E DETROIT MONMOUTH ILL
c FL26511 72 LOWELL AV HAVERHILL MASS
c FL27361 RR 1 BOX 66 MULKEYTOWN ILL
c FL61351 441 CLEVELAND AV BATAVIA ILL
c FL67635 99 MADISON ST GALESBURG ILL
1411 W WOOD DECATUR ILL
c FL68665 RR 1 ELIZABETH ILL
c FL68235 2156 N RUBY ST MELROSE PARK ILL
u EM79207 RR 2 TUSCOLA ILL
c FL67878 1601 S NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 541 N KENILWORTH OAK PARK ILL
c FL26511 1510 S WASHTENAW AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 114 S MAYFIELD CHICAGO 44 ILL
JUGALSADAN SHIVPURI LUCKNOW INDIA
c FL69625 JOGENDRA PATHAK RD LUCKNOW INDIA
u EM77945 9438 S THROOP ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
c FL67266 1629 W CATALPA CHICAGO ILL
c FL27591 2214 S KEDZIE CHICAGO 23 ILL
u EM77155 TOULON ILL
u EM77155 TOULON ILL
u EM77155 TOULON ILL
u EM77155 TOULON ILL
c FL26511 107 E PARKER ST PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
u EM75425 1880 LORAIN RD SAN MARINO 9 CALIF
u EM75459 2305 CLEVELAND BLV GRANITE CITY ILL
u EM77525 RR 1 MT CARROLL ILL
c FL26511 111 W 4TH ST WATERLOO ILL
u EM71937 715 W INDIANA URBANA ILL
c 1121 BROADWAY QUINCY ILL
c FL26511 RR 2 VALMEYER ILL
u EM72166 P BOX 11 WUSUTA GHANA
u FL26511 RR 1 NEWMAN ILL
FARMER CITY ILL
c 2721 LANDON DR MELROSE PARK 1 ILL
c 4151 DUBOIS BLV BROOKFIELD ILL
c FL25207 520 NORTH AV BARRINGTON ILL
u EM70351 5339 W 30TH PL CICERO ILL
u EM74331 3613 W 62ND ST CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 2101 N MOZART CHICAGO 47 ILL
c FL63443 1410 53RD PL LAGRANGE ILL
c FL26511 15729 FINCH HARVEY ILL
u 305 W PARK URBANA ILL





























8 I LOW NANCY MAE
BILS ROBERT FREDERICK




























































FAA* 1 SAFFER CT u
FAA1 911 S *TH C FL67560
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS U
LAS* 100* W NEVADA u EM72676
LAW1 1605 GEORGIA DR u
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS* 1113 S 3RD c FL67*56
LAS3 309 E JOHN c FL6906*
VM 1 109 E CHALMERS c
LAS1 1112 S 2ND c
GRAD 1010 S ANDERSON u EM77072
AGR2 MRH NOBLE 23 c FL26511
LAS1 1105 S *TH c
LAS1 MRH GARNER 282 c FL26511
ENG* 505 E SPRINGFIELD c
FAA6 906 W NEVADA u EM75937
ENG* 1601 S NEIL c
GRAD 906 W NEVADA u EM75937
LAS3 1215 S *TH c FL2308*
FAA3 1002 W OREGON u
FAA1 1116 OREGON u
ENG* 305 E JOHN c FL60733
ENG2 MRH FORBES 36* c FL26511
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
SWV3 RFD 2 c FL63906
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA u EM21173
LAS2 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 107 c FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u EM78803
ENG3 508 E SPRINGFIELD c FL29172
LAS* 1620 ALABAMA DR u EM79072
FAA1 1002 S 2ND c FL6*190
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR1 58 E GREGORY c FL63052
LAS6 1208 W CLARK u EM75301
GRAD 1208 W CLARK u EM75301
FAA3 MRH GARNER 365 c FL26511
LAS* *05 E PARK c
ENG* *12 E GREEN c
PE 3 MRH BARTON 42* c FL26511
GRAD 1701 W HEALEY c FL62365
GRAD 1106 S WESTERN c FL25**2
ENG1 MRH GARNER 319 c FL26511
ENG* 501 E DANIEL c FL62519
FAA* 60* N MAPLE u EM7*725
GRAD 705 S LINCOLN AV u EM77715
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 126 c FL26511
LAS* 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY c FL26511
LAS1 505 S ELM c
GRAD 309 E SPRINGFIELD c FL61**1
COM3 MRH GARNER 273 c FL26511
LAS2 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
LAS3 *01 E JOHN c FL77737
LAS1 1002 S LINCOLN u EM726*5
ENG3 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
FAA3 MRH GARNER 2*3 c FL26511
LAS* 705 S 3RD c FL62*89
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG1 1112 W CALIFORNIA u EM77790
PE 3 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 806 W OREGON u EM7*332
FAA2 312 ROYAL CT c FL61237
GRAD 1006 S 3RD c FL21*86
GRAD 1107-631 W GREEN u EM77089
LAS2 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
GRAD 110* W CALIFORNIA u EM77257
ENG* 303 CHALMERS c FL62281
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS *00 c FL26511
GRAD 103 S 3RD c
ED 1 MRH GARNER 4*6 c FL26511
LAS* 1112 S ARBOR c
ENG1 912 S 2ND c
LAS1 MCKINLEY HOSPITAL u
COM2 100* W NEVADA u
FAA4 1002 S LINCOLN u EM726*5
GRAD 33 E CHALMERS c FL68*59
ENG1 906 W ILLINOIS u EM70*03
GRAD
LAS* 205 E ARMORY c FL618*7
FAA1 MRH GARNER c FL26511
GRAD 708 S BIRCH u EM71950
GRAD *06 N GOODWIN u EM76799
ENG3 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
COM* 616 E DANIEL c
LAS1 1210 N LINCOLN u EM71618
GRAD 1*12 ROSEWOOD DR c FL21180
GRAD 111* W NEVADA u EM789*6
LAS3 607 DANIEL c FL621*9
51 YORKSHIRE WOODS
3667 POLK ST


























1107 W GREEN ST
1**0 E CONDIT
1620 ALABAMA DR





11*5 E MARQUETTE RD








321 E SOUTH ST







*527 N CENTRAL PK AV
2819 N BURLING ST
950 SALEM RD
1*9*7 KEELER

















1121 W CLAY ST
536 E 38TH ST
2160 A 37TH
































































































































BLAKE WILLIAM L JR
BLAKELY JAMES RUSSELL





























































ENG2 1015 W HEALEY C FL61795
COM1 309 E CHALMERS C FL61894
ENG3 1003 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77915
ED 4 405 E JOHN c FL62557
GRAD 308 E GREEN c FL22935
LAS1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
LAS1 907 S 4TH c FL67994
LAS3 905 W GREEN U EM73523
COM1 303 CHALMERS u EM62281
GRAD MRH TAFT 121 c FL26511
ENG1 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
ENG3 33 MAGNOLIA DR c
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 106 c FL26511
LAW1 307 S PRAIRIE c FL 64461
COM1 307 S PRAIRE c FL64461
AGR4 202 E GREEN c FL21672
AGR1 505 CHALMERS c FL60650
AGRA 903 W NEVADA u EM70152
LAS2 1113 S 3RD c
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
COMA 1633 CAROLINA DR u EM77514
GRAD 808 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76979
PE 1 506 E DANIEL c FL69340
LAS1 713 W OHIO u EM75427
LAS4 410 E GREEN c FL67629
GRAD 506 W MICHIGAN u EM75293
ENG1 1004 S 2ND c FL24108
COM3 105 MCCULLOUGH u
LAW1 901 S 2ND c FL24836
LAS1 MRH FORBES 480 c FL26511
ENG2 J-53-C STADIUM TERR c
COM2 312 E ARMORY c FL27614
GRAD 1630-81 ALABAMA DR u EM76877
LAW2 312 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77763
ENG2 1111 W GREEN c FL29117
ENG2 106 E DANIEL c FL60873
LAS3 409 WASHINGTON c FL27287
LAS1 MRH BARTON 325 c FL26511
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
COM4 1601 S NEIL c FL67878
AGR1 303 E JOHN c FL66434
ENG1 MRH GARNER 494 c FL26511
LAS4 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG1 MRH FORBES 344 c FL26511
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
LAW3 205 E GREEN c FL65321
COM1 MRH BARTON 325 c FL26511
LAS2 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
GRAD 205-7 E GREEN ST c FL60789
COM2 1309 N CHAMPAIGN c FL23545
JNL3 1111 ARBOR c
GRAD 508 E GREEN c FL67656
GRAD 701 E OREGON u EM79610
LAS1 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
FAA4 1001 S 5TH c FL22536
LAS1 912 S 2ND c
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
ENG4 MRH FORBES 264 c FL26511
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM72461
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM72461
LAW1 211 EUREKA c FL68228
LAS3 604 N MAPLE u EM72516
COM1 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM51264
FAA4 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
LAS3 1310 W JOHN c FL66752
LAS2 308 E GREEN c FL22935
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS c FL23287
COM4 MRH FOR8ES 210 c FL26511
ENG4 508 W ELM u EM79663
FAA3 1108 S 1ST c
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 1 402 E JOHN c
ENG3 601 S 4TH c FL62684
LAS3 1110 ARBOR c
AGR1 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
COM1 604 E ARMORY c
COM3 907 S 4TH c FL67995
LAS2 509 E JOHN c
GRAD 905 E WATER u EM76324
ENG4 1111 W ILLINOIS u EM74971
ED 2 609 W CHURCH c FL69636
LAW1 209 E GREEN c
ENG3 1004 NEVADA u EM72676
LAS1 MRH GARNER 441 c FL26511
ENG4 704 W STOUGHTON u EM77561
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 123 c FL26511
ENG4 203 E ARMORY c FL68685
GRAD MRH TAFT 224 c FL26511
ENG4 610 W IOWA u EM76008
FAA4 13 RAINTREE DR c FL68097
1015 W HEALEY
210 W OLIVE
203 E IOWA ST
BOX 66














311 E POPLAR ST
808 W SPRINGFIELD
RR 1 BOX 63
1832 N 77TH AV
5000 FAIR ELMS AV
5000 FAIR ELMS AV
4325 MADISON
462 SPERRY ST














1080 S MYRTLE AV
1080 S MYRTLE AV
854 W CENTER ST
PLANK RD BOX 353A
205 E GREEN ST
1309 N CHAMPAIGN ST
2147 S SHORES DR
701 E OREGON ST





300 S GOODWIN AV
300 S GOODWIN AV
7647 S PHILLIPS AV
RR 1
500 N RANDALL RD
24 BAYVIEW TERR
1310 W JOHN ST
R R 1 BOX 229
5531 S EVERETT
474 ELIZABETH ST
10817 S VERNON AV
7243 S ALBANY
314 CHESTNUT ST




946 BOB LINK RD
9134 KILDARE AV
































































































































































































COM1 911 S *TH C
ED 1 110* W NEVADA u EM75511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY OR u FL26511
ENG3 *0* S BUSEY u EM78723
ED 3 *7 E CHALMERS c FL61389
ENG3 902 ILLINOIS u EM70*68
FAA* MRH LUNDGREN 317 c FL26511
LAS'* 1113 S 3RD c
LAS* 501 S PRAIRIE c FL27566
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 308 c FL265U
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS *50 c FL26511
LAS1 907 S 3RD c FL67679
LAS* 502 E WHITE c FL25503
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA2 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS* 1601 S NEIL c FL67878
JNL* 30* N COLER u EM78873
GRAD *07 W UNIVERSITY c
LAS2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
PE * 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
LAS3 911 W HILL c FL21605
LAS* RANTOUL ILL
LAS1 206 GREEN c FL6*01*
GRAD 1107-*22 W GREEN u EM7031*
GRAD 311 E JOHN c FL6*712
LAS2 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS2 1007 S 5TH c FL220*6
ED 1 *7 E CHALMERS c FL61380
ED 1 90* S 3RD c FL22873
LAS3 *05 E JOHN c FL62557
AGR3 202 E GREEN c FL61879
AGR2 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
ED 3 21* E GREGORY DR c
ENG2 906 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD 308 S ELM c
GRAD 618 W SPRINGFIELD c FL68085
GRAD 1801-102 ORCHARD PL u
GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL265U
COM2 301 E CHALMERS c FL6189*
ENG1 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
COM* 101 E CHALMERS c FL29713
AGR1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
JNL* 1601 S NEIL c FL60669
GRAD 201 S LINCOLN AV u EM70567
LAS3 308 W LOCUST u
GRAD *07 N ELM c FL29202
GRAD 1615 GLEN PK DR c FL61201
FAA3 1003 OREGON u EM71723
GRAD 90* W ILLINOIS u EM75119
PE 3 1005 GREGORY u FL26511
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 205 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH GARNER *59 c FL26511
GRAD 908 W NEVADA u EM72*77
PE 3 1110 W NEVADA u EM75*25
GRAD 709 W GREEN u EM78888
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS2 611 E DANIEL c FL618*0
AGR* *01 E JOHN c FL63085
ENG1 512 E CHALMERS c FL6870*
ED 1 1206 W BRADLEY c FL29237
AGR* 100* S 6TH c FL676*5
ENG1 312 E ARMORY c FL2761*
LAS1 301 E ARMORY c FL67**7
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
JNL* *08 W SPRINGFIELD c
LAS1 706 W OHIO u EM77611
ENG2 806 S 5TH c FL65990
ENG1 MRH GARNER *25 c FL26511
GRAD 1215 S *TH c FL26511
ENG* 1203 W STOUGHTON u EM51351
AGR3 507 CRYSTAL LAKE DR u EM76300
AGR3 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
ENG1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
GRAD 606 W OHIO u EM72812
GRAD MRH TAFT 225 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH FORBES 3** c FL26511
FAA* 1611 S PROSPECT c FL2*101
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID c FL60779
LAS3 1206 W OREGON u EM73109
LAS* 905 S 6TH c FL65567
ENG2 806 S 5TH c FL65990
ED 1 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS* 911 S *TH c FL28769
ENG2 509 W WASHINGTON u EM782*6
AGR1 509 W WASHINGTON u EM782*6
COM3 *06 E JOHN c FL2696*






610* W CERMAK RD
61*7 N FRANCISCO
501 S PRAIRIE ST
5031 N AVERS AV





RR 2 BOX *6
*970 MARINE DR








1107 W GREEN ST




6*30 N DAMEN AV




1*6 SCHOFIELD AV S












1615 GLEN PK DR
3*55 W BALMORAL
90* W ILLINOIS ST
*839 W BALMORAL AV
RR *
*825 N LEAVITT
717 S JEFFERSON ST
73* KEYSTONE AV
318 FAIRLAWN DR
86*9 N TRUMBULL AV
132 FULLER LA
18019 RIDGEWOOD AV
1171 S VALLEY RD
56 XIMENO
712 N LIBERTY ST
*07 WILSHIRE DR W














925 E STATE ST
511 E HARRISON ST
120* E JACKSON ST




2*2 W MAIN ST





















































































































































































ENG1 211 E DANIEL C FL67583
ED 2 801 S WRIGHT C FL24163
AGR3 MRH GARNER 454 C FL26511
LAS4 1302 W CLARK u
ENG1 MRH GARNER 390 c FL26511
LAS2 208 W JOHN c FL27281
ENG4 208 W JOHN c FL27281
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
AGR2 202 E GREEN c FL61870
GRAD 801 N COLER u EM72969
COM2 810 W MAIN u EM73540
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 207 c FL26511
LAS6 804 W MICHIGAN u EM78863
COM1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS* 210 E JOHN c FL67871
GRAD 508 S FAIR c FL66291
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 608 CHALMERS c FL29442
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 20* c FL26511
LAW1 G50D2 STADIUM TERR c FL21592
GRAD 507 E DANIEL c FL61048
AGR2 MRH GARNER 461 c FL26511
AGR3 507 E DANIEL c FL61048
LAW3 606 S PRAIRIE c FL60429
GRAD 37 LINDEN DR c
COM1 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
COM2 309 E DANIEL c FL23280
AGR4 303 5 JOHN c FL66434
ENG4 408 E CHALMERS c FL64627
COM1 911 S 4TH c FL67560
LAS1 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
ENG4 212 CHALMERS c FL28809
GRAD 203 S WRIGHT c FL26604
FAA2 401 E JOHN c FL63085
AGR1 MRH NOBLE 307 c FL26511
GRAD 1310 W UNIVERSITY u
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG4 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039
FAA3 509 E DANIEL c
LAS1 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
LAS1 908 S 5TH c FL67667
FAA4 618 E DANIEL c
ENG1 MRH BARTON 223 c FL26511
ED 4 706 S MATHEWS u EM75565
ED 1 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
ED 3 1113 S 3RD c
ENG4 208 E JOHN c FL24426
COM1 208 E JOHN c FL67637
COM2 312 E ARMORY c FL27614
PE 3 810 W OREGON u
GRAD 609 E PARK c FL64417
AGR1 604 E ARMORY c
JNL3 311 E ARMORY c FL22321
GRAD 704 S GOODWIN u
GRAD MRH TAFT 326 c FL26511
FAA4 401 S RACE u
ED 3 1005 WRIGHT c FL62571
COM6 1201 W SPRINGFIELD u
FAA4 1008 W NEVADA u EM51462
LAS1 MRH GARNER 495 c FL26511
AGR4 901 W CALIFORNIA u EM72475
LAS1 1107 S 3RD c FL67714
LAS2 MRH FORBES 296 c FL26511
LAS3 306 E ARMORY c FL29789
COM4 310 E GREGORY DR c FL21860
GRAD J65A STADIUM TERR c FL66542
GRAD 1108 W OREGON u EM71019
FAA4 308 E ARMORY c FL67542
ENG3 MRH FLAGG 413 c FL26511
LAS3 404 W NEVADA u EM75340
GRAD 1825-201 ORCHARD PL u
PE 4 BUCKLEY ILL
COM3 1107-1109 THIRD u EM28904
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG4 101 S BUSEY u
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 1423 CAMBRIDGE c FL22418
GRAD 1206 N GOODWIN u
LAS3 1206 N GOODWIN u
ENG1 406 E GREEN c FL22982
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 350 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH HOPKINS 378 c FL26511
COM2 407 W UNIVERSITY c FL60303
ENG3 1317 FREDERICK c FL66512
LAS1 310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
ENG4 MRH FORBES 217 c FL265U
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 264 c FL26511
ENG2 MRH GARNER 373 c FL26511
COM1 MRH FORBES 278 c FL26511
18223 MARTIN AV





208 W JOHN ST
711 N 7TH ST




7512 W 61ST PL
2607 E 83RD ST
7512 W 61ST PL
508 S FAIR ST
5518 W CONGRESS PKWY
2207 W BELDEN AV
2243 S ALDRICH ST















559 N 1ST ST




708 W COLLEGE AV
301 S 4TH ST
1325 N 12TH ST
107 KANE ST
408 W FORREST HILL




1604 W 17TH ST
609 E PARK
BOX 243 RR 2
4027 N FRANCISCO
232 W 94TH ST
127 NEVADA ST
138 N SUMMIT AV
1510 LINCOLN
279 CAMBRIDGE RD






1110 S FELL AV













1206 N GOODWIN AV
1530 N 36TH ST
5945 S FAIRVIEW
61 BRONX RIVER RD
460 W DANIELS RD











ROCK ISLAND ILL 27
CHAMPAIGN ILL



















































































BORK LYNN ELLEN LAS2
BORK RONALD RICHARD FAA3
BORLANC LORELEI JOY LAS1
BORN STEPHEN MICHAEL LAS3
BORNARTII NORMA LEVINE GRAD
BORNARTH ROBERT LOUIS AVI6
BORNHOEFT BARBARA JANE ED 4
BOROS EUGENE JOSEPH LAS2
BOROS RHODA ELLEN LAS1
BOROS STEPHEN JOHN LAS1
BOROS WILLIAM EUGENE LAS4
BOROWITZ JUDITH RAE ED 1
BORROWDALE KENNETH E LAS2
BORSHELL MYLES STUART COM1
BORUS JONATHAN F LAS2
BOSCHEK CHARLES BRUCE ENG1
BOSCHER ROBERT WARREN GRAD
BOSCO JAMES SALVATORE GRAD
BOSE RICHARD ROBERT ENG4
BOSEN NICHOLAS JOSEPH LAS1
BOSKO GEORGE STEPHEN AVI1
BOSSARTE GEORGE PRYOR ENG4
BOSSERT KAREN LEE AGR3
BOSSI GEORGE ERNEST GRAD
BOSTON ANDREW CHESTER AGR1
BOSTON JENNIE LOU LAS4
BOSTON OSRA MARIE LAS2
BOTKIN EDSON CARTER GRAD
BOTSFORD BRUCE FERGUSON AGR3
BOTSFORD TERRY KENT LAS1
BOTTHOF RICHARD NELS LAS2
BOTTOMLEY WILLIAM JAMES ENG3
BOTTRELL ROGER KEITH AGR4
BOUB WILLIAM DALE GRAD
BOUCHARD MICHAEL B COM3
BOUDREAU EVA MARIE COM2
BOUER SUSAN MOSHIER LAS4
BOUGHTON PATRICIA LOU ED 3
BOULIANE CLEMENT GRAD
BOULOUKOS GEORGE PETER ENG1
BOULOS JOHN ELIAS GRAD
BOULTER LAWRENCE R GRAD
BOUQUE DAVID LAWRENCE ENG2
BOUMA FREDERICK JOHN GRAD
BOURKE ALICE JEAN GRAD
BOURLAND JACK D LAS2
BOURN HARRY JOSEPH AGR2
BOURQUE SARA MAE PE 1
BOUSEMAN JOHN KEITH LAS4
BOVE JAMES VINCENT LAS3
BOVEY BETTY DIANTHA GRAD
BOWALD ALFRED AUGUST GRAD
BOWALD ROSEMARY ANN GRAD
BOWDEN DONALD WARREN JR FAA1
BOWDEN MARSHALL WHITNEY GRAD
BOWEN FRANCIS HARRY FAA3
BOWEN JAMES ERNEST GRAD
BOWEN RONALD GENE GRAD
BOWEN WILLIAM WEEKS COM3
BOWER ARTHUR OLIVER FAA3
BOWER BRENDA AGNES LAS2
BOWERS BRUCE BARTON COM4
BOWERS DOLORES STRODE GRAD
BOWERS FRANCIS LEROY LAS4
BOWERS JAMES SCOTT AGRA
BOWERS KENNETH SCHUYLER GRAD
BOWERS KRISS EDWARD ENG1
BOWERS RICHARD LEO ENG4
BOWES DORIS MANUS L%S6
BOWES GERALD LORING ENG4
BOWLES LARRY LEE LAS3
BOWLIN SAMUEL GEORGE ENG2
BOWMAN FRANC IE HUFFMAN ED 1
BOWMAN HARRY LEWIS COM2
BOWMAN LORELEI KAY ED 1
BOWMAN PAUL DEAN ENG4
BOWMAN ROBERT CLYDE AVI6
BOWMAN RONALD STANLEY LAS2
BOWRON BONITA BLANCHE ED 1
BOYANSKY MARSHA ED 1
BOYD BILL RAY ENG4
BOYD CARY JONES JR ENG2
BOYD CATHERINE CONE GRAD
BOYD CHARLES HUGH FAA3
BOYD DENIS WILLIAM FAA4
BOYD DORETTA LYNN FAA3
BOYD GEORGE RICHARD ENG2
BOYD JAMES ALLAN ENG1
BOYD JAMES AUSTIN ENG2
BOYD JAMES CHARLES COM1
1102 S LINCOLN
MRH GARNER 471
























































































U EM74006 1274 N MAIN ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 736 N LONG AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
U FL26511 1441 W GREENLEAF CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL74071 5026 S LOCKWOOD CHICAGO 38 ILL
C FL61197 211 HESSEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61197 211 HESSEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71173 5302 FRANKLIN AV WESTERN SPRNGS ILL
U EM75327 BETHANY ILL
U FL26511 BETHANY ILL
C 4809 PROSPECT AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
u BETHANY ILL
U FL26511 115 PARK AV GLENCOE ILL
C FL67266 8000 S TRIPP AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL67921 6642 N ASHLAND CHICAGO 26 ILL
U EM76711 8134 S CLYDE AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL265U 240 RUTH ST CALUMET CITY ILL
U EM79070 2 SIEMS CT URBANA ILL
U 34 MEMORIAL DR AMHERST MASS
U EM70567 842 W AINSLIE CHICAGO ILL
U 335 N GLENWOOD SPRINGFIELD ILL
C RR 1 PRATTSVILLE N Y
C FL66112 923 EDGEHILL RD JACKSONVILLE ILL
C FL61870 RR 1 DWIGHT ILL
C FL26511 18 CHESTERFIELD RD MILTON 86 MASS
C FL26511 PAWNEE ILL
U FL26511 RR 2 SALEM ILL
C FL63860 604 N RANDOLPH CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL24418 202 E 4TH ROCK PORT MO
C FL61023 COAL VALLEY ILL
C FL63631 RR COAL VALLEY ILL
U EM74453 1037 MCDANIEL EVANSTON ILL
U 1305 S WEBSTER HARRISBURG ILL
U EM74298 110 S GREGORY URBANA ILL
U EM79803 211 N COLER AV URBANA ILL
U EM75348 202 S LYNN ST URBANA ILL
U FL26511 579 S MAY AV KANKAKEE ILL
C FL24880 1601 S NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71191 111 E OAK ST WATSEKA ILL
U EM73350 BOX 518 LAMALBAIE QUEBEC CAN
C FL26511 545 N LECLAIRE CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL26511 1630 32ND ST MOLINE ILL
U 2610 PEARKES RD VANCOUVER 8 B C CANA
C FL26511 467 N GROVE AV ELGIN ILL
U EM72171 5025 SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO 40 ILL
C 4727 W BERENICE CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL26511 603 S 2ND EFFINGHAM ILL
C FL65132 RR 5 JACKSONVILLE ILL
U FL26511 1240 EDGEWOOD CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILL
U EM79517 EAST SAVANNA SAVANNA ILL
C FL26511 651 N SAWYER AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM76230 728 9TH AV E JEROME IDAHO
U EM77871 418 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U EM75183 406 W MAPLE DR EUREKA ILL
C 1926 N 77TH AV ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
DIXON MO
C FL26266 SHERIDAN ILL
U 37 POMONA ST PENNANT HILLS AUST
U DEMETER DR FREEPORT ILL
C FL67617 2630 LAWNDALE AV EVANSTON ILL
C FL24222 BOWERHOME FARMS BUSHTON ILL
C 3917 N HAWTHORNE PEORIA 4 ILL
C FL21609 28 JUNIPER DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21609 MAGNOLIA ILL
C FL68235 1784 PENDLETON MEMPHIS TENN
U EM74069 138 N LOUISIANA AV MORTON ILL
C 30 N BIERMAN VILLA PARK ILL
C FL61023 30 N BIERMAN VILLA PARK ILL
C FL26651 1437 MELROSE ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM78859 1403 E PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
U EM78859 1403 E PENNA AVE URBANA ILL
U EM79688 1532 GARFIELD GRANITE CITY ILL
U RR 1 MULKEYTOWN ILL
C FL29143 554 BARRETT ST ELGIN ILL
C FL265U 1206 S PARK STREATOR ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 DELONG ILL
U EM74063 709 N SPRING AV LA GRANGE PK ILL
C FL29143 554 BARRETT ST ELGIN ILL
C FL60733 1338 S CICERO CICERO ILL
U EM79292 312 N WASHINGTON AV BATAVIA ILL
U FL26511 2819 CATALPA CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL26937 RR 3 COBDEN ILL
U 10600 S WALLACE ST CHICAGO 28 ILL
U EM78857 1400 HILLCREST DR SEARCY ARK
U 950 MAITLAND ST LONDON ONT CANADA
U 1464 W 72ND ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM74051 305 BURTON AV WAUKEGAN ILL
U EM70226 404 W ELM ST URBANA ILL
C FL24222 620 1ST AV DIXON ILL




























































































GRAD 1605-B2 GEORGIA DR U B2 1605 GEORGIA DR
LAS1 MRH GARNER 408 C FL26511 105 E MORRELL ST
GRAD 1113 W OREGON U 117 E GENEVA LANE
COM1 404 E DANIEL c FL64130 953 RAMONA
GRAD 1308 GRANDVIEW c FL26937 403 W SPRING
LAW3 720 BALBOA DR c FL21440 3279 KRENN AV
GRAD 1207 W SPRINGFIELD c FL22652 1207 W SPRINGFIELD
ED 1 1111 N WALNUT c FL63994 115 W FRANKLIN
SWV6 1111 N WALNUT c FL66923
AGR3 705 S 3RD c FL62489 RR 1
LAS2 1101 W OREGON U EM73581 1101 W OREGON
LAS4 603 S 4TH c FL28456 4508 WEST END AV
PE 3 508 E ARMORY c FL62501 207 N EMERSON
LAS1 402 E DANIEL c 15368 GILCHRIST
LAW2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 E ELM
LAW2 1106 S EUCLID c FL66351 RR 1
GRAD K64C STADIUM TERR c K64C STAD TERR
GRAD 704 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM73031 704 W PENNSYLVANIA
GRAD 815 N MCKINLEY c 400 COLLEGE AV
ED 2 508 CHALMERS c FL25179 801 S COURT ST
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 208 c FL26511 4218 N WESTERN AV
LAS1 1206 W OREGON u EM73109 BOX 224
FAA2 913 W CHURCH c 1043 S 24TH AV
AGR2 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525 RR 1
AGR1 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588
LAW2 RANTOUL ILL 174 MITCHELL CT
ENG4 G57C STADIUM TERR c FL26025 8744 ESCANABA AV
LAS1 111 E CHALMERS c 520 GRANT ST
VM 2 1108 W OREGON u EM71019 RR 1
AGR1 111 S LINCOLN u EM75214 RR 2
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 420 S POLK
ENG1 912 S 2ND c FL67433 201 W CENTER ST
ENG3 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221 1001 E MAYWOOD ST
ENG2 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525 RR 2
AGR1 MRH FORBES 436 c FL26511 RR 1
COM1 1004 W OREGON u EM73542 107 N UNION
FAA1 MRH FORBES 340 c FL26511 304 W WAUKEGAN RD
ED 3 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163 1044 KYLE CT
COM1 907 S 6TH c FL69625 RR
GRAD 311 NEVADA u EM77103 528 11TH ST
ENG4 1209 W JOHN c FL62120 1209 W JOHN ST
AGR4 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 RR 1
FAA4 K64B STADIUM TERR c FL60615 K64B STAD TERR
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 372 PURNELL
LAS2 410 E JOHN c FL26649 111 N MAPLE
COM2 206 E GREEN c FL68235 4157 MORSE AV
GRAD 1002 W OREGON u EM73127 2522 W CULVER
FAA2 1 ACCALOY WY c 2522 W CULVER ST
COM1 1206 W 8RADLEY c FL29237 1206 W BRADLEY
FAA4 903 S 4TH c FL21895 1011 S LOCUST ST
COM2 109 E GREEN c 365 WINONA
GRAD MRH TAFT 124 c FL26511 34684 GRANDON
ENG2 907 S 6TH c FL29526 RR 2
VM 2 1504 DAWSON DR c FL64595 408 BARR AV
COM2 507 E HEALEY c FL67687 RR 2
ENG2 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 6549 N ASHLAND
COM1 MRH FORBES 432 c FL26511 6719 OGLESBY AV
ENG3 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654 5521 W VAN BUREN
LAS2 704 S GREGORY u EM70585 2512 BURRMONT RD
GRAD 205 W DELAWARE u EM77862 925 OAKLAND
COM3 605 E DANIEL c FL29871 358 S 10TH AV
AGR3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 417 S ELM AV
FAA2 303 E JOHN c FL66434 1644 8UENA VISTA CIR
AGR4 311 E GREEN c FL60456 RR 2
ENG2 705 S 3RD c FL62489 1512 S 30TH ST
LAS1 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 417 S ELM
ENG1 1112 W OREGON u EM79298 629 E WOOD
LAS* 205 ARMORY c FL61848 1914 S SCOVILLE AV
ENG2 55 E DANIEL c FL23091 74 EVELYN RD
ENG4 508 S RACE u EM72838 RR 2
ENG4 601 W SPRINGFIELD c FL69176 601 W SPRINGFIELD
AGR2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 RR 3
LAS1 1115 NEVADA u FL26511 8335 KILDARE
GRAD 1010 ALTON RD c FL65069 835 MICHIGAN AV
GRAD G50B2 STADIUM TERR c FL21773 G50 B2 STAD TERR
ENG1 602 S 5TH c FL62346 DALE ST
ENG2 309 E HEALEY c FL65678 603 N WALNUT
ED 1 508 E CHALMERS c FL25170 625 S LOOMIS
AGR3 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63153
ENG1 MRH FORBES 363 c FL26511 614 GLENWOOD LANE
GRAD 1204 S CARLE DR u EM78513 1204 S CARLE DR
ENG3 203 E ARMORY c FL68685 515 E SENECA PL
COM3 707 S 6TH c FL62222 9 ENLOW DR
LAS3 210 GREGORY DR c FL67456 1580 BERKELEY RD
VM 4 105 S MCCULLOUGH u 166 N 11TH AV
GRAD 106 E JOHN c FL62310
GRAD F64B STADIUM TERR c FL22491 1613 ALLEN
ENG3 106 E DANIEL c FL61766 4811 ARDMORE AV
ED 3 214 GREGORY DR c FL28763 1654 ORCHARD LANE





















































































































































































LAS3 705 S 6TH C FL63A12 RR 2
LAS1 1603 S GROVE U EM71798 1603 S GROVE
FAA2 102 N COLER u EM71A60 3521 W CARMEN AV
GRAD 605 S BIRCH U EM76130 605 S BIRCH
GRAD 605 S BIRCH u EM76130 605 S BIRCH ST
GRAD FA8A STADIUM TERR c FL68325 1123 S MONITOR
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 6336 SHERIDAN
ED 3 705 HAINES BLV c FL61901 705 HAINES
GRAD 705 HAINES BLV c FL66901 705 HAINES BLV
LASA 701 S BROADWAY u EM72378 906 E ASH
GRAD 1803-202 ORCHARD PL u 387 BRITTANY DR
COM1 1A07 W CHURCH c FL68559 1A07 W CHURCH ST
AGRA 701 S BROADWAY u EM72378 382 VINE ST
AGRA 906 S 5TH c FL25676
GRAD 300-310 S GOODWIN u EM79585 A28 S CHESTNUT
COM1 1308 S GRANDVIEW c FL6AA19 206 S G ST
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 1803 S A9TH CT
AGR1 1112 W OREGON u EM79298 RR 1
AGRA 811 W OREGON u EM72532 RR 1
ENG2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75A39 18525 PAGE AV
LAS1 601 E CHALMERS c F..67A37 1105 ARTHUR AV
GRAD 507 FAIRLAWN DR u EM78870 RR 2
GRAD 605 W IOWA u 605 W IOWA
ENG2 MRH GARNER 107 c FL26511 6009 28TH AV
GRAD 1107-321 W GREEN u EM73150 1107 W GREEN APT 321
ENG1 311 E ARMORY c FL22331 303 W N 6TH ST
GRAD 505 GREGORY PL u RR 3
GRAD A03 S WEBBER u EM78935 9A27 5ATH AV
LAS1 RR 1 STALEY RD c FL62016 817 BALBOA
LASA 1112 S ARBOR c 778 W HARPER
GRAD 1906 SOUTHWOOD DR c FL21227
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 325A W 8ATH ST
FAA1 110A OREGON u EM79A38 101A NAPERVILLE RD
LAW1 806 W INDIANA u 207 W ROUSE AV
GRAD 307 S WRIGHT c FL21385 616 OAK ST
LASA 203 W IOWA ST u EM78665 203 W IOWA ST
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 26A6 S WESLEY AV
ED 3 1203 8RIARCLIFF DR u EM781A5 1203 BRIARCLIFF DR
GRAD 712 S PRAIRIE c FL23967 RR 1 BOX 122
GRAD 1A06 WILEY DR u EM7212A 1A06 WILEY DR
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 207 c FL26511 72A 6TH ST
COMA 305 E DANIEL c FL6765A 733 S LOMBARD AV
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG2 50A E DANIEL c FL68990 A132 N KEDVALE AV
ENG3 50A DANIEL c FL28990 A132 KEDVALE
FAA3 910 N BUSEY u EM76A38 910 N BUSEY AV
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 1220 HINKLEY AV
FAA1 60A E ARMORY c 16 KOSSUTH ST
LAS3 611 E DANIEL c FL696A3 1102 S PROSPECT
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921 29A1 W FITCH
ENG1 1006 S 6TH c 1511 ROYAL AV
GRAD SIDNEY ILL
COMA TOLONO ILL
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 BOX A38 W LINCOLN ST
LAS1 MRH VAN DOREN 10 c FL26511 2323 LOCUST ST
VM 3 130A W PARK u EM795AA RR A
COM1 MRH GARNER 3A6 c FL26511 223 HOMESTEAD
FAAA 310 E JOHN c FL63022 601 HARWOOD
ENG2 MRH FORBES 228 c FL26511 ST LOUIS RD RR A
ENG3 507 E HEALEY c FL67687 702 W ELK ST
FAA1 BONDVILLE ILL
LASA 1517 W HEALEY c FL60811 1517 W HEALEY ST
LAS2 GRANITE CITY 2668 E 27TH ST
ENGA 702 W WASHINGTON u EM77933 2668 E 27TH ST
ENGA MRH FORBES 260 c FL26511 511 S 2ND ST
ENGA 60A W COLUMBIA c FL29A96 RR 2
LAS1 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515 1228 VERMONT ST
LAS3 MRH FORBES A30 c FL26511 9052 LAMON
ED A 617 W CHURCH c FL62180 617 W CHURCH
LASA 60A E ARMORY c RR 1
ENG1 905 FAIRLAWN u EM78002 905 FAIRLAWN
GRAD 2008 S RACE ST u EM75595 2008 S RACE ST
AGRA 201 E JOHN c FL61725 2225 GREENWOOD ST
AGR2 1111 W NEVADA J FL26511 850 KENTON RD
ENG3 906 S 6TH c FL67803
AGR2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 RR 1 BOX 68B
LAS3 305 E JOHN c FL60733 RR 5
LAS1 1005 GREGORY u FL26511 12002 HAROLD AV
AGR2 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 310 W MELBOURNE
ENG3 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM7A030 3022 N 2ND ST
FAA2 1115 NEVADA u FL26511 A8 ROBERTS ST
LASA 801 LASELL DR c FL2A802 801 LASELL DR
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA u A52 W 82ND ST
LAW3 1105 S 3RD c 20A0 W TOUHY
GRAD GA9C STADIUM TERR c FL293A7 G A9 C STAD TERR
FAAA 107 E DANIEL c FL69525 306 S KARLOV
FAA3 MRH GARNER c FL26511 6017 BYRON ST
ENG3 501 S RACE u 7070 S CASS
PE A 807 W ILLINOIS u EM77537 3921 WOODLAND AV





















































































































































































BROWN EDWARD W JR
LAS1 708 S 4TH C
COM3 1109 S 4TH C FL63071
GRAD 905 S 1ST C FL28455
GRAD 505 W VERMONT U
ENG4 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM1 907 S 4TH c
ED 4 212 W WASHINGTON C FL63194
FAA1 1004 BURKWOOD DR u EM78077
FAA3 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
SWV2 1706 W PARK C FL62620
LAS2 RANTOUL ILL
COM3 910 W SPRINGFIELD c
LAS1 309 E JOHN c FL69064
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD 309 E HEALEY c FL65678
AGRA 109 W SPRINGFIELD c
GRAD 312 W WASHINGTON u EM78894
GRAD 408 W ELM u
ENG3 614 W SPRINGFIELD c FL64176
LAS3 1109 S 3RD c
COM1 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
FAA3 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
COM4 514 E JOHN c FL60919
LASS 801 S WRIGHT c
GRAD 1005 W OREGON u
LAS4 1004 S 1ST c FL64787
COM3 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
SWV4 717 SOUTHWEST DR c FL69219
COM4 301 E ARMORY c FL67451
AVI1 406 E CHALMERS c FL23569
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u
GRAD 710 S GROVE u EM76329
ENG1 1111 W GREEN c FL29117
ENG1 112 E DANIEL c FL23224
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 116 c FL26511
ENG4 309 CHALMERS c FL61864
PE 1 109 JOHN ST c FL21552
LAS4 MRH FORBES 370 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR1 811 W OREGON u EM72532
LAS1 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
FAA2 115 W OREGON u
AGR1 MRH FORBES 240 c FL26511
COM3 706 W OHIO u EM76711
GRAD 1102 W CALIFORNIA u EM51248
AGR2 811 W OREGON u EM72532
FAA3 MRH NOBLE 422 c FL26511
FAA4 MRH GARNER 246 c FL26511
GRAD 402 S RACE u
LAS4 1003 W ILLINOIS u EM51418
ENG1 MRH BARTON 116 c FL26511
FAA4 G41C STADIUM TERR c FL28258
COM4 MRH FLAGG 311 c FL26511
LAS1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
AVI6 904 N BROADWAY u EM77776
GRAD 904 N EROADWAY u EM77776
LAS6 300 S GOODWIN u EM51398
LAW2 300-215 S GOODWIN u EM51398
PE 3 501 E DANIEL c
AGR1 1107 W CALIFORNIA u EM73144
ENG4 1008 S 4TH c FL25207
JNL4 301 E ARMORY c FL67451
LAS2 405 E JOHN c FL62557
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
C0M1 209 W GREEN c
LAS4 409 W ILLINOIS u EM72313
COM2 508 E CHALMERS c FL25170
ED 3 808 W VERMONT u EM74052
GRAD 908 S STATE c FL21514
ED 4 DANVILLE ILL
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG2 MRH GARNER 286 c FL26511
GRAD 300-404 S GOODWIN u
COM4 803 S 4TH c FL21259
VM 4 1206 N GOODWIN u
LAS3 618 E DANIEL c FL66256
ENG4 WHITE HEATH ILL
GRAD 1000 W CALIFORNIA u EM73961
LAS2 1210 N CHAMPAIGN c FL65296
LAS3 205 W BEARDSLEY c FL22861
ED 2 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 501 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS1 209 E ARMORY c FL14231
FAA3 1822 ORCHARD PL u
ENG1 MRH FORBES 444 c FL26511
LAS3 806 W MICHIGAN u
905 S 1ST ST
4570 WEBER RD
RR 3
1201 S 4TH ST









2039 N KEELER AV
RR 4






5TH AND MULBERRY ST
5TH # MULBERRY
715 S MADISON AV
6361 YELLOWSTONE BLV
7320 N KENNETH
7942 S COLFAX AV
1411 BRUMMEL ST








12860 S MAPLE AV
634 E MONTGOMERY





3913 FOUR WINDS WAYS
5123 27TH AV S E
609 E VINE ST
1059 E 80TH ST











1708 N E JEFFERSON
RR 2
716 PRAIRIE ST
4916 N CENTRAL PK AV
607 W MAIN















418 W ELM ST
1210 N CHAMPAIGN





16820 OAK PARK AV



















































































































































































BROYLES ELMER L JR
BROZOSKY MARTIN M
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511
GRAD DECATUR ILL
LAS3 607 E DANIEL C FL62149
PE 3 1301 W CLARK ST u EM70263
ENG2 1111 W UNIVERSITY u EM77774
PE 2 212 E DANIEL C
GRAD 604 E CLARK c FL60974
AGR3 308 E ARMORY c FL67542
COM1 404 E JOHN c FL68738
GRAD 1814 LARCH PL u EM76246
PE 4 911 S 4TH c FL67574
LAS2 1002 OREGON u
ENG1 508 E HEALEY c
GRAD 312-203 W CLARK c
GRAD 404 E CHALMERS c
PE 3 905 5TH c
FAA3 1006 W CALIFORNIA u EM73571
GRAD 606 S RUSSELL c FL22061
AGR4 151C1 STADIUM TERR c
LAS1 609 W HILL c FL22484
LAS1 508 E CHALMERS c FL69691
COM3 715 W MICHIGAN u
ED 3 J37C STADIUM TERR c
LAS1 MRH GARNER 376 c FL26511
AGR2 409 E GREEN c FL23345
GRAD K-32-A STADIUM TERR c FL22005
LAS4 BARRINGTON ILL
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
ED 2 507 W MAIN u EM75649
LAS4 809 W ILLINOIS u EM72227
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
PE 2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
PE 1 1011 S 6TH c FL63560
ED 3 907 S WRIGHT c FL24866
FAA6 300-311 GOODWIN u EM78687
GRAD 901 W GREEN u
ENG2 904 E DELAWARE u EM79963
ENG4 1206 E MICHIGAN u EM74474
FAA2 216 E GREGORY DR c FL21931
ENG2 609 E BRADLEY c FL29111
GRAD 300-311 S GOODWIN u EM78687
ENG1 34 FORSYTHIA DR c FL60854
GRAD 901 W GREEN u
FAA1 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
COM4 101 E JOHN c FL27290
ENG3 410 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 501 E DANIEL c FL62519
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 107 c FL26511
ENG3 310 E CHALMERS c FL63353
ED 6 RR 2 c FL65045
GRAD 1113 W UNIVERSITY u
GRAD 1822 ORCHARD PL u
ENG3 1306 W STOUGHTON u
ENG3 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
ENG4 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
GRAD 1405 HOLLYCREST DR c FL29595
COM4 TOLONO ILL
LAS1 312 E ARMORY c FL27614
LAS4 307 E DANIEL c FL63565
GRAD K57B STADIUM TERR c FL28568
JNL4 410 E JOHN c FL67100
LAS1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
COM1 1005 S 2ND c FL67975
ENG2 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 606 S RUSSELL c FL22061
JNL3 206 E JOHN c
GRAD 57 BRADLEY MCKINLEY c FL21725
FAA1 407 E BRADLEY c FL25605
LAS2 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
COM4 805 N ORCHARD u EM73869
FAA3 209 W GREEN c
LAS3 806 W GREEN c
AGR3 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
PE 3 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
COM3 MRH FORBES 474 c FL26511
JNL4 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581
LAS4 711 W ILLINOIS u EM71075
ENG1 209 E ARMORY c FL24232
GRAD VILLA GROVE ILL
ED 4
COM2 310 E GREGORY c FL66113
ENG2 1004 S 4TH c FL63631
ENG4 3 BUENA VISTA CT u EM70382
ENG3 609 S 4TH c FL25040
LAS3 3 BUENA VISTA CT u EM70382
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM3 1101 W CALIFORNIA u EM70082
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 126 c FL26511
ED 6 TUSCOLA ILL
LAW2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
723 W DIVISION
16820 S OAK PARK AV















609 W HILL ST
512 W MAIN
RR 1 CLOVER HILL LN
6654 N N W HIGHWAY
RR 1
K32A STADIUM TERR
207 W N W HIGHWAY
6636 WOODLAWN
507 W MAIN
809 W ILLINOIS ST
BOX 150
100 N ELMHURST RD
437 S WASHINGTON
928 S CHURCH ST
300 GOODWIN
901 W GREEN
619 N 13TH ST
223 ILLINOIS ST
921 ROGERS CT




RR 8 BOX 269













4201 W WILCOX ST








407 E BRADLEY AV
RR 5
805 N ORCHARD ST
4955 W OHIO ST
3524 S MICHIGAN AV
430 DIVISION ST
1410 LAKEVIEW DR
735 N FOREST AV
3641 W FULLERTON
3641 W FULLERTON AV
908 S STATE
308 N 2ND
6431 S KOLIN AV
301 E HOUGHTON ST
3840 JEROME
1313 CHICAGO RD
3 BUENA VISTA CT







































































































BRUCE ROBERT NOLAN JR

















































































AGR1 1005 S WRIGHT C FL62571
COM1 310 E JOHN c
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM3 202 DANIEL c
ED 1 1010 CHAMPAIGN c FL69459
ENG3 1004 W OREGON u EM73542
GRAD 1009 S BUSEY AV u EM76542
LAS2 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
AGR3 105 E DANIEL c
LAS1 313 E ARMORY c FL62563
LAS3 809 W CLARK u EM76535
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL67844
ENG4 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039
GRAD MRH TAFT 423 c FL26511
AGR3 302 E JOHN c FL62244
LAS4 604 E ARMORY c
ED 4 MONTICELLO ILL
PE 2 602 E OREGON u EM71595
LAS1 509 W NEVADA u EM72574
JNL4 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM4 MRH CLARK 325 c FL26511
FAA4 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191
ENG1 604 ARMORY c FL67266
FAA3 306 E DANIEL c
LAS1 MRH CLARK 430 c FL26511
AGR2 407 W GREEN c FL27564
ED 1 URBANA ILLINOIS
ENG2 1111 S 1ST c FL63314
FAA1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
PE 1 MRH HOPKINS 290 c FL26511
ENG2 302 E JOHN c FL26081
COM1 MRH HOPKINS 320 c FL26511
LAS2 308 E ARMORY c FL67543
VM 2 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
ENG4 401 GREEN c
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1107 U CALIFORNIA u EM73144
COM2 211 E DANIEL c
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u EM76511
ED 2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
AGR4 NOT GIVEN c
ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u
GRAD 511 S WESTLAWN c FL60262
VM 1 920 W CHURCH c FL28057
GRAD 1107-231 W GREEN ST u EM78990
COM3 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
COM1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
JNL4 504 E DANIEL c
LAS3 MRH GARNER 362 c FL26511
LAS2 MRH FORBES 466 c FL26511
FAA2 909 S 1ST c FL21921
LAW3 308 W GREEN u
AGR2 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ED 1 1112 S 2ND c
LAS2 206 E CHURCH c FL23698
LAS2 907 S 3RD c FL67679
PE 4 102 GEORGE HUFF DR u EM76570
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
ED 2 102 W GEORGE HUFF DR u EM76570
ED 4 313 E JOHN c FL66109
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
GRAD MRH TAFT 22 c FL26511
ENG2 MRH LUNDGREN 1 c FL26511
ENG2 311 E GREEN c
ENG4 1110 W MAIN u EM75012
GRAD 502 E STOUGHTON c
LAS1 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071
COM1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
COM2 508 E SPRINGFIELD c FL28814
GRAD 206 S ORCHARD u
GRAD 206 S ORCHARD u
GRAD 528 FAIRLAWN DR u EM51200
ENG3 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
LAS3 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
FAA1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 207 c FL26511
LAS4 1016 W MAIN ST u
COM2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
LAS2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
GRAD 506 W CALIFORNIA u EM71871
GRAD MRH TAFT 303 c FL26511
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG3 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
LAS4 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
FAA4 LINCOLN ILL
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
9119 CLAYTON RD
1609 BELMONT
2120 S 5TH ST
820 PARK AV WEST









10811 S PROSPECT AV
776 WESLEY ST
1109 SEMINARY ST




9518 N KEELER AV
4908 W COYLE
140 S DELPHIA ST
614 GREEN ST
1125 23RD AV
2217 W AIKEN AV
407 W GREEN ST
1111 HOME AV




200 OUTER PARK DR
1913 S SPRING
RR*1




907 N HART BLV
214 POPLAR ST
1208 S MASON ST
520 N POPLAR
H 48 B STAD TERR
1012 W FLES
1107 W GREEN
5524 W CORTLAND ST
6533 N LAWNDALE




5709 S TALMAN AV
7816 PAXTON AV
8900 KARLOV
3301 W 64TH PL
206 E CHURCH ST
2310 RANCHLAND DR
102 G HUFF DR
102 W GEORGE HUFF
2535 LEWIS ST



















































































































BUDD ROGER JR ENG1
BUDDEN JAMES WILEY LAS!
BUODENBAUM JAMES ALBERT FAA4
BUDELSKY CARL ALBERT AGR6
BUDINGER JEAN PAUL FAA3
BUDINGER SUSAN W1NSLOW ED 2
BUDKA HAROLD GENE ENG4
BUDKA SONYA OLSON LAS*
BUEHL WALTER MARTIN GRAD
BUEHLER JUDITH ANN FAA2
BUELL DAVID LOGAN COM2
BUELL MARJORIE ANN LAS3
BUELOW EDWARD H JR AGH1
BUENTE BARBARA ANN AGR4
BUENTE JOHN WILLIAM COM1
BUESCHEL BRUCE BENJAMIN LAS3
BUESCHER KATHRYN LOUISE AGR3
BUESO GUILLERMO ENG3
BUETTELL AMOS ETHAN COM3
BUFFORD DONALD PAUL COM1
BUGBEE BRIAN WEBSTER LAS2
BUGG JAMES EDWARD AGR3
BUGG WILLIAM EDMUNDS LAS1
8UHLE DOROTHY MAURINE LAS1
BUHNERKEMPE GERALD G ENG1
BUHR JEANINE JANIS LAS3
BUHRMESTER LESLIE W ENG4
BUHRMESTER RAY LOREN AGR4
BUIKO IRENE TERESA LAS2
BULEY ELLEN MARGOT L GRAD
BULEY JOHN FREDERICK LAS3
BULFIN MARY THERESE AGR1
BULIN RONALD JOSEPH COM1
BULKELEY PETER CLOUGH ENG2
BULLARD SHIRLEY JUNE GRAD
BULLER ELIZABETH HEAD ED 3
BULLER LEWIS CLIFFORD GRAD
BULLOCK DORIS LAYSON GRAD
BULLOCK EARL RICHARD GRAD
BULLOCK JOYCE LORENE COM3
BULLOCK LINDA ANN ED 1
BULLOCK JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
BUM8A ROBERT CARLYLE COM1
BUMGARNER JOHN RILEY ENG1
BUNCH WILLIAM JESSE LAW2
BUNCHER JAMES EDWARD COM3
BUNDE KAREN NINA FAA2
BUNDY MARY LEE GRAD
BUNGE CHARLES ALBERT GRAD
BUNKENBURG BRUCE W PE 3
BUNKEN8URG DONALD REX COM4
BUNNING FREDERICK CHRIS ENG3
BUNTING FRED DEAN AGR3
BUNTING JOHN RUSSELL ENG1
BUNTING ROSS J EN63
BUNYASIRI SAKDA GRAD
BURCH BETTY JEAN ED 2
BURCH KENNETH WILLIAM ENG4
BURCH RICHARD DALE ENG4
BURCHALL JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
BURCHAM JAMES JAY ENG1
BURCHFIELD BARBARA ANN COM1
8URCK PHILIP JOHN GRAD
BURCKHARD PAUL FREDRICK FAA1
BURDETTE STEPHEN D ENG2
BURDI GEORGE FRANK ENG3
BURDICK JEROME STEWART LAS1
BURDIN THOMAS WARREN ENG3
BURDINE BARBARA ANN LAS3
BURDON 8ARBARA ANN FAA4
BURDON SHARON LAS3
BURES DANIEL JOHN LAS4
BURFEIND RAYMOND F COM2
BURG CHARLES EDWARD GRAD
BURGBACHER MARIANNE LAS2
BURGER WILLIAM HAROLD LAS1
BURGESS GEORGE DAVID PE 3
BURGESS JAMES EDWARD ENG2
BURGESS SHERRILL KAY ENG1
BURGETT WILLIAM RUSSELL COM1
BURGIN LOWELL THOMAS ENG2
BURGIN SYBIL SUE AGR3
BURGNER CHARLES WILLIAM ENG1
BURGOYNE GEORGE WILLIAM ENG2
BURGOYNE RICHARD EDWARD AGR1
BURITZ ROBERT JOHN COM4
BURK ARLENE BEATRICE LAS3
BURK WILLIAM CHARLES LAS3
BURKE CAROL HEINKEL AGR3


























































































C FL22534 2 FERRY ST SOUTH HADLEY MASS
TUSCOLA ILL
C FL68976 6743 KEOTA CHICAGO ILL
C FL66112 670 FAIRVIEW AV ELMHURST ILL
C FL29864 2521 MAPLE ST RIVER GROVE ILL
C FL62351 320 CRESCENT DR EASTON PA
C FL29217 2515 S TRUMBULL AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL29217 801 S MARKET WINAMAC IND
U 915 RANKINE RD NIAGARA FALLS N Y
U EM75427 212 ARNOLD AV EAST PEORIA 8 ILL
C FL67432 240 8TH ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL62355 RR 2 BOX 10 SYCAMORE ILL
U EM75439 753 ARGYLE FLOSSKOOR ILL
U EM74051 2626 STATE ST GRANITE CITY ILL
C 2614 BENTON ST GRANITE CITY ILL
C FL29540 4606 MARION AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL69064 7965 W CHICAGO AV RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL67266 APARTADO 378 SANTA CLARA L V CUBA
U EM78583 710 S BIRCH ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 8 FULTON ST WHITE PLAINS N Y
U EM78895 1314 W UNIVERSITY URBANA ILL
U EM77525 202 N LOCUST ASSUMPTION ILL
C FL62519 134 4TH AV INDIALANTIC FLA
C FL61943 715 S PRAIRIE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM73109 1321 DODGE AV EVANSTON ILL
U FL26511 408 S MAPLE GRANT PARK ILL
U EM75391 eox 57 URBANA ILL
U EM51264 RR 2 NASHVILLE ILL
U FL26511 6425 S KOLIN CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL29081 915 W SPRINGFIELD AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL29081 915 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL66434 2625 W 106TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL26511 113 MCINTOSH CLARENDON HILLS ILL
C FL67621 RR 1 ABINGDON ILL
RR 1 HILLSBORO ILL
U 1107 W GREEN URBANA ILL
U 1107 W GREEN URBANA ILL
U EM70385 7 FLORIDA DR URBANA ILL
905 FAIRCHILD NORMAL ILL
C FL25975 605 S 20TH ST MT VERNON ILL
U EM74006 209 S WILSHIRE LANE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
U EM70385 7 FLORIDA DR URBANA ILL
C FL27423 609 6TH AV MENDOTA ILL
U EM71347 XENIA ILL
C FL26511 KEMPTON RD KEMPTON ILL
C FL26511 973 N CHERRY ST GALESBURG ILL
U FL26511 126 LEROY ARCADIA CALIF
U EM70265 21 COTTAGE ST POTSDAM N Y
C FL26511 RR 2 BLAND MO
C FL67542 4344 N HARDING ST CHICAGO 18 ILL
U 4344 N HARDING CHICAGO ILL
U 2038 45TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
R R 1 SEYMOUR ILL
C FL67622 2535 VERMONT QUINCY ILL
C FL265U R R 1 ALBION ILL
C 380 CHULA SOI 3 BANGKOK THAILAND
U EM72540 609 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
C FL26511 2574 CRYSTAL DR JOLIET ILL
U 1624 MARYLAND DR URBANA ILL
U EM73320 336 93RD ST BROOKLYN 9 N Y
C FL26511 NEPONSET ILL
U EM71137 7905 W MAIN BELLEVILLE ILL
U EM76965 2828 N 51ST ST MILWAUKEE 10 WIS
C FL29789 1030 RANDALL RD AURORA ILL
C FL21952 RR 2 PEORIA ILL
C FL26511 728 W LIBERTY DUNDEE ILL
C FL27100 4325 CENTRAL AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
C FL63515 850 4TH ST CARLYLE ILL
U FL26511 858 BITTERSWEET DR NORTHBROOK ILL
U EM75459 1026 S WEBSTER GREEN BAY WIS
U 205 CLARKE LOW POINT ILL
C FL67617 4500 RIVER DR LISLE ILL
C FL26511 1130 N HARVARD AV ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
1960 N OAKLAND DECATUR ILL
U EM71173 7115 N MELVINA CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL63823 1040 5TH AV NEW YORK 28 N Y
U ROUTE 1 COLLINSVILLE ILL
C FL60733 610 W KING ST FAIRFIELD ILL
C FL66394 880 W WOOD DECATUR ILL
C FL24261 114 N 3RD AV DES PLAINES ILL
C FL67266 RR 2 DANVILLE ILL
U EM7U73 BOX 674 BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL26511 3807 12TH ST MOLINE ILL
C FL24254 430 WINNETKA AV WINNETKA ILL
U EM77743 RR 4 BOX 30 CARLINVILLE ILL
C FL67667 5201 W BYRON ST CHICAGO 41 ILL
U FL26511 131 N LOTUS AV CHICAGO ILL
U 135 FAIRLANE ELMHURST ILL
C 1576 N LOWBER DECATUR ILL
C FL61491 301 S KING ST ROBINSON ILL
BURKE FRANCIS EMMETT LAS1
BURKE JANECE ELLEN LAS1
BURKE JOHN PATRICK GRAD
BURKE MARIANNE BERNICE LAS2
BURKE RALPH EUGENE AGR1
BURKE ROBERT EUGENE ENG3
BURKE SARAH ANNE ED 4
BURKE TERRY RICHARD COM2
BURKE WILLIAM JOHN AGR4
BURKEY RONALD KEITH PE 2
BURKHARDT JOYCE LENORA LAS2
BURKHART THOMAS HENRY ENG4
8URKHOLDER RICHARD A ENG3
BURKLAND JANET MARY LAS1
BURKLUND SUE DIANE LAS1
BURKONS PHYLLIS ANN LAS2
BURLEY MARSHA ANN LAS4
BURLING LLOYD DOUGLAS AGR3
BURLINI ALFRED HUGO FAA4
BURMAN BARBARA GELMAN GRAD
BURMAN ROBERT L GRAD
BURN JULIAN MITCHELL LAS4
BURNAM JERRY DEE GRAD
BURNETT DONALD JOSEPH COM1
BURNETT JAMES RUSSELL ENG6
BURNETT ROBERT LAYNE LAS*
BURNHAM GEORGE A COM4
BURNHAM MARY JANE LAS1
BURNJAS YVONNE JEAN ED 3
BURNS BARBARA ALICE LAS2
BURNS BETTY JANE ED 6
BURNS GORDON EDWARD JR FAA1
BURNS JACK WILLIAM GRAD
BURNS JAMES ALFRED AGR2
BURNS JOHN JOSEPH ENG1
BURNS MARGARET ADELINE LAS2
BURNS NED HAMILTON GRAD
BURNS RICHARD DEAN GRAD
BURNS RICHARD OCTAVE GRAD
BURNS THOMAS ARTHUR ENG1
BURNSIDE JOHN WAYNE LAS2
BURNSIDE THOMAS EDMUND ENG3
BURNSTEIN PHILIP JORDAN ENG3
BUROKAS ROBERT RAYMOND FAA1
BURRELL CAROLYN GRACE LAS1
BURRELL JAMES KELLY ENG1
BURRELL SALLY ANNE LAS2
BURRELL WILLIAM FORD PE 4
BURRIGHT RICHARD GEORGE GRAD
BURROUGHS GEORGE W COM3
BURRUS JOHN WILLIAM AGR2
BURSEWIC2 JOHN GRAD
BURSTEIN ELEANOR ESTHER COM1
BURT JUDITH ANNETTE LAS2
BURT PHOEBE ANN LAS3
BURT ROBERT EDWIN GRAD
BURTIS ALLENE CATHERINE AGR2
BURTON ALICE JEAN GRAD
BURTON GARY VERNE PE 1
BURTON GILBERT WITTEN GRAD
BURTON JOHN WILLIAMS GRAD
BURTON RAYMOND GERALD LAS1
BURTON RICHARD JAMES ENG4
BURTON RICHARD MAX ENG3
BURTON ROBERT ARTHUR ENG2
BURTON ROBERT BAILEY AGR3
BURTON SAMUEL CARY ENG1
BURTZOS ANDREW FOTIOS ENG4
BURWELL WILLIAM GEORGE COM1
BUSBOOM DONALD EUGENE ENG2
BUSBOOM VERNON EUGENE AGR4
BUSBY RONALD ROY AGR1
BUSCH BARBARA FRANCES LAS4
BUSCH JOHN ROBERT FAA3
BUSCHE HENRY EDWARD GRAD
BUSENHART ROSILAND L GRAD
BUSER DAVID ALLAN ENG1
BUSER ROBERT EDWARD ENG4
BUSEY JOHN WALES COM3
BUSH ARLENE BARBARA LAS2
BUSH DONALD ALAN PE 3
BUSH GEORGE RAY LAS4
BUSH JAMES LELAND LAS1
BUSH JOHN FRED PE 1
BUSH JUDY ANN LAS2
BUSH MAE OLA LAS1
BUSH RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
BUSH ROBERT FRANK LAS1
BUSHDIECKER ROGER KENT PE 3



























































































c FL67266 7411 MERRILL AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
u FL26511 14 GEORGE ST GAITHERSBURG md
c FL61491 506 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM71173 2320 W 101ST ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
u EM77525 RR 2 ASSUMPTION ILL
u W HILLSIDE RD CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
c FL63650 2401 SHAWNEE TRAIL OKEMOS MICH
u EM77142 1716 28TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
c FL28141 512 FORT ST OTTAWA ILL
c FL65132 RR 1 WALNUT ILL
u FL26511 4742 BARRY CHICAGO 41 ILL
c 450 WESTON AV AURORA ILL
c FL27369 222 FRANKLIN ST LANARK ILL
u FL26511 2435 29TH ST MOLINE ILL
u FL26511 440 W ORLEANS ST PAXTON ILL
c FL62516 18401 S WOODLAND RD SHAKER HTS 20 OHIO
c RR#1 BEARDSTOWN ILL
u EM70468 CHEBANSE ILL
c FL21700 3143 N OLCOTT AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL64657 625 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL64657 625 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 320 N JACKSON ST MORRISON ILL
u 204 W ST LOUIS AV EAST ALTON ILL
c FL67266 2243 LEE AV GRANITE CITY ILL
u EM78983 131 N CRETIN ST PAUL 4W MINN
c FL26511 RR 4 BLOOMINGTON ILL
c FL24719 423 S CANNON AV KANKAKEE ILL
c FL68738 519 ELSIE ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
u FL26511 7600 S LUELLA AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
u FL26511 206 E HENRY ST GILLESPIE ILL
c FL61603 1900 CYPRESS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL29729 1832 BONNIE CASTLE OWENSBORO KY
u EM73434 902 LINVIEW DR URBANA ILL
u RR 1 BOURBONNAIS ILL
c FL67436 RR 2 BOX 538 WEST CHICAGO ILL
u EM73385 2913 9TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
u 804 BLANTON ST TEXARKANA TEXAS
c FL64877 1630 ALABANA DR URBANA ILL
c FL23317 209 MONTGOMERY ST OGDENSBURG N Y
c FL26511 219 PEKIN ST LINCOLN ILL
c FL63022 310 PINE GROVE AV BENSENVILLE ILL
u EM75214 RR 4 RUSHVILLE ILL
c 8913 SAMOSET BLV SKOKIE ILL
c FL67459 4520 S FRANCISCO CHICAGO 32 ILL
u EM75427 1002 S MYRTLE KANKAKEE ILL
u 207 WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
u FL26511 334 CORNING ST PEOTONE ILL
u RR 1 CHEBANSE ILL
c FL66629 1416 WINTER DR FREEPORT ILL
c 407 E CHURCH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM74069 WILLIAMSVILLE ILL
c 14 CHAPIN ST JAMESTOWN N Y
u FL26511 1235 BLAISDELL ROCKFORD ILL
u EM73511 167 MOSELEY ST ELGIN ILL
c FL24067 167 MOSELEY ST ELGIN ILL
c FL63007 1908 PONTIAC ST ANN ARBOR MICH
u FL26511 220 RUTH ST CALUMET CITY ILL
u EM79018 BOX 252 NORTHFIELD MINN
c FL63633 2011 23RD ST ROCKFORD ILL
c FL65898 8902 ELM ST TEMPLE CITY CALIF
u 2202 CRESTMOOR RD NASHVILLE 12 TENN
u EM71707 WELLINGTON ILL
c 15643 HAMLIN HARVEY ILL
c BROWNING ILL
c FL26511 107 FARNHAM LANE WHEATON ILL
u EM71644 619 W CLARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 1726 DARROW EVANSTON ILL
c 312 GROVE ST DEKALB ILL
c FL26511 561A HALSEY ST BROOKLYN 33 N Y
THOMASBORO ILL
GIFFORD ILL
c FL67622 RR 3 RUSHVILLE ILL
c FL65081 ROUTE 4 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL23410 406 W GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM76450 327 FINLEY JACKSONVILLE ILL
302 S ELLEN HOMER ILL
c FL26511 754 N 74TH EAST ST LOUIS ILL
u EM79695 318 W HITT ST MOUNT MORRIS ILL
u EM70585 713 E CENTER LEROY ILL
c 8449 LARAMIE SKOKIE ILL
u 7329 COLES CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL67984 EAST DIVISION ST LOCKPORT ILL
c FL26511 211 S WILSON ST PALESTINE ILL
u EM75439 804 N 6TH ST MARSHALL ILL
u 1308 S 22ND QUINCY ILL
c FL65191 409 E COLUMBIA CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM72812 7802 BIRCHWOOD DR KENT OHIO
c FL62281 1114 W MCBEAN PEORIA ILL
c FL61894 2012 N 3RD ST ST CHARLES MO
c FL63353 3553 W IOWA CHICAGO ILL
BUSHMAN BERNARD JOHN COM2
BUSHMAN RONALD EDWARD LAS1
8USHNELL JAMES CARR GRAD
BUSHNICK ROGER ALAN ENG2
BUSHONG JEROLD WARD GRAD
BUSK* ROBERT DONALD FAA1
BUSSE JON HENRY FAA<»
BUSSEY WILLIAM H JR ENG1
BUSTARD JOHN MCTAGGART ED *
BUTLER AMY LOU AGR*
BUTLER BARTLETT RUSSELL GRAD
BUTLER DAVID GARRETT ENG2
BUTLER DAVID RICHARD FAA2
BUTLER JEFFREY SHERIDAN COM3
BUTLER JEWEL EDWARD LAS1
BUTLER JOHN STEPHEN GRAD
BUTLER KAYE TAYLOR AGR3
BUTLER LINDA MARIE ED 2
BUTLER PATRICIA ANN LAS1
BUTLER WILLIAM FRANCIS GRAD
BUTLER WILLIAM SLOAN ENG2
BUTT JAY STANLEY AGR1
BUTTELL DUANE A JR ENG1
BUTTERMAN INEZ LEE LAS1
BUTTERWORTH JAMES B COM3
BUTTIMER JOANN MARY AGR2
BUTTON JAMES EDWARD LAS1
BUTTS DAVID PHILLIP GRAD
BUXTON JACK WILLARD AGR2
BUXTON VERNON GENE ENG*
BUYHER DAVID SMITH COM4
BUZBY DENNIS F COM1
BUZDYGAN CHRISTINE E LAS*
BYARD HELEN BELL LAS3
BUCK GWEN JOYCE LAS1
BYER STEPHEN BARRY LAS1
BYERLY BENJAMIN F GRAD
BYERLY KELLIE SYLVESTER AGR1
BYERS GROVES JEROME GRAD
BYNUM WILLIAM ASMER JR GRAD
BYRD FRANCES JEAN LAS2
BYRNE JAMES OTTO LAW1
BYRNE KAY JEAN ED 2
BYRNE MARY ANN ED 1
BYRNE TIMOTHY KEHOE FAA2
BYRNS BONNIE KAY LAS2
BYROM TRACY GAY FAA1
BYRON MICHAEL HERMAN LAS*
CABALLERO FERNANDO ENG*
CABIN HOWARD ALLEN COM1
CABLE RONALD GAY COM1
CABLK JOSEPH ENG2
CACCIAPAGLIA BRUCE S PE 2
CADDY GEORGE KEITH COM3
CADE DAVID GILLER COM1
CADE EDWARD WATSON GRAD
CADIGAN PATRICK JOSEPH LAW2
CADIGAN ROBERT FRANK LAS1
CADWALLADER DAVID LEE ED *
CADWELL WILFRED CLIFTON ENG1
CAGANN ROBERT ALAN LAS3
CAGE WILLIAM EDWIN ENG2
CAHILL JAMES MICHAEL FAA1
CAHOON THOMAS HART FAA*
CAIN KATHERINE ANN FAA1
CAIN RAYMOND FREDERICK FAA*
CAIRNS JOHN JAMES LAS1
CAJTHAML ALBERT FRANK FAA1
CALBERT JACK FREDERIC COM3
CALAHAN DONALD ALBERT GRAD
CALAMARAS GEORGE PETER JNL*
CALDERONE JOSEPH JAMES COM2
CALDWELL ALAN CLAYPOOL COM1
CALDWELL CHARLES LESLIE GRAD
CALDWELL JAMES ARTHUR COM1
CALDWELL RODERICK P C GRAD
CALDWELL WINIFRED AMY LAS1
CALENDO THOMAS ANTHONY PE 1
CALHOUN DAVID WILLIAM COM1
CALL JOHN FOSTER FAA*
CALLAHAN BROWN LEE GRAD
CALLAHAN MARY JANE COM2
CALLOWAY BARBARA ANNE ED 2
CALTRIDER PAUL GENE GRAD
CALUSIO JOSEPH CHARLES ENG3
CALVERLEY DAVID LAKE COM3
CALVERT BARBARA RAE PE 1
CALVERT CARL WILLIAM ENG*
CAMDEN RONALD WILBER AGR3



























































































c 2* N JONES AV AMBOY ILL
c 2* N JONES AV AMBOY ILL
J EM79066 1130 CHURCH ST EVANSTON ILL
c FL66715 3317 BELLE PLAINE CHICAGO ILL
u EM70*65 1606 MARYLAND DR URBANA ILL
c FL26511 BOX *55A RR 1 WAUKEGAN ill
c 210 N PINE AV ARLINGTON HGTS ILL
c FL26511 860 S WRIGHT ST NAPERVILLE ILL
u EM70389 1015 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
u EM77153 RR 1 ASTORIA ILL
u 120 ELM CT DECORAH IOWA
N GROVE ST ELDORADO ILL
c FL2761* 1257 RIDGE RD HOMEWOOD ILL
u EM7*063 *03 S JESSE ST CHRISTOPHER ILL
c FL26511 1009 HARMON DANVILLE ILL
c 105 S *TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
1516 FISK AV ELDORADO ILL
c FL62557 609 MIRIAM AV ROCKFORD ILL
c FL67**6 51*7 N LOWELL CHICAGO 30 ILL
u EM77698 1022 DINSMORE RD WINNETKA ILL
c FL26511 1112 N JACKSON ST DANVILLE ILL
c FL66112 RR 3 DECATUR ILL
u EM71*39 1*29 N CUTRIGHT ST CHILLICOTHE ILL
u EM75511 6733 S MERRILL CHICAGO *9 ILL
c FL67908 1*00 W EVERETT RD LAKE FOREST ILL
c FL29*63 *09 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL63022 •+059 WOLF RD WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
c FL6*522 903 LINVIEW DR URBANA ILL
112 W JACKSON SULLIVAN ILL
c FL6801* 19 SHERWOOD FOREST 3ELLEVILLE ILL
u EM790*9 RR 1 OAKLAND CITY I NO
c FL63565 218 MIAMI PARK FOREST ILL
c FL6855* 1*05 N MASON AV CHICAGO ILL
u FL26511 39 DAVIS ST NORTH HANOVER MASS
u EM65*16 6*19 N NEW ENGLAND CHICAGO 31 ILL
c FL26511 1111 ROSSELL AV OAK PARK ILL
u B 38 STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL62519 RR 1 CATLIN ILL
u EM77207 1107 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
c 1320 7TH ST LAS VEGAS N MEX
u FL26511 308 S SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO ILL
c 1701 LINDENTHAL HIGHLAND ILL
c FL62571 1701 LINDENTHAL HIGHLAND ILL
u EM7*007 556 HAPP RD NORTHFIELD ILL
c FL67621 501 WASHINGTON AV WILMETTE ILL
c FL625*5 505 MAPLE AV RUSHVILLE ILL
u EM7*071 1505 ALIMA TERR LA GRANGE PARK ILL
c FL60990 RR 1 WILMINGTON ILL
c FL65856 CARRERA 17 N 39 58 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
c FL26511 5*0 W BELMONT AV CHICAGO 1* ILL
c FL26511 309 E MASON ST LENA ILL
c 3*60 N PULASKI RD CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 1129 FERGUSON ST ROCKFORD ILL
c FL26511 3215 *TH ST MOLINE ILL
c FL25151 120* W COLLEGE AV JACKSONVILLE ILL
'J EM722*5 1030 BROWNLEE RD MEMPHIS 16 TENN
c 619 N GRAND W SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL26511 1331 E EDWARDS SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL21957 516 N COLLEGE ST LINCOLN ILL
c FL618*7 81* MORRIS ST WASHINGTON ILL
u EM7*895 312 S CARLYLE PLACE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS II
c FL62281 1803 N COURT ST ROCKFORD ILL
c FL26511 1015 BELLEVUE AV ELGIN ILL
c FL2*25* 2*2 S 9TH WOOD RIVER ILL
u EM72862 103 S BUSEY URBANA ILL
c FL2*255 3713 HOOKER SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL67*28 10939 LONGWOOD DR CHICAGO *3 ILL
c FL273*2 21 SUNNYSIDE BEACH MCHENRY ILL
u EM75810 1335 DEERFIELD RD DEERFIELD ILL
c 6915 WINDWARD CINCINNATI 27 OHIO
c 208 N BLUFF JOLIET ILL
c 3*08 N EMERSON FRANKLIN PARK ILL
c FL265U 6*1 PRAIRIE AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
u EM72361 *08 STATE AV ST CHARLES ILL
c *33 S LEWIS AV WAUKEGAN ILL
u EM75926 602 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
u EM75926 602 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
c 115 FAIRVIEW LN ELGIN ILL
c FL67981 692* CORA ST DES PLAINES ILL
c RR 1 FORTVILLE IND
10*6 E MAIN ST DECATUR ILL
c FL618*9 1*1 WOODALE DECATUR ILL
c FL68871 920 LINDEN AV WILMETTE ILL
c MINERAL WELLS W VA
c FL26511 519 SPRING ST COLLINSVILLE ILL
c FL68275 122* N MARKET ST MT CARMEL ILL
u E^71793 BOX *22 ATHENS ILL
c FL22321 912 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
RR 1 DEWEY ILL
c 609 SPRING ST WASHINGTON ILL
iameron charles robert eng3
lameron david hugh las1
iameron edmund simon grad
!ameron george alan com4
iameron sara duncombe pe 4
iameron walter courtney grad
iammenga sydney tilford grad
:amp mary jane grad
:amp robert lee las1
:ampbell alpheus norman grad
iampbell bonnie sue ed 1
iampbell charles edward eng3
!ampbell craig stewart faa4
iampbell douglas craig grad
iampbell edward joseph com4
:ampbell gaylord keith lasi
;ampbell henry grady jr grad
iampbell james lee grad
iampbell john michael agr2
iampbell john milton grad
iampbell larry milton eng1
iampbell mary lynne com3
iampbell richard joe grad
!amp3ell ruby robinson grad
iampbell ruth elizabeth las4
iampbell stanley frey grad
iampbell susanne marie las3
iampbell virginia marie las2
:ampisi ronald grad
:amplin charles roger faa1
:analeparola ercole grad
analeparola thelma s grad
;ann lelia may las2
lannon beverly jane ed 2
;annon hubert william las3
iannon james calvin agr4
:annon larry lee faa2
iannon richard lee ed 4
ianopy donald dean faa1
iapek raymond george grad
:apes eugene meredith agr2
iaplin herbert marshall faa4
laplinger benjamin f eng2
lappa laurel ann lasi
lappel charles henry grad
:appetta fred edward eng2
lapps laurel smith faa4
iapps richard lawrence grad
;apra richard edward grad
iaprata ronald f eng4
;aputo vincent john faa1
:aravello john joseph ed 1
larberry james francis faa2
larberry martha m grad
iarbon barbara ann las2
iardno richard albert eng4
iardulla francis george las2
iarey brian eric las4
iarey carol louise agr2
arey james william grad
arey joseph edward grad
arl harry lee eng1
arl james dudley grad
arl linda lea ed 2
arlassare martin peter eng3
arleton pauline alice law2
arlin dorothy e las4
arlin richard lewis grad
arlington barbara sue lasi
arlisle john brinton eng4
arll wade monroe eng1
arlock william francis grad
arloye jack cloyd grad
arloye mary helper faa4
arls glen alvin lasi
arlson alan remington lasi
arlson alvin raynold com2
arlson arthur george avi1
4rlson arthur waldemar eng4
arlson carl richard faa1
*rlson carol diane las2
hrlson charles gustav grad
arlson dale elmer agr4
\rlson donald earle eng4
arlson donald mark eng4
arlson duane gregory eng2
\rlson emrik herman las6
\rlson harry lee grad
vrlson hilding dale lasi




































309 S VAN DOREN
802 S NEW
FITHIAN ILL


















































c FL24108 BOX 1625A3 KIRKWOOD 22 MO
u EM75439 ACADEMY LANE RR 2 WHEATON ILL
c FL265U RR 1 GIBSON CITY ILL
c FL66370 51 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 511 JACKSON ST RIVER FOREST ILL
u 6600 FLANAGAN RD TACOMA WASH
u 842 BENJAMIN S E GRAND RAPIDS 6 MICH
c FL60195 613 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 902 KANSAS PEORIA 4 ILL
u EM76425 306 UNIVERSITY ST MARTIN TENN
u FL26511 5426 W HADDON CHICAGO 51 ILL
c FL24231 366 W HILKERT CT CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
c FL29871 1131 MINNESOTA AV DETROIT LAKES MINN
c FL64497 1910 N E 106TH AV PORTLAND 20 OREGON
c 205 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL265U 34 SYCAMORE RD MAHOPAC N Y
u EM74292 340 WINNONA DR DECATUR GA
c FL64116 504 W HEALEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL28030 807 S MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM77033 RR 4 HOPKINSVILLE KY
c FL65990 107 E MAIN ST OAKLAND ILL
u FL26511 704 EUCLID PL ALTON ILL
u 157 N BROAD ST HILLSBORO ILL
u EM76425 433 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
c FL24163 R R 1 MT STERLING ILL
u EM77378 305 E THOMPSON URBANA ILL
u EM73511 213 E 2ND ST PECATONICA ILL
c FL24966 743 DEARBEE DR CARLINVILLE ILL
u EM72508 1271 SCHENECTADY AV BROOKLYN 3 N Y
c FL63631 4928 W BYRON ST CHICAGO 41 ILL
u EM75982 4857 PARKER AVE CHICAGO ILL
u EM75982 4857 PARKER AVE CHICAGO ILL
u FL26511 2542 SHERIDAN AV GRANITE CITY ILL
u EM79292 540 FOREST AV OAK PARK ILL
c 6418 S LOOMIS BLV CHICAGO 36 ILL
c BOX 745 ELMWOOD ILL
c FL65772 802 S NEW ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
BOX 166 FITHIAN ILL
u EM71304 HOPEDALE ILL
c 2646 S CLARENCE AV BERWYN ILL
c FL63071 R R 2 MAPLE PARK ILL
c FL65237 941 W ARGYLE CHICAGO 40 ILL
u EM51380 RR 1 MAROA ILL
c FL62571 517 N JEFFERSON DIXON ILL
c FL67955 MARYKNOLL SEMINARY GLEN ELLYN ILL
c FL27342 2559 E 71ST ST CHICAGO ILL
c 736 WARREN DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c 736 WARREN AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL69419 RR 2 GREENE N Y
c 1132 S MENARD AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 2229 W 21ST PL CHICAGO 8 ILL
c FL23848 3412 N PARIS CHICAGO 34 ILL
c FL26511 PARISH CT DELAVAN WIS
u EM73890 300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
u FL26511 6109 S ADAMS ST BARTONVILLE ILL
c FL69929 1754 JUNEWAY TERR CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 2319 77TH CT ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
c FL63633 2421 EMMAUS AV ZION ILL
324 LINDEN AV OAK PARK ILL
c FL69727 11 WESTCOTT AV PROVIDENCE 9 R I
800 18TH ST CHARLESTON ILL
c FL26511 132 S DELPHIA PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL22610 116 N LINCOLN ST CENTRALIA ILL
u EM74006 3033 N PARK DR EAST ST LOUIS ILL
c FL26511 105 W 123RD ST CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL61690 1604 CORONADO DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 76 GALLATIN ST PROVIDENCE 7 R I
u 17 CHILTON ST PLYMOUTH MASS
u FL26511 906 BIRCHWOOD AV BLOOMINGTON ILL
u 400 N D ST MONMOUTH ILL
c FL62510 1400 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 10 ILL
u 305 W PARK URBANA ILL
u EM70179 1102 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
u EM70179 1102 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
c FL26511 RR 2 BEARDSTOWN ILL
u EM74940 BOX 94 TAMPICO ILL
c 650 HINMAN EVANSTON ILL
c FL21529 11336 PARNELL AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL24108 1525 W BOURBONNAIS KANKAKEE ILL
c 3025 N NATCHEZ CHICAGO 34 ILL
c FL62545 6405 N OAK PARK AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
u 933 1 AVE N W CALGARY ALBERTA CAN
u EM74336 1835 N NORDICA CHICAGO ILL
u EM74940 BOX 94 TAMPICO ILL
u EM73116 647 GARDEN AV OLEAN N Y
c 122 N ADDISON ST BENSENVILLE ILL
7800 MUSKEGON AV CHICAGO ILL
19 BABELLA DR DECATUR ILL
c FL26511 OBERON N DAK
c FL61941 2904 26TH ST MOLINE ILL
carlson john raymond agk1
carlson judith louise las1
carlson judith vivian las1
carlson judy lynn faa1
carlson june carol las1
carlson marlene ann com1
carlson martha susan agr1
carlson oscar william eng*
carlson richard earl jnl*
carlson richard eugene eng2
carlson richard glenn eng1
carlson robert leonard grad
carlson roger harold las1
carlson ronald gene swv3
carlson thomas lyon las1
carlson william arthur grad
carlson william roger com4
carlton lessie grad
carlton robert william faa4
carmean clara lueker las*
carmean ronald eugene eng2
carmean stephen lewis las*
carmer samuel grant grad
carnes cornelia marie grad
carney allan herbert com*
carney james c com3
carney john michael faa1
carnighan robert ha6ien grad
carnito russell allan faa2
carol don wesley jr eng*
carollo anton john las*
caron paul lee vm 1
carpenter adelbert f las*
carpenter dwight marcus grad
carpenter myron arthur com*
carr connie chaney grad
carr gerald marcene grad
carr harold dean eng3
carr richard edward las2
carr robert richard jr grad
carr thomas harvey eng1
carr william john com*
carrel robert louis grad
carrier norman kendrick jnl*
carrier ronald edwin grad
carrigan richard alfred grad
carriger henry nicholas las1
carruosa gomez alfredo grad
carroll carolyn jane las1
carroll dennis bruce eng2
carroll dewey eugene grad
carroll don allan com3
carroll franklin n agr3
carroll henry william faa3
carroll john allen grad
carroll john max com2
carroll judith arlene las1
carroll kenneth raymond grad
carroll michael eng1
carroll patricia m las*
carroll steven edward las1
carroll william lester faa*
carruthers george eng3
carskadon william e las2
carson gladys sorensen faa6
carson james wendell agr2
carson jerry lind com2
carson john robert grad
carson william h jr com3
carss brian williams grad
carter carol ann grad
carter david carlson grad
carter david william eng*
carter diana lee agr2
carter janice elizabeth agr3
carter jessie stephens grad
carter michael robert eng1
carter naman ray las*
carter norma jean com3
carter robert roger las2
carter ronald howard eng1
cartisser mary felice grad
cartwright glen phillip las*
carver lynne genevieve las1
carveth peter chesney faa3
cary gail ronald agr1
Case Charles thomas grad
caselton jude anthony vm 1
casey charles robert eng*
casey charmayne villona com3
1103 BRIARCLIFF DR
1005 W GREGORY DR
120^ W SPRINGFIELD





















302 E GREGORY DR
311 W NEVADA
MRH HOPKINS
































































U EM75837 1103 BRIARCLIFF URBANA ILL
U FL26511 9513 S WINSTON CHICAGO *3 ILL
U CISSNA PARK ILL
C 10851 S ALBANY CHICAGO *3 ILL
C FL678** 17822 GLEN OAK LANSING ILL
U FL26511 *09 ROBERT AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL61879 RIO ILL
U RR 1 CAMBRIDGE ILL
C FL66112 **2 WILLARD ST KEWANEE ILL
U EM738*5 *2*2 N TRIPP CHICAGO *1 ILL
C FL67687 RIO ILL
U 3720 GRAND AV DULUTH MINN
C FL26511 RR 1 WINNEBAGO ILL
C FL66295 319 WEST ST SYCAMORE ILL
C 237* W FOREST DECATUR ILL
*08 S MAIN ST KEWANEE ILL
U EM75*39 6*25 S GARFIELD HINSDALE ILL
NORMAL ILL
C FL67878 1601 S NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 815 N MCKINLEY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 505 N LAKESHORE DR DECATUR ILL
C 815 N MCKINLEY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21980 65 FAIRDALE DR WILLIAMSVILLE 21 N Y
U EM71285 5*24 S CORNELL CHICAGO ILL
C FL62*85 9131 N KOLMAR SKOKIE ILL
U EM77103 *21 REYNOLDS ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 *21 REYNOLDS ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 1156 BERKELEY SQUARE LOUISVILLE 13 KY
C 3912 W 107TH ST CHICAGO *3 ILL
C F60B STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79695 91* CLINTON ST LOCKPORT ILL
C FL67266 1S*8* WAINWRIGHT RD VILLA PARK ILL
U EM75985 1209 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL22569 139 S CHAUTAUQUA WICHITA 8 KANSAS
C FL25207 RR 2 PLEASANT HILL ILL
U 700 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL6*131 509 S 5TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM713*7 125 RIDGELAND WORTH ILL
C FL60521 33* S AUSTIN BLV OAK PARK ILL
U EM785*3 700 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C 17756 HOWE AV HOMEWOOD ILL
C FL60521 6001 MAIN ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
U EM72138 1017 S ANDERSON ST URBANA ILL
C FL67639 2036 S COLLEGE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C K 56 A STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM78885 913 N GREGORY AVE URBANA ILL
C FL265U RR 2 WINCHESTER ILL
U CALLE *2 2860 BUCARAMANGA COLOMBIA
U FL26511 BOX 152 MOMENCE ILL
U EM7*063 210 S WALNUT SPRINGFIELD ILL
C J53B STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL2*231 210 S WALNUT SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL25e86 RR 1 BROCTON 1 ILL
C FL21713 3A AV 902 2 9 GUATEMALA 9 GUATEMAL
C FL26511 209 S MADISON LAGRANGE ILL
C 108 GOULDING E ALTON ILL
U FL26511 116 MCFALL AV BENTON ILL
C FL67266 8537 S CREGIER CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL67617 1811 ISABELLA MT VERNON ILL
C FL67*57 136 E 155TH ST HARVEY ILL
C FL21552 2001 CALIFORNIA PEORIA * ILL
U EM76129 3105 77TH AV ELMWOOD PARK ILL
C FL67687 7627 S CHAMPLAIN CHICAGO 19 ILL
C 1815 SMITH AV DANVILLE ILL
U EM71885 203 W HIGH ST URBANA ILL
U EM7*069 CLARENCE ILL
C FL25151 *21 W LAFAYETTE ST RUSHVILLE ILL
U EM72812 3172 ARCADIA OMAHA 11 NEBR
U EM75*39 3825 WALTERS NORTHBROOK ILL
U 22 HIGHBURY MONKSEATON ENGLAND
U 3115 E 27TH TULSA 1* OKLA
C FL26511 PARKWAY DR BEREA KY
C FL26511 1712 MAYFIELD AV JOLIET ILL
U EM71581 RR 1 ROSCOE ILL
U FL26511 586 DECATUR ST BROOKLYN 33 N Y
1512 N VERMILION DANVILLE ILL
C FL26511 21*5 N HAMPTON CT PEORIA ILL
C FL61766 609 S JESSE ST CHRISTOPHER ILL
U EM79391 827 GILLETTE AURORA ILL
U EM51*27 502 W OREGON URBANA ILL
C FL26511 135 CHURCH CARROLLTON ILL
U EM7*872 HIGH ST STANHOPE N J
U EM78868 70* W WESTERN AV URBANA ILL
U FL26511 95*3 LINCOLNWOOD DR SKOKIE ILL
U EM78086 80* N MARION OAK PARK ILL
C FL26511 MT AUBURN ILL
U EM75091 RR 1 OGLESBY ILL
U 315 S MAIN CARROLLTON ILL
C FL265U OAKLAND ILL



























































































LAS4 1512 W HEALEY C
ED 5 213 W ILLINOIS u
ENG4 213 W ILLINOIS u
ENG3 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74030
GRAD 1701 N MARKET c FL22281
AGR1 212 E DANIEL c FL6790S
GRAD 709 W MAIN J
PE 2 402 E DANIEL c FL67524
LAW1 1003 S 1ST c
GRAD 1514 GRANDVIEW DR c FL23288
GRAD 210 W JOHN c
LAS2 207 E JOHN c FL67622
LAS1 410 E JOHN c FL27100
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM4 706 S MATHEWS u EM72136
GRAD 1001 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS1 715 W MICHIGAN u EM79292
PE 2 110 KIRBY c
LAS3 216 E GREGORY DR u
ED 6 1419 MAYFAIR RD c FL22079
SWV4 G57A STADIUM TERR c FL60686
LAS2 903 S WESTLAWN c FL22660
ENG3 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
LAS1 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
ENG4 202 SPRINGFIELD c FL64857
LAS1 1107 S 3RD c FL28904
COM1 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
COM2 411 E GREEN c
LAS4 611 E PARK c FL67524
AGR1 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
COM2 406 E GREEN c FL22982
AGR3 1215 4TH c FL26511
LAS3 218 GREGORY DR c FL26766
AGR2 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EV74069
ED 2 1307 MAYFAIR RD c FL21307
ED 1 1205 E PENNSYLVANIA u EM77966
AGR4 MRH FORBES 473 c FL26511
GRAD 1108 OREGON u EM71019
AGR3 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74069
AVI2 1107 S EUCLID c
AGR3 MRH LUNDGREN 226 c FL26511
GRAD 1107-532 W GREEN ST u
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
AGR2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM3 206 E GREEN c
FAA3 604 E ARMORY c
ED 3 310 E JOHN c FL63022
ENG1 305 E GREEN c FL27342
GRAD 507 W GRIGGS u
COM1 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
COM3 70 3 W CHURCH c
ENG4 1104 W OREGON u EM79319
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS3 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG1 1110 S 2ND c FL24222
LAS2 203 N GOODWIN u EM71630
COM1 MRH HOPKINS 306 c FL26511
LAS4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM4 1111 M NEVADA u FL26511
ENG3 705 S 6TH c FL63412
FAA1 1004 S 2ND c FL24108
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS4 1005 S 5TH c
ED 1 301 E JOHN c FL28454
GRAD 9 BUNGALOW CT c FL64693
GRAD 512 E WHITE c
GRAD 1111 W OREGON u
GRAD 903 W OREGON u
LAW6 710 W CHURCH c
ENG3 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
GRAD PANA ILL
LAS3 1005 GREGORY DR FL26511
COM1 1109 S LINCOLN u EM72241
GRAD 1820 ORCHARD PL u
LAS1 1005 S 2ND c FL67975
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 246 c FL26511
GRAD 1102 S GARFIELD 'J EM74692
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL265U
ENG3 904 S CARLE u EM73337
ENG3 I-68-B STADIUM TERR c
GRAD 708 S 3RD c FL66570
GRAD 402 LINCOLN u EM72945
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 1605 D-l ILLINI VILL u
GRAD 1206 E MICHIGAN u EM77362
ENG2 1101 W CALIFORNIA u EM70042
FAA2 401 E JOHN c FL67737
FAA3 LUDLOW ILL
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 126 c FL26511
1522 S COLLEGE
2924 S MAPLE AV













109 E 65TH ST




G 57 A STADIUM TERR
903 S WESTLAWN
RR 3
RR 3 BOX 127
6917 W MONTROSE
2033 S STATE ST
808 SPRING
118 W 3RD ST
847 W ALDINE ST
9913 S MAPLEWOOD AV
1495 SUNNYSIDE AV
1059 N CHRISTIANA AV
RR
1307 MAYFAIR RD
32 N HARVARD AV
508 N PINE ST
1123 JEFFERSON ST




6948 N MEDFORD AV
6422 N SAYRE AV
5648 LELAND
7014 W 34TH ST
10724 S RIDGEWAY
LOS ROSALES
507 W GRIGGS ST
641 WALNUT ST
5040 N MOBILE
RR 1 BOX 49
1555 MOORES MILL RD








5954 N NEWBURG AV
805 NOYES ST
7706 ESSEX
7415 N WASHTENAW AV




619 W SHERIDAN RD
BOX 235 .












534 S 5TH WEST
1239 MONROE AV
116 E MAIN ST
2821 5TH ST
137 N HARRISON





















































































































































CHEN FRANK CHING YOU
CHEN HUNG YU
CHEN JEANETTE CHANG





























LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C FL25179
ENG* *02 E CHALMERS c FL2166*
FAA2 MRH GARNER *95 c FL26511
GRAD 207 W ELM U EM78672
ED * 207 W ELM u EM78672
PE 3 *02 E JOHN c FL621*1
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ED 3 303 E JOHN c FL60972
ENG3 306 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 706 E WASHINGTON u EM76*83
ENG* 502 E WHITE c
FAA6 300-101 S GOODWIN u EM70311
GRAD
GRAD 1103 W OREGON u EM7*861
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM70311
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA u EM7895*
GRAD 27 E JOHN c FL26360
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS* 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD BUSEY 231 J EM72332
GRAD 103 S GREGORY u EM75*05
LAS* 1116 W NEVADA u EM738*5
ENG1 311 E DANIEL c FL67670
AGR* 60* S BUSEY u EM77225
PE * 202 S LYNN u
COM1 MRH HOPKINS 222 c FL26511
AGR1 1210 S LINCOLN u EM73117
COM3 105 ARMORY c FL67585
GRAD 2007 LAWNDALE DR c FL2*581
LAS3 *02 E ARMORY c
LAS3 212 E GREGORY DR c
LAS* MRH GARNER *22 c FL26511
COM3 30* N COLER u
AGR3 30* N COLER u
LAS* 503 N MATHEWS u EM77177
PE 3 715 W MICHIGAN u EM71150
FAA3 MRH HOPKINS 290 c FL26511
LAS2 *10 GREEN c FL67629
LAS1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75*16
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG3 806 S 5TH c FL26511
FAA* 815 N MCKINLEY c
COM4 MRH GARNER 308 c FL26511
FAA1 60* E ARMORY c
GRAD 50* E JOHN c FL67833
GRAD 1102 W OREGON u EM77869
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID c
FAA* 1503 CAROLINA DR u EM79716
LAS* MRH GARNER *23 c FL26511
ENG1 RANTOUL ILL
AGR3 208 N ROMINE u EM77789
ENG3 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
GRAD 508-6 S GOODWIN ST u EM77388
ENG1 MRH GARNER 296 c FL26511
GRAD 505 E HEALEY c FL28701
ENG1 906 W ILLINOIS u EM70*03
GRAD 130* W CLARK u
ENG* MRH GARNER 366 c FL26511
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM78279
GRAD 505 E HEALEY c FL28701
ENG* MRH BARTON 320 c FL26511
ENG3 MRH GARNER 366 c FL26511
COM6 106 N ROMINE u EM7318*
GRAD 1007 W OREGON u EM79501
LAS* *12 E GREEN c FL6798*
GRAD 602 E SPRINGFIELD c
GRAD 306 S 5TH c FL63316
GRAD 202 N ROMINE u EM51132
GRAD 602 E SPRINGFIELD c
ENG1 207 E JOHN c FL67622
GRAD 1720 LINCOLN PL c FL786*2
AGR2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 100 5 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS1 *7 CHALMERS c FL27376
ENG* 206 S CEDAR u
ENG2 MRH CLARK 30* c FL26511
SWV6 110 W KIRBY c FL687*6
COM3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS3 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
GRAD K56C STADIUM TERR c FL6526*
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL265U
LAS2 MRH FORBES 360 c FL26511
LAS2 706 W OHIO u EM76711
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG3
ENG2 MRH GARNER 21* c FL26511
ENG3 130* STOUGHTON u
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
BRADEN COPPER CO
77 DES VOEUX RD W
2113 WEMTWORTH
309 PPINCE EDWARD RD
BOX 107
212 N 6TH ST
7708 S CLYDE AV




* LIN YI ST
*65 W 23RD ST
* LANE 93 S HANGCHOW
1*01 W EDWARDS AV
*0 TIEN MOO 1ST STR




NO * 1 PAY FU

















55*3 N ST LOUIS
3612 S *7TH ST
252 N PRINCETON AV
6227 N MAGNOLIA AV







208 N ROMINE ST
CHUNDURIVARI ST
8**7 BENNETT AV
9 HO PING TUNG RD
101 S ANGELL ST
CENTRAL TRUST CHINA
* SING WOO CRESCENT
LANE 17 YUNG KANG ST
26 LANE 105 HANGCHOW
65 BLUE POOL RD










8338 S WINCHESTER AV
5*38 HARPER AV
1211 MADISON ST

































































































































































































COM3 1004 S 2ND C FL24108
LAS2 52 E ARMORY C FL67921
COM2 1110 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76942
ENG2 MRH FORBES 458 c FL26511
ENG4 1207 W MAIN u
GRAD 509 S 5TH c FL25630
FAA1 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
ED 3 MRH HOPKINS 226 c FL26511
LAS4 303 E CHALMERS c FL62281
GRAD 1202 W OREGON u EM79665
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 256 c FL26511
ENG1 707 S 3RD c FL67927
LAS4 216 E GREGORY DR c FL21931
ED 4 312 E DANIEL c
GRAD
GRAD 504 E JOHN c FL67833
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG4 508 W GREEN u EM75162
ENG2 MRH BARTON 104 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH GARNER 468 c FL26511
FAA1 206 E GREEN ST c FL6S235
LAS1 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA c
GRAC 300-514 S GOODWIN u
COM1 1112 W CALIFORNIA u EM76573
ENG1 MRH FORBES 339 c FL26511
ENG3 MRH FORBES 410 c FL26511
LAS3 1109 S 2ND c FL27614
COM3 310 CHALMERS c FL63353
ENG2 406 E GREEN c FL22982
ENG2 407 E DANIEL c FL21700
LAS1 903 W NEVADA u EM74842
COM1 1105 S 1ST c
LAS1 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
ENG1 306 E DANIEL c FL67541
LAS1 407 E DANIEL c
GRAD 103 S GREGORY u EM75405
GRAD 300-^06 S GOODWIN u EM51331
GRAD 300-406 S GOODWIN u EM51331
GRAD 706 W GREEN u EM74665
GRAD 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
LAS3 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581
LAS4 1201 W OREGON u EV76974
AVI1 402 E DANIEL c FL21529
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 262 c FL26511
ENG4 508 S 4TH c FL61522
GRAD 813 W MAIN u
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 202 c FL26511
FAA4 307 DAVIDSON DR c FL26716
GRAD 508 W GREEN ST u EM75162
FAA4 908 S 5TH c FL67667
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 222 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH CLARK 210 c FL26511
GRAD 802 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM73894
GRAD 1102 W NEVADA u EM78117
GRAD 112 E JOHN c FL66870
ENG3 MRH GARNER 364 c FL26511
ENG4 1105 W CLARK u EM76412
GRAD 1001 W CALIFORNIA u E"78193
FAA4 507 E JOHN c FL28901
GRAD 1630-A2 ALABAMA DR u EM51246
COM3 MRH HOPKINS 302 c FL26511
COM4 SAVOY ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 221 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA2 401 E JOHN c
GRAD 1104 S LOCUST c FL21663
AGR3 806 W OHIO u
ENG1 1001 W ILLINOIS u E-^51264
LAS3 930 LINVIEW DR u EM76449
LAS2 907 S 6TH c FL29625
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 417 c FL26511
PE 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA1 212 E DANIEL c FL21811
LAS2 MRH GARNER 404 c FL26511
ED 2 1111 S 3RD c
ED 1 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
ENG1 1006 S 6TH c FL67434
AGR2 811 W OREGON u EM72532
LAS3 109 E GREEN c
LAS3 109 E GREEN c
COM1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 300-613 S GOODWIN u EM79469
ENG3 908 S 4TH c FL67813
GRAD 512 E SPRINGFIELD c FL69717
GRAD 306 S 5TH c FL63316
ED 3 401 S LINCOLN u EM73566
COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM4 611 E DANIEL c FL27106
GRAD 908 S 4TH c FL67813
6704 MINNEHAHA
8313 N HAMLIN
S58 E EAGLE ST
1805 W C*Ec~y
2519 N 75TH CT
AV MEXICO 27 4
11436 EMERALD
1320 S 51ST AV
834 S WHEATON AV
1202 W OREGON ST
4031 N PUEBLO
1011 PIGGOTT
2047 N KEYSTONE AV
RR 7 ROCHESTER RD
BOX 128 RR 7
162 M GLENTAY RD
1549 WOOD RD
I LANE 69 ROOSEVELT
5 STANTON TERR
705 ELMWOOD AV
5616 N MARMORA AV
355 SHERMAN
81 MINERAL ST




230 W 109TH ST
4945 N PARK DR
4945 N PARK DR





14 SING YANG ST
9 LN 309 ANN TUNG ST
LANE 13 YUNGKONG
4853 M BERTEAU AV
II E 151ST ST
2500 WALTER AV
10808 WENTWORTH AV
1342 S NEWCASTLE AV
1409 S WESTMORELAND
107 SONGSANG RI
10 2 IKSUN DONG
12158 S UNION AVE
CHUNG KU
1705 W WRIGHTWOOD
101 W MINNESOTA ST
31 POOLE ROAD
NO 52 OMEI ST
NEOGI GARDEN LANE
1 LANE 16 HSINSHENG
5 RUTLAND QUADRANT
126 GD FL BOUNDARY
16 LANE 6 JINPIN RD
BX 425
24734 W EDISON RD
1515 W THORNDALE
RR 1
544 S 8TH WEST
RR 2
609 MCKINLEY









7516 S MORGAN ST
10621 S OAKLEY
102 E LEGION AV
1010 W EUCLID
6846 PAXTON AV
6846 S PAXTON AV
3342 N WHIPPLE
415 CLAREMONT AV
33 SHU CHIAO SHAH




900 S WESTERN AV





ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL























east st louis ill

























































































































































LAS1 MRH FORBES 469 C FL26511
FAA1 806 S 5TH C FL65990
ENG4 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
JNL3 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
ENG4 H57B STADIUM TERR c
ENG4 MRH LUNDGREN 121 c FL26511
ED 1 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA3 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
LAS3 1004 S 4TH c
ENG3 MRH FORBES 380 c FL26511
FAA4 708 W ELM u EM74852
COM2 MRH GARNER 273 c FL26511
ENG1 410 E GREEN c FL67629
GRAD 1014 W MAIN u EM74279
LAS3 206 E GREEN c
COM2 MRH FORBES 426 c FL26511
ED 4 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c FL67435
ENG4 J49A STADIUM TERR c FL61698
FAA3 804 N HARRIS c FL23649
COM1 708 N HARRIS c FL23336
LAS4 109 E JOHN c FL21552
LAS4 306 E GREEN c
LAS3 706 S 4TH c FL24067
GRAD DECATUR ILL
GRAD K53A STADIUM TERR c
FAA4 703 W HIGH u EM75679
COM1 912 S 2ND c FL25272
FAA2 912 S 2ND c FL23172
COM2 911 S 4TH c FL67574
ENG4 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
GRAD 901 S 1ST c FL21130
ENG4 1001 S 5TH c FL22536
COM3 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
VM 1 1512 W HEALEY c FL21346
COM1 706 S MATHEWS u EM75925
LAS3 1010 W CALIFORNIA u EM71031
COM3 1600 MARYLAND DR u
GRAD 1304 W CLARK u
LAS1 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 901 S 1ST c FL21130
AGR3 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
AGR1 MRH NOBLE 22 c FL26511
JNL3 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
GRAD 1304 W CLARK u
FAA3 1324 GRANDVIEW c FL76165
ED 6 ST JOSEPH ILL
FAA1 1401 N NEIL c FL25759
AGR4 311 E GREEN c
LAS1 912 S 2ND c FL67432
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA2 1008 S LINCOLN u EM74901
FAA4 913 S LOCUST ST c FL25826
GRAD 308 S ELM c FL61144
GRAD 801 W IOWA u
ENG1 905 S 5TH c FL60687
LAS1 MRH CLARK 220 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH BARTON 424 c FL26511
JNL3 212 E GREEN c FL67608
AGR1 410 E JOHN c
ENG3 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
AGR2 306 E CHALMERS c FL66953
LAS1 311 GREEN c
LAS1 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
GRAD 402 E HIGH ST u EM74416
GRAD 720 W MAPLE c
GRAD 1408 BRIARWOOD DR c
FAA2 1111 ILLINOIS u EM74971
GRAD 1810 ORCHARD PL u
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 2 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511
ENG1 112 E DANIEL c FL23224
ENG1 MRH FORBES 482 c FL26511
GRAD 215 W JOHN ST c
ENG3 RR 3 u
GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS u EM76576
GRAD 207 E GREEN c FL22524
ED 4 1115 W NEVADA u FL265U
ENG4 411 E HEALEY c FL69496
FAA4 808 S LYNN c FL24700
ENG4 603 W CHURCH c
COM2 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
AGR1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
ENG4 MRH FLAGG 310 c FL26511
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 220 c FL26511
1442 MOKUNA PL
313 W ST LOUIS ST
2110 N BIGELOW
RR 1 BOX 27
4003 WILEY AV
RR 1
J E URIBURU 115
4306 W 21ST PL
1119 WASHINGTON AV
2415 N MARMORA
10506 S INDIANA AV
731 PARK LANE
4846 N DAMEN AV
7314 N MCVICKER
5415 S FRANCISCO
5027 S CENTRAL AV
568 E 105TH ST
2234 N SPRINGFIELD
7015 W ARMITAGE
2804 W JEROME ST





397 W 4TH ST
5354 N GLENWOOD AV
4948 S LUNA
1541 W DECATUR ST
RR 1
703 W HIGH ST
10310 S HOYNE
10310 HOYNE AV
294 W 14TH PL
BOX 4
70 LODEWYCK AV


















928 E 1ST NORTH
2044 N MAIN
1123 MARKET ST





















105 N LANCASTER ST
4309 W HIRSCH ST
809 W ILLINOIS
1437 S PLUM GROVE
RR 5 NEWBURG RD
5813 N WAYNE AV
RR 1
3556 S WOLCOTT ST



































































































































































COCHRAN RUSSELL VAN JR
COCKS EDMOND ARBER



















GRAD F52C STADIUM TERR C FL21977 F52C STAD TERR
LAS1 1104 W NEVADA U EM75441 723 E GREGORY
AVI* 2106 S RACE U
AGR4 313 E CHALMERS C FL24254 324 N W 5TH ST
LAS4 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173 RR 3
GRAD 1318 LARKSPUR LN c FL61942 1318 LARKSPUR LN
AGR1 MRH BARTON ^16 c FL26511 RR
LAW1 206 E GREEN c FL68235 RR 18 BOX 352
ED 2 303 E JOHN c FL66434 5476 N OCTAVIA
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 1163 19TH ST
ENG4 1004 S 4TH c FL61023 3812 N LOWELL AV
COM2 501 S HIGHLAND c FL28084 501 S HIGHLAND
ENG4 309 E HEALEY c FL65678 RR 4
COM2 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 6753 ROCKWELL
COM1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 415 LAKE FOREST DR
ENG4 312 E ARMORY c FL27614 EMERALD AV
VM 4 K57C STADIUM TERR c FL26257 BOX 37
GRAD 305 W PARK ST u 18501 50TH AV
COM3 MRH FORBES 368 c FL26511 BOX 275
ENG3 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588 RR 5
LAS1 309 HEALEY c FL65678 159 14TH ST
ED 2 SIDNEY ILL
AGR3 301 S MCKINLEY c FL24570 301 S MCKINLEY
GRAD 511 W NEVADA u 111 W 94TH ST
LAS1 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 104 WAVERLY PL
ENG1 MRH FORBES 221 c FL26511 9544 S 50TH CT
ENG4 804 S LOCUST c 104 WAVERLY PL
FAA1 MRH FOR8ES 22 c FL26511 9544 S 50TH CT
ENG3 MRH LUNDGREN 123 c FL26511 RR 1
PE 4 713 W OHIO u EM75427 406 BLAINE ST
GRAD 402 E CHALMERS c 406 BLAINE ST
LAS1 903 W GREEN u EM71707 RR 1
ENG1 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809 1035 MONROE ST
LAS* 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 RR 1
LAS2 MRH BARTON 202 c FL26511 14 CENTRAL DR
COM3 109 E JOHN c 1121 MINNEZONA
PE 1 402 E ARMORY c FL63633 223 ODELL PL
JNL4 507 S GREGORY u EM70357 507 S GREGORY PL
LAS4 507 S GREGORY PL u EM70357 507 S GREGORY PL
FAA1 313 E JOHN c FL67844 773 CRESCENT BLV
ENG1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u 200 S 19TH ST
AGR4 308 E DANIEL c FL24475 RR 3
FAA1 1504 DAWSON DR c FL64595 7744 SUNSET DR
COM4 901 S 2ND c 1002 S MAIN ST
LAS3 1004 S 4TH c 5618 CORNELIA AV
GRAD 805 W MICHIGAN u EM74405 60 CALIFORNIA AV
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 715 JEFFERSON
AGR2 811 W OREGON u EM72532 RR 1
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 715 JEFFERSON ST
GRAD 803 W GREEN u EM74988 13 MOLESWORTH ST
ENG3 1010 S OAK c FL26692 819 W AMERICAN ST
FAA2 207 E JOHN c FL67622 RR 1
ENG1 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809 RR 1
ENG1 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468
LAW1 6 HEATHER DR
JNL3 212 E DANIEL c FL67908 124 KEENEY
COM3 206 E JOHN c FL63033 209 E WASHINGTON
LAS2 1105 S 4TH c FL61813 RR 2
FAA2 209 E ARMORY c FL24231 3906 S PARK DR
FAA2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 BOX 633
LAS2 MRH GARNER 482 c FL26511 6439 N GLENWOOD AV
LAS1 704 W DELAWARE u EM77340 514 RELLER AV
LAS2 55 E JOHN c FL61988 603 S 6TH
GRAD 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 BOX 28
AGR1 1206 W OREGON u EM73019 RR 1
GRAD 311 E JOHN c FL26698 311 E JOHN
COM3 311 E JOHN c FL26698 311 E JOHN
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459 552 DEER PATH
AGR1 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74069
GRAD 914 CASS
LAS3 1203 W STOUGHTON u MD 25 CIRCLE DR
GRAD F32B STADIUM TERR c FL61058 1812 W STATION ST
COM2 201 E JOHN c FL24569 600 IOWA AV
LAS4 1004 S 2ND c FL24108 RR 2
LAS1 311 E GREEN c 5004 SCHOOL ST
FAA1 211 E ARMORY c FL67981 17 NAVEL
LAS3 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
LAS1 MRH BARTON 19 c FL26511 6968 N ASHLAND
FAA6 310 W COLUMBIA c FL21285 310 W COLUMBIA AV
GRAD 512 E DANIEL c FL28133 RR 2
LAS1 906 W STOUGHTON u EM71901 906 W STOUGHTON
GRAD 203 S ELM c FL24770 203 S ELM ST
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL67844 1200 DAVIS ST
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 1400 CORA ST
AGR4 811 W OREGON u EM72532 RR 1
FAA1 1008 W OREGON c FL77127 4820 N ROCKWELL
LAS2 904 S 3RD c FL61383 6235 N FAIRFIELD
COM3 306 E DANIEL c 5 S PARKSIDE
ED 1 BUSEY 307 u FL26511 2734 W FARGO
FAA6 607 N ORCHARD u EM76408 607 N ORCHARD ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL






















NEW YORK 25 N Y


































































COGGINS WILLIAM R ENG4
COGHLAN GEORGE DUNN COM1
COHAN DONALD GENE LAW3
COHEN ARLENE DALE ED 1
COHEN BARI SUE ED 1
COHEN CAROL SUE LAS1
COHEN DANIEL SACKS LAS1
COHEN DAVID MAURICE LAS2
COHEN DIANE ROBERTA LAS1
COHEN EDNA MINA FAA5
COHEN FRANK RICHARD COM3
COHEN HARRY GRAD
COHEN HAROLD RICHARD LAS1
COHEN HARVEY EDWIN COM4
COHEN HENRY GRAD
COHEN JACQUES GRAD
COHEN JANE ELLEN ED 1
COHEN JEROME BURTON ENG2
COHEN LAWRENCE JOSEPH LAS3
COHEN LORETTA JOYCE LAS1
COHEN MARILYN LAS1
COHEN MARSHA SARA FAA1
COHEN MENDEL FISHER GRAD
COHEN MERYL BEVERLY ED 2
COHEN NANCY EDES LAS1
COHEN PAM SIDNE ED 2
COHEN PHYLLIS SUSAN PE 1
COHEN RAY JEFFREY LAS1
COHEN SHELDON FAA4
COHEN STEPHEN JOEL COM4
COHEN STUART BEHR LAS3
COHEN STUART LYLE LAS2
COHEN TANYA ED 4
COHLER ALAN JAY LAS1
COHN BEVERLY DONNA ED 1
COHN EILEEN ROSE FAA1
COHN JUDITH MERLE ED 1
COHN LINDA SUE LAS1
COHN STUART ROOSEVELT LAS2
COHN TERRY DEE LAS3
COHON JUDITH CAROLE LAS1
GOHRING WILLIAM JOSEPH COM1
COLACURCIO MICHAEL J JR GRAD
COLANGELO ANTHONY PETER ENG3
COLANGELO GERALD JOHN PE 2
COLAW DONALD WAYNE SWV4
COLBERT THOMAS ALBERT GRAD
COLBURN SCOTT WINFIELD FAA3
COLBURN STEPHEN ENG2
COLBURN STEVEN CLYDE ENG3
COLBY EDWARD S LAS3
COLBY WILLIAM ANDREW LAS4
COLCLASURE MICHAEL D PE 1
COLE ERNEST RAYMOND GRAD
COLE HARVEY LOUIS LAS3
COLE HILLIS RAY JR ED 4
COLE JEWETT LAS4
COLE JOHN SAMMIS JR COM4
COLE KENDALL PAUL AGR1
COLE ROBERT EVAN GRAD
COLE WILLIAM ROBERT ENG1
COLEBERD ROBERT E JR GRAD
COLEGROVE LINDA MAE LAS2
COLEGROVE NORMA LOUISE LAS4
COLEMAN ANN SHERWOOD LAS3
COLEMAN CHARLES IRA JR GRAD
COLEMAN DAVID CHARLES LAS4
COLEMAN DEJUSTICE PE 4
COLEMAN DELBERT LEON PE 4
COLEMAN ELEANOR M GRAD
COLEMAN MICHAEL GARM ENG4
COLEMAN PHILIP YATES GRAD
COLEMAN ROBERT MALLORIE ENG3
COLILLA WILLIAM LAS3
COLIN GARY PHILLIP LAS1
COLLEEN JAMES DWIGHT LAS2
COLLENS LEWIS MORTON COM4
COLLIE JOHN ANTHONY COM1
COLLIER RICHARD CECIL ENG1
COLLIFLOWER LAWRENCE H ENG4
COLLINS DAN SHERWOOD LAS1
COLLINS DONALD MELVIN FAA1
COLLINS DOYLE EUGENE GRAD
COLLINS ERNEST EDWARD LAS2
COLLINS EVRON SHARLENE GRAD
COLLINS FREDERIC ROBERT LAS2
COLLINS HAROLD EDWARD LAW2
COLLINS JACQUELIN GRAD
COLLINS JOHN JOSEPH LAS1

















1005 W GREGORY DR
507 E JOHN
MRH GARNER




































































MRH VAN DOREN 206
MRH NOBLE 19
1008 S 4TH
c MARGARETTSVILLE N CA
C FL24108 6909 W HOBART AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
C FL26511 MRH FORBES 330 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61380 7401 N TALMAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM79796 126 S CENTRAL AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
U FL26511 3730 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL26511 1435 FARWELL CHICAGO 26 ILL
U EM76711 4933 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL265U 9210 S BENNETT CHICAGO 17 ILL
U EM79458 102 N LINCOLN AV URBANA ILL
C FL67679 3122 W CHASE CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1692 PARK PL BROOKLYN 33 N Y
C FL26511 6729 OGLESBY CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL69219 3204 W CARMEN CHICAGO ILL
U EM79458 102 N LINCOLN URBA.NA ILL
C FL26117 1314 SANTA CATARINA BELO HORIZONTE BRAZI
U FL26511 1916 AVENUE K BROOKLYN 30 '• *
C FL2e901 6439 N BELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C 4936 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL26511 322 W WEBB CALUMET CITY ILL
U EM75511 496 MAGNOLIA DENVER 20 COLO
C FL67565 8854 S MERRILL CHICAGO 17 ILL
U 1545 GRAPE ST DENVEP 20 COLO
C FL62517 5737 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL266U 900 E CALUMET CENTRALIA ILL
C FL613eO 815 HILLCREST WEST LAFAYETTE IND
U FL26511 48 STRATFORD RD NEW ROCHELLE N Y
C FL67447 4220 DAVIS SKOKIE ILL
C 6423 N FRANCISCO AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 19 S BROADWAY ST TARRYTOWN N Y
C FL26511 54n CORNELL AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL60521 2657 W FARWELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL23915 5212 DORCHESTER CHICAGO ILL
C FL67654 3501 W GLENLAKE CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 524] N ROCKWELL CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL28454 6213 N RICHMOND CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM72645 432 BERKSHIRE OAK PARK ILL
U FL26511 8358 DORCHESTER CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL67994 909 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 3139 W CHASE CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 3410 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL68970 1530 E COURT ST KANKAKEE ILL
C 6609 BEECHMONT AV CINCINNATI 30 OHIO
C FL67266 11840 S WALLACE ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67560 156 E 22ND ST CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILL
C FL33724 809 E JEFFERSON ST BLOOMINGTON ILL
U 1105 S ANDERSON URBANA ILL
C FL26511 332 N BERWICK WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL23224 105 E CONOVER AV EUREKA ILL
C FL25207 332 BERWICK WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL67451 250 W 94 NEW YORK 25 N Y
C FL67322 RR 1 ATKINSON ILL
C FL61245 308 W CEDAR CHAMPAIGN ILL
1434 9TH CHARLESTON ILL
C FL67555 2912 SUMMERDALE ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL66944 508 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21595 3730 WOODLAND DR MEMPHIS 11 TENN
U EM76454 812 PINE ST DEERFIELD ILL
U EM77525 PALMYRA ILL
C FL26511 200 VALENTINE LANE YONKERS N Y
U EM72532 RR 1 BROWNSTOWN ILL
U EM73752 15 MOSS AV LIBERTY MO
C FL29592 801 S LYNN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL29592 801 S LYNN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 587 RIFORD RD GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM71347 214 S GRAND AV W SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL67915 BOX 261 RR 1 CASEYVILLE ILL
C FL26511 613 W CHRISTIAN ST FORREST CITY ARK
C FL26511 450 W RAILROAD CANTON ILL
306 FRONT ST VILLA GROVE ILL
C FL27531 1022 S 4TH ST PEKIN ILL
C FL60603 J57B STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL60733 2523 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO 47 ILL
U 19 WONG NEI CHONG RD HONG KONG CHINA
C FL26964 510 N CHESTNUT PANA ILL
C FL60521 3114 N CHRISTIANA AV CHICAGO 18 ILL
C 212 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL265U 599 INGRAHAM AV CALUMET CITY ILL
C FL61023 11022 AV J CHICAGO 17 ILL
U EM75611 704 N CROSS ST ROBINSON ILL
C 10839 S HOYNE CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL26511 44 S 2ND ST ALBION ILL
ROYAL ILL
C FL66112 106 S MULBERRY DUOUOIN ILL
C FL66723 BOX 57 MELMORE OHIO
U EM74063 2253 30TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
C FL64794 203 E MAPLE GILLESPIE ILL
C FL26511 KENASTON CANADA
C FL26511 4449 S LOWE AV CHICAGO 9 ILL



























































































ED 2 RR 3 C FL66757
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA U FL26511
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
GRAD 311 S PRAIRIE c FL65333
LAW1 1604 CORONADO DR c FL61915
LAS1 1621 W UNIVERSITY c FL63357
ENG4 MRH GARNER 202 c FL26511
ENG1
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 120 c FL26511
ENG4 606 E FAIRLAWN DR u EM77250
ENG3 CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 G38C STADIUM TERR c FL69209
COM3 205 E ARMORY c FL61848
AGR2 MANSFIELD ILL
GRAD 903 E MICHIGAN u EM51185
FAA4 MRH FORBES 293 c FL265U
GRAD 1107-323 W GREEN ST u
GRAD 1107-323 W GREEN u
ENG3 815 N MCKINLEY c
ENG3 603 HIGH ST u EM73632
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
AGR1 MRH GARNER 411 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH GARNER 288 c FL26511
FAA1 402 E ARMORY c FL23848
GRAD 405 W VERMONT u EM73335
ENG1 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
LAS3 3 GREENCROFT c FL29600
FAA2 604 ARMORY c FL67266
LAS2 611 W GREEN c FL23378
GRAD 1107-632 W GREEN ST u EM74133
FAA1 903 W NEVADA u EM70152
LAS2 111 E CHALMERS c
ENG2 RR 3 c
LAS3 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
PE 2 508 E CHALMERS c FL25170
ENG4 310 E GREGORY DR c FL29793
LAS1 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
FAA4 615 S WRIGHT c
FAA4 MRH 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
LAS1 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
AGR1 1008 NEVADA u EM51462
AGR3 1 SAFFER CT u EM73276
AGR6 815 N MCKINLEY c
LAW2 910 S 5TH c FL26678
ENG1 MRH GARNER 402 c FL26511
ED 1 1109 S LINCOLN u
GRAD 713 W SPRINGFIELD u EM74756
COM3 708 S 4TH c
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 409 c FL26511
GRAD 209 W HILL c FL68363
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
ENG1 406 E GREEN c FL22982
GRAD 406 E SPRINGFIELD c
PE 1 1215 S 4TH c
COM2 312 E DANIEL c FL24671
ED 4 1107 S 3RD c FL60048
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS4 611 W OHIO u EM75065
COM2 618 W SPRINGFIELD c
LAS3 509 E STOUGHTON c FL62764
LAS1 713 W OHIO u EM70264
ED 4 303 E JOHN c FL66434
SWV3 401 S STATE c
ENG4 616 DANIEL c
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
AVI1 MRH FORBES 389 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH FORBES 345 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA2 1106 W CLARK u
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
ENG1 402 E STOUGHTON c FL27770
ENG1 1009 S 1ST c FL69742
ENG4 FREEMANS TRAILER PK u EM78271
ENG4 102 W MUMFORD DR u EM74649
GRAD 1808 ORCHARD PL u
AGR1 715 W MICHIGAN u EM79292
LAS2 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
COM1 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
ENG4 502 E SPRINGFIELD c FL28760
GRAD 1012 S VINE u EM76150
GRAD 305 E WHITE c FL21633
GRAD WAPELLA ILL
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA3 1206 GOODWIN u
COM3 401 W HILL c
GRAD 1004 S 3RD c FL25886















903 E MICHIGAN AV








917 W 21ST ST







2836 S 3RD ST
5811 S WOLF RD
18555 DUNDEE




425 S GRAND AV W




417 N 2ND ST
746 JACKSON ST
416 MILLER DR










5539 S KENWOOD AV
RR 2 BOX 356
1909 9TH PKWY
429 N SCOVILLE
1537 E 88TH ST
401 S STATE ST
954 ONEIDA ST
222 S LOUIS




5756 W WAVELAND AV
7841 SUNSET DR
305 N MAIN




3422 W 62ND ST
907 S WEBSTER
479 E WALNUT ST
601 S CARROLL ST
10179 STARR RD
BOX 174
























































































































































































GRAD J57C STADIUM TERR C FL66656
LAS3 1110 S ARBOR C FL23915
FAA4 1* RAINTREE DR c FL21094
FAA4 F56B STADIUM TERR c FL21095
GRAD MRH TAFT 111 c FL26511
COM1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
PE 3 909 S 1ST c FL29140
ED 2
PE 3 1106 W OREGON u
ED 4 703 S PROSPECT c FL28015
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS4 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
ENG3 303 E CHALMERS c FL62281
ENG4 MRH FORBES 454 c FL26511
GRAD 1007 W CLARK u
PE 1 MRH CLARK c FL26511
LAS1 909 S WABASH u EM75182
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 109 c FL26511
ED 2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM2 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
COM3 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
AGR2 58 E GREGORY c FL63153
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1107-526 W GREEN u EM71806
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL67844
AGR2 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL265U
GRAD 404 S VINE u EM71578
GRAD J33B STADIUM TERR c FL69569
ED 4 611 E DANIEL c FL61840
LAS4 908 S 5TH c FL67667
LAS4 MRH GARNER 372 c FL?6511
ED 1 713 W OHIO u EM75427
LAS2 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
COM3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM3 209 E JOHN c FL24039
GRAD 1209 W CLARK u EM77085
GRAD
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 323 c FL26511
AGR3 1008 W NEVADA u EM51462
LAW2 606 S PRAIRIE K FL60429
ED 4 309 E JOHN c FL47446
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 507 S MCCULLOUGH u EM76250
LAS3 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
ENG2 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
LAS1 305 E DANIEL c
FAA4 1110 S ARBOR c
GRAD 204 S STATE c FL28339
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 119 c FL26511
ED 3 303 E JOHN c FL66434
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 503 S WEBBER u EM73334
AGR2 303 E JOHN c FL66434
FAA1 908 W CLARK u EM75921
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG3 1111 S 2ND c FL61580
GRAD 606 S PRAIRIE c FL65530
GRAD 501 S PRAIRIE c FL26679
LAS3 504 W DELAWARE u EM73389
COM3 410 E JOHN c FL67677
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
FAA1 902 S 2ND c FL67621
FAA4 MRH GARNER 311 c FL26511
ED 1 1002 S LINCOLN u EM72645
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 413 c FL26511
COM! MRH FORBES 109 c FL26511
LAS1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
FAA1 302 E STOUGHTON c FL21950
PE 1 MRH LUNDGREN 409 c FL26511
FAA2 405 E JOHN c FL65227
FAA1 RR 3 c FL35840
AGR1 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c FL67839
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
VM 3 512 W CALIFORNIA u EM73704
GRAD E33A STADIUM TERR c FL21620
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u
LAS3 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
GRAD 206 E WHITE c
FAA1 1207 W CLARK u EM79740
GRAD 1102 W NEVADA u EM78117
ENG3 308 E HEALEY c FL29832
GRAD 606 W OHIO u EM72612
GRAD 1102-1B S 2ND c FL60798
ENG1 MRH GARNER 438 c FL26511
LAS1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
ED 3 405 E JOHN c FL62557
ED 3 1001 W ILLINOIS u
LAS2 MRH GARNER 290 c FL26511
RR 1





3804 S WISCONSIN AV
205 E WASHINGTON ST








7625 N SHERIDAN RD
1511 BIRCHWOOD
1800 IDLEWILD LANE
501 S JOLIET ST
2417 W BRYN MAWR
BOX 1113
213 S MOKENA ST
8316 MAJOR
213 S MOKENA ST




7625 N SHERIDAN RD
BOX 96
1233 S WASHINGTON
103 W OLD PLUM RD
219 N HIGH ST







315 E LINCOLN ST












212 E N 6TH ST
501 S PRAIRIE
RR 2 DUTCH NECK RD
20564 FAIRWAY LANE









940 N MAIN ST
RR 3
1752 N LATROBE AV
729 HINMAN
2851 W SUMMERDALE
E 33A STAD TERR
1107 W GREEN ST











529 N RUSSELL AV
BETHANY ILL



























































































COULTAS WILBUR H JR
COULTER DONALD EDWARD
COULTER JANET ELIZABETH





















































































ENG3 1116 W OREGON U EM79105
GRAD 606 W WASHINGTON U EM71698
LAS3 912 S 2ND C FL25272
VM 1 1008 S LINCOLN u EM7*901
LAS2 1111 S 3RD c FL6627*
PE 1 MRH NOBLE 317 c FL26511
GRAD 61* W CHURCH c FL66290
AGR1 MRH BARTON 116 c FL26511
LAS* MRH NOBLE *13 c FL26511
FAA* 300 S GOODWIN u EM71661
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN J EM7*006
LAS3 1003 W ILLINOIS u EM51*18
LAW3 *10 FAIRLAWN DR u EM 790 2
7
LAS2 707 E 3RD c
LAW1 110* S EUCLID u
ED 1 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG1 MRH GARNER *76 c FL26511
FAA3 210 N CENTRAL u
AGR1 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
COM2 313 E JOHN c FL678**
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 10* c FL26511
AGR3 909 S 5TH c
PE 1 *02 E ARMORY c FL62383
FAA1 *02 E DANIEL c FL6C37*
ENG1 *02 E ARMORY c FL63633
LAS* 707 S 3RD c FL61719
LAS1 MRH BARTON *17 c FL26511
ENG3 1301 STOUGHTON u EM713*7
GRAD 705 W ELM u
LAS1 MRH GARNER *15 c FL26511
PE * 311 E JOHN c FL23627
GRAD 1201 OREGON u
ENG2 303 E CHALMERS c
FAA1 312 E DANIEL c FL2*671
FAA* 1301 BUSEY u
AGR1 201 E GREEN c FL67690
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG3 712 W OREGON u
AGR2 1008 W NEVADA u EM51*62
AGR1 MRH GARNER 29* c FL26511
AGR1 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
GRAD 1*0* GRANDVIEW c FL68609
ENG1 1105 S *TH c FL61813
JNL* 1007 W OREGON u
C0M6 209 E JOHN c
GRAD 909 N BUSEY u EM70285
FAA* 1005 S 6TH c FL68895
COK1 *02 E ARMORY c FL63633
COM2 211 E DANIEL c FL67893
GRAD 908 W NEVADA u EM72*77
GRAD 101 E CLARK c FL6C623
ENG1 1215 S *TH c FL26511
GRAD 509 E JOHN c FL69529
ENG* 7 LAKESIDE TERR u EM781*2
GRAD 502 E STOUGHTON c
LAS* 1112 S ARBOR c FL67*57
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN - FL26511
LAS2 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
JNL* 31* GREGORY DR c FL27510
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD 505 E UNIVERSITY c FL2*773
SWV3 505 E UNIVERSITY c FL2*773
LAS3 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
LAS1 MRH FORBES 325 c FL26511
COM3 309 E CHALMERS c FL6189*
LAS1 MRH CLARK 221 c FL26511
AGR1 MRH CLARK 238 c FL26511
FAA2 713 W MICHIGAN u EM71150
ED 2 1106 S 3RD c FL22058
FAA1 TUSCOLA ILL
LAS2 206 E GREEN c FL68235
AGR* 313 CHALMERS c FL2*25*
GRAD 1*05 S COTTAGE GROVE u EM70303
GRAD 807 W CHARLES c FL6*303
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
AGR1 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
COM3 306 W HIGH u EM78650
PE 1 *05 E JOHN c
COM3 *05 E JOHN c FL62557
ENG* 1101 W CLARK u
ED 3 306 W HIGH u EM78650
ED * DANVILLE ILL
LAW3 1215 S *TH c FL26511
FAA* 722 S BROADWAY u EM7*251
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 606 W OHIO u
*3*0 CENTER AV
10 LINCOLN AV




61* W ChURCH ST
338 S GREENWOOD AV









70* N 8TH ST




















RR 3 BOX 25
29*7 W 91ST ST
216 N KENTUCKY
311 S PRAIRIE
25*6 W 109TH PL
820 SOUTH 16
505 N 12TH
901 N oJSEY AV
239 RIDGE AV
221 HOLLYWOOD AV
1001 N JOLIET ST




1208 W CALIFORNIA ST
619 ALMOND




1017 S CHICAGO AV
6*1 « DOUGLAS
505 E UNIVERSITY AV
505 E UNIVERSITY




139 N EAST ST





807 W CHARLES ST
*18 N PARK RD
22* S HIGH ST
792* W 98TH PL


























































































































































































COM? 311 S STATE c
GRAD 1811 LARCH PL u EM72848 120 E 3RD ST
EMG3 MRH FORBES 318 C FL26511 RR 1
FAA4 1601 S NEIL C FL67878 1601 S NEIL ST
LAS1 62J W CHURCH c FL23461 620 A CHURCH
FAA2 712 W OREGON U EM74915 712 W OREGON
GRAD 109 N BUSEY u EM76970 215 N 6TH ST
ENG3 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809 217 o PEARL
LAS'* 311 t GREEN c BOX 215
COM4 616 E DANIEL c 1163 S POPLAR AV
AGR2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 8500 BENNETT
FAA4 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071 627 N LINCOLN ST
AGR1 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74072 627 N LINCOLN ST
COM1 305 E GREEN c FL27342 504 FOUNTAIN LANE
PE 2 501 E DANIEL c FL66962 717 N PINE
JNL3 1111 NEVADA u FL26511 RINEAR RD
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 RINEAR RD
GRAD 709 W GREEN u EM73803 709 W GREEN
FAA5 806 S 3RD c FL27182 806 S 3RD ST
LAS4 1116 W NEVADA u EM73845 10152 EGGLESTON
PE 2 MRH NOBLE 111 c FL26511 RR 1 BOX 57
LAS1 1004 S 4TH c FL63631 BOX 122
LAS1 1711 PAULA DR c FL68392 RR 2
AVI1 1101 S COTTAGE GROVE : u EM71783 1101 S COTTAGE GROVE
ENG1 MRH FORBES 343 c FL26511 AVE CHAMA QTA
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 6612 S ALBANY
CCM1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 7122 W PETERSON AV
GRAD 51 E JOHN c FL66621 51 E JOHN ST
GRAD 1813-102 ORCHARD PL u S 727 ADAMS
LAS1 303 E JOHN C FL66434
LAS2 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
AGR3 408 E CHALMERS c FL64627
LAS! 901 S 2ND c 306 W WILLIAMS ST
LAS1 911 S 4TH c 1730 COSTELLO
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67267 RR 4
ENG4 1306 STOUGHTON u EM76536 19 BERKSHIRE DR
LAW2 MRH TAFT 19 c FL26511 1015 W 2ND ST
COM4 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071 944 N HORSMAN ST
COM2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 RR 2
PE 4 715 M MICHIGAN u EM79290 921 OAKWOOD AV
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 61 CIRCLE DR
LAW1 309 E GREEN c 2921 S 49TH AV
GRAD 808 S 1ST c FL26019 309 WABASH AV
LAS3 1106 W OREGON u EM76536 4371 OAKENWALD
GRAD 1315 HONEYSUCKLE c FL26206 4502 N 21ST ST
PE 3 611 E PARK c FL67524 303 N 4TH ST
EN62 I57C STADIUM TERR c 1445 E WILLIAMS ST
LAS4 1007 S 5TH c FL22046 4200 WOLF ROAD
GRAD 8602 W ELM u EM71703 3602 w ELM
ED 2 405 E JOHN c FL62557 1008 E GROVE ST
GRAD 1625 GEORGIA DR u EM78048 1625 GEORGIA DR
GRAD 1625 GEORGIA DR u EM78048 RR 7A BOX 305
COM3 9 N DELPHIA
ENG4 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809 1318 N 5TH
GRAD 1907 DIANA c FL60224 1803 EDNA DR
COM3 907 S WRIGHT c FL26545 123 N TAYLOR AV
COM2 308 E ARMORY c FL67543 123 N TAYLOR
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 322 c FL26511 4407 S MOZART ST
LAS4 MRH FLAGG 312 c FL26511 1608 ALEXANDER CT
AGR1 1008 W NEVADA u 815 BERLYN ST
GRAD 1714 CORONADO DR c FL25410 1714 CORONADO DR
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 369 c FL26511 518 N COLLEGE ST
ENG3 9^3 W GREEN ST u EM71707
ENG1 903 W GREEN u EM71707
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 346 c FL26511 6538 N NORDICA AV
FAA2 312 E DANIEL c FL24671 RR 1
LAW1 1008 W HILL u EM73941 1008 W HILL ST
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 5538 S ROCKWELL ST
ENG1 405 E JOHN c FL62557 417 N 14TH
JNL4 508 W ELM u EM79038 417 N 14TH ST
LAS3 RR 2 u EM76052 RR 2
LAS1 305 E JOHN c FL60733 RR 2 BOX 334
GRAD 605 E HEALEY c FL68979 3418 18TH ST
LAS1 902 W CALIFORNIA u 3418 18TH ST
ENG4 1404 W SPRINGFIELD c FL63245 3222 S KARLOV
FAA4 406 W HEALEY c FL25797 RR
ENG1 211 DANIEL c FL67583 3411 JACKSON
LAS1 710 W OHIO u EM71511 28 OAK KNOLL
FAA4 212 W HIGH u EM78049 212 W HIGH ST
AGR4 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191 RR 1
ENG3 504 S BUSEY u BOX 348
GRAD 702 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM70454 702 W PENNSYLVANIA
GRAD 115 W GREEN c 3829 N RICHMOND ST
FAA1 MRH NOBLE 110 c FL26511 136 N ELLIOTT ST
LAW1 E33B STADIUM TERR c RR 1 BOX 120
ENG4 RR 2
GRAD 1608 ROSEWOOD DR c FL69706 1608 ROSEWOOD DR
COM2 305 E JOHN c FL60733 1500 N 40TH AV
LAS3 510 N WILLIS c FL25910 510 N WILLIS AV




























































































CUNMINGS BRENT C GRAD
CUMMINGS DEBORAH JANE PE 2
CUMMINGS JAMES WINFRED GRAD
CUMMINGS KENNETH CLYDE COM4
CUMMINS JAMES DANIEL LAS2
CUMMINS RICHARD LEE GRAD
CUMMINS VANCE ASHLEY LAS4
CUMMISFORD PATRICIA D GRAD
CUNEFARE ARTHUR EUGENE AVI2
CUNNING RAYMOND DALE ENG4
CUNNINGHAM BARBARA MAY LAS3
CUNNINGHAM DAVID LYNN ENG3
CUNNINGHAM DONALD A ENG3
CUNNINGHAM ELIZABETH J ED 1
CUNNINGHAM HUGH BENSON GRAD
CUNNINGHAM JAMES F ENG1
CUNNINGHAM MARGIE JOYCE LAS3
CUNNINGHAM PATRICIA A AGR6
CUNNINGHAM RICHARD E GRAD
CUNNINGHAM RUTH ANN LAS3
CUNNINGTON RICHARD LEE ENG1
CURATOLO ALPHONSE FAA4
CURCIC SLOBODAN V FAA1
CURIALE MICHAEL B LAS1
CURLESS JERRY VERNE PE 1
CURLEY JOHN MICHAEL ENG1
CURNUTT JERRY HYLTON GRAD
CURRAN DAVID JAMES GRAD
CURRAN EDWARD THOMAS ENG3
CURRAN RUTH NANCY GRAD
CURRAN THOMAS FRANCIS ENG4
CURRIE GEORGE FRANKLIN GRAD
CURRIE JACK ROBERT ENG4
CURRY ALFRED DUDLEY GRAD
CURRY JANET ELAINE ED 2
CURRY ROBERT LEE ENG2
CURRY STEPHEN HARLAN ENG1
CURTIN CONSTANCE OHARA GRAD
CURTIS ALAN STANLEY GRAD
CURTIS CAROLYN ROSANN AGR3
CURTIS HENRY JOSEPH LAW1
CURTIS SANDRA JO LAS3
CURTISS RICHARD BAKER AGR3
CURULEWSKI SHARON ROSE LAS1
CUSEY NOREEN YOCOM GRAD
CUSEY ROBERT EUGENE ENG1
CUSHING VICTOR M ENG1
CUSHMAN JOHN FARISS ENG4
CUSTER RONALD GENE ENG4
CUTAIA ANTHONY JOSEPH LAS3
CUTINELLI DENNIS JOSEPH COM1
CUTLER ALAN KEITH LAS2
CUTLER DIANE RUTH COM2
CUTLER JEAN VALJEAN GRAD
CUTLER LEONARD RAY ENG2
CUTLER LORAINE C ED 3
CUTTS WILLIAM BRYANT GRAD
CWIK DENNIS LOUIS GRAD
CWIK JOSEPH CHESTER PE 4
CYBORSKI THOMAS JEROME ENG1
CYGAN NORBERT EVERETT GRAD
CZAJKOWSKI ROBERT M ENG4
CZARNECKI LEONARD C COM3
CZAJKOWSKY MIROSLAW LAS3
CZEKALA ROSE MARIE LAS4
CZERNIK DANIEL EDWARD GRAD
CZURYLO CHRISTINE E LAS1
CZYSZCZON ROBERT PETER ENG1
DABICH DANICA GRAD
DABNEY ADOLPHUS LAS4
DABNEY PATRICIA ALICE GRAD
DACHOWSKI LAWRENCE W GRAD
DACKS HERBERT MITCHELL LAS2
DADANT DENNIS JOHN COM2
DAEHN MARCIA ANN LAS1
DAEMS RICHARD EDGAR FAA4
DAGDELEN GUNDUZ FAA3
DAGGETT JUDITH ANN COM1
DAGIS RANDALL BRYANT ENG3
DAGRES JOHN GRAD
DAHL DELBERT THEODORE AGR2
DAHL DENNIS ALAN LAS3
DAHL MELFORD ARTHUR ENG4
DAHL ROBERT JOHN ENG1
DAHLER SHARON KAY LAS1
DAHLGREN THOMAS WILLIAM ENG1
DAHLIN BRUCE HARRISON LAS1
DAHLSTROM DONALD EUGENE AGR3
DAHLSTROM JANICE ELAINE ED 1

























































601 W HIGH ST





















MRH VAN DOREN 25








902 W ILLINOIS ST
RR 2
211 E DANIEL
C FL27436 167 N 2ND W RIGBY IDAHO
U EM71136 539 S GROVE AV BARRINGTON ILL
C FL60036 905 W COLUMBIA CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM78090 293 E 148TH ST HARVEY ILL
U 1200 S GRANGER HARRIS8URG ILL
C FL21534 808 LONGVIEW DR MONTICELLO ILL
C FL24108 1027 N RAYNOR AV JOLIET ILL
U EM76611 437 N 33RD ST MILWAUKEE 8 WISC
U EM76343 RR 1 WHEELER ILL
C FL21729 RR 1 WILMINGTON ILL
U FL26511 3024 S LINCOLN SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL60875 303 E BROADWAY TRENTON ILL
U EM73318 11840 S SANGAMON CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL65782 1010 W UNION CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21076 1410 S MATTIS ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL27614 2119 PEORIA AV PEORIA 4 ILL
U FL26511 1140 W ELLIOTT AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
U 739 ST LOUIS EDWARDSVILLE ILL
C FL69962 BLDG 68 STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61870 RR 1 GEORGETOWN ILL
C FL21778 1308 N CLOCK CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM60521 1446 W POLK ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 PROLETERSKIH 2A BELGRADE YUGOSLAVIA
C 104 S 46TH AV BELLWOOD ILL
U EM74063 TABLE GROVE ILL
C FL26511 11409 CALUMET AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
U EM74806 2308 S MARYLAND SPRINGFIELD MO
U EM78848 1107 W GREEN ST JR3ANA ILL
C FL67266 9324 S CLIFTON PK CHICAGO 42 ILL
U EM78848 1107 W GREEN URBANA ILL
C FL29206 6317 S KILDARE AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL61031 JACKSON COLL PO 7066 JACKSON MISS
C 1815 1ST ST PERU ILL
C FL24471 LABARQUE CREEK RD EUREKA MO
C FL22233 577 EDGEWOOD ELMHURST ILL
U EM75327 114 ORCHARD AV PEKIN ILL
C FL26511 LOVINGTON ILL
U EM72149 3 MONTCLAIR RD URBANA ILL
U RR 4 MASON MICH
U EM75508 511 N JOHN ST FARMER CITY ILL
U EM77586 1839 S KARLOV CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 816 W COLUMBIA TERR PEORIA 5 ILL
U EM74C69 RR 2 STOCKTON ILL
U EM72241 PISTAKEE BAY RD MCHENRY ILL
RR 2 HEYWORTH ILL
C FL26511 2742 PREBLE AV VENTURA CALIF,
C FL26511 137 PARK PL DECATUR ILL
U 3526 CALIFORNIA AV ALTON ILL
C FL67975 RR 2 MONMOUTH ILL
C FL26511 1449 SUMMERDALE CHICAGO 40 ILL
U 2025 W ADDISON CHICAGO 18 ILL
C FL25207 1103 W VINE TAYLORVILLE ILL
U FL26511 11906 WINSLOW RD PALOS PARK ILL
C FL21258 202 N RUSSELL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 CLIFTON ILL
C FL26729 BOX 61 DOWNSVILLE WIS
U EM79874 315 OLNEY ST PROVIDENCE 6 R I
C FL65418 1618 W BEACH AV CHICAGO 22 ILL
C FL66529 212 E SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL63353 13310 CALUMET CHICAGO 27 ILL
C FL62364 503 BASH CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61647 8047 MUSKEGON AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C 6301 W DEVON AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM75293 2140 W HURON ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 7535 W 61ST ST ARGO ILL
U 17856 S SAYRE AV TINLEY park ill
U FL26511 5604 S KARLOV AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL26511 640 INGRAHAM CALUMET CITY ILL
U EM75615 3285 SHERBOURNE RD DETROIT 21 MICH
C 6417 S PEORIA CHICAGO ILL
C FL25600 6109 KENWOOD AV DALLAS 14 TEXAS
C FL26511 1253 W GRACE ST CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL67570 5644 W CHRISTIANA CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL22935 611 N KEOKUK HAMILTON ILL
U EM71174 321 N ELMWOOD OAK PARK ILL
C FL67984 5709 W ADDISON CHICAGO ILL
C FL66870 VALIKONAGI CAD 654 ISTANBUL TURKEY
U FL26511 RR 2 MAROA ILL
C FL26511 1131 16TH AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 4810 BERENICE AV CHICAGO 41 ILL
U EM77525 RR LA HARPE ILL
C FL23396 801 S PRAIRIE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL25665 8133 S KIMBARK CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL64638 720 BOBBY AV MACOMB ILL
U FL26511 2300 E OLIVE DECATUR ILL
C FL26511 2120 6TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67574 1017 FOREST GLENCOE ILL
U EM70468 WOODHULL ILL
C FL69824 S 1ST ST RD CHAMPAIGN ILL














DALESSIO MARIO W JR
DALHEIM ERIC LIONEL
DALITSCH WALTER W JR









































































DAUBS RUTH ESTHER B
LAW1 53 E JOHN C
GRAD 412 W GREEN c 505 CHUNG CHENG RD
ED 4 MRH FORBES 469 c FL26511 511 MARY JANE ST
GRAD 1703 S COTTAGE GROVE u EM77591 1703 S COTTAGE GROVE
JNL3 1114 LINCOLNSHIRE c FL63436 1114 LINCOLNSHIRE
AGR1 58 E GREGORY c FL63152 RR 1
AGR1 904 OREGON u EM76045 RR 1
FAA4 701 S 2ND c 12018 S YALE AV
ENG2 622 W HILL c 504 S W 10TH ST
LAS4 405 E WHITE c FL63866 405 E WHITE
LAS1 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809 206 E BROADWAY
PE 1 307 ELMWOOD c FL64245 307 ELMWOOD
GRAD 219 W SPRINGFIELD c FL63497 526 E 160TH PL
GRAD 300-109 S GOODWIN u EM70409 300 S GOODWIN ST
GRAD 1004 W CALIFORNIA u EM77257 241 AVERY TERR
VM 1 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515 325 SYLVAN RD
COM1 313 E ARMORY c FL62563 1609 W COLUMBIA TERR
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511 2708 W ARTHUR
PE 3 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 1333 E LAKE SHORE DR
ENG3 310 W ELM u EM71777 310 W ELM ST
GRAD 1801 ORCHARD u 2302 W 185TH ST
GRAD GIBSON CITY ILL 303 S LAFAYETTE
LAS4 1107 W MAIN u EM71428 217 S 4TH ST
ENG4 1004 S 2ND c FL29108
GRAD 4425 N ORIANNA ST
JNL4 303 E JOHN c FL65047 3407 ERIE AVENUE
GRAD 9120 S 86TH CT
GRAD I57B STADIUM TERR c FL26069 I57B STAD TERR
ED 4 FREEMAN PARK-RR 3 u 1601 S NEIL ST
ENG3 105 E CLARK c 209 LINCOLN ST
ENG3 MRH FLAGG 310 c FL26511 312 W HAWTHORNE ST
AGR2 404 E JOHN c FL68738 RR 2
ED 1 710 W OHIO u EM71011 321 DELAVAN ST
LAS4 706 S 4TH c FL24067 723 N ELIZABETH
AGR4 401 E JOHN c FL63259 2707 W ARDMORE AV
COM2 907 S 3RD c FL67679 2723 W ESTES
PE 1 909 S NEW c FL69478 909 S NEW
LAS1 909 S NEW c FL69478 909 S NEW
LAS3 909 S NEW c FL69478 909 S NEW ST
COM2 911 S 4TH c FL67574 3221 DORNELL
COM3 201 E JOHN c FL29249 608 S ROSEWOOD AV
LAS1 104 S GROVE u EM70279 503 E MCKENNEY
ENG1 104 S GROVE u EM70279 503 E MCKENNEY
ENG4 104 S GROVE u EM70279 503 E MCKENNEY ST
ENG6 720 S NEW c FL29497 508 S DIXON AV
LAS2 MRH BARTON 308 c FL26511 124 S POTITE RD
LAS4 601 HAINES BLV c FL22405 601 HAINES BLV
LAS4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 RR 1
GRAD 1604 W SPRINGFIELD c FL25355 1604 W SPRINGFIELD
PE 2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 609 S VIRGINIA
COM4 1208 W CALIFORNIA u 2111 MCDANIEL
COM4 MRH LUNDGREN 124 c FL26511 1407 KINSELLA
ED 1 1112 S 2ND c FL67565 9434 HARVARD AV
ENG3 1626 MARYLAND DR u 410 W 2ND ST
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 296 c FL26511 4852 N LOWELL
AGR3 1005 W OREGON u 43 LAWNDALE ST
PE 4 55 E SPRINGFIELD c FL25661 2149 N DRAKE
FAA1 1004 S 2ND c FL24108 7140 MERRIMAC
ENG1 MRH CLARK 333 c FL26511 1975 E OAK ST
COM1 108 9TH ST
ED 1 508 E ARMORY c FL62501 3921 JOHNSON AV
LAS2 308 E ARMORY c FL67542 972 FRANK ST
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 4628 MAIN ST
ENG4 7 SAFFER CT u EM74457 412 SYCAMORE LANE
LAS2 MRH FORBES 341 c FL26511 1637 TOUHY AV
COM4 706 S GREGORY PL u EM73743 800 N 75TH ST
COM1 6152 N DRAKE
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 267 c FL26511 6152 N DRAKE
FAA2 MRH CLARK 306 c FL26511 427 PRAIRIE AV
ENG2 912 S 2ND c 755 LLEWELLYN AV
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191 1226 STRIEFF LANE
FAA2 606 E ELM ST u 204 S PROSPECT ST
GRAD 1838-201 ORCHARD PL u RR 2 BOX 757
GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS u EM72824 1834 B NE
ENG4 1602-D-2 GEORGIA DR u EM79443 175 HILLSIDE LANE
FAA3 303 E JOHN c FL66434 44 ALHAMBRA CIRCLE
FAA2 315 E UNIVERSITY c FL29120 3108 STARLING LANE
LAS1 202 W WHITE c FL61442 202 W WHITE ST
COM4 202 W WHITE c FL61442 202 W WHITE ST
GRAD 911 W HIGH u EM79059 911 W HIGH ST
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 801 S FRANKLIN ST
LAS3 501 N WILLIS c FL65563 317 CENTER
GRAD 110 N GOODWIN u EM77346 8 B RAM J S LANE
ENG6 306 S WHEATON c FL65821 306 S WHEATON AV
GRAD 507 S 6TH c KALPNA 51R
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 216 c FL26511 128 LACHMAN CHOWK
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 920 W CRESCENT AV
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 256 c FL26511 1209 ELSIE DR
GRAD 903 S 4TH c FL21757



























































































DAUGHTERS GEORGE T LAS3
DAUKANTAS VAIDOTAS FAA3
DAVENPORT CAROLYN SUE LAS1
DAVENPORT DONALD DEAN GRAD
DAVID CHARLES MICHAEL LAS2
DAVIDSON ALAN NORTON COM1
DAVIDSON DEBORAH JANE LAS1
DAVIDSON GRANT LEROY ENG1
DAVIDSON GEORGE QUENTIN GRAD
DAVIDSON IRWIN MORTON GRAD
DAVIDSON RONALD EUGENE ENG3
DAVIDSON SHIRLEY JEAN LAS4
DAVIES BERNITA LONG GRAD
DAVIES JOHN HASKETT ENG2
DAVIES PATRICIA SUE FAA4
DAVIES PETER GRAD
DAVIS ALFRED STEWART ED 4
DAVIS ANN JUDIT" LAS1
DAVIS BARBARA ELLEN GRAD
DAVIS BARRY STUART LAS1
DAVIS BEVERLEY GENE FAA1
DAVIS 5RENT LAYMAN ENG1
DAVIS CARL FOREST GRAD
DAVIS CHAMP WILBURN JR ENG2
DAVIS CHARLES A JR GRAD
DAVIS CHARLES FOSTER ENG4
DAVIS CLARENCE OLIVER GRAD
DAVIS CONWAY DOUGLAS ENG4
DAVIS DALEY LEROY JR AGR1
DAVIS DALLAS LYNDON GRAD
DAVIS DEANNA KATHRYN FAA3
DAVIS EDWIN KENT ENG4
DAVIS ELAINE GRAD
DAVIS GEOFFREY NOEL ENG1
DAVIS GEORGE CULLOM JR GRAD
DAVIS JAMES EARL ENG2
DAVIS JAMES HENRY COM1
DAVIS JAMES LEE COM1
DAVIS JAMES LLOYD ENG3
DAVIS JAMES THEODORE FAA1
DAVIS JANICE LYNN ED 2
DAVIS JEAN LAS3
DAVIS JEROME HOWARD LAS4
DAVIS JERRY WAYNE LAS2
DAVIS JOAN LAS3
DAVIS JOHN CHARLES COM3
DAVIS JOHN WILLIAM LAS2
DAVIS KENNETH EUGENE AGR1
DAVIS LEO JOSEPH JR GPAD
DAVIS LYNDEL LOREN FAA2
DAVIS LYNN MITCHELL ENG1
DAVIS MADALENE MAYO ED ^
DAVIS NANCY K AGR2
DAVIS NATALIE HARLAN FAA4
DAVIS PATRICK HENRY 111 FAA1
DAVIS ROBERT GRAD
DAVIS ROBERT DYKEMAN AGR3
DAVIS ROGER HAL LAS4
DAVIS RUSSELL MELVILLE LAS3
DAVIS SALLY S FAA3
DAVIS SHEILA FAA3
DAVIS SHIRLEE DAKOTA ED 1
DAVIS STEPHEN ROBERT GRAD
DAVIS TERRY JOALDA ED 1
DAVIS WILLIAM KASE FAA4
DAVISON CHARLES FOSTER ENG2
DAVISON SUE ANN ED 2
DAVISSON MELVIN THOMAS GRAD
DAVY NIRA JEANNE LAS2
DAWDY BENNY LYNN , ENG3
DAWKINS JACKIE GENE JNL6
DAWSON DALE ALLEN LAS2
DAWSON HUGH JOSEPH GRAD
DAWSON PATRICK EDWARD LAS2
DAWSON RUSSELL LEONARD LAS2
DAY ALBERT JUNIOR VM 3
DAY BOBBY GENE GRAD
DAY DENNIS GENE GRAD
DAY DONALD JAMES COM2
DAY JAY MARTIN LAS2
DAY JOSEPH PATRICK COM2
DAY MARILYN JEAN LAS3
DAY MELVIN EUGENE ENG3
DAY PHYLLIS MIEDEMA GRAD
DAY RONALD LEE ENG2
DAYMON GARY MAURICE ENG1
DAYTON EDWARD WALKER JR GRAD
DEADMORE DANIEL LEW GRAD
DEAL JOHN EDWARD LAS2




























































































: FL618+8 353 OXFORD RD
: FL22524 3337 S WALLACE
U FL26511 821 S OAK ST
U RR 1
U 605 8TH ST
C FL63633 BOX 25
C FL67565 3237 S LUELLA
U 904 S RACE
C FL64551 G45A STADIUM TERR
: -.imi 415 AVENUE C
C 1621 RICHMOND AV
C FL25935 C-45A STADIUM TERR
U EM73982 703 W 5REEN
C FL63022 111 S BRAINARD AV
C FL25689 404 S 1ST
U 517 N ROSL v ' -
:
C FL23243 702 SLAS5 S
I
: =.im: 713 II ••-:-:
U EM70047 112 WHITFIELD AV
C FL67581 5248 N VIRGINIA
U EM77153
C F L 233^5 803 S PROMENADE ST
C FL21600 50 W Mi :
C FL67737 2617 3UEENSWAY RD
U 704 17TH ST N E
: -_;=:=; 505 S 2ND ST
. i-~m-
c 204 CA T ~E=:'.E 3"
C FL67437 RR 2
U EM75416 E WATER ST
U EM76536 300 13TH AV
C FL66723 54 9RSE ST
1216 E GROVE ST
U 660 MILLER RD
C FL69656 192? 5OUTHWOO0 DR
C FL22331 72C N COURT ST
C 318 SOUTH 51
C FL22935 1100 N 11TH ST
C FL26511 1020 HARDING ST
C FL67844 512S BENTON A,'
U EM75459 153C IATIONAL - i
C FL67995 B50 5-ERIDAN ST
: =.z~z'.i RR 1
- EM7400C . : : : MIC - -
U EM76914 EAST -~£ : ST
C FL26511 3RD ST
U -:- - tLLl
18 HARWOOD °L







C FL21600 912 S NEW
C FL61456 1616 H WILLIAM
U EM725C3 506 GREGORY PL
U EM79543 522 FAIRLAWN DR
U 1107 W GREEN ST
C FL24254 RR 3
C 702 S ILLINOIS AV
U EM73845 10018 S CICERO AV
C FL67455 6144 HAMLIN -
.
C FL22058 6144 N HAMLIN
U FL26511 4218 S PARK
C FL64C92 1513 MARIGOLD LANE
U EM75416 20325 HELLEN1 : £-
C FL21713 403 S 7TH ST
C FL67629 1110 W 41ST ST
U FL26511 612 N BOWMAN
U EM51411 1812 LARCH PLACE
C FL66109 7258 W RASCHER
C FL62684
204 S WALNUT
C FL67906 130 S BLANCHARD ST
C FL26511 .}-.- H 6TH
C FL26237 93£ N wAVERGNE AV
C 3540 S WINCHESTER
C FL65052 514 W 9TH AV
:
r
.-:::£ 5309 23RD ST
- l'z':-l 1107 M GREEN ST
C FL67574 3415 N NEW ENGLAND
C FL67543 102 CHRISTIE ST
C FL67574 1000 CHESTNUT ST
C FL24163 15426 PAGE AV
U EM74434 3404 S 6TH ST
U RR 1 BOX 7603
C FL67981
U E«75252
C FL64671 BOX 147
C FL61595 2229 W 138TH ST
C FL26511 229 E 4TH ST
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peori/ heights - ill
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DEAL PHILIP LUSTER AGR2
DEAL WILLIAM CECIL JR GRAD
DEAN BRUCE GORING GRAD
DEAN CHARLES WILLIAM GRAD
DEAN DAVID WALTER LAS1
DEAN JAMES STEWART COM3
DEAN LESLIE ALAN ENG2
DEAN NORMAN ROBERT LAS2
DEAN ROSEMARY ELSIE GRAD
DEAN WILLIAM FOSTER JR GRAD
DEANO JOHN MICHAEL ENG1
DEARBORN LUTHER HENRY LAS1
DEARIE DAVID HAROLD PE 2
DEASON VERNON <EITH LAS2
DEASY GERALD KENNETH FAA1
DEATLEY JACK HINDS ENG1
DEATLEY ROBERT GLENN LAS2
DEBELS MAIJA FAA2
DEBNAM THOMAS FINlEY JR GRAD
DEBRULER OLIVE CLEO GRAD
DE8YSINGH SYLVIN UNA LAS2
DECAMP RICHARD EDWIN GRAD
DECARDY WILLIAM DENNIS ENG1
DECHOW JOHN PHILIP ENG3
DECHRISTOPHER DONALD J LAS4
DECKER DANIEL LEE ENG3
DECKER DARWIN KENT ENG2
DECKER GERALD CHARLES AVI 3
DECKER JACK DEAN AGR4
DECKER LOREN E LAS6
DECKER MARGARET ANN LAS1
DECKER MARGARET K FAA1
DECKOWITZ PHILIP ARTHUR ENG2
DECOCKER JAMES ENG4
DECOOK GORDON LEE LAS3
DECOOK RONALD NEIL LAS1
DEDECKER DARREL FRANCIS ENG4
DEDEK MILTON WALTER GRAD
DEE AVERY EDWARD LAS1
DEEMER KATHLEEN MARIE LAS1
DEENER JEROLD JOHN ENG3
DEERING JOYCE ANNETTE LAS1
DEFILIPPS ROBERT A LAS4
DEFILIPPS WILLARD J COM1
DEFORD JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
DEFORD LYDIA LONGACRE LAS4
DEFRIES JOHN CLARENCE GRAD
DEGARMO JE9RY LEE COM1
DEGENFORD JAMES EDWARD ENG4
DEGENHART THOMAS WAYNE ENG1
DEGROH HENRY CHARLES JR COM4
DEGUNTHER RICHARD NEIL LAW2
DEHASS JAMES LAWRENCE ENG4
DEHNER CHARLES JOHN LAS1
DEIHL WILLIAM DWIGHT ENG2
DEIMER NOLA ZOE LAS2
DEIRO TERRY LEE ENG1
DEJONGE KARL EVERARD GRAD
DEKKER DAVID ALAN LAS2
DELANEY JOHN MICHAEL ENG3
DELANO CHARLES HENRY COM1
DELAPP JOHN MICHAEL FAA4
DELATORRE LUIS GRAD
DELAURENTI NANCY JANE AGR1
DELAURIER JAMES DUNCAN ENG1
DELANO JULIET S GRAD
DELCAMP JOYCE ROBERTA GRAD
DEL CASAL EDUARDO P GRAD
DELEY ANTHONY LOUIS FAA4
DELL JERRY ROSS LAS1
DELLAMARIA THOMAS JOHN COM1
DELLENBACK BARBARA KAY LAS4
DELLER RICHARD WILLIAM ENG1
DELLERT ROBERT C ENG4
DELL IN EDWARD JOSEPH COM1
DELONG JOHN RAYMOND COM1
DELONG JULIA ANNETTE PE 1
DELP JUDITH ANN LAS4
DELUCA WILLIAM HERMAN ENG1
DEMARAIS JOSEPH ROBERT ENG4
DEMARCO DANIEL JOSEPH LAS2
DEMARCO VINCENT JAMES COM4
DEMARCO WILLIAM GRAD
DEMARK RAMON SAMUEL LAS4
DEMARR MARYJEAN BAILEY GRAD
DEMARR RALPH ALGERNON GRAD
DEMATOFF MELVYN B ENG4
DEMENT DAVID HARLAN ENG1
DEMERIS GEORGE T JR COM2














































































































































































8612 S PARNELL AV
1103 W PARK FRONT
240 N RICHARDSON AV
BOX 174





1106 S ELM ST











16032 E 21ST N
504 S MILL
RR 2 BOX 320
1204 S VINE
5735 N CHRISTIANA AV
536 18TH AVENUE A
8816 S BLACKSTONE
8246 S MARYLAND





4533 N KARLOV AV
4533 N KARLOV AV
1107 W GREEN ST
1107 W GREEN ST



















164 W SPENCER ST








711 S LA GRANGE RD
709 N ASHLAND
256 N KILBOURN
10611 S EBERHART AV
12484 S WABASH AV
6612 S ARTESIAN AV
1169 226TH DR
2907 W 97TH ST
133 PARK ST
133 PARK ST

































































































































DEPAIVA HENRY ALBERT R
DEPAUW RICHARD ARTHUR
DEPEO MARC SEATON




















































AGR3 401 N RACE U EM79548 1104 JAMES STREATOR ILL
LAS3 8 BUNGALOW CT C 608 W HARRISON ST DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 8 BUNGALOW CT C 301 W CENTER DANVILLE ILL
ENG4 1002 W CALIF u EM79323 420 E 1ST ST SPRING VALLEY ILL
ENG4 1302 CLARK u 1150 W JEFFERSON JOLIET ILL
ENG4 308 E DANIEL c RR 3 AVON ILL
COM1- 302 W EUREKA c FL68258 302 W EUREKA ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173 1010 JEFFERSON ST CARLYLE ILL
LAS2 713 W OHIO u EM75427 RR 3 AVON ILL
SWV3 302 W GREEN u EM74001 1010 JEFFERSON CARLYLE ILL
LAS2 1601 S NEIL c FL67878 10416 S CALUMET CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1601 S NEIL c FL67878 10416 S CALUMET AV CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 404 S 5TH c BOX 173 AROMA PARK ILL
PE 4 715 W MICHIGAN u EM79292 RR 1 MARENGO ILL
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 6508 N TROY ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAW3 1206 N GOODWIN u 804 20TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
AGR2 1601 S MAPLE u EM76785 1601 S MAPLE llRBANA ILL
LAS1 306 E GREGORY c FL60080 6701 BOSWORTH CHICAGO 26 ILL
COM4 907 S 6TH c FL29625 3RD ST CARBON CLIFF ILL
ED 4 307 W GREEN c FL25815 818 E MAIN ST OLNEY ILL
AGR1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416 RR 2 AMBOY ILL
ED 3 1802-101 ORCHARD PL u 7914 SPRING GARDEN PARMA 29 OHIO
ENG1 122 E CHALMERS c FL63512 BYRON ILL
GRAD 1802-101 ORCHARD u 7914 SPRING GARDEN PARMA 29 OHIO
AGR4 MONTICELLO ILL 215 E MAIN MONTICELLO ILL
ENG2 MRH GARNER 271 c FL26511 337 W SYCAMORE SYCAMORE ILL
LAS3 1105 S 4TH c FL61813 BOX 33 WASCO ILL
GRAD F36A STADIUM TERR c FL21896 F36A STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 1004 S 6TH c FL67436 2112 35TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS4 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 441 ROSLYN PL CHICAGO 14 ILL
FAA2 1108 S 1ST c 405 LOCUST ST MINONK ILL
LAS4 1202 NEVADA u EM71173 4907 HULL ST SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 1215 S 4TH c FL26511 1416 W CARMEN CHICAGO 40 ILL
ENG4 1226 JOANNE LN c 1226 JOANNE LN CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 3 710 W OHIO u EM77451 148-166TH ST CALUMET CITY ILL
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u EM73320 11454 137 ST EDMONTON ALBERTA CAN
ENG4 25 TULIP TREE DR c 315 N COLLEGE AV GENESEO ILL
ENG1 401 E GREEN c FL67322 WARREN AV WARRENVILLE ILL
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u EM73320 502 BELLWICK RD HUBBARD OHIO
GRAD 909 S 1ST c 14214 S MICHIGAN AV RIVERDALE 27 ILL
JNL3 804 S ELM BLV c FL23937 804 S ELM BLV CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u EM73709 420 S BATAVIA AV BATAVIA ILL
LAS1 206 E GREEN c FL68235 910 10TH ST WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS1 1112 S 2ND c 2946 W JARLATH CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAW1 MRH VAN DOREN 203 c FL26511 132 ST LOUIS AV ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 310 E CHALMERS c 403 E GARFIELD MUNDELEIN ILL
ED 3 609 E COLORADO u EM71253 609 E COLORADO AV URBANA ILL
LAS1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151 14 BRIARWOOD DR COLLINSVILLE ILL
GRAD 510 W GREEN ST u TRANSIT RD BOX 54 EAST AMHERST N Y
GRAD 403 E CHALMERS c FL63812 JHALOD PANCHMAHALS BOMBAY STATE INDIA
GRAD 505 S 4TH c 17 VALLABH BOMBAY INDIA
LAS3 810 W INDIANA AV u 209 N PRAIRIE JOLIET ILL
PE 4 810 OREGON u 5112 WARWICK CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 MRH FORBES 288 c FL26511 CISNE ILL
COM4 301 W GREEN c 11821 SANGAMON CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 715 W MICHIGAN u EM71150 1723 LONG VALLEY GLENVIEW ill
FAA5 1810 S PEACH c FL66779 1810 S PEACH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 402 E ARMORY c FL63633 8016 S KILBOURN CHICAGO ILL
GRAD MRH TAFT 121 c FL26511 3301 GEORGE ST FRANKLIN PARK ILL
ENG4 603 S 1ST c 603 S 1ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 710 S BROADWAY u EM76937 710 S BROADWAY URBANA ILL
FAA3 22 E CHALMERS c FL27558 22 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 402 E CHALMERS c FL60208 132 N PARK WAUKEGAN ILL
ENG4 110 E CHALMERS c FL27715 363 NORTH ST ELGIN ILL
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 1227 ELMWOOD AV WILMETTE ILL
GRAD 501 W CALIFORNIA u 8804 63RD DR REGO PARK 74 N Y
LAS2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 8620 N HAMLIN AV SKOKIE ILL
PE 1 904 S 3RD c FL61383 7419 PARKDALE ST LOUIS 5 MO
LAS2 1105 S 1ST c 4454 N CENTRAL PARK CHICAGO 25 ILL
GRAD 815 N MCKINLEY c FL21623 HARVEL ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 7042 N ODELL AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
ENG2 1116 NEVADA u EM73845 4148 M PAULINA ST CHICAGO 13 ILL
FAA1 902 S 2ND c FL67621 902 S 2ND ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 810 W CHURCH c FL26960 1105 AVENUE J STERLING ILL
PE 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL265U 804 S 4TH ST WATSEKA ILL
FAA6 407 W WHITE c FL66713 524 MAPLE LANE GENEVA ILL
ENG4 714 W CALIFORNIA u EM74314 3053 W LYNDALE ST CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 905 S 6TH c FL65567 908 W WASHINGTON ST AUBURN ILL
GRAD 911 W HIGH u EM76172 RR 1 BOX 101 ZEELAND MICH
AGR2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 SHANNON ILL
ED 3 BROADLANDS ILL
GRAD 205 W HIGH u EM71201 205 W HIGH URBANA ILL
GRAD 108 N GOODWIN u BLOCK 6 QUARTER 10 DELHI 6 INDIA
FAA1 906 S 6TH c FL67803 33 E OTTAWA PLAINFIELD ILL
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 2214 DEVONSHIRE ANN ARBOR MICH
ENG1 106 S 2ND c FL67617 9722 S CHAPPEL AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
GRAD 304 W CALIFORNIA u EM72277 RR 3 MALONE N Y
GRAD 1201 W CLARK c FL22719 1201 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 703 S BUSEY u EM73968 703 S BUSEY URBANA ILL
LAS4 703 S RANDOLPH c FL22407 703 S RANDOLPH CHAMPAIGN ILL
DLXTt.R CHAKL^b MLTON COM1
DEXTER NATALYN ADELL LAS-'
DEY NOELL SAMUEL R GRAD
DEYOUNG KATHLEEN MARY LAS2
DEYRUP JAMLS ALDEN GRAD
DEZFULIAN JAHANGIR LAS2
OEZFULIAN MANUCHEHR GRAD
DHAR RANJIT KUMAR GRAD
DHARMARAJAN S GRAD
DHOL ASOK. KUMAR GRAD
DIAL NORMAN ARNOLD GRAD
DIAMOND DARROUGH BLAINE LAS1
DIAMOND GERALD LAS1
DIAMOND RACHEL ESTHER LAS1
DIAZ GOMEZ CUT6ERTO GRAD
DIAZ STEPHEN JOHN COM1
DIBATTISTA NUNZIO C ENG4
DieRACCIO FLORA C ED 2
DICE RONALD ALLEN COM1
DICK CAROL DIANE AGR4
DICK EDWARD JOHN VM 3
DICKERHOOF DEAN WILSON GRAD
DICKERSON DONALD RORERT GRAD
DICKERSON SANDRA LEE LAS1
DICKEY JERRY DEAN PE 1
DICKEY KENNETH BRUCE ENG1
DICKINSON DANIEL CARL ENG2
DICKINSON DAVID BUDD JR GRAD
DICKINSON FRANK NORRIS GRAD
DICKINSON JOHN OTIS VM 1
DICKINSON JUDITH ANNE JNL4
DICKINSON JUNE ELLEN LAS1
DICKLER MARSHALL NORMAN ENG2
DICKSON FREDERICK HOMER COM3
DICKSON JOHN ARNOLD GRAD
DICKSON WILLIAM EUGENE GRAD
DIDRICKSON CHARLES E PE 2
DIEDERICH JACK LEROY ENG4
DIEDRICH RICHARD JOSEPH FAA4
DIEFENTHALER JACK LEE ENG4
DIEKMANN JURGEN GRAD
DIERCKS HAROLD LESLIE ENG4
DIERCOUFF MICHAEL DUANE LAS3
DIERKER LENDELL HENRY AGR2
DIERKER MERRILL OTTO AGR4
DIERKES JAMES PAUL FAA4
DIERS HERMAN HENRY GRAD
DIERZEN FLOYD ARTHUR ENG1
DIESING PAUL R FAA6
DIESNER ROY WILLIAM GRAD
DIESNER WANDA WYLLIE ED 4
DIETERICH HELEN S FAA2
DIETERICH KATHRYN V FAA4
DIETRICH LOREN ARTHUR ENG3
DIETRICK FLORENCE E PE 1
DIETZ CAROL LYNN GRAD
DIETZ HANS PETER GRAD
DIETZ ROBERT W ENG4
DIETZMAN DAVID ALLEN FAA1
DIEZ FRED RICHARD F GRAD
DIEZ ROYAL LEONARD ENG2
DIGGS AMON ALEXANDER JR GRAD
DIGIOVANNI ALBERTA RAE LAS3
DIGIROLAMO JAMES G PE 4
DIJKERMAN JOOST C GRAD
DILATUSH JOAN STANFORD ED 3
DILATUSH MARC HENRY ENG1
DILG ROBERT EDWARD FAA1
DILL JONATHAN LEWIS GRAD
DILL RUSSCLL EUGENE GRAD
DILLARD ROY JOSEPH ENG1
DILLE CHARLES E 111 FAA4
DILLEN RALPH EUGENE ENG1
DILLMAN PHILLIP L GRAD
DILLON JOSEPH PAUL COM2
DILLON VEARL JOSEPH ENG4
DILLOW GARY EUGENE AGR4
DILLY SUSAN RUTH LAS2
DILTS DANIEL LEIST ENG4
DILTS STEPHEN LEIST ENG2
DILWORTH ELDON RUSSELL AGR4
DILWORTH NORMA KOTTER AGR3
DIMASE SALVATORE A GRAD
DIMICK DAVID LORING GRAD
DIMICK ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
DIMMICK JOHN FREDERICK GRAD
DINGER RAYMOND LESTER COM2
DINGLE ALLAN DOUGLAS GRAD
DINGES RUSSELL GEORGE LAS1






























1005 W GREGORY DR
402 E JOHN
907 S 6TH









58 E GREGORY DR














































C FL23918 1408 CAMBRIDGE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22046 42 CENTERVILLE RD ROCKFORD ILL
U BUNGALOW 50A ALLAHABAD INDIA
U FL26511 327 E 170TH ST SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
U EM75137 6 PENNSYLVANIA DR WEST CHESTER PA
U KOCHEHKOSSAR TEHRAN IRAN
U SAHAR TEHRAN IRAN
U FL26511 SRINIKETAN SRINIKETAN INDIA
U EM73848 19 RAMAMURTHY RD VIRUDHUNAGAR INDIA
U 111 CENTRAL RD CALCUTTA 32 INDIA
C FL67106 KELL ILL
U EM74063 895 S GREENWOOD KANKAKEE ILL
C FL67129 1837 W NEVA CHICAGO 35 ILL
U FL265U 3819 W COLDSPRIMG LN BALTIMORE 15 MD
C ABASOLO 4 MEXICO 20 MEX
C FL2410-. 754 W 114TH ST CHICAGO 28 ILL
U EM73187 3041 W LEXINGTON CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 8015 WOODLArtN CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 ALVIN ILL
C FL63650 HAMMOND ILL
U EM51477 713 S BROADWAY AV UR8ANA ILL
C FL68082 374 BIRCH ST AKRON 19 OHIO
C FL66989 703 S PINE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL23023 708 W WASHINGTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 608 E BARKER ST TUSCOLA ILL
C FL67981 10104 S CICERO AV OAK LAWN ILL
C RIDOTT ILL
U EM73320 807 W NEVADA ST URBANA ILL
SAVOY ILL
C FL24582 RR 1 FISHER ILL
872 S DOUGLAS SPRINGFIELD ILL
J FL26511 LEROY ILL
C FL62141 4601 N DRAKE AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL29625 COLTON ST YORKVILLE ILL
U EM70585 CHAPMAN HOTEL CARROLLTON ILL
100 W WILLIAM MONTICELLC ILL
C FL24108 18555 ARGYLE HOMEWOOD ILL
C FL67737 213 MAIN GLEN ELLYN ILL
C FL64728 1108 S 1ST ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22982 BOX 36 OCONEE ILL
C FL67833 2107 DALE RD JACKSON MICHIGAN
C FL26511 1716 5TH ST EAST MOLINE ILL
C FL67803 BOX 183 AROMA PARK ILL
C FL63152 FOREST CITY ILL
C FL63152 FOREST CITY ILL
C 1100 CHERRY ST QUINCY ILL
C FL29232 RR THOMASBORO ILL
C FL25207 NEWARK ILL
C FL26159 1311 GARDEN LANE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 246 BRYANT AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U 246 BRYANT AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U FL26511 1666 JERSEY ST QUINCY ILL
U EM75323 1666 JERSEY ST QUINCY ILL
U 510 W ALLEN ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C 1215 PALATINE RD ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
c 1311 NEW HAMPSHIRE LAWRENCE KANSAS
u 612 UNIVERSITY AV SE MINNEAPOLIS 14 MINN
U EM74908 927 N 2ND ST CLINTON IOWA
C FL29789 227 S RANDALL AV AURORA ILL
U 4546 N SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO 40 ILL
C FL67621 3327 N ALBANY CHICAGO 18 ILL
U EM51166 6758 S PRAIRIE CHICAGO 37 ILL
C FL66434 136 PARKVIEW TERR ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67878 815 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 JOS ISRAELSLAAN 2A ARNHEM NETHERLANDS
U EM71136 1902 N BROADWAY DECATUR ILL
C FL27415 1902 N BROADWAY DECATUR ILL
C FL27353 9220 OAK PARK AV MORTON GROVE ILL
C FL27434 606 HIGHLAND CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26039 BOX 67 RISING STAR TEXAS
C FL26511 1211 W 5TH MT CARMEL ILL
C FL61528 2915 PARK AV CAIRO ILL
C FL67544 209 GEARY AV NEW CUMBERLAND PA
C FL29852 E 41 B STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67823 1103 S 30TH AV BELLWOOD ILL
C 605 E CHALMERS ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 205 N BUSEY AV URBANA ILL
C FL27541 5432 BROOKVIEW MINNEAPOLIS 24 MINN
C FL64520 1840 NOBLE AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL60521 1840 NOBLE AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM70170 RR 1 ADAIR ILL
U EM70170 RR 1 ADAIR ILL
BOX 55 ARROWSMITH ILL
C FL21057 231 S MAIN ST GRANVILLE OHIO
C FL21565 514 N RANKIN ST APPLETON WIS
U EM76809 703 W HIGH ST URBANA ILL
U EM75439 119 SPRING BEACH RD PEORIA ILL
C 153 STANLEY AV HAMILTON ONTARIO CAN
U EM41529 WEST BROOKLYN ILL
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LAS4 MRH FORBES 242 C FL26511 7132 S RIDGELAND CHICAGO 49 ILL
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN U EM71191 7247 W COYLE AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
ENG1 402 E DANIEL C FL21529 15 W 211 GEORGE ST BENSENVILLE ILL
GRAD 611 W CLARK c FL21828 1808 E 72ND ST CHICAGO ILL
COM1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 314 E PLEASANT TAYLORVILLE ILL
COM3 55 E DANIEL c 2525 EASTWOOD AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 17 MONTCLAIR RD u EM74436 112 E SECTION AV EFFINGHAM ILL
ENG2 401 E GREEN c FL67322 1113 E MELBOURNE PEORIA 4 ILL
LAS* 601 W SPRINGFIELD c FL26955 601 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 1105 4TH c FL61813 237 BROADWAY PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS2 1111 NEVADA u FL26511 120 W JEFFERSON ST PAULSBORO N J
COM4 1112 W CALIFORNIA u 3546 S FRANCISCO ST CHICAGO 32 ILL
FAA2 MRH FORBES 375 c FL26511 HAMILTON ILL
GRAD 402 S RACE u 76 BELLEVUE AV WINTHROP 52 MASS
LAS1 713 W OHIO u EM75427 628 SEXTON ST AURORA ILL
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 1340 E 48TH ST CHICAGO 15 ILL
COM4 903 WESTERN u EM78573 802 W PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL 73
LAS3 207 E JOHN c FL67823 MAIN TOLUCA ILL
LAS1 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385 1722 BATESTOWN RD DANVILLE ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL67844 RR 1 OAKWOOD ILL
GRAD 108 E DANIEL c FL65281 108 E DANIEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 411 c FL26511 6940 N LEOTI AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 12003 S 90TH CT PALOS PARK ILL
ENG4 MRH FLAGG 309 c FL26511 410 W 46TH ST WESTERN SPRGS ILL
GRAD 60 E HEALEY c FL27775 GIBSON ST WALKERTON ONTARIO CA
AGR1 402 E ARMORY c FL62383 4630 OAKWOOD DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAD 1625 GEORGIA DR u 1625 GEORGIA DR URBANA ILL
ENG1 705 S 6TH c FL63412 602 MAPLE ST MT STERLING ILL
GRAD 1625 GEORGIA u 1625 GEORGIA URBANA ILL
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 1822 RICHVIEW RD MT VERNON ILL
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459 4630 OAKWOOD AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG1 MRH FORBES 393 c FL26511 719 JOHN ST PECATONICA ILL
LAW1 MRH TAFT 306 c FL26511 OOUAWKA 3 ILL
AGR1 MRH NOBLE 315 c FL26511 318 E 16TH ST LOCKPORT ILL
FAA4 404 E CHALMERS c FL63509 1136 MARYLAND ST GARY IND
LAS5 MRH NOBLE 309 c FL26511 5483 ELLIS AV CHICAGO 15 ILL
ENG1 MRH CLARK 330 c FL26511 2025 BRUNER ST ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD RR 2 c FL62833 RR 2 CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 1301 S BUSEY u 303 E 9TH ST SUPERIOR WIS
GRAD 806 S 3RD c 1104 E FORREST HILL PEORIA ILL
LAS1 110 N PROSPECT c FL68229 110 N PROSPECT AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 110 N PROSPECT c FL68229 110 N PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 806 S 3RD c 1104 E FORREST HILL PEORIA ILL
GRAD 5 SAFFER CT u EM76886 1506 N 44TH ST EAST ST LOUIS ILL
VM 1 106 N VINE u ROCKPORT ILL
LAS2 1111 S 3RD c 1031 FRANKLIN PL ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 1602 W CHURCH c FL23086 1602 W CHURCH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 106 c FL26511 1704 E MAIN DECATUR ILL
ENG3 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695 414 VIRGINIA AV ASHLAND OHIO
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c FL60489 6655 NEWGARD CHICAGO 26 ILL
COM2 506 E DANIEL c FL28590 FAIRMOUNT ILL
ENG4 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468 BOX 26 RINGWOOD ILL
ENG2 807 S BUSEY u 220 N 21ST ST PADUCAH KY
GRAD 106 E DODSON u EM73806 106 E DODSON URBANA ILL
GRAD 615 E SPRUCE ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 2304 RANCHLAND QUINCY ILL
ENG2 110 W KIRBY c FL26153 RR 2 SIREATOR ILL
COM4 409 E GREEN c FL23345 RR MASON ILL
GRAD RR 4 c FL33511 RR 4 LEVERETT CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 111 4TH c 7830 W 45TH PL LYONS ILL
COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 801 FOREST LANE EAST ALTON ILL
ENG2 305 E JOHN c FL60733 RR 2 FITHIAN ILL
LAS3 911 S 4TH c FL67574 2018 S VINE URBANA ILL
ENG1 311 E GREEN c FL76544 5813 W AUGUSTA BLV CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 1004 S 6TH c FL67436 RR 3 EFFINGHAM ILL
COM3 1109 ILLINOIS u EM75137 140 LATHROP FOREST PARK ILL
ED 3 1111 S 3RD c 307 16TH ST MENDOTA ILL
ED 4 409 E GREEN c FL23345 18460 DIXIE HWY HOMEWOOD ILL
ENG2 1110 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76942 1226 W LOGAN FREEPORT ILL
AGR1 512 CHALMERS c FL68701 BOX 132 PROPHETSTOWN ILL
LAS3 212 E GREEN c FL67981 126 COLE E PEORIA ILL
ENG4 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112 332 E YORK AV WEST CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 609 E PARK c RR 1 BOX 175 A CARLINVILLE ILL
FAA1 212 E DANIEL c FL67908 RR 1 BOX 175A CARLINVILLE ILL
AGR3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006 31 GREENCROFT DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 MRH GARNER 409 c FL26511 2315 N LEAVITT CHICAGO 47 ILL
LAW1 MRH VAN DOREN 424 c FL26511 410 WISNER ST PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG3 510 S HIGHLAND c FL62676 510 S HIGHLAND AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM4 1248 LAFAYETTE ST LASALLE ILL
LAS2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 124 E 95TH ST CHICAGO 19 ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 219 c FL26511 227 BROADWAY WAHOO NEBR
LAS1 MRH CLARK 233 c FL26511 5501 W QUINCY ST CHICAGO 44 ILL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152 SEYMOUR ILL
ENG3 901 S 2ND c FL24836 902 W CENTER FAIRFIELD ILL
COM2 906 S 6TH c FL60820 705 E FRONT BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD 1832 ORCHARD u 111 N 33RD ST BILLINGS MONT
COM1 905 S 1ST c 12005 HILLSIDE AV NEW YORK 18 N Y
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 223 c FL26511 521 CUMMINGS WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071 509 E STANTON ST STREATOR ILL
ENG1 412 E GREEN c FL67984 2658 W ARMITAGE CHICAGO 47 ILL
DOMMERMUTH DOROTHY LEE PE 2
DOMMERS MARY VIPGINIA ED 4
DON DOROTHY ENID LAS1
DONAHUE JACK. DAVID LAS4
DONAHUE JAMES ROBERT FAA3
DONAHUE ROBERT LAURENCE GRAD
DONALDSON ROBERT WAYNE COM3
DONALEK PETEP JOHN CNG3
DONATH MIRIAM ADPIENNC PE 3
DONDANVILLE GERRY LEE LAW*
DONE ARTHUR ADELBERT GRAD
DONEY DAVID LAWRENCE LA31
DONIGER JAY ALLAN LAS1
DONIGER LOIS IRENE FAA4
DONIKIAN SERGE ARMAN ENG1
DONINGER JOSEPH EUGENE LAS3
DONLEY FLOYD RAY ENG3
DONNA MYRON ALFRED COM2
DONNELLAN BERNARD A GRAD
DONNELLY RICHARD FRANK GRAD
DONNER ROBERT JULIUS ENG4
DONOFRIC KENNETH A PE 1
DONOHUE JOHN FRANCIS COM3
DONOVAN DEANN KATHERINE LAS4
DONOVAN DENNIS GEORGE GRAD
DONOVAN MICHAEL THOMAS LAS1
DONOVAN THOMAS ARNOLD GRAD
DONZELLA MICHAEL ANGELO GRAD
DOOLtY RICHARD FRANCIS COM1
DOOLEY WILLIAM HUMPHREY AGR4
DOOLIN LULA BELLE ED 1
DOOLING FRANKLIN JOSEPH FAA4
DOPPELT PHILLIP HARRIS ENG3
DOPUCH NICHOLAS GRAD
DORAZIO HAROLD EUGENE EN63
DORE THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
DORENKAMP ANGELA DONATI GRAD
DORENKAMP JOHN HENRY GRAD
DORFMAN STEVEN GEORGE ENG3
DORFMEISTER JOHN WALTER ENG3
DORGAN DONALD JOHN AGR1
DORIA JOHN JOSEPH LAS1
DORIS RICHARD EUGENE ENG2
DORNBLASER DALE DEAN AGR3
DORNER JOSEPH LAWRENCE LAS2
DORNER RUDOLPH FRANCIS AGR2
DOROSCHUK EUGENE VALEN GRAD
DORRIS JAMES JUNKIN PE 3
DORSEY JOHN BROOKS GRAD
DOSHI KISHOR DHARAMSI GRAD
DOTSON LEWIS STANTON LAW1
DOTY LAWRENCE GERALD COM3
DOUBLEDAY JAMES FRANK GRAD
DOUDERA THOMAS WILLIAM COM4
DOUGAN JOY EMILY FAA1
DOUGHERTY ALLEN LEE COM3
DOUGHERTY JAMES H JR GRAD
DOUGHTY KAREN FAA3
DOUGLAS FRANK CURTIS GRAD
DOUGLAS JANET LYNN FAA4
DOUGLAS JOHN GOODWIN LAS1
DOUGLAS MOLLIE JEANNE ED 2
DOUGLAS ROBERT S JR ENG3
DOUGLASS CHARLES W FAA4
DOUGLASS KATHRYN FLOYD GRAD
DOUGLASS KAY WHITLOW ED 4
DOUVILLE DONALD FRANCIS GRAD
DOVIN JAMES MICHAEL LAS2
DOW DAVID ISHAM ENG3
DOW GARNETT MCCORMICK GRAD
DOW JOSE KAMAL ENG4
DOW ROBERT MICHAEL LAS1
DOW THOMAS ERNEST ENG2
DOWDALL DIANE KATHLEEN LAS3
DOWDING DEBORAH ANN LAS2
DOWDING FIELDER GEORGE ENG6
DOWDY JANET KAY LAS2
DOWELL JOSEPH HARRY LAS2
DOWLER WILLIAM MINOR GRAD
DOWNER RALPH GALEN COM3
DOWNES VALERIE JEAN LAS4
DOWNEY DAVID JOHN COM1
DOWNEY KENNETH JAMES GRAD
DOWNEY RUTH KOBEL GRAD
DOWNEY WILLIAM S JR FAA1
DOWNING JAMES RAY GRAD
DOWNING LESLIE LEE FAA1
DOWNING ROBERT WILLIAM ENG3
DOWNS DALE DEAN GRAD



























































































c FL62501 3341 W 61'.T CHICAGO 29 ILL
u EM74051 1630 W LUNT CHICAGO ILL
c FL61389 6010 PINE TREE 'EACH FLA
c FL29789 NATIONAL ST WEST CHICAGO ILL
c FL67981 415 PRINCE ST PEKIN ILL
c FL23569 406 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 3008 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 2011 W OHIO ST CHICAGO 12 ILL
u EM79054 2 3 LLHANAN HAIFA ISRAEL
c FL26511 201 MCINTYRE ST ILL
c •LEY-MCKINLEY CHAMP/- I G,'. ILL
c FL26511 210 OA" ST GEORGETOWN ILL
u EM767]
1
4070 MORSE AV LINCOLNWOOO 46 ILL
c 2059 N NEW ENGLAND CHICAGO ILL
c FL67661 2907 MADISON AV GRANITE CITY ILL
u EM72676 3857 SOUTHPORT CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM79787 1644 VERMONT OUINCY ILL
c MT OLIVE ILL
c FL26511 AVENUE RD DUNDALK IRELAND
c FL26511 831 S 1ST AV SIOUX FALLS S DAK
BOX 184 ST JOSEPH ILL
c FL61813 1046 N AUSTIN SLV OAK PARK ILL
c FL61667 267 BALDWIN AV JERSEY CITY N J
c FL62571 415 LOCUST ST GALESBURG ILL
u EM77704 RR 2 BOX 265 SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL60733 3620 S EMERALD CHICAGO 9 ILL
u E^74?38 112 N PLEASANT AV GALESBURG ILL
c FL60113 1312 WILLIAMSBURG CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 1050 PRATT CHICAGO 26 ILL
c RR 2 LEROY ILL
c FORDSVILLE KY
c FL24475 140 N MAIN ST VIRGINIA ILL
c FL26511 5425 W JACKSON CHICAGO ILL
c FL69983 RR 3 CLINTON IND
c FL26511 14202 S CLARK RIVERDALE 27 ILL
c FL26511 HENNEPIN ILL
u EM77988 707 HAWTHORNE DR URBANA ILL
u EM77988 707 HAWTHORNE DR UR3ANA ILL
c FL26511 6735 MERRILL AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
u 5634 N CAMPBELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
c 1612 CLEVELAND ST EVANSTCN ILL
c FL66839 8168 S KENNETH CHICAGO 52 ILL
u EM71347 AROMA PARK ILL
c FL63071 RR 1 HUME 2 ILL
u EM72267 3981 N MERRIMAC AV CHICAGO 3<* ILL
c FL63633 BOX 203 LAKE VILLA ILL
u EM70238 Bl 1602 ALABAMA AV URBANA ILL
c FL65132 600 S ELM ST CENTRALIA ILL
c FL63083 401 S WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL65201 5658 MIRCHI STREET BOMBAY 3 INDIA
c FL61894 305 E SCOTT TUSCOLA ILL
c FL26511 10711 S PRINCESS AV CHICAGO RIDGE ILL
c FL26511 1379 W MACON ST DECATUR ILL
c FL25886 RR 1 ALMA ILL
u FL26511 3232 S AUSTIN BLV CICERO 50 ILL
c FL68441 8958 S HAMILTON ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
c FL63326 203-3 S WRIGHT ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM74842 LIMA ILL
u 408-12 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
c FL69065 1824 S 55TH AV CICERO ILL
c FL65132 1012 N VERMILION ST DANVILLE ILL
u FL26511 301 WALTHAM ST CALUMET CITY ILL
u EM74564 584 MAPLE AV GALESBURG ILL
c tL69976 ADAIR ILL
u EM71988 ROUTE 13 BOX 490 BIRMINGHAM ALA
c FL69976 RR GOOD HOPE ILL
u 907 HAYWARD ST MANCHESTER N H
u EM71540 1310 S WASSON STREATOR ILL
c FL24261 1004 S 2ND ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
u 163 GROVE ST BANGOR MAINE
u CALLE 39A 1421 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
c FL67266 606 CORNELIA ST JOLIET ILL
c FL67583 412 HUDSON CLARENDON HILLS ILL
c 5800 W EDDY ST CHICAGO 34 ILL
u FL26511 337 RIDGE AV CLARENDON HILLS ILL
c 337 RIDGE ST CLARENDON HILLS ILL
u FL26511 1502 CLEVELAND DANVILLE ILL
c 413 WOODLAND AV BLOOMINGTON ILL
u EM71454 RR 3 FREEMAN TRAILER URBANA ILL
c FL69991 110 W KIRBY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL62501 531 N WASHINGTON ST PARK RIDGE ILL
c 249 W SPRUCE CANTON ILL
u EM71072 709 S RACE URBANA ILL
u EM71072 709 S RACE ST URBANA ILL
c FL67458 164 ARLINGTON AV ELMHURST ILL
u 119 N 5TH BRANSON MO
c FL26511 1837 SUMMIT AV KANKAKEE ILL
c FL68063 119 N BELMONT ST MT PULASKI ILL
ATWOOD ILL
c FL24519 4506 W MAIN BELLEVILLE ILL
DOYAMA MASAO GRAD
DOYLE ANNE THERESE GRAD
DOYLE DANIEL DEAN LAW1
DOYLE HARRY EDWARD COM2
DOYLE JAMES BARTA ENG4
DOYLE JOHN EDWARD LAS4
DOYLE JOHN EDWARD ED 3
DOYLE JULIANNE LAS3
DOYLE KIRBY JOHNSON ED 4
DOYLE RODNEY RAY AGR4
DOYLE SUSAN JANE LAS1
DOYLE WILLIAM ARTHUR FAA4
DOYLE WILLIAM DENNIS ENG4
DRACHMAN BYRON C JR ENG4
DRAKE ALMA WINIFRED GRAD
DRAKE ELEANOR ESTHER AGR3
DRAKE MERTON PAUL FAA1
DRAKE PATRICIA LEE LAS1
DRALLE HENRY EDWARD COM3
DRANE RICHARD LOWELL COM3
DRAZNIK JUDITH MARIE LAS3
DREA ARTHUR S JR LAW2
DRECHSEL MILTON CARL ENG4
DRENCKHAHN ANN LOUISE LAS3
DRENDEL MARY SUE LAS3
DRENK GARY ARDELLE AVI2
DRENKHAHN DARVIN DALE ENG1
DRENNAN JOHN CHARLES AGR1
DRESBACK FREDERICK FAY FAA3
DRESCH DONALD ARTHUR ENG4
DRESMAL JAMES EUGENE COM3
DRESNER SAMUEL RICHARD COM1
DRESSER RICHARD ERNEST FAA1
DREVER DONALD CHARLES COM3
DREW ERNEST HAROLD GRAD
DREW GEORGE JOHN GRAD
DREW JOHN ROBERT AGR2
DREW LYNNE FLORENCE LAS1
DREW ROBERT NOLAN ENG2
DREWS HENRIQUE GRAD
DREWS JACK WILLIAM ENG4
DREWS LOIS HEXDALL GRAD
DREWS THOMAS ROBERT W ENG3
DREXLER JACK JULIUS ENG1
DREYER LEPOY LOUIS ENG6
DREYER THEODORE CHARLES ENG4
DREYFUS LEE ALFRED COM3
DREYMILLER SANDRA LYNNE LAS3
DRINAN GARY JOSEPH ENG2
DRINKALL ROGER LEE GRAD
DRISCOLL H FREDERICK JR LAS1
DRISCOLL PAUL CYR GRAD
DRIVER JAMES THOMAS ENG3
DRIVER JOHNIE MYLES ENG3
DROGEMULLER RICHARD A ENG4
DROGOSZ ADALBERT DANIEL FAA4
DROLET DALE LEONARD LAS2
DROLET DAVID RODOLPH LAS1
DROLLINGER EUGENE JR FAA1
DRONE JOHN RAYMOND ENG4
DROP RAYMOND JOSEPH JR ENG1
DROPP ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
DROST JUDY SANDRA LAS1
DRUCKER DAVID FRANCIS ENG3
DRUCKER EUGENE HENRY GRAD
DRUFFEL LAWRENCE EDWARD ENG2
DRUKTANIS ROBERT JOSEPH COM1
DRULLIS ASTRIDA VUA PE 4
DRUM ALAN CRAWFORD ENG3
DRUM DALE SCOTT COM1
DRUMMER LEO GAYLORD LAS1
DRUMMET KENNETH EARL COM1
DRUMMOND MADGE LAS1
DRYDEN WILMA JUNE GRAD
DRYER KAREN ELAINE LAS1
DRYSDALE WILLIAM H ENG1
DUBA GEORGE ALLEN LAS1
DUBASH FEROZ RUSTOMJI ENG3
DUBBERKE RICHARD WALTER COM*
DUBBINK DAVID THEODORE FAA4
DUBECK JAMES ANTHONY ENG4
DUBINECKI JOHN DAVID LAS4
DUBINSKY MARILYN KAY LAS2
DUBINSKY WILLIAM GLENN LAS4
DU8ISKY JANET ANN LAS3
DUBOE LESLEY ELLEN ED 1
DUBOIS CAROL LYNN LAS1
DU80IS GERALD ARMAND ED 6
DUBROW ABBY GAIL ED 3


























































































c 672 1 CHOME
c FL21586 509 E GREEN
u EM75072 412 W GREEN
c FL67601 606 IRIS CT
c FL60521 4636 DEYO
u EM51339 9 ORCHARD ST
BOX 164
u FL26511 205 N BARBER AV
u EM75072 412 W GREEN
u EM70101
u EM75968 701 HAWTHORNE
c FL68235 6944 N WOLCOTT ST
c FL23530 2234 S 17TH AV
u 145 DOVER ST
u FL26511 7347 S CRANDON AV
u FL26511 RR 1
c FL24261 5250 N MASON AV
u FL26511 417 GILBERT TERR
c 21 COLLINWOOD RD
c FL63073 907 W LEFEVRE ST
u EM74006 4731 W 12TH PL
c 8733 EUCLID
c FL65132 216 E DELAWARE ST
c FL61849 401 W UNIVERSITY
u EM74006 549 W CENTER
c FL60521 399 CUMBERLAND PKWY
c FL26511 300 OFARRELL
c 8956 S BELL AV
RR 1
u 525 N 4TH ST
c FL26511 1106 W WING ST
c 1233 ASH
c 338 E WESLEY
c C L67981 1521 WHITCOMB AV
c FL64198 987 NORTHCLIFFE DR
c FL63523 4700 S HALSTED ST
c FL67266 RR 2
u FL26511 1621 MONROE
c FL26511 7439 S ELLIS
u CALLE 17 637
c FL24754 838 JOHN ST
u RR 2
c FL67617 168 E GRANTLEY AV
c FL67585 3144 SHERIDAN RD
c FL62410 1808 DIANA
u EM74331 BOX 339 RR 1
c FL26511 7232 PHILLIPS AV
c FL63841 27 PARK ST
c FL67645 RR 1
u EM71304 3515 W 152ND ST
c FL26511 426 CIRCLE CT
c FL26205 604 TRAVONIA ST
c FL22188 704 W RICH ST
c FL25557 2212 BRACKENRIDGE
u 7923 FLETCHER ST
c 2845 N RIDGEWAY
c FL26511 RR 1




FL69391 203 W BEARDSLEY
FL67266 7033 S MAPLEWOOD
c FL67266 445 W WOOD
c FL68459
828 W CUYLER AV
c FL60856 309 S STATE ST
c FL67515 1512 SPRING
c FL24569 1609 S 50TH AV
u FL26511 1414 N LAWNDALE
c FL26511 342 ASHLAND AV
c FL26511 308 LYNN ST
c FL26511 5200 N ORIOLE
u EM70082 RR 1
u EM75416 292 GATESBY
c FL28481 P BOX 292
c FL25179 6640 N LORON
c FL26511 909 E CORRINGTON AV
c FL26511 3510 W 98TH ST
c FL26511 92 DEPOT LINES
c FL26511 8109 STEWART AV
c FL60521 303 OFARRELL
c FL67266 1379 KENILWORTH AV
c 1501 W ERIE ST
c FL61380 151 WENNEKER
c FL67583 2324 OXFORD ST
u FL26511 4602 S CALIFORNIA
c FL61380 1212 W LUNT
u FL26511 6812 S MERRILL
u EM70342 65 PALMER ST
u FL26511 1116 COLUMBIA AV




























































































DIKE JOSEPH ANTHONY VM 3
DUCKWORTH PAUL EDWARD COM1
DUCLOS NANCY LOUISE LAS1
DUCLOS RONALD DAVID ENG4
DUDLE JAMES ARTHUR COM4
DUDLEY JAMES GRAD
DUDLEY RICHARD MICHAFL COM3
DUDLEY WILLIAM ARLISS GRAD
DUERINGER DAVID LEE AGR1
DUERR VIVIAN VICTORIA LAS1
DUESER LYNN RICHARD ENG1
DUESTERHAUS RICHARD LEE AGR3
DUESTERHAUS RUTH ANN AGR2
DUEVER MICHAEL JAMES LAS1
DUEWER LAWRENCE ALVIN AGR4
DUEWER RAYMOND GEORGE AGR3
DUFF BARBARA RELENE AGR1
DUFF BRUCE NIXON COM4
DUFF JOHN EDWARD AGR2
DUFFER JAMES KENNETH FNG1
DUFFIELD DENNIS WILSON VM 1
DUFFIELD SUZANNE MARIE ED 1
DUFFY EDWARD JOSEPH LAS4
DUFFY PATRICK ARTHUR AGR2
DUFFY ROBERT JAMES COM4
DUFFY THOMAS JOSEPH COM1
DUFNER WILLIAM JOHN LAS1
DUFOUR DALE JOHN AGR3
DUGAN ELLEN RUTH ED 1
DUGDALE JANE ELEANOR LAS3
DUIES LARRY DEAN AGR1
DUITSMAN JOHN CHESTER FAA2
DUKE EDWARD JOHN ENG2
DUKE LITA JEAN GRAD
DUKE SANDRA LUE ED 3
DUKER BRACK WILLIAM COM3
DUKES CHARLES DONALD ENG3
DUKES ROLAND EDWARD ENG1
DULSKI GENE PObERT FAA1
DUMAN MARINUS DONALD GRAD
DUMbAUGH DAVID DALE ED 2
DUMbAUGH RUTH WEIGLE GRAD
DUMOLIN SHARON RENEE LAS1
DUNAWAY MARVIN LEE AGR3
DUNBAR DAVID GEORGE GRAD
DUNBAR DEAfJ ARTHUR SWV4
DUNBAR ROBERT ELTON ENG2
DUNBAR ROBERT MARK ENG3
DUNoAR WILLIAM HENRY JR ENG3
DUNCAN CAROL 2AMUDI0 LAS2
DUNCAN DARRELL LEE COM2
DUNCAN DAVID LAS4
DUNCAN DAVID JOE COM2
DUNCAN JAMES E LAS1
DUNCAN JAMES WALTER 111 LAW2
DUNCAN JOHN A COM1
DUNGAN DANIEL WATTS GRAD
DUNHAM LOU ANN LAS2
DUNHAM WILLIAM SINCLAIR ENG3
DUNKEL DONALD KAY SWV3
DUNLAP JERRY MARVIN ENG4
DUNLAP RUANE DEARL GRAD
DUNN CARROLL THOMAS ENG3
DUNN DENNIS JAMES ENG1
DUNN JAMES EWING GRAD
DUNN MERLE KENNETH AGR6
DUNN ROBERT JOSEPH AGR3
DUNN R03ERT MELVIN LAS4
DUNN WALLACE BURTON LAS1
DUNN WARREN AUDREY AVI6
DUNN WILLIAM HENRY JR FAA2
DUNNE WILLIAM JAMES COM3
DUNPHY EDWARD JAMES AGR2
DOWNER JEROME JOSEPH ENG1
DUNPHY JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
DUNPHY JAMES HERBERT ENG3
DUNSON LEROY HENRY ENG1
DUNTEMAN HOWARD DALE ENG4
DUNWOODY RICHARD A PE 1
DUNWOODY WILLIAM KARL ENG1
DUNWORTH BRUCE EDWARD ENG2
DURAN CASTRO HERNANDO ENG3
DURAN LEE ALBERT FAA1
DURAND PAUL JOHN LAS4
DURAY GERALD WENDEL ENG3
DURBIN VIVIEN RITA LAS1
DURDLE WAYNE MERRILL GRAD
DURKIN FRIEDA MARIE LAS1




























310 E GREGORY DR
308 E ARMORY
1005 W GREGORY DR
508 E CHALMERS



























































C FL67570 77 33 168TH ST
C 306 E GREEN ST
C FL26511 204 E VANDEREN
U EM71511 12310 S NATCHEZ AV
U EM76966 7569 LAKE ST
C FL26511 3619 N ST LOUIS
C FL26688 1005 S WESTERN AV
C FL67677 450 HIGHCREST DR
U A 1 1610 ALA DR
C FL61766 RR 1
U FL26511 262 N MYRTLE AV
C FL63314 125 SUMNER BLV
C FL67266 1615 NORTH AV
C FL61870 1615 NORTH AV
C FL67267 6244 N TRIPP
U EM72532
U EM72532
U EM72241 123 W MADISON
C FL26470 12100 ANN ST
C FL26511 402 S LOCUST ST
C FL26511 816 N KARLOV AV
C FL22331 311 BOYD AV
U EM72241 510 GROSVENOR LANE
C FL26511 710 N RAYNOR
C FL67266
U EM70392 4157 OVERHILL
C FL67266
C FL66112 1021 EASTERN AV
C FL67542 2515 13TH ST
U FL265U 8051 S HONORE
C FL68696 1103 HARVARD TERR
C FL63152 RR 3
U EM72514 411 W SPRINGFIELD AV
C FL67645 1205 E FRYE AV
C 353 S JOLIET ST
C FL69340 1112 INDIANA N E
U 506 W ELM
C FL26511 303 S GILSON
C FL26511 303 S GILSON
U EM73207 4627 S SAWYER
C FL67266 ST VINCENT ARCHABBEY
U 824 N VERMILION
824 N VERMILION ST
U EM71150 123 OLEARY LANE
C RR
C OLIVET NAZARENE COL
U EM7U13 331 EMMONS AV
U EM75202 536 SIMMS ST
U EM72395
C FL61719 6344 S MORGAN
C FL66857 802 S LOCUST
C FL66857 508 EDWARD
U 5941 N LEADER AV
C FL28823 1101 W JOHN ST
U EM62684 10 W MADISON ST
C FL26511 126 S 7TH ST
C FL26511 310 HENRY ST
U EM74425 607 IOWA ST
C FL67844
C FL27316




410 W GREEN ST
700 VANCE AV
C 1712 W UNIVERSITY
C FL26511 104 SYCAMORE DR
C FL26968 1712 W WHITE ST
C FL67266 RR 1
U EM73876 4905 N SPRINGFIELD
C FL26511 6058 N MOZART
C FL67560 1502 FAIRVIEW AV
C 1105 W BUSSE
U EM72475 816 N WORTH ST
C FL61848 446 N GERARD
C FL67833 14 RONAN ST
C FL67515 711 PEORIA AV
C FL62141 1502 W 27TH ST
C FL29832 RR 2
C FL26511 2246 S 16TH AV
C 2246 S 16TH AV
C FL24108 7518 EASTLAKE TERR
C FL60521 KRA 144101
C FL76514 10204 S CHARLES ST
U EM73876 4906 W BERENICE
U EM51226 4337 W CORNELIA ST
C FL61383 441 E 73RD ST
U RR 1
U EM71511 9847 S LEAVITT ST
C FL26511 5819 CAPRI LANE



























































































OURNEY GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
DURNING PAUL JOSEPH GRAD
DURR ELDON WENDELL LAS*
DURRA RICHARD COM2
DURRETT RONALD HART ENG2
DURSTON EULA F GRAD
DURRIE JEFFREY EMIL ENG2
DUSENDSCHON DAVID W COM3
DUSKEY PETER JOHN COM3
DUST ALVIN IRWIN GRAD
DUST DAVID EDWARD FAA1
DUST PATRICK HENRY FAA1
DUTTON CHARLES EUGENE LAS2
DUTTON WILLIAM ALLEN ENG1
DUTTWEILER RUSSELL E ENG*
DUT2 DANIEL DEAN FAA1
DVORAK GRACE C D AGR*
DVORAK ROBERT REGIS FAA3
DVORE IRENE SUE LAS1
DVORIN HAROLD LEWIS COM3
DWORAK GARY ARTHUR LAS2
DWYER MARY ANN LAS1
DYAL HOMER KAYE FAA2
DYAL RACHEL RAGLE GRAD
DYBEN JOHN PAUL ENG1
DYBVIG DOUGLAS HOWARD GRAD
DYCUS JERRY RAY PE 4
DYE THOMAS WALTER LAW2
DYER BETTY JANE PE *
DYER CARL LEROY ENG2
DYER JAMES ALLEN LAS1
DYER JAMES ROBERT GRAD
DYER OLYMPIA P LAS2
DYGERT ROBERT WILLIAM AGR3
DYKEMA HENRY LEE LAS3
DYKSTRA MTCHAEL DONOVAN LAS2
DYKSTRA THOMAS KARL GRAD
DYNER HARRY BERNARD ENG4
DYROFF DAVID RAY LAS2
DYSART MARGARET PRATT GRAD
DYSART RICHARD JAMES GRAD
DYSON CHARLES BENTON AGR4
DYSON GEORGE WILLIAM SWV4
DYSON MARGARET COSTLOW GRAD
DYSTRUP JOHN ALDERMAN ENG1
DZIADULA ROBERT STANLEY ENG1
DZINICH KURT SELIM ENG4
EADES JAMES LYNWOOD GRAD
EADIE WILLIAM ROBERT COM4
EARL FRANCIS ANTHONY AGR3
EARLE ROBERT JOHN FAA3
EARLES DAVIO ROPP ENG1
EARLEY THOMAS DAVID LAS1
EARNEST SHARON ELAINE AGR1
EASTBURN ANNE ED 4
EASTERBROOK JOHN W COM3
EASTMAN ELIZABETH R LAS4
EASTMAN HEIDI SUSAN LAS1
EASTMAN NINA ELIZABETH AGR1
EASTON HELEN KAY LAS3
EATHERLY SCOTT CLARE GRAD
EATON HENRY LAMAR GRAD
EATON JAMES WYMAN JR FAA1
EATON JEAN LILLIAN AGR2
EATON JOHN SMYSER LAS2
EATON LINN WILLIAM JR AGR3
EATON REAUGH ENG4
EATON WELBORN DUNCAN FAA4
EBBERT EVELYN MAE LAS1
EBEL EDWARD JOSEPH ENG1
EBERHARDT JERRY LEE ENG2
EBERHARDY RICHARD L PE *
EBERHARDY ROGER ANTHONY FAA2
EBERHART JOHN WOBBE AVI1
EBERHART WILLIAM S ENG2
EBERLE JOHN FRANCIS ENG4
EBERS JOHN ENG3
EBIED ATEF MOHAMED GRAD
EBKEN BURKE AGR3
EBNER KURT EWALD GRAD
EBY JOANNE CAROL COM2
ECHENIOUE MANRIOUE R AGR3
ECHT ROBERT ED 6
ECKBERG CARL SIGVARD ENG3
ECKEBRECHT EUGENE HENRY GRAD
ECKERT ELMER RICHARD AGR3
ECKHARDT RICHARD J ENG4
ECKHAUS ARLENE LOUISE ED I
ECKLAMD BOBETTE N AGR3
ECKLAND BRUCE KENT GRAD













































MRH VAN DOREN 12
MRH HOPKINS 170
1903 S VINE








































TWIN CITY MOBIL PK
7 TULIP TREE DR
C FL26511 50 FAIRVIEW ST YONKERS 3 N Y
C CATALDO IDAHO
U EM71318 514 ST LOUIS ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
C FL65590 7403 N DAMEN CHICAGO ILL
C FL66394 5825 N TALMAN AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
WITT ILL
C FL26511 3410 S HARLEM AV RIVERSIDE ILL
C FL24262 404 CHESTER AV DANVILLE ILL
C FL26511 626 PLEASANT AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL68952 1306 W JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67266 RR 3 BOX 9 EFFINGHAM ILL
C RR 2 BOX 1**A EFFINGHAM ILL
C FL26511 1600 HENRIETTA PEKIN ILL
C 9123 LACROSSE SKOKIE ILL
U EM7*642 407 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
C FL26511 109 6TH ST LINCOLN ILL
U FL26511 341 DOWNING RD RIVERSIDE ILL
C FL25151 2001 JEFFERSON ST MADISON 5 WISC
U EM75511 4200 MARINE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL60521 10138 S HOXIE AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26511 1430 ROCK SPRINGS DECATUR ILL
U FL26511 **6 W 6TH ST PECATONICA ILL
C FL26511 407 BRETT ST INGLEWOOD 3 CALIF
C FL61137 609 N SWIGART CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67266 4*21 WILSON AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL24738 1510 GRANDVIEW DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67677 6 NORTHBROOK DR MT VERNON ILL
C FL28511 1*25 HOLLY HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 7144 S JEFFERY BLV CHICAGO ILL
U RR 1 PRINCETON ILL
C FL67583 10232 S ALBANY CHICAGO *2 ILL
U EM75186 3**2 GREENWOOD MAPLEWOOD 17 MO
C 505 BROADWAY PARK RIDGE ILL
BOX 228 SIDNEY ILL
C FL29352 80X 207 E 162ND ST SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
U EM74063 RR 2 WASHINGTON ILL
U EM51383 912 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
C FL26083 5035 N SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL61813 MOUNTED ROUTE DUPO ILL
C FL27426 20 W EARLE ST GREENVILLE S C
U EM73320 172 E CRESCENT ST ELMHURST ILL
C FL22188 RR 2 SAVANNA ILL
U EM73091 208 E ELM ST URBANA ILL
C FL23643 100* S WESTERN AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL60374 5 LOGAN ST LEMONT ILL
C FL26511 83*9 WAUKEGAN RD NILES *8 ILL
C FL26511 3515 N LEAVITT CHICAGO ILL
U EM73860 1903 S VINE ST URBANA ILL
C FL67617 BOX *3 STRAWN ILL
U *0 S PARADE ST CROSBY ENGLAND
c 1101 ALANN DR JOLIET ILL
C FL67670 TONICA ILL
U EM74692 1102 S GARFIELD ST URBANA ILL
U FL26511 RR 6 NEWTON ILL
U FL26511 118 E ELM ST WATSEKA ILL
C 1010 W PARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL69643 2*06 CLINTON PL ROCKFORD ILL
U FL26511 1012 RALEIGH RD GLENVIEW ILL
U EM74071 9*2 MCKINLEY BLV ALTON ILL
C 3166A OREGON ST LOUIS 18 MO
U 1341 W MACON ST DECATUR ILL
C FL60469 2123 COLLEGE AV ALTON ILL
C FL21811 7914 RIDGELAND CHICAGO 17 ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 MOUNT CARROLL ILL
C FL67542 320 LOCKWOOD AV NORTHFIELD ILL
C FL63153 BROOKLYN ILL
U EM77860 NORTH OLIVE ST FLORA ILL
C FL67833 RR 2 TAYLORVILLE ILL
U EM75459 4933 GRAND AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
C 2117 S COLLEGE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL67617 RR 3 PEORIA ILL
C FL63323 624 NORFOLK AV WESTCHESTER ILL
C 1915 N 21ST ST SHEBOYGAN WIS
C FL21700 994 N SEMINARY GALESBURG ILL
C FL26511 994 N SEMINARY ST GALESBURG ILL
U 8350 S ADA ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL61766 612 BRYN MAWR SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM79627 CAIRO UNIVERSITY CAIRO EGYPT
U EM70468 KILBOURNE ILL
U EM73348 PITTS MEADOWS B C CA
U EM71150 10619 S AVERS AV CHICAGO *3 ILL
C FL26511 GUANAJUATO 133 MEXICO 7 D F
U EM73708 7837 S ESSEX CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1103 3RD ST A MOLINE ILL
C FL60783 RR 3 DIXON ILL
U EM77525 219 E MARKET TROY ILL
U RR 1 ILLINOIS CITY ILL
U FL26511 7735 ESSEX CHICAGO *9 ILL
C FL23219 RT 54 AND NORTH ST BRADLEY ILL
C FL23219 7 TULIPTREE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
ECKMAN CAROLYN ANN LAS1
ECKMAN CONSTANCE JOANN LAS*
ECKMAN JAMES CARLYLE LAS1
ECONOMOS JAMES NICK FAA3
ED ROBERT CALHOUN ENG*
EDDINGS LEONARD LEE AGR1
EDDY GRANT LOWELL LAS*
EDDY JOHN WESLEY ENG2
EDDY RICHARD ELLSWORTH ENG2
EDELMAN GLORIA JOAN LAS3
EDELSTEIN ALAN EARL COM2
EDEN JACK LAVERNE ENG2
EDEN RAYMOND EVERETT ENG1
EDEN STANLEY RAY AGR*
EDER BRUCE DELBERT LAS1
EDGAR THOMAS EDWARD GRAD
EDGE TURNER WILSON GRAD
EDGELL GEORGE PAUL ENG*
EDGELL SARA VICTORIA AGR*
EDIDIN FERN HELENE ED 1
EDLER KATHLEEN E LAS1
EDLUND JUDITH LOUISE PE 1
EDMINSTER WARREN GEORGE FAA*
EDMONDS JOAN EDITH LAS3
EDMONSON HAROLD ARTHUR JNL*
EDMUNDS PHILLIP LEIGH PE 1
EDMUNDSON JANICE JOY LAS2
EDSON DONALD RAY COM1
EDSON DONALD THEODORE ENG4
EDSON LOIS RUTH LAS2
EDWARDS ALLEN LEON ENG3
EDWARDS ARTHUR LINDLEY GRAD
EDWARDS CLARENCE M JR ENG4
EDWARDS DALE IVAN GRAD
EDWARDS JOSEPH ALBERT LAW2
EDWARDS LEATRICE YVONNE FAA3
EDWARDS LETITIA ANNE LAS1
EDWARDS PATRICIA ANN LAS2
EDWARDS RICHARD LEROY FAA2
EDWARDS ROBERT THOMAS C0M6
EDWARDS ROBERTA LAS2
EDWARDS RONALD GENE ENG1
EDWARDS RUTH ELLEN LAS2
EDWARDS THOMAS LANE ENG1
EDWARDS THOMASINE E LAS1
EDWARDS WILLIAM MAXHAM AGR3
EFFRON ALAN MICHAEL LAS1
EFNER SARAH SUE COM1
EFRON IRIS ESTHER ED 3
EFRUSSY ALAN MAURICE LAW1
EFSIC EDWARD JOHN JR LAS1
EFRUSSY JOAN RHODA ED 1
EGAWA ROY TADASHI ENG4
EGBERT PATRICIA JOY COM1
EGER JULIE DALE LAS2
EGERT AUDREY MYRNA LAS1
EGGEMEYER ELDRED AUGUST COM1
EGGER WILLIAM JR GRAD
EGGERS CHARLES DENNIS ENG1
EGGERS MARION ESSIE LAS*
EGGERSTEDT CHARLES JOHN LAS3
EGGERT WILLIAM AUGUST ENG1
EGGLESTON ROBERT COLVIN ENG2
EGIZIO PHILIP JOHN ENG4
EHERNBERGER NICOLETTE GRAD
EHLER JOHN T 111 ENG1
EHLER MARY MARGUERITE ED 2
EHLERS NORMAN FREDRIC AGR3
EHLERT RONALD EUGENE ENG1
EHLMANN ROBERT WAYNE COM1
EHRET THOMAS KING GRAD
EHRHARDT RONALD WAYNE COM2
EHRLICH ARLIN GEORGE COM4
EHRLICH DIANA CLERON GRAD
EHRLICH HAROLD ALBERT GRAD
EHRLICH THEODORE DANIEL LAS1
EHRLICHER ANN LOUISE ED 3
EHRLICHER MARY ALICE JNL4
EHRMAN JOHN ROBERT GRAD
EHRMAN RICHARD JON ENG2
EHRMANTRAUT JOHN W LAS*
EIB DONALD JOSEPH GRAD
EIB MARCIA RAE LAS3
EIBECK RICHARD ELMER GRAD
EICHELBERGER CHARLES A COM1
EICHELBERGER RICHARD A COM2
EICHER JOANNE PATRICIA LAS1
EICHHOLZ EDELGARD JNL*
EICHIN MILLICENT ANN LAS1
EICHLER VICTOR BUKA LAS1
713 W OHIO
508 CHALMERS
























































































U EM75*27 1270 ELIZABETH CRETE ILL
C FL62627 525 N FIFTH ST WOOD RIVER ILL
C FL26511 1270 ELIZABETH ST CRETE ILL
C FL2761* 9716 S HARDING AV EVERGREEN PARK ILL
U EM713*9 25* N BELLE AV BOURBONNAIS ILL
C FL2986* RR 3 PETERSBURG ILL
C FL26511 MONROE CENTER ILL
C FL67661 *519 SEELEY AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL618*7 431 N ELMWOOD AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL61383 2211 VILLAGE DR LOUISVILLE 5 KY
C FL67679 8059 LUELLA CHICAGO ILL
U EM73303 501 S 25TH ST HERRIN ILL
C FL6683* 1720 W MADISON HERRIN ILL
C FL2*052 RR * STOCKTON ILL
C FL2*108 ** BENTON DR DECATUR ILL
U 718 LINCOLN ST CHARLESTON ILL
u 28 3RD AV CLAYMONT DEL
U EM755*2 RR 1 ARTHUR ILL
C FL6**17 609 E PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22058 6530 CENTRAL PK LINCOLNWOOD *5 ILL
U EM71191 2717 25TH AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
U EM75*27 4118 GRAND AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
C FL606*0 WYANET ILL
U EM78639 1* FAIRLAND ST LEXINGTON MASS
C FL26511 6021 N MARMORA CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL26511 8112 S YALE CHICAGO 20 ILL
U EM71173 605 W GREEN ST NEWMAN ILL
C FL67*32 BOX 23 WALNUT ILL
U EM79752 75 LAKESIDE TERR URBANA ILL
U FL26511 WALNUT ILL
C FL2*108 RR * CARTHAGE ILL
C FL61586 907 S OAK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 9127 PRINCETON CHICAGO ILL
U EM51288 1602 ALABAMA DR URBANA ILL
511 E SANGAMON AV RANTOUL ILL
U FL26511 8219 DREXEL AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM75*50 1317 FRANKLIN DANVILLE ILL
U FL26511 100 S WALKUP AV CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C FL26511 1231 ASHLAND AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL2*261 818 N CHICAGO ST PONTIAC ILL
U FL26511 BOX 352 ORION ILL
U EM760*5 RR 2 BOX 135 WINDSOR ILL
C FL69182 1905 EDITH ST MURPHYSBORO ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 WATSEKA ILL
U FL26511 3839 S COTTAGE GROVE CHICAGO 53 ILL
C FL2*231 *08 SOUTH ST PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
C FL6765* 93*5 S HAMILTON CHICAGO 20 ILL
U FL26511 BOX 85 ROSICLARE ILL
U EM75**1 7503 MAOISON HAMMOND IND
U EM71366 2816 W COYLE AV CHICAGO *5 ILL
U EM70*68 24 N ANDERSON ST AURORA ILL
U FL26511 2816 W COYLE AV CHICAGO *5 ILL
C FL26511 63 W CHESTNUT ST CHICAGO 10 ILL
U FL26511 402 N STATE MONTICELLO ILL
C FL22058 1415 BRASSIE FLOSSMOOR ILL
U FL26511 772* S PHILLIPS CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 202 E HOMES ST CHESTER ILL
U EM77578 7 SIEMS CT URBANA ILL
BOX 53 JEWETT ILL
C FL66*35 1510 WILLIAM ST RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL26511 39*1 GROVE AV BERWYN ILL
C FL25208 7729 N LOWELL AV SKOKIE ILL
C FL26511 307 E CEDAR SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL27715 1302 CORA ST JOLIET ILL
U EM73683 BOX 1*1 FORT MORGAN COLO
C FL62926 RR * CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL29813 RR 3 CHAMPAIGN Itfc^
LAMOILLE ILLU EM7*069 RR 2
C FL26511 836 S ENGLISH SPRINGFIELD ILL
C RR 1 ST CHARLES MO
C 5*3 S MISSOURI BELLEVILLE ILL
U EM72676 6611 S SACRAMENTO AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL22053 30* E STEWART ST BLOOMINGTON ILL
U 100 THAYER ST NEW YORK *0 N Y
U *930 N WINTHROP CHICAGO *0 ILL
C FL26511 7700 KINGSTON CHICAGO *9 ILL
U EM75*26 801 WASHINGTON ST PEKIN ILL
U EM75*26 801 WASHINGTON ST PEKIN ILL
U EM77570 1102 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
C FL2322* 10* HILLTOP RD BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL67981 1305 N CENTER ST BLOOMINGTON ILL
U 516 KRAKER AV JOLIET ILL
U 516 KRAKER AV JOLIET ILL
U 1207 S BUSEY AV URBANA ILL
C FL67*33 *37 HIGHLAND AV WEST CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 812 CAROLINE ST PEKIN ILL
U EM7*527 5*6 N PARK RD LA GRANGE PARK ILL
U FL26511 508 CAMPBELL ST JOLIET ILL
U EM75*27 6718 N LI6HTF00T AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
U EM76711 623 E FELLOWS ST DIXON ILL
3^ 1
EICHSTEADT ALBERT F FAA4
EICK WILLIAM SIGVART C0M1
EICKELMAN GEORGE ALLEN LAS1
EICKEMEYER DAVID ALLEN COM1
EICHSTEADT RICHARD W COM4
EIDLIC LIA GRAD
EIERDAM DANIEL CHARLES GRAD
EIERMANN ROBERT ARTHUR LAS1
EIGENRAUCH MARIE ANN COM4
EIHAUSEN JOHN WILLIAM LAS2
EIKE KENNETH DALE AGR1
EIKENMEYER JANICE KAY LAS3
EIKENMEYER MARTHA L LAS4
EILBRACHT MARY ANDERSON FAA6
EILERS ROBERT EUGENE ENG3
EILERT JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
EILERT MARY JEAN GRAD
EISEMAN HERBERT ALAN LAS4
EISEN BERNARD LAW3
EISENBERG ALLAN IRVING LAS3
EISENBERG BONNIE JEAN LAS1
EISENBERG RONALD LEE LAS1
EISENHAUER LEON DELANO GRAD
EISENHOUR SNOWDEN L GRAD
EISENLOHR BARBARA E GRAD
EISENMANN DALE RICHARD LAS1
EISENSTADT RALPH ARNO GRAD
EISENSTEIN MERRILL M COM3
EISERMAN MICHAEL H LAS2
EISERMAN MYRNA IDA LAS1
EISSLER ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
EK CARL RICHARD GRAD
EK PAUL RADKOFF COM1
EKDAHL KARIN LOUISE AGR4
EKENA ROLLAND ARTHUR AGR4
EKLUND CHARLES ARTHUR SWV4
EKLUND HERBERT CARL ENG1
EKOVICH THOMAS MARTIN COM3
EKSTROM DONALD HARRY ENG3
ELADAWY 2AKI MOHAMED F GRAD
ELAHI FAZLOLLAH FAA2
ELAM JOHN WESLY ENG2
ELDER ANITA JEANNE COM3
ELDER BARBARA ANNE AGR1
ELDER BARBARA KAREN COM2
ELDER HARVEY LYNN GRAD
ELDER LYNN WILLIAM ENG1
ELDER ROBERT VERNON COM2
ELDRED GAIL PATRICIA ENG1
ELDREDGE PAUL ALFRED ENG1
ELDRIDGE CORA JANE ED 1
ELDRIDGE JAMES LOUIS LAS1
ELEAM GERALD LEON ENG2
ELFMAN BONNIE PAULA ED 2
EL HADI MOHAMED MOHAMED GRAD
EL HAWARY MOHAMED N H GRAD
ELIAS CHESTER GEORGE JR LAS4
ELIAS SHARI ESTHER LAS1
ELIASSON ELIAS I GRAD
ELIE SERGE MAURICE GRAD
ELKIN STANLEY LAWRENCE GRAD
ELKINS HARRY ROBERT AVI3
ELKINS KAREN RUTH ED 1
ELLACOTT JOAN MARIE JNL3
ELLEGANT HOWARD STEVEN FAA1
ELLENSTEIN MARSHALL M LAS1
ELLERBECK RONALD LORNE LAS4
ELLERN JAMES 8ERNARD LAS2
ELLINGER JAMES PAUL LAS2
ELLINGSON JOHN STEWART LAS2
ELLIOTT BEVERLY ED 1
ELLIOTT BRUCE DONALD GRAD
ELLIOTT JAMES RUSSELL ENG3
ELLIOTT JUDY HELEN ED 3
ELLIOTT KENT ROGER ENG1
ELLIOTT LESTA JEAN LAS3
ELLIOTT MARY JOANNE LAS1
ELLIOTT ROGERS GRAD
ELLIOTT THOMAS LEE FAA1
ELLIS ALAN FORD GRAD
ELLIS CARL COLEMAN FAA4
ELLIS JAMES FRANKLIN JNL3
ELLIS JANET MAXINE LAS4
ELLIS JUDITH NORMA ED 1
ELLIS LENORA PATRICIA GRAD
ELLIS LINDA JANE FAA1
ELLIS LONNIE RAY ENG1
ELLIS RICHARD GORDON ENG1
ELLIS RICHARD MARVIN JR LAS1
ELLIS ROBERT CHAMBERS ENG2









































































































































































2525 W MARQUETTE RD
1907 S 21ST AV











2012 S SPRING ST
RR 1












18 SHARIA EL NASRIEH
18 MALCKALVAC2IN
622 E 68TH ST
11 PARKWAY DR
243 N AUSTIN BLV
440 N ILLINOIS
BOX 76








16 AL TAHRIR ST




2 RUE ALIX ROY
205 E GREEN ST
BOX 174
3950 LAKE SHORE DR
316 SOUTHCOTE RD
300 S HAMLIN AV
5648 W CHICAGO AV





RIEHL LANE RR 2
902 W PUTNAM
914 S CHESTER
RIEHL LANE RR 2
2329 LOWELL AV
8119 N 2ND ST







113 ST CLAIR AV































































































ELLIS SANDRA LYNN LAS1
ELLIS ROBERT WILLIAM ENG1
ELLISTON RONALD JAMES FAA3
ELLSWORTH GARY MARTIN LAS2
ELLSWORTH JOHN GEORGE PE 4
ELLSWORTH JOHN THEODORE GRAD
ELLSWORTH MATTHEW HENRY PE 4
ELLWOOD ROBERT BRIAN GRAD
ELMAN HARRIET LOIS ED 2
ELMORE RODNEY DWIGHT ENG2
ELOWSON DAVID EINAR COM3
ELSASSER ROSEMARY JEAN LAS1
ELSON CAROL BERNADINE ED 2
ELSTE CHARLES EDWARD ENG1
ELSTON LARRY GUS COM1
ELWELL HARRY HOWARD JR GRAD
ELY RICHARD WRIGHT GRAD
ELZY EUGENE LAS3
EMAMIMOUSABADI ESSMAEIL ENG1
EMANUEL STEPHEN EARL FAA1
EMBREE EARL OWEN GRAD
EMBRY GERALD DUANE ENG3
EMERSON RICHARD YOUNG ENG3
EMERY LEO HENRY GRAD
EMERY SANDRA KAY PE 1
EMLUND GAIL FRANCES LAS1
EMMERMAN RONALD ZECIL COM4
EMMERMAN SHEILA PE 2
EMMONS JEFFREY DEVON ENG1
EMMONS LARRY LEON FAA1
EMRICK ROY MERTON GRAD
ENDEBROCK ELTON GLENN GRAD
ENDERBY CHARLES ELDRED GRAD
ENDLISS SHERRY LOU LAS1
ENDO SETSUKO GLORIA LAS3
ENDRES JOSEPH GEORGE GRAD
ENDRES ROBERT ORAL JNL3
ENDSLEY PATRICIA E LAS2
ENGBERG JOHN BURTON LAS3
ENGBERG STEPHEN NORMAN COM1
ENGBRECHT JACK CARL ENG1
ENGEL JAMES FREDERICK GRAD
ENGEL SHELDON DAVID LAS1
ENGELAGE ROBERT W JR GRAD
ENGELBRECHT EDWARD ALAN ENG1
ENGELHARDT ADRIENNE LAS4
ENGELKE WILLIAM CHARLES LAS3
ENGELMAN ELMER RUSSELL ENG2
ENGELMAN GRAHAM GLEN FAA2
ENGLAND JANET ELSIE PE 1
ENGLAND JOSEPH WALKER COM2
ENGLAND WILLIAM MICHAEL FAA4
ENGLE CAROLE ELAINE FAA4
ENGLE FRANCIS EARL ENG3
ENGELHARDT ALBERT G GRAD
ENGLER JANET PRIMA LAS2
ENGLISH DAVID LEE COM1
ENGLISH DONALD K LAS3
ENGLISH THOMAS JOSEPH COM1
ENGQUIST BARBARA LEE COM3
ENNIS EDWARD GERARD GRAD
ENOCH SHEILA LUCRETIA LAS1
ENOS JAMES RANDALL ENG2
ENRICO CAROL LYNN COM3
ENRIETTO JOSEPH FRANCIS GRAD




ENTWISTLE JAMES FRANCIS PE 4
ENTZMINGER RONALD B COM1
EOVALDI THOMAS LAWRENCE COM2
EPKINS JOSEPH WAYNE COM4
EPLER ROSA LEE GRAD
EPLEY DONALD LEE GRAD
EPLEY RITA FRANCES GRAD
EPPEL LEONARD Z LAS1
EPPERSON WILLIAM LEWIS ENG3
EPPINK RICHARD THEODORE GRAD
EPPLER RICHARD ANDREW GRAD
EPPS LATIMER ALAN JR GRAD
EPSTEIN CORINNE ANN LAS3
EPSTEIN ERWIN HOWARD LAS3
EPSTEIN GERALD BERNARD ENG3
EPSTEIN KENNETH BRUCE LAS3
EPSTEIN MAXINE LEE LAS1
EPSTEIN SHARON FRANCES ED 1
EPSTEIN STEPHEN JAMES COM3
ERFLE JAMES DAVID GRAD

































406 E FAIRLAWN DR

























































C FL24389 707 S GREGORY PL URBANA ILL
C FL26511 1132 W PACKARD DECATUR ILL
U 516 S ELM CENTRALIA ILL
C FL67617 RR 3 ELKHORN WIS
C FL61894 1015 COLLEGE AV QUINCY ILL
C FL61250 508 S STATE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM51210 1437 W OHIO ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM70365 3 SHAWE RD FLIXTON MANCHESTER ENGLAND
U EM79796 6149 N CLAREMONT CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM71972 1309 E 6TH ST BEARDSTOWN ILL
C FL26511 1008 SHERIDAN RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U EM74071 421 S ORCHARD WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL61879 RR 1 CHENOA ILL
C FL26511 716 N FERNANDEZ AV ARLINGTON HTS ILL
C FL67542 2415 23RD AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
C FL60441 F 68 C STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 309 BEVERLY MISSOULA MONT
C FL64627 RR 4 SULLIVAN ILL
C 126 KAROON ABADAN IRAN
C FL26511 2740 ALAMEDA SPRINGFIELD MO
C FL26511 1105 HAMPTON ST ALTON ILL
C FL63612 1404 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 941 W HIGGINS RD ELK GROVE ILL
U EM79206 BOX 54 LEWISTOWN ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 MAROA ILL
C 17632 COMMUNITY ST LANSING ILL
C FL27858 2700 W ALBION CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL28454 5129 N CENTRAL PK CHICAGO 25 ILL
C 220 N INDIANA CHRISMAN ILL
U EM71972 RR 2 FRANKLIN GROVE ILL
U EM77038 1102 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
C FL27771 RR 1 IRELAND TEXAS
U EM78827 8027 S BLACKSTONE CHICAGO 19 ILL
U FL26511 6435 N TALMAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 32 8 HONCHODORI NAKANO KU JAPAN
U 2037 W ROSCOE ST CHICAGO 18 ILL
C FL25082 615 BOYS ST STREATOR ILL
U EM75427 1264 E COURT KANKAKEE ILL
C FL64638 6620 N MAPLEWOOD AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 632 W STRATFORD PL CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL265U 810 N 5TH AV HAYWOOD ILL
U EM75974 1228 CRESTON AV DES MOINES 15 IOWA
C FL26511 6442 N TALMAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
C CHAMOIS MO
C FL25676 RR 2 TISKILWA ILL
U FL26511 35 24 78TH ST JACKSON HGTS N Y
U 2614 E 73RD ST CHICAGO 21 ILL
C RR 5 DANVILLE ILL
U EM71732 1210 S LINCOLN AV URBANA ILL
C FL68738 4108 N PROSPECT RD PEO«IA 4 ILL
C FL25151 2133 10TH ST EAST MOCINE ILL
C FL67637 709 AIRPORT RD MT VERNON ILL
C FL64051 1304 LARKSPUR LANE CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL65205 509 E UNIVERSITY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 351 PALMERSTON BLV TORONTO ONTARIO CAN
U EM79796 5456 N BERNARD ST CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL28458 506 W UNION CHAMPAIGN ILL
C RR 1 OUTER E MAIN ROBINSON ILL
C FL68275 206 E ELM ST MCHENRY ILL
U FL26511 3232 N NORMANDY AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 75 BERKLEY ST PROVIDENCE 8 R I
U FL26511 BOX 54 FINDLAY ILL
C FL26443 BRADFORD ILL
U EM74051 401 N 6TH ST BENLD ILL
C FL61413 K 33 C STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67322 1218 N MENARD CHICAGO ILL
U EM71173 836 27TH ST CAIRO ILL
U EM71173 836 27TH ST CAIRO ILL
U FL26511 3238 N ELSTON CHICAGO 18 ILL
C 304 W FLORENCE ST OGLES8Y ILL
C FL26511 8240 S DREXEL AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL25151 218 N MCLEANSBORO ST BENTON ILL
C FL61894 700 DERBY ST PEKIN ILL
C FL28783 1005 HACKBERRY DUNCAN OKLA
U EDELSTEIN ILL
C FL69247 RR 3 NOKOMIS ILL
C FL26511 4625 W DAVIS ST SKOKIE ILL
C FL63364 WALNUT ILL
U EM73818 2193 LEWIS DR LAKEWOOD 7 OHIO
C FL21B48 104 N SIXTH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM51392 3526 E 23RD ST TULSA OKLA
C FL28454 8606 YATES CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL61328 6939 N KEATING LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
C 6924 N GREENVIEW CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 5515 HYDE PARK BLV CHICAGO ILL
C FL22058 5719 KENWOOD AV CHICAGO 37 ILL
U FL26511 6218 N TROY CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 4**5 ESTES LINCOLNWOOD ILL
U EM71358 BOX 64 ERNFOLD SASK CANADA







































































EVANS JAMES WALTER JR
EVANS JANET LEE
EVANS JOAN ANITA

















LAS1 710 OHIO U EM71511
COM3 MRH FORBES 302 C FL26511
ENGh MRH NOBLE 222 c FL26511
PE 4 1105 W CALIFORNIA u EM76877
FAA1 MRH GARNER 373 C FL26511
GRAD OGDEN ILL
ENG3 1206 N GOODWIN u
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM1 401 E JOHN c FL67737
ENG4 614 W WILLIAM C FL23445
VM 4 SMALL ANIMAL CLINIC u
AGR3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG6 OGDEN ILL
COM1 1105 S 4TH C FL61813
LAS1 MRH VAN DOREN 23 c FL26511
ENG1 406 E JOHN c FL26964
FAA1 301 ARMORY c
ENG3 1206 W OREGON u EM73109
GRAD 302 W NEVADA u EM79859
LAS1 106 E DANIELS c FL61766
ENG2 309 E HEALEY c FL65678
LAS2 1115 W OREGON u EM79206
COM1 MRH FORBES 376 c FL26511
LAS1 302 E GREGORY c FL67654
COM1 MRH GARNER 122 c FL26511
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
ENG1 106 E DANIEL c FL6176«
FAA2 313 E JOHN c
ENG3 209 N GOODWIN u
LAS1 410 E JOHN c FL27100
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 23 c FL26511
GRAD 714 W NEVAOA u EM75141
ENG4 509 E JOHN c FL69529
GRAD 506 S GREGORY PL u EM74548
GRAD 506 S GREGORY u EM74548
FAA3 MRH GARNER 445 c FL26511
AGR1 312 E DANIEL c FL24671
FAA4 907 S WRIGHT c FL26545
LAS1 905 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG2 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
COM3 410 E JOHN c FL67677
GRAD 906 S VINE u EM70544
GRAD 506 W MICHIGAN u
GRAD 1106 OREGON u
LAS2 904 W GREEN u EM75202
GRAD 508 W GREEN c
COM1 MRH FORBES 420 c FL26511
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 328 c FL26511
COM3 1114 W ILLINOIS u
FAA4
LAS* 1214 W WASHINGTON c
GRAD DECATUR ILL
PE 3 1002 W CALIF u EM79323
ENG1 410 E GREEN c FL67629
ENG2 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
LAS1 502 E WHITE c FL60875
LAS4 209 W SPRINGFIELD u EM75570
FAA3 816 W WASHINGTON c FL68896
ENG3 302 W CLARK c FL68552
ENG4 212 E GREEN c FL67608
ENG1 411 E GREEN c FL67895
GRAD 1003 S OAK c FL23322
ENG4 407 W GREEN ST c FL27564
GRAD 1104 W OREGON u
ENG4 1301 W STOUGHTON u EM71347
GRAD 717 W COLUMBIA c FL24559
COM3 MRH GARNER 224 c FL265U
AGRA 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588
SWV3 310 CHALMERS c FL63353
GRAD 705 W STOUGHTON u
LAW1 203 N LYNN c FL61524
ED 3 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581
ED 2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 421 c FL26511
AGR3 1008 W NEVADA u EM51462
LAS2 1115 NEVADA u FL26511
ENG2 406 N EDWIN c
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN c FL25965
ENG1 912 S 2ND c FL67432
ENG3 MRH FORBES 394 c FL26511
LAS1 1102 S LINCOLN AV u EM74006
LAS3 309 CHALMERS c FL61894
COM2 52 E ARMORY c
PE 1 MRH HOPKINS 494 c FL26511
GRAD 1803-102 ORCHARD PL u
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
GRAD 608 W VERMONT u EM75738
LAS2 710 W OHIO u EM79079
GRAD 1831-102 ORCHARD PL u
1933 WESTCHESTER






3213 S 49TH AV
933 NORTH AV
814 W WILLIAM
4121 N SPAULDING ST
4208 RAYMOND AV
1604 N 20TH ST
3045 CHASE




302 W NEVADA ST
224 LEHN SPRINGS DR
717 N LOTT BLV
5705 N BERNARD
7200 RID6ELAND AV
916 N CHERRY ST
RR 1 BOX 13
602 S DOUGLAS
901 BROADWAY AV
110 N POPLAR ST
CALLE 373613
424 MAPLEWOOD AV
RR 2 BOX 442
1315 EASTERN PARKWAY
1315 EASTERN PARKWAY
8035 S LOOMIS BLV
236 W 113TH ST
608 S MAIN ST
1420 CORA ST
SHERWOOD DR
6442 N WAYNE AV
1158 WESLEY AV
693 ST CHARLES RD
1012 UNIVERSITY







305 E 4TH N ST
RR 1
1010 S 14TH ST
5229 GROVE ST
909 W SPRINGFIELD ST
5919 N TALMAN AV
RR 3
RR 3
BOX 175 RR 2
1003 S OAK ST
407 W GREEN ST
431 THOMAS AV
RR 2
516 W HANSSLER PL





603 N 11TH AV











BOX 226 67 W ELM ST
708 S BIRCH ST



































BROOKLYN 33 N Y














































































FAATZ CLYDE ALBERT 11



































































GRAD *07 W UNIVERSITY C FL21503
GRAD 509-6 W MAIN u EM77601
COM3 311 E DANIEL C
LAWS 111* BROADMOOR c
ENG1 1008 S LINCOLN u EM7*901
FAA3 1111 S 1ST c FL63231
LAS* 713 S ELM c FL68519
ENG2 1215 S *TH c FL26511
GRAD E67B STADIUM TERR c FL26689
COM3 308 S LINCOLN AV u
FAA* 205 N BUSEY u
LAS3 *01 E JOHN c FL67737
AGR3 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
ENG2 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
GRAD 710 S MAPLE u EM72225
GRAD 505 S GREGORY PL u
LAS3 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
ENG* 60* E ARMORY c
GRAD 203 E GREEN c FL21*29
LAS2 36 E CHALMERS c FL67921
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG3 MRH GARNER 100 c FL26511
LAS2 801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
COM4 MRH GARNER 126 c FL26511
FAA* 60* E ARMORY c
COM1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
ENG* 110 E CHALMERS c FL27715
LAS3 RANTOUL ILL
LAS2 301 E ARMORY c FL67*51
GRAD *08 S GOODWIN u
ENG3 907 S 6TH c FL29625
ED 1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75*16
FAA2 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
PE 3 205 E ARMORY c FL27119
ENG1 205 E ARMORY c FL618*7
AGR3 1007 W OREGON u
COM2 205 E ARMORY c FL618*7
FAA3 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM51380
FAA1 1003 S 3RD c
FAA2 310 E DANIEL c FL68275
AGR* 202 E GREEN c FL61879
GRAD 607 E JOHN c FL28086
LAS2 812 W WILLIAM c FL65758
ENG2 130* W SPRINGFIELD u EM71*39
LAS2 MRH FORBES *58 c FL26511
FAA1 61* LA SELL DR c FL61260
LAS* 61* LA SELL DR c FL61260
PE 1 111* W SPRINGFIELD c FL62301
GRAD 705 W HIGH u EM78909
ENG2 60* E ARMORY c FL67515
AGR6 603 W HIGH u
LAS* MRH HOPKINS *67 c FL26511
GRAD 1201 OREGON u EM76611
FAA1 MRH NOBLE 310 c FL26511
LAS1 G38B2 STADIUM TERR c
LAS* 808 S 5TH c FL68770
GRAD 808 S 5TH c FL68770
GRAD 618 DANIEL c
AGR1 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
ENG* MRH GARNER 325 c FL26511
GRAD 130* W CLARK u EM51316
GRAD 911 W HIGH u EM79556
LAS* 111* W ILLINOIS u EM7*702
LAS3 1005 W OREGON u EM7*81*
GRAD *10 W ELM u EM70091
ED 2 307 E JOHN c FL28*5*
ED 2 *7 E CHALMERS c FL61389
GRAD
ENG* K*9C STADIUM TERR c
GRAD 1106 N DIVISION u EM70192
LAS2 308 E ARMORY c FL675*2
FAA* 1206 N GOODWIN u EM71882
AGR2 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
PE 1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75*16
ENG* 1206 N GOODWIN u EM71882
ENG1 1301 W STOUGHTON u EM713*7
LAS* 1005 S 2ND c FL67975
ENG3 1107 W CALIFORNIA u EM79269
ENG* 515 E FAIRLAWN DR u EM786*9
ED 6 7 MEADOW CT c
AGR* 309 E GREEN c FL29775
ENG3 MRH FORBES 386 c FL26511
COM* 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75*39
LAS3 111 E CHALMERS c
AGR* *08 W ILLINOIS u EM77683
LAS1 508 E ARMORY c FL65223
GRAD 512 E DANIEL c FL28133
COM3 509-5 S 5TH c
LAS1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892








E 57 B STAD TERR







RR 2 BOX 133
319 S 5TH AV
*0 SEMINARIO ST
*632 N DRAKE
*632 N DRAKE AV
1520 N 18TH ST
2728 EMMAUS AV






2335 W 136TH ST
RR 2





*06 S SPRINGFIELD AV







RR 3 BOX 1**
2701 W 99TH ST
127 MIRAFLORES
290* W LUNT





821 N ASHLAND AV
351 HILL AV
6537 N TROY
57 HSIN YI RD
* KAI YUEN TERR
* KAI YUEN TERRACE
NO 5 NAN HO LI




3005 S KEDVALE AV
619 PARK AV
1136 N 1*TH ST
6163 N WOLCOTT ST
3302 N AVALON PL
1206 N GOODWIN





603 W CHURCH ST
2000 DECHMAN AV
109*2 S CENTRAL PARK



































































NORTH PT HONG KONG




























i FATHaIIER DALE WILLIAM
| FAUCETT PHILIP M JR
i FAULSTICH RONALD DEBOER
,' FAUST CARL FREDERICK JR
, FAUST RUSSELL WAYNE
\ FAVUS MURRAY JACK
FAY JANE ELIZABETH
|: FAY ROBERT CHARLES
l| FAY ROBERT CLINTON
FAYARD VAN METER
I FAYDASH ROBERT FRANK
FECHTIG ALLEN DAVID
{ FECHTIG CHARLES WILLIAM
FECHTIG NORMAN EDWARD
' FEDDERSEN WILLIAM H
i FEDERMAN LAWRENCE OTTO
FEDOR WILLIAM LAWRENCE
" FEE JAMES ELIOTT
1 FEE SANDRA KAY
' FEEHAN RAYMOND JOSEPH
, FEERER JANE BROWNLEE
FEGENHOLS JUDY








; FEIGER BARRY MYRON
I FEIGIN ERIN ANNE
i FEINBERG ARNOLD S
i FEINBERG EILEEN RENEE
| FEINBERG HOWARD VERNE
FEINBERG PAULA
























































AGR1 1112 W OREGON U EM79298 RR 2 MOWEAOUA ILL
GRAD 1019 W CHARLES C FL255A0 900 BLUFF GLENCOE ILL
ENG1 MRH GARNER 132 C FL26511 3716 N LOWELL CHICAGO Al ILL
COM3 A10 E JOHN C FL67677 550 PARK AV RIVER FOREST ILL
ENG4 908 W ILLINOIS U EM70107 5602 S ELIZABETH ST CHGO ILL
LAS1 301 E ARMORY C 113 MERLE LANE PEORIA ILL
LAS1 1110 ARBOR ST C FL68279 WATERMAN ILL
AGR2 306 E CHALMERS C FL66953 RR WATERMAN ILL
GRAD 1000 W CALIFORNIA u EM73961 6622 26TH AV KENOSHA WIS
AVI1 516 CITIZEN BAY ST LOUIS MISS
LAS2 MRH GARNER 221 c FL26511 5920 W FULLERTON CHICAGO 39 ILL
AGRA BOA S 3RD c FL21935 RR 2 ENFIELD ILL
LAW3 208 W JOHN c FL61593 208 W JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 80A S 3RD c FL21935 RR 2 ENFIELD ILL
LAS2 A09 E DANIEL c FL295A0 THOMSON ILL
LAS1 MRH NOBLE A18 c FL26511 7A2A N OAKLEY CHICAGO A5 ILL
COMA 60A E ARMORY c FL67266 BOX 1A7 THAYER ILL
ENGA 508 S ATH c FL61522 155 MAIN ST SOUTH RIVER N J
LAS2 506 E DANIEL c FL28590 RR 2 BARRY ILL
PE 1 27A1 AGATITE AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
AGR1 1109 S LINCOLN u EM722A1 A060 HOWARD AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
LAS2 90A S 3RD c FL61383 2933 SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO 1A ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 121 c FL26511 1009 SUNSET DR MACON MO
ENGA 711 W HILL c FL226A3 RR 1 DAKOTA ILL
ED 1 202 E GREEN c FL61870 711 KITCHELL AV PANA ILL
ENGA 1109 S LINCOLN u EM71113 711 KITCHELL ST PANA ILL
AGR3 303 E JOHN c FL66A3A 711 KITCHELL PANA ILL
LAS3 901 S WRIGHT c FL625A5 211 S ELMHURST MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS3 905 E 5TH c FL60687 938 W OAKDALE AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 1015 S ORANGE AV BARTOW FLA
ENG2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 7A01 N KEELER SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 55A0 N KIMBALL CHICAGO 25 ILL
FAA1 111 E CHALMERS c 1938 NEW ENGLAND CHICAGO 35 ILL
ED A 1112 S ARBOR c FL67A57 633A N KEDZIE CHICAGO A5 ILL
FAA3 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 3312 PACIFIC CHICAGO 3A ILL
COM2 20 E GREEN c 829 SUNNYSIDE CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 MRH GARNER 2A2 c FL26511 9727 S MERRION AV CHICAGO ILL
GRAD MRH TAFT A25 c FL26511 A917 N SAWYER CHICAGO 25 ILL
COM3 311 E GREEN c FL60A56 8031 N KNOX SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 5128 N KIMBALL AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 31A c FL26511 7893 COOPER RD CINCINNATI 42 OHIO
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS c FL65179 RR 1 CHENOA ILL
AGRA 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179 RR 1 CHENOA ILL
AGRA 307 E JOHN c FL68A5A 62 N HERBERT RD RIVERSIDE ILL
GRAD 1011 S OAK c FL2170A RR LESTERVILLE S DAK
GRAD 503 S 5TH c FL60718 503 S 5TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
VM 2 208 E GREEN c FL21A90 8219 S PAXTON CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 201 S LINCOLN u EM70567 2732 W ARGYLE ST CHICAGO ILL
VM 3 MRH HOPKINS 330 c FL26511 6923 N WAYNE AV CHICAGO 26 ILL
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 3213 PARKWOOD HOUSTON 21 TEXAS
FAA1 307 E JOHN c FL28A5A 6732 N RICHMOND CHICAGO A5 ILL
LAS3 907 S 3RD c FL67679 5638 N CHRISTIANA CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 1012 S 5TH c AA19 EMERALD CHICAGO 9 ILL
COM2 1105 S 1ST c FL60028 8158 YATES CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 503 S 5TH c FL60718 503 S 5TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 1106 S 3RD c FL22058 2729 JARVIS CHICAGO A5 ILL
LAS3 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511 7309 S PAXTON AV CHICAGO A9 ILL
ENGA 307 E GREEN c FL635A2 65 SHTAMPER ST PETAH TIKVA ISRAEL
COMA 806 W OREGON u EM7A332 8255 MERRILL CHICAGO 17 ILL
COM3 302 E GREGORY c FL6765A 56AA N DRAKE AV CHICAGO A5 ILL
ENG1 A09 E GREEN c FL233A5 BOX 73 YATES CITY ILL
PE 2 MRH BARTON 225 c FL26511 311 W EUGENIE ST CHICAGO 1A ILL
ENG3 H32C STADIUM TERR c FL67031 2937 N 7ATH AV ELMWOOD PARK ILL
GRAD 1006 S 3RD c FL28071 25A0 YORKSHIRE DR BIRMINGHAM MICH
LAS1 90A S 3RD c 107 W 2ND PONTIAC ILL
COMA 907 S ATH c FL60123 107 W 2ND ST PONTIAC ILL
PE 3 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511 5726 W ERIE CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1308 W STOUGHTON u EM79561 1308 W STOUGHTON ST URBANA ILL
LAS1 1106 3RD c 95A2 S CALHOUN CHICAGO 17 ILL
GRAD 509 E JOHN c FL23075 509 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA1 306 E ARMORY c FL29789 8A0 DOWNER PL AURORA ILL
LAS2 MRH GARNER 2AA c FL26511 809 S MADISON DUQUOIN ILL
GRAD 1311 HONEYSUCKLE c FL22585 1311 HONEYSUCKLE LN CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 MRH BARTON 216 c FL26511 2AA S DENNIS DECATUR ILL
FAAA 1602 GEORGIA u EM70A21 711 N 61ST E ST LOUIS ILL
ENG1 MRH c FL26511 8809 ESCANABA CHICAGO 17 ILL
LASA 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 2057 W PIERCE AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 621A N WASHTENAW CHICAGO A5 ILL
ENG3 MRH GARNER AOA c FL26511 6338 S HERMITAGE CHICAGO 36 ILL
GRAD 907 W OREGON u EM71055 811 EASTWOOD AV CHICAGO AO ILL
GRAD MRH TAFT 30A c FL26511 66 07 99TH ST FOREST HILLS 7A N Y
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS A17 c FL26511 713 WILCOX JOLIET ILL
ENG1 MRH FORBES 20A c FL26511 8031 EUCLID CHICAGO 17 ILL
GRAD 300-A07 S GOODWIN u BOX 22 BRISTOLVILLE OHIO
AGR1 703 W GREGORY PL u EM7AA53 RR 1 CHESTERFIELD ILL
GRAD 907 W MAIN u EM72751 RR 1 KEMPTON ILL
GRAD 1A13 ROSE DR c FL261A1 1110 E 53RD ST CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 130A W PARK u EM73001 1AAA ABBOTSFORD RD MIDLOTHIAN ILL
LASA 60A E ARMORY c 1320 W ILES SPRINGFIELD ILL
FAAA 306 E GREEN c 23W112 W ST CHARLES GLEN ELLYN ILL
FERGUSON JEFFREY LEE ENG1
FERGUSON LOUIS LYLE ENG*
FERGUSON ROBERT LUTZ COM4
FERGUSON THOMAS DUDLEY LAS3
FERLICKA DONALD PAUL VM *
FERNANDES PETER STEWART LAS*
FERNELIUS NILS CONARD GRAD
FERRANTE VICTOR RALPH COM3
FERRARA HELEN LAW1
FERRARA LILLIAN THERESA GRAD
FERRELL ANNE MARIE LAS2
FERRIER DONNA JUNE GRAD
FERR1ER ELMER EARL GRAD
FERRIS SARA JOSEPHINE JNL*
FERRUSCAMILLERI RICARDO GRAD
FERRY ANN MACLAY ED *
FERST STUART GERALD LAS*
FESLER MICHAEL EDWIN LAS2
FESS PHILIP EUGENE GRAD
FESSER LAMAR EARL AGR2
FESSER RUTH MARY LAS1
FESSLER EMILY LOUISE ED *
FESTEN MICHAEL MYRON LAS1
FETT PRISCILLA RUTH LAS2
FETTER ANNETTE COM3
FETTEROLF RODNEY JAMES ENG2
FEUERSTEIN NATALIE B LAS1
FEUERSTEIN ROBERT M JNL3
FEURER LARRY LEE ENG3
FEUT2 JUDITH ALICE FAA3
FIALA FRED WADE FAA*
FIALA REICHEL BARTH COM1
FIALKOWSKI CONRAD T FAA3
FICEK EDMUND FERDINAND LAW3
FICHTEL TERRY PETER ENG3
FICKEL RONALD GENE LAS*
FICKS JOHN FREDRICK COM1
FIDDER CHARLOTTE LEE AGR2
FIEDLER CHESTER PAUL GRAD
FIEDLER ELIZABETH J ED *
FIEDLER JUDITH JOSEPH LAS*
FIEDLER GEORGE WILLIAM AGR1
FIELD LAWRENCE IRWIN COM3
FIELD PHILLIP HENRY COM*
FIELD WILLIAM LAYTON GRAD
FIELDS ADOLPH BELDEN LAS*
FIELDS JANICE HOPPER COM*
FIERING SUSANNAH L GRAD
FIESTER SHERYL LEE LAS2
FIFIELD MERLE JANE GRAD
FIGHT SIMON KENTON FAA*
FIGLER BYRNELL WALTER GRAD
FILECCIA JOHN LEO ENG3
FILERMAN MICHAEL JNL*
FILIOS ACHILLES MICHAEL LAS1
FILIP JANICE ELAINE LAS1
FILIP ROBERT JAY AGR3
FILIP RONALD MILAN ENG1
FILLER JAMES LARRY ENG3
FILURIN ELLEN JOYCE LAS1
FINALDI OTTAVIO RICHARD FAA*
FINCH THOMAS EDWARD ENG2
FINCH WALTER PETTIS FAA2
FINCH WILLIAM A JR GRAD
FINDLAY GEORGE EDWARD ENG3
FINE DINAH LOW GRAD
FINE EDWARD MICHAEL FAA2
FINE JOHN SAMUEL LAS3
FINE LEROY BERTON LAS3
FINFGELD CAROLYN AYERS GRAD
FINFGELD CHARLES RYNO GRAD
FINICAL JAMES EUGENE GRAD
FINICAL JOHN ARTHUR COM2
FINK BRUCE PAUL FAA3
FINK ELAINE JOYCE FAA3
FINK JAMES LEWIS LAS1
FINK LARRY RICHARD COM3
FINK MELVIN RONNY FAA*
FINKELSTEIN HAROLD COM*
FINKLE JEFFERY ARTHUR FAA*
FINLAYSON DONALD STUART JNL3
FINLAYSON DOUGLAS RALPH LAS3
FINLAYSON WILLIS IRWIN ENG*
FINLEY JACQUELINE FAY LAS3
FINLEY JOHN ALLEN JNL*
FINLEY JULIA GREGG COM2
FINN JOHN ROSCOE GRAD
FINNBERG PEDER AXEL ENG3
FINNEMORE DOUGLAS KIRBY GRAD
FINNEY NANCEE CLARK ED *
MRH HOPKINS 396 C FL26511
106 N VINE u EM79222
1002 S ELM c FL63817
312 S WHEATON C FL25529
1012 W MAIN u EM78973
1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75*39
708 W OREGON u EM75200
29 E JOHN c FL2965*
601 E HEALEY c FL26007
909 W CALIFORNIA u EM72567
90* S LINCOLN u EM7952*
1703 PARKSIDE TERR c FL69752
1703 PARKSIDE TERR c FL69752
213 EDGEBROOK c FL21895
1012 W SPRINGFIELD u
90* S LINCOLN u EM71191
52 E ARMORY c FL67921
211 DANIEL c
1107 W GREEN u EM71573
706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL265U
1601 S NEIL c FL67878
MRH NOBLE *20 c FL26511
723 S PRAIRIE c FL2*658
*7 E CHALMERS c FL61389
100* S 2ND c FL2*109
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
1105 S 1ST c FL67570
MRH FORBES 36* c FL26511
309 E JOHN c FL6906*
801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
509 DANIEL c FL22991
60* E ARMORY c FL67266
MRH LUNDGREN 307 c FL26511
1112 CALIFORNIA u
505 E UNIVERSITY c
60* E ARMORY c FL67266
1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581
311 W WHITE c FL22160
207 HESSEL BLV c FL68678
60* E ARMORY c
302 E GREGORY c FL6765*
206 E GREEN c FL68235
80* W PARK c FL691*1
MRH FORBES 223 c FL26511
215 W GREEN c
1710 W PARK c FL26*59
1110 NEVADA u EM75*25
1208 W CALIFORNIA u EM73081
1105 W ILLINOIS u
2 BUNGALOW CT c FL21283
K*5C STAD TERRACE c FL66978
MRH GARNER 259 c FL26511
901 S 2ND c
903 W NEVADA u EM71110
1001 S 5TH c FL22536
100* W NEVADA u EM72676
*09 E DANIEL c FL295*0
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
MRH FORBES 293 c
105 E DANIEL c FL6768*
110 KIRBY c FL21802
3* JUNIPER DR c
100* S 2ND c FL2*108
DEERFIELD ILL
302 E GREGORY DR c FL6765*
MRH FORBES 112 c FL26511
105 E ARMORY c FL67585
1107 S EUCLID c FL29622
1107 S EUCLID c FL29622
RR 3 u
306 N COLER u EM70331
907 S 6TH c FL29625
90* S 3RD c FL61383
MRH HOPKINS 3*2 c FL26511
FREEPORT ILL
911 S *TH c FL6757*
*06 W SPRINGFIELD c
MRH FORBES *50 c FL26511
*02 E DANIEL c
MRH HOPKINS **0 c FL26511
202 SPRINGFIELD c FL6*857
508 E CHALMERS c FL25170
100* W OREGON u EM735*2
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
612 E PARK c FL2636*
MRH NOBLE 30* c
506 S MATHEWS u EM71449
1008 N CUNNINGHAM u EM75337
1106 E RUTH ST
106 S MAJOR
828 N WINNEBAGO ST
312 S WHEATON
117 E MORSE ST
COLLEGE BLV
305 ADAMS AV
11653 S HALE AV







58*2 S ARTESIAN ST
1*65 6TH AV







11* S CLAY ST
6150 N CAMPBELL










RR 3 BOX 223
195 W 3RD
311 W WHITE ST
207 HESSEL BLV











K *5 C STAD TERR
89*1 N TAMAROA TERR
2*0 N BATAVIA AV
2*0 N BATAVIA AV

















BOX 98 RR 1





13906 S LONG AV
72*1 JEFFERY
109 N MAIN ST
W CENTER ST
100 DUKE ST WEST

















































































NEW YORK 52 N Y
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GLEN ELLYN ILL









FINNEY GLENN BURNETT ENG4
FINNEY PAUL DAVID GRAD
FINNEY SANDRA ROSE AGR1
FINNICUM TERRY MICHAEL ENG2
IFINTELMANN CARL HERBERT VM 1
FIORILLO MARION ANGELO SWV3
FIREBAU6H MORRIS W GRAD
FIREBAUGH ROBERT THOMAS COM3
I
FIRESTONE PHYLLIS GRAD
FIRLEY CARL FRANKLIN GRAD
1 FISCH WILLIAM BALES LAW3
FISCHBEIN MARTIN M LAS2
[FISCHER BRUCE ROBERT COM3
FISCHER CAROLE EDNA AGR1
I FISCHER DAVID LEWIS ENG4
FISCHER DONALD VICTOR AGR2
FISCHER FREDA SKOBEL LAS6
FISCHER GEORGE ARTHUR LAS4
FISCHER JOEL LAS3
FISCHER JOSEPH DONALD LAS1
FISCHER ROBERT THEODORE ENG4
FISCHER WILLIAM DONALD ENG2
FISCUS RAY WILLARD AGR2
FISH GARY LEE COM1
FISH JAMES WILLIS SWV3
FISHBEIN STEVEN ALLEN LAS2
FISHBURN DAVID HAROLD ENG1
FISHBURN WILLIAM ROBERT LAS4
FISHEL FRANCES JUNE FAA4
FISHER ALICE ANN ED 3
FISHER BRENDA SUE AGR1
FISHER CHARLES ROBERT GRAD
FISHER GEORGE MYLES C ENG2
FISHER GEORGE PHILLIP GRAD
FISHER GERALD D JR ENG2
FISHER JAMES LANGSTON ENG2
FISHER JOHN CHARLES ENG3
FISHER JOHN CLIFTON ENG1
FISHER JOHN WALTER AGR1
FISHER JOHN WILLIAM ENG4
FISHER JOSEPH THOMAS GRAD
FISHER LEE EDWARD AGR1
FISHER LEE EDWARD COM2
FISHER MARTHA ROSE ED 4
FISHER MICHAEL GAIL LAS1
FISHER RICHARD F JR LAS1
FISHER ROBERT GLENDON AGR3
FISHER ROBERT LOUIS LAS3
FISHER ROGER JEAN GRAD
FISHER STEPHEN NEAL LAS3
FISHER SYLVIA DAWN AGR2
FISHER WALTER EARL GRAD
FISHERKELLER MARYANNE L GRAD
FISHMAN MICHAEL BARRY LAS1
FISK JAMES EN64
FISTEL MILTON SUMNER ENG4
FITCH DONNA JANE LAS4
FITCH ROBERT LAS3
FITCH SUSAN ELIZABETH LAS4
FITCHEN DOUGLAS BEACH GRAD
FITCHEN JANET MATHEWS GRAD
FITE THELMA LEE GRAD
FITZGERALD ARTHUR G ENG3
FITZGERALD JANE ELEANOR AGR1
FITZ6ERALD JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
FITZGERALD MARK GERALD LAS1
FITZ6ERALD MARY KAY JNL4
FITZ6ERALD PATRICIA G LAS2
FITZGERALD ROBERT C ENG1
FITZGERALD ROGER MILLER LAW2
FITZJARRALD FLOYD ALTON ENG3
FITZPATRICK FRANK E ENG3
FITZPATRICK JOSEPH P LAS4
FITZPATRICK PAUL EDMUND AGR3
FJELDE FREDERICK WENMAN FAA3
FLACK CHARLENE KAY AGR2
FLAGGE ANDREW THOMAS LAS1
FLAHERTY BERNARD JOHN ENG3
FLAHERTY RICHARD J ENG2
FLAMM BETTY JO LAS2
FLANDERS SETH W JR FAA4
FLANDORFER MAX CHARLES LAS4
FLANIGAN CLIFFORD T GRAD
FLANIGAN JAMES RONALD FAA4
FLANZER DENNIS JAY COMl
FLATT LESLIE TERRANCE AGR4
FLATT MICHAEL OLIVER ENG4
FLAX DAVID BRUCE COMl
FLAX LEONARD COMl



























































































C FL26055 1920 LOWELL BLVD SPRINGFIELD ILL
512 E WASHINGTON AV CASEY ILL
U FL26511 8311 S 85TH CT OAK LAWN ILL
C 400 N RIDGE ST CAMBRIDGE ILL
C FL26511 RR 3 PLYMOUTH WIS
C FL26058 53 E ARMORY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 RR 4 FREEPORT ILL
C FL67670 1715 ISABELLA AV MT VERNON ILL
C FL65852 105 UNION AV AMITYVILLE N Y
U EM75273 3718 FOREST AV BROOKFIELD ILL
U EM76580 604 W IOWA URBANA ILL
C FL67570 17 CEDARWOOD RD WHITE PLAINS N Y
C FL26511 208 W HARDING RD LOMBARD ILL
U FL26511 273 WOOD DALE RD WOOD DALE ILL
C FL24231 324 S COTTAGE KEWANEE ILL
C FL67803 RR 2 WATERLOO ILL
U EM79551 1907 S VINE ST URBANA ILL
C FL22188 1931 N SHEFFIELD AV CHICAGO 14 ILL
C FL67585 1747 E 73RD PL CHICAGO ILL
C FL22331 128 S NORTHWEST HWY PALATINE ILL
C FL67737 613 MICHIGAN AV EVANSTON ILL
C FL61847 1021 RACE AV ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL72535 RR 4 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 15 PIFERS LANE SULLIVAN ILL
U FREEMAN TR PK URBANA ILL
C FL67679 916 CASTLEWOOD TERR CHICAGO 40 ILL
C FL67629 3213 PALMER ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL63232 811 W LINCOLN BLVD FREEPORT ILL
U EM71136 BOX 538 TOLONO ILL
C FL63863 1004 W WILLIAM ST CHAMPAIGN IU.
C FL24671 RR 1 MACEDONIA ILL
C FL26511 111 ELM ST COLDWATER MICH
C FL61895 D HILL NURSERY DUNDEE ILL
C FL26511 19 NEVADA RD QUINCY 69 MASS
C FL26511 22403 LAWNDALE AV RICHTON PARK ILL
C FL67543 7 ALICIA DR ALTON ILL
C 1729 S GLENWOOD SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26511 926 N WALNUT ST OLNEY ILL
C FL63152 TOLONO ILL
C FL26511 22403 LAWNDALE AV RICHTON PARK ILL
C 325 W SPRUCE ST TITUSVILLE PA
U EM70143 INDIANOLA ILL
C FL21909 OWANECO ILL
C FL66274 RR 2 FITHIAN ILL
C FL67622 601 ANDERSON BLV GENEVA ILL
C FL64869 702 N MCKINLEY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75327 5754 W PATTERSON CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL22189 323 W CHIPPEWA ST DWIGHT ILL
C FL64195 110 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67667 7424 N OAKLEY CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 1105 N PENNSYLVANIA MORRISVILLE PA
C FL27568 1206 REDWOOD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21668 1130 N WASHINGTON HINSDALE ILL
C 1844 BRYANT AV BRONX 60 N Y
C FL26690 3149 N SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO 18 ILL
C FL67629 25 PEARL AV WINTHROP 52 MASS
U FL26511 1062 CHERRY ST WINNETKA ILL
C 361 OSAGE ST PARK FOREST ILL
C 915 LINCOLNSHIRE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 207 E 17TH ST NEW YORK 3 N Y
u 501 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
C FL60940 WATAGA ILL
C FL61848 725 HIGHLAND AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM71581 ELIZABETH ILL
U 5000 AUBERT AV ST LOUIS 15 MO
U EM71123 751 FOREST RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL67351 7 WISNER PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL67454 326 MAPLE AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL26511 ALBANY ILL
U EM78422 1104 S ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
U 1303 S LOCUST MARSHALL ILL
C FL67267 5022 PENSACOLA AV CHICAGO ILL
C 1003 17TH AV MOLINE ILL
C RR WATERMAN ILL
C FL21713 510 W VERMONT ST URBANA ILL
C FL61870 RR 1 SHANNON ILL
C FL26511 750 RED OAK DR GLEN ELLYN ILL
C FL68250 4127 S SCOVILLE AV STICKNEY ILL
C 7429 DANTE CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL62545 1908 S 6TH SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM51355 313 COMMONWEALTH AV AURORA ILL
U 1009 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL25731 46218 BRENTWOOD PL MT CLEMENS MICH
C FL21810 109 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM76711 8153 KINGSTON CHICAGO ILL
C FL28809 RR 3 CARROLLTON ILL
U EM79962 509 S JESSE CHRISTOPHER ILL
C FL26511 1900 N NEW ENGLAND CHICAGO 35 ILL
C FL67451 2415 E 78TH ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
U EM71191 DETWEILLER DR PEORIA 4 ILL
FLEEGER BARBARA JEAN PE 3
FLttRLAGE GEORGE HENRY LAW2
FLEISCHAKEK JOSEPH K ENG4
FLEISCHMAN LOIS SUE FAA1
FLEISHER JOAN ELENA LAS1
FLEISHER RONALD GARY COM3
FLEMING ALBERT WILLIAM AGR
1
FLEMING CAROLYN SUE PE 4
FLEMING EMMETT EUGENE GRAD
FLEMING JOE EDGAR JR ENG1
FLEMING MARGARET F AGR2
FLEMINGS JOAN FRANCES ED 1
FLEMMING RICHARD ALAN AVI1
FLENER FRED FAA2
FLENNER ROSS HERBERT GRAD
FLERSHEM JOHN WHITNEY ENG4
FLESSNER JAMES FREDRICK ENG1
FLETCHER AMARYLLIS ANNE FAA1
FLETCHER DAVID RHEA ENG1
FLETCHER GEORGE DAVID GRAD
FLETCHER HARRY FRANCIS GRAD
FLETCHER JAMES VERNON GRAD
FLETEMEYER RICHARD G PE 4
FLEXMAN WILLIAM LEONARD LAS1
FLICKINGER GARY DUANE AGR1
FLINSPACH ANN ELLA LAS2
FLINT RICHARD ALLEN COM2
FLOOD MELVIN LEROY FAA1
FLORA CHARLES THOMAS SWV1
FLORES CAMILLE IRENE AGR2
FLORES ELLA ISABEL FAA1
FLORES PHILLIP EDWARD FAA4
FLORES RONALD VALENTINE LAS1
FLORINI JOSEPH VINCENT LAS1
FLORIO MARY JO ED 2
FLORREICH JAMES HAROLD AGR2
FLORSCHUETZ CONSTANCE H GRAD
FLORSCHUETZ LEON WALTER GRAD
FLOWERS JONATHAN MAX LAS4
FLOYD CURTISS ORVAL LAS1
FLOYD THOMAS WILLIAM GRAD
FLUHR WALLACE EMORY GRAD
FLUSS MARILYN SUE FAA2
FLYER JILL SUSAN LAS1
FLYNN COLIN DONNELLY LAS1
FLYNN EDWARD JAMES GRAD
FLYNN JAMES DUNN GRAD
FLYNN JOANNE STORER FAA4
FLYNN JOHN PHILIP ENG1
FLYNN PAUL MAURICE COM3
FLYNN WILLIAM EDWARD AGR2
FOEHNER OLIN HAROLD JR ENG3
FOERNER JOSEPH JOHN JR LAS1
FOERNER MARY MARGARET ED 4
FOERSTER STEPHEN ARTHUR ENG1
FOG REGINA CONSTANCE LAS3
FOGAL GEORGE WELDON AGR4
FOGHT JAMES LORAN GRAD
FOGIEL ISRAEL GRAD
FOGLE CARL DEAN GRAD
FOGLE DALE ARTHUR ENG1
FOGLER DIANA LAS2
FOGLER HUGH SCOTT LAS3
FOGLIA VINCENT WILLIAM COM3
FOHRMAN HOWARD SHELDON COM1
FOILES EUGENE WILBUR GRAD
FOISSOTTE SUZANNE AGR2
FOISY ROBERT LOUIS JR AGR3
FOLBERG HAROLD JAY COM1
FOLEY LOUIS JOSEPH LAS3
FOLGER DONALD FOSTER LAS1
FOLKERS BEVERLY KAY AGR1
FOLKERS EDGAR ROBERT JR LAS1
FOLKERTS RALPH CHARLES LAS2
FOLKESTAD GUNNAR KETIL GRAD
FOLLENSBEE THOMAS LINK ENG4
FOLLMER LEON ROBERT ENG1
FOMBELLE NORMAN JUST LAW3
FONDA ROY DOUW ENG3
FOOS SAUL LAS2
FOOTE BEVERLY DREISOW GRAD
FOOTE CARLTON DAN GRAD
FOOTE JEFFREY H FAA2
FORBES KATHY KAY LAS3
FORBES LYNNETTE RAE LAS1
FORD CHARLES BISHOP 111 COM1
FORD DANIEL JOSEPH ED 3
FORD EDWARD JAMES JR ENG3
FORD FREDERICK EDDY GRAD











































1005 S LINCOLN AV
MRH GARNER 240










1005 W GREGORY DR
































MRH VAN DOREN 312
1202 W NEVADA
C FL62149 8616 S DREXEL AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
c FL26511 328 4TH CAIRO ILL
C 2123 AGATITE CHICAGO ILL
'J FL26511 1227 W LUNT CHICAGO 26 ILL
u FL26511 7643 S YATES CHICAGO 49 ILL
500 WABASH AV MATTOON ILL
c FL67460 326 BRIAR LANE HIGHLAND PARK ILL
c RR 2 SULLIVAN ILL
430 STEFFLER ST RANTOUL ILL
c FL26511 302 S E 4TH FAIRFIELD ILL
u EM74750 109 W DELAWARE AV URBANA ILL
u FL26511 7809 S VERNON CHICAGO ILL
c FL62281 1305 NEW M1LFORD RD ROCKFORD ILL
c FL68235 2759 N R08ERTA MELROSE PARK ILL
u EM71492 4870 AUGSPURGER RD HAMILTON OHIO
u 8730 BENNETT AV CHICAGO ILL
209 E GROVE RANTOUL ILL
u EM72371 307 S BUSEY URBANA ILL
c FL23345 1215 N COLLEGE SALEM ILL
u NEW HOLLAND ILL
u 7 HIGHWAY AGAS3IZ B C CANADA
212 SHADOWAY DR EAST PEORIA 86 ILL
c FL27100 680 E GRAND BLV DETROIT 7 MICH
c FL26511 6929 HURLBUT CHICAGO 31 ILL
u EM72532 RR 1 LANARK ILL
c FL67454 411 W ARCH ST MASON CITY ILL
c FL26511 BELLFLOWER 1 ILL
c FL26511 4609 ELM ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL28393 405 STANAGE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM77610 116 W PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
u FL26511 SAN PEDRO SULA HONDURAS C A
u EM78875 54 LAKESIDE TERR URBANA ILL
c BOX 161 RR 2 PLAINFIELD ILL
c FL63412 314 W SCOTT SULLIVAN ILL
c FL23727 1110 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 RR 2 BOX 468 BELLEVILLE ILL
u EM77867 RR 1 BOX 529 ST CHARLES ILL
u EM77867 RR 1 PAW PAW ILL
c FL61088 514 S STATE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 1106 MULBERRY MT CARMEL ILL
u 804 BRYANT NORMAL ILL
u EM79906 ST ANDREWS CHURCH RD LOUISVILLE KY
u FL26511 21 HELSTON PL HILLSBORO ILL
u FL26511 118 LINDEN ELMHURST ILL
c FL26511 11455 S WHIPPLE CHICAGO 43 ILL
c FL26511 4 HAZEL CT BROOKLYN 29 N Y
u EM79050 300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
u EM79050 300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
c FL66394 108 E MAIN ST TAYLORVILLE ILL
c FL63817 2124 W 119TH PL BLUE ISLAND ILL
u EM74069 RR 2 PECATONICA ILL
c BOX 311 BECKEMEYER ILL
c 9805 S HAMLIN AV EVERGREEN PARK 42 IL
c FL26732 9805 S HAMLIN AV EVERGREEN PARK ILL
c FL64014 6434 N KIMBALL LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
u 2050 W 21ST PL CHICAGO 8 ILL
c FL66737 706 E RICHARDSON FARMER CITY ILL
u EM73331 1770 SHAW AV AKRON 5 OHIO
c ZEPITA 538 LIMA PERU
2800 RICHMOND AV MATTOON ILL
c 1229 PHELPS ST OTTAWA ILL
u FL26511 42 FREDERICK LANE GLENDALE 22 MO
c FL27614 2247 W 113TH PLACE CHICAGO 43 ILL
c 1707 N NEWCASTLE CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 2512 W FARWELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
318 N THOMAS GILMAN ILL
u FL26511 933 RIDGE AV MUNDELEIN ILL
u EM76407 110 VALLEY RD ROSELLE ILL
c FL26511 1414 N 43RD ST EAST ST LOUIS ILL
c FL67266 709 W CLEVELAND SPRING VALLEY ILL
c FL67621 912 S 5TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL68738 RR 2 MORRISON ILL
c FL26511 18460 COWING CT HOMEWOOD ILL
u EM72676 606 MAPLE ST COLLINSVILLE ILL
u 840 S PEARL DENVER COLO
u EM78893 1910 22ND ST NORTH CHICAGO ILL
c FL62510 520 N WOOD FORREST ILL
u EM71526 RR 1 DECATUR ILL
c FL67908 9907 S CHARLES ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
c 900 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
u 1104-5 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
u STATE CENTER IOWA
u EM78501 908 S VINE URBANA ILL
u EM74652 243 CONNOLLY ST W LAFAYETTE IND
u EM75441 2331 N 53RD ST OMAHA 4 NEBR
c FL67670 402 N GRANGER HARRISBURG ILL
u EM72676 11352 NORMAL AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL25398 1315 S STATE CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 1010 HANSON MURPHYSBORO ILL



























































































ED 2 1003 W ILLINOIS U EM51418
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY U FL26511
GRAD 406 N MATHEWS u EM73161
ENG1 908 W ILLINOIS U EM70107
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 36 E CHALMERS C FL21736
ENG1 MRH FORBES 174 c FL26511
COM4 502 E WHITE c
LAS1 1111 W ILLINOIS u EM74971
AGR2 HAMMOND ILL
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS2 1102 W NEVADA u EM78117
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG4 MRH FORBES 132 c FL26511
ED 2 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
ENG1 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA3 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG1 MRH CLARK 239 c FL26511
LAS1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
COM3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM73817
LAS3 602 S RACE u EM73989
GRAD 602 S RACE u EM73989
ENG4 908 W CALIFORNIA u EM79589
ENG2 1002 W DANIEL c FL28685
ENG3 510 E HEALEY c FL26443
GRAD MRH TAFT 411 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 56 BRADLEY-MCKINLEY c
LAS4 912 S 2ND c FL64854
PE 3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74007
GRAD 35 E CHALMERS c FL65070
AGR4 906 S 5TH c FL25676
PE 1 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
COM1 MRH FORBES 128 c FL26511
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS c
COM1 MRH GARNER 463 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH GARNER 310 c FL26511
COM4 709 W CHURCH c
LAS2 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 803 W MICHIGAN u EM76444
COM3 1008 W NEVADA u EM51101
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
FAA4 1206 W OREGON u EM73109
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG4 1208 W CALIFORNIA u EM72516
GRAD 1501 S ANDERSON u EM75278
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 294 c FL26511
LAS4 110 E CHALMERS c
ED 1 1109 S LINCOLN u EM72241
ED 6 907 N GREGORY u EM78977
GRAD 907 N GREGORY u EM78977
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u EM71843
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 723 c FL26511
AGR2 1002 CALIFORNIA u
ENG3 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
LAS* MRH LUNDGREN 22 c FL26511
ENG4 202 E SPRINGFIELD c FL72638
LAS1 MRH GARNER 222 c FL26511
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
FAA1 MRH BARTON 18 c FL26511
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS c FL68401
GRAD 1106 GRANT PL u EM78026
ENG2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
GRAD 901 W MAIN u EM72563
FAA1 907 S 4TH c FL67994
LAS3 1106 S 3RD c FL22058
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM3 401 E JOHN ST c FL67737
LAS1 MRH GARNER 102 c FL26511
COM1 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
LAS1 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u EM70230
ENG1 105 E GREEN c FL22406
ED 1 1113 S 3RD c
COM2 MRH FORBES 230 c FL26511
FAA4 MRH BARTON 24 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH FORBES 404 c FL26511
FAA4 401 E JOHN c FL67737
GRAD 1117 W ILLINOIS u EM78933
GRAD 506 GREGORY PL u EM72503
VM 4 206 S WALNUT u EM73357
LAS1 1404 W HEALEY c FL22570
LAW1 313 E ARMORY c FL62563
LAS3 MRH FORBES c FL26511
COM4 1202 W MAIN u
2509 S HAMLIN
8005 S RHODES AV
310 ARLINGTON AV
310 W NORTH
RR 6 OAK KNOLLS
2217A PRATHER







CARRERA 16 16 48
1710 N 44TH ST
RR 2
6609 N TALMAN





602 S RACE ST
908 W CALIFORNIA AV
1002 W DANIEL ST
3725 ARTHUR AV
126 E PENNYWOOD AV
7621 S MORGAN
BOX 321




2246 N 75TH CT
1924 GARLING DR
130 SUNNYSIDE




1008 W NEVADA ST
917 E SANGAMON




1501 S ANDERSON ST
205 W 19TH ST
1305 N PRAIRIE AV






5758 S WOOD ST
715 N LOREL AV
5735 HOWARD AV
665 S CANNON AV
1807 N 79TH AV
2520 LAWNDALE AV
1311 E 5TH ST




414 E CHERRY ST










1117 W ILLINOIS ST
73 PORT WATSON ST
829 E PATTON ST
1404 W HEALEY














JAMAICA B W I
CHICAGO 25 ILL
BOGOTA COLOMBIA









































































WHITE PLAINS N Y
DES PLAINES ILL
CHICAGO 39 ILL
FRANCE NANCY MAJOR LAS3
FRANCIS DIANA RUTH LAS'.
FRANCIS GEORGE F GRAD
FRANCIS KFNT RUSSELL ENG4
FRANCIS MARY ING GRAD
FRANCIS WAYNE HERBERT ED 1
FRANCISCOVICH PAUL J JR FAA4
FRANCK JOANN FERN AGR3
FRANCO ERWIN JULIAN SWV4
FRANDSEN HENRY GRAD
FRANDSEN LEE RAYMOND ENG3
FRANGELLA ANTHONY CARLO FAA4
FRANK. ANNE C LAS2
FRANK ELIZABETH ANN AGR1
FRANK EUGENIE LOUISE LAS1
FRANK GERALD EDWARD LAS3
FRANK HARRY ENG3
FRANK IRA MICHEL LAS2
FRANK JOHN JOSEPH JNL4
FRANK MARGUERITE ELLEN LAS4
FRANK MORTON FAA4
FRANK RUDY WALTER LAS1
FRANK SARA RICHARDS FAA4
FRANK WILLIAM PHILLIP FAA1
FRANKEL NEIL PAUL FAA4
FRANKENBERG JULIAN M LAS3
FRANKFURTH JAMES ALFRED COM3
FRANKHOUSER DAVID E GRAD
FRANKLIN CHARLES RAY GRAD
FRANKLIN EDWIN ALAN ENG4
FRANKLIN PATRICIA A M GRAD
FRANKLIN SHIRLEY JEAN AGRA
FRANKLIN SIDNEY BRUCE GRAD
FRANKS CAROLYN SUE LAS3
FRANKS LINDA LOU ED 1
FRANKS ROGER LOUIS COM1
FRANKS TOMMY MARK COM1
FRANSWICK WILLIAM ERVIN GRAD
FRANZ FRANK ANDREW GRAD
FRANZ JUDITH ROSENBAUM GRAD
FRANZEN JUDITH ANN PE 4
FRASCA RUDOLF ANTHONY SWV4
FRASE LOUIS HARVEY LAS4
FRASER ANNA ORRIE GRAD
FRATIA JANET ANN LAS4
FRAY KINGSLEY ODONALD ENG4
FRAZAR PERRY LEWIS LAS1
FRAZER WILLIAM DONALD GRAD
FRAZIER RONALD GEORGE ENG3
FRAZIN IRWIN LEE LAS4
FREDA JOSEPH ALFRED ENG1
FREDE JOHN FREDRICK LAS2
FREDELL GARY DEAN LAS1
FREDERICK DAVID EUGENE GRAD
FREDERICK DONALD F FAA3
FREDERICK JEANNE MARIE AGR3
FREDERICK MARILYN CAROL AGR2
FREDERICKSON CHARLES L ENG2
FREDERKING EDWARD F GRAD
FREDERKING PATRICIA C LAS3
FREDERKING RAY LYNN LAS1
FREDLEY DONALD FLOYD LAS3
FREDRICKSON CAROL ANN PE 2
FREDRICKSON LAWRENCE T GRAD
FREDRICKSON RICHARD LEO GRAD
FREDRICKSON THOMAS A JR ENG4
FREDRIKSEN KAREN LUISE LAS3
FREED MARIS LYNNE ED 3
FREEDLUND LEE KEITH AGR2
FREEDLUND ROBERT ANDREW ENG2
FREEDMAN ALICE MYNETTE LAS2
FREEHILL JOANN FAA2
FREELAND PATRICIA GOULD LAS4
FREELINC- WILLIAM NORMAN LAS4
FREEMAN DONALD BRYAN LAS2
FREEMAN DONALD EDWARD COM1
FREEMAN JERE EVANS GRAD
FREEMAN NELSON G ENG3
FREEMAN ROBERT GILDER LAS2
FREEMAN ROY TODD ENG4
FREEMAN THOMAS GENE JR LAS4
FREEMAN WADE AUSTIN LAS2
FREESE GARY PAUL ENG1
FREESE GEORGE THOMAS ENG1
FREETLY DEAN DAIL GRAD
FREIDES MARCEL FAA4
FREIN EMIL CHARLES ENG1
FREITAG RICHARD ROSS AGR4
FREITAG ROBERT HENRY COMA
























































































58 E GREGORY DR
706 S 2ND
805 S 1ST
C FL69367 5692 NEW HAMPSHIRE
C FL63021 803 E WILLOW
C FL60859 9740 N MIAMI AV
C FL62510 RR 4
300 HARRISON ST
C FL26511 5224 N LACROSSE AV
U EM73845 874 N 7TH AV
U EM71136 RR 2
C FL68913 I 29 C STAD TERR
C FL68751 42 EVERGREEN LANE
C FL26511 1124 E DENISON
C 1518 E 77TH ST
U EM75441 3900 WAYMORE DR
U EM75416 1002 CHERRY ST
C FL24163 533 E LOCUST ST
U EM76711 9625 S MERRILL
C FL67813 301 E JACKSON
C FL26511 272 BRIXTON RD
C FL61552 11143 S MAPLEWOOD AV
U FL26511
C 205 E 17TH ST
C FL26511
1644 N FRANKLIN
C FL62490 705 S 1ST ST
C FL21865 48 POPLAR ST
C FL69718 3950 LAKE SHORE DR
C FL66394 8440 N CUMBERLAND RD
C 209 E GREEN ST
RR 3
C FL24569
C FL68027 BOX 427
C FL63650 RR 3
C FL64153 9 MILL ST
U EM71136
U EM71136 MCKINLEY ADAMS
C FL26511 518 WAUPONSEE ST
C FL26511 321 CHARLES ST
C FL67021 RR 3 BOX 61
U EM70210 240 N HIGHLAND AV
U EM70210 60 PILGRIM LANE
U FL26511 1243 ROSCOE ST
C FL63226 1708 PRINCETON
C FL26511 1855 N MULLIGAN
818 S WOLCOTT
C FL62545 633 W CENTER ST
U EM78117 17 MARKET ST
C FL67432 1409 N LOGAN AV
U EM71650 902 GLENBROOK LANE
C FL60875 36 ARLINE DR
U EM76711 1919 E 74TH ST
C FL67895 5139 W FITCH
C FL61895 1990 W MACON
C FL26511
U EM51233 6450 S MARSHFIELD
C FL26511 RR 3 BOX 350
C FL68738 RR 2
C FL67892 RR 1
U 3224 N BRETT AV
C FL23167 406 W WALNUT ST
C 215 E MAPLE
C 723 W ST LOUIS
C FL69529 4614 CAMERON AV
U FL26511 221 W PERU ST
C FL68009 717 BREEN DR
U EM71320 1630D2 ALABAMA DR
C 4552 N OAK PARK AV
U FL26511 210 12TH ST
C FL61389 3409 N BIGELOW
C FL26511 RR 1
C FL22188 922 W GROVE
C FL61383 2608 DEBORAH DR
U EM41343
U EM70174 302 W LOCUST
C FL26034 4222 BIRCHWOOD AV
C FL26511 JAMES ST
C FL67266 2153 N KEYSTONE AV
U EM79135 RR 1
C FL21552 506 S GREGORY PLACE
C 1006 FAIRVIEW
C FL26511 7221 W DIVERSEY
C FL25363 1213 S 5TH ST
C FL26511 4131 LINDEN AV
C FL26511 RR 3A
U EM77773 RR 2
U EM70566 706 W STOUGHTON
U EM79206 1642 W PRATT
C FL26511 415 E WASHINGTON ST
C FL63152
C FL67617 920 W POPLAR


















GARDEN CITY S N Y
CHICAGO ILL
NEW BERLIN ILL
































































































































































ENG2 306 DAVIDSON DR C
GRAD 2008 CYNTHIA DR C FL64926
COM4 901 S 2ND C FL25156
LAS3 MRH GARNER 332 C FL26511
FAA2 VILLA GROVE ILL
GRAD 1104 W SPRINGFIELD u EM79560
COM1 1112 W OREGON u EM77298
COM2 907 S 3RD c FL67679
LAS4 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
ENG3 310 E DANIEL c FL68275
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u EM25611
AVI2 1004 S 4TH c FL63631
AGR2 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
FAA3 MRH GARNER 262 c FL26511
LAS1 210 E GREEN c
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG2 504 E JOHN c FL67833
GRAD 11 TULIP TREE DR c FL21037
GRAD J56A STADIUM TERR c FL29050
GRAD 1604 CORONADO DR c
FAA3 302 E GREGORY DR c FL22559
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
LAS3 301 E ARMORY c FL67447
LAS2 1002 S LINCOLN u EM72645
ED 1 47 E CHALMERS c
LAS1 908 S 5TH c FL67664
LAW3 1001 CRESTWOOD DR u EM74545
COM1 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
VM 3 406 W VERMONT u EM73952
COM1 MRH HOPKINS 446 c FL26511
GRAD 208 W ILLINOIS u EM73142
JNL3 908 S 4TH c
GRAD
FAA1 MRH CLARK 339 c FL26511
GRAD 707 S LOCUST c FL23317
JNL3 907 S 4TH c FL67995
AGR2 715 W MICHIGAN u EM79292
LAS3 1111 S 3RD c
ENG1 401 E DANIEL c FL24261
LAS2 409 E GREEN c FL23345
ED 4 1113 W ILLINOIS u EM71793
GRAD MRH TAFT 323 c FL26511
GRAD 306 E GREEN c
ED 3 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
AGR3 1010 S 3RD ST c FL63021
GRAD 1804-201 ORCHARD PL u
ED 6 1804 ORCHARD PL u
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 415 c FL26511
GRAD 607 S LINCOLN u
PE 4 917 W WASHINGTON c FL22672
AGR3 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
AGR4 214 GREGORY DR c FL27535
ENG4 110 E CHALMERS c FL27715
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM2 313 E ARMORY c FL62564
COM2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM73439
GRAD 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM73773
AVI1 806 S 5TH c FL56990
LASS 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
LAS3 MRH BARTON 313 c FL26511
AGR4 705 S GREGORY PL u EM73658
LAS1 MRH FORBES 390 c FL26511
ENG2 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
AGR4 201 E GREEN c
GRAD 905 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77387
COM2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 202 E GREGORY DR c FL26511
ED 2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAW1 709 W NEVADA u EM51198
GRAD 905 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77387
LASl 1209 W CLARK u EM77085
AVI1 810 W OREGON u EM70317
COM2 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS2 401 E JOHN c FL67737
FAA4 1107 W GREEN u EM72511
FAA4 1107-626 W GREEN ST u EM72511
LAS3 1109 S 3RD c FL29567
PE 4 807 W WASHINGTON c
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
FAA4 1115 W OREGON u EM79206
ENG1 1107 W CALIFORNIA u EM79269
LASl 509 S WILLIS c FL24396
LAS3 212 E GREEN c FL67608
ENG1 310 E JOHN c FL62769
COM1 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
ED 3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
16 W STRAIN
2008 CYNTHIA DR











3218 N MENARD ST
1ST ST
544 N LAVERGNE
5694 N RIDGE AV






327 E NORTH ST




223 W WALTHAM ST
725 N MIDVALE BLV
2712 W LOGAN BLV
4833 N KIMBALL AV
6901 W ARMITAGE
359 E 54TH ST
770 E 46TH ST
2624 W FARRAGUT






38 S PLUM GROVE AV
5839 N BERNARD ST
227 NORTH C ST
718 W ELM
2216 S ODDICENT




601 N 9TH AV
RR 1
1301 N PRAIRIE
1305 N PRAIRIE AV
3950 LAKE SHORE DR
256 IVY LANE




1303 E ELM ST
35 NORTHMOOR PL
2414 15TH AV



















145 N PARK RD
419 BALTIMORE ST




















NEW YORK 56 N Y
































































































































































COM4 1215 S 4TH C FL26511 4928 N MOZART ST
GRAD 1003 W OREGON u EM71723 1039 ROBBIE
COM1 MRH FORBES 363 c 5711 N MERRIMAC
VM 2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 RR 1
ENG4 1118 W NEVADA u 573 MAIN ST
AGR3 SAVOY ILL RR 3
AGR3 307 W GREEN c FL65645 517 BAXTER CT
FAA3 106 E DANIEL c FL61766 617 N MULBERRY
LAS1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416 1025 S HARLEM AV
FAA2 MRH HOPKINS 261 c FL26511 RR 2
GRAD 408-5 S GOODWIN u EM70511 408 S GOODWIN
LAS1 708 W VERMONT u EM78024 708 W VERMONT
AGR3 904 W OREGON u EM76045
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 407 c FL26511 320 CHARLES
GRAD 405 S 6TH c 30 ALLEY 4 YENI ST
GRAD 405 S 6TH c 17 LANE 32 CHUNG RD
ENG2 MRH FORBES 496 c FL26511 127 KALOKO LANE
ENG4 908 S 5TH c 116 KELLER ST
GRAD 704 BREEN DR c FL60748 704 BREEN DR
GRAD 704 BREEN DR c FL60748 704 BREEN DR
COM1 404 E JOHN c FL68738 RR 3
COM1 710 W OHIO ST u EM71511 403 N LOGAN
ENG4 901 S 2ND c FL21677 208 FAIRWAY DR
AGR1 1010 S 2ND c FL60251
GRAD 602 PARK c FL27536 602 PARK
ED 1 710 W OHIO u 102 N ARTHUR AV
LAS1 MRH FORBES 204 c FL26511 958 WRIGHTWOOD
GRAD 205 E ILLINOIS u EM74327 1003 HALA DR
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 7520 S LAFAYETTE
ENG4 MRH NOBLE 218 c FL26511 9346 3RD ST
FAA4 300 S GOODWIN u EM76164 300 S GOODWIN
GRAD 903 W ILLINOIS u SAWARAGICHOAGARU
GRAD 515 BASH CT c
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 493 c FL26511 RR 4
VM 1 1109 W ILLINOIS u EM75137 RR 2
ED 2 312 E DANIEL c FL24671 BOX 305
GRAD 903 W OREGON u 1117 SEXTONVILLE RD
ENG2 402 S LINCOLN u EM70351 1005 ONEIDA ST
GRAD 1008-5 W GREEN u 6061 S 1900 W
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67645 1821 16TH ST
GRAD MRH TAFT 11 c FL26511 MRH TAFT 11
GRAD 1805 ORCHARD u RR 1 BOX 352
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 101 N MARKET ST
ENG2 809 S 5TH c FL23325 RR 1
LAS2 906 S 4TH c 447 W 60TH PL
LAS4 602 S BROADWAY u EM76540 3 BALMORAL WAY
COM2 1004 S 2ND c 622 N HENNEPIN AV
ENG1 MRH GARNER 215 c FL26511 IROQUOIS 223
COM2 506 E DANIEL c FL28590 RR 1
GRAD 1603 COTTAGE GROVE u EM79609 1603 COTTAGE GR
ENG1 302 E JOHN c FL67981 1238 KENTUCKY
LAS4 208 E SPRINGFIELD c FL29594 208 E SPRINGFIELD
ENG4 311 E GREEN c FL66673 RR 1
GRAD DANVILLE ILL 508 W ROSELAWN AV
COM1 806 W OHIO u EM70376 7350 OAK ST
LAW1 201 N LINCOLN u EM70419 2409 COLLEGE ST
ENG4 609 S 4TH c FL25040 RR 2
COM3 607 W HEALEY c FL65638 607 W HEALEY AV
GRAD 201 N LINCOLN u EM70419 RIDGEFIELD RD
COM1 1608 W UNIVERSITY c FL63865 1608 W UNIVERSITY
LAS2 410 E JOHN c FL27100 723 PEORIA AV
AGR2 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588 BOX 255
AGR1 905 S 5TH c
COM3 1306 E MICHIGAN u EM78040 1306 E MICHIGAN
GRAD 906 S 4TH c FL28247 3542 YAMAZAKI
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 836 W LAKESIDE PL
GRAD 606 W OHIO u EM72812 57 VERVENA ST
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 1160 SHERBROOKE PL
GRAD 714 W ELM u EM77750 3209 WALNUT AV
COM3 MRH FORBES 104 c FL26511 1160 SHERBROOKE PL
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 6647 N ARTESIAN AV
GRAD 914 W HILL c 4319 W ROSCOE
ENG4 405 N ELM c FL61066 405 N ELM ST
JNL3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 106 KINGS HIGHWAY
COM3 404 E JOHN c FL68738 RR 1
ED 1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892 843 E JEFFERSON
ED 4 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385 RR 1
COM1 MRH FORBES 424 c FL26511 1510 S PARK AV
ED 4 1113 S 3RD c FL74567 5017 OGDEN AV
JNL3 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468 3618 S 54TH AV
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 RR 1 BOX 19A
GRAD 806 W HILL c FL66361 806 W HILL ST
FAA4 1104 W CALIFORNIA u EM71350 7849 N TRIPP AV
GRAD 807 E HIGH u EM79023 6404 WASHINGTON
GRAD 904 W ILLINOIS u 6209 MCCLEAN BLV
GRAD 1108 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77301 1106 W SPRINGFIELD
GRAD 1108 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77301 1108 W SPRINGFIELD
LAS1 611 E DANIEL c FL61840 1521 W 91ST
COM4 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063 1521 W 91ST ST







































































































































































iARCIA ARTHUR F JR
iARCIA CARLOS ALBERTO












ENG3 1002 S ELM BLV C
COM1 MRH BARTON 402 C FL26511
COM4 F-51-C2 STADIUM TERR C
COM1 MRH CLARK 222 c FL26511
GRAD 711 N WASHINGTON u
LAS1 604 E ARMORY ST u FL67591
PE 4 1510 GRANDVIEW DR c FL27248
COM1 MRH GARNER 214 c FL26511
GRAD 212 E WHITE c
COM2 805 S 6TH c FL24754
PE 1 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
COM1 MRH CLARK 222 c FL26511
COM1 MRH LUNDGREN 103 c FL26511
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
GRAD 1623 W UNIVERSITY c FL21703
ENG1 110 E GREEN c
COM1 MRH FORBES 110 c FL26511
ENG3 1006 6TH c
AGR1 MRH FORBES 288 c FL26511
ED 3 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 509 W WILLIAMS c FL24329
LAS4 1005 W ILLINOIS u EM51418
LAS1 MRH FORBES 271 c FL26511
LAS4 MRH FORBES 328 c FL26511
GRAD 606 W OHIO u EM72812
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 705 S 6TH c FL63412
LAS3 1101 S 4TH c FL63071
GRAD 310 W GREEN u EM71484
FAA3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG4 905 S 6TH c FL65567
LAS2 1111 3RD ST u
GRAD 406 S LINCOLN u EM76114
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 342 c FL26511
LAS4 111 E CHALMERS c FL61528
COM4 410 S BUSEY u EM76178
COM3 410 E JOHN c FL27100
LAS1 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
AGR1 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1802-102 ORCHARD PL u
ENG4 1109 W MAIN u EM73918
LAS3 617 E GREEN c FL21415
FAA4 706 S MATHEWS u EM75925
FAA2 MRH NOBLE 324 c FL26511
AGR1 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
AGR4 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74069
GRAD 504 E CLARK c FL26859
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 519 c FL26511
COM1 MRH CLARK 436 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 225 c FL26511
GRAD 1201 W SPRINGFIELD u
LAS1 1110 NEVADA u EM75426
SWV4 101 E DANIEL c FL29095
LAS2 MRH GARNER 272 c FL26511
ENG4 1102 W STOUGHTON u
COM4 MRH GARNER 127 c FL26511
GRAD 518 E GREEN c FL66234
GRAD 906 W CALIFORNIA u EM79527
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c
LAS1 201 JOHN ST u EM21725
GRAD J63A STADIUM TERR c FL65722
GRAD 608 E CHALMERS c FL28481
LAS2 105 E JOHN c FL69156
AGR4 603 E HEALEY c
COM3
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG3 309 E HEALEY c FL65678
ENG3 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
ED 4 1008 W STOUGHTON u
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 1 904 S 3RD c FL26965
LAS1 MRH CLARK 414 c FL26511
GRAD 606 S LOCUST c FL25309
LAS2 206 E GREEN c FL68235
ENG4 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM51264
GRAD 816 W MAIN u EM72819
LASS 910 W STOUGHTON u EM77688
ED 4 1200 MAYFAIR RD c FL28975
AGR1 803 S 2ND c FL60971
AGR1 410 E CHALMERS c FL29864
GRAD 910 W STOUGHTON u EM77688
LAS1 305 E JOHN c FL60733
LAS1 309 E JOHN c FL69064
ENG4 1104 W OREGON u EM79319
LAS2 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
ENG4 1 SAFFER CT u EM73276
COM4 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511





350 N 1ST AV
200 E ROSELAWN AV
914 NAWATA AV
212 E WHITE ST
BOX 317
3335 OAKDALE
205 N OAK ST
7425 N CLAREMONT AV
1915 S 1ST ST
1623 W UNIVERSITY
110 E GREEN ST
338 S NEWBURY
915 N TRUMBULL
2135 W LELAND AV
935 W 32ND PL
1230 W COLUMBIA AV
1353 W FARGO
88 18 211TH ST
5904 S TROY ST
706 N SPRING AV
5712 W GUNNISON
114 CEDAR ST
1311 N LAKE ST
1025 S 25TH AV
200 W NORTH ST
2418 LONDONDERRY RD
10233 S LASALLE ST
415 W BLUFF ST
557 W KIMBALL
600 WEST ST
508 E 231ST ST
255 MERTON AV
BOX 55 RR 1
7819 GREENBRIAR DR
RR 2
4453 W CORTEZ ST
4630 ATTLEBORO ST
1010 W JOHNSON
BOX 395 RR 2
RR 1
225 S HANOVER AV
CALLE 57 16404
319 LORD AV




806 N 9TH ST
817 MILWAUKEE AV
23B GARIAHAT RD W





4204 S DREXEL BLVD











2800 E 78TH ST
CARRERA 15 1739
816 W MAIN ST
204 N GREGORY ST
1200 MAYFAIR RD
36 HAMILTON ST
910 W STOUGHTON ST
520 HARRISON
417 E MONROE






















































































































GARRATT FRANK EDWIN JR
GARRELTS WELDON EARL































































FAA4 806 S 3RD C FL26220 806 S 3RD ST
ENG4 MRH FORBES 478 C FL26511 5129 N KILDARE AV
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN U FL26511 5400 W FULTON
COM3 1207 NEVADA U EM75459 4200 DUBOIS
ENG6 311 S RUSSELL C FL29401 311 S RUSSELL ST
ENG4 1116 W CALIF U EM71588
GRAD 1 SAFFER CT U EM73276 1 SAFFER CT
GRAD 1902 GARDEN HILLS DR C FL21105 1902 GARDEN HILLS
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN AV U FL26511 806 LAURA AV
COM2 MRH GARNER 278 C FL26511 9207 S CONSTANCE AV
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA U 336 W 56TH ST
FAA4 403 S 3RD C 403 S 3RD ST
GRAD 510 E DANIEL C FL66046 510 E DANIEL ST
AGR1 1111 W ILLINOIS U EM74971
LAS3 909 W ILLINOIS U EM77153
GRAD 904 W CALIFORNIA U 2717 MANSARD ST
COM3 1105 S 1ST C FL67570 6649 N ROCKWELL
LAS3 206 E GREEN C FL68235 3237 W WILSON
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA U EM71173 CHESTNUT ST
ENG1 508 SPRINGFIELD C FL29772 RR 1
COM1 907 S 3RD C FL67679 640 GREENBAY RD
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN U EM75416 1512 N CHURCH
GRAD RANKIN ILL RR 3
LAS1 MRH GARNER 302 C FL26511 RR 1
LAS1 310 E CHALMERS C FL63356 244 RUTH ST
LAS1 MRH FORBES 120 C FL26511 112 BLUE SPRUCE CIR
AVI1 205 E UNIVERSITY C FL65564
FAA3 211 E DANIEL C FL67583 1339 W 97TH ST
GRAD 502 MICHIGAN U EM71226 227 SHADY LANE
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 289 C FL26511 RR 3
LAW2 1105 S EUCLID C FL23304 474 W MADISON ST
GRAD 810 S 3RD C RR 1 BOX 230 SH 162
LAS1 313 E ARMORY C BOX 56
FAA4 1113 S 3RD C FL26732 337 BLUFF ST
GRAD 908 W NEVADA U EM72477 163 ROUND MILL RD
LAS4 303 E JOHN C FL66434 807 LUNDVALL AV
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA U FL26511 3126 W SHERWIN
ED 1 1106 S 3RD C FL22058 6913 MERRILL AV
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN U EM76394 24 TILTON CT
ENG1 MRH GARNER 423 C FL26511 1329 E GARFIELD
ED 4 RANTOUL ILL RR 4 BOX 35
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511 6836 S BENNETT AV
AGR2 1210 W SPRINGFIELD U EM71581
ENG4 207 N GREGORY U EM78893 ANGEL MTZ V 50F
LAS* 101 E DANIEL C 20 W 26TH ST
FAA1 58 E ARMORY C FL28667 58 E ARMORY
GRAD
GRAD MRH TAFT 407 C FL26511 4032 FOREST AV
FAA3 907 S WRIGHT C FL62545 4719 N WINCHESTER
COM2 702 W WASHINGTON U EM67601 409 N BOONE ST
ENG3 MRH GARNER 404 C FL26511 957 WILLARD ST
ENG3 1105 W CALIFORNIA U EM76297 516 EDEN PARK DR
GRAD 810 S 3RD C FL26930 511 S LIBERTY ST
FAA1 1110 S ARBOR C 1210 N SPRINGFIELD
GRAD 810 S 3RD C FL26930 810 S 3RD ST
ED 3 303 E JOHN ST C FL66434 RR 1
LAW1 MRH VAN DOREN 311 C FL26511 311 VAN DOREN
ENG3 902 W ILLINOIS U EM70468
COM3 402 E DANIEL C FL60374 2759 PLAINFIELD RD
LAS3 1209 W UNIVERSITY U EM77652 335 E MICHIGAN
COM4 712 W HILL C
GRAD ONARGA ILL 3105 N 59TH ST
FAA4 1005 S 2ND C FL67975 701 E GRAND
GRAD 1109 W CHURCH C FL62287 16 FREDERICK ST
ENG3 401 E DANIEL C FL24262 800 N EDWARDSVILLE
GRAD 709 S 1ST C FL26905 424 S 1ST ST
GRAD 503 W WASHINGTON C FL27308 506 S 3RD
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA U FL26511 7028 N MENDOTA AV
FAA3 404 E CHALMERS C 944 N FERNANDEZ ST
ENG1 401 E JOHN C FL26044 12 FORESTDALE PK
JNL4 1433 CAROLINA DR U EM71910 12 S BUCHANAN ST
COM3 MRH FORBES C FL26511 6428 N ROCKWELL
AGR1 1802-202 ORCHARD PL U
GRAD 1802-202 ORCHARD PL U RR 1
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY U FL26511 10807 S KEDZIE
LAS1 MRH FORBES 102 C FL26511 1524 W FREDONIA
GRAD 604 W ILLINOIS U EM79718 3247 W 109TH ST
GRAD 1211 WILLIAMSBURG DR C FL23308 RR 1
PE 1 311 E GREEN C 720 GREEN BAY AV
AGR4 706 S GOODWIN U EM77525 RR*1
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN U FL26511 3529 ROSEMEAR AV
GRAD 1401 W PENNSYLVANIA U EM79691 ROUTE 1
LAS2 409 E DANIEL C FL29540
LAS1 MRH FORBES 208 C FL26511 1902 S 14TH AV
LAS3 905 W OREGON U EM79391 1340 W 111TH ST
FAA3 505 CHALMERS C FL67601
ENG1 311 E GREEN C FL66934
ED 2 1104 NEVADA U EM75441 1122 ELMRIDGE DR
LAS1 1111 S 1ST C FL63314 1123 MAIN ST





















































































































































































ENG* 105 E HEALEY C
GRAD 1206 N GOODWIN U EM71**1
GRAD 20* W PENNSYLVANIA u EM76368
GRAD 20* W PENNSYLVANIA u EM76368
FAA1 MRH LUNDGREN *0* c FL26511
LAS* 905 S 5TH c FL60687
LAS* 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS* MRH GARNER 268 c FL26511
LAS2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS1 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM7*063
GRAD 502 W ELM u
FAA* 508 W MICHIGAN u EM7*158
AGR2 713 W OHIO u EM75*27
ENG* MRH GARNER 26* c FL26511
AGR2 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
AGR1 58 E GREGORY c FL63152
LAS* 907 W CALIFORNIA u
AGR3 MRH GARNER **2 c FL26511
AGR1 611 E PARK c FL6752*
VM 1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
COM3 MRH FORBES 330 c FL26511
ENG* 1102 W STOUGHTON u
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 39* c FL26511
GRAD 1102 W NEVADA u EM78117
LAS1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM7*007
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR1 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
LAS1 913 S LOCUST c FL25826
VM * 711 OHIO u EM76118
GRAD 305 E ARMORY c FL25837
AGR* 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM7*063
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77763
ENG* 112 E DANIEL c FL2322*
ENG* J-56-3 STADIUM TERR c FL60961
LAS3 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
LAS* 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
LAS1 1115 W OREGON u EM79206
COM2 1008 W OREGON u EM77*27
LAS1 1002 S LINCOLN u EM79796
FAA3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM3 907 S *TH c FL67995
PE * MRH LUNDGREN 102 c FL26511
ED * 1106 S 3RD c FL22058
FAA2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
COM2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
ED * 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ED 2 706 S MATHEWS u EM71137
LAW3 903 WESTERN u EM77270
LAS* 1105 CALIFORNIA u EM76877
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1306 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73786
AGR* *0* S 6TH c FL22188
AGR3 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75*16
GRAD 910 S LOCUST c FL69-692
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
GRAD 1603 CHEVY CHASE c FL6*097
ENG3 207 S WRIGHT c
LAS3 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG3 209 E ARMORY c FL2*232
COM2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75*39
GRAD 605 E HEALEY c FL68979
FAA3 310 E DANIEL c FL68275
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 120* W SPRINGFIELD u EM79322
ENG* MRH FORBES *50 c FL26511
GRAD 1107-527 W GREEN u EM70*17
ENG1 308 HEALEY c FL29830
ENG2 1105 S *TH c FL61813
PE * 111* W JOHN c FL29821
FAA2 *01 E JOHN c
ENG2 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
AGR3 1005 S 2ND c
GRAD 601 S *TH c FL6268*
ENG3 70* S 3RD c FL2970*
LAS2 5 BURNETT CIRCLE u EM7*260
ENG1 107 W ILLINOIS u
COM* 302 E GREGORY DR c FL6765*
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG3 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588
ENG2 502 E WHITE c FL25503
PE 1 10 MONTCLAIR ROAD u EM7**59
COM6 1215 S *TH c FL26511
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
FAA*
GRAD 606 W OHIO u
FAA2 1007 S 5TH c FL220*6
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS *28 c FL26511
LAS2 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
SWV* DANVILLE ILL






232* S ELMWOOD AV
7726 S TROY ST
26 ILLINI DR
RR *
852 E 57TH ST
6*0 WARSAW ST
320 N EUCLID ST








3*32 W 66TH ST
19 DIVISION AV
205 SHAW ST











1052 ELM RIDGE DR
253 E 33RD ST
2*12 11TH ST















5919 N PAULINA ST
2051 W MONTROSE





7605 W 63RD ST
RR#2 CENTERVILLE RD
12 THIATITON ST N
3*28 NEENAH
58*8 N W CIRCLE
2226 BARNARD CT
359 BEHM DR








138*1 S DEARBORN ST
2323 W GRANVILLE
1**1 S EAST ST
































































































GERRY YAROL Ltt ED 2
6ERSEY GERALD BENJAMIN GRAD
GERSON SHARON LEE LAS2
GERSTEIN MARVIN IRA COM3
GERSTMAN GEORGE HENRY ENG4
GERSTnER SUSAN JANE AGR2
GERTEIS ROBERT LOUIS GRAO
GERULAK BOHDAN OLEH FAA4
GERZ DENNIS EUGENE COM1
GERZEL JAMES IGNACE ED 1
GESCHWlND JANICE ETHEL LAS2
GESELL JOHN ANDREW AGR4
GETMAN ANITA LOUISE PE 2
GETMAN CHARLES LESTER COM1
GETZ CAROL JEAN ED 4
GETZ EVELYN MARGARET LAS1
GEU HAROLD LEE GRAD
GEU ROSEMARIE SIEGRIST AGR3
GEYER SEVILLE ALICE ED 3
GEYER WARREN HAROLD LAS3
GEYER WENDY GAY ED 1
GHENT EDD LEIGHMAN ENG3
GHIGHI JAMES LEE ENG4
GHlLARDI RONALD GEORGE FAA4
GHILARDUCCI CAESAR JOHN GRAD
GHOSH ASOKE KUMAR GRAD
GHOSH DIBYENDU NARAYAN GRAD
GHOSH HITENDRA NATH GRAD
GHOSHEH NAJATI SALEH GRAD
GIAMALVA VINCENT A LAS3
GIANCARLO MICHAEL A ENG1
G1ARRIZZO FRANK CARMELO ENG4
GIBB JAMES PEACOCK 111 ENG3
GIBBENS WILLARD DOUGLAS ENG1
GIBBONS GLORIA ELLEN ED 1
GIBBONS SHARRON EILEEN LAS*.
GIBBS ALAN JOHN COM4
GIBBS DONALD DALE COM3
GIBBS SALLY ANN LAS1
GIBSON CYRUS ADDISON GRAD
GIBSON DOUGLAS JOHN GRAD
GIBSON MAREDITH LEE ED 2
GIBSON MICHAEL OTIS LASl
GIBSON RAYMOND PAUL PE 3
GIBSON ROBERT HEYWARD ENG4
GIBSON ROBERT KEENEY LAS4
GIELOW ROBERT LOUIS ENG3
G1ENKO MELANIUSZ JAN FAA2
GIERKE SANDRA JEAN GRAD
GIERMAN PHIL EMROY JR COM2
GIESE JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
GIESEKE RODGER KENNETT GRAD
GIESEKING DALE EDWARD ENG4
GIESEKING DARRELL LEE ENG4
GIESEL ROBERT ERNEST LAS4
GIESELMAN ROBERT DALE GRAD
GIESZELMANN EDWARD L ENG4
GIESZELMANN MARIE E ED 2
GIEWARTOWSKI JOSEPH E GRAD
GIFFHORN KENWOOD EDGAR EnGI
GIFFIN DAVID CARLYLE ENG2
GIGLIO PAULINE DOROTHY AGR3
GILBERT CAROL MARY LAS2
GILBERT DONALD KROTZ LAS3
GILBERT EDGAR ALLAN 111 GRAD
GILBERT JULIE ANNETTE LAS2
GILBERT NORMAN STANLEY GRAD
GILBERT RALPH BARRY ENG2
GILBERT SANDRA RUTH LASl
GILBERTSON GlENN DONALD GRAD
GILBURG ROBERT DONALD COM4
GILBY BARBARA ANNE PE 4
GILCHRIST ANDREW R COM1
GILCHRIST DAVID GLENN AGR1
GILCHRIST DUNCAN LEE ENGI
GILDER HOWARD MICHAEL GRAD
GILES BARBARA KAY COM2
GILES RICHARD PHILLIP ENG3
GILKERSON MARTHA E FAA3
GILKISON DONALD CHARLES PE 3
GILKISON JEAN PIGOTT AGR3
GILKISON JOSEPH M ENG2
GILL DANIEL LEE COM3
GILL DAVID DEVERELL COM2
GILL HENRY LEONARD ENG4
GILL JAMES VINCENT LAS2








































































1005 W GREGORY DR
210 E JOHN














u EM72645 2901 W GRANVILLE CHICAGO 45 ILL
c <!b44 N TRIPP AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL62516 4342 W LEX! > CHICAGO ,J4 ILL
c FL26511 6736 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO ILL
u EM79298 11132 76TH AV FOREST MILLS N Y
u EM75425 TREMONT ILL
c FL6O070 4005 t LEWIS WICHITA 8 KANSAS
C FL28909 1056 N WOLCOTT AV CHICAGO 22 ILL
c FL26511 4644 MAIN ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL67524 1031 MCALISTER ST NORTH CHICAGO ILL
c FL24163 RANSOM ILL
u EM74924 RR 1 bELVlDERE ILL
c FL24948 910 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL67162 65 GREENCROFT CHAMPAIGN ILL
u FL26511 503 W PRAIRIE roanokE ill
u FL26511 906 W CHARLES CHAMPAIGN ILL
u RR 1 BOX 79 SIDNEY NEBR
>J 4430 YARROW WHEAT RIDGE COLO
c FL28590 7624 MONROE ST FOREST PARK ILL
c FL65940 650 N LARAMIE AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
c FL61840 357 RIDGEWOOD GLEN ELLYN ill
c FL63633 222 WASHINGTON ST Columbia ill
c FL22935 1038 CHARTRES ST lasalle ill
c 3245 N RICHMOND CHICAGO ILL
c FL67267 1360 W GRAND CHICAGO 22 III
'J EM51154 8 MINTO RD ALLAHABAD INDIA
c 5A 3ANERJEE ROAD CALCUTTA 23 INDIA
'J EM66234 JYOTISH ROY ROAD CALCUTTA 33 INDIA
u EM70120 JERUSALEM JORDAN
c FL63323 1701 MONTAGUE ST ROCKFORD ILL
c FL61848 154 EDISON ST BUFFALO 15 N Y
c FL67766 2948 N FAIRFIELD AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL67803 314 BLUFF ST HILLSBORO ILL
c FL61766 BOX 30 FOOSLAND ILL
'J FL26511 2107 S STATE ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL66723 624 S MAIN ST CANTON ILL
c FL26511 2 OLD ORCHARD LANE STREATOR ILL
c FL29540 3021 OAK AV MATTOON ILL
c FL63558 502 S STATE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM78601 502 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
u 2411 HARLAN ST FALLS CITY NEBR
c FL22635 806 W CLARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL60657 3928 MORTON AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL67574 319 E SEMINARY ONARGA ILL
c FL67266 1300 SYCAMORE ST QUINCY ILL
c 1106 N HICKORY CHAMPAIGN ILL
2333 N KARLOV CHICAGO ILL
u EM71535 1551 N HONORE ST CHICAGO 22 ILL
c 2760 W WINDSOR CHICAGO 25 ILL
c 2246 WILLOW HOMEWOOD ILL
u EM77794 541 PERCE ST TWIN FALLS IDAHO
c FL26511 PARK ORLANDO AV GLOUCESTER CITY N J
u EM72049 RR 1 HARVEL ILL
c FL23224 RR 1 BOX 1 HARVtL ILL
c 921 CLUB CIRCLE glEnview ill
c FL66185 922 N WALNUT BRAZIL IND
c FL68063 RR 1 COLLINSVILLE ILL
c FL69064 RR 1 BOX 328 COLLINSVILLE ILL
c FL24370 222 PULASKI RD CALUMET CITY ILL
c FL26511 135 INDIANA AV BELLEVILLE ILL
c FL27614 709 E 8TH ST ALEDO ILL
c FL67892 1724 CHARLES ST ROCKFORD ILL
u EM74007 11155 S DEPOT ST WORTH ILL
u EM79269 15029 KEELER MIDLOTHIAN ILL
u EM76574 911 N 5TH AV ST CHARLES ILL
u FL26511 603 W COLDEN ST POLO ILL
u EM79557 1020 GROVE AV WAUKEGAN ILL
c FL26511 4244 N KIMBALL CHICAGO 18 ILL
u FL26511 3693 BERKELEY RD Cleveland ie ohio
u 243 W MAPLE ST STOCKTON ILL
c FL23496 BOX 169 GIBSON CITY ILL
u FL26511 5425 BLACKSTONE ST CHICAGO 15 ILL
c FL67871 513 MADISON ST OAK PARK ILL
c FL26511 RR 1 EMDEN ILL
c FL26511 1503 S LOCUST AV FREEPORT ILL
u 10437 119TH ST NEW YORK 19 N Y
c FL21571 1515 DOWNER PL AURORA ILL
u EM71304 700 WASHINGTON ST QUINCY ILL
u EM715U 1215 N MAPLEWOOD PEORIA ILL
c FL61155 606 S PRAIRIE AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL6U55 RR 1 DEKALB ILL
c FL26511 RR 1 GEORGETOWN ILL
c MELVIN ILL
c FL67643 608 GARFIELD AV ROCKFORD ILL
RR#1 FLORA ILL
c FL28809 202 E DAVIDSON DR DANVILLE ILL
u BONE GAP ILL
ILL PAUL ROBERT COM1
ILL WILLIAM LEE ENG3
ILLAN JAY P WILLIAM COM1
ILLER CURTISS HALE AGR2
ILLER MARGARET RUTH FAA1
ILLER SANDRA NADALlN ED 4
ILLER WADSWORTH C LAS2
ILLERAN NEAL FREDRICK ENG1
ILLESPEY CRAIG PAUL LAS1
ILLESPIE EMlLlE JENNIE LAS4
illespie james randall law3
illespie jeffrey h agr1
illespie roger dwight agr4
illespie vernon p eng4
illette gordon ray ed 6
illette mary jane com2
ilifillan richard a agr2
illihan jack lee las3
illilan james horace grad
illiland beverly ruth agr1
illingham larry joe las2
illis arthur leonard las1
illis richard dixon las2
ilman richard atwood grad
ilmer james lance las1
ilmore george william pe 4
ilmore mildred mae grad
ilmore phyllis ann agr1
ilmore thomas barry jr grad
ilmore walter l jr las3
ilmour stephen werner faa1
ilson richard patrick eng1
ilster peter stuart eng3
iltner ira laverne las3
iltner wilfred eng3
inder shirley jeanne com2
ingerich allan lee eng3
ingerich gerald wayne faa2
inocchio martin h faa6
insberg sharon lois ed 3
insburg irwin samuel grad
insburg marjorie fay ed 1
insburg richard allan com1
insburg sharon lynn las1
inter kenneth edward grad
inther walter robert com3
intzler nancy kay ed 2
ipson martin thomas grad
irard james michael eng2






itzendanner kenneth f com1
iuffre darlene m las3
ivhan wennonah m las1
ladin catherine b pe 2
ladish david Francis grad
lantz stuart irwin com1
lanz lenore marie grad
laser pearl bluesteln las5
laser robert joel faa4
lasgow marcia las3
lass genevieve elaine las2
lass john patterson las1
lass joseph warren com4
lassman arthur lewis com2
lassner leanne las1
laub gerald robert jnl4
lauser glenn leon las1
lavan james paul com1
lazer carole lee ed 1
lazer linda ann ed 1
lazer stanley leon com2
leasner patricia e ed 2
leason brenda sue las1
beason diane michele com1
leason donna jean ed 4
leason willard paul las3
leason william donald agr1
lenn charles edwin eng1
lenn john lee grad
lenn john roosevelt grad
lenn norman leonard eng4
lenney mary elizabeth las3
lick joe marvin com1








































MRH VAN DOREN 105
306 E GREGORY
MRH FORBES 313














































c 555 SUMMIT ST BARRINGTON ILL
u EM77877 66 LAKESIDE TERR URBANA ILL
c FL67621 BOX 53 TREMONT ILL
c FL63152 PALMYRA ILL
u FL26511 807 S HAMLIN AV PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL23915 1126 E 54TH PL CHICAGO ILL
c FL62769 342 E RAVINE RD HINSDALE ILL
c FL26511 706 S ADAMS HINSDALE ILL
c FL67737 308 W CLAY COLL1NSVILLE ILL
u EM75624 102 THE MEADOWS URBANA ILL
u 102 THE MEADOWS URBANA ILL
c FL26511 RR 1 WATSON ILL
c FL63152 2416 SHARON ST ROCKFORD ILL
u EM71028 1007 E WASHINGTON ST URBANA ILL
u EM75223 BONE GAP ILL
u FL26511 RR 1 ST AUGUSTINE ILL
c FL63515 RR 4 WATSEKA ILL
u 413 W 2ND ST MT CARMEL ILL
c FL22425 6110 N OAK ST KANSAS CITY 61 MO
c FL35396 RR 2 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL29540 510 4TH CARROLLTON ILL
c FL67921 318 S DAWES LIBERTYVILLE ILL
u EM73346 608 W IOWA URBANA ILL
u EM70304 513 N STATE CONCORD N H
c FL26511 330 W 90TH PL CHICAGO 20 ILL
706 MAIN ST URBANA ILL
RR STON1NGTON ILL
u FL26511 1105 N SANGAMON GIBSON CITY ILL
u EM70242 1101 W OREGON URBANA ILL
c FL26511 RR 6 BOX 310A ROCKFORD ILL
c FL26511 8115 S THROOP CHICAGO 20 ILL
c FL23687 1909 BELLAMY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 310 E BUENA VISTA CHESTER ILL
c FL67684 STAR ROUTE BROOKPORT ILL
c RR 1 BROOKPORT ILL
u FL26511 RR 1 JACKSONVILLE ILL
u 185 N MAIN FARMINGTON ILL
u 604 N MAPLE URBANA ILL
c FL67028 G57B STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL64420 716 BITTERSWEET CHICAGO 13 ILL
c FL26511 1505 SHAKESPEARE AV NEW YORK 52 N Y
c FL62517 6716 CLYDE AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL26511 6342 N MOZART CHICAGO 45 ILL
u FL26511 3820 W 58TH PL CHICAGO 29 ILL
c FL22727 4139 RIDGEVIEW RD CLEVELAND 9 OHIO
u EM74901 4102 AMELIA AV LYONS ILL
c FL28454 7425 CHAPPEL CHICAGO 49 ILL
u 1138 CHESTNUT ST CHICO CALIF
c FL67266 1614 23RD AV ROCKFORD ILL
c 1022 W 19TH ST CHICAGO ILL
u CRATER ADEN
u EM79057 102 N GREGORY URBANA ILL
c 5129 N CENTRAL PARK CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 2650 W GREGORY CHICAGO ILL
c FL21816 4210 W LAKE ST CHICAGO ILL
c FL67891 711 PERTH AV FLOSSMOOR ILL
c FL67892 7608 GRENVILLE ROCKFORD ILL
u 507 MITCHELL ALTON ILL
c 1510 GRANDVIEW DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73769 407 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
c FL67921 3923 W ESTES LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
u 3751 W AUGUSTA BLV CHICAGO 51 ILL
u EM77825 703 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
u EM74332 14386 WASHINGTON BLV UNIV HGTS 18 OHIO
c FL63331 413 S CHARTER ST monticello ill
u EM71173 1307 E OAKLAND 8LOOMINGTON ILL
c FL67583 10814 S HOYNE CHICAGO 43 ILL
u 1307 E OAKLAND AV bloomington ill
c FL67995 1525 ALEXANDER WAUKEGAN ILL
u FL26511 3120 CENTRAL ST EVANSTON ILL
c FL26253 511 W VINE CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 1516 10TH ST PERU ILL
c FL26511 911 MORGAN ST JOLIET ILL
u FL26511 6528 N MOZART CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL61380 10111 S PAXTON CHICAGO 17 ILL
c FL26511 1631 NELSON AV NEW YORK 53 N Y
u EM71136 1828 W LARCHMONT CHICAGO 13 ILL
u 509 S CATHERINE LA GRANGE ILL
c FL62545 50 WHITE PL BLOOMINGTON ILL
u EM75416 1242 EVERETT AV DES PLAINES ILL
c FL29671 SHADY LAWN MARSVILLES ILL
c FL67266 RR 1 CARLINVILLE 3 ILL
u 395 WASHINGTON ST ELMHURST ILL
c FL26511 225 N PARK OSCEOLA IOWA
c FL26511 4301 LESLIE DETROIT 38 MICH
c FL65180 214 LINCOLN WAY DIXON ILL
c FL67892 R R 1 MORRIS ILL
u 421 W MADISON CHRISMAN ILL



























































































FAA3 301 E ARMORY C
ED 1 306 E GREGORY DR C FL26689
GRAD 1505 HONEYSUCKLE LN c FL66763
ED 3 1115 NEVADA u FL26511
COM3 402 E ARMORY c FL62383
GRAD J45C STADIUM TERR c
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR4 1005 W GREGORY DR c
LAS2 906 S 6TH c FL67803
GRAD 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA3 510 S STATE c FL63124
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 407 c FL26511
GRAD 807 S BUSEY u EM71283
GRAD 602 SUNNYCREST CT u EM78500
GRAD 602 SUNNYCREST CT u EM78500
AGR1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 490 c FL26511
ENG1 904 W OREGON u EM76045
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 319 c FL26511
ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u
ENG4 907 NEVADA u EM70143
LAS1 MRH GARNER 240 c FL26511
ENG4 J56C STADIUM TERR c
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM73648
LAS3 300 GOODWIN u EM73648
FAA3 105 E CHALMERS c FL24467
GRAD 611 W HEALEY c
ENG1 1004 2ND c
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
PE 3 1207 NEVADA u EM75450
GRAD 908 W NEVADA u EM73570
AGR2 1113 W ILLINOIS u EM71793
GRAD 509 S 5TH c
LAS3 410 E GREEN c
GRAD MRH CLARK 328 c FL26511
LAW1 MRH TAFT 409 c FL26511
GRAD 57 E GREEN c FL61717
COM1 206 E GREEN c FL64014
FAA1 310 E JOHN c
LAS3 1104 W OREGON u
GRAD 1106 W OREGON u EM79220
ENG1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM77142
GRAD 910 W SPRINGFIELD c FL23616
ED 4 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
ENG1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
COM2 305 N PRAIRIE c
ENG2 401 E DANIEL c FL24262
ENG1 1112 W OREGON u EM29298
LAS1 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM51380
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS4 1113 S 3RD c FL77456
ENG2 507 E JOHN c FL28901
ENG3 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74064
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 254 c FL26511
COM2 907 S 3RD c FL67679
LAS1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
COM2 907 S 3RD c FL67679
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 1 306 E GREGORY c FL62516
FAA4 402 S LINCOLN u EM72945
LAS2 301 ARMORY c
COM3 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
LAS4 212 E GREGORY c FL63878
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
COM1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD 1011 W ILLINOIS u EM79889
ED 4 602 E WHITE c
ED 1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61380
FAA1 306 E GREGORY DR c FL62516
PE 1 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 321 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH FLAGG 408 c FL26511
ED 4 1005 S LINCOLN u
COM1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG2 MRH FORBES 420 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 438 c FL26511
ENG1 706 W OHIO ST u EM76711
LAS1 1104 NEVADA u FL26511
LAS3 90* S 3RD c FL26781
LAS1 904 S 3RD c FL61383
LAS1 904 S 3RD c FL61383
COM4 703 S GREGORY u
GRAD MRH TAFT 20 c FL26511
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS4 1213 W CLARK u EM78273
LAW3 MRH VAN DOREN 322 c FL265U




4228 N KIMBALL ST
1810 JUNEWAY TERR
J 45 C STAD TERR
6603 N LAWNDALE
111 S PARK RD
RR 2
5439 S NATOMA AV




602 SUNNYCREST CT E
745 E MAIN ST
BOX 104
315 WISCONSIN AV
4854 N BELL AV






233 E WOOD ST
15714 MARSHFIELD
9004 MERRILL
100 SIGNAL HILL BLV
B 2 STATE ST
WEHRDA
RR 1 BOX 206B
2939 N 79TH AV
1622 S PROSPECT
RR 1 BOX 174
1552 GREENWOOD RD W
1552 GREENWOOD RD
6442 BLACKHAWK TRAIL














6730 S CLYDE AV
734 CLEVELAND ST
6246 N LAWNDALE AV
2708 W ESTES
930 AGATITE
1222 W NORTH SHORE
2956 W CHASE ST
9006 S EUCLID





3046 N 77TH CT
5323 ARCADIA
5617 N ST LOUIS
8549 S BENNETT
8922 S MERRILL AV
9125 LAWLER







2738 W BALMORAL ST
4954 N MONTICELLO

























EAST ST LOUIS ILL
MORRIS ILL



















CHARLESTON 13 S CAR


















































GOLDMAN BARBARA ELAINE FAA3
GOLDMAN BARRY LAS3
GOLDMAN BEVERLY ANN ED 1
GOLDMAN CLAUDIA MAE LAS3
GOLDMAN EILEEN PE 4
GOLDMAN FLORENCE B LAS3
GOLDMAN GLENN MANDELL PE 3
GOLDMAN HERBERT LAS3
GOLDMAN HERBERT CHARLES COM4
GOLDMAN JACQUELIN R GRAD
GOLDMAN JUDITH ED 1
GOLDMAN LINDA SUE LAS1
GOLDMAN MICHAEL ROBERT LAS4
GOLDMAN PATRICIA JANE LAS1
GOLDMAN PAUL THOMAS COM2
GOLDMAN RICHARD STEWART LAS4
GOLDMAN ROBERT UDLE COM2
GOLDMAN ROBERTA LEE ED 1
GOLDMAN WILLIAM IRWIN JNL4
GOLDSAND STUART RUSSELL COM3
GOLDSMITH MURIEL SHEILA GRAD
GOLDSTEIN ARNOLD DAVID LAS4
GOLDSTEIN ARNOLD SIDNEY LAS1
GOLDSTEIN BENITA N GRAD
GOLDSTEIN CHARLES DAVID FAA2
GOLDSTEIN CHARLES N LAS4
GOLDSTEIN DIANE LAS1
GOLDSTEIN EARL F COM4
GOLDSTEIN JEROME S ENG1
GOLDSTEIN LEE ELLIS COM1
GOLDSTEIN MELVIN MYRON GRAD
GOLDSTEIN MICHAEL JERRY LAS1
GOLDSTEIN MORRIS BUTTON LAS1
GOLDSTEIN ROBERT GRAD
GOLDSTEIN SANDRA ILENE ED 1
GOLDSTEIN THEODORE B LAS4
GOLDWASSER ELIZABETH W ED 6
GOLDWASSER JAMES S COM1
GOLDWASSER ROBERT AARON ENG2
GOLEC JOHN EDWARD ENG3
GOLES MARILYN ANN LAS3
GOLIK RAYMOND JOHN GRAD
GOLIN JEFFREY ROSS ENG2
GOLTER SANDRA DAVITA ED 3
GOLUBA LEO JR ENG1
GOLUBA RAYMOND WILLIAM ENG3
GOMBERG SHEILA BENITA LAS1
GOMBERG SHELDON SAM LAS2
GOMBOS EDWARD ANDREW GRAD
GOMEZ LEONARDO ENG4
GOMEZ RIVAS ALBERTO GRAD
GOMEZRIVAS JULIA M LAS5
GOMIEN PENELOPE MALINA GRAD
GOMIEN ROGER B LAW1
GONSEWSKI LEONARD E ENG3
GONZALEZ ALFREDO EMILIO ENG2
GONZALEZ LADI CRISTINA GRAD
GONZALEZ VICTOR HUGO GRAD
GOOCH KATHLENE ANN AGR3
GOOD RALPH EDWARD LAS4
GOOD RUTH ELLEN LAS1
GOOD SARAH ANNE LAS1
GOODALL FORREST RAYMOND GRAD
GOODALL GEORGE FRANKLIN ENG4
GOODALL KAREN LEE LAS1
GOODE DELWIN DUANE ENG1
GOODELL LOIS ANN COM2
GOODIN GEORGE VINCENT GRAD
GOODMAN FRANK PETER LAS3
GOODMAN JANE ELLYS LAS4
GOODMAN PEARL MEISNER ED 6
GOODMAN RACHEL JOYCE ED 1
GOODMAN RALPH LEO GRAD
GOODMAN RICHARD ARNOLD COM2
GOODMAN SIDNEY HERBERT LAS4
GOODMAN STUART LAUREN LAS4
GOODMON MARGARET JEAN JNL3
GOODMON PATRICIA ELLEN LAS4
GOODMONSON DARLENE ANN LAS1
GOODRICH CHESTER LEE AGR1
GOODRICH HERBERT GRAD
GOODRICH JOHN IRVING AGR4
GOODWIN BARBARA ANN GRAD
GOODWIN LARRY STUART VM 1
GOODWIN ROBERT IRWIN ED 4
GORADIA Y06ENDRA N GRAD
GORBACH ADIE RUTH LAS2
GORDON ADRIENNE SUE LAS2
GORDON AVERY OVERTIS ENG3
GORDON BARBARA SUE LAS2



























































































c FL26511 2807 W BERTEAU
U FL26511 6440 N OAKLEY
u FL26511 907 AINSLIE ST
u FL26511 7717 S MERRILL
u FL26511 1301 W COLUMBIA
C FL67679 3130 LAKE SHORE DR
C 705 N 24TH
c FL26511 6818 S PAXTON ST
u EM76948 1006 PARK AV
u FL26511 251 LINDEN AV
u FL26511 500 MELROSE
c FL67994 426 CLINTON SPRINGS
c FL68279
c FL27765 1005 S 6TH ST
u EM79207 1715 W JUNEWAY TERR
c FL26511 7636 N GREENVIEW AV
u FL26511 6551 N SACRAMENTO
u EM76711 2926 W LUNT AV
u 1543 W GRANVILLE
u EM79510 7815 S PAXTON
u EM76711 7301 S MERRILL ST
c FL67447 6704 N CENTRAL PK
u EM75382 1107 W GREEN ST
c FL67654 760 ELDER CT
c FL60521 5232 W VAN BUREN
u FL26511 6853 N HIAWATHA
c 1409 N SHORE AV
c FL26511 212 9TH ST
c FL67585 2548 W TOUHY
u EM72812 3102 W BERTEAU
c FL67570 3400 W 65TH ST
c FL26511 206 N PINE
u EM75382 1107 W GREEN ST
u FL26511 9120 N KEELER
c FL67679 6834 N ASHLAND ST
u EM73367 508 W DELAWARE AV
c FL60521 229 W MCLEHNSBORO
c 18 DOGWOOD LANE
c FL26511 2833 N PARKSIDE AV
c 5716 CERMAK RD
c FL60285 7413 N OLCOTT
c FL26511 334 INDIANWOOD
c FL22058 5435 N KIMBALL AV
c FL26511 503 BOYS ST
c FL62261 1212 S ILLINOIS
u EM72645 WINDY HILL LANE
c FL67451 925 WINONA
c 414 2ND ST
u CARRERA 25 3333
u EM30708 CALLE 61
u EM75277 CALLE 61 N 374
u EM79673 507 W OREGON
u EM79673 507 W OREGON
c FL26511 5014 N MAJOR
c FL26511 CALLE 58 4704
u EM79879 300 S GOODWIN
u EM79879 B45 STADIUM TERR
c FL63650 354 N MAPLE
c FL65045 126 S ADAMS ST
u FL26511 144 CRESCENT LANE
u FL26511 126 S ADAMS ST
u EM71582 11 N MAIN ST
u EM72513 206 ROOSEVELT ST
u EM70152 1707 AVENUE E
c FL26511 2622 EDWARDS ST
c FL63021 1300 ADAMS
c FL23316 606 N PROSPECT
c 203 N JOHNSTON AV
u EM75441 4084 READING RD
u EM76775 402 W MICHIGAN AV
u 8032 TEASDALE LANE
8 S GRANT ST
c FL67679 6111 N FAIRFIELD
u EM79323 2240 W MORSE AV
c FL67994 5000 S EAST END AV
u EM79558
c FL28153
c FL22046 6634 SAUGANASH
c FL26511 RR 1
u EM79429 805 W OREGON ST
u EM79600 RR 1
u EM72251 1107 W GREEN
u EM72959 207 W DELAWARE
u EM72251 1107 W GREEN ST
u EM70575 2117 PANCHWATI
u FL26511 9222 CALIFORNIA
u FL26511 5519 N ARTESIAN
c FL28643 213 S CHICAGO ST
c FL61383 759 BROADVIEW AV


























































































GORDON BARRY LF.E COK1
GORDON CHARLES DAVID LAS1
GORDON DAVID COM1
GORDON DENNIS THEODORE AGR
1
GOROON ETHEL ADELE LAS4
GORDON GAIL LAS3
GORDON JACK EDWARD LAS1
GORDON LEONARD ROBERT COM2
GORDON MICHAEL MAURICE COM2
GORDON MILLICENT COM1
GORDON RICHARD CHARLES ENG1
GORDON RICHARD EDSON LAS1
GORDON ROBERT DEAN FAA1
GORDON THEODORE DEAN ENG3
GORDON THOMAS JOHN LAS1
GORDONSOMERS TREVOR L LAS2
GORDY DELMAR LEE LAS1
GORE AUDREY SUE PE 4
GORE ELINOR ANN LAS4
GORE SAMUEL HOUSTON LAS3
GORGAL ALLAN HENRY PE 1
GORMAN DONALD ROBERT GRAD
GORMAN JOHN MATTHEW JR ENG1
GORMAN PATRICIA MARY AGR4
GORMAN RICHARD DALE ENG2
GORMAN ROBERT LEO LAW1
GORNTO ELEANOR FRANCES GRAD
GORR ANITA LOUISE FAA3
GORSKI PAUL STEVE FAA1
GORSKI ROBERT WILLIAM COM3
GORSKI WAYNE ROGER LAS2
GORSUCH RICHARD LEE GRAD
GOSDA GARY LEE ENG4
GOSNELL ALAN EARL ENG4
GOSNELL LYNN IRVIN AGR1
GOSSARD ALAN HARRY LAS3
GOSSARD DAVID LEE PE 3
GOSSETT BILLY JOE GRAD
GOSSETT WILLIAM EARL ENG4
GOTCH DAVID ANDREW COM1
GOTHARD LOUIS JAMES LAS4
GOTHELF HARRIET ED 1
GOTSKIND ELAINE MURIEL LAS1
GOTT SHIRLEY JEAN GRAD
GOTTLIEB JOANNA LEE ED 1
GOULD DENNIS CHARLES ENG3
GOULD ELDON FRANCIS AGR1
GOULD FRANK LLOYD JR LAS2
GOULD HERBERT MICHAEL FAA3
GOULD A OREN GRAD
GOULD RAYMOND THEODORE ENG3
GOURISHANKAR V GRAD
GOUTOR JACQUES ROGER GRAD
GOUTOR PATSY ESTELL GRAD
GOUTY WILLIAM GORDON GRAD
GOUWENS DAN WESLEY AGR1
GOVAIA JAMES GLENN ENG4
GOVER JEAN LUCY GRAD
GOVICH BRUCE MICHAEL GRAD
GOVINDAN TIRUNILLAYI S GRAD
GOVINDJEE GRAD
GOVINDJEE RAJNI VARMA GRAD
GOWIN MARILYN COM3
GOYENECHE GERALD PETER PE 1
GRABS LAURENCE WILLIAM COM1
GRABER JEAN WEBER AVI6
GRABER PHILIP LAS3
GRABER ROCHELLE SIVIA LAS2
GRABLE LISA RHINE FAA3
GRABOW ALBERT JOHN COM2
GRACE BERNARD FAA4
GRACIE GORDON GRAD
GRADEN DENNIS JON AGR2
GRADOLPH JAMES MCGUFFEY LAS3
GRAEBER ALICE GRAD
GRAEFENSTEIN BETTE ANN ED 1
GRAENING EDWARD THOMAS GRAD
GRAF DONALD LEE LAW1
GRAF ROBERT BERNARD GRAD
GRAFF MADELEINE CARROLL LAS2
GRAFF GEORGE CHARLES GRAD
GRAFF MADELINE LOIS ED 1
GRAFF RONALD MELVYN ENG2
GRAFFIS DON WARREN GRAD
GRAFT LYNWOOD DALE GRAD
GRAFT RONALD DANE GRAD
GRAGG MARY LYNN LAS1
GRAHAM CHRISTINA ISABEL PE 3
GRAHAM DAVID MICHAEL LAS1
GRAHAM GERRY ALLEN ENG4











































































1208 GARDEN HILLS DR
1001 S 1ST
518 E GREEN











C FL67654 6237 N TALMAN
U EM75514 1 ILLINI CIRCLE
C FL26511 1140 N FAIR OAKS AV
C FL26511 9720 ELMS TERR
C FL26130 6301 N TROY ST
U FL26511 6333 N RICHMOND
C FL67679 607 BUCKINGHAM
U 6121 N HARDING AV
C FL60980 6834 N LAKEWOOD AV
C FL61389 5208 VALERIE
C FL26511 8548 S BENNETT
C FL26511 235 INDIANWOOD
C FL67677 235 N SUMMIT
U EM71353 609 2ND AV
U EM48117 31 KINGS AV
C FL63314 595 MONEE RD
U FL26511 9141 SKOKIE 8LV
C 5250 N CALIFORNIA
C RR 3 ASHLEY RD
C FL21529 802 MACARTHUR RD
C FL67372 G38C2 STAD TERR
C 4203 N LAWNDALE
U EM71173 RR 66 A
U EM79105 911 E 2ND ST
C FL62731 1320 ELM ST
U EM75916 704 E BROADWAY
C FL24163 2448 N OAK PARK
C FL67436 2416 W AUGUSTA BLV
C 5649 S KENNETH AV
C FL60521 2252 WASHINGTON ST
C FL26511 1112 BONNIE BRAE
C FL68990 RR 1
C FL61894 501 20TH ST
C FL26511 RR 6 BOX 368
C FL62281 330 CORY AV
C FL23973 701 N RANDOLPH ST
U EM79135 ROUTE 3
C FL24903 3040 COLFAX
U EM77933 616 N OTTERCREEK ST
U EM71404 1600 CAROLINA DR
U FL26511 4916 N MOZART
U FL26511 5319 W QUINCY ST
U EM77715
U EM75441 6509 VALLEY RD
C 817 N SANTA FE AV
C FL67266 RR 1
U EM76407 890 WILLOW RD
U 2774 N SHERMAN BLV
809 W CARROLL ST
U EM73566 107 PROSPECT ST
U EM71366 4 SRIPURAM 2ND ST
U 903 W OREGON
u 903 W OREGON
U EM72516 Y M C A
U EM74060 113 W 162ND ST
C FL67677 511 S MAIN ST
C FL28086 3908 WESTERN
C FL66858 2217 E 32ND ST
30 BA2ULLAH RD
U EM74767 28-23 E PETELNAGAR
U EM74767 EPATELNAGAR 28-23
U FL26511
C 160 VICTORY RD
C FL24262
U EM71342 109 W FRANKLIN
U 11000 S WALLACE
C FL64420 7917 S WOLCOTT
U EM74006 231 PLANT
C 1434 EAST AV
C 332 E 176TH ST
U EM78638 417 FAIRLAWN DR
C FL67635 RR 2
U 102 N GREGORY
U EM76611 629 ULLOA ST
U FL26511 2532 W 110TH PL
C FL28788 308 S KENTUCKY AV
C 3524 SHERMAN
C 706 KEPAS ST
U FL26511
U EM51422 1630 ALABAMA DR
U FL26511 5931 N SACRAMENTO
C FL265U 1637 W ESTES
U EM70480 1202 S LYNN ST
217 BRUSH
C FL29864 BOX 359
U FL26511 325 W BOONE ST
U FL26511 2037 W CULLOM AV
C FL26511 6706 N LAWNDALE





























































NEW DELHI 12 INDIA







WEBSTER GROVES 19 MO
BERWYN ILL




















GRAHAM HUGH JOSEPH 111
GRAHAM JAMES MACMAHON
GRAHAM LINDA KING
GRAHAM LYNN LEE FURNALL






















































































LAW2 104 GROVE U EM76325
FAA3 401 E JOHN C FL26344
LAS2 1809 MEADOW DR C FL60353
LAS1 1107-6 S EUCLID c FL25575
ENG1 MRH CLARK 234 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH FORBES 356 c FL26511
ENG2 410 E GREEN c
COM3 305 ELLS c
GRAD 801 N LINCOLN u EM51229
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 321 c FL26511
GRAD 606 W PARK c FL69419
ENG4 500 W CHURCH c
LAS2 MRH GARNER 123 c FL26511
AGR4 710 W OHIO u EM71511
LAS1 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
JNL3 1605-D2 GEORGIA DR u
ENG4 907 S 2ND c FL65576
LAS1 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
LAS4 809 S 5TH c FL23325
ENG4 I40C STADIUM TERR c FL22195
ENG2 106 E CHALMERS c FL22174
PE 4 810 S THIRD c
COM1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
ENG1 806 S 5TH c FL65990
LAS2 ,1RH FLAGG 327 c FL26511
FAA3 303 E JOHN c FL66434
ED 1 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071
PE 4 ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS3 ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS2 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654
PE 3 810 W OREGON u
ED 1 307 E JOHN c FL68454
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u EM73320
GRAD 102 N LINCOLN u EM70102
LAS4 1201 W PARK AV u
ENG4 1118 W NEVADA u EM74170
AVI1 606 S FAIR c FL63295
LAS3 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
LAS3 908 S 5TH u FL67667
AGR2 1112 W OREGON u EM79298
LAS4 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
ENG3 1107 CALIFORNIA u EM77269
GRAD 603 E CHALMERS c FL27571
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM79870
GRAD 1010 S 1ST c FL23561
AGR3 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
GRAD 103 E GREEN c FL61171
LAS1 MRH GARNER 112 c FL26511
COM4 117 W CEDAR c FL61913
COM2 306 E GREEN c FL27251
PE 1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
ENG4 506 E SPRINGFIELD c
ENG1 509 E DANIEL c FL67858
LAS2 MRH FORBES 289 c FL26511
LAS4 805 S 6TH c FL24754
ED 1 KENWOOD DR RR 1 c FL60369
LAS4 303 E DANIELS c FL66723
LAS4 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
GRAD 610 W STOUGHTON u
LAS1 106 S 5TH c FL64057
ENG3 804 SPRINGFIELD c
LAS2 1105 S EUCLID c FL23304
ENG2 1002 W OREGON u
ENG4 1210 W CALIFORNIA u EM76914
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1112 W OREGON u EM79298
AGR4 1110 W CALIFORNIA u EM71972
ED 2 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR6 1824 ORCHARD PL u EM78971
GRAD 802 W ILLINOIS u EM76965
AGR4 401 E JOHN c FL60385
LAS2 310 E JOHN c FL63022
GRAD 104 BUENA VISTA CT c
LAS3 907 S 3RD c FL67679
LAS4 906 S 4TH c
COM1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
ED 2 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG1 301 E ARMORY c FL67447
PE 2 1104 W NEVADA u EM70080
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA u EM77939
LAS1 MRH CLARK 431 c FL26511
COM2 MRH GARNER 315 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ED 2 1002 S LINCOLN u EM72645
LAS1 301 ARMORY c FL67447
FAA4 47 E CHALMERS c FL28513
LAS1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
GRAD 1622 CAROLINA DR u EM76223
GRAD 313 COTTAGE CT c FL67357























1335 S 51ST AV
1801 E 31ST ST
1311 HENRY AV
900 S WESTERN AV
6115 N TALMAN AV
187 ADDISON AV
945 N EAST AV
HAZEN RD




1221 S MILLARD AV
RR 1 BOX 256
171 ROSEDALE
1708 16TH ST
312 W CLARK ST
1010 S 1ST ST
250 MONTEREY AV
400 E 34TH ST
117 W CEDAR ST
306 E GREEN
2701 N 76TH CT
240 W CHESTNUT ST
240 W CHESTNUT




1645 ROCK SPRINGS DR
610 W STOUGHTON ST
106 S 5TH ST
8212 S EXCHANGE
404 S MAIN




10106 S LUELLA AV
1419 E 67TH PL
6471 MONITOR ST
1702 LAMONT
832 S MADISON AV
3004 N UNIVERSITY
6818 N ASHLAND











5801 N SHERIDAN RD






























LA GRANGE PARK ILL




















NEW YORK 16 N Y
CHAMPAIGN ILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
CANTON ILL
CANTON ILL





































GREENE JOHN CLARENCE LAS1
GREENE JOSEPH LEE ENG2
GREENE NANCY KAY LAS1
GREENE PHILIP ASHLEY LAS2
GREENEISEN JON FRANKLIN GRAD
GREENFIELD MIKE JEFFERY PE 2
GREENHILL HAROLD GAYLON GRAD
GREENLEAF JOHN EDWARD GRAD
GREENLEY JUDITH HUBER LAS3
GREENLEY ROBERT Z GRAD
GREENMAN JOEL BURTON LAS3
GREENMAN BENITA MYRA LAS1
GREENSHIELDS WILLIAM E ENG3
GREENSPAN CYRIL JACK LAS3
GREENSPAN JILL M FAA3
GREENSPON MELVIN C ENG1
GREENWALT DONALD EUGENE SWV4
GREENWOOD DONALD ROYCE COM2
GREENWOOD GEORGE W GRAD
GREENWOOD JAMES FRED GRAD
GREENWOOD RENNY KAY LAS2
GREEP JAMES CURTIS ENG4
GREER JAMES EVANS GRAD
GREER THOMAS UPTON GRAD
GREER THOMAS WATSON GRAD
GREGANTI PATRICIA E LAS3
GREGG CHARLES HOMER JR LAS1
GREGG DAVID WALSH GRAD
GREGG GEORGE ENG6
GREGG JAMES LEE LAW1
GREGG JOHN ADAM ENG2
GREGOR DONALD HENRY FAA2
GREGORICH JAMES MICHAEL ENG3
GREGORICH JOSEPH EDWARD ENG4
GREGORY ALICE BARBARA LAS2
GREGORY DELORIS JOANN AGR4
GREGORY GERALD WAYNE PE 4
GREGORY JOHN WILLIAM AVI3
GREGORY MARY ELYN LAS1
GREGORY PHILIP ARNOLD ENG1
GREGURICH WILLIAM A COM2
GREINER ARTHUR EDWARD ENG2
GREITER KARL LEO SWV3
GREIVE ROBERT JAMES AGR2
GREMER JOHN ANDREW PE 3
GRESCH MILDRED IRENE LAS1
GRESENS STANLEY TODD FAA2
GRESHO PHILIP MARTIN LAS4
GRETHEN GERALD JAMES FAA4
GRICE MARCUS LLOYD JR LAS4
GR1ER HAROLD EDWIN GRAD
GRIESBAUM PHILIP JAMES JNL3
GRIEVE DAVID LEE LAS1
GRIFF JOANNE CAROL LAS1
GRIFFET CAROL KNOTT ED 4
GRIFFIN ANTHONY JAMES FAA2
GRIFFIN BETTY DENE LAS3
GRIFFIN GRAINNE MARY LAS1
GRIFFIN JAMES PERRY LAS1
GRIFFIN MICHAEL JAMES LAS2
GRIFFIN RAY ALVIN AVI1
GRIFFIN WILLIAM TELL JR ENG1
GRIFFING THOMAS CHARLES LAS4
GRIFFIS DUANE ALAN AGR1
GRIFFITH BARBARA LEMKE ED 2
GRIFFITH BETTE RUTH ED 2
GRIFFITH CAROLYN LEE GRAD
GRIFFITH JERRY GRAD
GRIFFITH MARGARET ANN LAS4
GRIFFITH MARJORIE ANN ED 4
GRIFFITH MARY ELIZABETH GRAD
GRIFFITH PAULA JEAN GRAD
GRIFFITH SALLY ANN COM1
GRIFFITH TERRY LEE LAS1
GRIFFITH THOMAS ALLAN ENG3
GRIFFITH WALTER EUGENE AGR4
GRIGALIS ZIGURDS FAA3
GRIGG CHARLES DENNIS ENG4
GRIGGS MARGARET WHITE FAA4
GRIKE LEO JOSEPH JR GRAD
GRILLO ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
GRIMES SALLY ANN LASS
GRIMES WALTER DEAN AGR1
GRIMM CLYDE LEROY JR GRAD
GRIMM DUANE WILLIAM COM2
GRIMSON JAMES ALAN LAS4
GRINKER BONNIE JOY ED 1
GRINKER PHILIP ROGER ENG1
GRISE KATHRYN ANN LAS1
















































































MRH VAN DOREN 210








1005 W GREGORY DR
FISHER ILL
C FL26511 322 S 8TH AV LA GRANGE ILL
C FL24475 CAMDEN ILL
C FL69064 DURAND ILL
C FL26511 1735 ALBION AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM79061 904 N DIVISION ST URBANA ILL
C FL60489 313 315TH E MAIN ST STREATOR ILL
U PR 2 NEW AUBURN WIS
U EM73066 1301 CHERRY RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM72217 1107 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
U EM72217 2014 GREENWOOD WILMETTE ILL
C FL26511 6438 N CAMPBELL CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 6038 N MOZART CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL29625 556 WHITELAW WOOD RIVER ILL
C FL265U 2937 W LUNT CHICAGO ILL
C FL69313 6204 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL60521 1020 SCOTT AV CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILL
U EM74867 1010 S WEBBER ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 120 BUNGALOW PL PONTIAC ILL
U EM51108 313 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
U 801 CATHERINE ST METROPOLIS ILL
C FL24164 611 N WALNUT ST SHELBYVILLE ILL
U EM71972 12000 71ST AV PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
U 6 FAIRVIEW AV ST CATHARINES ONT CA
C FL68509 300 N E 10TH AV GAINESVILLE FLA
537 HILL AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM71150 BOX 115 SHAW MISS
C FL26511 111 ATLANTIC PEORIA HEIGHTS ILL
C FL28268 14 NICHOLS RD COHASSET MASS
C FL22910 RR 3 BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL26511 706 19TH ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
C FL67637 2011 N ELIZABETH SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26964 5436 N MELVINA CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL27353 1221 OAKLAND AV JOLIET ILL
C FL26511 822 SUMMIT ST JOLIET ILL
U FL26511 5632 N KEDVALE AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL68738 RR 2 EASTON ILL
U 10023 CALUMET CHICAGO ILL
C FL65678 RR 1 CISCO ILL
U FL26511 710 MAYFAIR RD ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL67583 3710 HIGHLAND AV CAIRO ILL
C RR 2 PAWNEE ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 HENRY ILL
C FL63323 75 5 N ROOT ST AURORA ILL
U EM74069 RR 1 EDINBURG ILL
C FL26511 610 W SEMINARY BLOOMINGTON ILL
U FL26511 3245 N NEVA CHICAGO 34 ILL
C 14637 ABBOTTSFORD RC MIDLOTHIAN ILL
U EM79298 11418 WALLACE CHICAGO 28 ILL
C FL26511 7339 N LOWELL LINCOLNWOOD ILL
C 3644 W DOUGLAS BLV CHICAGO ILL
C FL67161 602 E BRADLEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL27614 1000 STATE RD 84 FT LAUDERDALE FLA
C FL60521 850 FERGUSON WOOD RIVER ILL
U FL26511 1444 43RD ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
C FL21873 1008 W TREMONT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 260 FLORENCE CT LIBERTYVILLE ILL
C FL25170 307 ROBERTS FARGO N DAK
U FL26511 260 FLORENCE CT LIBERTYVILLE ILL
C FL26511 TOLUCA ILL
C 749 WASHINGTON ST MORRIS ILL
C FL24454 RR 1 MOMENCE ILL
C FL26511 214 S FAIR ST OLNEY ILL
C 14806 PERRY AV HARVEY ILL
C FL60521 RR 1 CLINTON ILL
C FL27324 861 S STATE LINCOLN ILL
U EM71173 RR 3 GALESBURG ILL
C FL66046 228 PARK AV PITTSBURGH 29 PA
U EM72658 215 N OLIVE ST ELMO ILL
C FL69182 ASHTON ILL
C FL67844 15719 LOOMIS HARVEY ILL
C 614 N JEFFRIES MEXICO MO
C 119 ROPER CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 209 S CAMP OLNEY ILL
C 1923 N 8TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C 1923 N 8TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL63152 348 LAWRENCE AV GALESBURG ILL
C FL29487 917 BENTON ST AURORA ILL
C FL26511 12 20 N MADISON LITCHFIELD ILL
C FL65134 1108 S NEW CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 1867 E WESTMORELAND PHILADELPHIA 34 PA
C FL26511 2089 E 3RD ST BROOKLYN 23 N Y
C FL27454 8331 LUELLA AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
U EM79323 RR 1 OAKWOOD ILL
U EM76145 1406 E PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
U EM51124 202 S LYNN ST URBANA ILL
C FL68704 9419 CENTRAL PARK ST EVANSTON ILL
U FL26511 7706 S PHILLIPS CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL67690 6634 N RICHMOND CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 2361 N LAKE DR MILWAUKEE 11 WIS
1598 CAMPBELL AV LASALLE ILL
GRISSOM LOREN VERNON GRAO
GRISWOLD EDWARD BURTON COM4
GRISWOLD RICHARD CLAUDE ENG2
GRITES JOHANNA ANN LAS3
GRITTEN PHILIP DOUGLAS ENG4
GRITTEN STEPHEN EARL LAS1
GRITTON ROBERT LEE ENG1
GROCHOWSKI GERALD PAUL COM1
GROENIER JOHN KRESS AVI2
GROESCHEL EDWARD C JR GRAD
GROFF FRANKLIN HOWARD GRAD
GROFF KAREN VIRGINIA FAA1
GROGG RUTH ELEANOR GRAD
GROHAR KENNETH EDWARD LAS3
GROHMANN GARY ARMIN FAA1
GROHNE JACK ALAN LAW2
GROMM RICHARD RUSSELL FAA3
GROMOLL HENRY FRED JR GRAD
GRON JUDITH THERESA LAS1
GRONBERG DONALD EDWARD COM1
GRONBERG JANET FAA4
GRONBERG KATHRYN LOUISE GRAD
GRONEMEIER LYLE LEITH ENG4
GRONER IRIS DEBORAH LAS2
GRONERT AUDREY LOUISE AGR3
GRONINGER LOWELL DEAN LAS1
GRONKE MARIAN BERNADINE FAA4
GRONOWSKI DAVID JOSEPH ENG3
GRONOUIST ROBERT EDWIN FAA4
GRONTKOWSKI SANDRA T VM 3
GROPPEL RUTH ANN AGR1
GROSBOLL WILLIAM CYRUS AGR1
GROSE GERALD KERN FAA4
GROSE MARTIN ERNEST AGR1
GROSS GERALD ALAN ENG1
GROSS GERY LIVINGSTON LAS1
GROSS HARRIETT JEAN AGR1
GROSS LARRY RAYMOND ENG3
GROSS MORRIS EUGENE ENG1
GROSS MYRON ROBERT ENG3
GROSS ROBERT THOMAS ENG3
GROSS ROBERTA LYNN FAA1
GROSS RONALD PAUL COM1
GROSS SHARON ROSALIND ED 2
GROSSBERG DAVID LEE LAS2
GROSSE MARTIN EDWARD FAA2
GROSSFELD ABRAHAM I PE 4
GROSSMAN BARRY SHERWIN LAS1
GROSSMAN MARVIN WILLARD GRAD
GROSSMAN ROSS MILTON LAS2
GROSSMAN SUSAN THEA LAS1
GROTE CAROL ANN AGR1
GROTE CHARLES NELSON GRAD
GROTH ROGER ADOLPH AGR3
GROTZINGER JOHN RILEY GRAD
GROUSD MICHAEL HARRISON LAS2
GROUTT THOMAS WALSH GRAD
GROVER PAUL BARTON GRAD
GROVER PHILLIP CARY LAS1
GROVES JOHN WILLIAM ENG1
GROVES MICHAEL DON ENG4
GROVES PENELOPE LAS1
GROVES STEPHEN STALEY ENG4
GROVES WILLIAM ERNEST GRAD
GSELL CYNTHIA JANE FAA1
GRUBB GAILA MARIE LAS2
GRUBB GAYNELL MARIE ED 2
GRUBB ROBERT LEWIS ENG4
GRUBER CARL LAWRENCE ENG4
OSOWSKI GERALD EUGENE LAS1
GRUBER ROBERT THOMAS FAA1
GRUBMAN ALAN ENG3
GRUEN WAYNE THOMAS LAS3
GRUENBERG RONALD JAMES LAS3
GRUENDLING HILMAR M ENG1
GRUENEWALD RALPH M COM2
GRUENHOLZ JAMES JOHN ENG1
GRUNDEN LINDA LEE PE 1
GRUNER BARBARA JUNE LAS3
GRUNER GEORGE LAS3
GRUNG BERNARD LOUIS ENG1
GRUSDIS SHARON ANN LAS1
GRUSH HUBERT LEE GRAD
GRYGIEL NORMAN JOSEPH AGR1
GRYGIENC LAWRENCE S ENG4
GRYNBAUM HENRY ENG4
GUARD HAROLD LEE ENG4
GUARIGLIA CARL JAMES VM 1
GUBACK PAULINE MILLSON GRAD
























































































MRH VAN DOREN 204
207 E WASHINGTON
207 E WASHINGTON
C FL67303 1405 N CHAMPAIGN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61351 211 E PLEASANT ST FREEPORT ILL
C FL22406 RR LUDLOW ILL
U EM77715 126 TENNESSEE DANVILLE ILL
C FL21818 1520 N GILBERT DANVILLE ILL
C FL66934 1520 N GILBERT ST DANVILLE ILL
C FL26511 LYNN CENTER ILL
C FL67975 3081 N STILWELL DR DES PLAINES ILL
C FL67635 812 IRVING WHEATON ILL
U EM73320 5852 N MANTON CHICAGO 46 ILL
U EM78566 1402 S COTTAGE GROVE URBANA ILL
U EM71511 923 GREENLEAF WILMETTE ILL
U EM73387 1719 AVERY ST PARKERSBURG W VA
C FL23848 112 HERKIMER JOLIET ILL
C FL26511 DELONG ILL
U EM71785 621 WILCOX ST JOLIET ILL
C FL21911 503 8TH ST SILVIS ILL
U EM71473 526 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U FL26511 1742 N NEWCASTLE AV CHICAGO 35 ILL
C 1930 HANCOCK. ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL62681 313 N DIXON AV DIXON ILL
U EM79556 313 N DIXON AV DIXON ILL
U EM77765 210 W LINCOLN ONARGA ILL
U FL26511 5311 N VIRGINIA CHICAGO ILL
U EM75416 2012 E EUCLID ST ARLINGTON HTS ILL
C FL26511 BURROWS IND
C FL27454 7865 OAKLEAF AV ELMWOOD PARK ILL
C 8144 BRANDON AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM74901 509 PLUM ST AURORA ILL
U 4237 S BURRELL ST MILWAUKEE 7 WIS
U FL26511 615 CLEVELAND AV JERSEYVILLE ILL
U EM73845 RR 2 PETERSBURG ILL
C FL28708 1601 S NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U YORKVILLE ILL
C FL26511 8452 E PRAIRIE RD SKOKIE ILL
C FL66112 227 E MAIN ARCOLA ILL
C FL61870 BOX 26 COLCHESTER ILL
C FL26511 YALE ILL
U EM74030 RR 2 GODFREY ILL
C FL67981 936 2ND AV AURORA ILL
C RR 2 CHESTER 3 ILL
U FL26511 206 S LARCHMONT CHATTANOOGA 11 TENN
C FL26511 533 W HICKORY HINSDALE ILL
C FL67714 145 E 154TH ST HARVEY ILL
C FL26511 6654 N WASHTENAW CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 163 N GARFIELD MUNDELEIN ILL
U EM76711 76 E UNIVERSITY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL63565 7824 ESSEX CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26511 6817 54TH AV MASPETH 78 N Y
C FL26511 8111 CHAPPEL CHICAGO 17 ILL
U FL26511 7448 N KEDVALE SKOKIE ILL
U FL26511 2546 MAPLE ST FRANKLIN PARK ILL
U EM70016 OCONEE ILL
C FL67433 317 PRAIRIE AV LIBERTYVILLE ILL
B NCO QTS ROOM 35 CHANUTE AFB ILL
C FL67679 6906 S CLYDE CHICAGO 49 ILL
U EM76178 116 S CLIFF ST BUTLER PA
C FL69640 103 S 3RD ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM74971 MAIN ST HENRY ILL
C FL67690 1206 MCPHEARSON AV ALTON ILL
U 200 JACKSON CARTERVILLE ILL
U EM75467 11 KENMAR DR QUINCY ILL
C 11 KEN MAR TERR QUINCY ILL
C FL61960 1139 BRUNNER AV DALLAS 24 TEXAS
C FL22046 204 E CARPENTER ST JERSEYVILLE ILL
C FL25179 304 E PINZON TUSCOLA ILL
C FL23625 1401 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM76536 RR 2 DAHLGREN ILL
C FL23224 4858 N HERMITAGE ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67687 1055 N 2ND ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL21713 2403 S 82ND ST WEST ALLIS 19 WIS
C FL63071 5636 N DRAKE CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM17347 RR 4 GREENVILLE ILL
C FL62563 273 E 86TH ST BROOKLYN 36 N Y
C FL67622 1000 ARNOLD AV POINT PLEASANT N J
C FL69431 8206 N OSCEOLA NILES 48 ILL
C FL26511 6135 S KEELER CHICAGO 29 ILL
U FL26511 3311 SAND CREEK RD DECATUR ILL
U FL26511 2840 W ADDISON ST CHICAGO 18 ILL
C 921 SUNNYSIDE AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
U EM72769 554 BRIER ST KENILWORTH ILL
U FL26511 121 W 29TH ST S CHICAGO HEIGHTS IL
C FL25664 104 E WAUPANSIE ST DWIGHT ILL
U 5656 S CALIFORNIA CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL22331 1620 W CULLERTON ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM79127 4922 N ALBANY CHICAGO 25 ILL
C 305 N MCKINLEY ST HARRISBURG ILL
C FL26511 1167 WHITE PLAINS RD MAMARONECK N Y
U EM77793 207 E WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
U EM77793 13 SPRING ST CLIFTON N J
GUBER ALBERT LEE GRAD
GUBSER DONALD URBAN ENG1
GUBSER JOHN LEO GRAD
GUCCIONt SAMUEL ANTHONY ENG1
GUCKEL HENRY GRAD
GUDAITIS GRAZINA ED 3
GUDAS MARIANNE E LAS2
GUDAUSKAS ROBERT THOMAS GRAD
GUDDER STANLEY PHILLIP GRAD
GUDE SHASHINATH JAIWANT GRAD
GUFNTHERMAM LARRY JOE ENG2
GUEPIN ANTHONY J JR LAS4
GUERRERO LARRY ALLEN EMG1
GUERTIN GERALD ANDRE LAS2
GUETSCHOW WILLIAM A ENG4
GUFFEY GEORGE ROBERT GRAD
GUFFEY MARY ELLEN GRAD
GUGLIELMINO RICHARD ENG1
GUIDO JOSEPH JEROME LAS4
GUILIANI DAVID LEE GRAD
GUITHER HAROLD DANIEL GRAD
GULICK ROGER KENT LAS4
GULLAKSON GORDON LEWIS AGR2
GUM6INGER GLORIA LEE LAS*
GUMINSKI WOJCIECH VM 2
GUMP WOODROW HARRY ENG1
GUNDEL SALLY EILEEN LAS1
GUNDERSON JAMES EDWARD LAW2
GUNJI KEN COM6
GUNN JOHN BENJAMIN LAW1
GUNSALUS GENE IRWIN ENG2
GUNTHER MARY LOU COM1
GUNTHER NORMAN HENRY LAS1
GUPTA DEVENDRA GRAD
GUPTA KINKAR PROSAD GRAD
GUPTA PROMILA GRAD
GURD LEROY BABCOCK PE 2
GUREN GERALDINE BERNELL FAA4
GUREVITZ NEIL ROBERT COM1
GURLER TUYGAN FAA1
GURNANI SHANTOO UDHARAM GRAD
GUROLNICK CAROL SANDRA GRAD
GURVEY LESLIE DEAN FAA1
GUSLOFF ROGER WILLIAM COM2
GUSS MILTON NEIL GRAD
GUSSE DAVID CARLTON AGR2
GUST HOWARD HENRY JR LAS2
GUSTAFSON DAVID HAROLD GRAD
GUSTAFSON DONALD LEE COM3
GUSTAFSON FREDERICK A LAS*
GUSTAFSON GERALD QUICK ENG1
GUSTAFSON JAMES WILLIAM LAW1
GUSTAFSON JEROME EDWIN COM1
GUSTAFSON JERRY BLAINE AGR2
GUSTAFSON JUDITH MAE COM1
GUSTAFSON KATHRYN LYNN AGR1
GUSTAFSON NORMAN CORBIN COM4
GUSTAFSON RODNEY JOHN FAA1
GUSTAFSON WILLIAM C GRAD
GUSTIN RICHARD ANTHONY FAA1
GUSTOFF FRED VERNON COM1
GUTEK GERALD LEE GRAD
GUTH KENNETH CHARLES ENG4
GUTH SHERMAN LEON GRAD
GUTHLAND ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
GUTHRIE CLIFFORD DEAN GRAD
GUTHRIE LYNDELL LEROY LAS1
GUTIERREZ DOLORES C LAS2
GUTOWSKY WILLIAM F COM1
GUTSHALL JAMES EDWARD AGR1
GUTTMAN JOHN THOMAS ENG2
GUTZAIT SEYMOUR COM3
GUYER MAX EDWARD COM2
GUYTON FRED FLEMING JR FAA4
GUZZARDO MARIANO D COM4
GWYN ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
GWYNN DONALD EUGENE GRAD
GYLYS VYTAS BRUTUS GRAD
HAAG KEITH WAYNE AGR1
HAAN DALE EVERETT LAS1
HAAKE WARREN WILLIAM COM1
HAAS GLENN RAY LAS1
HAAS JEROME FRANK ENG4
HAAS MARTIN JAMES JR ENG4
HAAS MARVIN LEROY COM1
HAAS MERLE MARTIN AGR3
HAAS WESLEY CHARLES COM4
HABBEN GRACE MARGARET LAS4
HABERER LEO HERMAN ENG1
























































































1005 W GREGORY DR
MRH HOPKINS 489
715 W MICHIGAN
C FL60313 801 BANK ST BRIDGEVILLE PA
c FL25151 2911 EDWARDS ST ALTON ILL
c FL22524 4710 RAY AV ST LOUIS 16 MO
c FL64638 640 CHERRY ST EAST ALTON ILL
u 89 FOX ST BUFFALO N Y
u FL26511 8009 S LAVERGNE OAKLAWN ILL
u FL26511 10 WALNUT CT SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 108 S 5TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 1814 ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL
c RUA DE ABADE FARIA MARGAO GOA
c FL26511 1440 S CHICAGO AV FREEPORT ILL
c FL63071 925 12TH ST WILMETTE ILL
c FL67617 1607 12TH ST MOLINE ILL
c 409 HESSEL BLV CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73565 606 S EASTMAN HARVARD ILL
u EM79608 1434 VIRGINIA DR URBANA ILL
I) EM79608 1434 VIRGINIA DR URBANA ILL
c FL26511 7 BELLEVUE TERR BLOOMFIELD N J
u EM73632 124 N BASSFORD LA GRANGE ILL
RR 1 WESTVILLE ILL
u EM70150 1207 COLE PL URBANA ILL
c FL23279 19TH ST MENDOTA ILL
u EM72532 RR 1 SERENA ILL
u 724 N HUMPHREY AV OAK PARK ILL
c 3031 N MANGO CHICAGO 34 ILL
u EM79323 BOX 585 SESSER ILL
u FL26511 6347 N OKETO CHICAGO 31 ILL
c FL26511 808 S WHEATON AV WHEATON ILL
c FL25764 903 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
c RR 1 MENDON ILL
c FL24052 2002 S RACE URBANA ILL
c FL68783 418 W 65TH PL CHICAGO 21 ILL
c 5436 N NASHVILLE CHICAGO 31 ILL
u L KANH MAL GUPTA NAGINA INDIA
u EM77 346 BIHARI LANE PATNA 4 INDIA
u EM70194 CHAUNA BOZA KARNAL INDIA
c FL63314 13846 S WA8ASH AV RIVERDALE ILL
u FL26511 545 E 3RD ST GILMAN ILL
u EM76711 6208 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL26511 2021 BAGDAT CADDESI KIZILTOPRAK TURKEY
u EM76975 HARI BLDG ROOM 15 PAREL BOMBAY INDIA
c 718 GORDON TERR CHICAGO ILL
c FL67654 2701 W FARWELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL67319 515 E ILLINOIS ST FREEPORT ILL
u EM77045 25 STAGG ST BROOKLYN 6 N Y
u RR 4 DIXON ILL
u 1228 S 4TH ST ST CHARLES ILL
u 1208 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
c FL65132 BOX 486 WALNUT ILL
c FL67542 417 LAKE ST MAYWOOD ILL
c FL67435 2338 29TH ST MOLINE ILL
c FL26511 350 HOMEWOOD DR LIBERTYVILLE ILL
c FL26511 732 N KENSINGTON LA GRANGE PARK ILL
c CAMBRIDGE ILL
u FL26511 KIRKLAND ILL
u FL26511 RR 1 HENRY ILL
c FL26943 1806 SUNSET RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
c 902 FEARING AV ABINGDON ILL
c FL26511 1524 W THORNDALE CHICAGO 26 ILL
c 5612 S MIDDAUGH AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL67576 423 WASHINGTON ST PEKIN ILL
c FL67266 820 PAINTER ST STREATOR ILL
c FL26511 1237 W 50TH ST CHICAGO ILL
u EM37693 307 S GLOVER URBANA ILL
u 102 N GREGORY URBANA ILL
8 E COLUMBIA DANVILLE ILL
c FL28809 RR 1 GREENFIELD ILL
u FL26511 3716 N LOCKWOOD CHICAGO 41 ILL
c FL67322 4928 S GREENLEAF SKOKIE ILL
c FL63515 RR 3 BOX 91 ROCKFORD ILL
c FL27614 5142 NASHVILLE CHICAGO 31 ILL
c FL60523 7729 S ESSEX ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL26453 507 S ELM ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL61864 1527 TUTWILER ST MEMPHIS 7 TENN
c FL67908 106 S 7TH AV LAGRANGE ILL
u RR 4 OLD WEST MAIN CARBONDALE ILL
u EM70058 604 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
c FL26511 6732 S MAPLEWOOD CHICAGO 29 ILL
u EM73658 RR 2 AURORA ILL
c FL26511 11259 S FAIRFIELD CHICAGO 43 ILL
c 900 S 8TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL26511 3441 OAK AV BROOKFIELD ILL
c FL28809 ALBERS ILL
c FL67984 6948 N MONON AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
c FL26511 407 S WILLE ST MT PROSPECT ILL
u LENZBURG ILL
u 129 GUM ST NEW LENOX ILL
u FL26511 ROYAL ILL
c FL26511 RR 2 POLO ILL



























































































ENG4 1215 N HICKORY C FL26694
GRAD 300-412 S GOODWIN U
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ED 4 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
AGR3 1601 S NEIL c FL67878
ENG1 908 W ILLINOIS u
LAS4 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
FAA3 MRH GARNER 317 c FL26511
LAS1 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468
ENG3 618 W HEALEY c FL27549
AGR1 604 E ARMORY c
LAS1 401 E JOHN c FL67737
GRAD 1206 N GOODWIN u
JNL4 604 E ARMORY c FL67955
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 322 c FL26511
ENG3 408 W OREGON u EM72209
LAS1 907 S 3RD c FL76875
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 908 W STOUGHTON u EM72439
PE 4 1112 S ARBOR c FL67457
COM3 102 W GREGORY DR u
LAS2 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 339 c FL26511
ED 1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
GRAD 1113 W GREEN u
ENG4 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
GRAD 1617 CORNELL DR c FL60917
LAS3 1109 S 2ND c
LAS4 911 S 3RD c FL68501
GRAD 803 W HEALEY c FL22931
ED 3 304 GREGORY DR c FL77456
LAS2 604 E ARMORY c
GRAD 104 S MCCULLOUGH u EM76716
GRAD 908 W NEVADA ST u EM72477
ENG2 MRH GARNER 342 c FL26511
FAA2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
FAA3 209 E JOHN c FL24039
GRAD 2108 GRANGE DR u EM75612
GRAD 207 E MUMFORD DR u EM75367
GRAD 22 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL26982
GRAD 22 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL26982
FAA3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG1 211 E JOHN c FL67996
LAS1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
FAA2 209 W GREEN u
GRAD 402 FLORIDA u EM75615
GRAD 509 E JOHN c FL69529
GRAD 1115 ILLINOIS u
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 416 c FL26511
COM3 509 E DANIEL c FL22991
COM1 505 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 906 S 1ST c FL67915
LAS4 710 W OHIO u EM71511
PE 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 101 S 3RD c FL60778
GRAD 403 W GREEN u EM75668
AGR2 102 CHALMERS c FL63515
GRAD MRH TAFT 405 c FL26511
AGR3 59 E DANIEL c FL64633
ENG3 1202 E MAIN u
FAA1 301 W GREEN c
ED 2 313 E JOHN c FL67844
LAS2 1111 S 3RD c FL64876
ENG1 708 W ELM u EM74852
LAS2 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM51830
ENG4 314 FAIRLAWN DR u EM75559
FAA2 901 S LINCOLN u EM76846
COM3 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
PE 3 MRH GARNER 340 c
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1108 S LINCOLN u EM75183
FAA4 MRH FORBES 240 c FL26511
GRAD 1107-433 W GREEN ST u
ENG4 601 S 4TH c FL62684
ENG4 311 E GREEN c FL67544
PE 1 912 S FOLEY c
FAA3 912 S FOLEY c FL25919
AGR3 310 E JOHN c FL63022
GRAD 1003 W GREEN u EM76230
LAS1 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
LAS4 MRH LUNDGREN 12 c FL26511
ENG3 MRH GARNER 336 c FL26511
LAS1 1101 MAYFAIR RD c FL29771
ENG4 606 E MAIN u EM77284
AGR2 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
LAS2 313 E JOHN c FL67844
COM1 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM51380
AGR1 109 E JOHN c
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 154 c FL26511
1215 N HICKORY ST
3031 FULLERTON AV
709 S 23RD ST
1601 S NEIL ST
22W560 SYCAMORE DR





RR 1 BOX 49




5136 N CENTRAL PK AV
44 OLYMBIADOS ST










1609 N JACKSON ST
3429 N CALIFORNIA AV
104 S MCCULLOUGH
15300 W BURLEIGH RD
307 E OLIVE ST













522 E NORTH ST
7405 KENNETH
104 E JOHN ST
74 3KA CH00N6M00D0NG
2914 N LARAMIE
203 N PLUM GROVE
221 W MT VERNON ST







3302 N EL VISTA AV
536 N WASHINGTON ST
536 N WASHINGTON ST
13 KING ST
3318 S 59TH AV






901 S EUCLID ST
200 LEITCH





606 E MAIN ST
RR 1






























































































HALFORD GARY ROSS ENG*
HALIN ANN JEAN LAS2
HALL ALVA AARON ENG2
HALL BEVERLY JEAN LAS2
HALL CAROL LANE AGR3
HALL CAROLYN SUE LAS2
HALL CHARLES AINSLEY GRAD
HALL CHARLES EDWARD AVI*
HALL DENNIS CALVIN ENG3
HALL DONALD COM3
HALL GEORGE FREDRICK GRAD
HALL HAROLD EUGENE GRAD
HALL JAMES LELAND COM2
HALL JAMES PAUL ENG2
HALL JANET LOU LAS1
HALL JAPHETH JR GRAD
HALL JOAN JANET LAS1
HALL JOEL JAN COM*
HALL JOHN CLIFFORD COM*
HALL JOHN RAYMOND LAS1
HALL JOHN SYLVESTER GRAD
HALL LARRY EUGENE COM1
HALL LAURENCE ROBERT GRAD
HALL LESLIE LAS1
HALL LOREN ROBERT LAS2
HALL PAUL ERWIN ENG*
HALL ROBERT DEAN LAS*
HALL ROSALYN AGR1
HALL STUART CRAIG FAA3
HALL VIVIAN FAYE LAS1
HALL WADE HENRY GRAD
HALL WARREN CLAYTON JR GRAD
HALLBERG FLOYD WILLIAM COM*
HALLBERG MILTON CHARLES AGR*
HALLE MERLIN DONALD GRAD
HALLEN ELMER DONALD SWV3
HALLEN WALTER SCOTT FAA*
HALLENDORFF DELORIS S GRAD
HALLENDORFF RICHARD H ENG*
HALLENDORFF RONALD CARL ENG2
HALLER THOMAS FRANK PE 3
HALLERUD DEAN ARNOLD PE *
HALLIDAY ROBERT WAYNE ENG3
HALLIGAN JOHN JOSEPH COM3
HALLIGAN MICHAEL HUGH COM2
HALLIGAN RUTH ANN LAS3
HALLMAN HELEN RUTH AGR3
HALLMARK THOMAS MILTON GRAD
HALOG DONALD BRUCE GRAD
HALPERIN NANCY FAITH ED 1
HALPERIN PHYLLIS MARY FAA1
HALPERN HINDA CAROL LAS1
HALSTEAD JAMES ALLEN ENG2
HALSTEAD THANE R JR FAA*
HALUSHKA DARIA STEPHANY COM*
HAMACEK ANTHONY FRANCIS ENG*
HAMADA HAROLD SEICHI GRAD
HAMBLET MICHAEL JON LAS2
HAMBRIGHT PATRICIA ANNE LAS*
HAMBURG RODNEY LEE LAS*
HAMEDER KATHERINE PE *
HAMEISTER EUGENE LOUIS COM1
HAMER LYNN FELICE ED 2
HAMILTON CAROL EUGENE COM3
HAMILTON DALE M GRAD
HAMILTON EDWIN R JR GRAD
HAMILTON JAMES LEROY GRAD
HAMILTON JANET KAY LAS3
HAMILTON MARGERY LOU PE *
HAMM BARBARA NELL AGR2
HAMM BOB ALPHA AGR1
HAMM JOHN ALVIN VM 2
HAMM MARGARET SIPE GRAD
HAMMAR ARTHUR WILLIAM ED 3
HAMMEL EVELYN ROSE MARY ED *
HAMMER WILLIAM ELDER ENG*
HAMMERMAN JOAN ELAINE ED 1
HAMMOND JAMES JACOB AGR1
HAMMOND JAMES RICHARD LAS1
HAMMOND JAMES WILLARD ENG2
HAMPTON CURTIS DALE LAS1
HAMPTON ROBERT EUGENE VM 3
HAMRE DONALD LEROY ENG*
HAMRICK DAVID KENT LAS2
HAMRIN JOANNE LAS1
HANAFEE JAMES EUGENE GRAD
HANAFEE PATRICK LEO JNL3
HANAGAN ELIZABETH JEAN GRAD
HANCE DONALD DUANE ENG1


















































10C5 W GREGORY DR







































C FL25931 RR 2 METAMORA ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 DOYLESTOWN pa
C FL26511 35 BONNIE RAE DR YARDVILLE N J
C FL62571 905 N CHURCH GIBSON CITY ILL
U EM729*3 610 S MCCLUN BLOOMINGTON ILL
U FL265U 617 E WOOD ST PARIS ILL
C RR 3 BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL61*51 505 NORTH AV LAKE BLUFF ILL
C FL2*108 120 FELLOWS CT ELMHURST ILL
C FL26511 105 EAST H ALEDO ILL
U EM729*3 610 S MCCLUNE BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL28583 300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 BOX 13* ORLAND PARK ILL
C FL26511 603 E WILSON ST STREATOR ILL
U EM7*006 7818 W 123RD PL PALOS PARK ILL
U 3708 8TH ST TUSCALOOSA ALA
U FL26511 110 N SUMMIT VILLA PARK ILL
C FL26519 550 S WALL ST KANKAKEE ILL
C FL67322 56*5 DIVISION ST CHICAGO 51 ILL
C FL26511 DINI LANE PEKIN ILL
C FL68983 RR 1 WESTFIELD MASS
U EM70*68 RR 1 ONARGA ILL
C FL28296 RR 3 SIMCOE ONTARIO CAN
U EM722*1 1710 E EVERGREEN ST WHEATON ILL
U EM73981 206 W JACKSON MACOMB ILL
U EM70135 26 LAKESIDE TERR URBANA ILL
U EM60961 1*36* ABBOTTSFORD MIDLOTHIAN ILL
U FL26511 105 MAPLE EAST H ST ALEDO ILL
C FL272*8 995 S ELM AV KANKAKEE ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 MARSHALL ILL
U EM7282* 809 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
U EM78863 706 N MAIN ST CAMERON MO
U 60* N PROSPECT ST ROCKFORD ILL
U EM70228 RR 1 BIGGSVILLE ILL
U 820 JACKSON ST OSHKOSH WIS
U EM7*528 2127 FREMONT ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL21700 *955 N WOLCOTT CHICAGO ILL
U 211 E HIGH URBANA ILL
U 211 E HIGH URBANA ILL
U EM51*23 209 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
C 205 OAK AV LOCKPORT ILL
C FL27116 2 JUNIPER DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67981 629 CENTRAL AV WILMETTE ILL
U EM702** RR 3 JACKSONVILLE ILL
C FL63323 8052 S AVALON AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
U EM71511 217 N 8LOOMINGTON STREATOR ILL
U EM73511 1948 N KILBOURN AV CHICAGO 39 ILL
U 1607 BARNES CT MEMPHIS 6 TENN
C FL61023 6*6 35TH AV SAN FRANCISCO CALIF
U FL26511 3036 SHERWIN AV CHICAGO *5 ILL
C 383* CHEROKEE DR MADISON 5 WIS
U FL26511 1825 BALSA." RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 MOUNT PULASKI ILL
C FL63022 125 W OAK AV WHEATON ILL
U EM75312 213* W IOWA CHICAGO 22 ILL
C FL6268* 906 PARKSIDE AV ELMHURST ILL
U EM70183 2013 DATE ST HONOLULU HAWAII
C FL23309 1275 HILLSIDE RD NORTHBROOK ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 CLOVER S CAR
C FL26511 9659 S CRANDON CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 1*5 POMEROY AV CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C FL67*37 603 INDIANA AV BEECHER ILL
C FL22058 5*3 MELROSE ST CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL65170 111* BROADMOOR DR CHAVPAIGN ILL
U EM71566 312 PARK DR JOLIET ILL
U EM73303 605 CHICAGO PLAINF1ELD ILL
U EM76910 272 N QUINCY AV BRADLEY ILL
C FL65780 305 S DELPHIA PARK RIDGE ILL
U EM733*0 266 COLLEGE ST CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
U FL265U 600 S CHESTNUT KEWANEE ILL
U 1536 E DIVISION DECATUR ILL
238 E LINCOLN ST JOSEPH ILL
SHELDON ILL
C FL26511 755* W FOREST DR CHICAGO 3* ILL
C FL62928 RR 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM7618* *08 S GOODWIN AV URBANA ILL
U FL26511 2633 W CARMEN AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
U RR * MARTINSVILLE ILL
C FL26511 23*2 DECOOK CT PARK RIDGE ILL
C RR 1 ADAIR ILL
C FL25207 716 N W 1ST AV GALVA ILL
U EM7*616 CI 1620 ALABAMA DR URBANA ILL
U EM76180 212 S 27TH AV BELLWOOD ILL
C FL6313* BOX 396 WELLINGTON ILL
U FL26511 6353 N NATOMA AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
C FL292*0 1205 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 1205 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM76611 808 S MAIN BENTON ILL
C RR 1 HUMBOLDT ILL
C 300* Pine MATTOON ILL
HANCE MARCIA JILL LAS2
HANCOCK E BRADY LAS1
HANCOCK JAMES M GRAO
HANCOCK ROBERT WAYNE COM1
HAND ALVIN EDWARD AGR1
HAND ELLEN REBECCA ED 2
HANDLER ELLEN LAS5
HANDLER JOYCE L PE 2
HANDLON JEROME RAYMOND PE 3
HANEY DENVER WILBERT GRAD
HANEY ROBERT LELAND GRAD
HANEY EDNA ELIZABETH LAS2
HANEY SHEILA BETH AGR1
HANING DUANE EDWARD AGR2
HANING JANET KAY LAS3
HANKENSON LEWIS YOUNG PE 2
HANKES GERALD HERMAN V 3
HANKIN BETH DORENE LAS1
HANKINS DONALD DAVID JR GRAD
HANKS WALTER CHARLES AGR2
HANLEY JAMES EDWARD GRAD
HANLEY JOHN THOMAS GRAD
HANLEY MARY DUKE GRAD
HANN JAMES RICHARD ENG1
HANNA DUANE TERRANCE COM1
HANNA RICHARD JOHN FAA4
HANNA ROBERTA REARICK LAS6
HANNA SAMI AYAD GRAD
HANNAH GLYDE BREWER GRAD
HANNER M MICHAEL FAA1
HANNEY JOHN GREGORY COMA
HANNING DOROTHY JANE FAA4
HANNON RALPH HAROLD ENG1
HANNON SUE ANN AGR1
HANOVER SARA KATHLEEN COM2
HANOVER STEPHEN JOHN AGR1
HANSCOM MARSHA ELAINE ED 4
HANSEN BRUCE CHARLES VM 2
HANSEN CLARENCE ANESM ENG4
HANSEN GEORGE MORGAN ENG4
HANSEN GLENN RICHARD ENG1
HANSEN HEATHER E LAS1
HANSEN JACK PAUL FAA4
HANSEN KAREN LEE LAS1
HANSEN LAWRENCE NOEL LAS1
HANSEN MARVIN ARTHUR LAW1
HANSEN PHYLLIS JEAN LAS4
HANSEN POUL MARTIN T GRAD
HANSEN RICHARD CARL ENG4
HANSEN ROBERT CARL ENG1
HANSEN ROBERT EDWIN ENG4
HANSON DAVID CHARLES ENG4
HANSON DOLORES MERCHANT JNL4
HANSON DONALD STANLEY LAW1
HANSON EDITH FLORENCE FAA1
HANSON ERNEST MARK ED 4
HANSON GEORGE MICHAEL FAA4
HANSON HARRIS JAMES LAS4
HANSON MARTHA JEAN LAS2
HANSON MARY IRENE LAS1
HANSON PHILIP GAFFNEY LAS1
HANSON RICHARD LAVERNE AGR1
HANSON RICHARD STEPHEN GRAD
HANSON ROLAND CLEMENTS GRAD
HANSON SONJA INGRID LAS1
HANSON WARREN AUGUST AGR1
HARA SHERWIN COM4
HARBISON KENNETH GEORGE LAS3
HARD WILLIAM ABNER LAS3
HARDAN ADNAN GRAD
HARDEN JOAN LEE GRAD
HARDIN JACK ENG2
HARDIN SYLVIA MARY AGR2
HARDING HAROLD WALTER LAS3
HARDING JOHN KENDELL VM 3
HARDING JOHN WINDSOR GRAD
HARDING LORRAINE A H GRAD
HARDING MARVIN LEO GRAD
HARDING RICHARD LEE LAS1
HARDWICK HERBERT LAS3
HARDY BARBARA NELL COM2
HARDY JANE SHULER GRAD
HARDY LEROY ALBERT ENG1
HARDY PAUL J PE 4
HARDY RICHARD MCGREW ENG6
HARDY WHITNEY DOVE LAW2
HARE DANNY LEE GRAD
HARGIS BARRY STEWART LAS1
HARKER ANTHONY DAVID ENG1





















































































505 PARK HAVEN CT





C FL62571 1526 24TH ST
U EM71470 703 N COLLEGE
U EM71576 908 W ILLINOIS
C FL67601 622 S GREENWOOD AV
C FL67961 RR 1
C FL68738 RR 2 BOX 165
U EM71731 204 S GREGORY
U FL26511 7013 S CLYDE AV
C FL26511 419 HIGHLAND AV
816 N WOOD ST
628 E 13TH ST
C FL24916 902 W UNION
C FL67844 511 S PINE
C FL62563
C FL62501
C FL26511 714 KEITH AV
U EM70032 411 W PARK
U FL26511 6810 S RIDGELAND
U 6249 ADOBE DR
C FL63153
C FL28814 7 WALNUT ST
C FL26841 1009 S 2ND ST
C FL268A1 503 CARROLL ST
C FL62346
C FL67981 317 PARMALEE
C FL26511 2618 CLARKE ST
C FL26438 303 S RUSSELL ST
C FL21889 5 ELI3IARY ST
C FL68766 209 HANOVER
C FL26511 333 WARWICK RD
C 607 S STATE
C 306 W RAYMOND ST
C FL26511 RR 4
U FL26511 RR 2
C FL66715 RR 2
U EM74483
U EM75202 240 MAPLE GROVE RR
C FL66363 E 57 C STAD TERR
U EM74940 RR 2 SOX 60
C FL67432 9024 KARLOV
C FL62545 502 E ORCHARD
C FL24343 125 S 3UTRICK ST
C FL61840 413 WESTERN AV
C FL61824 946 OAKDALE DR
C FL26511 RR 2
U FL26511 939 N HIGHLAND AV
C FL28342 EGEHOLM
. E'---£~l- 419 W 2ND ST
U EM75439 9024 N KARLOV AV
C FL29540 30X 296
C FL68235 3800 HIGHLAND AV
U EM71215 604 HARDING DR
C 6011 N WINTHROP
U FL26511 970 GREENBAY RD
U EM75439 15228 CENTER
C FL28814 1780 ELLIOT CT
C FL66648 105 E JOHN ST
. Z-^i-1: 779 HILL AV
U EM75425 779 HILL AV





C FL67565 10937 S CAMPBELL
U 454 S 5TH ST
u 3006 W AINSLIE
C FL25207 4333 FCE3URN LANE
C FL29003 626 N WAIDLA
U EM79627
C FL24849
C FL25395 831 KELLY AV
-
:'%:::
U EM74404 819 N 25TH ST
U EM73801 RR 1
U EM73520 701 W MICHIGAN AV
U EM74A04 302 JULIA AV
C FL64274 811 W HILL ST
C FL26511 BOX 132
C FL26511 509 N LOCKWOOD AV
C FL24671 414 W 5TH ST
C FL63483 505 PARKHAVEN CT
C FL26511
C FL26094
C FL63483 9921 S PEORIA
C FL26511 300 N 1ST ST
U EM51130 1640 HARRISON ST
C FL26511 204 E JACKSON
U EM74470 215 E LEE ST










































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
CARLINVILLE ILL
URBANA ILL














MARKER DOUGLAS CLAIR GRAD
HARKER VIRGINIA ANN LAS2
HARKlNS MICHAEL F ENG3
HARLAN LEON S JR FAA2
HARLAN NANCY KATHRYN EO 1
HARLEY WILLIAM F ENG3
HARLOW WILLIAM GARY ENG3
HARMAN BYRON NEAL LAS4
HARMELIN EDWARD IAN ENG3
HARMER RICHARD S 111 ENG1
HARMEYER JESSIE ANN PE 2
HARMON FRANCIS S JR GRAD
HARMON JOSEPH PETER ENG4
HARMON MARY FRENCH GRAD
HARMON RICHARD LEE ENG1
HARMON ROSE MARIE LAS1
HARMS FREDERICK JOSEPH AGR1
HARMS PAUL GEORGE AGR1
HARMS ROBERT RALPH ENG4
HARNEY PATRICIA LEE LAS2
HARNISH BENJAMIN F III FAA4
HARNISH GERI COM1
HARPER CLIFFORD DOYL LAS2
HARPER JANE LAURENCE GRAD
HARPER LEF MERVIN ENG3
HARPER PATRICIA JEAN LAS3
HARPER TERRY ALLAN LAS2
HARPLEY ALICE E MOYER LAS2
HARPLEY THEODORE R GRAD
HARRELL BEVERLY KAY LAS3
HARRELL JUDITH LEE ED 1
HARRELL VIRGINIA ELLEN ED 3
HARRIGAN KENNETH LEON LAS2
HARRINGTON ALICE GOULD COM2
HARRINGTON BERNARD NOEL FAA3
HARRINGTON JOHN CLIFTON GRAD
HARRINGTON JOHN GERARD GRAD
HARRINGTON JUDITH MORSE FAA2
HARRIS BARBARA ANN LAS1
HARRIS BARBARA JEAN LAS3
HARRIS BRUCE WAYNE AVI2
HARRIS CAROL JOYCE LAS1
HARRIS CAROLYN JOYCE LAS1
HARRIS CHARLES LOWELL ENG1
HARRIS CURT NOEL COM1
HARRIS DAVID LESTER ENG4
HARRIS DORIS MARILYN GRAD
HARRIS EDWARD- D-AVID LAS4
HARRIS FREDERICK T ENG1
HARRIS HAROLD EUGENE PE 4
HARRIS JACQUELINE P LAS1
HARRIS JAMES MORTON LAS4
HARRIS JAMES WILLIAM LAS4
HARRIS JESSE DAVID AVI2
HARRIS JOHN HENRY GRAD
HARRIS JOSEPH M GRAD
HARRIS JUNE LORETTA LAS4
HARRIS KENT GRAD
HARRIS LESLEY CONSTANCE ED 1
HARRIS LESTER HOWARD COM3
HARRIS LEWIS FAA2
HARRIS LLOYD MILTON GRAD
HARRIS LOIS ELLEN FAA1
HARRIS LOIS JOY LAW3
HARRIS MARCIA ANN FAA2
HARRIS MICHAEL LEON COM3
HARRIS NORMA JEAN FAA1
HARRIS PATRICIA ANN AGR3
HARRIS PATRICIA LOUISE LAS1
HARRIS PATRICK CRAIG FAA2
HARRIS RICHARD LEE GRAD
HARRIS RONALD EUGENE FAA4
HARRIS RONALD JAMES ENG1
HARRIS SAMUEL MELVIN GRAD
HARRIS SANDRA CECELIA LAS1
HARRIS SANDRA LEE LAS1
HARRIS WARD CLARK ENG3
HARRIS WILLIAM FRANK ENG3
HARRISON ALLAN JAMES LAS4
HARRISON BRUCE ELBERT COM2
HARRISON BRUCE WILLIAM FAA4
HARRISON CHESTER ERVIN LAS2
HARRISON DALE WAYNE GRAD
HARRISON GARY DEVERE AGR1
HARRISON GERALD ALVIN LAS1
HARRISON JOHN HENRY COM1
HARRISON ROBERT JOSEPH FAA2
HARRISON ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
HARRISON ROGER LYLE ENG4































1005 W GREGORY DR



























1005 W GREGORY DR
1004 S 4TH
303 E DANIEL

































































































































401 W CORPINGTON ST
7605 ESSEX















318 E MAIN ST
312 W COLUMBIA
2230 11TH ST






BOX 391 RR 2
475 PLEASANT ST
17 BLACK CREEK LANE













11104 S BELL AV
330 CUMBERLAND AV
406 S RANDOLPH ST
112 FELLOWS CT
8238 S PAXTON
5053 N AVERS AV
303 E DANIEL
89 KIERNAN DR
209 E SOUTH ST





5322 S 8TH AV
1600 N MARKET ST
911 W HIGH ST
116 BUTLER ST
227 EDGEWOOD DR
421 S CENTRAL AV
1848 S HAMLIN AV




























































LA GRANGE PARK ILL
CHICAGO 43 ILL








































HARRISON WALTER H LAS2
HARROLD BOYD LEW ENG2
HARRY DONNA ANN ED 3
HARRYMAN ELIZABETH LAS2
HARSH JAMES PHILLIP FAA1
HARSHBARGER C EDWARD AGR2
HARSHBARGER DAVID ENG4
HARSHBARGER KENNETH E GRAD
HARSHBARGER TERRY LEE LAS1
HARSHBARGER THAD R LAS3
HARSHBARGER MICHAEL M ENG1
HART ALICE GOODSON GRAD
HART BRUCE F COM3
HART DAVID ELLIS COM4
HART DONALD WARD GRAD
HART GEORGE ROBERT LAS1
HART HOWARD ROSCOE JR GRAD
HART HYMEN HAROLD GRAD
HART JAMES PAUL AGR3
HART JOHN THOMAS LAS2
HART LOREN VERNE GRAD
HART ROBERT STANLEY LAS1
HART SANDRA LEE ED 1
HARTEL HARRY DONALD JR LAW3
HARTER JANET GAYLE FAA3
HARTFIELD ADOLPH ENG4
HARTKE JEROME LUTHER GRAD
HARTL JOSEPH JAMES GRAD
HARTLEROAD BOBBY L ENG3
HARTLEY DAVID EUGENE AGR6
HARTLEY ROBERT KEITH COM3
HARTLEY SHARON KAY ED 4
HARTMAN JON DAVID COM4
HARTMAN MARY RUTH GRAD
HARTMAN NANCY JEAN AGR1
HARTMANN LEAH NORTON GRAD
HARTMANN NORBERT PAUL LAS1
HARTNACK KARL FAA2
HARTNETT DAVID EDWARD ENG4
HARTRICK WILLIAM LEE GRAD
HARTSOCK ROBERT L LAS3
HARTSTEIN BARBARA RUTH ED 4
HARTTER DONALD RAY LAS3
HARTUNG RICHARD LEE FAA4
HARTWIG DALE EDWARD FAA2
HARTZ KENNETH GENE GRAD
HARTZ WILLIAM EUGENE COM1
HARVEY BONNIE LOU ED 2
HARVEY DAVID LEE LAS4
HARVEY JAMES DONALD LAS4
HARVEY LEE EDWARD ENG2
HARVEY SANDRA KAY FAA1
HARVEY WILLIAM JOSEPH VM 4
HARWOOD DAVID HENRY ENG4
HASEGAWA MASAKI GRAD
HASEMEYER JOHN DIEDRIC ENG1
HASH FRED TILLMAN GRAD
HASHBARGER JEAN ANN ED 3
HASKETT ANNETTE KAYE LAS1
HASKINS JUDITH AUDREY ED 1
HASKINS NANCY LOUISE LAS1
HASKINS ROBERT EAMES ENG3
HASMAN JOSEPH JOHN LAS1
HASMAN ROBERT HENRY JR GRAD
HASS ARTHUR JOHN JR COM1
HASSAN MUHAMMAD AMJAD GRAD
HASSE ARTHUR ANTHONY COM2
HASSEBROCK MELVIN DALE ENG1
HASSELBRING LEROY W LAS2
HASSELMANN PETER MORTON FAA4
HAST GEORGE EDWARD GRAD
HASTEROK GERALD SCOTT GRAD
HASTINGS DAVID CAMPBELL LAS1
HASTINGS JOHN E JR GRAD
HASTINGS WILLMORE CRANE LAW1
HASZ PAUL HENRY ENG3
HATALA THOMAS EDWARD FAA6
HATCH GAYLORD FARLEY GRAD
HATCH ROBERT LEROY AGR1
HATCHER DAVID SHELDON GRAD
HATCHETT JOHN DEE ENG3
HATFIELD LAGRANDE ORLEY ENG4
HATHORNE MARCIA ROSE LAS4
HATINGER GAYE LENORE GRAD
HATTERY JOHN JOEL LAW2
HAU8ER CARL HARRY LAW1
HAUG ROY LEE ENG1
HAUGH CLARENCE GENE GRAD
HAUGH CONNOR FRANCIS GRAD











































































203 S FLORA DR
1105 S DOUGLAS
606 S ELM











C FL67608 444 S CRAIG PL LOMBARD ILL
C FL67544 1212 W ADAMS TAYLORVILLE ILL
U EM76484 1004 CRESTWOOD URBANA ILL
C FL62149 RR 2 CHARLESTON ILL
C FL26511 607 WALNUT ST SOUTH MILWAUKEE WIS
C FL67677 RR 2 ARCOLA ILL
U EM77707 59 LAKESIDE TERR URBANA ILL
U EM72634 502 E PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
BONDVILLE ILL
273 BRISTOL NORTHFIELD ILL
C FL67544 IVESDALE ILL
U EM71306 201 S BIRCH URBANA ILL
C FL67677 501 W BLUFF ST STREATOR ILL
C FL61580 9861 S CALHOUN AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
STARVED ROCK LOCK OTTAWA ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 NEW BERLIN ILL
C FL26836 1005 S 6TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71306 201 S BIRCH ST URBANA ILL
U EM51150 RR LEE ILL
C FL26511 7705 S OGLESBY AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
U EM75940 TROY VILLAGE SPRINGFIELD N J
C FL65990 RR 1 ASHTON ILL
U FL26511 118 CARSON DR BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL26511 482 DUBLIN DR MUNDELEIN ILL
U FL26511 35 ACORN LANE HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U 4715 PRINCETON CHICAGO ILL
U EM72117 620 W WALNUT ST HERINGTON KANSAS
C FL60155 1905 S 56TH AV CICERO 50 ILL
C FL23956 1233 N SILVER OLNEY ILL
U 703 W OREGON URBANA ILL
C FL24719 RR 1 ILLIOPOLIS ILL
U 200 N WASHINGTON ST ABINGDON ILL
C FL22216 408 E CLARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 2021 PARK AV BEDFORD IND
U FL26511 BLUE MOUND FARM CASEY ILL
815 TRAVERS LANE FLOSSMOOR ILL
C FL67266 RR 1 RED BUD ILL
U 939 26TH ST N W WASHINGTON 7 D C
C FL69487 607 N WILLIS AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL29850 14949 LAKEWOOD BLV LAKEWOOD 7 OHIO
U EM77340 911 N COOPER ST PEORIA ILL
C FL67457 2648 W FITCH AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL60650 RR 1 CARLOCK ILL
C FL24108 3413 11TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
C FL67981 17232 66TH CT TINLEY PARK ILL
C 701 W PARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL65309 1206 PAULA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61389 347 PARK PL GLENCOE ILL
U 19 W 3RD ST ALTON ILL
U EM71347 377 CALUMET BLV HARVEY ILL
C FL26511 115 N ALPINE RD ROCKFORD ILL
U FL26511 213 MAY CT DIXON ILL
C THOMPSONVILLE ILL
C FL24941 370 WILTSHIRE LANE CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
U EM72812 16 1 CHOME MINATOMACHI JAPAN
C FL26511 RR 3 ST ANNE ILL
628 S 14TH ST MATTOON ILL
U EM71173 34 CEDARBROOK LANE KIRKWOOD 22 MO
U FL26511 NEOGA ILL
C FL62571 1800 MARGUERITE TERR PARK RIDGE ILL
U FL26511 742 S HIGHLAND ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C 742 S HIGHLAND AV ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL26511 RR 2 PECATONICA ILL
U 3146 S KARLOV ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL25151 1817 21ST ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
U EM78278 CHAK NO 192 6 3 LYALLPUR PAKISTAN
U EM75439 218 E NORTH STAUNTON ILL
C FL60733 313 N SCOTT ST MT PULASKI ILL
C FL26511 436 E CHERRY ST WATSEKA ILL
C FL67737 400 WASHINGTON ST GLENCOE ILL
BOX 319 OAKWOOD ILL
C FL21958 3931 N NEWLAND CHICAGO ILL
C FL60521 9331 JEFFERSON AV BROOKFIELD ILL
U EM71098 1402 E FLORIDA URBANA ILL
U 1619 ISABELLA MT VERNON ILL
C FL61086 203 S FLORA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM73818 211 CEDAR ST STREATOR ILL
C FL29273 606 S ELM ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL63152 DEERS ROAD RR 3 URBANA ILL
U EM70542 1848 CROOK CHEYENNE WYOMING
C FL25503 AKIN ILL
C FL60645 1107 W DANIEL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75427 370 SUNNYSIDE AV ELMHURST ILL
U FL26511 410 AZALEA AV ORANGE TEXAS
U EM72358 POPLAR GROVE ILL
U EM73668 204 W PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
C 111 GERSON GODFREY ILL
U EM77830 MADISONBURG PA
U EM77945 8205 KIMBARK CHICAGO 19 ILL
204 LINCOLN DR GREENUP ILL
HAUN MARY ANN LAS2
HAUPTLI DEAN ALLEN ENG3
HAUPTMAN JEFFREY E LAS1
HAUSCHILO RAYMOND LEE ENG1
HAUSERMANN ELLEN E ED 1
HAUSMANN LARRY EUGENE COM4
HAUSSER JACK WALTER GRAD
HAUSSER ORA PAUL LAS3
HAVENS DOROTHY LOUISE LAS1
HAVERA HERBERT JOHN GRAD
HAVICE ROBERT EDMUND AVI1
HAVIS MYRON TARAS JR ENG2
HAWBAKER STUART DOUGLAS AGR3
HAWK ROGER MONTSLL LAS1
HAWKES JAMES RAYMOND GRAD
HAWKEY JOSEPH ANTHONY ENG1
HAWKINS CAROL JOYCE LAS1
HAWKINS FRANK NEAL LAS1
HAWKINS JOHN WILLIAM LAS4
HAWKINS MARILYN JOYCE ED 2
HAWKINS NEIL MIDDLETON GRAD
HAWKINS RAYMOND L ENG2
HAWKINS SUSAN LAS1
HAWKINSON EDWIN ANDREW LAW1
HAWKINSON HAROLD W AGR2
HAWKINSON JUDITH ANNE LAS1
HAWLEY CHARLES JACK ENG2
HAWLEY JOHN EDWARD ENG2
HAWLEY JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
HAWTHORNE JOHN R JR ENG4
HAY CAROL ANNE ED 4
HAY HOWARD LESTER SWV2
HAYASHI MASAKI GRAD
HAYASHIDA JOHN TORAO ENG4
HAYDEN ADAIR MARILYN LAS2
HAYDEN FRANCIS JOSEPH GRAD
HAYDON RANDALL BENNETT GRAD
HAYENGA MARVIN LEE AGR2
HAYES EDWARD LEE FAA2
HAYES FLOYD CORLISS ENG3
HAYES GLENN WARREN AGR3
HAYES GWENDOLYN JEAN FAA4
HAYES HAROLD BERNARD GRAD
HAYES JAMES BIRCHARD PE 1
HAYES JOSEPH EDWARD LAS1
HAYES LOUIS EDWARD GRAD
HAYES MICHAEL MARTIN AGR1
HAYES ROBERT ALAN COM3
HAYES ROBERT EDWARD ENG1
HAYES SUSIE HODGSON ED 4
HAYES THOMAS CLAYTON COM1
HAYES THOMAS MARK LAS1
HAYES TRUMAN DANIEL GRAD
HAYES WILLIAM FRANCIS COM3
HAYES WILLIAM JEROME COM2
HAYNES BEVERLY ANN LAS2
HAYNES BUREN THOMAS GRAD
HAYNES JERRY LEE ENG1
HAYNES JOAN EMMERICH ED 1
HAYNES LEROY WILBUR GRAD
HAYNES RAYMOND RICHARD GRAD
HAYNES RICHARD PIERCE GRAD
HAYS ANNA MARY COM2
HAYS EARL EUGENE AVI2
HAYS GEORGE BURNS AVI4
HAYS JAMES ELLIS GRAD
HAYS LEONARD KEITH JR LAS3
HAYS WILLIAM PAYNE COM1
HAYWARD FRANK EDWARD ENG4
HAYWARD HAROLD S JR LAS4
HAYWARD JAMES DONALD AGR4
HAYWOOD HERBERT CARLTON GRAD
HAZELWOOD SARA FAY ED 1
HAZEN JOHN GERALD LAS1
HAZLETT LESTER HOWARD ENG3
HAZLETT THOMAS CALVIN GRAD
HEACOCK PHILLIP KAGA ENG4
HEACOCK WILLIAM REX ENG4
HEADS TERRY HELEN LAS2
HEAGARTY MARY ALICE GRAD
HEALY JAMES HAROLD GRAD
HEALY JOHN MARK ENG4
HEALY KATHLEEN VIRGINIA ED 2
HEALY MARK PATRICK JR ENG2
HEALY ROGER DAVID AGR3
HEALY SUSAN LYNN ED 2
HEALY THOMAS JOSEPH ENG3
HEARD ANDREW LOUIS FAA4
HEARD RICHARD ALLEN SWV3
HEARST MARSHA JANE LAS2
303 E JOHN




















1005 W GREGORY DR
MRH TAFT 119
58 E GREGORY DR
































































1005 W GREGORY DR
C FL66434 215 E CRAWFORD
C FL66112
C FL26511 55 LANSDOWNE AV
C FL26511 609 N FRANCIS
U EM715U 2N134 ADDISON RD
C FL62692 602 W SPRINGFIELD
C FL21225 2678 E 130TH ST
C FL67684 1114 FRANKLIN AV
U EM71675 207 W MICHIGAN AV
C FL26511 207 E EMBERT PL
C FL265U 300 E 164TH PL
C 404 S WESTLAWN AV
C FL23345 418 E MAIN ST
C FL26511 1444 EWING
C FL28666 202 S LYNN ST
C FL62933 RR 4
U EM74051 4433 N ARTESIAN
U EM77221 RR 1
C FL61719 710 E 92ND ST
C FL24671 148 N FULTON
U EM73320 5 BENT ST LINDFIELD
C FL26406 1402 GRANDVIEW DR
U FL26511 1303 E 3RD ST
C FL26511 RR 1
C FL63152 RR 1
U FL26511 1741 N SEMINARY
C FL63412 4014 N WESTERN AV
U EM71347 827 S GLENWOOD
C FL60313 1106 S EUCLID
C FL63530 121 N 12TH ST
U EM78235 304 E PENNSYLVANIA
U EM71248 BOX 295
U EM76287 267 SEIJOMACHI
C 2143 KULA ST
U FL26511 2820 W ROSEMONT
C 103 GRASS AV
u 1115 W GREEN ST
C FL24262
U EM72586 521 S SPRUCE
C FL26511
C FL22241 51 E HEALEY
C FL62557 RR 3
C 1609 WHIPPOORWILL
C FL26511 108 S PORTER ST
C FL24845 307 N PROSPECT AV
C FL26995 4418 LITTLE CHIEF DR
C FL63515 315 N ORANGE
516 PENNING
C FL26511
C FL22241 51 E HEALEY
U EM77225 604 S BUSEY AV
C FL24845 307 N PROSPECT
C FL21127
C FL68235 1917 YACKLEY AV
C FL24845 307 N PROSPECT
C FL24996 1001 W ILLINOIS ST
C FL24022 309 N JAMES
C FL66934 RR 2
C FL29746 1602 W CLARK
U EM78634 911 W MAIN ST
U EM72400 1705 CAMPUS RD
C FL24996 1001 W ILLINOIS ST
U FL26511 BOX 536
C FL64659 618 W GREEN ST
C FL61847 405 W WALNUT ST
U EM74333 1243 HARRISON AV
C FL67878
C FL25694
C 705 S 1ST ST
C FL63323 708 HERMITAGE DR
U EM71347 705 S 1ST ST
710 GRANT ST
U FL26511 18130 PERTH AV
C FL26511 408 E WATER ST
C 1225 47TH AV
U EM70191 200 BLISS DR
C FL24261 1821 S 6TH ST
C FL67629 R R 2
C FL62545 6869 N WILDWOOD AV
U EM73735 BOX 1291
C FL28838 214 N ACORN LANE
C FL64627
U EM75427 8435 S EUCLID
C FL67981
U 6446 W 86TH ST
U EM75425 6954 LEHIGH
C FL27617 6956 S GREEN
C 7915 CHAMPLAIN AV
U EM74336 4206 N KIMBALL






















































































































































































ENG2 308 E ARMORY C FL67542
FAA1 411 E HEALEY c
LAS3 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
GRAD J37A STADIUM TERR c FL26160
ENG1 MRH BARTON 17 c FL26511
ENG4 503 LOUISIANA c FL23136
GRAD 712 W OREGON u EM70201
AGR4 503 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM72076
LAS2 1107 S 3RD c
AGR4 603 E HEALEY u EM64625
LAW3 1206 N GOODWIN u
AGR1 209 E ARMORY c FL26511
LAS* 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
ENG2 MRH GARNER 282 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH GARNER 496 c FL26511
FAA3 302 E GREGORY c FL67654
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 110 W KIRBY c FL24366
AGR2 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM51264
COM* 105 E JOHN c FL67081
ENG1 MRH BARTON 203 c FL26511
COM* 105 E JOHN c FL67081
COM3 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
LAS3 605 W WASHINGTON u
LAS1 MRH FORBES 174 c FL26511
LAS1 710 W CALIFORNIA u EM79054
GRAD 1107-424 W GREEN u
FAA4 707 E MAIN u EM78237
ENG4 206 E JOHN c FL69656
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM71661
LAS1 401 E GREEN c FL67322
ED 1 710 W OHIO ST u EM71511
GRAD 102 N GREGORY u EM75038
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 409 c FL26511
AGR3 407 E UNIVERSITY c FL24941
COM4 704 GOODWIN u
ENG1 1008 S LINCOLN u EM74901
ENG1 1008 S LINCOLN u EM74901
PE 4 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
LAS4 404 E JOHN c FL68738
FAA1 510 E CHALMERS c FL64638
LAS1 302 E JOHN c FL26081
LAS1 102 E CHALMERS c
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
AGR4 710 W OHIO u EM76858
ENG2 410 E JOHN c FL27100
FAA3 1115 OREGON u
LAS2 804 W HEALEY c FL63305
GRAD D2 1605 ALABAMA DR u
ENG2 402 E STOUGHTEN c FL27778
FAA4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
ENG1 507 E JOHN c FL2S901
LAS4 801 W NEVADA u EM76966
GRAD MRH TAFT 220 c FL26511
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1834 ORCHARD u
GRAD 707 W CALIFORNIA u EM76137
FAA6 302 W VERMONT u EM76633
LAS4 1118 W ILLINOIS u EM71308
LAW2 MRH VAN DOREN 426 c FL26511
COM1 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
COM1 205 E ARMORY c FL66847
ED 3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 908 S 4TH c
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 319 c FL26511
ENG4 303 E CHALMERS c FL62281
FAA1 21 TULIP TREE DR c
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 459 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ED 1 405 E JOHN c FL62557
LAS1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
AGR1 MRH BARTON 216 c FL26511
SWV4 404 W OREGON u
LAS1 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
COM2 303 E CHALMERS c
COM1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 304 c FL26511
GRAD 1706 PARK HAVEN DR c FL27265
COM4 1001 S 1ST c
AGR2 106 E ARMORY c
ENG2 402 E ARMORY c FL63633
ENG1 MRH FLAGG 318 c FL26511
ED 1 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
GRAD 411 W ILLINOIS u EM72585
AGR4 815 N MCKINLEY c FL60908
FAA4 1002 W OREGON u EM73127
ENG3 207 E WHITE c FL61404
FAA4 205 W WHITE c FL64345





















5801 N SHERIDAN RD
7626 E LAKE TERR
1544 OSTRANDER
VIGGBYHOLMSSKOLAN
309 W WASHINGTON ST
707 E MAIN ST
501 N QUINCY
65TH BUFFALO AV
814 E ILLINOIS ST
110 S LOUIS ST
102 N GREGORY AV

















141 N GRANT ST
227 W HIGH AV
119 WALTON ST
6528 N OLIPHANT AV
1401 N GILBERT
524 N STATE ST
5420 ARLINGTON





4TH AND MONROE ST
15 ELMWOOD PARK S
300 DELTA RD












118 S COURT ST






815 N MCKINLEY AV
1810 QUAKER ST
RR 1




























































































HELD ARTHUP EDWARD LAS1
HELD JOHN DENNIS AGR2
HELDING CONSTANCF FD 3
HELFAND STEVEN ALLAN COM2
HELFINSTINE ROBERT A ENG2
HELFRICH CLIFFORD E JNL3
HELFRICH ROBERT HUGH FAA4
HELGESON KENNETH W AGR4
HELGREN MARGE ANNE ED 4
HELGREN RICHARD HAYES ENG2
HELLEDY JOHN ALLAN COM3
HELLER CHARLES F JR GRAD
HELLER JEROME LAS4
HELLER RALPH S JR ENG1
HELLER RUTH LAS3
HELLER SANDRA JOY ED 1
HELLER STEPHEN GARY LAS3
HELLER STEVE BRIAN ENG2
HELLMANN VERNA JEAN COM1
HELLSTROM RALPH WILLIAM PE 1
HELLSTROM WARD GRAD
HELM ALICE CARLENE LAS4
HELM JOYCE JOANN FAA2
HELM JUDITH BOYD LAS1
HELM PATRICIA KAY AGR2
HELM ROGER DALE ENG2
HELMICH TERRY ORVILLE LAW1
HELMIG CHARLES WILLIAM LAS4
HELMIN KENNETH ADAM COM2
HELMS JOSEPH BERNARD VM 2
HELMS RONALD NELSON FAA2
HELPER LLOYD CHAMP GRAD
HELWIG CHARLES A JR GRAD
HEMANN JOHN HENRY ENG3
HEMANN WILLIAM IRVIN ENG1
HEMBROUGH DAVID MERLE AGR2
HEMBROUGH GARY DON PE 3
HEMBROUGH JANET ANN AGR1
HEMPEL JOAN LAS2
HENBEST JOHN RICHARD COM3
HENDERSON ANTHONY H FAA1
HENDERSON DONALD MAX ENG2
HENDERSON HARVEY EUGENE LAS1
HENDERSON LOIS ROSANNE LAS3
HENDERSON NANCY JOHNSON AGR4
HENDERSON RICHARD E FAA4
HENDERSON SANDRA L LASl
HENDERSON STEPHEN C ENG1
HENDON FRED NEVILLE JR GRAD
HENDRICK ELIZABETH LEE JNL3
HENDRICKS ELMER CHARLES VM 1
HENDRICKS JAMES CLYDE ENG1
HENDRICKS LEAH FUNK LAS4
HENDRICKSEN THOMAS J COM1
HENDRICKSON ALAN MARTIN COM1
HENDRICKSON CHARLES V COM4
HENDRICKSON FRANK SCOTT LASl
HENDRICKSON HERMAN S 11 GRAD
HENDRIX CHARLES DENNIS COM1
HENDRON ALFRED J JR GRAD
HENEBRY WILLIAM MICHAEL ENG4
HENEGHAN JOHN MICHAEL LASl
HENGEHOLD LAWRENCE J COM2
HENKE LINDA MAE LASl
HENKES ROLLIE FARLEY GRAD
HENKLE JANIS LASl
HENLEIN BETTE JANE LAS2
HENLEY CAROL ANN LASl
HENMAN CARL LANE GRAD
HENNAS ANDREW JAMES ENG3
HENNE BERTRAND WILSON ED 4
HENNES JAMES DAVID GRAD
HENNESS CHARLES PARKER ENG2
HENNESSEY ROBERT P ENG1
HENNESSY MARY ALICE ED 3
HENNING DAVID RALPH AGR2
HENNING ELWYN FRANK ENG3
HENRICHS LARRY LEE ENG3
HENRICHS NORVAN WAYNE LASl
HENRICKSON GRETA C GRAD
HENRIKSEN LARS EMIL ENG3
HENRIKSON RALPH LEONARD ENG4
HENRY CHARLES HOWARD GRAD
HENRY FRED MOBLEY JR GRAD
HENRY GEORGE WILLIAM JR ENG1
HENRY HELENE RUDOFF GRAD
HENRY JOHN ANDREW ENG4
HENRY JOHN EDWARD ENG2
HENRY MICHAEL LEE FAA1



























































































C FL64638 1336 W DIVERSEY CHICAGO 14 ILL
C FL21848 4722 TENNESSEE ST LOUIS 11 MO
U EM77564 951 ST JOHNS AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL67921 1649 W JARVIS AV CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL23196 1210 MAYFAIR RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL23280 615 S 20TH ST BELLEVILLE ILL
C 15615 LEXINGTON HARVEY ILL
U EM51462 RR#1 SYCAMORE ILL
U EM77541 120 S ELMWOOD AV WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL61813 120 S ELMWOOD AV WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL60385 467 BRYANT GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM77766 7228 WALLACE KANSAS CITY 33 MO
C FL21038 4915 N ALBANY ST CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL67432 1510 MYRTLE DR DANVILLE ILL
U FL26511 4614 N MONTICELLO CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM72645 5625 N KENMORE AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
C FL60521 1133 W PRATT CHICAGO 26 ILL
U EM79695 1715 AVENUE E STERLING ILL
C FL68738 2 ROCK HILL CT EDWARDSVILLE ILL
C FL64627 11347 STEWART CHICAGO ILL
U EM78889 1206 STOUGHTON AV URBANA ILL
C FL25659 916 W UNION ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 217 GRAND EAST ALTON ILL
C FL28049 410 N WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 VILLA GROVE ILL
C FL26511 1111 S BLOOMINGTON STREATOR ILL
C 1005 ALCO DR COLLINSVILLE ILL
C FL67266 RR 1 PERU ILL
C 6333 S ALBANY CHICAGO 29 ILL
u OLD FREEBURG RD RR 1 BELLEVILLE ILL
c 225 ODELL PL PEORIA 4 ILL
C FL63598 1905 MEADOW DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 216 N 15TH ST MURPHYSBORO ILL
C FL67975 NEW DOUGLAS ILL
C FL67975 NEW DOUGLAS ILL
C FL26511 RR 5 JACKSONVILLE ILL
C FL67542 109 W BRIGGS AV ROODHOUSE 3 ILL
U FL265U 227 E FRANKLIN ROODHOUSE ILL
U 6528 W 26TH ST BERWYN ILL
C FL62563 1024 GRANT AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL60733 1308 BELLE ST ALTON ILL
C FL26511 2320 WASHINGTON QUINCY ILL
C 515 BRADY EAST ST LOUIS ILL
U EM74072 RR 1 JACKSONVILLE ILL
U EM78974 WINDSOR ILL
C FL69951 107 N 6TH ST OREGON ILL
U EM74007 270 CHANDLER AV ELMHURST ILL
C FL26511 517 SCHOOL ST HENRY ILL
C 2801 CANTERBURY RD BIRMINGHAM 9 ALA
C FL61126 602 HAINES BLV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL69514 7 KINGSTON DR EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C FL29864 1101 S STATE ST MARENGO ILL
C FL69731 715 ARLINGTON CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 114 N LANCASTER AURORA ILL
C FL68259 175 FAIRFIELD ELMHURST ILL
C FL66812 4334 W HENDERSON ST CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL67629 3427 GILLHAM ALTON ILL
U EM71319 1245 EL SUR WAY SACRAMENTO 25 CALIF
C FL26511 ELM HALL MOOSEHEART ILL
U CLIFTON ILL
305 E BOND ST MONTICELLO ILL
C FL26511 1610 S 55TH AV CICERO 50 ILL
C FL63071 140 ST ANDREWS EDWARDSVILLE ILL
U EM72241 HANOVER ILL
U EM76308 FARMERSBURG IOWA
U FL26511 12118 S 86TH AV PALOS PARK ILL
U FL26511 3546 HOLLY LANE CINCINNATI OHIO
U FL26511 52 GREENBAY RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U 6117 OLIVE KANSAS CITY 30 MO
U EM74661 10 DERBY ST JAMESTOWN N Y
C 508 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL60382 3308 37TH AV WEST SEATTLE 99 WASH
C FL63314 432 N PROSPECT AV PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL66112 2453 JERDEN AV GRANITE CITY ILL
U FL26511 2830 WASHINGTON FRANKLIN PARK ILL
U EM70082 RR 1 HUNTLEY ILL
C FL26511 1112 WESTERN AV KEWANEE ILL
U EM77952 1101 E UNION AV LITCHFIELD ILL
U EM70351 RR 2 BOX 187 ONARGA ILL
U EM76230 216 FOREST WOOD DR DURHAM N CAR
C FL16511 716 ALGONQUIN AV BENSENVILLE ILL
U EM71349 7873 OAKLEAF AV ELMWOOD PK 35 ILL
U EM78951 5748 S BLACKSTONE CHICAGO 37 ILL
U 2005 PEQUENO AUSTIN 5 TEXAS
C FL26511 1904 MORTON RD EAST PEORIA ILL
U EM78951 402 W OREGON ITRBANA ILL
C 1726 W SCHOOL ST CHICAGO ILL
RR LONGVIEW 3 ILL
C FL67601 815 W LASALLE AV SOUTH BEND 1 IND



























































































6RAD 300-504 S GOODWIN U EM75003 516 S COLLEGE
GRAD 300-504 S GOODWIN U EM75003 845 WATSON AV
GRAD BEMENT ILL BOX 193
GRAD 8EMENT ILL BOX 193
AGR4 613 W STOUGHTON U EM73646 RR 4
AGR1 706 S GOODWIN J EV77525 RR 2
AGR3 202 E GREEN c FL61870 RR 2
GRAD 808 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77580 308 W SPRINGFIELD AV
ENG4 NOBLE 408 c FL26511 6371 W HAFT ST
LAS1 MRH 401 E JOHN c 427 N FRANKLIN
ENG1 THOMASBORO ILL 1488 ARBOR AV
FAA1 MRH LUNDGREN 16 c FL26511 THORN DELL DR
GRAD NORMAL ILL 209 RIVERVIEW BLV
COM 1005 S 5TH c 4333 LA..\ - .
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 217 c FL26511 1426 W HOWARD ST
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 7045 N KENTON
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 7724 W BIRCHWOOD AV
GRAD 1502 N DIVISION u EM77344 1502 N DIVISION
AGR3 303 E CHALMERS c FL62281 12416 HARLEM
LAS4 MRH LUNDGREN 304 c FL26511 101 SHADY LANE
LAS1 307 E JOHN c FL28454 8546 S YATES BLV
LAW2 1107 W GREEN u EM73131 331 BUENA VISTA
COM2 310 E JOHN c FL63022 606 LAKE AV
COM4 310 E JOHN c FL63022 NORTH AVENUE
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 4117 W GREENWOOD
LAS1 1111 NEVADA u FL26511 1322 W 97TH PL
ENG3 309 E HEALEY c FL65678 1440 LINDEN RD
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 4117 GREENWOOD
ED 2 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581 3539 W AINSLIE
AGR4 1010 S 3RD c FL63021 105 PARK VIEW LANE
AGR1 1112 W CALIFORNIA u RR 5
FAA2 308 FAIRLAWN DR u EV71429 552 LINDEN AV
LAS2 313 E JOHN c 819 RANDALL
ENG4 1103 W ILLINOIS ST u EM74039 26 N ARDMORE AV
FAA4 RR 5 SELMA RD
AGR1 MRH FORBES 336 c FL26511 RR 2
LAS1 1002 S ORCHARD u EM75122 1002 S ORCHARD
GRAD 908 W CALIFORNIA u 1524 WASHINGTON AV
FAA4 101 N ELM c FL25814 1660 INDIAN AV
ENG4 405 S 3RD c FL60223 CARRERA 59 NO 66 68
COM3 506 W IOWA u 2518 S CLAREMONT
ENG1 1303 W MAIN u 208 EL CONDE
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 292 c FL26511 1410 N 5TH AV
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 300 c FL26511 W LAMOTTE RD
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136 1638 S HARVEY AV
GRAD 102 N LINCOLN u EM75694 102 N LINCOLN AV
GRAD 102 N LINCOLN u EM75694 102-7 N LINCOLN AV
COM3 311 NEVADA u EM77103 7226 EUCLID
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 413 c FL26511 J TREVINO 243
GRAD 1805-101 ORCHARD PL u 116 OAK ST
GRAD 1636 CAROLINA DR u EM75533 814 E 59TH ST
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 68 OLIVE
LAS1 402 E DANIEL c FL60374 BOX 13
COM4 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
ENG3 307 E DANIEL c FL63565 RR
AGR3 211 E ARMCRY c FL65132
GRAD MRH TAFT 211 c FL26511 7 LOOPLAND RD
ENG2 MRH FORBES 311 c FL26511 404 PEKIN AV
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 122 c FL26511 6725 N FRANCISCO
GRAD 811 W HILL c FL63973 3594 ANTISDALE RD
LAS1 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511 6307 N FAIRFIELD
LAS6 811 W HILL c FL68973 6816 N LAKEWOOD ST
GRAD 1107-635 W GREEN u 1107 W GREEN ST
LAS2 306 S LINCOLN u EM73207 BOX 83
GRAD 501 S WRIGHT c 409 W STATE ST
ED 6 1003 E MICHIGAN u EM79045 1003 E MICHIGAN
FAA4 1112 S ARBOR c FL68858 3535 NORTH ST
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 5015 N LAWNDALE
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 1101 MAPLE LANE
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 302 c FL26511 1101 MAPLE LANE
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 388 c FL26511 305 JOHNSON AV
ENG1 MRH CLARK 228 c FL26511 4234 N MEADE
LAS2 508 E ARMORY c FL62501 593 LEE ST
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL 1426 7TH ST
GRAD TOLONO ILL BOX 689
LAS1 53 E GREEN c 442 FAIRMOUNT
LAS2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151 1005 ELM AV
COMA 901 N MCKINLEY c FL68648 895 ROUTT ST
LAS2 1002 W OREGON u 727 E 49TH ST
LAS4 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 ARMSTRONG AV
COM3 508 W UNION c 4321 DAYTON
GRAD 1805 ORCHARD u 308 STUART DR
FAA3 1502 S VINE u EM77548 1502 S VINE
GRAD 703 S 3RD c
GRAD 202 W WHITE c 45 ABERDEEN ST
ENG2 1304 W MAIN u EM51211 3148 PEARL AV
GRAD 1508 S MATTIS c FL60070 621 N GROVE ST
ENG4 401 E DANIEL c FL21927 RR 3
GRAD 507 W CHURCH c FL68968 507 W CHURCH ST
MT CARROLL ILL

























































































HEUER RONALD EUGENE ENG2
HEWETT ELIZABETH ANN LAS2
HEWITT HELEN CAROLYN PE 2
HEWITT JAMES ALAN ENG1
HEWITT TERRY LEE GRAD
HEXDALL RUTH HANNAH LAS2
HEYDA ROBtRT JEROME ENG2
HEYDUCK BILLY JOE GRAD
HEYL ROYLE JAMES GRAD
HIATT CHARLES ARTHUR ENG4
HIATT TOM LAS2
HIBBOTT LINDA LOUISE PE 2
HIBDON LOREN LEE LAS3
HIBLE ROBERT LESLIE FAA4
HIBLE RONALD WAYNE LAS4
HICKERSON NCRRIS LUTON GRAD
HICKEY BRIAN DENNIS ENG1
HICKEY ROBERT VERNON LAS4
HICKEY TORY ROBERT COM1
HICKMAN JOSEPH TERRY COM3
HICKMAN RICHARD BRUCE GRAD
HICKS CALLENE DONNA AGR2
HICKS CHARLES EDWARD ENG1
HICKS DALE RAY AGR3
HICKS FREDERICK ARTHUR LAW2
HICKS HELEN EUNICE LAS1
HICKS HERVEY KASTEN GRAD
HICKS TERRILL GEORGE ENG3
HIGA KENNETH IWAO COM1
HIGGERSON CLIFFORD H ENG3
HIGGINBOTHAM JAN ALEENE GRAD
HIGGINS CAROL LEE ED 1
HIGGINS ELIZABETH JUNE LAS2
HIGGINS JOHN EDWARD ENG3
HIGGINS JOHN OWEN FAA3
HIGGINS JOHN PATRICK SWV3
HIGGINS JUDITH LAS3
HIGGINS RICHARD WALLACE ENG1
HIGGS ANAH CHRISTINE AGR1
HIGGS JACK ALAN ENG3
HIGGS LEONARD ARLEN AGR3
HIGGS MARILYN JOANN AGR3
HIGGS ROGER LEE AGR4
HIGHFILL JAMES KENNETH GRAD
HIGHLAND KAY ANNETTE LAS1
HIGHLANDER JAMES LEE GRAD
HIGHSMITH GEORGE M ENG1
HIGHT ADOLPH AUBREY GRAD
HIGHT JOYCE MARYANN ED 3
HIGLEY MARY PETERSEN FAA6
HIGLEY WAYNE MELVIN GRAD
HILARY LEONARD FAA4
HILB HARRIETTE L AGR1
HILBLOM CARL BERNARD ENG4
HILDENBRAND JUDITH KAY LAS3
HILE DENISE MYRTLE PE 3
HILES MARGARET ANN LAS1
HILGENBERG R03ERT JOHN COM3
HILGENDORF HELEN B ED 3
HILGENDORF MERLE R GRAD
HILL ARDIS ELEANOR AGR4
HILL BERTRAM CARL JR COM1
HILL DIETRICH ARNO GRAD
HILL DONALD JOSEPH LAS2
HILL DOUBLE E GRAD
HILL GEORGE LOWELL LAS2
HILL HENRY DAVID COM4
HILL HOWARD WAYNE ENG3
HILL JAMES CAMERON GRAD
HILL JAMES CHARLES COM4
HILL JAMES EDWIN JR GRAD
HILL JAMES LAFE GRAD
HILL JEAN FRANCYS GRAD
HILL JERVIS WILLIAM FAA2
HILL JOE ROBERT ENG4
HILL JOE ROBERT LAS1
HILL JOHN EDWARD JR LAS2
HILL JOHN PETER COM1
HILL JOHN WESLEY ENG3
HILL JOSEPH DALE COM4
HILL JUDITH ANDERSON AGR2
HILL JUDITH ANDRADE ED 5
HILL JUDITH ANN FAA2
HILL JUDITH CARROL LAS2
HILL KENNETH RONALD AGR4
HILL LARRY OSCAR PE 4
HILL LEE EARL COM4
HILL MARY WILLIAMS ED 1
HILL ROBERT ALFRED COM2

























































































C FL26511 RR 2
U EM74905 4835 WOLF RD
U EM74071
C FL67266 435 16TH AV
C FL60295 301 W GREEN
U FL26511 RR 2
U EM70365 3034 MAPLE AV
504 E ASH ST
C FL66366 100 COLUMBIA AV
C BOX 43
c 2129 NORSIDE DR
C FL62501 11341 LOTHAIR
U EM79105 212 S MARION
C FL21394 1512 W HEALEY
C FL21460 312 VICTOR ST
U 2005 CAPERS AV
C FL26511 613 CANDLER DR
U EM72743 6104 S HERMITAGE AV
C FL63631 1916 KILBURN AV
C FL67803 3821 PRINCESS DR
407 S WASHINGTON
C FL69064
C 614 E 3RD
U EM71492
U EM74158 1000 WESTWOOD
U EM73276 RR 5 BOX 383
C FL64052 1510 GRANDVIEW DR
U EM74039 314 W 1ST NORTH ST
C FL26511 157 WAINAKU CAMP 2
C FL29704 RR 1
U EM78193
C FL67892 415 LAKE CT
U FL26511 EINHAUS LANE
C FL67436 1526 S COLLEGE
C FL67266 734 GARDNER RD
C FL26511 4717 S HERMITAGE
C FL62501 3031 N BALLAS RD







U EM78042 806 GRAND AV
C FL63027 1112 S PINE
U EM70559 277 DUFFIELD AV
C FL26511 225 S WASHINGTON
U EM51470 912 NEWTON RD
U EM71136 508 GRACE
U EM75366 300 S GOODWIN
U EM75366 300 S GOODWIN AV
C 218 E 56TH ST
U FL26511 6210 S MAPLEWOOD
U 4705 W BYRON ST
U FL26511 571 S DEARBORN AV
U EM76581 211 W NEVADA
U FL26511 4845 YORKTOWN BLV
C FL24367 ROUTE 3
BOX 137
U EM75427
C 10719 S SANGAMON ST
C FL21335 712 W WASHINGTON
C FL67679 6921 S OGLESBY
U EM76418 707 E MICHIGAN
C FL26511 408 21ST ST
1205 S FIRST ST
C FL67544 RR 1
C FL26604 918 3RD
C FL67266 1621 CHICAGO ST
709 6TH AV
C 225 W DUFFY
U EM73218 810 S PARK ST
U 807 W GREEN
U EM78027 460 ALLISON
C FL24226 13 W GRAND CT
C FL22691 78 E BEARDSLEY
C FL26511 6802 N OLCOTT AV
C FL64925 613 W HEALEY
C 205 W COLUMBIA
U EM72610 704 W STOUGHTON
U EM70254 612 W NEVADA
U FL26511 604 FOX RIVER
U EM76611 1404 MARLENE AV
U 1106 E GROVE ST
C FL60C02 308 CLEARWATER
U 11040 EDBROOKE
C FL68232 1606 W CHARLES


























































































KANSAS CITY 30 MO
KINGS ILL
HILL SHIRLEY MAE JNL4
HILL SUSAN JEAN LAS1
HILLEBRAND JOHN GEORGE LAS1
HILLER MARION ELAINE AGR1
HILLIS DAVID ROBERT ENG1
HILLMAN JUANITA JULIA LAS3
HILLMAN WILLIAM WALTER FAA1
HILST DAVID LEE ENG1
HILTON RICHARD MICHAEL LAS1
HIMEL JUSTIN LEONARD LAS3
HIMES ELIZABETH ANN AGR2
HINCHCLIFF BETHEL A GRAD
HINCHMAN RAY RICHARD LAS3
HINDELL KEITH ROY GRAD
HINDERLITER DONALD E ENG4
HINDS WILLIAM STANLEY ENG4
HINDSLEY ROBERT WARNER FAA3
HINE GLORIA SYLVESTER LAS2
HINES CHARLES CARROLL LAW3
HINES EDWARD GEORGE ED 1
HINES JAMES JUNIOR GRAD
HINES PATRICIA ANN LAS2
HINMAN CHARLES WILLIAM LAS3
HINMAN EDWARD MCINTYRE ENG1
HINMAN GARY LEE LAS1
HINTON CLETE HENRY GRAD
HINTZ NORMAN CLARE FAA3
HINZ JAMES HENRY COM3
HINZE PHILIP LEWIS COM2
HINZE WILLIAM JOHN FAA2
HIPPARD RAYMOND A JR ENG1
HIPPLER MICHAEL VINCENT COM4
HIPSKIND JOHN PHILIP GRAD
HIRSCH ARNOLD LIPPERT LAS4
HIRSCH CAROLE RUTH ED 3
HIRSCH ESTHER DIANE ED 4
HIRSCH FREDERICK DANNER LAS4
HIRSCH JUDITH ED 2
HIRSCH PETER MAURICE LAS4
HIRSCH STEPHEN CHARLES LAS1
HIRSCHBERG DOROTHY C GRAD
HIRSCHFIELD MARTIN H COM3
HIRTH ROBERT STEPHEN VM 3
HISCOX KAAREN ELIZABETH FAA3
HISCOX RAGNHILD ALICE PE 4
HISE SHAN RICHARD COM4
HISS CLYDE SIMONS GRAD
HITES JOYCE ANN COM2
HITZ SUSAN LOUISE ED 2
HITZEROTH SUZON ALICE ED 3
HIX TRUMAN GEORGE LAS2
HIXENBAUGH HAROLD DEAN LAS1
HLAVAC ROBERT LUCAS ENG1
HLAVACEK ROY GEORGE ENG4
HLETKO BARBARA KAREN ED 3
HO PAULINE PAO LIANG GRAD
HOADLEY PETER GEORGE GRAD
HOAGLAND LESLIE MERLE ENG3
HOBART ROBERT HBWS JR GRAD
HOBBS DONALD EDWARD AGR4
HOBBS JOSEPH WILLIAM ENG2
HOBBS RICHARD LEE ENG3
HOBBY CLARK E SWV4
H08SON LARRY GENE ENG2
HOCHBERG MICHAEL LOUIS LAS1
HOCHSTETTLER DAVID HUGH GRAD
HOCKENHULL JAMES L FAA3
HOCKENYOS JON RODGER COM4
HOCKETT WILLIFORD A GRAD
HOCKGRAVER VIRGIL E LAS4
HOCKING JOHN WARD AGR3
HOCKING JOHN WESLEY ENG4
HOCKING PAUL REID AGR1
HOCKING RALPH THEODORE ENG2
HODAM BARBARA LENORE AGR2
HODASH LAWRENCE IRWIN COM3
HODDINOTT CAROLYN BELL FAA1
HODEK RALPH JEROME ENG1
HODEL MERLE ALVIN AGR1
HODEL RONDELL HENRY FAA1
HODGE JOHN EDWARD GRAD
HODGIN THOMAS ARTHUR FAA1
HODGSON WILLIAM JOHN ENG1
HODOCK CALVIN LEROY GRAD
HODSON BARBARA WILLIAMS GRAD
HODSON GARY FOSTER FAA4
HODUREK SANDRA KAY LAS2
HOEHN PENNY LAS1
HOEHN ROBERT STODDARD LAS3
HOEKSEMA ROBERT JAMES GRAD
303 E JOHN C FL60943
613 W HEALEY C FL64925
MRH CLARK 206 C FL26511
1005 W GREGORY U FL26511
MRH CLARK 324 C FL26511
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
1115 OREGON u
MRH NOBLE 417 C FL26511
1112 W OREGON u
MRH FLAGG 320 c FL26511
508 E DANIEL c FL28590
613 HESSEL BLV c FL65295
MRH GARNER 496 c FL26511
808 W CHURCH c
502 E WHITE c
1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
1 MONTCLAIR RD u EM72469
209 E GREGORY u FL26511
1111 E MICHIGAN u EM70149
MRH FORBES 424 c FL26511
1005 W GREGORY OR u FL26511
1109 W MAIN u EM73918
305 E DANIEL c FL67661
410 E JOHN c FL27100
DECATUR ILL
MRH GARNER 360 c FL26511
504 S STATE c
303 E CHALMERS c FL62281
303 CHALMERS c
MRH CLARK 419 c FL26511
604 E ARMORY c FL67266
512 S VICTOR c FL68997
1010 S 2ND c FL60521
1106 S 3RD c FL64420
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
111 E CHALMERS c
MRH CLARK 206 c FL26511
112 E JOHN c FL66870
909 S 3RD c FL67550
1008 W OREGON u
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
1106 W CALIFORNIA u EM23287
1607 CAROLINA DR u EM79540
1116 W NEVADA u EM73845
824 W COLUMBIA c FL24442
1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
1110 S ARBOR c FL67649
1105 S 4TH c FL61813
312 E ARMORY c FL27614
210 E GREEN c
311 E DANIEL c FL67670
801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
1002 W NEVADA u EM78954
1005 E DELAWARE u EM77885
1601 S NEIL c FL23746
506 E SPRINGFIELD c
406 E JOHN c
MRH HOPKINS 209 c FL26511
1620 ALABAMA DR u
FOOSLAND ILL
1203 STOUGHTON u EM51351
MRH FLAGG c FL26511
TUSCOLA ILL
902 S 3RD c
109 S BUSEY u EM72317
OAKWOOD ILL
107 E JOHN c FL69110
1116 W NEVADA u EM73845
310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
1116 W NEVADA u EM73845
707 S 6TH c FL62222
801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
MRH FORBES c FL26511
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
MRH FORBES 308 c FL26511
706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
MRH FORBES 491 c FL26511
MRH TAFT 420 c FL26511
MRH GARNER 225 c FL26511
901 S 2ND c FL67458
MRH TAFT 224 c FL26511
305 E ARMORY c FL25837
305 E ARMORY c FL28259
1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM79911
1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
106 E DANIEL c FL61766











22 W 58TH ST
4 FOREST VIEW










710 S MAPLE ST
OLDFIELD RD RR 1
814 N MAIN ST
1107 CLARA
290 WINTHROP






6715 S PAXTON AV










1313 E LAKE SHORE DR
BOX 50
504 E ESTHER ST
5801 S LEE
4331 W 26TH ST
1111 N OAK PK AV
115 CHATHAM RD
1005 E DELAWARE ST
914 3RD








320 W HARRISON AV













4 B GLEBE ST
433 COLLEGE AV
18W044 W 22ND ST
1700 S 8TH AV
RR 1
1700 28TH ST



























































































ROCHESTER 10 N Y




























































































GRAD 1208 N GOODWIN U
AGR2 1111 W NEVADA U FL26511
FAA3 214 E GREGORY DR c FL22565
COM3 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
COM3 401 E JOHN c FL60385
COM1 MRH GARNER 261 c FL26511
ENG3 702 W WASHINGTON u EM73876
ENG4 MRH FORBES 260 c FL26511
LAS2 404 E JOHN c FL68738
JNL4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
JNL4 311 W NEVADA u EM77103
ED 3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 401 E DANIEL c FL24261
GRAD 1819-202 ORCHARD PL u
ED 3 47 E CHALMERS c FL613eo
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 418 c FL26511
FAA4 MRH FORBES 250 c FL26511
COM1 MRH FORBES 252 c FL26511
LAS4 401 E DANIEL c FL24261
PE 1 1202 OREGON u
LAS4 801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
LAS2 1202 NEVADA u EM71173
COM1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
LAS3 311 E GREEN c FL66834
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u EM73320
AGR1 1105 W CALIFORNIA u EM76787
LAS1 311 E DANIEL c FL67670
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 270 c FL26511
COM1 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
ENG3 303 E CHALMERS c FL62281
AVI1 305 E GREEN c FL27342
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 462 c FL26511
GRAD 1002 S 2ND c
COM4 907 S 4TH c FL60053
LAS1 PALOS PARK ILL
COM4 604 W COLUMBIA c
GRAD 802 W GREEN u EM79650
ENG4 62 BRADLEY MCKINLEY c FL64285
GRAD 806 W CALIFORNIA u EM79550
LAS2 601 E CHALMERS c
ENG2 MRH BARTON 308 c FL26511
COM1 312 E DANIEL c FL24671
ENG2 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
AGR2 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
GRAD 1114 SPRINGFIELD u
ED 2 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
PE 2 24 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL60954
FAA4 24 BLUE SPRUCE c FL60954
GRAD 105 E JOHN c FL21769
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM2 1008 W OREGON u EM77127
ENG4 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
COM2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
ENG1 207 E JOHN c FL67622
GRAD 1110 W MAIN u
LAS1 MRH BARTON c FL26511
LAS1 313 CHALMERS c FL24254
LAW1 707 W CALIFORNIA u EM78296
ENG2 1103 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76180
LAS1 MRH GARNER 244 c FL26511
ENG] MRH HOPKINS 492 c
SWV4 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 1410 W BRADLEY c FL69541
COM4 1106 S EUCLID c FL25449
GRAD 55 E GREEN c
AGR1 1111 W ILLINOIS u
AGR1 1112 W OREGON u EM79298
AVI1 1004 4TH c
ENG1 MRH FORBES 219 c FL26511
COM1 405 W CHARLES c FL69210
GRAD 507 S POPLAR u EM79614
ENG1 204 N DRAPER c FL28953
ENG4 32 BLUE SPRUCE DR c
FAA3 MAHOMET ILL
LAS1 201 E JOHN c FL61725
COM4 601 W MAPLE u EM75575
JNL3 MRH GARNER 289 c FL26511
ENG3 105 E GREEN c FL22406
LAS1 MRH FLAGG 331 c FL26511
GRAD 1817 ORCHARD PL u
COM3 311 E GREEN c FL67544
GRAD 1817 ORCHARD PL u
ENG2 1101 W CALIFORNIA u EM70082
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 MRH GARNER 121 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH GARNER 420 c FL26511
ENG2 MRH GARNER 436 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 491 c FL26511
JNL3 1001 E FLORIDA u





416 S 2ND AV
3621 N OAKLEY AV
207 N LEWIS ST
4718 MONTAfiA ST




901 E 179TH ST
911 SHERWOOD PL







3505 W MONTROSE AV
107 BROADWAY
RR 5 S DAISY LANE
RR 1
6001 CONCORDIA RD
73 E 35TH ST
10257 LEAVITT ST
1921 W HOOD AV
RR 1
7256 LUELLA













24 BLUE SPRUCE DR
301 E CHALMERS ST








209 S HOME AV
1116 E JEFFERSON ST
240 ILLINOIS ST
405 S WALNUT
807 W S 4TH ST
1204 FAIRLAWN DR





506 N 6TH ST
315 S 10TH ST
1016 W VINE
7 S POPLAR ST
204 N DRAPER
32 BLUE SPRUCE DR
RR
423 N KELLOGG
604 NORTH MAPLE ST
634 S NELSON AV
515 E FRANKLIN






219 N 3RD AV
1512 QUINCY ST
RR 1



























































































HOLMES ANN VAUGHAN GRAD
HOLMES BETTY GREGORY GRAD
HOLMES CORWIN M LAS1
HOLMES DAVID WILLIAM GRAD
HOLMES EDMUND THOMPSON GRAD
HOLMES ELAINE MERRILL FAA4
HOLMES ELSIE MARIA LAS1
HOLMES HAROLD Z JR LAS1
HOLMES PATRICIA ANN GRAD
HOLMES PETER KARL GRAD
HOLMES RICHARD LYNN ENG1
HOLMES ROBERT WENDELL AGR4
HOLMES THOMAS JOEL ENG3
HOLMES WILLIAM LYNN LAS1
HOLMGREN RICHARD CARL FAA4
HOLMQUEST JOHN CODY ENG4
HOLMSTRAND JOHN ADAM COM2
HOLMSTRAND MARY CLAYTOR ED 3
HOLMSTROM JAN STURE B GRAD
HOLOVKA EDWARD ANDREW GRAD
HOLSHOUSER MARION S LAS4
HOLST CATHERINE MARY LAS1
HOLT ELMER MERL AGR4
HOLT JAMES ALLEN GRAD
HOLT JOHN CLAYTON COM1
HOLT JOHN KENDRICK GRAD
HOLT NILES ROBERT LAS2
HOLT RONALD CLARK GRAD
HOLTAN BOYD DEVERE GRAD
HOLTERHAUS THOMAS A LAS3
HOLTFORS LAEILA ANN ED 3
HOLTMANN ALPHONSE G GRAD
HOLTON TERRENCE CHARLES LAS4
HOLTON WILLIAM COFFEEN GRAD
HOLTZ ROBERT EDWARD ENG4
HOLTZMAN MARILYN GAIL GRAD
HOLZER ROBERT LEE COM4
HOLZHAUER EDWIN CHARLES PE 2
HOLZHAUSER KAREN ETTA AGR2
HOM GEORGE LEE LAS3
HOMAN VIRGINIA LOIS GRAD
HOMANN ARTHUR KARL AGR4
HOMANN JERRY LEROY COM1
HOMEIER JOHN FRED AGR4
HOMMEL VIRGINIA E LAS4
HONCHARUK NICK JR FAA4
HONE DANIEL WARREN GRAD
HONE DONNA ORBACH ED 6
HONEGGER GORDON DEAN COM2
HONEMANN HAROLD WARREN COM1
HONN PEGGY JO GRAD
HOOD ERNEST JOSEPH ENG4
HOOD JUDITH FRANCINE COM1
HOOD ROBERT CHARLES LAS1
HOOG THOMAS WILLIAM ENG3
HOOGERWERF RUTH ANN LAS4
HOOK CHARLES BURTON FAA3
HOOK RICHARD WAYNE ENG1
HOOK ROBERT H GRAD
HOOKS JANET MONTGOMERY GRAD
HOOPER CHARLES EUGENE ED 4
HOOPER WILLIAM T JR GRAD
HOOPS HELEN JOHNSON GRAD
HOOPS RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
HOOSER BARBARA ANN ED 2
HOOSER RICHARD LEE GRAD
HOOVEN PETER KENNEDY GRAD
HOOVER ALICE MAY GRAD
HOOVER DAVID WILLIAM ENG3
HOOVER LONNY RAYMOND ENG2
HOPEWELL ROBERT A JR FAA1
HOPKINS DEAN FRANKLIN GRAD
HOPKINS DON CARLOS GRAD
HOPKINS WALTER PHILLIP COM3
HOPPE ILENE HELEN LAS2
HOPPER CORDELL FAA1
HOPPER DALE FRANCIS ENG1
HOPPER RICHARD KEITH ENG1
HOPPER WILLIAM BERTRAND COM1
HOPPING ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
HOPPOUGH RICHARD SCOTT ENG4
HORKAY ARTHUR THOMAS ENG3
HORN CHARLES THATCHER ENG1
HORN DONALD RAYMOND COM1
HORN HARRY MOORE GRAD
HORN JOHN LEONARD GRAD
HORN JOHN WILLIAM VM 3
HORNADAY JOHN ALVIN GRAD
HORNADAY ROBERT MORRIS ENG3




















37 BLUE SPRUCE DR
2030 BURLISON DR



















































511 S JAMES ST
402 E ARMORY
















U 105 S MCCULLOUGH URBANA ILL
C FL28974 709 SHERWOOD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL28529 604 BLOOMINGTON RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 60 SPRING ST BRUNSWICK MAINE
U EM72812 1239 3LANCHARD DOWNERS GROVE ILL
u 495 CALIFORNIA ST NEWTONVILLE MASS
u FL26511 3939 S LAKE PK CHICAGO ILL
U EM71079 503 E WASHINGTON ST URBANA ILL
c FL27525 517 BROADWAY YANKTON S DAK
U 60 SPRING ST BRUNSWICK MAINE
c FL62769 304 N HAMLET MARION ILL
c FL29625 MCCONNELL ILL
c FL61725 6135 N ARTESIAN ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL61847 3609 POLK AMARILLO TEXAS
c FL26511 185 S UNION ST ELGIN ILL
c FL24497 207 S WRIGHT ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL62230 1527 W MAIN DECATUR ILL
c FL62230 805 S 1ST ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL25332 1728 W FOSTER AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
c FL61627 813 17TH ST WINDBER PA
u EM71678 2030 BURLISON DR UR8ANA ILL
c FL69265 1005 S 6TH CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73952 RR 8 DECATUR ILL
u 301 N E 4TH ST ANTLERS OKLA
c 7749 S HOYNE AV CHICAGO 20 ILL
c 39 S PILMUIR RD CLACKMANNAN SCOTLAND
c FL26511 1312 SYCAMORE QUINCY ILL
c FL25815 POTOMAC ILL
u EM74293 432 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
u 3447 W PIERCE CHICAGO ILL
u EM74071 211 NIPPERSINK ROUND LAKE ILL
c 962 ELIAS ST LOUIS 15 MO
c FL60521 4026 W ADAMS ST CHICAGO ILL
u EM78579 419 FAIRLAWN URBANA ILL
u EM74170 739 JACKSON ST AURORA ILL
WARRENSBURG ILL
c FL26511 4117 N KOLMAR AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL29626 RR 2 PONTIAC ILL
u FL26511 2624 W 105TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
u EM77085 4014 W WASHINGTON CHICAGO ILL
2926 N BURLING CHICAGO 14 ILL
c FL61766 501 E MAIN ST DU QUOIN ILL
c FL26511 501 E MAIN ST DU OUOIN ILL
c 2336 S 10TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL61840 715 WASHINGTON ST BEARDSTOWN ILL
c FL64316 4434 N MERRIMAC AV CHICAGO ILL
c 3412 WASHINGTON ST SAN FRANCISCO 18 CAL
c 732 N SYCAMORE AV LOS ANGELES 38 CALIF
c FL67737 FORREST ILL
c FL67996 7^4 PRAIRIE BARRINGTON ILL
521 N CHURCH GIBSON CITY ILL
c FL28869 BRADLEY AMD MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM71136 755 S WISE DECATUR ILL
u EM51380 2008 W 50TH OFALLON ILL
c 1111 RIDGEWAY ST GENEVIEVE MO
c FL62149 ATKINSON ILL
c FL67322 422 27TH AV MOLINE ILL
c FL65678 RR 1 THOMSON ILL
c FL21343 1182 EVANSDALE AVE NEWARK OHIO
c FL65784 1209 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
317 EDEN PARK RANTOUL ILL
c FL68189 1708 PARKHAVEN DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73679 1202 E MICHIGAN ST URBANA ILL
u EM73679 1202 E MICHIGAN ST URBANA ILL
u EM73385 800 W OAK ST CARMI ILL
605 S EMMERSON MONTICELLO ILL
c 7 LONE PINE CT BLOOMFIELD HILLS MIC
u 2711 GRAND DES MOINES IOWA
c FL67670 907 S V1CKSBURG MARION ILL
c FL64648 W 33RD ST ZION ILL
c FL26511 2018 W 2ND AV GARY IND
c FL26306 520 E MAIN ST MORRIS ILL
c FL25024 RR 2 GREENUP ILL
c FL69188 218 ELM PL PRINCETON ILL
u FL26511 202 S MITCHELL ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
u EM79001 1110 W HILL ST URBANA ILL
c FL67560 RR 1 KANKAKEE ILL
u EM69115 308 W CHAMBERLIN ST DIXON ILL
u EM75439 BOX 344 TAYLORV1LLE ILL
BOX 4 VERMILION GROVE ILL
c FL67878 1601 S NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM74940 6117 S MONITOR CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 1201 ST CLAIR COLLINSVILLE ILL
c FL26511 142 HEMLOCK PARK FOREST ILL
u EM73347 75 LINDEN ST BROOKLYN 21 N Y
c FL66644 5802 TELLER ST ARVADA COLO
u EM51428 RR 1 ATLANTA ILL
c FL69748 1206 W HEALEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL25151 9622 S LEAVITT CHICAGO 43 ILL
c 650 N MAIN ST WHITE HALL ILL


























































































ENG2 MRH FLAGG 308 C FL26511 9325 MERRILL AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
COM1 1106 MICHIGAN u EM77e74 RR CLARE ILL
AGR3 1106 E MICHIGAN u EM77874 1106 E MICHIGAN AV URBANA ILL
ED 1 505 CHALMERS c FL67601 6217 JOHN ST LOVES PARK ILL
LAW2 1010 S 2ND c 6217 N JOHN ST LOVES PARK ILL
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 8727 N CENTRAL PK SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 1107 S 3RD c FL60869 3300 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
COM4 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894 1023 S CUYLER OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 307 W ELM ST u BOX 332 RR 1 ROSELLE ILL
AGR3 710 W OHIO u EM79079 341 HAWTHORNE ST GLEN ELLYfi ILL
ENG4 809 W CALIFORNIA u EM79745 80V W CALIFORNIA AV URBANA ILL
ED 4 809 W CALIFORNIA u EM79745 809 W CALIFORNIA AV URBANA ILL
GRAD 702 S PRAIRIE c FL23395 67 JUANA ST CRESTWOOD 7 N Y
ENG3 105 E DANIEL c FL67684 932 S CHURCH ST PRINCETON ILL
GRAD 409 W UNIVERSITY c MAIN ST MERIMBULA AUSTRALIA
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 BOX 928 OGDEN DUNES GARY IND
ENG4 907 W NEVADA u EM70143 RR 8 DECATUR ILL
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 7540 N BELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
AGR2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 5016 WRIGHT TERR SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 8128 YATES BLV CHICAGO 17 ILL
AGR3 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545 301 PARK DR HAMILTON ILL
GRAD KOCLA HODH SUIGH HOSHIARPURI INDIA
LAS1 412 E GREEN c FL67984 2626 W 26TH ST ZION ILL
ENG2 406 E GREEN c FL22982 2626 W 26TH ST ZION ILL
GRAD 305 W PARK u EM79571 305 W PARK URBANA ILL
GRAD MRH TAFT 306 c FL26511 SAN8EMACHI OHDA JAPAN
LAS1 409 S LINCOLN u EM71191 306 HARDING AV DES PLAINES ILL
COM3 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425 14 S LINDEN ST DU QUOIN ILL
GRAD 506 W HILL c BOX 11 PENN PA
FAA4 1301 S BUSEY u 2328 N LEFEBER WAUWATOSA 13 WIS
AGR3 212 W HIGH u ROUTE 1 SHERIDAN ILL
ED 2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 5859 N SPAULDING CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENG2 507 E HEALEY c FL67687 LELAND ILL
COM1 MRH GARNER 354 c FL26511 14210 LOWE AV CHICAGO 27 ILL
GRAD RR 3 MILFORD ILL
LAS6 706 S 2ND c FL67617 824 CHERRY EAST ALTON 3 ILL
ED 2 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179 NEWMAN ILL
GRAD 906 MAYFAIR RD c FL60959 906 MAYFAIR RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 907 S 3RD c FL67679 5341 CHARLOTTE ST KANSAS CITY 10 MO
ENG3 1111 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71535 RR 1 DWIGHT ILL
ED 1 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191 515 GREENWAY PL PEORIA 5 ILL
AGR2 905 S 5TH c FL60678 RR 1 FREEPORT ILL
LASS 310 E JOHN c FL63022 224 W PINE OLNEY ILL
ENG1 1109 W SPRINGFIELD u EM74372 HAMILTON ILL
PE 1 MRH LUNDGREN 225 c FL26511 3704 ELLIS CHICAGO 15 ILL
GRAD 808 W INDIANA u EM75622 808 W INDIANA URBANA ILL
LAS2 808 W INDIANA u EM75622 608 W INDIANA URBANA ILL
LAS1 1005 GREGORY u FL26511 RR 2 ASHVILLE N Y
FAA4 205 W WHITE c FL64345 RR 4 BOX 26 MOUNT CARROLL ILL
AGR2 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511 807 SPARTA ST STEELEVILLE ILL
ENG2 803 S MAPLE u EM77913 P BOX 6656 IRONDALE ALA
AGP. 3 611 E DANIEL c FL61849 315 W CRESTWOOD DR PEORIA ILL
FAA2 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695 500 E 6TH ST MOMENCE ILL
GRAD 210 E JOHN c FL25312 PIPER CITY ILL
ENG3 209 E ARMORY c FL24231 REMINGTON IND
LAS1 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425 315 CRESTWOOD DR PEORIA ILL
LAS3 MRH NOBLE 209 c FL26511 8348 S KNOX AV CHICAGO ILL
PE 1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006 327 HAWTHORNE GLENCOE ILL
AGR2 410 W GREEN c FL67629 RR 1 WHITE HALL ILL
PE 1 908 S 5TH c FL67667 3942 LAKE PARK AV CHICAGO 53 ILL
GRAD 1401 PHILO RD u EM77681 1401 PHILO RD URBANA ILL
LAS4 1302 CLARK u EM72408 910 S HUMPHREY AV OAK PARK ILL
ENG1 MRH GARNER 454 c FL26511 65 W VINE CANTON ILL
LAS2 508 E ARMORY c FL67542 1340 S STATE ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
AGR2 MRH HOPKINS 268 c FL26511 RR 3 LEWISTOWN ILL
ED 4 503 N STATE c FL68406 209 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 710 W CHURCH c 915 BELTRAMI AV BEMIDJI MINN
LAS3 MRH FORBES 308 c FL26511 203 EUSTIS KEWANEE ILL
ENG3 1002 W CALIFORNIA u 1222 CHERRY ST MT CARMEL ILL
GRAD 612 W CALIFORNIA u 19 BAGDAD RD DURHAM N H
GRAD 709 W ILLINOIS u 2001 SWANWICK ST CHESTER ILL
COM1 MRH BARTON 213 c FL26511 584 MORGAN ST ELGIN ILL
LAS1 709 W ILLINOIS u 2001 SWANWICK CHESTER ILL
COM3 1004 S 4TH c FL63631 117 OAKWOOD AV DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 305 W PARK u EM51420 6525 N MINNEHAHA AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
ED 2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 2909 E 78TH ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 326 c FL26511 8449 DORCHESTtR CHICAGO 19 ILL
LAS2 1106 W OREGON u EM79294 1832 PENNSYLVANIA GARY IND
FAA4 DANVILLE ILL 1239 GLENLAKE AV CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 29 LINDEN DR c FL65443 BOX 15 WEDRON ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 SERENA ILL
GRAD 502-12 W ELM u EM75519 212 FOREMAN DR NORMAN OKLA
LAS4 508 E ARMORY c FL62501 746 BONNIE BRAE ST RIVER FOREST ILL
FAA1 507 S HIGHLAND c FL22613 RR 53 HOY RD LOMBARD ILL
FAA4 806 5TH c FL65990 418 W HICKORY ST LOMBARD ILL
AGR3 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695 BOX 27 BUSHNELL ILL
LAS1 1009 W CALIFORNIA u EM76407 305 S MARKET ST KNOXVILLE ILL
COM3 609 S 4TH c FL25040 4929 N NATCHEZ CHICAGO 31 ILL
ENG2 601 W ILLINOIS u EM73303 RR 1 CARBONDALE ILL
LAS1 111 E BRADLEY c FL23319 111 E BRADLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
HOYT RONNIE ALLAN EN61
HRADEK RICHARD WILLIAM GRAD
rlROUDA JAMES GEORGE FAA4
HRUEY ROBERT RALPH ENG1
HRYEKEWICZ BORIS WESYL GRAD
HSIA WENCHENG GRAD
HSIAO MU YUE GRAD
HSIEH HWASUNG GRAD
HSIEH PAUL ENG4
HSIEH WEI TSE GRAD
HSIONG WEI GRAD
HSIU HWEI CHIH GRAD
HSU DICK TSINGPING ENG4
HSU WENTAH GRAD
HSU YU KAO GRAD
HUANG A BEN GRAD
HUANG BARNEY KUO YEN GRAD
HUANG CHI LUNG GRAD
HUANG SOLOMON SUOLUN ENG3
HUANG SUEI RONG GRAD
HUANG TSENG GRAD
HUANG WEN HSIUNG GRAD
HUANG YUAN GRAD
HUBBARD DOROTHY LOUISE FAA2
HUBBARD EDWARD SCOTT PE 4
HUBBARD ELIZABETH ANN AGR4
HUBBARD FRED LEONHARDT COM3
HUEBARD MARGARET FAYE PE 2
HUBBARD ODEAN GRAD
HUBBARD OTIS EUGENE ENG4
HU3BARD WILLIAM ALFRED ENG3
HUBER EDWARD ALLEN GRAD
HUBER FLOYD RICHARD ENG1
HUBER HAROLD DEAN GRAD
HUBER HAROLD FREDERICK FAA3
HUBER JOAN MARILYN FAA2
HUBER WALTER HANS AGR2
HUBERT JOHN LOUIS AGR4
HUBERT ROY GORDEN LAS1
HUBERT VIRGINIA AGNES FAA2
HUCEK ROSEMARIE LUCYANN LAS3
HUCK AUDREY CAROL AGR3
HUCK IRVINE ANDREW LAS2
HUCK JAMES MICHAEL COM4
HUCK MARY AGNES ED 2
HUCK MORRIS GLEN GRAD
HUCKABA JAMES ALBERT PE 4
HUCKSTADT DONALD LOUIS LAS1
HUDDLESTON JAMES MERLE ENG1
HUDEK JAMES JOHN ENG1
HUDGINS DAVID ELLIS ENG1
HUDRLIK GLENN ROY ENG4
HUDSON ALAN EDWARD GRAD
HUDSON JACK WALLACE ENG2
HUDSON JAMES LAVERNE ENG2
HUDSON RICHARD DALE ENG3
HUEHNER DAVID ROBERT LAS1
HALM MARCY THERESA AGR2
HUENEMEIER GEORGE R ENG2
HUESING LAWRENCE HENRY ENG1
HUEY LEE EDWARD AGR1
HUFF JAMES JUSTIN FAA1
HUFF PHILIP LEWIS ENG1
HUFF TERRANCE LEE ENG1
HUFFAKER DONALD C ENG4
HUFFER CORINNE TABOR FAA4
HUFFINGTON DENNIS ALAN ENG1
HUFFMAN BEVERLY 8EHN LAS1
HUFFMAN COLLETTA JEAN ED 3
HUFFMAN GEORGE NEWTON FAA4
HUFFMAN JAMES WARREN COM2
HUFFMAN SYLVIA HILL ED 4
HUFFMAN WILLIAM HENRY ENG4
HUFFORD BEVERLY JOYCE AGR2
HUFFORD LYLE EDWARD GRAD
HUFTALIN JOHN GEORGE AGR4
HUG WILLIAM GEORGE GRAD
HUGGINS LARRY FRANCIS ENG4
HUGHES CAROLYN HOUGHTON ED 2
HUGHES DAVID YERKES GRAD
HUGHES EARL EDMOND LAW1
HUGHES FORREST W JR COM4
HUGHES GEORGE MUGGAH GRAD
HUGHES JEAN COLE LAS3
HUGHES MAX ALLEN VM 4
HUGHES PAUL WARREN GRAD
HUGHES ROBERT C AGR3
HUGHES STEVEN WILLIAM ENG1
HUGHES WILLIAM LEE ENG4



























































































c FL26511 1215 RICHMOND JOLIET ILL
u EM70589 805 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
C FL60521 4157 W CULLERTON ST CHICAGO 23 ILL
C FL62769 1421 KEMMAN AV LA GRANGE PARK ILL
c FL22794 9204 S ELLIS AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
u EM74665 132 CHIENKUO N RD TAIPEI CHINA
c FL21182 68 WANSHENG LI TAIPEI TAIWAN
u EM78193 12 LANE 31 NANCHONG TAIPEI CHINA
c FL26511 97-40 62ND DR REGO PK 74 N Y
c FL63316 CHUNG SHAN N ROAD TAIPEI TAIWAN CHINA
u EM74665 71 LN 251 CHIEN KUO TAIPEI TAIWAN
u EM74665 706 W GREEN URBANA ILL
c 20 LANE 131 HANGCHOW TAIPEI FORMOSA
c FL63316 4 FUHSHING ST HWALIEN CITY FORMOSA
u 16 HSIANG RD TAIPEI CHINA
c 554 DEIAN ST TAIPEI CHINA
c FL21664 NO 5 CHI NAN ROAD TAIPEI TAIWAN
c 550 RIVERSIDE DR NEW YORK N Y
u 62 ALLEY 4 HOPING E TAIPEI CHINA
u EM72547 17 4 CHUNG SHANG RD TAINAN FORMOSA
u EM72254 49 CHUNG SHAN 4TH RD KEELUNG FORMOSA
c HSIN SHENG SOUTH RD TAIPEI TAIWAN
u 101 TUNGAN ST TAIPEI CHINA
u EM76141 1002 E MAIN ST URBANA ILL
u 109 E 45TH ST CHICAGO ILL
u EM76141 1002 E MAIN ST URBANA ILL
u EM75152 P BOX 62 URBANA ILL
u EM76141 1002 E MAIN URBANA ILL
c FL60038 FRANKFORT HEIGHTS WEST FRANKFORT ILL
c 326 GREENLEAF WILMETTE ILL
u EM76720 2106 S RACE URBANA ILL
c FL23785 519 LAWTON ST ALTON ILL
c FL63565 GREENVILLE ILL
KIRKWOOD ILL
c FL21177 2210 W STARR ST PEORIA ILL
u FL26511 1119 N OAK PARK AV OAK PARK ILL
c FL26511 4446 N WESTERN CHICAGO 25 ILL
c FL26511 ASHKUM ILL
c FL26511 811 CASE ST EVANSTON ILL
c FL69340 ASHKUM ILL
u FL26511 1909 S ELMWOOD AV BERWYN ILL
u EM75427 RR 1 BOX 96 NASHVILLE ILL
c FL69571 719 GARFIELD BELVIDERE ILL
u EM74063 534 FRANKLIN ST RIVER FOREST ILL
u EM71136 2565 IOWA GRANITE CITY ILL
u RR 1 BOX 96 NASHVILLE ILL
c FL61982 1712 N COLLEGE DECATUR ILL
c FL265U 1212 E FAIRCHILD DANVILLE ILL
c FL24108 LA CLEDE ILL
c FL26511 11322 FOREST AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL26511 1102 S SILAS DECATUR ILL
c FL67544 3542 SCOVILLE AV BERWYN ILL
u EM76910 5112 W 63RD PL CHICAGO 38 ILL
c 101 E CEDAR ST MOWEAQUA ILL
c FL26511 2713 10TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
c FL26511 12217 S LAFAYETTE AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL29704 29 CONCORD RD ARDSLEY n y
c FL67892 RR 1 OGLESBY ILL
u EM74039 46 WASHINGTON PL EDWARDSVILLE ILL
c FL65990 143 WASHINGTON PARK WAUKEGAN ILL
c FL26511 120 E PERU ST PRINCETON ILL
u EM71738 1218 N BROAD ST GALESBURG ILL
c FL67687 RIO ILL
c FL26511 302 KINGSLEY NORMAL ILL
c FL66815 221 S ILLINOIS ST CHRISMAN ILL
c FL29805 310 E VAN ALLEN TUSCOLA ILL
c FL26511 615 JOHN ST ROCKFORD ILL
u EM76389 306 E OREGON ST URBANA ILL
930 BATES ST ST LOUIS 11 MO
u 707 W WASHINGTON ST URBANA ILLINOIS
c FL25650 1005 S VICTOR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM74893 1117 E OAK ST TAYLORVILLE ILL
u EM74893 1040 S SCOVILLE ST OAK PARK ILL
u FL26511 1556 BUENA VISTA DECATUR ILL
u EM77255 355 LOS ALAMOS DR SAN DIEGO 14 CALIF
c FL26494 MALTA ILL
u 66 MEADOW TERR DECATUR ILL
u EM76905 RR 1 MACON ILL
BOX 83 DELAND ILL
c FL21558 506 E UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 1000 N WALNUT ST ELMO ILL
u 1804 LARCH PL URBANA ILL
c 1305 8TH ST W CALGARY CANADA
c FL22046 ALPHA ILL
u EM76611 RR PUTNAM ILL
u AMERICAN EMBASSY RIO DE JANEIRO BRAZI
u EM74069 RR 1 WOODSTOCK ILL
c FL26511 724 ROBINHOOD LANE LA GRANGE PARK ILL
c FL23325 1010 ALANN DR JOLIET ILL































HUNDLEY SAMUEL P JR
HUNERYAGER SHERWOOD G

















HUNT NORMAN JOSE D H
HUNT NORMAr: KELLOGG







































LAS3 801 S WRIGHT ST C FL24164 F A DRAGON TERR
AGR3
ENG4 707 S 6TH C FL62222 5334 CUYLER
GRAD 720 S BROADWAY u 6TH ST
AGR4 1601 S NEIL c FL21171 RR 1
LAS1 1418 MAYFAIR c FL68064 1418 MAYFAIR
LAS1 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695 148 1ST ST
LAS1 MRH CLARK 322 c FL26511 938 MCPHERSON
ED 4 1905 S VINE u EM72842 1905 S VINE
COM4 407 W UNIVERSITY c FL21153 407 W UNIVERSITY AVE
LAW3 MRH TAFT 112 c FL26511 713 S DUNTON AV
LAS1 1418 MAYFAIR RD c FL61751 1418 MAYFAIR RD
AGR1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 905 S 1ST c FL23166 905-17 S 1ST ST
GRAD 905 S 1ST c FL23166 RR 1 BOX 4
GRAD 1215 S 4TH c FL26511 9 CROYDON PL
GRAD 105 S LINCOLN u EM73289 731 72ND AV NORTH
ENG1 408 E CHALMERS c FL64627 17349 70TH CT
AGR2 SAVOY ILL BOX 31
FAA2 105 E DANIEL c 2114 45TH ST
ENG3 MRH FORBES 460 c FL26511 607 WALNUT STREET
LAS4 82 F51 STADIUM TERR c FL21998 2707 S PASFIELD ST
ENG2 604 E STOUGHTON c FL62261 301 N MCKINLEY
LAS4 713 W OHIO u EM75427 1419 HICKORY ST
GRAD 805 S STATE c
GRAD 1107-123 W GREEN u 1107-123 W GREEN
AGR3 508 E ARMORY c FL62501 2242 W 109TH ST
AGR1 406 E CHALMERS c FL23569 RR 4
ED 6 403 BUENA VISTA DR c FL61232 403 BUENA VISTA
AGR2 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63153 RR 1
FAA2 1512 W SPRINGFIELD c FL29675 1512 W SPRINGFIELD
GRAD 510 W HEALEY c FL21740 510 W HEALEY ST
AVI1 603 E WHITE c 603 E WHITE ST
GRAD 1107-623 W GREEN u EM79408 426 7TH STREET N E
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 RR 2
GRAD 1107-421 W GREEN u EM76234 1107 W GREEN ST
COM4 1202 W MAIN u 1446 N KEDZIE AV
FAA4 MRH GARNER 230 c FL26511 501 E DANIEL ST
GRAD 1806 ORCHARD PL u 1063 NORTH 2ND E
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 306 c FL26511 1504 CHERRY LN
LAS1 1609 W JOHN c FL22118 1609 // JOHN ST
ENG3 302 W GREEN u EM71315
LAS2 311 E GREEN c FL66934 107 BELT AV
FAA2 211 E WASHINGTON c FL63162 211 E WASHINGTON
AGR4 ST JOSEPH ILL
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 400 c FL26511
ENG4 405 S EDWIN c FL63873 202 3RD ST
ENG1 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
GRAD 411 W HILL c FL25091 411 W HILL ST
ENG1 406 E JOHN c 142 E MACON ST
ENG3 311 E DANIEL c FL67670 307 W 6TH ST
GRAD 411 W HILL c FL25091 801 W WASHINGTON AV
ENG1 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468 RR 1
COM1 MRH NOBLE 215 c FL26511 240 S 74TH ST
ENG6 MRH GARNER 480 c FL26511 971 CEBBE LN Bl
ENG3 401 E DANIEL c FL24261 BOX 234
COM2 410 E JOHN c FL27100 E HILLSIDE RD RR 2
ENG1 707 S 3RD c 6811 S LANGLEY
ENG3 211 E DANIEL c FL67583 8901 S MERRILL
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
EC 4 713 W OHIO u EM75427 218 FAIRFIELD ST
GRAD 606 W OHIO u EM72812 4837 16TH ST N
PE 4 14C4 N HARRIS c 1404 N HARRIS
FAA3 404 N HARRIS c 423 N SHELBY
GRAD 70? S LINCOLN u E"77715 109 4TH
GRAD 1008 UNION c FL60366 12535 MAPLE AV
COM2 MRH FORBES 488 c FL26511 2434 WESTBROOK DR
ENG1 308 HEALEY c FL29832 3924 MAPLE
LAS1 602 S 5TH c FL62346 RR 1
LAS4 105 S 4TH c 180 WESTVIE'* RD
GRAD 314 E CLARK c FL25326 324 MOODY ST
ENG4 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221 RR 4
COM2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 650 5TH ST
ENG3 904 S 6TH c FL24077 R R 1
LAS1 106 E CHALMERS c FL22174 RR 1
ENG3 106 E CHALMERS c FL22174 RR 1
ENG2 MRH GARNER 316 c FL265H 4333 N ELSTON
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 354 DOWNING RD
PE 3 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894 2585 WALLINGFORD
LAS2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 116 E MAZON AV
LAS2 1008 W GREEN ST u EM77337 1008 W GREEN ST
LAS4 MRH LUNDGREN 112 c FL26511 5013 N FRANCISCO AV
LAS4 1008 W GREEN u EM77337 1008 W GREEN ST
VM 4 805-3 S LINCOLN u EM79489 805-3 S LINCOLN AV
ENG2 MRH FORBES 215 c FL26511 390 N 4TH
ENG3 1009 W CALIFORNIA u EM76407 RR 3
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 RR 4
GRAD K56B STADIUM TERR c RR 2
GRAD ARMSTRONG ILL



























































































HUSTON NANCY LOUISE ED 4
HUSTON RAYMOND THOVAS AGR1
HUSTON RICHARD LEE AGR3
HUSTON ROBERT BRUCE LAS4
HUSTON SANDRA SPITZER LAS3
HUSTON WILLIAM ALVIN ENG3
HUS2AR CAROL ANN EC 2
4UTCHCRAFT JUNE ANN LAS4
HUTCHENS BARBARA ANNE LAS2
HUTCHENS ELEANOR SWENEY GRAD
HJTCHINGS PATRICIA LYNN ED 3
HUTCHINS JAMES ROBERT JNL4
HUTCHINSON DAVID W GRAD
HUTCHINSON JOHN RAYMOND SWV4
HUTCHINSON JOHN WENDLE GRAD
HUTCHINSON PETER ARTHUR FAA4
HUTCHISON DAVID ARTHUR COM3
HUTCHISON GERALD LEE FAA4
HUTCHISON RICHARD LEE LAS3
HUTSON DAVID LAURENCE FAA3
HUTSON GLENDORA LOUISE GRAD
HUTSON RICHARD EARL LASS
HUTSON RICHARD EUGENE GRAD
HUTTENHOFF JOHN HARRY ENG4
HUTTENHOFF PAUL LEO ED 4
HUTTER RICHARD LEE ED 4
HUTTON JANE ED 6
HUTTON MURIEL THOMPSON FAA1
HUXSOLL DAVID LESLIE VM 3
HUXTABLE MARTHA S PE 2
HUYLER JOSEPH PATRICK PE 3
HWA CHARLES CHIA LIEH GRAD
HYDE ANN ELI2ABETH LAS1
HYDE JOHN ROBERT ENG1
HYDE JOSEPH HARRY COM1
HYDE MICHAEL BERT ENG1
HYDE MILES WALTER AGR3
HYDEN HOWARD EVERT ENG1
HYER NANCYANN AGR3
HYINK MARGARET BESSEY LAS4
HYLAND JANET LEE LAS1
HYLDAHL JAMES SADLER ENG1
HYMAN MICHAEL ENG4
HYNDMAN HARRY LESTER LAS2
HYNDS VIRGINIA ANN ED 3
HYNES JOHN BRIAN ENG2
HYSON DONALD EUGENE AGR1
HYTEN ROBERT SPENCER JR FAA3
I3ER HOWARD JOHN FAA3
ICE WILLAPD FARREL JR LAS2
ICEN RICHARD HULL GRAD
ICKOW DAVID MORDECAI COM3
IDEHARA HIDEO ENG4
IDENO GENE KAZUO PE 3
IEUTER WILLIAM CHARLES COM4
IFRAM ADNAN FARHAN GRAD
IGNACEK PAUL EDWARD ENG2
IGNATOV EUGENE VASILI ENG4
IGNAZITO MARTIN DONALD ENG3
IHNEN ERNEL DEAN GRAD
IHRIG ANN HARRIS GRAD
IHRIG HARRY KARL JR GRAD
KAN RONALD EMERY COM1
IKEDA KAZUO GRAD
IKINS JEANNE BELL LAS2
IKO ^OMOKO MARLENE LAS3
ILCEWICZ VIRGINIA L COM1
ILIAN ROBLEDO ALBERTO ENG4
ILLIANO ANTONIO GRAD
ILTIS JOHN FREDERIC COM1
IMBERMAN ELI WOODRUFF LAS2
IMBSEN ROY ALFRED ENG3
IMIG DAVID GREGG LAS3
INADA KENNETH TERUO FAA4
INCI HELEN HENSLEIGH GRAD
INGEMUNSON DALLAS CLARE ENG3
INGERSON PAUL GATES ENG4
IN6LIS LAWRENCE DEXTER LAW2
INGOLD DAVID LEE AGR2
INGRAHAM BARBARA W LAS1
INGRAHAM DOUGLAS RAY COM4
INGRAHAM WILLIAM BRUCE SWV3
INGRAM MILDRED THOMPSON GRAD
INGRAM ROBERT WILLIAM ENG4
INGRAM WILLIAM THEODORE ED 2
INGWERSEN WILLIAM LEE LAS1
INMAN JUDITH ETHYL LAS1
INOUYE KAZUKO GRAD
INSEL8ERG ALFRED GRAD
INSKEEP DAVID LEE AGR1
1113 W ILLINOIS
604 E ARMORY











16 TULIP TREE DR

























1005 H GREGORY DR
312E DANIEL















































1003 W GREEN AV
810 W CHURCH
58 E GREGORY DR
U EM71793 2118 LAKE ST EVANSTON ILL
C FL67266 ROSEVILLE ILL
C FL63152 ROSEVILLE ILL
C FL65990 311 W HIGH ST JRBANA ILL
C FL65990 806 S 5TH CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 3RACEVILLE ILL
U FL26511 "i •.£--!-'••; -.- -. WHITE PLAINS N Y
C FL62557 LAFAYETTE ST O PULASKI ILL
- '.--'zztz 1109 W CALIFORNIA - : - - ILL
. E » " 6 z C : 1109 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
U FL26511 471 ROGER WILLIAMS HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL26511 ROACHDALE IND
C 1931 GREEN BAY RD -:--.-: PARK ILL
C FL67186 16 TULIP TREE DR CHANPAI6I ILL
U EM70420 9 SHUMAN CIRCLE URBANA ILL
C 901 S 6TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67908 3901 WOODLAND AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
U 2414 N CENTRAL PK CHICAGO 47 ILL
C FL61351 GREENFIELD ILL
C FL25272 225 SHERIDAN RD WINNETKA ILL
C FL21940 358 9TH ST ROCHELLE ILL
C 107 N STATE DANVILLE ILL
C FL21940 BOX 120 CRESTON ILL
C FL67266 505 N CEDAR RD NEW LENOX ILL
C FL87266 505 N CEDAR IE LENOX ILL
U EV78606 1342 RIDGEWAY AV AURORA ILL
U FL26511 2028 LOUIS:- - LAWRENCE 1 -
U EV78837 2 SHJMAN CIRCLE JRBANA ILL
C FL21878 35 SYCAMORE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL24163 17887 LAKE RD LAKEWOOD 7 OHIO
C FL67677 325 FOREST WILMETTE ILL
LI E""0333 18 FRUITREE RE LEVITT3
U EV71136 RR 3 EARLVILLE ILL
C FL62563 413 * JACKSON - • SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL64636 433 COUNTRYSIDE DR ---_-" 3 '. I LL
C FL26511 RR 1 MONICA ILL
C FL62519 RR 3 EARLVILLE ILL
C FL26511 1055 W 92ND ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
U FL26511 MENDON ILL
C FL24671 4819 N WOLCOTT CHICAGO 40 ILL
U FL26511 324 S GRANT ST HINSDALE ILL
C 901 36TH ST MOLINE ILL
U EM73708 120 PELHAM RD NEW ROCHELLE N -
C FL26511 2729 S STATE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL23852 510 W UNION CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67621 110 VALLEY RD ROSELLE ILL
: -_=-si: RR 1 WINNEBAGO ILL
C FL26511 604 RAMEY ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
C 430 FONDULAC DR EAST PEORIA ILL
C FL67542 1937 BATES AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
U 712 « PARK ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 6100 N KIMBALL CHICAGO ILL
C FL65565 707 PONAHAWAI ST HILO HAWAII
:
r
--.~:ei 5461 S RIDGEWOOD CT CHICAGO 15 ILL
C FL26C71 644 WEBSTER ST OTTAWA ILL
C FL26511 KING ABDULLAH 3" _ - - - .'.-'.-
C 5134 S PAUL II - CHICAGO 9 ILL
c 1135 W FARWELL ST CHICAGO 51 ILL
C FL26511 2338 E 83RD ST CHICAGO 17 ILL
330 EAST AV QUINCY ILL






C PL26511 2939 w BONNIE BROOK WAUKEGAN ILL
c 600 HIGASHITERAMACH1 TOKYO JAPAN
U EM71150 ONARGA ILL
U FL26511 2043 N MOHAWK CHICAGO 14 ILL
U FL26511 1101 ELGIN AV FOREST PARK ILL
j EM74940 CARRERA 7A 1625 PEREIRA COLOMBIA S A
U VIA CROCI 30 NAPLES ITALY
C FL26511 2109 HARRISON ST EVANSTON ILL
U £*71492 644 S GARFIELD ST HINSDALE ILL
C FL67266 3141 N ODELL CHICAGO 35 ILL
C FL23325 520 CORNELIA ST JOLIET ILL
C FL6C752 608 E WHITE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
RR 4 CHARLESTON ILL
C FL68585 BOX 365 OTTAWA ILL
C 4825 W 96TH ST OAK LAWN ILL
J EN75016 2904 ELIM AV ZION ILL
RR 1 RANTOUL ILL
C e L64834 F 52 B STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75076 907 M STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
U EV77791 610 S GLOVER BOX 26C URBANA ILL
15 BREMER AV DANVILLE ILL
U EM74039 218 E JACKSON ST SULLIVAN ILL
Li EM71707 56 PARIS CATLIN ILL
U EM73706 205 N COLER URBANA ILL
J FL26511 3818 ST CHARLES RD BELLWOOD ILL
U EM7623C 111 IOGI TOKYO JAPAN
C FL26960 60 CODRIGTON ST ATHENS GREECE
C FL63153 TRIVOLI ILL
INWOOD MARY ANN AGR4
INWOOD NANCY MAE AGR1
IOERGER RONALD LEE AGR4
IOTT DON EDWARD GRAD
IRELAND ELSIE LEEF GRAD
IRGENS ROAR LEIF GRAD
IRICK JANET LEE AGR
1
IRISH DAVID VERNON COM3
IRONS THOMAS JULIUS GRAD
IRVIN RICHARD ALLEN COM1
IRVIN THOMAS EUGENE FAA4
IRVINE ARLENE ELIZABETH ED 1
IRVINE MARY JILL LAS1
IRVING DONALD CHARLES LAS*
IRWIN GEORGE DAVID GRAD
IRWIN GLENN LEROY ENG3
IRWIN WILLIAM RANKIN LAS2
ISAACS BILL JULIUS GRAD
ISAACS GLEN HOWARD FAA4
ISAACS RICHARD JESTES COM2
ISAACS SHARON JOY LAS1
ISAACSON DAVID EDGAR FAA3
ISAACSON EMIL HARRIS LAS2
ISAACSON HENRY VERSCHAY LAS3
ISACKSON ROBERT STANLEY COM4
ISEL MARY LEE FAA1
ISGREN GUSTAV ROBERT COM1
ISOE CAROL ANN LAS2
ISOME GEORGE EARL ENG2
ISRAELOW ABBY HELENE COM1
ISRAEL JACK WELDON GRAD
ISSEN MARION BETTY LAS1
ISTED DONNA RAE COM3
ISTED SUSAN MURIEL PE 1
ITO MOMOKO LAS1
ITO RIKUMA GRAD
IVENS STEPHEN HOWARD LAS1
IVENS VIRGINIA RUTH GRAD
IVERS ERNEST LEE ENG3
IVERSEN BRUCE MARTIN LAS3
IVERSEN IVER PAUL GRAD
IVERSEN JACK RICHARD GRAD
IVERSEN PAMELA RAE LAS1
IVEY MARIANNE GRAD
IWAI CHARLES TOSHIHARU GRAD
IWAI RICHARD TAKAICHI ENG4
IYENGAR H S GRAD
IZARD ROBERT FRANK FAA1
JABLINSKEY KENNETH LAS2
JACH THADDEUS STANLEY LAS3
JACK GERALD LEE ENG3
JACKMACK KENNETH COM1
JACKSON DEAN ARTHUR ENG3
JACKSON DOUGLAS ERIC ENG1
JACKSON DOUGLAS REED COM2
JACKSON GEORGIA FRANCES LAS4
JACKSON HARRY OWEN GRAD
JACKSON HERBERT C 11 AGR2
JACKSON HOWARD LAWRENCE GRAD
JACKSON HUGH MCWHIRTER GRAD
JACKSON JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
JACKSON JAMES NATHAN ENG1
JACKSON JANICE JETAUN ED 1
JACKSON JANICE RAE LAS1
JACKSON JERRY LEE LAS2
JACKSON JESSE LOUIS ED 1
JACKSON LOWELL BERTRAM GRAD
JACKSON MANNIE LEON PE 4
JACKSON MARY LOUISE AGR1
JACKSON MORTON GRAD
JACKSON PETER EIGIL COM2
JACKSON RICHARD K JR GRAD
JACKSON RICHARD LFE LAS2
JACKSON ROBERT GEORGE VM 4
JACKSON RONALD GENE AGR1
JACKSON WILLIAM EDWARD JNL3
JACOB JUANITA KAY LAS2
JACOB RICHARD I ENG1
JACOBS CAROL PORTNOI ED 6
JACOBS ELMER LOWELL ENG1
JACOBS HELEN MAE ED 4
JACOBS JOYCE LAS1
JACOBS JOYCE LYNNE FAA1
JACOBS RALPH EDWARD ENG3
JACOBS RICHARD ALLEN AGR4
JACOBS RODNEY LOUIS ENG2
JACOBS TERENCE FEARON AGR3
JACOBSEN ANTHONY V JR FAA4
JACOBSEN GRANT GARY COM1

















1107-326 W GREEN ST
104 E JOHN
MRH FORBES 495




































































u EM71191 RR 1 BOX 77BB
U EM71191 RR 1 BOX 77BB
RR 3
c FL23469 248 CAREY
601 E GRANT ST
U EM73552 205 W ILLINOIS
u FL26511 RR 3
C FL63022 603 ILLINOIS AV
6229 S RHODES AV
u EM79207 1009 W CHERRY
c FL61187 506 S JAMES ST
u EM74051 176 FOREST ST




c FL67737 1711 S 4TH ST
U EM72704 212 N BERNARD ST
c 321 S 19TH ST
c FL26511 1009 E JACKSON
c FL62519 1701 N 75TH CT
c FL26511 1931 9TH AV
c FL26511 127 ELIZABETH ST
c FL61848 1127 OAKDALE
u EM79216 1517 MARENGO AV
u EM75459 9650 N LECLAIRE
c FL26511 BOX 69
c FL75792 6242 N RIDGEWAY
c FL26511 421 S 20TH
c FL62129 15 BERKSHIRE RD
c 1115 W ATLANTIC
u FL26511 6331 N CAMPBELL AV
u FL26511 302 MAPLE ST
u FL26511 302 MAPLE AV
c FL26498 6 HITAKOKOJI
u 6 HITAKA KOJI
c FL26511 909 S FELL AV
c FL68810 608 S EDWIN ST
RR 1
c 2008 LELAND
u EM77093 1004 E DELAWARE AV
u EM75860 1302 E MICHIGAN AV
u FL26511 5951 N KOLMAR
c FL26462 704 WASHINGTON
u EM73477 907 W STOUGHTON ST
u 37 TRAILERVILLE
u EM73592 355 BLK 1 JAYANAGAR
c FL26511 5955 N LEADER AV
c FL26511 3440 N OLCOTT
u EM79968 8400 S WOLCOTT
c FL67884 236 W 111TH ST
u EM79310 14 SCOTDALE RD
c FL22935 1406 ELGIN AV
c FL26511 528 N KENSINGTON AV
c 615 W HEALEY
u EM75425 14234 EGGLESTON ST
1100 CRESCENT LANE
c BOX 57
u 1610 LASALLE RD
u 507 1ST ST
u 606 W CALIFORNIA AV
c FL63633 14536 JUSTINE
u EM76322 6600 S INDIANA
u FL26511 5727 N KIMBALL AV
c FL26511 410 ANDERSON ST
c FL27528 RR 10
c FL26511 222 OLIVE ST
u EM76740 411 W ELM
c FL60733 1224 N CLARK ST
c FL27100 900 CHEROKEE
u 57 VERANDA ST
c FL67871 3600 N GRAND E
c FL26684 41 W FRANKLIN ST
c FL67871 3600 E N GRAND
BOX 59 ORANGEDALE
c FL62501 51 FOREST RIDGE
c FL67995 1251 W 71ST TERR
812 W ILLINOIS
c FL67635 47 S LOCUST ST
c 1028 N SHERIDAN RD
u FL26511 116 W WOODLAND DR
u FL26511 8020 S LAFLIN
c FL26511 633 E MACOUPIN
c FL61960 82 MIDDLE PARK DR
c FL26511 633 E MACOUPIN
u EM76407 RR 2
c 3435 N BOSWORTH
c 5 HICKORY DR



















































LA GRANGE PARK ILL
FOREST PARK ILL






















GREEN COVE SPRINGS F
SPRINGFIELD ILL





























JADRYEV JOHN N JR









































































AGR4 1005 S LINCOLN AV U FL26511 1047 N MAYFIELD AV
LAS2 55 E DANIEL C 6155 N WOLCOTT AV
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA U FL26511 1034 N WALLER
ED 3 1104 NEVADA U EM75441 2917 W CHASE
ED 4 904 CRESTWOOD DR U EM72661 904 CRESTWOOD DR
GRAD 1509 11TH ST
LAS1 508 E ARMORY C FL62501 10633 S HOYNE
COM1 402 S 6TH c FL29163 427 9TH ST
GRAD 1208 CALIFORNIA u EM72516 3126 W BIRCHWOOD
LAS1 7844 S CLYDE AV
GRAD 606 W PARK c FL69419 RR 6 BOX 198
AGR3 216 E GREGORY c 1047 N MAYFIELD
COM3 311 E GREEN c 96TH PLACE AND ADAMS
LAS1 1009 PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063 4224 HOWARD AV
LAS2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 13608 CENTRAL PARK
FAA3 MRH FORBES 314 c FL26511 7721 W SHERWIN
ENG1 206 E GREEN c FL23285 10744 BUFFALO AV
FAA1 207 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM72730 BURNT SAWMILL RD
COM2 905 S 5TH c FL60687 3441 LYDIA LANE
FAA3 407 E DANIEL c FL21700 144 PINE
VM 1 MRH HOPKINS 410 c FL26511 117 S 5TH
LAS4 907 S 4TH c FL67994 9 GREEN OAKS
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 6333 N RICHMOND
JNL3 907 S 4TH c FL67995 4 NOB HILL LANE
ENG4 108 ARMORY c FL60065 116 3RD AV
GRAD 1012 W MAIN u EM72363 1914 HILLTOP DR
GRAD 305 E COLORADO u EM77234 305 E COLORADO
ENG4 412 W WASHINGTON c 314 SUNSET DR
AGR1 711 W ILLINOIS u
ENG3 306 E DANIEL c FL67541 245 W RUSSELL ST
GRAD 1010 W CALIFORNIA u EM73000 3 UNIVERSITY ROAD
GRAD 1010 W CALIFORNIA u EM73000 3206 DASSAN ST
GRAD 506 S LINCOLN u EM73345 43 PLUBPLACHAI RD
FAA3 901 S 6TH c 6741 S PEORIA ST
VM 4 705 W OREGON u EM73369 RR 2
COM2 GIBSON CITY ILL 326 E 13TH ST
ENG1 MAHOMET ILL 608 E MAIN
COM1 103 E HEALEY c 7646 S JEFFERY
LAS4 E56A STADIUM TERR c FL66527 E 56A STADIUM TERR
ENG2 501 E DANIEL c FL62510 1208 E FAIROAKS
LAS1 BOX 335
LAS4 402 E DANIELS c FL60374 1327 KENMORE AV
GRAD 505 E UNIVERSITY c FL62519 1208 E FAIROAKS
GRAD 1110 W MAIN u EM75012 BOX 14
ENG3 508 4TH c 802 HOWARD ST
GRAD 1301 W STOUGHTON u EM71347 1337 W ILES
GRAD 509 E GREEN c FL26205 45 SHORE VIEW AV
ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071 1404 S 19TH AV
COM2 209 ARMORY c FL64231 526 S SYCAMORE
COM1 901 S 2ND c FL62547 1515 ORCHARD ST
FAA4 MRH FORBES 270 c FL26511 3113 N NORMANDY AV
ENG1 912 S 2ND c FL67433 8928 S UTICA AV
VM 3 504 E STOUGHTON c FL25536 6209 S HONORE
COM4 1110 S ARBOR c FL67649 6812 W 97TH ST
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 2331 N JANSSEN AV
LAS3 112 E JOHN c FL66870 112 E JOHN ST
LAS3 911 S 4TH c FL67560 18438 WESTERN AV
COM3 105 ARMORY c FL67585 7301 SHERIDAN ROAD
ENG2 209 E ARMORY c FL24231 9264 LONGRIDGE
AGR4 K37A STADIUM TERR c FL64862 RR 2
LAS1 MRH GARNER 413 c FL26511 2411 MEADOW DR
COM3 MRH BARTON 105 c FL26511 75 W 14TH PL
ENG2 204 E JOHN c 305 MAIN ST
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 305 MAIN ST
FAA1 402 E ARMORY u EM63633 424 WALNUT ST
LAW2 1101 S 1ST c FL65994 515 W MELBOURNE AV
AGR1 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468 RR 1
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 4531 S CALIFORNIA
LAS1 412 E GREEN c FL67984 BOX 342
LAS2 1005 S 2ND c FL67975 BOX 84
ENG4 1006 W STOUGHTON u EM78643 1500 N ARTESIAN
LAS2 713 W OHIO u EM75427 8031 N OZANAM
LAS1 1207 W UNIVERSITY u EM74444 5255 S WOOD ST
FAA3 RR 3 c FL35645 RR 3
LAS4 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 6318 S MOZART AV
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN c FL26511 771 CROTONA PARK N
LAS1 1304 W STOUGHTON u EM76907 816 W 19TH ST
ENG3 1103 W SPRINGFIELD u 1516 1ST
ENG4 MRH GARNER 352 c 3827 N SEELEY
COM1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 3447 W FOSTER AV
GRAD 305 E ARMORY c FL56661 BENTON RD
PE 2 311 E GREEN c RR 1 BOX 274A
COM1 MRH GARNER 109 c FL26511 216 E HUGHES ST
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 110 c FL26511 13 AV LULLI
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416 2107 S AUSTIN BLV
GRAD 102 S GREGORY u EM79750 449 W 153RD ST
ENG1 MRH BARTON 301 c FL26511 610 DANIELS ST
AGR4 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545 1898 COBB BLV
FAA2 911 E GREEN c 212 E 2ND






















ST LOUIS 24 MO
CHICAGO 45 ILL





























































































































































COM2 MRH FORBES 438 C FL26511
FAA1 1204 W SPRINGFIELD U
GRAD 509 W NEVADA u EM72574
ENG3 306 E DANIEL c FL67541
GRAD 402 E GREEN c
LAS1 1111 W ILLINOIS u EM74971
AGR1 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
COM1 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
AGR3 GARNER-386 c FL26511
ENG3 H40A STADIUM TERR c FL60052
ENG1 707 S 3RD c
LAW2 606 W PARK c FL21668
ENG3 209 E ARMORY c FL24234
LAS1 303 E JOHN c FL66434
LAS4 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
ED 3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA4 1005 S 6TH c FL29020
AGR3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
PE 3 MRH BARTON 101 c FL26511
ENG4 710 W CHRUCH u EM73862
ED 1
GRAD 508 S MATTIS c FL65921
LAS4 MRH BARTON 217 c FL26511
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
GRAD 502 W MICHIGAN u EM71226
GRAD 605 S ANDERSON u EM51449
GRAD 1722 WEST HAVEN DR c FL66892
LAS3 1109 S 3RD c FL23775
ENG3 704 W HIGH u EM74419
ENG3 1014 W WHITE c FL23907
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 311 c FL26511
FAA3 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
COM4 MRH FORBES 223 c FL26511
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS1 601 E CHALMERS c
ENG2 MRH FLAGG 418 c FL26511
COM1 401 E JOHN c FL67737
GRAD 501 FAIRLAWN DR u EM77921
GRAD 1605 CAROLINE DR u
AGR4 1004 S 4TH c FL63631
ED 3 202 E GREEN c FL61879
ENG4 101 S BUSEY u EM70212
PE 4 810 W OREGON u EM70317
ENG3 1101 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD 1206 N GOODWIN u EM75633
LAS1 901 S 2ND c FL67458
ENG3 1010 S 2ND c
LAS2 1004 S 6TH c
JNL3 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
LAS1 206 E JOHN c FL69656
ENG4 909 W MAIN u
GRAD 55 W HEALEY c FL60850
ED 3 1503 DAWSON DR c FL29032
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 113 c FL26511
GRAD 402-2 E GREEN ST c
ENG1 402 E ARMORY c
GRAD 605 W ILLINOIS u EM79011
GRAD 1608 W HEALEY c FL21404
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA1 1704 PRINCETON DR c FL68587
FAA2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 419 c FL26511
GRAD 1111 W OREGON u FL26511
GRAD 110 E HEALEY c
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM73773
LAS1 MRH GARNER 275 c FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 316 c FL26511
GRAD G38D1 STADIUM TERR c FL26380
GRAD 907 W GREEN ST u
ENG4 MRH FORBES 350 c FL26511
FAA4 906 S 6TH c FL67803
ENG3 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
GRAD 1019 W JOHN c FL69963
ED 4 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 605 E HEALEY c FL68979
AGR4 409 E DANIEL c FL29540
FAA6 I43A STADIUM TERR c FL27770
ED 1 1106 S 3RD c FL66207
AGR4 218 GREGORY DR c FL26766
GRAD I48A STADIUM TERR c FL27770
GRAD 902 S LINCOLN u EM73120
PE 3 810 W OREGON u
LAS1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG2 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
GRAD 707 S 3RD c FL67927
GRAD DECATUR ILL
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG3 MRH LUNDGREN c FL26511
425 OGDEN AV
4518 HOWARD AV
3 LN 9 I NING ST
620 E MONROE
3708 ABERDEEN
3530 W 64TH ST
629 N BRAINARD









322 W 9TH ST
402 N CARICO ST
1005 S 6TH ST
9647 GREENWOOD
2241 GREENWOOD AV
708 S WATER ST
605 S ANDERSON ST
1722 WEST HAVEN DR
5828 N PAULINA
704 W HIGH ST
RR 1





1706 N KEDZIE AV
10 S WALNUT
501 FAIRLAWN DRIVE
138 S DUNDEE AV
138 S DUNDEE AV
3046 S MILLARD AV
17254 W MAHONEY PKWY
210 TRENTON
1206 N GOODWIN AV
504 N PARKWOOD
503 14TH ST
1103 N 21ST AV
1455 EDGEWOOD LANE
RR 1
104 N ARDMORE AV
VALLEY RD
1503 DAWSON DR




239 N 25TH ST
11009 S ESMOND
1704 PRINCETON





2505 W 45TH PL
1302 W JACKSON ST
208 CARBAUGH AV













320 S CATHERINE AV
924 E 61ST
7843 N KENNETH
121 SHADY LANE DR
115 BATH ST
1029 W MARIETTA ST
5756 S MAY ST











EAST ST LOUIS ILL
ELMHURST ILL














































































JOHNSON BERNARD ROBERT GRAD MRH TAFT 426 C FL26511 207 2ND ST RIVERDALE N DAK
JOHNSON BRUCE CONNOR LAS1 306 W HIGH U EM72492 306 W HIGH URBANA ILL
JOHNSON BRUCE KERMIT COM4 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA U EM74063 607 FAIRVIEW ST PARK RIDGE ILL
JOHNSON BRUCE WAYNE COM3 402 E ARMORY C FL63633 1031 JAMES AV ROCKFORD ILL
JOHNSON CARL RANDOLPH GRAD 608 W PARK C FL65898 144 RED HILL RD ORANGE VA
JOHNSON CARLYLE WARDELL FAA3 306 E DANIEL C FL67541 1639 N 5TH QUINCY ILL
JOHNSON CAROL ANN LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN U FL26511 7305 CLYDE CHICAGO 49 ILL
JOHNSON CAROL ANNE LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511 6125 N LENOX CHICAGO 46 ILL
JOHNSON CAROL LOU LAS4 506 S LINCOLN U EM73345 520 N RAYNOR AV JOLIET ILL
JOHNSON CLAIRE LOUISE FAA3 1011 6TH c FL63650 7051 N OLCOTT AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
JOHNSON CLAUDE DERRELL ENG4 1105 W CALIFORNIA u EM76297 STURGIS SASK CAN
JOHNSON DANA KEITH GRAD 602 W HILL c FL27189 1131 LANDES ST MT CARMEL ILL
JOHNSON DARRELL RUSSELL COM1 1116 W OREGON u EM79501 319 W OAK ST KEWANEE ILL
JOHNSON DAVID ARTHUR ENG1 407 E DANIEL c FL21700 510 WEST AV MORRIS ILL
JOHNSON DAVID AXEL GRAD 1209 W OREGON u EM75588 1209 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
JOHNSON DAVID CHARLES ENG2 1004 S 2ND c FL26938 HULL ILL
JOHNSON DAVID ROY COM3 205 E ARMORY c FL61848 23W633 PICTORE ROAD ROSELLE ILL
JOHNSON DAVID U JR ENG3 605 E STOUGHTON c FL26227 605 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON DEBORAH LEE LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 711 WAGNER RD GLENVIEW ILL
JOHNSON DENNIS KENDALL ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 343 c FL26511 1804 OVERDENE AV ROCKFORD ILL
JOHNSON DICK HENRY LAS3 309 E DANIEL c FL23280 1529 15TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
JOHNSON DOLORES AGR1 905 W OREGON u EM79391 6023 S ABERDEEN ST CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON DON EDWIN LAW2 307 W ELM u EM79559 307 W ELM URBANA ILL
JOHNSON DONALD DEAN LAS3 MRH GARNER 130 c FL26511 337 S EDSON AV LOMBARD ILL
JOHNSON DONALD FREDRICK ED 1 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511 DELONG ILL
JOHNSON DONALD LEE LAS3 109 E JOHN c FL21552 BOX 182 GARDNER ILL
JOHNSON DOROTHY AGNES GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL 3168 OLIVE ST SAN DIEGO 4 CALIF
JOHNSON DOROTHY WINTON ED 3 901 W CHARLES c FL23892 901 W CHARLES CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON EARL LYNN ENG2 MRH NOBLE 218 c FL26511 720 MADISON AV ST CHARLES ILL
JOHNSON EDWARD THOMAS ENG4 403 S LINCOLN u 929 REDDIN NEENAH WISC
JOHNSON ELIZABETH MARIE GRAD 306 W HIGH u EM72492 306 W HIGH ST URBANA ILL
JOHNSON ELWIN LEROY GRAD 1107 E DELAWARE u EM73176 1107 E DELAWARE URBANA ILL
JOHNSON FRANCES CLAUSER GRAD 5 TULIP TREE DR c 5 TULIP TREE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON FRANK GRAD I33A STADIUM TERR c FL68744 I 33A STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILLINOIS
JOHNSON FRED EDWARD PE 3 1104 W CALIFORNIA u 2235 N FREMONT ST CHICAGO 14 ILL
JOHNSON GERALD ARLEN LAS1 MRH FORBES 154 c FL26511 1908 SHARON AV ROCKFORD ILL
JOHNSON GERALD DUANE LAS3 1116 W NEVADA u EM77773 923 N 9TH ST DEKALB ILL
JOHNSON GERALD HERBERT LAS4 MRH FORBES 478 c FL26511 10909 S DRAKE CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON GERALDINE M FAA3 1112 S ARBOR c FL68858 119 W 2ND TRENTON ILL
JOHNSON GORDON LAWRENCE ENG1 401 E DANIEL c FL24262 123 W JOHN ST FORREST ILL
JOHNSON GORDON WILLIAM GRAD 5 TULIP TREE DR c FL21084 5 TULIP TREE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON GWEN SHELMAR ED 1 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136 5628 CAROL MORTON GROVE ILL
JOHNSON HARLAN PAUL ENG2 406 JOHN c FL26964 522 E MAIN DANVILLE ILL
JOHNSON HAROLD JOHN GRAD 406 W ELM ST u EM78958 33314 GRAND RIVER FARMINGTON N'ICH
JOHNSON HELEN RAE LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 1108 E OLIVE BLOOMINGTON ILL
JOHNSON HERBERT DOYLE COM2 MRH FORBES 259 c FL26511 894 W CUSHING DECATUR ILL
JOHNSON HERMAN ARTHUR AGR1 210 E JOHN c FL67871 RR 1 SOMONAUK ILL
JOHNSON JAMES ARTHUR JR ENG4 311 E GREEN c FL69384 1007 PARK ST EFFINGHAM ILL
JOHNSON JAMES CRAIG LAS1 1008 S 4TH c FL25207 418 N W 4TH ST GALVA ILL
JOHNSON JAMES PAUL ENG2 26 JUNIPER DR c 26 JUNIPER DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON JAMES RICHARD FAA3 907 S 5TH c 1603 N 8TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
JOHNSON JAMES WESLEY COM1 709 W MAIN u EM71260 709 W MAIN URBANA ILL
JOHNSON JANET ELAINE LAS1 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74072 1326 N LOCKWOOD AV CHICAGO 51 ILL
JOHNSON JANETTE LYNNE FAA1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164 BOX 133 CAPRON ILL
JOHNSON JANICE ANN ED 2 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425 2351 23RD AV MOLINE ILL
JOHNSON JARVIS BLAIR ENG3 4 TODD AV JAMESTOWN N Y
JOHNSON JERRY DALE LAS1 MRH GARNER 494 c FL26511 766 WARREN ST GALESBURG ILL
JOHNSON JERRY JON GRAD 201 S LINCOLN u EM70567 712 S UNIVERSITY AV CARBONDALE ILL
JOHNSON JOHN ALLEN ENG3 1112 W CALIF u RR 2 CARTHAGE ILL
JOHNSON JOHN ERIK ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u EM77197 1901 BELLE PLAINE CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON JOHN GORDON COM4 MRH FORBES 362 c FL26511 RR 2 BOX 100 MAPLE PARK ILL
JOHNSON JOHN MASON COM3 20 LAKESIDE TERR u EM75258 20 LAKESIDE TERR URBANAILL
JOHNSON JOYCE LOUISE COM4 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136 437 WEST 119TH ST CHICAGO 28 ILLINOIS
JOHNSON JUDITH ANN LAS3 1112 S ARBOR c FL65780 LONDON MILLS ILL
JOHNSON JUDITH ANN LAS3 611 E DANIEL c FL61849 1130 N BROAD GALESBURG ILL
JOHNSON JUDITH LEIGH LAS1 1005 WRIGHT c FL62571 417 S DOUGLAS AV BELLEVILLE ILL
JOHNSON JUDITH MARION LAS1 907 S WRIGHT c FL62546 850 HUBER GLENVIEW ILL
JOHNSON JUDY LYNNE ENG1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 841 W AINSLIE CHICAGO 40 ILL
JOHNSON KAREN LEA COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 944 HIGHLAND GLEN ELLYN ILL
JOHNSON KAY LEWIS ENG1 311 E GREEN c FL66934 ULLIN ILL
JOHNSON KAYE ALLAN GRAD 203 E GREEN c FL28019 203 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON KEITH HERBERT ENG2 209 E ARMORY c FL24231 127 S GRACE AV KEWANEE ILL
JOHNSON KENNETH EDWARD AGR1 811 W OREGON u EM72532 RR 1 SHERIDAN ILL
JOHNSON KENNETH WALDO ENG6 8721 S CREGIER CHICAGO ILL
JOHNSON KIRBY DALE FAA3 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809 BOX 323 BYRON ILL
JOHNSON KORDILLIA C GRAD 907 S LOCUST c FL63824 1011 W 18TH ST SIOUX FALLS S DAK
JOHNSON LARRY DEAN COM1 609 S 4TH c 314 E KENWOOD AV DECATUR ILL
JOHNSON LAWRENCE LEE ENG3 1005 S 6TH c FL27448 1005 S 6TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON LENNART EMIL ENG3 HI E CHALMERS c 2502 4TH ST MOLINE ILL
JOHNSON LEONARD CHARLES GRAD 1712 TARA DR c FL23103 1712 TARA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
JOHNSON LESTER EUGENE LAS1 306 E DANIEL c FL67541 1639 N 5TH ST QUINCY ILL
JOHNSON LINDA CAROLYN LAS2 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511 903 E WILDWOOD PROSPECT HTS ILL
JOHNSON LYLE KEITH AGR3 53 E ARMORY c RR ORION ILL
JOHNSON LYLE VINSON COM3 202 E JOHN c FL68970 RR 1 MINOOKA ILL
JOHNSON MARVIN FRANK AVI1 MRH GARNER 442 c FL26511 1658 E 86TH ST CHICAGO 17 ILL
JOHNSON MAXINE LOUISE LAS1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511 745 N GROVE OAK PARK ILL
JOHNSON MICHAEL DEWITT LAS1 506 S GREGORY u EM73802 1639 W GLENN SPRINGFIELD ILL
JOHNSON MICHAEL GRAHAM LAS1 MRH FORBES 208 c FL26511 1703 WILLARD ST GALESBURG ILL
JOHNSON MITCHELL R COM1 405 E UMIVERSITY c FL25788 217 S EAST ST KEWANEE ILL
JOHNSON NANCY GERTRUDE LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u Fl26511 7 BRINKER RD BARRINGTON ILL
JOHNSON NANCY LYNN ED 2
JOHNSON NEIL ANTHONY ENG1
JOHNSON NOEL HERBERT GRAD
JOHNSON PATRICIA JEAN GRAD
JOHNSON PAUL RICHARD GRAD
JOHNSON PAUL ROBERT GRAD
JOHNSON PENELOPE LYNN LAS1
JOHNSON PERCY RANSOM AGR4
JOHNSON PHILIP J JR PE 1
JOHNSON RAOUL FENTON GRAD
JOHNSON RICHARD ALAN ENG2
JOHNSON RICHARD DALE FAA3
JOHNSON RICHARD LEE FAA3
JOHNSON ROBERT ARTHUR LAW1
JOHNSON ROBERT BRUCE COM2
JOHNSON ROBERT CARL GRAD
JOHNSON ROBERT LEO JR GRAD
JOHNSON ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
JOHNSON ROBERT PHILIP GRAD
JOHNSON ROBERT THEADORE ENG3
JOHNSON RONALD CHARLES ENG4
JOHNSON RONALD CONANT GRAD
JOHNSON RONALD DEAN ENG4
JOHNSON ROY RODMAN ENG1
JOHNSON SALLY ANN ED 1
JOHNSON SARAH ANN LAS4
JOHNSON SHARON LOIS ED 1
JOHNSON STEPHEN J COM4
JOHNSON SUZANNE CURTIS LAS4
JOHNSON SYLVIA ANN GRAD
JOHNSON SYLVIA MARIE LAS1
JOHNSON THEODORA MURIEL GRAD
JOHNSON THEODORE DALE ENG3
JOHNSON THEODORE JOHN LAS4
JOHNSON THEODORE W ENG2
JOHNSON THOMAS ARTHUR ENG1
JOHNSON THOMAS EDWIN ENG1
JOHNSON THOMAS HOMER FAA2
JOHNSON VIVIAN PETRIE ED 2
JOHNSON WARD SEYFARTH ENG1
JOHNSON WARREN EAMES LAS2
JOHNSON WAYNE LEROY GRAD
JOHNSON WILBUR EUGENE LAS3
JOHNSON WILLIAM BRIGHT ENG2
JOHNSON WILLIAM HENRY ENG4
JOHNSON WILLIAM HENPY COM3
JOHNSON WILLIAM HILTON GRAD
JOHNSON WILLIAM LAW COM3
JOHNSON WILLIAM RICHARD LAS3
JOHNSON WILLIAM WARD LAS1
JOHNSOS JOAN KAREN ED 3
JOHNSTON CHARLES W LAS2
JOHNSTON DONNA KAY FAA2
JOHNSTON GEORGE DOUGLAS GRAD
JOHNSTON JACK BYRKIT LAW1
JOHNSTON JAMES RAYMOND ENG3
JOHNSTON JEANNETTE L LAS1
JOHNSTON MARGO MACK ED 1
JOHNSTON NANCY J AGR2
JOHNSTON ROBERT CHARLES COM4
JOHNSTON ROBERT LEONARD GRAD
JOHNSTON SU ANN KAY ED 3
JOHNSTON THOMAS WATTS LAW2
JOHNSTON WILLIAM CECIL GRAD
JOINER LAWRENCE CLINTON ENG4
JOINER RUTH ANN LAS3
JOINES JACK LESTER ENG1
JOKELA JALMER JOHN GRAD
JOKISCH ROGER ALAN AGR1
JOLIET WILLIAM JAMES GRAD
JOLIN JOHN FREEMAN COM2
JOLLEY JOHN EDWARD ENG2
JOLLY CAROL ANN ED 1
JOL'.Y RICHARD DONALD SR GRAD
JONES ADA LEE LAS3
JONES ALICE JEAN GRAD
JONES ALMUT GITTER GRAD
JONES ANN FREDERIC AGR2
JONES BARBARA ANN FAA2
JONES BARBARA JEAN LAS1
JONES BARCLAY GEORGE GRAD
JONES BERNICE LORRAINE LAS4
JONES BYRON EMERY AGR3
JONES CAROL SUE AGR1
JONES CHARLES KENNETH ENG2
JONES CHARLTON HUDSON ENG2
JONES CONSTANCE MAY LAS1
JONES DARYL GRACE LAS2
JONES EDWIN CHANNING JR GRAD

























































1005 W GREGORY DR
209 W HILL
909 W ILLINOIS ST
401 E JOHN






























C FL67892 3050 N LOCKWOOD CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL63323 16860 ANTHONY HAZEL CREST ILL
C FL25502 G37A STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22286 1005 BENBOW RD GREENSBORO N CAR
U EM76320 401 S BROADWAY URBANA ILL
C FL26511 444 MADISON AV WEST HEMPSTEAD N Y
C FL62501 8021 29TH CT NORTH RIVERSIDE ILL
U EM74836 RR 4 MYLES COSTELLO MONMOUTH ILL
C FL26511 506 W GROVE ST ELDORADO ARK
C 103 E ACRES WAVERLY TENN
C FL26511 BOX 46 WAYNE ILL
C FL62563 1520 23RD ST ROCKFORD ILL
U 1216 28TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL27520 1107 W PARK AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 619 E PRAIRIE WHEATON ILL
c 8014 INGLESIDE AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
u 903 E WASHINGTON ELLENSBURG WASH
C FL66992 6524 BRACKENRIDGE CINCINNATI 13 OHIO
U EM73038 570 TEANECK RD RIDGEFIELO PARK N J
C FL26950 J 41C STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILLINOIS
U EM74039 2038 S 10TH AV MAYWOOD ILL
C FL21702 E64C STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 5737 S KOLMAR AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL26511 1315 S CLAY JACKSONVILLE ILL
U FL26511 7 SAFFER CT URBANA ILL
C FL62545 RR 1 BIGGSVILLE ILL
C FL62571 497 TURNER AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
C FL21565 6332 INDIANA ST KANSAS CITY 30 MO
U EM79559 307 W ELM URBANA ILL
C FL68780 1208 N DEOUINCY ST INDIANAPOLIS 1 IND
C FL61840 607 S FAIRVIEW PARK RIDGE ILL
8119 S VERNON AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
U EM79695 846 E KNOX ST GALESBURG ILL
C FL63323 826 PINE ST DEERFIELD ILL
U EM74039 1843 NELSON ST CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM76354 804 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 3550 FREMONT ST ROCKFORD ILL
C 250 HAMILTON AV ELGIN ILL
U EM79645 203 BLISS DR URBANA ILL
C FL25151 3521 9TH AV CT MOLINE ILL
U EM71210 9000 LAFLIN CHICAGO 28 ILL
U EM73456 1748 12TH AV MOLINE ILL
C FL67871 RR 1 POPLAR GROVE ILL
C FL67574 6332 INDIANA KANSAS CITY 30 MO
U 3213 39TH ST MOLINE ILL
U EM71113 330 E 10TH ST LOCKPORT ILL
U EM73063 RR 1 FAIRMOUNT IND
C FL28670 305 S STATE CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61023 719 PARK AV SYCAMORE ILL
C FL61894 711 E MAIN ST BENTON ILL
U EM71150 6224 N KIRKWOOD CHICAGO ILL
C WAVERLY ILL
U FL26511 BOX 548 SHATTUCK OKLA
C FL68363 12 FITCH AV AUBURN N Y
U EM72016 311 HI LUSI MT PROSPECT ILL
C 708 PECAN AV BLYTHEVILLE ARK
U FL26511 4004 FOREST AV BROOKFIELD ILL
C FL68363 17W161 MONTEREY VILLA PARK ILL
U EM77153 2510 E MAIN DANVILLE ILL
C FL24984 809 N MORGAN ST SHELBYVILLE ILL
U EM78163 1107 S ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
C FL60048 1519 29TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
C 809 N MORGAN SHELBYVILLE ILL
U EM70287 C/O EWALD SCHEIWE BUCKLEY ILL
U GOLCONDA ILL
C FL66811 LONGVIEW FARM POLO ILL
U EM73845 419 S COLLEGE SALEM ILL
C FL69377 1309 WESTERN AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 RR 3 VIRGINIA ILL
C FL26511 327 W ELY ST ALLIANCE OHIO
U EM76178 BOX 327 WINFIELD ILL
U EM79207 RR 2 TUSCOLA ILL
C FL22332 1010 W WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U RR 4 MERIDIAN MISS
C FL21571 ELMWOOD ILL
C FL27756 1515 S MATTIS STREET CHAMPAIGN ILLINOIS
U EM71890 804 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
C FL62501 111 PARK AV LEROY ILL
U FL26511 3855 N CLAREMONT CHICAGO 18 ILL
U EM78695 ALPHA ILL
U EM72028 807 W NEVADA ST URBANA ILL
C 18534 GOTTSCHALK AV HOMEWOOD ILL
U EM74069 RR 2 SAYBROOK ILL
C FL33688 RR 4 CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 1613 14TH NORTH CHICAGO ILL
U EM75439 1130 BRASSIE AV FLOSSMOOR ILL
U FL26511 WILLIAMSVILLE ILL
U FL26511 1414 EASTWOOD AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL62641 472 MERIDAN ST MORGANTOWN W VA












































JONES SAM CHASEY JR
JONES SANDRA LYNNE
JONES SHIRLEY ANN












































ENG2 1008 S LINCOLN AV U EM74901
GRAD 1312 E PENNSYLVANIA U EM78536
ENG3 509 S 6TH C
GRAD 306 N GARFIELD C FL65048
ENG1 305 E GREEN C FL27342
LAS1 1005 WRIGHT C FL62571
VM 1 2817 E MAIN U EM77965
ENG4 G-38D-2 STD TERR C FL26070
ENG6 402 E GREEN C FL21135
ENG1 MRH GARNER 444 c
ENG1 1004 S 6TH c FL67436
FAA2 716 BETHUNE c FL62481
FAA2 1116 W NEVADA u EM77773
ENG1 404 N 2ND c FL66905
COM4 706 W CHURCH c FL27588
LAS3 1505 WESTFIELD DR c FL68870
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
ED 3 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
LAS2 905 S 5TH c
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD OAK PARK ILL
FAA4 501 E DANIEL c FL62519
ED 3 817 E MAIN u EM77965
ED 4 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
COM2 105 S RANDOLPH c FL60090
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1502 JOANNE LN c FL66741
LAS4 907 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS2 707 S 3RD c FL61719
FAA4 1404 WAVERLY DR c FL24639
ENG4 MRH FORBES 290 c FL26511
GRAD 102 N GREGORY AV u
ENG1 1110 W SPRINGFIELD c FL76942
ENG4 1312 E PENNSYLVANIA u EM78536
ENG3 MRH FORBES 290 c FL26511
ENG2 5 SAFFER CT u
LAS4 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
GRAD 300-515 S GOODWIN u EM70393
ENG3 1203 W UNIVERSITY u EM71702
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c
FAA2 708 S 4TH c FL65089
LAS1 1010 S 3RD c FL69182
AGR1 902 S 2ND c
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
AGR3 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
GRAD VILLA GROVE ILL
LAS2 MRH GARNER 110 c FL26511
GRAD 1008-2 W GREEN u EM73141
LAS4 1004 S 3RD c FL25884
AGR3 1103 S PRAIRIE c
GRAD 1008 W GREEN ST u EM73141
ENG1 1102 NEVADA u EM78117
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 210 c FL26511
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS2 MRH GARNER 369 c FL26511
LAS3
ED 1 1310 W BESLIN u EM71475
LAS4 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG4 603 W CHURCH c
GRAD 1007 W SPRINGFIELD u
LAW2 MRH TAFT 21 c FL26511
ED 1 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191
GRAD 706 W CHURCH c FL62468
GRAD 1204 S ANDERSON u EM79078
LAS1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
AGR1 DANVILLE ILL
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS1 904 S LINCOLN AV u EM71191
GRAD 1007 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76709
AGR3 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM79586
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA1 MRH FORBES 218 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAW1 802-2 S LOCUST c
GRAD 509 S 4TH c
LAS3 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
LAW2 RANTOUL ILL
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA u EM79972
FAA4 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67625
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG4 RR 3 u EM70504
FAA2 715 W MICHIGAN u EM79292
COM2 607 W CLARK c FL22837
LAS1 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
COM1 412 E GREEN c FL67984
GRAD 706 S 4TH c FL24067
AGR4 506 E DANIEL c FL28590












3719 N PACIFIC AV








300 S CHARLES ST
2817 E MAIN
418 E CLARE AV




217 W 93RD ST
1604 W HENRY DR
1064 BARRY CT




300 S GOODWIN AV
407A N KASKASKIA
RR 2







A M N COLLEGE
3701 VAN BUREN ST
803 W 28TH ST






443 N ST LOUIS AV
7459 N OCTAVIA AV
703 S 5TH
RR 4 BOX 105E
214 EDGELAWN








4066 M 49TH ST
354 OSAGE ST
501 W HURLBURT ST
4144 HANUMAN SOCIETY
703 HEMENWAY PL





425 E HIGHLAND AV
607 W CLARK
3416 N ROCKWOOD RD
2905 MONTCLARE
1310 A MABINI
713 W 50TH PL































































































JUGENHEIMER ROBERT W JR





















































































FAA1 309 E JOHN C FL69064
COM2 604 E ARMORY C FL67266
ED 3 611 E DANIEL c FL61840
LAS2 401 E DANIEL c FL24261
LAS3 1307 W UNIVERSITY c FL63395
ENG1 309 E WHITE c FL22910
LAS1 808 W VERMONT u EM74052
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u
LAS4 300-414 S GOODWIN u
GRAD 912 S LYNN u
GRAD 1602 MARYLAND DR u EM70319
GRAD 507 E GREEN c FL28643
ENG3 614 W HILL c FL26077
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL265U
GRAD 701 W ELM u EM75693
AGR2 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
AGR4 1004 W NEVADA u EM72262
COM2 1010 S 1ST c FL21566
ENG3 909 S 3RD c
PE 3 901 S 1ST c
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 260 c FL26511
ENG4 207 WILLIAM c FL62307
EN63 810 MAIN ST u EM73540
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA4 904 S LINCOLN u EM75120
AGR2 210 E JOHN c FL67871
ENG4 1111 S 2ND c FL61580
ENG4 204 N GREGORY u
COM4 H33C STADIUM TERR c
FAA4 57 E CHALMERS c FL65250
LAS3 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
LAS3 710 W OHIO u EM71511
ENG3 308 S WHIT c
FAA6 205 HESSEL BLV c FL72598
GRAD 1309 PAULA DR c FL21379
GRAD 1309 PAULA DR c FL21379
LAS1 706 S MATHEWS c FL7U36
ED 2 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
GRAD 300-208 S GOODWIN u EM76611
LAS4 214 GREGORY DR c FL67455
LAS4 1009 W CALIFORNIA u EM76407
GRAD 2023 GREENDALE DR c FL66836
FAA4 1301 S BUSEY u EM79201
ENG1 1004 W OREGON u EM73542
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77763
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG2 1011 S WRIGHT c FL25504
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 411 c FL26511
PE 1 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
ED 2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS2 307 E JOHN c FL28454
ED 2 904 S 3RD c FL61383
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
AGR2 1116 W OREGON u FL69105
ED 4 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74072
GRAD 606 S JOHNSON u EM70358
ED 1 306 E GREGORY c FL62516
ENG4 MRH FORBES 206 c FL26511
FAA4 402 GREEN c
FAA3
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
LAS4 507 W ILLINOIS c
JNL3 706 W OHIO u EM76711
GRAD 1103 W OREGON u EM71019
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG4 1110 W CALIFORNIA AV u EM71972
LAS2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
LAS4 510 E DANIEL c FL660^6
GRAD 409 W NEVADA u EM72553
COM1 206 E GREEN c
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA u EM72607
GRAD 305 E ARMORY c FL65831
LAS4 1304 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71439
GRAD 306 E GREEN c FL64709
GRAD 306 E GREEN c
LAS3 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
COM3 706 W OHIO u EM76711
COM1 RR 1 c FL28172
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG1 206 E GREEN c FL68235
LAS2 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
LAS2 314 S ELM c
LAS1 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
ED 4 307 E JOHN c FL21223
GRAD 307-3 S LINCOLN u EM70548
FAA3 MRH HOPKINS 472 c FL26511
COM3 205 ARMORY c






465 W LAKE SHORE DR
4402 NORTH M 18
300 S GOODWIN AV
31 DEVONSHIRE RD
304 52 SHINDONG DONG
1652 CHUNG CHENG RD




1010 S 1ST ST









3823 W 64TH ST
H 33 C STAD TERR
57 E CHALMERS ST





































170 E 25TH ST
508 N 2ND
369 SRI AYUDHYA RD
715 W ALDINE
306 E GREEN
306 E GREEN ST






1701 W 105TH PL
1118 FRANKLIN ST
9106 S BENNETT ST
5018 N TROY
2724 S HAMLIN AV





































FLUSHING 55 N Y




















































EAST ST LOUIS ILL



























































































ENG4 604 E ARMORY C FL67266
GRAD 701 N ORCHARD u EM70205
ENG4 509 S 5TH c FL25723
ENG2 907 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS4 509 E JOHN ST c FL69529
ENG4 410 E GREEN c FL67629
COM1 MRH LUNDGREN 416 c FL26511
COM1 105 E ARMORY c
GRAD 103 S MCCULLOUGH ST u EM78110
GRAD 606 W ELM ST u EM51241
GRAD 1602 GEORGIA DR u EM51488
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG4 1209 W UNIVERSITY u
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c
COM2 301 E ARMORY c FL67451
GRAD 412 LOUISIANA c FL65410
FAA4 1005 S 6TH c
GRAD 1512 W HEALEY c
ENG6 909 W MAIN u EM51300
GRAD 406 E HEALEY c
GRAD 705 W CALIFORNIA u
COM2 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
COM2 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
LAS4 502 WHITE c FL25503
COM3 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
LAS1 301 E ARMORY c FL67451
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA4 402 E GREEN c
GRAD 1706 W PARK c FL62620
LAS3 111 S 3RD c
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
PE 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAW1 1106 S EUCLID c
ED 3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u
LAS2 308 E HEALEY c
ED 3 306 E GREGORY DR c FL62516
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
JNL4 706 OHIO u EM76711
FAA2 1215 4TH c FL26511
LAS3 109 E GREEN c
COM4 MRH GARNER 356 c FL26511
LAS2 307 E JOHN c FL62129
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS2 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1104 W NEVADA u EM75511
ENG2 305 E JOHN c FL60733
FAA3 311 E GREEN c
GRAD 906 W STOUGHTON u EM72170
LAW1 1204 W UNIVERSITY u
COM2 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
LAS3 408 W ELM u
GRAD 405 E CHALMERS c
LAS4 206 W WASHINGTON c
GRAD 504 E JOHN c FL67833
ENG1 MRH FORBES 222 c FL26511
ENG2 901 S 2ND c FL21677
LAS4 1004 S 2ND c FL24108
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG4 504 N MATHEWS u EM73114
COM2
AGR4 1106 EUCLID c
ED 3 807 W GREEN c FL28137
GRAD 802 W IOWA u EM74824
FAA3 MRH c FL26511
FAA2 309 E JOHN c FL69064
COM1 106 E DANIEL c
ENG4 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
GRAD 509 S 4TH c
ED 1 1113 S 3RD c
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
COM1 MRH NOBLE 122 c FL26511
COM2 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
GRAD 1101 W ILLINOIS u
ENG1 509 E DANIEL c FL22991
LAS1 MRH FORBES 212 c FL26511
GRAD 201 N GOODWIN u EM79664
COM1 1008 W OREGON u
COM4 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c
LAS4 309 E JOHN c FL69064
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM4 319 FAIRLAWN DR u EM79037
FAA4 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
ENG4 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039
LAS2 706 W OHIO u EM76711
FAA5 810 S FAIR c FL64900
FAA1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
GRAD 406 W OREGON u EM73305






2091 W 29TH ST
1615 EDGCUMBE RD
1602 GEORGIA DR






1821 S STATE ST
18 KAINEHE ST
152 YAMAMOTO DORI
COLLEGE OF V S
211 N 2ND ST
211 N 2ND ST
2545 W NORTH AV
5828 W WASHINGTON
561 ROSCOE
3105 W HOWARD ST
7720 S YATES
U OF W SAFETY DIV
629 S 4TH ST
5504 W JACKSON BLV






6224 N TROY ST
2934 BALMORAL
9122 N KOSTNER ST










708 E 3RD ST
410 FAIRFIELD
AKAY SOK DICLE APT 1
CHANDAN BHAWAN






2 2 37 W IOWA ST
6525 N MOZART

















3046 IRVING PARK RD
2321 N OAKLEY AV
2113 W THOMAS
540 BERKLEY AV













LOS ANGELES 18 CALIF

















































































KARTHAN CAROLYN JULIA COM1
KARTON ROBERT MICHAEL LAS1
KARWOSKI WILLIAM JAMES ENG4
KARZEN JEROME BRUCE LAS4
KASANDA CAROL LEE COM1
KASEN ELAINE JUDITH LAS3
KASH ARVIN HOWARD LAS1
KASHMIER JAMES WALTER FAA2
KASIK PHILLIP K COM3
KASNAK DONALD ALOYSIUS ENG3
KASPAR FRANK GEORGE ENG3
(CASPER GEORGE WILLIAM ENG2
KASS CORRINE EVELYN GRAD
KASSUBE MARY KAREN LAS2
KASTEL MARJORIE JANE ED 2
KASTEN MARY ELLEN FAA3
KASTEN RICHARD JOHN COM4
KASTEN THOMAS VAL ENG2
KASTRAN BETTY PE 1
KASU3A RIMA ANGELA ED 3
KASUBA ROMUALDAS GRAD
KATELE ANGELA VINCENTA GRAD
KATING MARILYN JEAN ED 3
KATOH ARTHUR KOW GRAD
KATSOULAS ELIAS COSTAS ENG3
KATSUYOSHI THOMAS S FAA3
KAT2 ADELLE ED 3
KATZ BARBARA JEAN LAS4
KATZ HENRY ENG4
KATZ JACQUELINE S GRAD
KATZ JAY LAWRENCE LAS2
KATZ LAWRENCE GRAD
KATZ PAUL LLOYD LAS2
KATZ RONALD PHILIP ENG3
KATZ STEPHEN HARVEY LAS1
KATZNELSON JANET S LAS2
KAUFMAN BRUCE R08ERT GRAD
KAUFMAN CHARLOTTE FAA4
KAUFMAN DEBORAH AGR1
KAUFMAN EDWARD PHILLIP LAS2
KAUFMAN JOHN EDWARD LAS1
KAUFMAN LEE NANCY GRAD
KAUFMAN LOUIS GEORGE FAA3
KAUFMAN STEVEN BRAUN LAS1
KAUFMANN HAROLD EUGENE LAS6
KAUFMANN MERRILL RAY AGR1
KAULING JOSEPH KEVIN LAS1
KAUR ALAN FREDERICK LAS3
KAUTH THEOBALD JOHN JR ENG2
KAVANAGH DONAL DENIS GRAD
KAVANAUGH ALBERT REISS GRAD
KAVANAUGH JOHN PATRICK PE 2
KAVELMAN THOMAS STEPHEN AGR1
KAVETAS HARRY LOUIS COM4
KAVOORAS THEODORE COM3
KAWABE KATSUJI GRAD
KAWACHI MURNA TEIKO FAA1
KAY BENJAMIN PAUL COM1
KAY JOHN WILLIAM DIXON LAS4
KAY NANCY MARIE AGR4
KAYE STEPHEN LAS2




KAZMIERSKI KASIMIR KURT COM4
KEARLEY WILLIAM JAMES COM4
KEARNS CAMILLE MYRTELLA LAS1
KEARNS JAMES AMBROSE ENG4
KEASLING CAROL MARGARET LAS3
KEATING EDWARD JAMES FAA3
KEATING HOWARD JAMES AGR1
KEATING JOHN ANTHONY LAW3
KEATING KENNETH BERNARD GRAD
KEATING THOMAS JOSEPH ENG4
KEBRET MAKONNEN GRAD
KEBSCHULL HARVEY GUSTAV GRAD
KECK BRUCE L LAS4
KECK DENNIS LEIGH ENG1
KEE DAVID ALAN LAS1
KEEBLER ROY ALBERT FAA5
KEEFE DIANE ELIZABETH FAA1
KEEFE DOROTHA MARTINIE GRAD
KEEFE JOHN ALLEN COM1
KEEFE LAWRENCE WILLIAM LAS3
KEEFER DONALD WALKER GRAD
KEEPER THOMAS JOSEPH LAS2
KEEFFER WILLIAM REID ENG2
KEELE DWIGHT WENDALL GRAD


























































































C FL68738 6827 S MORGAN CHICAGO 21 ILL
U EM76711 6140 N OAKLEY CHICAGO 45 ILL
U 3653 SHAKESPEARE ST CHICAGO 47 ILL
C FL29713 101 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62149 876 THACKER ST DES PLAINES ILL
C FL63876 11201 SOUTH PARK AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
C 1455 W FARGO CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL26511 912 N WOLCOTT CHICAGO 22 ILL
C 527 SELBOURNE RD RIVERSIDE ILL
C FL26511 6324 W LAWRENCE AV CHICAGO ILL
U BOX 259 FOX RIVER GROVE ILL
C FL26706 503 W LINCOLN AV BELVIDERE ILL
U 499 VANRAALTE HOLLAND MICH
U FL26511 2057 S 5TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
U FL26511 7642 5 ESSEX CHICAGO ILL
J FL26511 615 N 2ND AV MAYWOOD ILL
C FL26511 7338 N GREENLEAF AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL67908 1809 SEWARD ST EVANSTON ILL
U FL26511 646 N LOMBARD OAK PARK ILL
U FL26511 6532 S TROY ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL28295 6532 S TROY CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL66870 2450 W MARQUETTE RD CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL28331 6514 HIAWATHA CHICAGO 46 ILL
U EM73007 1826 MAKIKI ST HONOLULU HAWAII
C FL69717 1226 N STATE ST CHICAGO 10 ILL
C FL26511 2047 OHAI LANE HONOLULU 13 HAWAII
U FL26511 3750 WILSON AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL68926 6434 N FRANCISCO ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26083 14111 72ND RD FLUSHING 67 N Y
C FL29328 221 S LOCUST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 488 OCEAN PKY BROOKLYN N Y
C FL29328 3227 DAWSON ST PITTSBURGH 13 PA
C FL67699 2345 VARDON LANE FLOSSMOOR ILL
C FL26511 6345 N CAMPBELL AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 9143 CONSTANCE CHICAGO 17 ILL
U FL26511 4641 N AVERS CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL64539 624 S 5TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 610 N SPAULDING ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 610 N SPAULDING CHICAGO 24 ILL
C FL26511 9678 S LUELLA CHICAGO ILL
C FL67981 106 LIBERTY MORTON ILL
C 2127 79TH ST JACKSON HTS 70 N Y
C 5318 W CRYSTAL CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 4025 N KEYSTONE CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL60409 MCLEAN ILL
U BUCKLEY ILL
C FL23280 BECKEMEYER ILL
C FL67606 14931 MORGAN HARVEY ILL
C FL26511 1102 SUNSET RD WHEATON ILL
102 FLORENCE AV RYE N Y
C FL26511 20 DUGAN PL ROCHESTER 12 N Y
U 9513 AVENUE M CHICAGO ILL
C FL63152 BOX 174 HARTSBURG ILL
U EM75269 1920 E LAKE SHORE DR SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM75017 3310 W 85TH ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM74869 345 HIGASHI FUKADA KUMA GUN JAPAN
U FL26511 1757 N NORTH PARK AV CHICAGO 14 ILL
U EM75991 710 N COLER URBANA ILL
U EM75991 710 N COLER URBANA ILL
U FL26511 5029 W 23RD ST CICERO 50 ILL
C FL26511 1225 E 10TH ST BROOKLYN 30 N Y
C FL67570 7012 PAXTON ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL67447 8201 S CHAPPEL CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL63838 80 KASHEF SALTANEH TEHERAN IRAN
C 1436 S 48TH CT CICERO ILL
C FL26511 1135 N WINCHESTER AV CHICAGO ILL
U 1808 N LARRABEE CHICAGO ILL
U EM72502 114 PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
C 9334 S PLEASANT AV CHICAGO 20 ILL
U FL26511 4857 BERTEAU CHICAGO ILL
U 8244 KILBOURN AV SKOKIE ILL
C FL67266 RR 1 BELVIDERE ILL
U 1726 RIDGE EVANSTON ILL
U EM74243 3250 PERRY AV NEW YORK 67 N Y
U EM77275 2300 S 16TH AV BROADVIEW ILL
U EM79135 BOX 259 ADDIS ABABA ETHIOPIA
C FL61943 CHESTER NEBR
U EM71347 RR 5 RYAN RD MEDINA OHIO
C FL26511 836 GALENA 8LV AURORA ILL
C 15536 PAULINA HARVEY ILL
619 E 9TH ST PERU ILL
U FL26511 249 KROTIAK RD PARK FOREST ILL
LONGVIEW ILL
U 11044 ESMOND CHICAGO 43 ILL
LONGVIEW ILL
U EM51169 BOX 409 ST ANTHONY IDAHO
C FL63353 33 GALE AV RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL67803 244 N PARK ST STOCKTON ILL
C FL60103 401 S 26TH ST MT VERNON ILL



























































































ENG1 MRH FORBES 174 C FL26511
GRAD K32B STADIUM TERR C
GRAD H48A STADIUM TERR C FL66586
GRAD 624 E GREEN C FL67397
COM4 210 E JOHN c
COM4 310 E JOHN c FL63022
ENG1 1004 S 4TH C FL61023
GRAD 607 W HEALEY c
GRAD 807 W INDIANA AV u EM76116
ED 3 1404 W WASHINGTON c FL29564
LAS1 410 E JOHN c FL27100
ED 3 1113 S 3RD c
FAA1 MRH GARNER 263 c FL26511
ENG2 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG1 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
GRAD 709 ARLINGTON CT c FL61497
PE 1 MRH HOPKINS 360 c FL26511
LAS2 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 182 c FL26511
GRAD 1202 W HEALEY c FL62641
LAS1 305 E GREEN c FL27342
ENG1 311 GREEN c FL66934
ENG1 305 E GREEN c FL27342
LAS2 907 S 4TH c FL67994
AGR2 908 S 6TH c FL65567
COM3 808 S ELM c FL65125
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 416 c FL26511
AGR4 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
GRAD 410 CHALMERS c
SWV4 805 S STATE c
LAS1 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74007
LAS4 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
ENG3 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
ENG4 MRH GARNER 108 c FL26511
GRAD 1207 W OREGON u EM70534
COM4 308 E ARMORY c FL67543
GRAD 608 W PARK c FL65898
LAS1 610 W CHURCH c FL29844
FAA3 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
ED 3 RANTOUL ILL
ENG3 303 W ELM ST u
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 269 c FL26511
FAA2 MRH HOPKINS 369 c FL26511
FAA1 912 S 2ND c FL67433
COM3 811 W UNIVERSITY c FL29355
GRAD 508 W ELM u EM51180
JNL4 710 W INDIANA u
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
ENG1 901 W CALIFORNIA u EM72475
COM3 ST JOSEPH ILL
GRAD 705 S LINCOLN u EM77715
GRAD 610-8 W STOUGHTON u
LAS4 809 S 5TH c FL23325
FAA4 907 CALIFORNIA u
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
COM1 604 E ARMORY c FL67435
GRAD 607 E CALIFORNIA u
FAA4 406 AVONDALE c FL23925
COM4
FAA1 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
LAW3 103 E ARMORY c FL29805
FAA4 406 AVONDALE c FL23925
FAA2 801 W NEVADA u EM76966
ED 1 508 E DANIEL c FL69340
GRAD 1103 W CHURCH c
AGR2 1202 W OREGON u
GRAD 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG4 922 W CHARLES c
ENG2 MRH NOBLE 308 c FL26511
ENG5 404 E DANIEL c FL64130
GRAD 111 W CHARLES c
GRAD 207 W DELAWARE u EM72959
GRAD 34 MCKINLEY c FL21866
LAS1 MRH FORBES 156 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 52 E ARMORY u EM69350
LAS2 1006 W ARMORY c FL22632
JNL4 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
AGR4 202 E JOHN c
GRAD
GRAD 807 W HEALEY c FL24403
GRAD 611 W GREEN u
GRAD
LAS2 901 S 2ND c FL67459
COM1 201 GREEN c FL67690
ENG4 1006 W WABASH u EM51159
GRAD 1311 W CLARK c FL25820
GRAD 1209 NORTHWOOD DR c FL64811
COM3 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
5240 GRAND AV
H 48 A STAD TERR
624 E GREEN ST























1001 E TOUHY AV
2310 HOWETT
6162 W MCCLELLAN AV
617 SYDNEY AV
1017 N 2ND ST
91 MEADOW PARK




325 A INFANTRY TERR
501 LIBERTY ST
1208 BEL AIR DR
303 W ELM ST
805 GREENWOOD PL
805 GREENWOOD PL







1112 N MAPLEWOOD AV















740 N LOTUS AV
2325 N JACKSON
2717 S 59TH AV
111 W CHARLES ST
6112 S HONORE
1613 11TH ST
737 W HUTCHINSON ST





807 W HEALEY ST
304 E 2ND ST
































































































KENDALL LORENE GEHLBACH ED 4
KENDALL PETER LANDIS JNL6
KENDEIGH DONALD CHARLES COM3
KENDLE GARY ALAN AGR2
KENDZIOR ELIZABETH ANN LAS1
KENEIPP NEILL EUGENE ENG3
KENLAY FLOYD MICHAEL SWV4
KENNEDY DAVID JAMES L GRAD
KENNEDY DENNIS JOSEPH ENG3
KENNEDY JOHN MATTHEW ENG1
KENNEDY JAMES ROGER FAA1
KENNEDY JO LAVERA LAS1
KENNEDY JOHN JOSEPH ENG4
KENNEDY JOSEPH JAMES FAA3
KENNEDY KIRK RANDALL LAS3
KENNEDY PHILIP LEE GRAD
KENNEDY PHYLLIP DEE ENG3
KENNEDY ROBERT VINCENT FAA4
KENNEDY RONALD EDWARD ENG3
KENNEDY THOMAS EDWARD ENG2
KENNEDY THOMAS WILLIAM ENG3
KENNEKE BARBARA MARGE LAS1
KENNELL WILLIAM JOHN LAS3
KENNERLEY JOHN SR I AN GRAD
KENNEY DONALD EDWARD ED 4
KENNEY LOIS CATHERINE ED 4
KENNEY MARY FRANCES PE 2
KENNEY PATRICK JOSEPH COM3
KENNY ANDREW AUGUSTINE ENG3
KENNY JOHN RICHARD LAS1
KENNY PATRICIA ANNE ED 4
KENSICKI CONSTANCE E LAS2
KENSIL ROGER FRANKLIN AGR4
KENT BEVERLY JOYCE LAS2
KENT DALLAS LEE ENG2
KENT FREDERICK JAMES GRAD
KENT JOHN GRAD
KENT MARCIA MARGARET LAS3
KENT MICHAEL EDWIN ENG1
KENTISH ROXANA A ED 4
KENWARD ANN LAS4
KENWORTHY GARRY VERN SWV4
KENWORTHY RALPH DEAN ENG2
KENYON FRANKLIN LEE AGR3
KENYON LOIS MAE PE 1
KENYON RICHARD JAY GRAD
KENYON ROBERT CURTIS LAS1
KEOUGH BARBARA ANN LAS4
KEOUGH FRANK LEO ENG3
KEPHART IRVEN IRA FAA1
KEPL HELMUTH HANS JOSEF GRAD
KEPLEY VANCE IVAN LAW1
KEPLINGER LLOYD VERNON COM4
KEPPLER WILLIAM JOHN JR GRAD
KERANEN EDMUND HERMAN GRAD
KERBER GARY DEAN ENG3
KERBY RICHARD MARZ ENG2
KERCHNER CHARLES TAYLOR LAS2
KERCHNER WAYNE CHARLES LAS4
KERKHOFF LARRY THOMAS FAA1
KERLINS VICTOR GRAD
KERMEEN BYRON LEONARD COM2
KERMER GARY GEORGE LAS2
KERN PATRICIA ANN PE 2
KERR GEORGE EZEKIEL AGR3
KERR JAMES RICHARD GRAD
KERR JAMES ROBERT JR LAS1
KERR LINDA LOUISE ED 2
KERR WILLIAM KENT AGR1
KERRICK LARRY LEE COM2
KERSCHNER MARSHALL LEE ENG1
KERSTEN ALFRED ALLAN COM1
KERZ PHILLIP DUNCAN VM 2
KESL RANSE WALTCR COM4
KESLER EARL LARSEN GRAD
KESLER LYNN ORIS ENG1
KESLER OREN BYRL ENG3
KESSEL KEITH JAMES GRAD
KESSER DIANNE MARY GRAD
KESSIE ALAN IVAN COM2
KESSIE MAXINE ROSE LAS3
KESSLER JANICE KAY COM1
KESSLER JOHN EDWARD COM1
KESSLER WILLIAM JOSEPH LAS1
KESSMANN ROY WILLIAM ENG1
KESTNBAUM JOSEPH DAVID LAS2
KETCHUM JERALD WARREN GRAD
KETTELSON ELIAS L FAA4
KEUNE JIMMY GENE LAS3



























































































C FL23505 714 S NEW ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67981 RR 2 BOX 190A MOMCIE IND
C FL27614 1116 W HEAL&Y CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM74069 RR 1 OWANECO ILL
U FL26511 1626 KEMBLE AV NORTH CHICAGO ILL
C FL62684 DAHINDA ILL
C FL62766 545 SHERIDAN RD WINNETKA ILL
U EM78594 32 DEEVALE RD DOWNVW ONTARIO CAN
C FL67266 3310 CLARK DR EVERGREEN PARK 42 IL
C FL65132 735 TAYLORVILLE BLV TAYLORVILLE ILL
C FL25496 MONT I CELLO WIS
U FL26511 521 E GAULT ST DECATUR ILL
C FL67266 SENECA ILL
C 1104 N DEMENT DIXON ILL
C FL26684 1904 MELROSE ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 332 S ELM HINSDALE ILL
C MOUNTED RR 37 ALTON ILL
C FL61067 1003 W UNION ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 521 E GAULT DECATUR ILL
C FL26511 BOX 2131 JACKSON MISS
C FL67670 309 SHERIFF PARIS ILL
U FL26511 2605 ARDSLEY DR ORLANDO FLA
U 4130 N TIMBER CIRCLE PEORIA ILL
U BROOKFIELD CRESCENT CHESHIRE ENGLAND
C FL21482 605 W WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
C FL67351 1423 ELMWOOD AV EVANSTON ILL
U EM71491 605 W WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
C FL76611 5056 N NEVA CHICAGO 31 ILL
U 7657 DANTE CHICAGO ILL
C 5504 N PAULINA CHICAGO 40 ILL
U FL26511 3744 KENILWORTH BERWYN ILL
C FL67892 915 LUCINDA AV DEKALB ILL
U EM73707 RR 1 SHELBYVILLE ILL
U FL26511 FITHIAN ILL
C FL61023 RR 3 MORRISONVILLE ILL
U EM78012 229 RIDGE RD MIAMI FLORIDA
C 1026 PRAIRIE AV PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL67844 1155 GRACE CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL67839 9806 S LAWNDALE EVERGREEN PK 42 ILL
C FL25170 18411 RIEGEL RD HOMEWOOD ILL
U FL26511 MELVIN ILL
C FL65121 216 E GREGORY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM78908 713 S GROVE ST URSANA ILL
U EM75202 RR 2 ROANOKE ILL
U FL26511 RR 2 ROANOKE ILL
U EM78070 300 S GOODWIN ST URBANA ILL
C 501 EKLUND BLV GENEVA ILL
U EM71173 2934 N MULLIGAN ST CHICAGO 34 ILL
C BOX 187 MUNDELEIN ILL
c LAKE SHORE DR AND 4 SPRING GROVE ILL
C FL26511 JOSEFSTEIG 28 KLOSTERNEU3URG AUSTR
U EM73629 1004 E FLORIDA URBANA ILL
C 3518 N KILDARE ST CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL26511 5869 S W 85TH ST SOUTH MIAMI 43 FLA
U EM79581 150 ROWE ST IRONWOOD MICH
C 720 STANFORD SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL25272 708 HARMON AV DANVILLE ILL
C FL25151 310 WARWICK BARRINGTON ILL
C FL60650 HARMON ILL
C FL26511 BOX 111 DIETERICH ILL
U EM73514 RR 2 PEEKSKILL n y
C FL27353 109 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM72676 4720 W 99TH ST OAK LAWN ILL
U EM75208 101 N COLER ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 MARYLAND P HANOVER JAMAICA
C FL22222 1308 GRANDVIEW CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL60687 111 S HARVEY OAK PARK ILL
U FL26511 12019 ANN ST BLUE ISLAND ILL
C FL26511 NEW SALEM ILL
C FL67635 BOX 158 NEW WINDSOR ILL
C FL26511 6201 N TROY CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL63314 2257 W 113TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
U EM71627 1105 W LINCOLN HWY DEKALB ILL
C FL62563 2524 WESTOVER AV NORTH RIVERSIDE ILL
U EM77085 1209 W CLARK URSANA ILL
U EM77085 1209 W CLARK URBANA ILL
U EM77035 1209 W CLARK URSANA ILL
U EM76114 6939 W 29TH PL BERWYN ILL
C FL21464 5237 N MOBILE CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL67570 474 GLENDENNING PL WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL67455 474 GLENDENNING WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL24164 RR 1 LOUISVILLE ILL
C FL24261 108 EAST AV PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL21315 2548 W 67TH ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL25212 43 CHICAGO AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL26511 6906 CHAPPEL CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL65152 710 S ELM ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 3743 W 69TH PL CHICAGO ILL
C FL62519 818 N WALNUT ST LITCHFIELD ILL
C FL26511 2532 N SAYRE AV CHICAGO 35 ILL
ewley richard arnold com3
eyes mary kamlynn ed 4
eyes timothy agr1
eyes william james jr eng1
eyser elynor meryl las2
peyser richard lee com1
cezios helen las1
chaden noh ria2 eng2
(han s husain ali grad
;hanna shanti swarup grad
chastgir shiva ranjan grad
chettry arun k grad
uang yingchao grad
u36le donald arthur eng3
<ibler donald david eng1
ci5ler gene max las4
<ibler john westerland agr4
ci3ler jon elmer agr3
cibort bernard robert eng4
<idd jonas william eng1
<idder robert wilson grad
<iddoo curtis reid agr3
udwell keith eugene eng3
kieckhefer barbara jean grad
kiefer michael lee eng2
kiefus rod dean las2
kiehl clifford anthony avi1
kielhorn martha jean agr2
kien michael robert com1
kiener pierre emil grad
kierzkowski john harry pe 1
kiesler donald joseph grad
kieso donald ervin grad
kight rudy david eng2
kilbert louis herbert las4
kilbourne kay elizabeth las2
kilbourne william g jr grad
kilcoin john a jr grad
kilcoyne thomas francis eng4
kilga edmund ernst eng4
killey david stevenson agr1
killian john joseph jr eng1
killian judith anna ed 2
killian thomas joseph grad
killpatrick don h grad
kilpatrick sharon lee com1
kim chang sung com6
kim dennis hee joong faa1
kim dong hoon grad
kim nak joon las3
kim nancy soonza grad
kim sang bo eng4
kimball mary jane las1
kimberlin jon emery eng3
kimberlin mary rae las1
<i'5^e =g3ert dean faa1
kim6r0ugh joe arthur grad
kimerough richard a faa4
kimes beverly rae jnl3
kimura hiroshi grad
kincaid harold leland agr2
kincannon james keith faa1
kind ronald howard eng4
king alan e eng4
king alan neil eng1
king april anne com1
king charles edward com2
king deborah jane agr1
king douglas martin faa1
king grenville clark eng1
king jack junior faa4
king james edward jr eng3
king jim dean agr1
king john bradley eng3
king judith jo ed 2
king leslie shelley las4
king louie douglas agr3
king peter john grad
king richard julian las2
king ronald wayne eng1
king thelma louise ed 4
king thomas blose grad
king warren lee las2
king wilbert ladue faa4
kingery arthur raymond las1
kingery gilbert duane eng4
kingsley jack dean grad
kingsley ronald keith grad
kingsolver john mark grad
kingston alan keith eng2
402 E DANIEL C
309 E JOHN C FL63196
1004 S 4TH c
510 E HEALEY c FL26443
1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
905 S 5TH c
1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
503 W ELM u EM71810
605 E DANIEL c
1102 W OREGON u
518 E GREEN c
1625-B2 ALABAMA DR u EM78844
1007 W OREGON u EM79501
1104 W STOUGHTON u EM77363
HOMER ILL
25 RAINTREE DR c FL21220
310 E JOHN c FL63022
211 ARMORY c FL65132
906 N DIVISION u EM70213
105 E GREEN c FL22406
606 S GREGORY PL u EM73338
705 S 3RD c FL62489
1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039
703 W WASHINGTON u EM78106
410 E GREEN c FL67629
312 E ARMORY c FL27614
1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
105 E ARMORY c
1615 W UNIVERSITY c FL26017
601 E CHALMERS c
1602-32 ALABAMA DR u EM77961
807-9 W ILLINOIS u EM70126
1004 S 4TH c FL61023
705 W ILLINOIS u
801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
505 W VERMONT u
208 E GREEN c
1010 S 2ND c
MRH FORBES 178 c FL26511
1004 S 2ND c FL24108
1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
1101 S 1ST c FL65994
610 W STOUGHTON J
312 E DANIEL c FL24671
408 S GOODWIN u EM78849
MRH HOPKINS 311 c FL26511
903 W ILLINOIS ST u EM71265
110 E CHALMERS c
909 W MAIN u
1002 S 2ND c
1109 S LINCOLN u EM72241
1112 W CALIF u
1110 NEVADA u EM75425
617 RICHARDS LN c FL25627
LINCOLN ILL
901 S 1ST c FL24412
303 E JOHN c FL26493
906 S 4TH c FL67813
1109 S 4TH c FL63071
1108 S 1ST c FL21713
1625 ALABAMA DR u
1110 W CALIFORNIA u EM71972
305 E GREEN c
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
1116 W NEVADA u EM76177
901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
MRH CLARK c FL26511
801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
910 S 1ST c FL22280
1109 W MAIN u EM73918
58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
MRH FORBES 100 c FL26511
611 E DANIEL c FL61840
707 S 3RD c FL61719
906 S 6TH c FL67803
711 W WASHINGTON u EM72080
MRH FORBES 464 c FL26511
902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468
1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
1826 ORCHARD PL u
MRH HOPKINS 382 c FL26511
K37B STADIUM TERR c FL27744
TUSCOLA ILL
23 RAINTREE DR c
1803 PLEASANT u EM77830
509 E JOHN c FL23075
34 E JOHN c FL66720
201 E GREEN c
1303 S MILL ST
BONA TERRA FARM
RR 3
522 N MAPLE ST
938 A3BEVILLE
11511 S HALE
: ; -: : -- :-.





183 E HUOPING RD
1229 N HUMPHREY






606 S GREGORY PL
RR 2
4187 N 14TH ST

















RR 3 BOX 88
174 HYOJADONG
1120 JINBOO LEE
53 MYUNG RYUNG DONG
42 5 WONNAM DONG
35 835 WHCAM DONG
72 101 SOON IN DONG





6105 BAHAMO SHO DR





709 N LEE ST
4330 N E MALLORY AV
523 THATCHER AV
1436 N 4TH ST
72 KIMBARK RD
8921 S LEAVITT ST
910 S 1ST ST






22 N COWLEY RD
301 W OAK
202 S 6TH ST
1227 OLD BOALSBURG
K 37 3 STAD TERR
23 RAINTREE DRIVE
1803 PLEASANT ST
14015 NW PIONEER RD
G 65 A STAD TERR




























































































KINKADE ROBERT GENE ENG2
KINKADE STUART LEE FAA1
KINNEY NANCY ALICE FAA2
KINNEY WILLIAM DAVID ENG1
KINNISTEN DAVID EDWARD COM1
KINSELLA LARRY LEE COM3
KINSER JANE ANN LAS2
KINSFR ROBERT LYNN VM 3
KINSEY JOSEPH EDISON FAA4
KINSTLE EVA LLOYD LAS2
KINSTLE THOMAS HERBERT GRAD
KINTNER DANIEL EUGENE COM4
KINZELBERG JOANN LAS1
KIOLBASA EUGENE ENG4
KIONKA EDWARD JAMES LAW1
KIONKA SANDRA SELLERS LAS3
KIPNIS RAY ALAN LAS1
KIPP ROBERT WARREN AGR1
KIRACOFE GUY HAMILTON GRAD
KIRBY DARREL MARTIN AGR1
KIRBY DAVID BRUCE GRAD
KIRBY EUGENE MAXWELL 11 PE 2
KIRBY HARRY LEE JR GRAD
KIRBY JOHN STEPHEN ENG1
KIRBY MARY VIRGINIA GRAD
KIRBY RICHARD MAXWELL LAS4
KIRCHBERG JOHN DAVID PE 4
K1RCHER NANCY CATHERINE AGR2
KIRCHHOFF DANIEL W COM4
KIRK EDWARD LEE FAA4
KIRK FRANCIS GABRIEL COM4
KIRK JOHN ALAN C0M1
KIRK KAY JEANNE PE 4
KIRK NANCY LORRAINE LAS3
KIRK ROBERT WAYNE GRAD
KIRK WAYNE FORREST COM4
KIRKBY THEODORE M LAS2
KIRKPATRICK RICHARD LEE FAA4
KIRKPATRICK ROBERT JOHN LAS1
KIRKSEY EARNESTINE LAS3
KIRKWOOD ROGER GENE ENG1
KIRN8AUER CARL WILLIAM GRAD
KIRSCH LINDA MAE LAS1
KIRSCHBAUM DEANNA C AGR1
KIRSHNER DAVID SHELDON COM3
KIRSNER BERNARD MICHAEL COM3
KIRTLEY JOHN MICHAEL COM1
KISER NADINE JANES COM4
KISH DIANE CAROL FAA2
KISINGER WILLIAM DEAN FAA1
KISTLER DANIEL GLEN ENG3
KISTNER ARTHUR LEROY GRAD
KITA GERALD KEIJI ENG1
KITAGAWA HIROTOSHI GRAD
KITAYAMA MICHIO GRAD
KITCHEN GERALD ALBERT ENG3
KIMBLE JESS ALAN FAA4
KITCHEN JOHN DONALD LAS4
KITTAKA ROBERT S GRAD
KITTERER ROBERT AUGUST ED 6
KITTILSEN DARLENE MAE FAA3
KITTLE DALLAS DWAYNE ENG4
KITTLE PAUL ALVIN LAS4
KITTOE DELOS THOMAS ENG4
KJELLSTROM JOHN M JR COM2
KLAFTER STEPHEN MICHAEL COM3
KLAJNIK MARION E COM4
KLANDERMAN BRUCE HOLMES GRAD
KLAPMAN SANDER ALAN COM1
KLARMAN WILLIAM LOUIS GRAD
KLASSEN FRANK HENRY GRAD
KLATT CHARLES WILLIAM LAS3
KLAUS CARL PAUL ENG4
KLAUS CLARENCE E JR FAA3
KLAUS KAY MARIE LAS1
KLAUS ROBERT FRANCIS PE 4
KLAUS TERRY RIDGELY FAA1
KLAUSMAN HENRY MARTIN COM1
KLAVITER ARTHUR BACKEN ENG2
KLAWITTER JAMES MARLOW ENG4
KLAY DENNIS ALBERT LAS2
KLAY LESTER EUGENE GRAD
KLAZMER BEATRICE LAS4
KLEBOLT MAURICE HOWARD COM2
KLEHM CARL HENRY AGR3
KLEIFIELD ANITA ETHEL ED 3
KLEIMAN JOSEPH PINCUS GRAD
KLEIMAN MICHAEL ALAN COM2
KLEIN ANN EMILY GRAD
KLEIN GERALD ALAN LAS1
MRH GARNER 294
212 E DANIEL








































1005 W GREGORY DR
1005 W LINCOLN












































MRH VAN DOREN 18
c FL26511 BOX 35 WEST SALEM ILL
c FL21811 14 TOP HILL LANE SPRINGFIELD ILL
U FL26511 209 VIRGINIA AV DANVILLE ILL
c FL61956 405 N LYNN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67266 11016 S GREEN ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
c 405 N MAIN TAYLORVILLE ILL
u EM71911 5 FAIRVIEW DR SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL66541 RR f/l GREENFIELD ILLINOIS
u GENERAL DELIVERY FLORA ILL
c FL61606 311 S PRAIRIE 7 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61606 RR 6 WAPAKONETA OHIO
c FL25993 3719 MCCASLAND AV EAST ST LOUIS ILL
u FL26511 841 MARION HIGHLAND PARK ILL
u EM77225 2825 N HAMLIN ST CHICAGO 18 ILL
c FL23273 14 JUNIPER DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 14 JUNIPER DR CHA'/PAIGN ILL
c FL26511 9931 S PAXTON AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
c FL26511 1014 E RICHWOODS BLV PEORIA ILL
u EM78219 RR 1 MT SOLON VA
c FL26511 RR 1 FARMER CITY ILL
u 211 W OREGON URBANA ILL
c FL23088 1218 W WILLIAM CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73548 948 N MAPLETON AV OAK PARK ILL
c FL68235 5708 N CAMPBELL CHICAGO 45 ILL
u EM73091 1012 N BUSEY URBANA ILL
c 703 S GREGORY PL URBANA ILL
u EM71113 690 WOODLAND DR CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
u EM75459 3143 MAPLE AV BERWYN ILL
c FL65132 9810 IRVING PK RD SCHILLER PARK ILL
c FL66834 NORRIS CITY ILL
c FL68021 516 S KNIGHT AV PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL26511 513 E WISCONSIN OBLONG ILL
c FL24163 EMERALD PARK MCHENRY ILL
u FL26511 26 8AKER DR URBANA ILL
WAPELLA ILL
u EM75697 639 WATSON AURORA ILL
c FL67560 76 MEADOW PK DECATUR ILL
c 5042 W WINONA CHICAGO 30 ILL
c FL26511 3315 RUTH ST ROCKFORD ILL
u 1968 S TRUMBULL CHICAGO ILL
c FL63631 WINDSOR ILL
u EM77538 8742 HARPER AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
u FL26511 7112 N PAULINA CHICAGO 26 ILL
u FL26511 10813 W BARRY AV MELROSE PARK ILL
c FL67654 6230 N LAWNDALE CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL67679 2207 M FARWELL ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL60680 1312 ROSEWOOD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
MEREDOSIA ILL
u FL26511 5120 W 29TH CICERO 50 ILL
c FL65435 109 FLORA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73708 409 N 3RD ST MONMOUTH ILL
c FL67852 RR 2 DELAVAN 7 ILL
c FL26511 625 S 18TH QUINCY ILL
u EM76591 HIGASHISHIKAZAWA HYOGOKEN JAPAN
c FL26511 285 UGAKI MITSUCHO JAPAN
c FL26511 627 W STATE ST SYCAMORE ILL
c 1048 W KING ST DECATUR ILL
c FL28986 1116 CHARLES ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73320 807 W NEVADA ST URBANA ILL
c FL265U 4544 RED BUD ST LOUIS 15 MO
c FL24525 232 N MERRILL PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL28901 OAKLAND ILL
u EM72812 4142 PACIFIC AUG LONG BEACH CALIF
c FL25026 260 W EMPIRE FREEPORT ILL
c FL61725 2007 HARVARD AV ROCKFORD ILL
c FL64243 833 N RAYNOR AV JOLIET ILL
u FL26511 8333 S HERMITAGE AV CHICAGO 20 ILL
u EM73548 1127 FULLER AV SE GRAND RAPIDS 6 MICH
u EM76711 6950 N KENNETH LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
c FL26706 130 E SOUTH MOWEAQUA ILL
u 54 NOBLE AV WINNIPEG CANADA
c FL26511 6536 W 41ST ST STICKNEY ILL
c FL25676 4329 N MARMORA ST CHICAGO 34 ILL
c 1102 E MAIN BELLEVILLE ILL
u FL26511 1102 E MAIN ST BELLEVILLE ILL
u 36 MEDINAH ST FOX LAKE ILL
c FL61813 206 E CRUGER AV EUREKA ILL
c FL67995 1025 DAWN VIEW LN NW ATLANTA 5 GA
c FL24108 14924 VINE AV HARVEY ILL
c FL28901 305 NORTH ST NORMAL ILL
c FL63633 6462 N OLYMPIA CHICAGO 31 ILL
GRINNELL 6 SPLEAR RD KANKAKEE ILL
c 7814 S CORNELL CHICAGO ILL
c FL25735 3605 SHERMAN AV MADISON WIS
c FL26511 6 E ALGONQUIN ARLINGTON HTS ILL
c FL21223 4826 N TALMAN CHICAGO ILL
u EM71319 2435 N 50TH ST PHILADELPHIA 31 PA
c FL67921 2712 W BIRCHWOOD AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL28086 607 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL



























































































LAS1 604 E ARMORY C FL67435 437 26TH ST
ENG2 402 S LINCOLN u EM70351 74. ARKANSAS DR
GRAD 301 E ARMORY c 2038 SEAGIRT BLV
COM1 706 W OHIO u EM76711 1338 W THORNDALE
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 5241 N ROCKWELL
LAS! 205 N BUSEY AV u EM76958 809 HUNT ST
ED 1 306 GREGORY c FL29343 6541 N MOZART
GRAD 903 S 4TH c FL22820 8206 MARION RD
COM3 1116 W CALIF u EM71588
ENG3 MRH GARNER 372 c FL26511 RR 1
PE 4 810 W OREGON u 9812 AV H
LAS4 205 N BUSEY u EM76958 706 N SHABBONA ST
ED 3 307 E JOHN c FL28454 5539 HYDE PARK BLV
LAS2 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
ED 2 109 E MUMFORD DR u EM75168 109 E KUMFORD DR
LAS1 1109 S LINCOLN u EM72 241 RIVER RD
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 2204 DEVONSHIRE RD
ENG3 1109 S 4TH c FL63071 6338 W MONTROSE AV
VM 2 LARGE ANIMAL CLINIC c EM76611 1365 FREELAND AVE
LAS1 MRH FORBES 224 c FL26511 7829 S BENNETT
PE 2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 7648 OGLESBY
ENG3 308 E HEALEY c 8124 EMERALD
FAA4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511 7440 S CONSTANCE AVE
COM4 205 E ARMORY c FL61817 RR 3
JNL4 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571 1633 11TH AV
GRAD 1115 W ILLINOIS u
GRAD 703 E vain u EM79063 205 S CEDAR
ED 3 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173 3922 CLAUSEN AV
GRAD 507 E DANIEL c FL21980 RR 4
GRAD 416 N GUTHRIE
ENG2 1008 S 4TH c FL25207 8853 CREGIER AV
ENG1 MRH GARNER 492 c FL26511 6125 W WAVELAND AV
LAS1 311 E GREEN c FL66834 46 SIPPLE AV
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 11 c FL26511 1835 29TH ST
FAA4 209 E ARMORY c FL24231 531 S 20TH ST
LAS4 1001 S WRIGHT c FL61351 3683 BEEMLIN RD
COM1 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894 701 FAIRWAY DR
EC 2 1010 S 3RD c FL69182 11164 HOMEWOOD AV
LAS2 404 S BUSEY u EM78723 10324 CANTERBURY
ENG2 1112 M OREGON u EM79298 1634 N 24TH ST
LAS2 710 OHIO u EM71511 7919 WESTWOOD DR
LAS1 MRH BARTON 122 C FL26511 1116 PRICKETT AV
LAS2 MRH GARNER 359 c FL26511 4552 N DRAKE AV
GRAD 508 E HEALEY c FL21766 280 THOMPSON CT
ED 2 1003 W ILLINOIS u EM51418 5208 S NEW ENGLAND
GRAD 300-301 S GOODWIN u EM70484 300 S GOODWIN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM70484 300 S GOODWIN
COM3 1110 S ARBOR c FL68279 851 N WALLER AV
COM4 506 W JOHN c FL28852 506 W JOHN ST
LAS4 105 S 4TH C 135 E FREMONT
LAS1 MRH GARNER 367 c FL26511 2215 N ROCKWELL
FAA4 MRH LUNDGREN 305 C FL26511 5142 W CORNELIA AV
FAA3 MRH BARTON 214 c FL26511 3451 N PAULINA
GRAD 706 W CHURCH c 706 W CHURCH ST
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA u EM79789 645 HYACINTH PL
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 118 c FL26511 215 E 3LAIR ST
ENG1 301 E ARMORY c FL67451 7412 N ROCKWELL ST
ENG3 311 E GREEN c FL67544 1123 N 8TH AV
GRAD 1401 S MATTIS c FL21942 RR 2
COM1 MRH GARNER 244 c FL26511 4838 W MELROSE
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 217 c FL26511 524 67Tn ST
GRAD 801 S ANDERSON u EM74423 801 S ANDERSON
LAS3 905 W GREEN u EM71707
AGR3 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588 RR 1
FAA3 MRH LUNDGREN 3 c FL26511 3935 N SAWYER
ENG1 601 S 4TH c FL65684 4249 W 21ST ST
FAA3 205 E ARMORY c FL61847 9538 S WINCHESTER
LAS4 511 E WHITE c 737 N NOBLE ST
JNL3 202 E DANIEL c FL25151 1511 GRANDVIEW DR
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 443 c FL26511 W STEPHENSON RD
GRAD RANTOUL ILL 1341 VINCENNES AV
GRAD 705 W MAIN u 514 S COLLEGE
ENG1 209 E JOHN c FL24039 523 E CHICAGO ST
LAS3 212 E GREGORY DR c FL26732 315 W CENTRAL BLV
COM2 401 E GREEN c FL67322 RR 2 BOX 1674
ENG4 1310 W STOUGHTON u EM79962 RR 1
LAS1 1112 S 2ND c FL67565 12757 S WALLACE
ED 6 207 W OREGON u EV73863 RR 2E BOX 109A
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN u EM51158
VM 4 305 W PARK u EM77751 RR 1
LAS1 710 OHIO ST u EM71151 5050 N WINCHESTER AV
ED 2 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581 RR 1
LAS4 906 W ILLINOIS u 5409 S MICHIGAN AV
LAS1 604 6TH c FL67435 912 WALNUT
AGR3 305 W PARK u EM77751 305 W ELM ST
COM1 310 E GREGORY DR c FL67661 357 S BELMONT
LAS3 107 E STOUGHTON c FL29274 446 ROSE AV
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 BOX 91
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c 18115 WILDWOOD AV
AGR1 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM51264 RR 3
CAIRO 8 ILL
VALLEY STREAM N Y

























































































KNOLL ALFRED GEORGE LAS4
KNOLL JAMES LAS1
KNOLL SHARON GAYLE ED 1
KNOPF ALAN BEN LAS3
KNOSHER CAROL MAE FAA4
KNOSHER NANCY KATHRYN FAA4
KNOTT MARTIN JOHN ENG4
KNOWLES ROBERT CHANDLER GRAD
KNOWLTON RONALD GORDON GRAD
KNOX GRACE ANNA GRAD
KNOX LINDA ANN LAS4
KNOX RICHARD JAMES ENG3
KNOX RICHARD LEE LAS1
KNOX THOMAS POWELL FAA3
KNOX THOMAS RAY AGR4
KNUDSEN BRUCE EUGENE ENG3
KNUDSON JUDITH LEE LAS3
KNUPPEL MARY SUE AGR1
KNUTSON ALVIN JERRY FAA3
KNUTSON OWEN ARTHUR COM3
KNUTSON WESLEY DALE VM 3
KNUTSTROM KENDALL RALPH VM 1
KO KI CHUNG GRAD
KOBAN CHARLES GRAD
KOBES KAREN LAS4
KOBROW WILLIAM RUDOLPH VM 4
KOBS JAMES FRED JNL4
KOCH CHARLES FREDERICK GRAD
KOCH DONALD DEAN COM1
KOCH ERIC NEAL ENG4
KOCH LARRY LEE LAS1
KOCH RICHARD KARL FAA4
KOCH RONALD FREDERICK FAA1
KOCHEFSKY ESTELLE RUTH ED 1
KOCHER GEORGE ELMER GRAD
KOCHER LEONA ANN AGR2
KOCNA KENNETH GENE LAS2
KOCOLOWSKI ROBERT M ENG3
KODRAS RUDOLPH VM 1
KOEBER PETER TYL FAA1
KOEHL WILLIAM JOHN JR GRAD
KOEHLER ANDREA LAS4
KOEHLER GRETCHEN M LAS1
KOEHr; DONNA BUCKLEP GRAD
KOEHN JOACHIM ERICH LAS1
KOtLLlNG STEPHANIE ANN VM 2
KOELM WILLIAM WALTER ENG1
KOENECKE ALICE J GRAD
KOENIG BRENDA B PE 2
KOENIG DONALD MORRISON FAA4
KOENIG ENID ASTRID GRAD
KOENIG MYRON TERRY LAS1
KOENIG THOMAS WILLIAM GRAD
KOEPKE BARRY GEORGE ENG4
KOEPKE DENNIS ARTHUR ENG4
KOEPKE JOHN ALBERT ENG4
KOEPKE LARRY BERNARD COM1
KOEPKE ROBERT LUDWIG GRAD
KOERNER JOHN ANDREW ENG4
KOERNER RONALD FRANCISE FAA4
KOERTGE NORETTA GRAD
KOERTGE RONALD BOYD LAS2
KOESTER FREDRICK ARNOLD LAS3
KOESTER MARLENE K COM3
KOESTER PAUL WILLIAM GRAD
KOESTER ROGER DALE ENG1
KOETS RYLAND WAYNE FAA2
KOFFARNUS JOAN MARIE LAS1
KOFFARNUS RICHARD L COM2
KOFOID MARYLOU LAS3
KOGAN CARLA KAY LAS3
KOGEN FLORIE LAS3
KOGEN IRYS BETTE ED 3
KOGUT JOSEPH ANDREW J LAS'*
KOHEN RAY WALLACE COM4
KOHL REGINA ANN LAS2
KOHLENBERGER NANCY LEE LAS2
KOHLER JAMES WILLIAM PE 3
KOHLSTEDT KENNETH DELOR GRAD
KOHN ALAN ROBERT GRAD
KOHN LINDA JEAN LAS'*
KOHNER DAVID JOHN ENG4
KOHNER NANCY MARIE FAA4
KOHRS KENNETH KARL ENG3
KOKALIS SOTER GEORGE GRAD
KOKER ALLEN DALE AGR1
KOLAR JAMES EDWARD LAS1
KOLAR JOSEPH ROBERT JR VM 1
KOLAR NANCY JANE GRAD
KOLAR PATRICIA JOAN ED 2
604 E ARMORY
MRH NOBLE 411
























































































c FL67266 17818 HIGHLAND AV
c FL26511 2933 N 73RD AV
u FL26511 4338 JOHNSON AV
c FL26511 6540 N FRANCISCO
c FL26113 712 S NEW ST
c FL26113 712 S NEW ST
c FL26511 3838 W 109TH PL
c FL27573 1700 E LAKEVIEW AV
c FL25309 230 FLETCHER AV
c FL68716 5728 BLACKSTONE AV
c FL67892 RR 1 EDGEWOOD RD
c FL26511 5950 S CALUMET AV
c FL27100 910 E LOCUST
c FL21961 715 DOVER PL
c FL28809 261 S JACKSONVILLE
c FL63353 4534 DEYO AV
u FL26511 RR 1
c FL68738 RR 5
c FL26511 RR 1
c FL25208 600 CLAY ST
u EM74971 ROUTE 4
u EM74864
c FL26511 327 W COURT
c FL69733 222 ACADEMY ST
u EM75450 2116 S COLLEGE AV
u EM72498 4878 N KILPATRICK ST
c FL61687 216 VALERIE CT
c 8 COLONIAL PLACE
c FL23616 330 N GLENDALE
u EM71347 2219 N CHURCH ST
c FL62281 801 N MAIN ST
c FL60183 1703 JOANNE LANE
c FL26511 RR 2
u FL26511 5627 N ST LOUIS
u EM75094 RR 1
u FL26511 RR 1
c FL26511 3028 WISCONSIN AV
c FL67803 10006 INDIANA AV
c FL69585 4835 HULL
c 120 CROOKED CREEK TR
u EM71319 33 AUGUSTA FT WRIGHT
c FL60048 755 LAUREL AV
c FL61647 755 LAUREL AV
u EM75953 803 S GROVE
c FL21497 1713 CLOVERLANE
u EM73912 491 HARVEY AV
c FL24222
u EM70477 RR 2
u FL26511 3511 W 72ND ST
c 2704 E HARTFORD
u EM77374 5317 THREE MILE DR
c 6737 N E PRAIRIE
c 6314 ROYALTON
c FL26511 5812 RIDGE AV
c 5818 W NORTH AV
u EM71428 5 N OWEN ST
c FL26511 172 S GRACE
c 2830 N 76TH CT
c 121 S VASSUER
c FL26511
c RR 4
c FL24231 400 GREENWOOD PL
c FL63231 15031 ASHLAND
c FL67892 411 MAIN
208 VINCENNES AV
u EM73542
c FL21713 BOX 54
u EM75450 434 INGLESIDE AV
u EM75439 434 INGLESIDE
u FL26511 RR 3
u EM75459 1395 E MAPLE ST
c FL62516 3556 W THORNDALE
c 4842 N HOYNE ST
c 2144 W 18TH ST
c FL67878 17959 ROY ST
u FL265U 6918 N MENDOTA AV
c FL69182 534 S MAIN
c FL26511 5318 BOWMANVILLE
u EM71347 1413 S PARK
c FL66505 F 32 A STAD TERR
c 1010 MATHEWS AV
u EM75214 837 E 87TH PL
c FL68554 837 E 87TH PL
c FL24261 409 E ARCADIA
u EM73961 3527 MAIN ST
112 ELM ST
c FL67984 2550 CLARKE ST
c FL26511 3531 MAPLE AV
c FL65473 806 S LOCUST
u FL26511 15 W MAIN ST
HOMEWOOD ILL

















































































































































































KOSTRZESKI EDWARD P JR
KOSVICK CAROLE ROEN
ENG2 310 E JOHN C FL63022
VM 4 806 S LOCUST C FL65473
PE 2 909 3RD C
ENG4 1211 E MICHIGAN U EM78693
GRAD 1308 W STOUGHTON U EM79830
FAA1 904 S 3RD c FL61383
PE 3 810 W OREGON u EK70317
COM3 MRH LUNDGREN 410 c FL26511
ENG3 106 N VINE u EM79570
ENG3 911 W HILL c
GRAD MRH TAFT c FL26511
GRAD 608 E CHALMERS c FL28481
ENG4 205 E GREEN c FL60624
ENG4 507 E GREEN c
AGR3 809 W PENN u EM74069
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 504 N MATHEWS u EM73114
ENG2 507 BASH CT c
LAS1 507 BASH CT c
AGR2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS1 MRH FORBES 473 c FL26511
GRAD
AGR1 1002 W CALIFORNIA u EM79923
GRAD 607 E JOHN c FL23492
LAS4 1006 S 6TH c
ENG1 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
ENG4 MRH FORBES 206 c FL26511
ENG4 507 E GREEN c
PE 1 305 E DANIEL c
ED 3 1110 S ARBOR c
GRAD 1832-201 ORCHARD PL u
LAS1
COM1 MRH VAN DOREN 9 c FL26511
GRAD 502 E UNIVERSITY c FL28866
GRAD 1012 W SPRINGFIELD u
LAS4
LAS2 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
LAS1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
ED 2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS3 401 E GREEN c
ENG4 505 E STOUGHTON c
GRAD 1510 DAWSON DR c FL63177
GRAD 1201 W OREGON u EM76611
LAS1 508 E DANIEL c FL69340
VM 3 402 W ELM c
LAS1 MRH FORBES 275 c FL26511
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 470 c FL265U
PE 2 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
VM 2 115 W GREEN c
GRAD 606 W WHITE c FL29352
GRAD 1117 W ILLINOIS u EM72788
GRAD 606 S WESTERN c
ENG1 MRH N03LE 217 c FL26511
FAA6 512 FAIRLAWN u EM78560
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS3 608 W VERMONT u EM74051
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN u EM72008
LAS3 MRH HOPKINS 460 c FL26511
GRAD 105 S LINCOLN u EM73289
ENG4 107 E DANIEL c FL68890
SWV4 1603 VIRGINIA DR u
GRAD 1603 VIRGINIA u
FAA4 1713 CLOVER LN c
COM3
LAS1 301 E ARMORY c FL67451
LAS2 MRH FORBES 312 c FL26511
ENG2 309 S COLER u EM76423
PE 3 1009 W HILL c FL62327
PE 3 1009 W HILL c FL62327
LAS1 406 E CHALMERS c FL23569
FAA2 MRH FORBES 123 c FL26511
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
FAA3 RR 3 COLORADO DR u
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
GRAD 618 E DANIEL c
AGR2 1106 W UNIVERSITY u
FAA3 MRH NOBLE 211 c FL26511
ENG1 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
ENG4 110 S GREGORY PL u
COM2 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
VM 4 312 E WHITE c FL21319
COM2 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
ENG3 401 E JOHN c FL67737
FAA3 404 S BUSEY u EM78723
GRAD 108 E ARMORY c FL64947
FAA4 405 W WHITE c FL62408
ED 3 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
5820 EDGEWOOD AV





2928 W NELSON ST
8612 S MANSFIELD
2300 GREENGOLD AV
142 S STEWART AV
734 KINGSLAND
3026 W WASHINGTON
6428 W 32ND ST
4913 N TALMAN
169 AND CRAWFORD AV
RR 2 BOX 665
2024 W 70TH ST
6622 N FRANCISCO
1800 CENTRAL




3544 N OZARK AV
2523 W 63RD ST
919 W AINSLIE





















101 N LINCOLN AV
11 STERRETT AV
606 S WESTERN AV
5668 S MADISON
384 W NORTH AVE
5356 S NAGLE AV
632 LINDSAY AV







818 N RUSH ST
2835 N PINE GROVE
19 N BROADWAY
RR 1








7517 W 61ST PL
RR 1




312 E WHITE ST
814 N KENILWORTH
814 N KENILWORTH
215 S LOCUST ST
41 AGIAS SOFIAS ST












































































ELK GROVE VILLAGE IL









































































































ENG4 506 E HEALEY C
LAS1 1206 N GOODWIN u
LAS3 508 E HEALEY c
ENG2 112 E DANIEL c FL23224
GRAD 504 S 5TH c FL26731
ENG3 401 E JOHN c FL67737
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511
LAS3 MRH GARNER 323 c FL26511
GRAD 706 W GREEN u EM74665
GRAD 204 E JOHN c
GRAD 503 N GOODWIN u EV77729
COM1 MRH LUNDGREN 21 c FL26511
COM2 MRH LUNDGREN 104 c FL26511
GRAD 1415 HONEYSUCKLE LN c FL60714
AGR1 MRH LUNDGREN 9 c FL26511
ED 1 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
GRAD 702 W IOWA u EM76554
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 119 c FL26511
LAS3 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
ENG3 108 S GREGORY u EM74940
ENG3 MRH GARNER 395 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH GARNER 395 c FL26511
ENG1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG3 509 E DANIEL c FL22991
ED 2 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
COM2 304 E ARMORY c FL63353
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA1 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
LAS2 MRH GARNER 311 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 446 c FL26511
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS2 310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
AGR3 216 E GREGORY c
ED 1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 372 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
AGR1 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
LAS4 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 496 c FL26511
ED 3 206 E GREEN c FL68235
LAS2 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
PE 3 402 E ARMORY c FL63633
COM1 901 W GREEN u
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
PE 1 MRH LUNDGREN 102 c
COM2 708 S 4TH c
ENG2 411 E GREEN c FL67895
LAS1 MRH BARTON 403 c FL26511
AGR3 1001 W ILLINOIS u EV.51264
ED 4 107 JOHN c
GRAD 709 W CALIFORNIA u EM73548
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 107 JOHN c
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 491 c FL26511
ENG2 210 E ARMORY c FL27171
LAS4 MRH FORBES 328 c FL26511
ENG4 1103 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76180
LAS3 1401 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
ED 3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
FAA4 303 CEDAR c
ENG4 808 S LYNN c FL24700
LAS1 1009 S LINCOLN u EM72241
ENG2 MRH GARNER 200 c FL26511
ENG3 305 E JOHN c FL60733
LAS2 MRH FORBES 245 c FL26511
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA3 501 S RACE u
LAS2 MRH FLAGG 318 c FL265U
COM1 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
LAS3 104 E ARMORY c FL62203
LAS1 105 S 1ST c FL67570
GRAD 608-4 S GOODWIN u EM76931
PE 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR1 MRH FORBES 396 c FL26511
COM4 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
COM1 507 MICHIGAN u
LAS2 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
LAS3 212 DANIEL c FL67908
ENG4 906 E WASHINGTON u EM75356
COM4 907 S 3RD c FL67679
LAS4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
AGR3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS3 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG4 302 KIRBY c FL69707
















502 S 7TH ST
5038 S TALMAN
9400 S WASHTENAW AV
9337 KIMBARK AV
4548 W 65TH ST
5658 MILWAUKEE AV
5658 N MILWAUKEE AV
12010 CALUMET AV
2426 N LAWNDALE AV








4104 W NELSON ST
7952 BIRCHDALE
8137 S PHILLIPS
908 N FIRTH RD
8137 PHILLIPS
412 W RICHWOODS BLV
1944 N SPAULDING AV
15831 CARSE
8933 N EWING
504 N STATE ST














8500 S MADISON ST
349 RIDGE AV
9002 N MASON AV






6320 N TALMAN AV
2801 S LAWNDALE AV
161 N ILLINOIS
5624 WESTERN RD




C M R 116
614 N 51ST ST





5736 N DRAKE ST
6415 N SEELEY AV






























































































KREFT FRANK JOHN JR COM1
KREIE CHARLES WILLIAM LAW1
KREIER JULIUS PETER GRAD
KREIMAN LYNN MIRIAM ED 2
KREIMEIER PAUL ELLIOTT ENG1
KREINES EDWARD DAVID FAA4
KREITNER GERALD LEE LAS1
KREITNER KENNETH WARD AGR1
KREJCI GEORGE COM1
KREJCI MELVIN EARL ENG4
KRELSTEIN MURRAY JOEL LAS1
KREMER NORMAN GEORGE ED 4
KREMPSKI FRANK LEO ENG4
KRENOVSKY JOSEPH JAMES ENG2
KRENTZMAN ALICE RACHAEL FAA2
KREROWICZ WILLIAM A GRAD
KRESSE RICHARD LEE AGR2
KRETZSCHMER KAREN LEE AGR1
KREUTZIGER KENNETH M FAA4
KREUZ LORETTA BARBARA GRAD
KREUZBERGER LYNN ELLEN ED 2
KREVITZ LOUISE JUDITH ED 2
KRIAUCIUNAITE VITALIJA LAS4
KRIECKHAUS EDWARD ELLES GRAD
KRIEGE MARGARET MARY LAS4
KRIEGER MITCHELL IVAN LAS3
KRIEGER ROBERT PAUL ED 4
KRIGAS THOMAS MICHAEL LAS4
KRIMMEL LINDA ANNE LAS2
KRIM.^EL ROBERT GERALD ENG3
KRINN MALVIN DONALD LAS2
KRIOZERE MICHAEL NORRIS FAA4
KRISCHUNAS HELEN RUTH LAS1
KRISHNA JAI GRAD
KRISSIE DONALD GLORE COM3
KRIVISKEY BRUCE MILTON FAA3
KRIVOKUCHA ROBERT E FAA4
KROCKEY ROBERT SHERWIN COM1
KROENCKE SHIRLEY JEAN ED 4
KROFF LARRY WALLACE ENG1
KROGH ERIK EDWARD PE 1
KROL DAVID VICTOR PE 3
KROLAK ROGER VINCENT ENG4
KROLAK ROSEMARY FRANCES LAS3
KROLL EDWARD EARL JR COM3
KROMER MARY ELIZABETH FAA1
KROPP ELAINE LOIS COM3
KROUSE GAYLA DEE LAS1
KRUBL JUDITH JOAN PE 4
KRUECK EMILY DODSON LAS3
KRUEGER ALLEN REED GRAD
KRUEGER AUGUST HARRY ENG4
KRUEGER BERNARD F ENG2
KRUEGER CHARLES GORDON GRAD
KRUEGER DIAN KATHLEEN ED 3
KRUEGER DIRK ENG3
KRUEGER EUGENE D AGR1
KRUEGER SCOTT EDWIN ENG1
KRUEGER WILLIAM RAE COM2
KRUEGER YVONNE MARIE PE 3
KRUG ALAN DALE ENG1
KRUG RONALD SCOTT LAS4
KRUGER JUNE DARLENE LAS1
KRUGER PEGGY LAS1
KRUGER VERNON CHARLES PE 4
KRUGER WALTER STANLEY GRAD
KRUGMAN MARCEY JAYNE ED 1
KRUK JOHN LAS1
KRUMDICK ORVILLE L LAS2
KRUMIN DONALD KENNETH FAA1
KRUMWIEDE JOHN FRANKLIN ENG4
KRUMWIEDE LOUIS LORENZ AGR1
KRUPP DIANE ELIZABETH COM1
KRUSE BARBARA JEAN LAS2
KRUSE CURT MARTIN ENG1
KRUSE LINDA ELOISE LAS1
KRUSE MARY ULLMANN GRAD
KRUSE ROBERT WAYNE COM1
KRUSE THOMAS EDWARD ENG1
KRUSEMARK ALBERT HERMAN COM1
KRUZE JOHN JANIS ENG2
KRZEMIEN DENNIS CHARLES AVI1
KRZYZEK KENNETH EUGENE ENG2
KUBAYKO JOHN FRANK ENG4
KUBITZ WILLIAM JOHN ENG3
KUCABA GORDON DEAN ENG2
KUCERA PHILIP EARL LAS1
KUCERA VIRGINIA BERYL ED 1
KUCH EDWARD ROBERT COM4






















306 E GREGORY DR




























































110 S GREGORY DR
410 E GREEN
905 W CALIFORNIA




C 10919 S MASSASOIT CHICAGO RIDGE ILL
U EM71300 6015 CHIPPEWA RIDGE PEORIA ILL
U EM78969 906 E MICHIGAN URBANA ILL
U FL26511 2834 3ERWYN AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL24103 310 BROAD ST MT CARROLL ILL
C FL67921 1321 SCOTT AV WINNETKA ILL
C FL29540 612 E ELM ST STREATOR ILL
C 612 E ELM ST STREATOR ILL
c 2345 S ELMWOOD AV BERWYN ILL
C FL68235 417 REPTON RD RIVERSIDE ILL
C FL26511 2651 W JEROME CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM70042 RR 3 ST ANNE ILL
C FL67266 234 S ADAMS ST WESTMONT ILL
C FL26511 3124 S PULASKI CHICAGO 23 ILL
U FL26511 1701 COWLING AV LOUISVILLE 5 KY
U EM71764 5429 N LOTUS AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL61848 DAWSON ILL
U FL26511 300 CHURCH ST HARVARD ILL
C FL27614 611 FABRIQUE WICHITA 18 KANSAS
C FL26075 1107 AUSTIN DENTON TEXAS
U EM78695 17940 SCHOOL ST LANSING ILL
C FL29860 2015 E 74TH ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
U FL26511 7335 S TROY ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
U EM74623 N 66TH ST BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL62571 150 E DUNN ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
C FL67570 10506 S LEAVITT CHICAGO ILL
C FL60674 H 57 A STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 5028 W MONTANA CHICAGO 39 ILL
U FL26511 1516 N 4TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26511 RR 3 TAYLORVILLE ILL
C FL67679 6313 N MOZART CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL60898 6510 N HAMILTON CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 46 E 101ST PL CHICAGO 28 ILL
U P KANTH DIST MORADABAD INDIA
C 401 14TH AV N E CALGARY ALTA CANADA
C FL27614 731 TIMBER CT CHESTERTON IND
U EM75121 BOX 595 SESSER ILL
C FL67570 9119 NILES CENTER RD SKOKIE ILL
U FL26511 HULL ILL
C FL61725 426 ELIZAEETH ST BATAVIA ILL
C FL67908 10949 ESMOND CHICAGO 43 ILL
U EM70317 3542 W 61ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM76180 632 E 9TH ST PERU ILL
U FL26511 1708 CHAMBERS AV PERU ILL
C FL25040 7710 S BELOIT BRIDGEVIEW ILL
U EM71173 16491 NORTHVALE BLV CLEVELAND HTS 12 OHI
C 4955 MELROSE CHICAGO 41 ILL
U EM51117 705 ROANOKE DR EDWARDSVILLE ILL
U EM75416 2243 S 13TH AV BROADVIEW ILL
C 158 PICTURE RIDGE PEORIA ILL
U EM79086 903 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
C FL61542 J69C STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 1400 LOWELL AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 2622 N BURLING ST CHICAGO 14 ILL
c 12433 S 73RD AV PALOS HTS ILL
U EM79740 5030 N GLENWOOD AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
C FL22652 850 PRAIRIE AV NAPERVILLE ILL
C FL24231 7912 BARRY AV ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
C FL26511 1741 SWANWICK ST CHESTER ILL
C 1009 RED OAK LANE APPLETON WIS
C FL26511 2741 CARMEN AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL24232 2509 S COLLEGE ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
U FL26511 RR 4 BLOOMINGTON ILL
U EM75511 5606 HMC HOUSTON 21 TEXAS
MONROE CENTER ILL
741 S UNION ST AURORA ILL
U FL26511 8211 S OGLESBY CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26511 1010 N MITCHELL AV ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL61848 1178 S ELMWOOD AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL26511 4518 N SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM76536 404 FOX RIVER ST PLAINFIELD ILL
C FL27222 BUCKLEY ILL
U 17W370 BABCOCK DR ADDISON ILL
C FL24067 2441 S 11TH AV BROADVIEW ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 ASHLAND ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 WALNUT ILL
U EM70206 5550 S DORCHESTER CHICAGO 37 ILL
C FL67895 2441 S 11TH AV BROADVIEW ILL
C FL27342 BOX 324 BECKEMEYER ILL
C FL67601 231 OAK FRANKFORT ILL
C 627 S COLLEGE NEWTON ILL
C FL21700 13338 S MACKINAW CHICAGO 33 ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 ZEARING ILL
U 1040 S JACKSON NORTH CHICAGO ILL
C FL67629 1355 W LOGAN FREEPORT ILL
U EM51380 2716 S 61ST CT CICERO 50 ILL
C FL66112 11446 W 75TH ST LAGRANGE ILL
U FL26511 4620 STONEWALL ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL67266 223 5TH ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL



























































































COM3 411 E HEALEY C FL69496
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD 506 W INDIANA u EM74895
COM3 401 S RACE u
FAA1 708 S 4TH c FL65089
ENG4 12 JUNIPER DR c FL68643
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG1 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
LAS3 713 W OHIO u EM75427
GRAD 906 S ORCHARD u EM72361
ENG1 901 W CALIFORNIA u EM72775
AGR1 1112 W OREGON u EM79296
AGR2 210 GREEN c
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG3 27 LINDEN DR c
ENG2 509 E JOHN c FL69529
ENG4 1108 S LINCOLN u EM77993
LASS 1004 W OREGON u EM73542
ENG2 MRH GARNER 318 c FL26511
ENG2 MRH GARNER c FL26511
JNL3 501 E DANIEL c FL62519
GRAD 1006 W CHURCH c
LAS1 907 S 3RD c FL67679
ENG1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
ENG3 MRH GARNER 206 c FL26511
GRAD 8 JUNIPER DR c FL27326
LAS4 409 E GREEN c FL23345
LAS1 1204 W SPRINGFIELD u
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c
FAA3 MRH HOPKINS 288 c FL26511
ENG3 208 E JOHN c
COM2 5 SIEMS CT u EM73676
LAS6 405 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73061
ENG3 MRH GARNER 224 c FL26511
ENG3 1206-94 N GOODWIN u
GRAD 1306 W CLARK u
PE 2 MRH NOBLE 21 c FL26511
LAS3 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
FAA4 606 W WASHINGTON u EM71680
LAS1 902 .S 2ND c FL67621
COM2 307 E DANIEL c
LAS4 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS4 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
ED 2 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
LAS2 MRH NOBLE 21 c FL26511
COM1 1112 W OREGON u EM79298
GRAD 204 N ROMINE u EM77729
GRAD 1110 W MAIN u EM75012
PE 1 1104 W NEVADA u
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID c FL21472
AGR3 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
COM4 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS3 106 S 4TH c FL24067
AGR2 1002 W OREGON u EM77165
FAA1 311 E GREEN c
PE 1 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
ENG3 105 E GREEN c FL22406
ENG4 507 E JOHN c FL28901
ENG2 MRH FORBES 409 c FL26511
LAS1 409 E GREEN c
GRAD 408 E SPRINGFIELD c FL63415
FAA3 907 S 4TH c FL65509
AGR2 MRH HOPKINS 220 c FL26511
FAA3 MRH NOBLE 313 c FL26511
ENG4 1201 W SPRINGFIELD u EM72784
LAS1 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
LAS1 1109 S ORCHARD u EM71815
COM4 MRH GARNER 124 c FL26511
GRAD 76 E UNIVERSITY c
FAA4 1206 N GOODWIN u
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 325 c FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 908 S 5TH c FL67667
ED 4 508 E ARMORY c FL60651
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 388 c FL26511
ENG3 410 E GREEN c FL63895
ENG1 MRH GARNER 312 c FL26511
COM3 106 E DANIEL c
GRAD 30 TULIP TREE DR c FL61222
GRAD 606 W OHIO u EM72812
ED 4 RR 3 c FL62038
AGR3 715 W MICHIGAN AV u EM79292
FAA2 906 S 6TH c FL67803
ED 4 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
COM3 104 E ARMORY c FL62203
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
LAS2 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
ENG2 907 S 6TH c FL29625
4818 S PULASKI RD
106 S WARNER
6425 BENTLEY
5815 N RIDGE AV
RR 2
1414 MAIN
RR 2 BOX 314A
RR 1
















502 W WOODLAWN ST
259 N CEDAR LAKE
6132 N DRAKE
449 W WISCONSIN ST
5944 W DIVERSEY
725 HOMESTEAD RD
405 N 13TH ST
629 W PRAIRIE
1826 S CENTRAL
55 901 GRANT AV
F442 NEW RAJINDRA
1542 N MONITOR AV
7951 N KEELER
218 N PARK AV
5143 W PATTERSON
2113 S 56TH CT
641 W WASHINGTON
641 W WASHINGTON
446 S JACKSON ST
23 BLUE POOL RD





760 E BENTON ST
805 PAYSON AV
2628 W 96TH PL
2636 N BOSWORTH AV
RR 1
1500 ALIMA TERR
7150 S ROCKWELL ST
4222 W WILCOX ST












1444 E EAGLE ST
330 N BRAINARD AV
2912 CHARLES ST
2433 WEBSTER ST
1600 N MARKET ST





















































































LA GRANGE PARK ILL
ROCKFORD ILL
ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL







KANSAS CITY 10 MO
PEORIA ILL



























































LAING EDWARD A JR








LAMB ARCHIE EDWARD JR
LAMB DAVID PORTER





















GRAD MRH TAFT 408 C FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 307 c FL26511
GRAD CHICAGO 40 ILL
GRAD 702 W PARK U EM78581
FAA4 MRH LUNDGREN 215 c FL26511
LAS1 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
LAS3 105 E DANIEL C FL67684
COM2 1009 W PENN u EM74063
ED 3 808 W VERMONT u EM73264
JNL3 501 E DANIEL C FL62519
FAA4 909 W NEVADA u EM73237
GRAD 1625 GEORGIA DR u
ENG3 MRH CLARK 208 c FL26511
GRAD 306 E GREEN c
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1001 W BREEN u EM72150
PE 3 810 W OREGON u
LAS2 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1111 W OREGON u
GRAD 212 W MAPLE c
ENG3 412 E GREEN c FL67984
GRAD MRH TAFT 120 c FL26511
FAA3 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
LAS1 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
FAA3 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
FAA1 3 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL27209
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 296 c FL26511
GRAD 1003 W GREEN u EM76230
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1304 W MAIN u EM74707
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 350 c FL26511
LAS4 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
ENG4 1914 SOUTHWOOD DR c
LAW2 604 ARMORY c FL67266
FAA1 MRH FORBES 388 c FL26511
COM1 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM3 307 GREEN c
ENG3 412 E GREEN c FL67984
LAS* 806 S 1ST c FL26074
GRAD 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
LAS4 705 S 3RD c FL62489
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
FAA1 MRH VAN DOREN 9 c FL26511
ENG1 1105 S 1ST c FL67581
COM1 301 ARMORY c
ENG1 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
GRAD 1510 S RACE u EM76357
GRAD 111 S BUSEY u EM79840
ENG3 MRH FLAGG 409 c FL26511
LAS3 109 E GREEN c
GRAD 205 W COLUMBIA c
COM3 908 S 5TH c FL67667
LAS1 211 E DANIEL c
GRAD 306 S 5TH c FL63316
GRAD 902 S LINCOLN AV u EM73120
COM2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
LAS1 1606 SANGAMON c FL23518
ENG4 MRH GARNER 264 c FL26511
LAS2 404 E JOHN c FL68738
LAS1 MRH GARNER 111 c FL26511
LAS2 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
GRAD 1306 W CLARK u
COM4 706 S 6TH c FL24028
VM 1 MRH TAFT 219 c FL26511
COM1 501 N NEIL c FL67540
FAA4 MRH FORBES 256 c FL26511
GRAD 205 E GREEN c FL61769
GRAD 1817 GREENDALE DR c FL21337
COM3 907 S 6TH c
GRAD 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS2 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
PE 1 402 E ARMORY c FL63633
LAS2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
PE 2 408 W OREGON u EM72209
ED 3 306 E GREEN c FL25332
GRAD 205 W HI-X u EM71201
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1702 W PARK c FL28297
LAS4 611 E DANIEL c FL61840
ENG3 1208 E DELAWARE u EM74786
LAW3 G33A STADIUM TERR c FL67009
ENG1 306 E GREEN c FL25332
ENG4 G53C STADIUM TERR c FL26057
COM1 MRH GARNER 458 c FL26511
COM! 301 E ARMORY c FL67447
1715 E IRVING PL
1027 CALEDONIA AV






900 W LAKE ST
301 S PAUL ST
4Q7 E COLLEGE ST
484 FAIRVIEW AV
4629 W 88TH ST
2640 W 21ST PL




2846 E 84TH ST
4 266 DON AM DONG
1433 HENRY PL
110 N PLEASANT
2849 W 38TH ST
OLD JACKSONVILLE RD
114 W 3RD ST
629 LAKESIDE DR





300 SANTA PAULA ST











4903 N 126TH ST
6444 N KILBOURN
9655 KILDARE
591 GLEN CIRCLE RD
1510 S RACE ST
111 S BUSEY AV
707 N CENTRAL PK
8268 S ANTHONY AV
11718 S PRAIRIE AV
320 N MAPLE AV
447 FISHER RD






RR 2 BOX 78
37 QUEENS RD
238 W 23RD ST
5113 W 31ST PL
501 N NEIL ST
230 E WASHINGTON ST
1709 36TH AV
1817 GREENDALE DR
1013 W PRAIRIE ST
714 WESTERN AV
401 S 3RD
2 S PHELPS AV
5025 N NOTTINGHAM
RR 4
1102 E MONROE ST
RR 1
205 W HIGH ST































































SIOUX FALLS S DAK
OAK PARK ILL
GROSSE POINTE 30 MIC
TALIN CHINA































ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
SKOKIE ILL
LAMPITT ARTHUR FOREST LAS2
LAMPS ARDITH LOUISE ED *
LANCASTER ROBERT M COM1
LANCE MARLENE JOY PE 1
LANCE RUTH EILEEN LAS1
LAND JOHN STEPHEN AGR1
LANDAU LOUIS ERNST VM 3
LANDBERG EDMUND F COM1
LANDECK ALBERT WILLIAM ENG3
LANDERS DONNA JEAN LAS1
LANDGREBE JOHN ALLAN GRAD
LANDI PATRICK JOHN FAA1
LANDIS GARY DEAN LAS2
LANDIS PHILIP JAMES LAS2
LANDO LEON SANFORD LAS3
LANDOW CARL WALDERS FAA2
LAnDOWSKI ROBERT R LAsl
LANDRETH ROBERT CLEM ENG2
LANDSEA WILLIAM F COM3
LANDT LOUIS LAWRENCE COM3
LANDY HARRIET MARCIA LAS1
LANE DARRELL WILLIAM JR AGR2
LANE GLENDA MARSHALL LAS2
LANE HOWARD ALAN LAW1
LANE JOHN EDWARD FAA3
LANE LARRY RAY LAS2
LANE LORINNF FAITH LAS1
LANE RILEY JACKSON JR ENG*
LANE ROBERT CHARLES COM3
LANE WILLIAM EUGENE GRAD
LANE WILLIAM NICOL ENG1
LANEAR JOE EDWARD LAS'*
LANER GLORIA ANN LAS*
LANG CAROL MAX VM 3
LANG HARRIET ELAINE ED *
LANG JUDITH JUNE AGR2
LANG JUDITH LOUISE LAS2
LANG NORRIS GLEN LAS*
LANG STEPHEN NORMAN LAS2
LANGBERG GEORGE GRAD
LANGDON MARJORIE M GRAD
LANGDON RICHARD JEROME AGR3
LANGE DAVID LEE JNL*
LANGE IRENE LYDIA COM*
LANGE LOUISE HELEN GRAD
LANGE RICHARD LESTER ENG1
LANGE THOMAS JOSEPH ENG1
LANGE WALTER CHARLES AGR1
LANGE WILLIAM FREDRICK COM*
LANGER LINDA SUSAN LAS1
LANGER PAUL ANTHONY ENG2
LANGER RONALD JAY PE 1
LANGERMAN JOAN RITA LAS3
IANGFORD BILL KAYE ENG*
LANGFORD DEAN TED LAS3
LANGHAAR SALLY LOUISE ED *
LANGHAM MAX RAYMOND GRAD
LANGHAM NANCY EDITH FAA2
LANGHAUSER LEON HENRY AGR*
LANGKAMMERER GERALD W JNL*
LANGLET THEODORE JOSEPH ENG*
LANGLEY JANET ELIZABETH PE 2
LANGMAN LAUREN LASS
LANGRELL PHILIP RICHARD COM*
LANGRETH DAVID CHAPMAN GRAD
LANGRIDGE WILLIAM H R AGR*
.ANGSON JUDY ANN ED 1
^ANGSTON SUSAN LAS3
.ANHAM RICHARD DAVID COM3
.ANIER ALICE STEVENSON FAA*
.ANIER CATHERINE DEAN LAS2
.ANIER LYLE HICKS JR GRAD
.ANIER NANCY ANN LAS*
.ANIER WARREN WOOD JR GRAD
.ANNON JOHN JOSEPH COM3
.ANNON RICHARD JAMES JR LAW3
.ANSFORD CHARLES LESLIE LAS1
.ANSFORD ROBERT MAURICE ENG*
.ANSKY YVONNE HELEN PE 3
.ANT GRAHAM CLIFFORD AGR2
.ANTER MARY MARGARET COM2
.ANTER PATRICIA K ED 1
.ANTZ CONRAD WALLACE COM*
.ANTZ DAVID EDWARD FAA3
.ANTZ JANET BRADY LASZ
.ANTZ NANCY SUE COM3
.ANYON RICHARD FRED ENG*
.ANZEROTTI LOUIS JOHN ENG*





1005 W GREGORY DR
1102 S LINCOLN





MRH VAN DOREN *03














































































C FL62222 1300 HIGHLAND
U EM71191 328 SHOOTING PARK RO
C 225 E JACKSON
U FL26511 1106 MANCHESTER
U EM7*006 507 S WALNUT
C FL63153 10* E NORTH
U EM7370*
C FL26511 6610 N FAIRFIELD AV
U 25277 EDGEMONT
U FL26511 328 S MANNHEIM RD
C FL26511 1539 **TH AV
U 211 MENAHAN ST
C FL6189* 3033 CENTRAL
C FL26511 *10 W MAIN
C 7*5 S GRAND AV WEST
C FL29713 60 OLIVER RD
C FL67583 1*300 S LOWE AV
*07 DOUGLAS
C FL26511 165* EUCLID AV
C 2711 S CUYLER
U FL26511 31* IOWA ST
U EM73303 RR 2
U EM7*663 802 E JEFFERSON
C 207 HAYES ST
C FL2*569 1051 S ELM ST
U £M7*663 205 AUSTIN
U FL26511 RR 2
U EM76717 *10 E GRAND
C FL63022 11013 LONGWOOD DR
U
U EM71588 30*E CHESTNUT
C FL67878 1601 S NEIL
U FL26511 2017 W MORSE ST
U EM73*87 RR 1
U EM76190 1269 S LINCOLN ST
U FL26511 376 BLACKHAWK RD
U EM78695 610 HARRISON
C FL23325 SOUTHLAND ACRES
C FL67995 1269 S LINCOLN
C FL26800 312 W CHURCH
C FL69197 205 E GREEN ST
C RR 2
C FL63071 312 W 1ST
U FL26511 7030 S MAPLEWOOD
U EM7*861 1837 W PRATT AV
C FL26511 6958 W IMLAY
C FL273*2 505 S CHERRY ST
C 28*3 E 90TH ST
c 509 E GREEN ST
U FL26511 306 S BROADWAY
C FL67637 10**8 S TROY
C FL6752* 703* W 16TH ST
U 8906 S RID6ELAND AV
U EM78052 610 S GLOVER ST
U EM7*063
U EM76106 803 S ANDERSON
U EM7988*
C FL62571 1873 BURTON LANE
C FL68275 RR 1
C FL66138 32*5 WISCONSIN AV
C RR *
U FL26511 802 BACON
C FL67833 26*8 W JEROME
U EM73*00 607 W ELM ST
C FL26511 102* MARTHA AV
C FL25993
U FL26511 6522 N FRANCISCO
U EM75*59 275 MERIDIAN ST
U EM71767 *10 N RACE
133 N JAMES
U EM73527 709 W MICHIGAN AV
U EM73527 709 W MICHIGAN AV
C FL6*013 BOX 1*6
C FL26511 535 MCWHORTER DR
C FL63633
C FL21**0
C FL26511 6*1 7TH
C FL25390 805 S MCKINLEY ST
C FL68738 1528 PENNSYLVANIA AV
2*30 30TH ST
U FL26511 803 19TH ST
U FL26511 977 E PRAIRIE
C FL62519 1*33 8TH AV
U EM725*3 209 WASHINGTON
U FL26511 13* N CHARLOTTE ST
C FL62557 216 N CHESTNUT ST
U EM71397 308 W LOCUST
C FL67266 801 HIGH ST
C ROUTE 29W











SAN FRANCISCO 22 CAL









































































































































































LAS2 904 S 3RD C FL61383
LAS3 1010 S 2ND C FL60521
COM2 903 W NEVADA u EM70152
ED 4 715 W MICHIGAN u EM71150
ENG4 808 S RACE ST u
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 488 c FL26511
ENG4 401 E DANIEL c FL24262
LAS1 404 E JOHN c FL68738
LAS2 1202 W OREGON u EM79665
LAS3 1510 W PARK c FL22431
COM1 1004 S 2ND c
FAA3 312 E ARMORY c FL27614
GRAD 509-202 E GREEN c
LAS1 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 356 c FL26511
COM3 412 E GREEN c FL67984
LAS3 1005 S 2ND c FL67975
ENG4 MRH NOBLE 209 c FL26511
ENG6 907 W GREEN u EM70444
GRAD 1826 ORCHARD PL u
ENG2 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
ENG4 907 S 6TH c FL29625
COM1 111 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 501 W CALIFORNIA u EM70081
GRAD DECATUR ILL
COM3 201 E JOHN c FL61725
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 116 W FLORIDA u EM72091
GRAD 506 S MATHEWS u EM73841
ENG3 706 S RACE u EM71309
AGR4 809 S 5TH c FL23325
GRAD 305 S 3RD c
COM1 1404 E MICHIGAN u
COM3 207 E JOHN c FL67823
ED 4 201 S LINCOLN u EM70567
ENG2 102 E CHALMERS c FL66434
GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS u EM70229
ENG4 809 W STOUGHTON u EM70037
GRAD 406 W CLARK c FL24558
FAA4 210 N HARVEY u
ENG3 108 W WASHINGTON u EM74132
LAS1 901 S 2ND c
FAA4 205 W UNIVERSITY c
AGR2 407 E DANIEL c
ENG3 MRH FORBES 372 c FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 326 c FL26511
ED 5 804 E FLORIDA u EM79008
LAS4 1209 W CLARK u EM77085
LAS4 911 S 4TH c FL67574
LAW3 211 W SPRINGFIELD c FL61941
GRAD 508 W MICHIGAN u EM74158
ENG1 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
ENG2 508 S 4TH c FL63314
GRAD 808 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG3 804 E FLORIDA u EM79008
GRAD 116 W FLORIDA u EM72091
PE 3 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
FAA4 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
COM3 913 S 1ST c FL23605
LAS3 218 GREGORY DR c FL69367
GRAD 508 S STATE c FL61250
ED 4 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
LAS3 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
GRAD 618 RICHARDS LN c FL69167
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL62766
LAS3 MRH FLAGG 326 c FL26511
GRAD 304 S BUSEY u
GRAD 1111 W OREGON u EM51154
JNL4 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
ED 1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 5 c FL265U
LAS1 MRH GARNER 389 c FL26511
LAS4 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
ENG4 803 S 4TH c FL21259
GRAD 911 W SPRINGFIELD u EM22750
ENG4 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
ENG1 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
GRAD 1201 W OREGON u EM 766 11
FAA4 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601
GRAD A38 STADIUM TERR c FL23859
PE 3 MRH GARNER 340 c FL26511
ED 4 103 E SPRINGFIELD c
ENG3 MRH NOBLE 119 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 405 c FL26511
GRAD 810 S 3RD c FL66981
AGR1 309 E JOHN c FL69064
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 482 c FL26511
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 326 c FL265U
109 E 69 TERR
7753 S KINGSTON ST
109 E LINCOLN AV
433 W 100TH ST
260 E 140TH PL
6627 N MOZART







1020 N MAIN ST
101 GLEN VIEW CT
BOX 813
1005 S 2ND ST









RR 5 BOX 63
116 W FLORIDA
1643 WENONAH AV
4520 N AVERS AV
1309 RICHMOND ST





159 N COURT ST
8112 W 44TH ST
RR
411 N CENTFR AV















1067 N MAIN ST





602 E ALLEN ST
120 ORCHARD ST
235 S 19TH ST
7718 COLFAX
9425 S CLIFTON PK AV
SURENDA BENAJCE ST
5831 N VIRGINIA AV
136 CUSTER
2615 S 61ST AV
6343 N ALBANY

















924 18TH AV S E


























































new york 52 n y
chicago 13 ill






























LAUFER DAVID PETER ENG4
LAUGHHUNN DANNY JOSEPH ENG3
LAUNER JAMES RICHARD AGR2
LAURANCE NEAL LOUIS GRAD
LAURENSON JOHN GRAHAM ENG2
LAURENT JAMES EDWARD COM1
LAURENT JOHN FRANKLIN ENG1
LAURENTE ROSA CASTILLO GRAD
LAURIDSEN KURT VICTOR LAW1
LAURY CHARLES MCCRAY AGR4
LAUTER8ACH RITA LOUISE AGR1
LAUTERBORN MARY JOY ED 3
LAVELLE EILEEN JOAN FAA1
LAVELLE JAMES CRAIG COM3
LAVELY JEROME PATRICK COM4
LAVERY LARRY 8RADEN PE 3
LAVICK CHRISTOPHER J COM3
LAVIGNE HILAIRE J JR COM4
LAVIN WILLIAM JOHN SWV4
LAVINN MARIE HARRIETT AGR1
LAVITE JOSEPH PATRICK LAS3
LAVORINI JOHN LORISS COM1
LAW DAVID WINSTON LAS1
LAW JAMES GRUNDON ENG1
LAWDER JAMES ARTHUR JR LAW2
LAWLER ELIZABETH ANN LAS3
LAWLER JULIANNE C LAS2
LAWLER ROBERT WEST LAS3
LAWLER WILLIAM EYRE LAS2
LAWLESS JUDITH ANN LAS1
LAWRENCE CLIFFORD JACK ENG1
LAWRENCE HENRY DWIGHT LAS1
LAWRENCE JANINE JOYCE ED 2
LAWRENCE KATHERINE B LAS1
LAWRENCE NORMAN RICHARD LAW4
LAWRENCE WILLIAM IRA ENG1
LAWRENCE WILLIAM ULRICH JNL3
LAWSE ROBERT LYNN ENG1
LAWSON DAVID EBER FAA4
LAWSON ERWIN CLAIR ENG4
LAWSON GARY LEE AGR3
LAWSON JAMES MARION AGR1
LAWSON RICHARD GENE GRAD
LAWSON ROBERT EUGENE FAA4
LAWTON EDWARD ALBERT JR AGR3
LAWYER WILLIAM HENRY ENG4
LAX WILLIAM PAUL JNL4
LAXEN RICHARD GRANVILLE FAA2
LAY SAMUEL HOUSTON ENG1
LAYMAN LINDA LOUISE LAS2
LAZAR BARBARA ANN LAS4
LAZAR ELLEN LEE ED 2
LAZAR RICHARD SANDER ENG4
LAZAR SHELDON LAS1
LAZARUS ROBERT FREDERIC LAS3
LAZER ANITA JOYCE ED 1
LAZERSON ROBERT MICHAEL LAS3
LAZZARA SAMUEL PETER ENG4
LEABHARD GAYLE ANN ED 3
LEACH ANNA JANICE PE 1
LEACH EUGENE FREMONT ENG4
LEACH JAMES LINDSAY GRAD
LEACH ROSE DORIS LAS1
LEADY ROBERT ALLEN FAA3
LEAF DIANA GAY LAS1
LEAF DIANE DEEG FAA4
LEAF GARY KRISTIAN GRAD
LEAL GLADYS CLEMENS LAS4
LEANER ANNE MARTHA PE 1
LEASURE JAMES DENNIS GRAD
LEASURE LOUISE FRANCES LAS1
LEASURE WlLFORD EUGENE ENG1
LEAVERTON BARBARA LAS1
LEAVERTON JAMES ARTHUR ENG4
LEAVITT DAVID MICHAEL LAS1
LEAVITT JAY MICHAEL FAA3
LEBAN ISTOK MARCO LAS4
LEBECK JOHN EDWARD AGR1
LEBHERZ MICHAEL GARY COM1
LEBLANC RAYMOND ARTHUR SWV3
LEBLANG DENNIS WILLIAM FAA1
LEBO FRANKLIN DWAYNE ENG2
LEBO GEORGE ROBERT GRAD
LEBOE HARVEY ALAN ENG1
LEBOE SANDRA RAE ED 3
LEBOWITZ JOYCE EVE LAS4
LEBOY PHILLIP MATT FAA4
LECKEL JOHN LEROY GRAD
LECOUNT DENNIS CLEO ENG1
LECOUNT GLENN SEYMOUR GRAD
304 E ARMORY
302 E JOHN





















































306 E GREGORY DR
806 S 1ST
12 06 N GOODWIN
508 E ARMORY
905 S LYNN









502 W MICHIGAN AV



















c 8 HARNEYWOLD DR ST LOUIS 21 MO
C FL67981 5 RANOOLPH DR CENTRALIA ILL
U EM73743 RR 2 MODESTO ILL
U EM78548 WINSTED MINN
U 9606 S MORGAN CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL61745 RR 1 COLUMBIA ILL
C FL61745 BOX 227 RR 1 COLUMBIA ILL
U EM78193 BISHIG SURIGAO PHILIPPINES
C 2000 COB8 BLV KANKAKEE ILL
C FL67687 1651 N VERMILION DANVILLE ILL
U EM74071 1301 W JEFFERSON ST JOLIET ILL
C FL29227 612 S PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 309 DEWEY AV NORTHLAKE ILL
U EM74063 3604 HILLSIDE RD EVANSTON ILL
C FL67908 1100 W JEFFERSON JOLIET ILL
C FL26511 1061 E MAIN ST DECATUR 6 ILL
C FL67677 520 CALIFORNIA AV ALTON ILL
C 120 S CUYLER AV OAK PARK ILL
C 5620 S ABERDEEN ST CHICAGO ILL
u 125 E FIR ST NEW LENOX ILL
C FL26511 323 N RAILROAD CENTRALIA ILL
C FL26511 7301 W GEORGE ST ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
C FL26511 CAMP POINT ILL
C FL26511 219 S YALE AV VILLA PARK ILL
C FL62697 2004 ELM ST MURPHYSBORO ILL
U FL265U BOX 183 NOKOMIS ILL
U FL26511 318 CALIFORNIA AV EAST ALTON ILL
U EM79298 2406 GREENWOOD WILMETTE ILL
C 2406 GREENWOOD WILMETTE ILL
U FL26511 3207 14TH ST MOLINE ILL
U 1004 W KING DECATUR ILL
C FL65132 BOX 704 ELMWOOD ILL
U FL26511 300 KATHRYN ST WASHINGTON ILL
C FL61849 2 EDGEWOOD CT DECATUR ILL
C FL24569 15W170 PLAINFIELD HINSDALE ILL
1145 ENGLEWOOD DR RANTOUL ILL
C FL24108 244 N MICHIGAN AV VILLA PARK ILL
C FL26511 315 S ALBANY CHICAGO 12 ILL
C FL24637 604 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
U EM77584 107 N BUSEY AVE UR8ANA ILLINOIS
U EM51462 FAIRVIEW ILL
U EM51462 RR 1 ELLISVILLE ILL
C FL25846 707 BALBOA RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
106 S RICHMOND VILLA GROVE I LLL
C FL26511 RR 1 DIXON ILL
C FL63193 1902 DIANA LANE CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 5235 W BYRON ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 25 CIRCLE DR TERRE HAUTE IND
C FL28809 RR 1 VIRDEN ILL
C FL25170 131 10TH ST LINCOLN ILL
C 3020 W JEROME ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 2717 W JARVIS CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL67994 330 W OIVERSEY PKWY CHICAGO 14 ILL
C 3020 W JEROME CHICAGO 45 ILL
u 1170 LINDEN AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL62516 6336 N BELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C 811 BRUMMEL ST EVANSTON ILL
U EM51408 1206 N GOODWIN AV URBANA ILL
C FL65223 806 WILLIAM RIVER FOREST ILL
U EM77832 905 S LYNN URBANA ILL
C RR 1 MORRISONVILLE ILL
U EM72460 910 N BROADWAY URBANA ILL
U FL26511 920 MAPLE DR MEMPHIS 8 TENN
C 4316 W HIRSCH ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL68738 2456 W 94TH PL EVERGREEN PARK 42 IL
C FL21527 306 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21527 1619 EDGEWATER CHICAGO 26 ILL
U EM74819 1811 CARLE DR URBANA ILL
U FL26511 7235 S WABASH CHICAGO 19 ILL
U EM71226 1405 E WEAVER ST PHILADELPHIA 50 PA
U FL26511 RR 2 GALESBURG ILL
C FL66696 RR 1 WEST YORK ILL
U EM72241 604 MORTON ST BATAVIA ILL
U EM70107 604 MORTON BATAVIA ILL
C FL27891 540 W ADDISON ST CHICAGO ILL
C 2700 W FARWELL CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM71724 2053 W 23RD ST CHICAGO 8 ILL
C FL22331 BOX 1 HARVEL ILL
C 3604 N RILEY AV INDIANAPOLIS 18 IND
3266 KIMBALL TOLEDO 10 OHIO
C FL24855 928 TOMAWADEE LA PARK RIDGE ILL
C 909 S 5TH CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM72780 221 N SCOTT WHEATON ILL
C FL62654 8612 YATES AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL24791 8612 S YATES AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL62501 2000 W 103 ST CHICAGO 42 ILL
C FL62351 6101 N SEELEY CHICAGO ILL
U EM77701 186 SUMNER BLV COLLINSVILLE ILL
U EM76407 RR 1 BOX 9 DANVILLE ILL



























































































PE 3 MRH FLAGG 411 C FL26511
LAS4 MRH FLAGG 411 C FL26511
GRAD
COM2 210 E JOHN c FL63022
FAA4 MRH FORBES 430 c FL26511
LAS3 907 S 4TH c FL67995
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 408 c FL26511
ED 1 306 E GREGORY DR c FL29860
ENG3 502 E SPRINGFIELD AV C
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA U FL26511
LAS3 408 W ILLINOIS u
FAA4 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
GRAD 312 W CLARK c
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON c
FAA2 201 E GREEN c FL67690
COM2 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
AGR2 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63153
COM2 405 S 5TH c FL60687
GRAD 1002 S 2ND c
GRAD 1102 S 2ND c FL23657
GRAD 512 E DANIEL c
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA u EM51244
VM 4 1106 W CALIFORNIA u EM73912
ENG1 RR 1 c
COM4 1006 S 6TH c
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 263 c FL26511
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67435
ENG1 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
GRAD
AGR4 32 TULIP TREE DR Q
ENG4 506 E SPRINGFIELD c
ENG4 1116 W OREGON u EM79105
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA u EM51244
FAA1 313 E ARMORY c FL63856
GRAD 1307 W MAIN u EM77398
FAA4 212 GREGORY DR c
GRAD 902 S LINCOLN u EM73120
GRAD 300-403 S GOODWIN u
ENG4 MRH VAN DOREN 214 c FL26511
COM4 MRH HOPKINS 325 c FL26511
ENG2 211 E WHITE c FL66156
ENG2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1407 SUNSET DR c FL28457
GRAD 1113 S 4TH c FL63017
ENG2 310 E DANIEL c FL68275
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID c FL60795
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR1 202 E GREEN c FL61879
GRAD 1903 SOUTHWOOD DR c FL27292
LAW2 MRH TAFT 318 c FL26511
GRAD 307 S LINCOLN u EM74510
GRAD 605 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 205 E GREEN c
FAA4 302 W LOCUST u
LAS3 302 E JOHN c FL26470
GRAD
LAS4 G50C1 STADIUM TERR c FL68520
LAS4 316 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73379
ENG3 1011 S LOCUST c
LAS3 1210 W CALIFORNIA u
COM3 905 S 1ST c FL26304
GRAD 428 FAIRLAWN DR u EM71032
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 1106 W CALIFORNIA u EM73912
LAS2 808 W CHARLES c FL24029
LAS1 MRH VAN DOREN 20 c FL26511
ENG3 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA3 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
VM 3 TOLONO ILL
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
VM 1 815 N MCKINLEY c
COM2 301 E ARMORY c FL77417
AGR1 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
LAS1 1105 CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 57 E ARMORY c FL67178
GRAD 606 E STOUGHTON c FL60987
ENG4 1109 W MAIN u
AGR1 311 E ARMORY c FL22331
LAW1 MRH VAN DOREN 422 c FL26511
LAS1 907 S 4TH c FL67995
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM4 508 E CHALMERS c
PE 4 907 S 2ND c FL26671
ENG4 H41A STADIUM TERR c FL23585
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
LAS1 404 E JOHN c FL68738
COM1 705 S 6TH c FL63412
2104 S COLLEGE
2104 S COLLEGE ST
607 IOWA
611 N WASHINGTON ST
9425 S TURNER AV
2943 CHASE AV
6124 S MAYFIELD
2 E ROCKET CIRCLE
3 CANAL RD WEST
4009 ADAMS ST
63 KIMBERLEY RD
708 RUA GENERAL MENA
339 W 5TH ST
2017 DONG SOON DONG




140 2 YOUNGDU DONG
2810 N SPAULDING
2 LN 33 SHANGHAI RD
1108 W NEVADA
RR 2 BOX 472
RR 1
2913 ENGLEWOOD TERR




236 W CERMAK RD
20^1 N 18TH AV
1108 W NEVADA
405 S GRAND W
10 LN 74 LIEN YUN ST
609 M MAIN ST
815 W BELDEN AV
215 TOLUN RD
454 MCPHERSON AV





















120 S ROHLWING RD
428 FAIRLAWN DR
9043 LUNA





2354 N 83RD ST
5827 N MULLIGAN AV
210 E REYNOLDS ST
5758 S BLACKSTONE
10 W TERRACE RD
2105 VERNON ST
3539 S DAMEN AV
57 E ARMORY
606 E STOUGHTON




4030 S ARTESIAN AV
RR 1 BOX 95
RR»1
























































































































































































LAS1 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
LAS3 1204 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76611
ENG4 412 E GREEN c FL67984
FAA2 1 SAFFER CT u
COM1 MRH LUNDGREN 4 c FL26511
GRAD 503 S WESTLAWN c FL67355
LAS1 1003 N RANDOLPH c FL65145
AGR2 MRH GARNER 126 c FL26511
ENG4 1003 S 3RD c
LAS3 405 E JOHN c FL62557
GRAD 624 E GREEN c FL69103
AGR3 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
GRAD I486 STADIUM TERR c FL24937
AGR2 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
LAW3 1001 S 1ST c FL65333
ENG3 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG1 401 S LINCOLN u EM73566
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 252 c FL26511
COM1 212 E DANIEL c FL21811
PE 3 211 W WILLIAM c
COM1 907 ILLINOIS u EM79695
ENG1 704 S GREGORY u
ENG4 804 W CHURCH c
COM4 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588
ENG1 MRH VAN DOREN 19 c FL26511
LAS1 903 W NEVADA u EM70152
FAA2 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
LAW1 810 W ILLINOIS u EM78033
SWV4 206 E GREEN c FL68235
ENG2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
COM4 604 E ARMORY c
ENG1 MRH CLARK 207 c FL26511
COM4 1010 S 3RD c FL63021
PE 1 402 E DANIEL c FL20279
AGR1 MRH GARNER c FL26511
AGR4 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
LAS2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS3 MRH FORBES 386 c FL26511
LAS4 905 W OREGON u EM79391
COM3 1008 S 4TH c FL25207
ENG2 MRH LUNDGREN 25 c FL26511
ENG1 206 N ROMINE u
LAS4 291 E JOHN c FL61725
ENG3 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM73773
AGR2 1005 M GREGORY u FL26511
ENG1 MRH GARNER 271 c FL26511
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
GRAD G45C STADIUM TERR c FL25305
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS3 MRH FLAGG 432 c FL26511
GRAD 301 S 1ST c
LAS1 MRH GARNER 389 c FL26511
LAS1 907 S 4TH c
GRAD 305 E ARMORY c FL65831
COM3 408 CHALMERS c FL 64627
LAS2 409 E DANIEL c FL29540
GRAD 204 W HIGH u EM70009
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR2 MRH NOBLE 227 c FL26511
LAS1 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581
GRAD 101 S COLER u
GRAD WARRENSBURG ILL
GRAD 208 E STOUGHTON c
ENG2 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
LAS4 303 E CHALMERS c FL62281
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 344 c FL265U
COM1 311 E GREEN c
ENG1 1008 S 4TH c FL25207
ED 4 1106 S 3RD c FL22058
COM6 1112 W OREGON u EM79298
GRAD 602 E SPRINGFIELD c FL60120
ENG1 404 E DANIEL c
ENG4 508 E GREEN c FL67656
COM1 706 W OHIO IJ EM76741
COM2 310 E JOHN c FL63022
ENG2 52 E ARMORY c FL62396
LAW1 407 W UNIVERSITY c
FAA1 706 W STOUGHTON u EM70566
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM4 1002 S LINCOLN u EM72645
LAS3 1004 W WHITE c FL21250
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 MRH FORBES 346 c FL26511
LAS4 111 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 201 E GREEN c
JNL3






RR 2 BOX 253
1620 N GILBERT ST
624 E GREEN
1640 E EMORY ST









4855 S ADA ST
BALBOA AV 7TH ST
1716 HOWARD AV
505 E NORTH ST
387 N GRACE
110 BONDURANT ST




168 N CONE ST
5930 S SAWYER AV
RR 3 BOX 112 C
10307 MEDILL AV
RR 1








124 HUP SOON LEONG
222 N RIDGELAND
3910 W 84 TH ST
RR 1




7100 S SHORE DR
166 BAMRUNGRAJ RD















2912 W BERWYN AV













729 N OAK PARK AV
3619 W WILSON AV























































































































































































ENG3 MRH GARNER 358 C FL26511
FAA1 MRH FORBES 317 C FL265U
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS2 MRH FLAGG 408 c FL26511
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 410 c FL26511
FAA1 301 E ARMORY c FL67447
LAS1 MRH FORBES 346 c FL26511
JNL4 105 E ARMORY c FL21467
LAS1 47 E CHALMERS c FL6138C
COM4 105 E ARMORY c
LAS4 56 E CHALMERS c
LAS3 402 E DANIEL c
COM1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
LAS3 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 907 BURKWOOD DR u EM 72 801
ENG4 RR 2 u
LAS1 306 DANIEL c
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 4 301 E ARMORY c FL67447
ENG3 1008 W NEVADA u
ED- 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 1104 W UNIVERSITY u EM74413
FAA3 1002 S LINCOLN u EM79796
ED 1 306 E GREGORY c
LAS2 MRH GARNER 350 c FL26511
LAS1 301 E ARMORY c
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM2 401 JOHN c FL67737
GRAD 510 W HIGH u
COM3 MRH HOPKINS 465 c FL26511
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c
COM2 104 E ARMORY c FL62203
ENG1 904 S 6TH c
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 418 c FL26511
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
VM 3 812 W MAIN u EM79802
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
COM4 53 E HEALEY c
ENG1 MRH BARTON 12 c FL26511
COM3 803 S MCCULLOUGH u EM74972
LAS3 611 E DANIEL c FL61840
COM3 301 E ARMORY c FL67447
ENG4 603 S 4TH c FL28456
GRAD 701 W GREEN u EM74053
COM3 412 E GREEN c FL67984
ED 3 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
AGR4 501 E DANIEL c FL29887
LAS1 2 06 E JOHN c
FAA6 707 FAIRWAY DR c FL29480
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS2 MRH FORBES 306 c FL26511
ENG4 212 E GREEN c FL67638
COM4 210 E GREEN c
GRAD H40B STADIUM TERR c FL60176
COM1 706 W OHIO u EM77641
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM1 706 W OHIO u EM76711
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS c FL69697
ENG1 MRH FORBES 354 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LOCUST c FL28446
COM3 406 E JOHN c
LAS1 MRH FORBES 422 c FL26511
ENG4 308 E ARMORY c FL67542
GRAD 407 W GREEN u EM70296
LAW1 212 E JOHN c
ED 2 306 E GREGORY c FL62516
LAS1 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
ENG4 301 W NEVADA u EM76966
ENG2 1304 W STOUGHTON u EM76907
ENG2 MRH NOBLE 104 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 174 c FL26511
ENG3 202 S LYNN u
C0M6 MRH CLARK c FL26511
GRAD 707 S BROADWAY u EM77915
LAS3
COM3 1004 3 4TH c FL61023
GRAD 1105 W ILLINOIS u EM74411
ENG2 305 E GREEN ST c
ED 1 904 S 3RD c FL61383
LAS2 924 W ARMORY c FL29489
FAA4 1003 W ILLINOIS u
ENG1 6 SAFFER CT u EM70245
VM 1 MRH TAFT c FL26511
LAS1 209 S HARTLE u EM77902
GRAD 209 S HARTLE DR u EM77902
LAS1 MRH FORBES c FL26511
COM3 505 E CHALMERS c FL64552





4346 N ALPINE AV
3619 W WILSON AV
6042 N MOZART AV




3318 LAKE SHORE DR
6216 N CENTRAL PK
4344 N RIDGE«AY
907 BURKWOOD












1C99 MOUNT LOWE DR
128 MONEE RD








612 M MAIN ST





215 A 92ND ST












116 E 2ND ST
6955 N KEELER
7305 W 57TH ST





407 M GREEN ST
7816 S SAGINAW AV
7729 S ESSEX AV
327 E 142ND ST
3638 S GUNDERSON AV
76 UN CHAU ST
1714 WlLHELMINA RISE
1252 W COLUMBIA AV
1329 BROOKLANE RD
357 N PLUM ST
8026 LAMBERT
9301 SOUTHWORTH






1239 N TAYLOR AV
3871 SEDGWICK AV
209 S HARTLE












































GLEN ROCK N J
URBANA ILL
CARBONDALE ILL















































lichterman maxine renee las1
llddicoat margaret ann ed 2
lide francis pugh jr grad
llebeck robert h eng*
lieber william morris com3
lieberknecht don walter grad
.ieberman lawrence h las*
.ieberman paul lester com1
.ieberman susan lee faa2
.iebman carol stickler grad
. iebman charles seymour grad
. ifpman ronald allen las2
.iechenstein ethel j grad
.iebovich ellen faye las1
.iedberg donald james las1
_iem karel frederik grad
.ierman antoinette las2
.ieske edward allen eng*
.iessmann james webb eng1
.ifshin jacob david pe 3
.ight dorothy aronson grad
.ight john douglas ed 2
.ight martin grad
.ight norman las1
.ikins gary scott faa2
.ikuski henry john adam grad
.ikuski robert keith grad
.iljeros britta e las*
. iljeros bruce edward faa1
.ill victor anthony las2
.illeleht lembit uno grad
. illey robert wood eng1
.illy lawrence gregory law1
.illy roger dean eng*
.Illy roy sherman las2
_im sin wan eng1
. imber john edward eng3
.
impabhandhu puangsri grad
.inari marion richard grad
.incicome frederick lee com3
.incoln phillip john coma
.ind jack dayton grad
.indahl donald arthur eng1
.
indahl raymond elmer grad
.indberg karl william agr3
.indberg roy eric eng*
.indblom kenneth w faa3
.indbloom kathryn anne las1
. inde lloyd jerome eng*
.
inde thomas frank grad
.indeman frank edward eng1
.indemann ralph elmer las2
.indemann rita ellen las1
. inden ronald edward faa1
.inder deirdre agr3
.indgren kenneth frank eng1
.indgren ronald dean faa1
. indh barbara anne faa2
. indholm byron walter grad
.indley 8erit raffll grad
.indouist david leroy faa3
.
indsay clarence 8 jr las1
.indsay james stephen agr3
.indsey dean jay com1
.indsey gene leroy eng3
.indsey gloria c las3
.indsey hazel paul ed 2
.indsey john michael las1
.indsey william joseph faa*
.
indstrand gordon grad
.indstrom carolyn ruth agr3
.indstrom david gustaf las*
.indstrom david herbert las1
.indstrom john arnold agr1
.indstrom paul david las3
.indstrom ralph raymond grad
.inehan dennis randall agr2




ingard donald robert grad
.
ingawi hamad abdullah faa1
.ingle linda lee las*
ink gerda lenor las*
ink leonard lloyd eng3
ink robert lee eng1
ink ronald charles las3
inkemer richard s pe *
inkinhoker carl lamont eng*
. inkow judith ann ed 2
MRH HOPKINS *22

























































































C FL265U *956 N HARDING CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 6502 N LEAVITT CHICAGO *5 ILL
U EM2117* 132 PARK AV GRAYSLAKE ILL
U EM788*0 225 SOUTH ST WAKE FOREST N CAR
U EM79*38 1702 E LIBERTY DR WHEATON ILL
C FL26511 6020 N MONTICELLO CHICAGO *5 ILL
C 5620 WILLIAM ST OMAHA 6 NEBR
U EM7223* 718 MANOR CT BROOKLYN 35 N Y
C FL67995 2231 E 67TH ST CHICAGO *9 ILL
U FL26511 6026 N CHRISTIANA CHICAGO *5 ILL
U EM7*887 1011 W FAIRCHILD DANVILLE ILL
U EM7*887 31 SHORE DR N BAY HI ' MIAMI *5 FLA
C FL26511 12*7 ELM WINNETKA ILL
U EM73767 106 MEADE AV PASSAIC N J
U FL26511 2915 BRENDENWOOD RD ROCKFORD ILL
C FL65132 20 N RIVER ST 8ATAVIA ILL
C FL29871 DJL DR RUM 26 BANDUNG INDONESIA
C FL22795 1007 S WESTLAWN CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 38*1 N ODELL AV CHICAGO 3* ILL
C FL675*2 115 GALE AV ELGIN ILL
C FL67*51 *5** N MONTICELLO CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM7757* 805 W OREGON URBANA ILL
C FL28239 807 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM7757* 805 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
C 2*3* W FARRAGUT CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL61766 RR OREANA ILL
U BURMIS ALTA CANADA
U FL26511 BURMIS ALTA CANADA
C 10717 S PARNELL CHICAGO 28 ILL
C FL67583 10717 S PARNELL CHICAGO 28 ILL
C FL26511 21*9 CLINTON AV NEW YORK 57 N Y
C FL23605 R650 DEERFIELD DR SEABROOK N J
C FL26511 2519 WOODLAND AV S CHARLESTON 3 W VA
C FL67871 92*0 S 73RD AV OAKLAWN ILL
U EM73*15 301 W BIRCH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 KINGSTON ILL
C FL67266 51 BRANKSOME RD SINGAPORE 15 MALAYA
C 2732 W 9*TH EVERGREEN PK *2 ILL
C FL28133 * SRISOMBOON ST SUKHODAYA THAILAND
C 5378 N E 1*TH ST DES MOINES 13 IOWA
BOX 185 PHILO ILL
C FL6189* 5820 N KENMORE ST CHICAGO *0 ILL
C POLSON MONT
U EM7685* 821 FREMONT AV MORRIS ILL
U EM77*60 1206 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL26511 1107 OAKLEY AV ROCKFORD ILL
U *02 E HIGH URBANA ILL
c 1031 OAK ST WINNETKA ILL
U FL26511 22*9 W 91ST ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
C FL65766 1*1*7 SCHOOL ST CHICAGO 27 ILL
C FL26511 511 BADGER ST S MILWAUKEE WISC
C FL668*2 53*7 W SCHUBERT CHICAGO 39 ILL
C FL67737 723 WEBSTER ST OTTAWA ILL
U FL26511 723 WEBSTER ST OTTAWA ILL
C FL2*569 226 ROBERTA LN CHICAGO HTS ILL
U EM7*071 9*8 RALEIGH RD GLENVIEW ILL
C FL2322* 30* LEGRANDE AURORA ILL
U EM79319 15*5 *1ST ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
U EM26500 38** W 68TH PL CHICAGO 29 ILL
RR 5 DANVILLE ILL
U EM72298 PROF DAHLSGT 39 OSLO NORWAY
C 8951 SHERMER RD MORTON GROVE ILL
C FL67629 *508 IDLEWlLD LANE HILLSIDE ILL
C FL62222 302 N CHERRY LEXINGTON ILL
BOX 113 THOMASBORO ILL
U RR 2 EAST ST LOUIS ILL
U FL26511 1*10 W 1*TH CHICAGO ILL
U RR 2 EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C FL6**36 815 SHERWOOD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 61* S 7TH VINCENNES IND
U EM78851 306 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U FL265U 1008 PEALE AV PARK RIDGE ILL
U EM77826 202 W PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
C FL26511 1031* S FAIRFIELD AV CHICAGO *3 ILL
C FL2986* 153* WILMETTE AV WILMETTE ILL
C 1008 PEALE AV PARK RIDGE ILL
u 308 OAK ST ISHPEMING MICH
U EM77363 1011 E ROCKWELL ARLINGTON HTS ILL
C FL26511 26 6TH ST NORANDA CANADA
U EM7898* 12 CHINGTIEN ST TAIPEI CHINA
C FL28*12 15 HEDGE CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22896 SAUDI ARABIA
U EM71173 20 21 WIGGINS AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
U FL26511 509 W PEARL JERSEYVILLE ILL
C RR * STERLING ILL
C FL6798* RR * STERLING ILL
U EM7531* 170* PLEASANT URBANA ILL
C FL6*119 1106 S EUCLID ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67622 369 63RD ST CLARENDON HILLS ILL
C FL22058 5236 WRIGHT TERR SKOKIE ILL
LINKUS WILLIAM THOMAS ENG4
LINNEMAN WILLIAM R GRAD
LINNENBURGER LARRY LEE ENG3
LINSE VONNE DUANE ENG2
LlNSKY JOAN OGOEN ED 6
LINSLEY DENNIS KEITH ED 1
LINSTER RICHARD LEO GRAD
LIONBERGER WARREN WAYNE GRAD
LIPE LAWRENCE ALFRED ENG4
LlPINSKI PAUL RICHARD ENG4
LIPMAN ALVIN SHIEL ENG3
LIPMAN BURTON CHARLES ENG3
LIPOFSKY BARTON JAY LAS2
LIPOFSKY MARVIN BENTLY FAA2
LIPOWICH MAURY FAA4
LIPOWICH SHELLEY RUBEN LAS3
LIPPA BARRY NEIL LAS3
LIPPE DERRILYN KNUDTSON GRAD
LIPPE ROBERT ARTHUR COMA
LIPPERT HENRY THOMPSON GRAD
LIPPINCOTT MICHAEL LYNN AGR1
LIPSEY BAR8ARA MAE ED 1
LIPSON DAVID EARL COM4
LIPSON LEON WARREN LAS2
LIPSON MURIEL ROSIN ED 4
LlPTAK GREGORY JAMES JNL3
LISEC THEODORE AVI3
LISEC WARREN MICHAEL FAA4
LISICK RONALD PAUL COM4
LISNEK ELLIOTT JNL4
LISS ARTHUR COM2
LISS DONALD MEYER GRAD
LISS EDMUND JOHN ENG4
LISS JAMES JOHN JR ENG3
LISS NATALIE ANN LAS1
LISSNER MICHAEL WARREN COM3
LIST MERLE SANDRA LAS1
LISTER IRVIN THOMAS LAS2
LISTER JAMES LEON GRAD
LISTICK MICHAEL COM2
LISTON PHYLLIS MARION GRAD
LISTON RICHARD LEE ENG2
LISTON THOMAS SHERWOOD COM3
LISTON WILLIAM THOMAS GRAD
LISZKA THOMAS JOHN ENG2
LITERSKIS ILONA MARIA LAS2
LITHERLAND JAMES M LAS2
LITNEY JANET BAR FAA1
LITSEY BARBARA KAY ED 1
LITSEY STEPHEN DOUGLAS LAS3
LITSIKAS GEORGE PETE ENG3
LITTEKEN ALOYS HERMAN ENG1
LITTLE CARL ALLYN LAS1
LITTLE JANET ELLEN JNL3
LITTLEMEYER JOHN E COM1
LITTLEWOOD JOHN MILES GRAD
LITTMANN WILLIAM MARVIN ENG4
LITVAN LEONARD J JR ENG1
LITVAN ROBERT DAVID GRAD
LITVAY THOMAS RUDOLPH COM1
LITVIN FREDERICK D AV I
1
LITZ DENNIS ROBERT ENG1
LITZENBERG JOHN DALE COM2
LIU CHAOHUA LAS4
LIU CHAO NING GRAD
LIU CHUNG YEH GRAD
LIU ELIZABETH HWAIYING GRAD
LIU JANE SCHOLASTICA GRAD
LIU MARGARET CHUNGWAH AGR4
LIU RUEY WEN GRAD
LIU THOMAS KUANHSIEN GRAD
LIVERMAN ROBERT DIBRELL GRAD
LIVESAY SHIRLEY LEFFEL COM2
LIVEY RAMONA ELIZABETH LAS1
LIVINGSTON ANN FLORENCE LAS4
LIVINGSTON BARBARA J GRAD
LIVINGSTON BARRY M LAS*
LIVINGSTON DAVID OTIS LAS1
LIVINGSTON DON HOWARD AGR1
LIVINGSTON MICHAEL L LAS1
LIVINGSTON REX EDGAR ENG3
LIXVAR JOHN PAUL ENG1
LIZDENIS IRENE RIMA COM3
LLOYD EVAN RUSSELL FAA3
LLOYD JOHN PHILLIP AGR1
LLOYD ROBERT ALLEN ENG1
LOAR DAVID RANDOLPH COM2
LOAR VALERIE ED 1
LOBERG RALPH BARRY COM3

























































































302 E GREGORY DR
606 W OHIO
U EM73476 1107 E WASHINGTON SI URBANA ILL
C FL24740 7 STRIEGEL CT NORMAL ILL
C FL22935 RR 1 WARSAW ILL
C FL25208 RR 1 ARROWSMITH ILL
U EM75328 2012 BURLISON DR URBANA ILL
C 945 S VINE ST HINSDALE ILL
C FL28439 750 SHERIDAN ST AURORA ILL
705 N NILES ST TUSCOLA ILL
C FL67908 1408 RIECHMAN ST CHESTER ILL
C FL67955 5808 S ROCKWELL ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL26511 6318 N CLAREMONT CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL67679 637 KINCAID HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL67451 511 PALLADIUM DR JOLIET ILL
C FL67994 215 S COOK ST BARRINGTON ILL
U EM73423 KIRYAT SHMUEL HAIFA ISRAEL
U EM73423 1306 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
U EM74336 2832 W FARGO CHICAGO ILL
C FL65621 905 S 2ND ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL65621 905 S 2ND ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 711 S ELWOOD TULSA 19 OKLA
U EM72532 RR 2 PITTSFIELD ILL
U FL26511 6527 N RICHMOND CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL60890 5225 N LACROSSE AVE CHICAGO ILL
C FL67921 5225 N LACROSSE CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL60890 2847 W PALMER ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL63353 410 N EVERETT STREATOR ILL
U EM78892 1122 N MITCHELL ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL25272 1122 N MITCHELL ST ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
U EM72841 512 S STATE ST WESTVILLE ILL
U EM51305 7038 S MERRILL AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL67921 6414 N MAPLEWOOD CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM73971 700 LENOX AV MIAMI BEACH FLA
C FL67608 10514 S SACRAMENTO CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL67984 3211 W LEMOYNE CHICAGO ILL
C FL69340 10514 S SACRAMENTO CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL67679 3238 W ARDMORE CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL64420 2949 W MORSE AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM73426 913 S LYNN URBANA ILL
U INGRAHAM ILL
C FL67654 6548 N WASHTENAW CHICAGO 45 ILL
U 26 ARGYLE RD EGGERTSVILLE N Y
C FL26511 BOX 384 WINNEBAGO ILL
U EM76407 402 S MARKET KNOXVILLE ILL
U 4 E HYATT AV MT KISCO N Y
C FL67560 15737 FINCH AV HARVEY ILL
U EM76611 3343 S LOWE AV CHICAGO 16 ILL
U EM73116 RR 1 MT CARMEL ILL
U FL26511 300 S CLIFTON PARK RIDGE ILL
U FL26511 238 HAZEL AV EAST ST LOUIS ILL
U EM73773 238 HAZEL AV EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C 3810 N MARSHFIELD AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL65990 TRENTON ILL
C FL63631 PASADENA DR CASEYVILLE ILL
U FL26511 BOX 46 RR 1 JANESVILLE WIS
C FL26511 1712 SWANWICK CHESTER ILL
C FL26511 LA MOILLE ILL
C FL29203 5511 CORNELL CHICAGO 15 ILL
C FL61847 803 E WASHINGTON PITTSFIELD ILL
C 803 E WASHINGTON PITTSFIELD ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 N YORK RD HINSDALE ILL
U EM79319 2510 26TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
C FL65990 1523 BERWICK WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL63515 362 MELROSE LN CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C 1 ALLEY 4 LANE 16 TAIPEI FORMOSA
C HSIN SHEN S RD TAIPEI FORMOSA
U EM51132 NANKING WEST RD TAIPEI FORMOSA
C FL21071 609 E PARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL28133 885 WEST END AV NEW YORK 25 N Y
U EM71297 19 SING YANG ST TAIPEI CHINA
U EM75955 19 SING YANG ST TAIPEH TAIWAN
C FL66893 CHIEN KUO W RD SHANGHAI CHINA
C FL26511 840 W HIGHLAND AV SAN BERNARDINO CALIF
C FL62545 101 WABASH AV MATTOON ILL
U EM74071 RED OAK RD WALNUT ILL
C FL66870 175 N TAYLOR OAK PARK ILL
U BOX 265 GRAMBLING 5 LA
C FL63022 202 S KENSINGTON ST LAGRANGE ILL
C FL26511 202 S KENSINGTON LA GRANGE ILL
C FL63152 RR 1 BEMENT ILL
C FL25156 175 W TAYLOR OAK PARK ILL
C FL25309 ALPHA ILL
C FL26511 8037 N OZARK NILES 48 ILL
U FL26511 1019 W 32ND ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67871 820 S 8TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 PESOTUM ILL
C FL26511 6342 N ARTESIAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
C CMR 158 DETWEILLER PEORIA ILL
U EM75425 DETWEILLER DR PEORIA 5 ILL
C FL62485 2220 W FARWELL CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM72812 DONOVAN ILL
LOCHMANN GEORGE THOMAS ENG1
LOCICERO VINCENT GRAD
LOCKETT ALAN ABRAHAM ENG1
LOCKHART DON GALEN ENG1
LOCKHART JOSEPH NORMAN LAS3
LOCKHART ROBERT GREGORY ENG4
LOCKNER JOHN HENRY FAA3
LOCKWOOD JAMES KELLY LAS1
LOCKWOOD STUART MINOR COM2
LODATO MARLENE CLAIR PE 1
LOEB HANNAH ED 1
LOEB SALLY FILEEN ED 1
LOEB SANDRA JEAN LAS4
LOEBEL JOHN RUSSEL COM1
LOE8L DOROTHY JOANNE ED 3
LOEK ALLAN PAUL LAS1
LOEVEN ROBERT HENRY LAS3
LOEWY NANCY ANNE ED 1
LOGAN GARY JOE LAS4
LOGAN JAMES ARTHUR LAS3
LOGAN NADA LOIS LAS1
LOGAN RAY EDGER COM4
LOGEMAN JOHN IV ENG1
LOGSDON JAMES G JR VM 1
LOGSDON LOREN LEROY GRAD
LOHBAUER JEANETTE LEE ED 4
LOHMAN DAVID GEORGE ENG2
LOHMAN LAUREL ALICE LAS4
LOHMEIER DARRELL GEORGE ENG3
LOHNER RICHARD CARL LAS1
LOHNER WILLIAM PETER ENG4
LOHRENZ MAROLD HERMAN GRAD
LOKENSGARD ANNA C LAS1
LOLLAR FRANK ALBERT JR ENG4
LOLLINO FRANK VITO PE 1
LOMASK KIRSTEN IRENE GRAD
LOMASK SAMUEL FAA6
LOMONT JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
LONDAK BERNADETTE G LAS2
LONDON PERRY LAS6
LONDOS GAIL GWENDOLYN LAS2
LONDRIGAN MICHAEL J COM1
LONDRIGAN THOMAS FOSTER LAW1
LONG DOROTHEA ARTHALENE ED 1
LONG EDMUND LEWIS ENG3
LONG GORDON DEAN LAS4
LONG JEROME RUDISILL GRAD
LONG JOHN HENRY LAS1
LONG LARRY CHARLES COM1
LONG PATRICIA ANN AGR3
LONG RICHARD THOMAS AGR4
LONG SHERMAN COM4
LONG WILLIAM GORDON ENG4
LONGANECKER LARRY LEE ENG1
LONGENECKER GEORGE W GRAD
LONGFORD KAREN MAY LAS1
LONGHI RAYMOND GRAD
LONGLEY CHARLES SPURR GRAD
LONGLEY JOHN MARLIN GRAD
LONGNECKER ALBERT ALAN ENG4
LONGO JOSEPH PAUL JR LAS1
LONGSHORE HELEN LYNCH GRAD
LONGWELL THOMAS F ENG2
LOOCHTAN HARVEY COM1
LOOFBOURROW JOYCE KAREL FAA3
LOOKER JEROME JORDAN GRAD
LOOMIS DIANE LAS3
LOOMIS EDWIN EARL LAS1
LOOMIS SUE GRAD
LOPATKA ALAN BRUCE LAS3
LOPEZ KENNETH G COM1
LOPEZ RAFAEL SAMUEL LAS1
LOOUIST LELAND CHARLES ENG2
LORBER CAROLYN FERN ED 2
LORBERGS ASTRIDA LAS3
LORD DAVID OWEN ENG4
LORD FREDRICK CLAY JR COM1
LORD JULIA WOOD GRAD
LORD NANCY JANE LAS3
LORD WILLIAM JACKSON JR GRAD
LOREK THEODORE JOHN JR COM3
LORENTZ ROYCE ALLEN ENG1
LORENZ ALBERT ROY LAW1
LORENZ GILBERT JR GRAD
LORENZ THOMAS JOSEPH FAA4
LORING MYRNA LEE LAS3
LOSCH MARJORIE BRAUN VM 3
LOSCH WILLIAM REEL VM 3
LOSCHKY GEORGE HENRY FAA3





















1005 W GREGORY DR
































































1005 W GREGORY DR
RR 3 DANVILLE RD
RR 3 DANVILLE RD
311 E ARMORY
305 E JOHN
C FL67981 110 BLUFF VIEW LANE COLLINSVILLE ILL
U EM72011 906 S VINE URBANA ILL
C FL67921 2853 FARRAGUT CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL24262 BOX 293 GREENVIEW ILL
U EM72354 717 E HONEYWELL HOOPESTON ILL
C FL28456 P BOX 297 GREENVIEW ILL
C FL66934 2125 N 75TH CT ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
U 2015 S 1ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL67574 998 S MYRTLE KANKAKEE ILL
U EM75459 2717 COUNTRY CLUB DR OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL
U FL26511 1318 HYDE PARK BLV CHICAGO 15 ILL
U FL26511 6118 N KIMBALL CHICAGO 45 ILL
C 438 CHRISTIE ST OTTAWA ILL
U EM74940 1408 7TH ST HIGHLAND ILL
C FL61383 5160 POST RD RIVERDALE 71 N Y
U EM70468 573 W 3RD ST ELMHURST ILL
C FL62222 434 W ORLEANS PAXTON ILL
U FL26511 4347 N HERMITAGE CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM79702 607 S DOUGLAS SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL65132 175 SHABBONA DR PARK FOREST ILL
U FL26511 157 PRAIRIE WILMETTE ILL
C FL65132 175 SHABBONA DR PARK FOREST ILL
C FL60687 729 ROBBINS TERR CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM71485 RIDGWAY ILL
C FL69606 RR 1 BOX 8 VERSAILLES ILL
C FL27247 625 FOREST AV ELGIN ILL
C FL63515 4058 GRAND AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
U FL26511 4058 GRAND AV WESTERN SPGS ILL
C FL63314 RR 1 DAVIS ILL
C FL63231 1700 MARCEE LANE NORTHBROOK ILL
U 1700 MARCEE LANE NORTHBROOK ILL
U EM70098 NEW HOLLAND ILL
U FL26511 630 MAPLE AV WILMETTE ILL
U 604 W PARK ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 4943 CRYSTAL CHICAGO 51 ILL
U 1117 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
U 1117 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
C FL27536 201 N LYNN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71793 955 E 84TH ST CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL21837 715 SOUTHWEST DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 8114 S LOREL OAK LAWN ILL
C 24 VILLA GROVE SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM79544 24 VILLA GROVE SPRINGFIELD ILL
RR 1 OAKWOOD ILL
C FL67560 2319 7TH ST LU880CK TEXAS
C FL67266 74 W NORTH ST GALESBURG ILL
C FL26511 703 TAFT ST LAFAYETTE LA
C FL24231 9 SYCAMORE LANE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL67981 2801 GRAND AV GRANITE CITY ILL
C FL61879 RR 3 BOX 152 Elgin ill
C RR 1 BAYLIS ILL
C FL67656 321 OAK WAUKEGAN ILL
U 13 JONES AV AMBOY ILL
C 1814 17TH AV STERLING ILL
U EM74435 4021 HIAWATHA DR MADISON 5 WIS
U FL26511 819 S ELMHURST AV MT PROSPECT ILL
U 75 OAK ST PLYMOUTH MASS
U 11 MAPLE ST NORWAY MAINE
U EM77330 11 MAPLE ST NORWAY MAINE
C FL21777 1411 E CASS ST JOLIET ILL
C FL61766 835 LAKE VISTA RD WINTHROP HARBOR ILL
C FL66870 810 W NEVADA ST URBANA ILL
C FL265U 116 N PINE MOUNT PROSPECT ILL
U 5849 EMERSON MORTON GROVE ILL
C FL24671 2234 LIND ST OUINCY ILL
C FL60803 CT 7 S 3RD ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 608 E 7TH CENTRALIA ILL
U RR 4 SALEM ILL
C FL21090 1707 E WASHINGTON BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL66112 405 HAWTHORNE AV ELMHURST ILL
C FL22920 4200 FOREST AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL26511 BOX 94 BAYAMON PUERTO RICO
C FL26511 6141 S WASHTENAW CHICAGO 29 ILL
U FL26511 7407 PAXTON AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
U FL26511 4324 W HADDON CHICAGO ILL
C FL29692
C FL24254 421 N W 4TH ST GALVA ILL
U EM70176 403 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
U FL26511 421 NORTHWEST 4TH ST GALVA ILL
C FL67123 2004 PARKDALE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL60898 12157 S JUSTINE ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL63515 RR 2 BOX 75 CHESTER ILL
C 517 ST LOUIS RD COLLINSVILLE ILL
U EM76723 302 W CALIFORNIA AV URBANA ILL
C FL63323 RR 1 BOX 183 HARTLAND WISC
U FL26511 CAMDEN ILL
U EM73900 OVERMANS TR PK URBANA ILL
U EM73900 RR*3 URBANA ILL
C FL22331 4220 N MASON CHICAGO ILL
C FL60733 49 TIERNEY PL EAST ST LOUIS ILL
LOSOFF MARTIN COM3
LOTMAN SHARON ETHEL LAS1
LOTTER RICHARD JOHN ENG*
LOTTERMAN STANLEY ENG1
LOTTS JACK EDWARD ENG1
LOTZ THEODORE VICTOR LAS*
LOUBSKY WILLIAM JOSEPH ENG1
LOUDERBACK KENNETH B LAS1
LOUDON ROGER WILLIAM AGR1
LOUGHER MARILYN COZAD COM1
LOUGHMILLER EDWARD A LAS*
LOUSSAERT EDWARD JAMES ENG2
LOUZENSKY INA IRENE PE 3
LOVE JAMES OLIVER LAS*
LOVE KENNETH DEL FAA2
LOVE NANCY BEE LAS2
LOVE RALPH ROBERT FAA3
LOVE RONALD BRUCE LAS3
LOVE STANLEY LAVERNE COM3
LOVELACE WALLACE JAY ENG2
LOVELLETTE LlNDELL JAY AGR3
LOVESTED GARY EARL COM2
LOVETT JAMES EDWIN ENG1
LOVETT MARCUS JR LAS3
LOVINGER RONALD JASON FAA2
LOVITSCH ALAN FREDRICK ENG1
LOW GERALD DAI SUN ENG1
LOWDEN JAMES EDWARD JR LAS3
LOWE JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
LOWE THELMA LARSON LAS2
LOWE THOMAS PHILIP LAS1
LOWENSTEIN DOROTHY ANN LAS2
LOWENTHAL HENRY GRAD
LOWER LARRY MAX ENG1
LOWER MARTIN PAUL LAS1
LOWER MICHAEL RHODES AGR3
LOWERY JUDITH LEAH LAS3
LOWERY LARRY EUGENE COM1
LOWMAN PATRICIA ANN LAS*
LOWRY ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
LOWRY WILLIAM LOUIS JR ENG3
LOY ARTHA SUE LAS3
LOYD DOROTHY FRANCES GRAD
LOYET DAVID ARTHUR FAA3
LOZAR CHARLES CLYDE ENG1
LU LEE SHIEN ENG1
LU WEIJUNE GRAD
LUBAN WILLIAM LOUIS AGR1
LUBINA RICHARD HENRY ENG1
LUCAS DAVID WAYNE LAS2
LUCAS EARL YEATES LAS1
LUCAS KAREN SUE LAS1
LUCAS STEPHEN BARRY ENG*
LUCASH FRANK SYLVESTER GRAD
LUCCHESI ORESTE JOSEPH ENG*
LUCCO MARINA LOUISE LAS2
LUCK MORRIS DAVID AGR*
LUCKADO PENELOPE ANN FAA1
LUCKETT JANICE ROSE LAS2
LUCKMAN RAMONA LEE LAS1
LUCKSINGER RICHARD A LAS1
LUCZAK CAROL ANN LAS*
LUCZYNSKI WALTER THOMAS GRAD
LUDEKE KENNETH JOHN COM3
LUDLAM PATRICIA CAIN ED 1
LUDLOW JERALD BLANCH FAA1
LUDWIG GLEN RUSSELL AGR1
LUDWIG JAMES GEORGE LAS2
LUDWIG THOMAS EDWARD COM3
LUEBBE ARTHUR LAWRENCE ENG1
LUEBKE CHARLENE E ED *
LUEHRING CAROLE HELEN ED 3
LUEHRING ROBERT JAMES PE 2
LUEKING JANE ELLEN PE 1
LUENSMAN DAVID ALAN LAS1
LUETKEMEYER JOSEPH F JR GRAD
LUH FENG SHYANG GRAD
LUHMANN PHILIP ROBERT GRAD
LUKAS RAYMOND VALENTINE FAA*
LUKAS RUTA ONA LAS3
LUKAS VICTOR THOMAS LAS*
LUKAS WILLIAM GENE COM2
LUKE KENNETH WILLIAM ENG3
LUKEN RONALD LEIGH FAA1
LUKER CAROL WROBLEWSKI LAS*
LUKERT MICHAEL THOMAS LAS3
LUM DORIS JEAN AGR2
LUM ZOANNE SHIN FU AGR3
LUND CLARENCE ALFRED GRAD




















































1109 S LINCOLN AV
MRH NOBLE *27




1005 W GREGORY OR
1005 W GREGORY DR































C FL6765* 5100 N BERNARD
U FL26511 6538 N MAPLEWOOD
C FL25771 78*3 ELMGROVE DR
C FL26511 *808 N SPRINGFIELD
C FL28570 195 NORTHWOOD RD
C FL26511 321 WASHINGTON
C FL26511 5010 W PARKER AV
C FL26511 515 W 2ND
C FL60521
C 615 W HEALEY
C FL2*309 903 S *TH ST
U EM79298 120* *5TH ST
U FL26511 5331 S CAMP3ELL AV
U 51* E ADAMS
C FL67583 9952 S CLAREMONT
C FL66*3* 2935 N CLARK ST
C FL26511 6112 LANDERS
20 8 W MADISON
U 907 S 15TH
U 161* W MAIN
C RR 3
c 2502 30TH ST
C FL26511 26*1 7TH ST
C FL6099* 1505 W JOHN ST
U EM76711 7325 S CONSTANCE
C FL67629 3132 S KEDVAlE AV
U EM73378 3037 KAHALOA DR
C 1050 H BERWYN
C FL68116 E 32 C STAD TERR
C FL68116 E32C STADIUM TERR
C FL26511 5603 LINDEN AV
C FL21170 901 S 1ST ST
C FL26511 17*9 E 67TH ST
C 130* N NEIL
C FL62563 923 W GROVE ST
C FL67975 RR 1 BOX 26
C FL676*9 25*1 E 106TH ST
C FL21736 2620 FARRELLY AV
U EM75*27 810 ARGYLE AV
C FL29028 611 W CLARK
C FL26183 6*0 N GROVE
'J FL26511
C FL29015 PO BOX 66*
C FL25151 1900 PINE
C 702 N SPRING AV
C FL63866 31 LANE 36* 1ST SEC
U EM78890 118 CHIEN KUO RO N
U EM7*971 619 BUFFALO
U EM71075 **31 LONGWOOD AV
C FL68990 902 S EAST ST
C FL26511 513 COWLES AV
U EM722*1 **57 ESTES
C FL26511 513 COWLES AV
C FL26511 209 E MONROE
C 6510 W 17*TH ST
C FL62571 20* BANNER
C FL67622 RR 3
U FL26511 *09 N WINNEBAGO
U FL26511 *669 W PETERSON
U FL26511 2*36 W SHERWIN
C FL26511 3717 PLAINFIELD
C FL625*5 2130 S MARSHALL BLV
U 207 E GREEN ST
C FL2*75* 1255 W WAVELAND
U EM75*16 *15 S 6TH AV
C FL69571 BOX 156
C FL26511 RR
U 2055 W BYRON ST
C FL25886 *103 LINDLEY
C FL6T52* 5263 RELLUK DR
C FL68858 8527 OGLESBY AV
C FL21198 923 S CLINTON
C FL675*2 1*22 S 13TH AV
U EM75*50 *230 BRETON DR
C FL26511 8*8 GROVE ST
C FL699*5 2*25 S 11TH AV
C *7 SEE MENG RD
c 5752 MARYLAND AV
C FL26511 **59 S CALIFORNIA AV
U FL26511 112* W 17TH ST
C 1109 S ARBOR
C FL26511 1607 W MAIN
C FL61813 1539 JENKINSON CT
C FL65132 RR 1






U EM78906 162*-B1 ALABAMA DR



























































































LUND ELSPETH L GRAD
LUND HERBERT WINTER COM4
LUNDAHL JOAN LOUISE ED 3
LUNDBERG WALTER VERNER ENG3
LUNDBERG WAYNE LEONARD ENG2
LUNDE ANDREA LAS1
LUNDE RICHARD LOHMANN ENG3
LUNDEEN CONNIE MAE LAS1
LUNDEEN JOHN VICTOR FAA6
LUNDELL WILLIAM JOHN FAA3
LUNDERGAN JUNE FLORENCE LAS1
LUNDGREN ROBERT ARNOLD ENG3
LUNDIN HARVEY ALLEN GRAD
LUNDIN ROBERT FOLKE GRAD
LUNDQUIST MARY DENISE ED 1
LUNDOUlST NANCY NELL FAA2
LUNDSTEN JOHN MERTON FAA2
LUNDSTROM SUSAN LOUISE LAS1
LUNDY JACK EDWARD COM1
LUNDY LAWRENCE JOSEPH FAA3
LUNOUIST WILLIAM BARRY ENG1
LUPI FRANK COM3
LURIE FRED MARCUS GRAD
LURIE GEORGIA MAY LAS3
LUSCOM3E JAMES MEAD ENG1
LUSE JOHN EDWARD PE 1
LUSK CAROL ANN ED 3
LUSSENHOP KENNETH A COM3
LUSSIE WILLIAM GORDON LAS2
LUSTFIELD CHARLES D LAS4
LUSTFIELD SUSAN CAMILLA LAS1
LUSTIG HANS ALBERT JNL4
LUSZ LARRY DEAN ENG3
LUTHER KENNETH MODEAN ED 6
LUTHER LAWRENCE A ENG4
LUTOSTANSKI LOUIS M ENG4
LUTZ GEORGE AITKEN AGR2
LUTZ MARY ELIZABETH GRAD
LUTZ RICHARD ANTHONY ENG4
LUTZ RICHARD HAROLD FAA4
LUTZ RONALD JON ENG3
LUTZ WAYNE EDWIN LAS2
LUTZHOFF JUDITH ANNE LAS1
LUX TED OSCAR ENG1
LUXEN ROBERT JOHN ENG1
LUXFORD BRUCE ENG1
LUXTON JOHN WALTER ENG3
LWIN YAN NAING GRAD
LYDY DAVID LEE GRAD
LYKE MURIEL ALLGOOD GRAD
LYLE DEL8ERT STEPHEN LAW3
LYLE MARGERY ETHEL ED 1
LYMAN JUDITH ANN COM3
LYNCH ALAN JAMES ENG1
LYNCH CHARLES THEODORE GRAD
LYNCH DAVID HINDS COM4
LYNCH JACK MICHAEL COM3
LYNCH JUDY KAREN LAS2
LYNCH SHEILA SUE ED 1
LYNCH VIRGINIA RAE ED 6
LYNGE WALTER CLARENCE LAS1
LYNK CHARLES NELSON JR ENG4
LYON CHARLOTTE E GRAD
LYON JOHN STANLEY FAA2
LYON WILLIAM CARL LAS3
LYONS ALICE LAS2
LYONS EDWARD JR FAA1
LYONS KEVIN JOSEPH AGR4
LYONS ROBERT LEE LAS1
LYTLE JAMES CRAYTON COM4
LYTTON DALE FRANKLIN GRAD
MA HSIAO JIONG GRAD
MA ROBERT CHUENG SHYANG GRAD
MABRY GEORGE CHARLES LAS1
MACAFEE JERRY DALE ENG4
"ACAFFE JUDY LYN FAA2
MACAITIS WILLIAM ANTON LAS3
MACALUSO DIANA ROSE LAS1
MACANDEP CAROL ELAINE LAS2
MACCALLUM JOHN M JR GRAD
MACDONALD JAMES DOUGLAS LAS2
MACDOUGALL SANDRA LtF LAS1
MACEACHERN BERNARD A LAS2
MACEOA EMMA MADARANG GRAD
MACFARLANE ROSS B GRAD
MACGINNITIE WALTER J LAS4
MACGREGOR JAMES G GRAD
MACHAMER IDABELLE K GRAD
MACHAS RICHARD FRANK FAA3













1107 W GREEN ST



































804 E FAIRLAWN DR
720 BALBOA DR







































324 ALABAMA CHRISMAN ILL
u 309 BRYANT AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM74051 120 W CRYSTAL LAKE CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C FL61766 DELONG ILL
C FL29540 725 N EUCLID AV PRINCETON ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 BOX 115 CAMBRIDGE ILL
C FL26511 RR 4 WATSEKA ILL
U FL26511 2302 16TH AV MOLINE ILL
BRULE WIS
C FL26511 4825 W HUBBARD ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67565 2114 W 114TH PL CHICAGO 43 ILL
C 319 PARIS AV ROCKFORD ILL
u 1700 FREMONT AV N MINNEAPOLIS 11 MINN
u 1403 16TH AV ROCKFORD ILL
U FL26511 363 WEBSTER AV ELMHURST ILL
U EM73385 4303 N TRIPP AV CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL62519 424 PEARL AV LOVES PARK ILL
C FL67844 211 18TH AV STERLING ILL
C FL63412 1 PARKWAY DR SULLIVAN ILL
C FL67266 1229 W LAWRENCE ST APPLETON WIS
C FL26511 94 HAWTHORNE RD BARRINGTON ILL
C FL63323 1212 N EUCLID OAK PARK ILL
C 160 GODEN ST BELMONT 78 MASS
U EM73385 7134 S YATES CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26511 78 MALDEN AV LA GRANGE ILL
C FL26511 511 N CHESTNUT LE ROY ILL
C 5431 W 24TH PL CICERO 50 ILL
C FL24569 8335 DORCHESTER CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL26511 588 ELLYN AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U 130 N CATHERINE ST LAGRANGE ILL
U EM75416 130 N CATHERINE AV LAGRANGE ILL
U 1859 W BERENICE AV CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL63071 RR 2 AMBOY ILL
OLIVET COLLEGE KANKAKEE ILL
C FL63323 1935 S 8TH AV MAYWOOD ILL
U EM72797 411 MAPLE ST ZEIGLER ILL
C FL26511 1323 TOWANDA BLOOMINGTON ILL
U EM79650 3032 THAYER ST EVANSTON ILL
U EM79740 2945 W 60TH ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL24108 6753 N SIOUX ST CHICAGO 30 ILL
U EM71707 NAUVOO ILL
C FL67690 718 SOUTHWEST DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL64844 5108 MONTEREY NORWOOD PARK ILL
C FL26511 3251 N OAK PARK AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL67437 268 S BARRON BENSENVILLE ILL
C FL26511 24 MAIN ST GLEN ELLYN ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 MALTA ILL
C FL61585 353 GODWIN RD RANGOON BURMA
U 912 N JOLIET WILMINGTON ILL
U EM77178 804 E FAIRLAWN URBANA ILL
C FL21440 RR 1 NEWARK ILL
C FL27565 6428 ST LAWRENCE CHICAGO 37 ILL
C FL64429 1505 ALMA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL65132 506 S WASHINGTON ST TAYLORVILLE ILL
U EM77057 1602 GEORGIA DR URBANA ILL
C FL26511 252 DOLE CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C FL67908 613 BUELL AV JOLIET ILL
U FL26511 GRANVILLE ILL
U FL26511 307 N DEERE PARK DR HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U EM76230 7343 N OLCOTT CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 501 CLARA PEORIA ILL
C 1716 LELAND AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
10 LINCOLN PL DECATUR ILL
U EM72110 1208 S VINE ST URBANA ILL
C FL22020 913 W UNION ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75441 6715 N RICHMOND CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL61848 318 W SOUTH ST ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL24108 RR 1 GRANVILLE ILL
C FL26511 7632 ROGERS ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67601 132 BERTLING LANE WINNETKA ILL
C 549 W 4TH ST FLORA ILL
C FL28643 15 RUE CHAMPOLLION PARIS 5 FRANCE
C FL21664 79 WENCHOW ST TAIPEI TAIWAN
C FL27614 801 S 7TH ST ST CHARLES ILL
C FL63823 RR 1 BOX 735 WEST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 BOX 735 WEST CHICAGO ILL
U EM79269 10501 LASALLE CHICAGO 28 ILL
U FL26511 2626 N MILDRED CHICAGO 14 ILL
U FL26511 13531 LAGRANGE RD orland park III
C FL66764 210 WILLOW AV SOMERVILLE MASS
C FL26511 2016 55TH PL LAGRANGE ILL
U FL26511 4612 HANFORD LANE LOUISVILLE 7 KY
U EM74457 618 HAWTHORNE AV ELMHURST ILL
U EM78890 1919 PIY MARGALL MANILA PHILIPPINES
C FL26511 51 HIGH ST GREYMOUTH NEW ZEALAN
U EM71738 718 NORMAL RD DEKALB ILL
U EM73970 19 ARLINGTON APTS EDMONTON ALTA CANADA
C FL21984 903 S 4TH CHAMPAIGN ILL FL21
C FL26511 5015 W FARGO SKOKIE ILL

























































































MALASKY CARL ROBEP T
MALAVOLTI EMlL
COM2 353 E DANIEL C FL69304
COM1 508 E DANIEL c FL69340
LAS1 201 E JOHN c FL24569
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
EO 4 616 W SPRINGFIELD c
GPAD 608 E STOUGHTON c FL24469
LAS3 1103 W OREGON u EV74361
LAS4 MRH FLAGG 407 c FL26511
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS c FL23179
AGR1 MRH LUNDGREN 214 c FL26511
COM2 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
LAS4 1005 GREGORY u FL26511
ENG3 601 S 4TH c FL62684
ENG3 601 S 4TH c FL62684
AGR3 201 E JOHN c FL61725
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 321 c FL26511
ENG2 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
COM4 803 N HARVEY u EM73097
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR2 1116 * CALIFORNIA u EM71588
GRAD 503 ELM u EM71810
ENG3 13C2 CLARK u
GRAD
. 701 S BROADWAY u EM77936
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 318 c FL26511
LAS3 1111 M NEVADA u FL26511
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 317 c FL26511
ENG1 411 E GREEN ST c FL67895
FAA1 MRH GARNER 486 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 345 c FL26511
LAS4 1221 W DANIEL c FL29576
GRAD MRH TAFT 322 c FL26511
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 506 E HEALEY c
LAS4 506 E HEALEY c
ENG4 1306 W MAIN u £^72395
ENG4 410 E GREEN c FL67629
ENG4 410 E GREEN c FL67629
ENG3 210 E JOHN c FL67871
GRAD 408 E CLARK c FL60754
LAS4 MRH HOPKINS 480 c FL26511
LAS1 810 W CHURCH c
GRAD 607 W INDIANA u EM 78 5 54
LAS4 713 W OHIO u EM75427
ENG1 MRH FLAGG 314 c FL26511
LAS1 202 E GREGORY DR c FL67565
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA3 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
FAA4 1108 S 1ST c
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 111 c FL26511
JNL4 511 W UNIVERSITY u EM79774
PE 1 508 E ARMORY c FL25051
PE 3 310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
ED 1 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
LAS3 702 W WASHINGTON u EM73876
ENG4 509 E JOHN c FL69529
LAS3 312 E ARMORY c CL27614
COM4 512 E CHALMERS c FL68704
COM1 512 E CHALMERS c FL68704
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 482 c FL26511
ENG4 311 E GREEN c
FAA2 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
LAS3 806 W OHIO u EM70376
LAS3 218 E GREGORY DR c FL67395
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL67844
ENG3 306 E DANIEL c FL67541
GPAD 106 E JOHN c
LAS3 205 E ARMORY c
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY 'J FL26511
LAS3 1210 CLARK u EM74331
LAS2 404 E JOHN c FL68738
ENG2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ED 1 313 E JOHN c FL67844
LAS3 105 E DANIEL c
PE 4 1115 H NEVADA u FL26511
ENG1 1105 W CALIFORNIA u EM76787
LAS2 105 E DANIEL c FL67684
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 222 c FL 26511
COM4 606 S PRAIRIE c FL24261
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 507 S 6TH c
COM3 1003 W SPRINGFIELD u
LAS3 1512 W UNIVERSITY c FL29580
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS4 909 S 3RD ST c FL67550
LAS3 711 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL2&511
LAS3 207 W DELAWARE u
ENG4 106 N ROMINE u EW3187
ENG4 1101 W ILLINOIS ST u
314 S 5TH ST
314 S 5TH ST
4845 RIDGE RD W
1125 DODGE AV
616 A SPRINGFIELD
603 E STOUGHTON ST
1825 CHERRY RD



















1805 S KHITT IEN
1211 N MAIN ST
1535 N 22ND AV
RR 2
1221 » DANIEL ST
2938 S CICERO AV
927 S GRAND W
BOX 335
eOX 335
6320 N LEOTI AV
661 W SHERIDAN RD
5533 S WOLCOTT
4515 W GRENSHAW ST
828 ALTER ST
941 GREEN BAY A/
326 N FRONT
209 CLARK ST
2628 H MOSS AV
4815 S CENTRAL PK
12C1 ASHLAND AV




1002 S 2ND STREET
7354 CENTRAL AV
144 E 117TH PL
4947 S GREENlEAF
5602 N ST LOUIS
200 W BRAINARD
602 N 8TH AV
7038 W 41ST STREET
110 28 70TH RD
3509 M CHAMBERS ST








218 W CLARK ST
1761 CLIFTON AV
1022 OSMOND AV













1638 E 86TH ST
1246 S MAPLE
4507 W DEMING PL












ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL






























































-; 3HL - IC - ARK ILL
ANTIOCH ILL
CHICAGO ILL




































































MANGAN GEORGE EDWARD JR






































LAS2 1207 W NEVADA U EM75451
LAS2 MRH FLAGG 414 C FL26511
ENG3 507 JOHN c FL28901
ENG1 MRH GARNER 319 c FL26511
LAS3 402 E DANIEL c FL60374
ENG1 901 S 2ND c FL67459
LAS3 MRH FORBES 254 c FL26511
SWV4 J48B STADIUM TERR c FL64182
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c
GRAD 1622 MARYLAND OR u
COM*. 714 W IOWA u EM73166
GRAD 507 S 6TH c
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 306 c FL26511
ENG1 1310 W STOUGHTON u EM79962
ENG3 207 E JOHN c FL67622
FAA3 806 S 3RD c FL65211
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS3 306 E GREGORY c FL28966
COM2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 607 W WHITE c FL69844
ED 4 310 E GREGORY c FL66112
LAS1 918 W PARK c FL23786
AGR3 MRH HOPKINS 358 c FL26511
GRAD F48B STADIUM TERR c FL60331
JNL4 1010 S 3RD c FL69182
ENG4 205 E ARMORY c FL61848
AGR4 1004 S 6TH c FL67645
AGR2 508 ARMORY c FL62501
ENG2 806 5TH c FL65990
AGR2 MRH NOBLE c FL26511
GRAD 810 W NEVADA u EM72508
AGR1 MRH LUNDGREN 3 c FL26511
GRAD TUSCOLA ILL
LAS1 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
LAS3 MRH GARNER 332 c FL26511
JNL4 308 E ARMORY c FL60657
LAS4 106 E JOHN c
AGR4 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
COM1 MRH BARTON 203 c FL26511
ENG4 MONTICELLO ILL
GRAD 1102 W STOUGHTON u
ENG4 24 LAKESIDE TERR u EM71512
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS3 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
ENG3 305 E GREEN c
COM3 1307 W UNIVERSITY u
LAS1 907 S 4TH c FL60686
LAS3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ED 4 1106 S 3RD c FL22058
ENG1 303 CHALMERS c FL62281
FAA2 907 W NEVADA u EM70143
LAS3 1610-C-2 ALABAMA DR u
FAA1 311 E GREEN c FL66934
FAA1 311 E GREEN c FL67544
FAA1 MRH BARTON 410 c FL26511
COM4 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
PE 1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 321 c FL265U
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 226 c FL265U
AGR1 1201 W NEVADA u EM75459
LAS3 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
LAS2 302 E JOHN c FL67981
LAS1 1112 S 2ND c FL67565
VM 1 E40B STADIUM TERR c FL61289
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN c FL26511
LAS2 308 E HEALEY c
LAS1 1202 W NEVADA u
FAA4 611 E DANIEL c FL61840
LAS2 MRH NOBLE 412 c FL26511
LAS3 310 W CLARK c FL69149
LAS2 MRH FLAGG 431 c FL26511
GRAD G38A2 STADIUM TERR c FL23760
AGR4 904 S LINCOLN u EM75120
ENG4 1210 CLARK u EM74331
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191
ENG4 706 S 2ND c FL67677
GRAD
COM4 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
COM1 MRH LUNDGREN 125 c FL26511
ENG1 1207 W CLARK ST u EM79740
LAS1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61380
LAS1 203 S WRIGHT c FL60837
LAS3 MRH FORBES 354 c FL26511
AGR2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1838-102 ORCHARD PL u
COM1 402 S LINCOLN u
AGR3 230 E ARMORY c FL68655
AGR3 811 W MAIN u EM74288
GRAD 1102 W OREGON u EM78974
NORTHMOOR PL
8051 S CARPENTER ST
121 W ST PAUL ST
4335 BOBOLINK TERR
215 METROPOLITAN
2408 S 6TH AV
3307 W 61ST ST
2958 E 81ST ST
QUARTER NO 73/H







5801 N SHERIDAN RD
6130 N ST LOUIS AV
3221 W DIVERSEY
607 W WHITE ST
1105 SHERIDAN ST
918 W PARK







803 E 7TH ST
BOX 136
RR 1 BOX 341
603 E PEMBROKE ST
3128 N LINNHILL CT
5655 S NEWCASTLE
564 E LOSEY ST
225 COBB AV
RR
13150 S FRANCISCO AV












7240 W 107TH ST
2936 N HARLEM AV






3637 S OAK PARK AV
502 E AVENUE












9877 S CHARLES ST
7902 31ST AV
































































ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL




































mao THERESE MING CHUNG GRAD
MARA WAYNE LEONARD ENG3
MARCACCI JACK HENRY COM2
MARCACCI JOLENE MARY COM1
MARCELLIS JACK CHARLES ENG4
MARCHAND DAVID JOHN GRAD
MARCHERTAS ALGIRDAS H GRAD
MARCHERTAS ANTHONY FAA4
MARCHETTI LUCIA G GRAD
MARCHETTI STEPHEN D LAS1
MARCHIANDO PETER JOSEPH ENG2
MARCOTTE GASTON ERNEST GRAD
MARCUKAITIS EDWARD F ENG1
MARCUS FRED MICHAEL FAA1
MARCUS MARSHALL ROBERT COM2
MARCUS NORMAN H PE 4
MARCUS RUTH CARLA LAS2
MARCUS STEVE LARRY COM4
MARDEN PHILIP W0B8ER GRAD
MARDIROSIAN KOURKEN A ENG4
MARDIS ALLEN JR LAS1
MAREK BERNARD EUGENE LAS4
MAREK CHARLES R09ERT ENG2
MAREK DONALD VINCENT LAS4
MARELLA GUY JOSEPH ENG4
MARET STANLEY ROSS GRAD
MARGOLIN GAY RENEE ED 3
MARGOLIN STEPHEN JOEL LAS1
MARGOLIS DONALD WILLIAM LAW1
MARGOLIS SIDNEY BRUCE COM2
MARGUINAUD ANDRE ROBERT GRAD
MARGULIES CECILE S GRAD
MARGULIES SEYMOUR GRAD
MARIN LYNNE BEVERLY FAA1
MARIN RICHARD FRAMPTON COM4
MARINELL LEROY PHILLIP COM1
MARINELLI RICHARD DENIS GRAD
MARINI MELVIN ARMANDO COM1
MARIO (CATHERINE MARINA COM1
MARI^ BARBARA ENGLISH GRAD
MARIS MICHAEL STAMOS COM4
MARIS RONALD WILLIAM GRAD
MARISIC MICHAEL MILTON LAS2
MARK ADOLPH EMANUEL GRAD
MARK MAUREEN ROCHELLE LAS3
MARKARIAN ANTHONY JOHN GRAD
MARKESE JEAN ANN ED 4
MARKHAM EDWARD DELEON COM4
MARKLE ALLAN IRWIN LAS2
MARKOWITZ DAVID GRAD
MARKS ARTHUR RICHARD FAA2
MARKS BYRON ARMIN GRAD
MARKS JUDITH CHARLOTTE LAS1
MARKS LESLIE LOUISE FAA1
MARKS RICHARD HASKEL GRAD
MARKS ROBERT ARTHUR ENG4
MARKUNAS RONALD STANLEY ENG4
MARKUS KAREN LEE COM1
MARKUS MARILYN DOROTHY ED 3
MARKWARDT JAY NICHOLAS ENG1
MARLEWSKI LAWRENCE S COM2
MARLIN MARCUS LLOYD ENG2
MARLIN SANDRA JEAN PE 2
MARLOW TERRY WAYNE ENG3
MARN APRIL ELEANOR PE 2
MARONEY DORIS MARGARET GRAD
MAROUSEK FRANK GEORGE ENG4
MAROUARDT WALTER OTTO ENG4
MAROUARDT WAYNE LEE ENG3
MARQUART MARVIN ALBERT LAS1
MARRONE CARL PATRICK JR COM4
MARRS RICHARD KENT COM4
MARSDEN KENNETH PAUL COM3
MARSH CHARLES FREDERICK ENG2
MARSHALL CAROL SUE ED 3
MARSHALL CHARLES EDWARD AGR3
viPSHALL DAVID JAMES FAA4
MARSHALL GARY WARREN ENG1
MARSHALL JAMES WARNER LAW1
MARSHALL JOHN DAVID COM3
MARSHALL JOHN REDMAN JR LAS3
MARSHALL KENNETH ROBERT FAA3
MARSHALL LAWRENCE W JR COM3
MARSHALL MARY KATHRYNE LAS1
MARSHALL THOMAS C GRAD
MARSHALL THYRON EARL LAS1
MARSHALL WILLIAM EMMETT GRAD
MARSHALL WlLMA J LAS1
MARSHO RICHARD STEPHEN ENG2

















1002 S LINCOLN AV

























































310 E GREGORY DR
909 W CALIFORNIA
404 S BUSEY
MRH VAN DOREN 106











u EM78974 49 DOUBLE TENTH RD TAICHUNG TAIWAN CHIN
u EV74901 937 COMMUNITY DR LA GRANGE PARK ILL
- EM76407 77 MINE RD SAWYERVILLE ILL
-i FL26511 BOX 77 SAWYERVILLE ILL
c FL67266 1910 W MONTROSE CHICAGO 40 ILL
_ 712 14TH BEMlDjI MINN
c FL29625 4619 S KEATING AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL29625 4619 S KEATING AV CHICAGO ILL
c 239 GREENWOOD EVANSTON ILL
c FL63022 RR 4A lEmont III
c FL65424 332 59TH ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
u 154 BOND ST SUDBURY ONT CANADA
- EM74372 RR 2 MANTENO 2 ILL
c FL26511 2821 W SUMMERDAlE CHICAGO 25 ILL
u 2821 W COYLE CHICAGO 45 ILL
u 2048 W FARWELL CHICAGO 45 ILL
u EM72645 16 ROSEWOOD LANE PEKIN ILL
c FL67679 6531 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO ILL
J 1107 W GREEN ST UR3ANA ILL
c 1616 SARI KAHYA KIRKUK IRAQ
c FL26511 %33 * WILSON BEMENT ILL
c 5062 W FULTON CHICAGO ILL
- EM70351 3824 MAPLE AV BE3WYN ILL
- EM76364 5062 W FULTON ST CHICAGO ILL
c FL63235 3818 S G'JNDERSON AVE BERWYN ILL
u 1605 ALABAMA DR URBANA ILL
c FL24791 12*1 -3RTH SHORE DR CHICAGO 26 ILL
c FL67585 7819 ESSEX AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
u EM 79 2 98 2618 W ARGYLE CHICAGO 25 ILL
c FL67570 2640 W JEROME ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
u EM73818 12 3LV GAMBETTA SAINT JUNIEN FRANCE
c FL69388 905 S 1ST ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 4418 10TH AV BROOKLYN 19 N Y
- FL26511 7700 PAXTON AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
u 7700 S PAXTON AVE CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL26511 1065 DEVONSHIRE CT HIGHLAND PARK ILL
501 E 32ND ST CHICAGO 16 ILL
c FL63022 412 N TAYLOR OAK PARK ILL
u FL26511 5405 HARVARD TERR SKOKIE ILL
178 MYRTLE ST WINNETKA ILL
u 464 N HALSTED ST CHICAGO 22 ILL
BOX 161 POTOMAC ILL
c FL67266 841 DOUGLAS AV ELGIN ILL
c FL26511 2116 BRADLEY PLACE CHICAGO 18 ILL
c FL22953 9037 S CONSTANCE AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
1613 E CANTRELL DECATUR ILLINOS
J EM79510 3340 GUSTAVE ST FRANKLIN PARK ILL
c FL21549 804 S LOCUST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL67921 3109 HILL LANE WILMETTE ILL
c FL6343C 677 E 92ND ST :-..<- 36 "i 1
c FL26511 417 U 16TH ST CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILL
u RR 4 PRINCETON ILL
J FL26511 2852 W ESTES AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL61261 1601 PARK HAVEN IHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL22711 3750 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
c FL26511 1046 S DESPLAINES AV FOREST PARK ILL
c FL61009 7000 S GREEN CHICAGO 21 ILL
c FL28454 1639 H CHASE CHICAGO 26 ILL
c FL62501 5144 W STRONG ST CHICAGO 30 ILL
c FL26511 621 UNION AV BELLEVILLE ILL
c FL63323 7518 N OLEANDER AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 10933 LONGWCOD DR CHICAGO 43 ILL
c FL67892 PO BOX 152 EMDEN ILL
- EM79695 TAMAROA ILL
u EM71136 418 HILLCREST DR PROSPECT HEIGHTS ILL
c FL62318 11 MILHIN CT POUGHKEEPSIE n y
c FL26511 2734 EAST AV BERWYN ILL
Q FL6C265 602 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL63412 7 N ELM ST MOUNT PROSPECT ILL
c FL62563 RR 1 MORTON ILL
u EM73303 217 WASHINGTON ST GLENVIE* ill
J EM7154Q 507 E NORTH LINE ST TUSCOLA ILL
u EM51120 307 FRANKLIN ST GALENA ILL
c FL25156 12312 S 69TH AV PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
u EM74184 2143 GREEN3RAIN DR SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL66112 SOMONAUK ILL
u 101 MORNINGS IDE LOMBARD ILL
u EM78723 206 ALBERT ST WASHINGTON ILL
c FL26511 607 36TH ST CAIRO ILL
c FL66112 SOMONA'JK ILL
u EM74901 BOX E YORKVILLE ILL
u EM74901 500 GOTTSCHE A; EUSTIS FLA
c FL62281 1659 184TH PL HOMEWOOD ILL
J FL26511 RR 1 SERENA ILL
J 31350 CEDAR RD CLEVELAND 24 OHIO
c FL26511 534 SHELLEY DR ITASCA 108 ILL
c FL65994 RR 1 BOX 375 A ROSELLE ILL
J FL26511 321 LA FOX DR ALGONQUIN ILL
c FL63314 3601 25TH AV MOLINE ILL
c FL25272 1980 lOCKWOOD DR LIBERTYVILLE ILL
MARSZALEK DONALD S LAS3
MARTELL JOHN ARTHUR ENG4
MARTENEY PIERRE J GRAD
MARTENSEN DELORES ANN PE 1
MARTENSEN ROBERT ERWIN LAW2
MARTHALER KENT ALFRED FAA2
MARTI JOHN HOWARD LAS1
MARTI MADELEINE CAROL FAA1
MARTIKAN FRED OWEN GRAD
MARTIN ALVIN COM4
MARTIN ARLAN GENE ENG4
MARTIN BELVA JOAN ED 1
MARTIN BERNARD GRAD
MARTIN BRADLEY KENT ENG2
MARTIN BRUCE CARVER COM2
MARTIN CAROLINE COLLINS GRAD
MARTIN CAROLINE MARIE LAS3
MARTIN CHARLES ARTHUR LAS2
MARTIN CHARLES PATRICK GRAD
MARTIN CLIFFORD K GRAD
MARTIN DAVID CALDWELL PE 3
MARTIN DAVID RICHARD GRAD
MARTIN DUNCAN WILLIS GRAD
MARTIN ELDEN WILLIAM GRAD
MARTIN ELIZABETH ANNE COM2
MARTIN DAVID MICHAEL GRAD
MARTIN FRANCISCO A GRAD
MARTIN GORDON ELBERT GRAD
MARTIN HAROLD CLARY JR ENG4
MARTIN HENRY CURTIS ENG2
MARTIN JAMES CLINTON GRAD
MARTIN JAMES EDWARD GRAD
MARTIN JAMES JOSEPH FAA1
MARTIN JAMES THOMAS GRAD
MARTIN JERRY ALLAN FAA3
MARTIN JOHN BRADLEY ENG2
MARTIN LAWRENCE LEE LAS2
MARTIN LINCOLN WILLIAM FAA2
MARTIN LYLE SAMUEL ENG3
MARTIN MERLE LYN LAS1
MARTIN MICHAEL EUGENE ENG4
MARTIN NEAL JAMES ENG3
MARTIN PATRICIA CLAFLlN GRAD
MARTIN PAUL JOHN COM2
MARTIN PHILIP HARTWELL LAS1
MARTIN PORTER JOHN AGR3
MARTIN RALPH EDMUND ENG3
MARTIN RENA MARIE LAS1
MARTfN RICHARD THOMAS GRAD
MARTIN RICHARD THOMAS COM1
MARTIN ROBERT EDEN LAS2
MARTIN ROBERT EUGENE LAS2
MARTIN ROBERT LAWRENCE GRAD
MARTIN ROBERT WILDER ENG3
MARTIN ROBERT WOODS LAS2
MARTIN ROGER ESMOND GRAD
MARTIN RUSSELL WILLIAM ENG4
MARTIN SAMUEL HERBERT FAA3
MARTIN SARA HOYE ED 4
MARTIN SUZANNE MARIE PE 1
MARTIN TOMMY DEAN GRAD
MARTIN WILLIAM CALVIN GRAD
MARTIN WILLIAM HAMILTON GRAD
MARTIN WILLIAM WHITNEY GRAD
MARTINEZ ELVA AURORA GRAD
MARTINEZ IBARRA JAVIER ENG3
MARTINO RICHARD LAS3
MARTLING LAWRENCE H ENG4
MARTOGLIO GERALD LEE ENG2
MARTOGLIO LARRY DUANE AGR1
MARTORANO PAUL MICHAEL PE 3
MARTTILA PATRICIA M A JNL4
MARVIN CAROL JEAN ED 3
MARVIN DAVID FRED COM2
MARVIN HARRY NICHOLAS LAS4
MARX EMILY ANN ED 1
MARX KARL BAKER II GRAD
MARXEN JOHN CLAUS ENG1
MARYOTT MARDELE LOUISE GRAD
MARZULLO EL 10 ENG4
MASCARELLO LEE ADAM LAS1
MASLAN JOHN PATRICK ENG2
MASON ANN SCOTT GRAD
MASON DAVID AARON COM2
MASON FRANK TOLLE LAS2
MASON JACQUELINE TENERY GRAD
MASON JERRY NEILL ENG3
MASON MICHAEL LEON AGR3
MASON NANCY KAY AGR1
MASON RALPH ARTHUR AGR1
























































































C FL26511 2100 N HOYNE
U EM77355 211 N 15TH ST
C FL65631 F39C1 STADIUM TERR
C FL62545 301 W CENTER ST
C 301 W CENTER ST
C FL21115 4057 N FRANCISCO AV
C FL26511 NAPERVILLE RD RR 2
U 2000 CHAPIN PL
U 1612 MORSE ST
C 9338 N KILDARE
U EM78603 RR 1
RR 1
5350 SOUTH SHORE DR
C FL26511 709 W WASHINGTON
C FL61813 1643 SCHOOL ST
C 24 WILSON RD
U FL26511 5730 S KEELER
C FL27371 RR 1
U 420 E OLIVE
C FL67895 ROUTE 2
C FL67560 237 WOOD COURT
200 E MARIETTA AV
C 510 E 15TH ST
U EM77972 206 E 8TH
C 476 S KENILWORTH
U 534 FRUIT HILL AV
U EM76844 608 MAYOL ST
U EM79663 508 W ELM ST
C FL67984 306 W 11TH ST
401 N 3RD
C FL65590 459 CLEVELAND AV
C FL66228 802 S 3RD ST BOX 17
C 1208 N DANIELS
C FL29316 K40C STAD TERR
U EM74702 3 PARKWAY DR
C FL63022 1909 SUZANNE DR
C FL67823 27 MAIN ST
C RR 4
u RR 1
U EM74071 11915 S 89TH CT
C FL61894 2050 VERMONT ST
C FL24254 8033 TRIPP AV
U EM72876 306 W UNIVERSITY AV
U 637 MARIE AV
C FL26511 108 E JACKSON ST
C FL67266 BELMONT ACRES
C 9524 S SEELEY
C FL24360 1607 SHERIDAN
C 2907 W LOGAN BLV
C 157 S CHARLOTTE ST
C FL26511 108 E JACKSON ST
C 1811 27TH ST
u BOX 211
C FL62741 1400 W WASHINGTON
C FL67981 814 N WALNUT
U EM72876 407 E BRAYTON RD
C FL60677 R R 2
C FL29871 3420 COTTAGE GR





701 W GREEN ST
C FL64693 BOX 480
U 719 N MAIN ST
C FL28086 BALCARCE 760
C FL26511 PIE DE LA POPA
C FL60521 706 S KOSTNER AV
C FL61023 818 WOODBINE ST
RR 1
RR 1
U 502 W ILLINOIS
C FL24097 310 W ELLS
C FL63650 2515 31ST AV
C FL26511 1937 ELMORE
U EM74671 102 N GREGORY AV
U FL26511 2774 LOSANTIRIOGE AV
C FL21597 I60C STADIUM TERR
C FL26511 100 W WILLOW RD
U EM70029 523 N PLATTE
U EM71309 5014 W DIVISION
C FL27614 1640 SHIRLEY DR
C FL67635 5338 S MAPLEWOOD
C FL61668 311 W CHARLES
C FL26511 6226 N GREENVIEW
U EM74901 510 WEBFORD AV
U EM79040 4 SHUMAN CIRCLE
C FL265U
U EM70143 RR 1
C RR 1



























































































MASON RALPH EDWARD GRAD
MASON RICHARD WILLIAM COM3
MASON ROBERT MORGAN GRAD
MASON RONALD LEE COM3
MASS GLORIA ED 1
MASSA JOSEPH ANTHONY JR LAS2
MASSA MAYNARD LEE VM 2
"ASSALLEK EILEEN A LAS1
MASSEL SANDRA MARILN ED 1
MASSER FRANCES JOAN LAS2
MASSER MICHAEL HAROLD LAS1
MASSIE DAVID RALPH ENG4
MASTELLER LARRY THOMAS GRAD
MASTERS DAVID LAWERENCE LAS1
MASTERS JERRY RICHARD ENG4
MASTERS THOMAS REA ENG1
MASTERSON WILLIAM E LAS1
MASUR RICHARD WARREN LAS1
MATALIN THOMAS RICHARD COM3
MATAS RUDOLPH RONALD FAA2
MATCHETT MARY DELL LAS4
MATCHETT WILLIAM HAYES GRAD
MATCHETTE PATRICK CARL VM 2
MATEER BEVERLY JANE GRAD
MATEJKA JAMES LEE COM3
MATHEIS JOHN GERALD ENG4
MATHERS JOANNE FAA3
MATHESON LINDA JEAN LAS1
MATHESON ROBERT BRUCE LAS2
MATHEWS DONALD ALLEN COM3
MATHEWS HARRY LEE COM3
MATHEWS MIRIAM LEE GRAD
MATHEWS WESLEY N JR GRAD
MATHIEUVEILLARD JEAN M GRAD
MATHIS NANCY SUE GRAD
MATHIS ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
MATHRE CHERYL DAWN AGR2
MATLOCK DAVID GLEN AGR2
MATLOCK DAVID LUTHER LAS2
MATLOCK SARA ANN LAS1
MATSON GEORGE FREDERICK ENG3
MATSUI WARREN MASAICHI FAA4
MATSUNAGA HERBERT T FAA4
MATSUNAGA LOIS EIKO GRAD
MATSUSHITA KARL KAORU COM1
MATT JOHN KENNETH COM1
MATT RICHARD JOHN COM2
MATTESON HALSEY HULBURT GRAD
MATTHEWS HENRY B JR AV 1
1
MATTHEWS JAMES ROBERT ENG4
MATTHEWS LINDA ANN ED 2
MATTHEWS LYNDEL RAY VM 4
MATTICK ELDON ARTHUR ENG4
MATULIONIS RAYMOND C FAA4
MATULUNAS HELEN FRANCES GRAD
MATUSEVICIUS THERESA LAS4
MATWIYOFF NICHOLAS A GRAD
MATZ OWEN NORMAN AGR2
MAUCK RONALD ERNEST GRAD
MAUGER THEODORE FITCH LAS1
MAULDING DELORIS LOUISE FAA4
MAURATH JEROME DONALD GRAD
MAURER DALE VERNON ED 4
MAURER HAROLD EDWARD JR LAS1
MAURER HELEN STATIA LAS4
MAURER ROBERTA LYNNE LAS3
MAURER SARA JEANNE ED 2
MAURITS WILLIAM J 111 LAS3
MAURIZIO TERRY JOE FAA1
MAURUS BARBARA JEAN LAS1
MAURUS CAROLE ELAINE FAA1
MAUS ANTHONY GEORGE COM4
MAVIGLIANO GEORGE J FAA1
MAVITY LEON LAWRENCE PE 1
MAVRIAS CONSTANTINE G LAS1
MAVRICK PEGGY EFFINIA FAA1
MAXEDON JOHN WESLEY LAS1
MAWRENCE LEONARD B ENG3
MAXWELL CURTIS LYNN AGR2
MAXWELL GARY WAYNE LAS1
MAY CARLENE ANN R LAS1
MAY CHARLOTTE ELIZABETH LAS4
MAY ELMER CHARLES GRAD
MAY FREDERICK CURRY AGR1
MAY NANCY JEREMAINE COM1
MAY ROBERT LEE AGR2
MAY WILLIAM HULL LAS4
MAYBERRY BILLY TOM ENG2
MAYBERRY DAVID LYN PE 1

























1008 S 4TH ST
1405 LAUREL DR
309 E JOHN































































C FL61668 311 W CHARLES ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL65132 21218 S LOCUST ST MATTESON ILL
C FL26511 25 MURWOOD DR CHAGRIN FALLS OHIO
C FL26511 2015 SUMMERDALE AV CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 2919 W GREENLEAF AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL62133 1310 LARKSPUR LANE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM72516 3108 LEROY ST ALTON ILL
U FL26511 322 OAKLAWN AV ELMHURST ILL
C FL22058 6633 N KIMBALL LINCOLNWOOD ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 NEW HAVEN ILL
C FL67585 3031 W SHERWIN AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL66953 BOX 3 COLUSA ILL
U 2273 MAPLEWOOD TOLEDO 6 OHIO
C FL26511 4708 MIDDAUGH DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL25708 17 E ROOSEVELT ST FREEPORT ILL
C FL65089 RR 1 CROSSVILLE ILL
C FL27614 9 MONEE CT PARK FOREST ILL
C FL26511 21 E ELM ST CHICAGO 11 ILL
U 2332 E 92ND PL CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26511 4539 S CLYDE AV LYONS ILL
C FL22046 1561 GOVER LANE SAN CARLOS CALIF
U EM71687 522 RIVER BLUFF RD Elgin ill
BOX 134 ST JOSEPH ILL
C FL67816 RR 1 virden ill
C FL68623 511 N GRAND W SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM71533 1405 LAUREL DR UR8ANA ILL
C FL69064 139 N ARTHUR AV GALESBURG ILL
U FL26511 738 S THURLOW HINSDALE ILL
C FL26511 2152 W 83RD ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
C FL67823 5418 S NEWCASTLE CHICAGO ILL
C FL67994 418 S COLE LIMA OHIO
C 2628 N WILLAMETTE PORTLAMD 11 ORE
C FL27148 32760 PETTIBONE RD SOLON OHIO
U EM70328 AMEYALCO 3712 MEXICO 12 MEXICO
U 309 PROSPECT ELMHURST ILL
C FL61946 503 N PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61879 RR 1 DEKALB ILL
C FL67622 RR 1 YORKVILLE ILL
C FL62759 507 N PRAIRIE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 YORKVILLE ILL
U 6112 WYNNWOOD RD WASHINGTON 16 D C
U EM73379 1743 KALANI DR WAILUKU HAWAII
C FL67057 1404 KILAUEA AV HILO HAWAII
C 1404 KILAUEA AV HILO HAWAII
C FL26511 2523 RIDGE RD BERKELEY 9 CALIF
C FL26511 9964 INKSTER RD DETROIT 39 MICH
C 5215 W 24TH ST CICERO 50 ILL
u 581 ORCHARD CT DES PLAINES ILL
c 7346 S RHODES CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL23345 213 W OLIVE ST SALEM ILL
U EM74051 418 MINDER DR LINCOLN ILL
C FL65696 RR 3 WATERLOO ILL
U EM72676 480 PRAIRIE AV ELMHURST ILL
C 5254 S TRUM8ULL AV CHICAGO 32 ILL
C FL26486 96 NORTON ST WATER8URY 8 CONN
U FL26511 6037 S MOODY CHICAGO ILL
U 455 1ST ST ROGERS CITY MICH
C FL25040 RR 1 BURNT PRAIRIE ILL
C FL29625 RR 1 TRENTON ILL
C FL67322 1609 HENRY ST ALTON ILL
C 803 PARK AV MT VERNON ILL
C FL21697 517A N 14TH ST EAST ST LOUIS ILL
U EM51102 510 GLADSTONE JACKSONVILLE ILL
C FL25151 21 OAK LANE SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM71581 1311 JOHNSON ST STREATOR ILL
U FL26511 5530 N ARTESIAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 TREMONT ILL
C FL26511 RR 4 MORRISON ILL
U EM71347 BOX 96 ATHENS ILL
U FL62571 8835 N LAMON SKOKIE ILL
U FL26511 8835 N LAMON SKOKIE ILL
U 3214 N KILDARE CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 647 N SAWYER CHICAGO 24 ILL
C FL26511 BOX 23 SEATONVILLE ILL
C FL67266 5547 CONGRESS CHICAGO 44 ILL
U FL26511 4942 N WASHTENAW CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL67687 1721 8TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL22982 9017 S CONSTANCE CHICAGO ILL
U EM70468 RR 2 FARMER CITY ILL
C RR 2 RANTOUL ILL
C FL23131 30 RAINTREE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 436 N ELM ST CENTRALIA ILL
C FL23069 1226 N VERNON PRINCETON ILL
C FL28809 RR 5 JACKSONVILLE ILL
U EM72355 436 N ELM ST CENTRALIA ILL
C FL23131 30 RAINTREE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL60083 505 BASH CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL23224 511 W PRAIRIE AV WHEATON ILL
C FL26682 602 S 5TH CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75439 219 PEORIA ST LINCOLN ILL
MAYER ALAN SELIG LAS2
MAYER BARBARA ANN ED 1
MAYER CONSTANCE J ENG1
MAYER NORMAN EDWARD AGR*
MAYER ROBERT JOSEPH COM1
MAYER STANLEY ALLAN ENG3
MAYER WlLHELM CARL ED *
MAYERS JOHN PETER GRAD
MAYESKE BETTY JO BROWN GRAD
MAYESKE GEORGE WALTER GRAD
MAYHAK DAVID HENRY FAA2
MAYHEW ROGER DOOL ENG3
MAYO LARRY GENE ENG1
MAYOR ROBERT ROSS COM3
MAZAR JOSEPHINE LILLIAN ED 1
MAZE KAY ED 3
MAZEIKA ANTHONY K AGR1
MAZURE JAMES EDWARD LAW2
MAZZA ARTHUR LOUIS LAS3
MCADAMS ROBERT LEE COM2
MCARDLE EUGENE WILLIAM GRAD
MCARTHUR JAMES ALBERT LAS1
MCARTHUR SANDRA HELEN LAS*
MCATEE DONALD EUGENE AGR2
MCBETH DALE EDWIN AGR*
MCBRIDF JACK EARL GRAD
MCCABE JAMES HENRY AGR
1
MCCABE JOHN RAND LAS*
MCCABE MARY ANN ED 3
MCCALL MARY VIRGINIA GRAD
MCCALLUM EDWARD FRANCIS COM6
MCCANDLESS NANCY C GRAD
MCCANDLISH GORDON H COM3
MCCANN DENNIS DECOURCEY LAS2
MCCANN JOHN DENNIS LAS1
MCCANNON JERRY DALL ENG3
MCCARTAN MARY ANN LAS1
MCCARTHY ANTHONY JAMES ENG*
MCCARTHY BONNY JEAN LAS1
MCCARTHY DENNIS JAMFS ENG1
MCCARTHY HOWIE WILLIAM ENG3
MCCARTHY JAMES J JR ENG*
MCCARTHY STEPHEN GRAHAM GRAD
MCCARTIN JANE LAS3
MCCARTNEY JOHN EDWARD LAS*
MCCARTNEY WILLIAM WARD AGR*
MCCARTY CHARLES GORDON GRAD
MCCARTY DAVID LAWRENCE VM 1
MCCARTY JUDY KAY LAS1
MCCARTY JUDY LOUISE LAS1
MCCARTY ROBERT EARL GRAD
MCCASLlN SANDRA CAROLE LAS*
MCCAUL WILLIAM ELLIOTT GRAD
MCCAULEY BRIAN THOMAS LAS1
MCCAULEY JOHN JOSEPH FAA*
MCCAULEY SHARON LYN FAA3
MCCHESNEY JOHN DAVID AGR3
MCCHESNEY RALPH S JR GRAD
MCCLELLAN JOSEPH GARY AGR2
MCCLELLAND DAN RAYMOND GRAD
MCCLELLAND ORVlLLE LEE ENG*
MCCLIMENT EDWARD R GRAD
MCCLlMENT EUGENIE D LAS1
MCCLINTIC RICHARD D GRAD
MCCLINTOCK JAMES S FAA3
MCCLORY JOHN PATRICK COM*
MCCLOSKEY KEITH RICHARD LAS*
MCCLOSKY WAYNE JOSEPH ENG1
MCCLOUD ALBERT JR LAS3
MCCLUNG GARY LEE LAS1
MCCLUNG LONNY KAY ENG3
MCCLURE JOAN ANDERSON LAS*
MCCLURE JOHN PHILIP GRAD
MCCLURE LLOYD MILTON COMl
MCCLURG WILLIAM C GRAD
MCCLUSKEY JOHN GORBY COM2
MCCOLLOM PERRY CECIL JR FAA*
MCCOLLUM DANNEL LAW2
MCCOLLUM JA"ES TERRY LAW1
MCCOLLUM ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
MCCONAGHIE JOSEPH H JR ENG1
MCCONCHIE MELVIN DALE AGR1
MCCONKEY DAVID MACK PE 3
MCCONNELL ANN LUCY GRAD
MCCONNELL RICHARD D GRAD
MCCOOL JACK EDWARD ENG1
MCCORD JO ANNE FAA1
MCCORD JOHN KENT COM6
MCCORD LENORE MARIE LAS*


























































107 W MICHIGAN AV
706 S GREGORY PL
105 W DELAWARE

















1 118 W JOHN












u EM76711 75*5 S PHILLIPS CHICAGO ILL
u FL26511 7321 CLYDE CHICAGO *9 ILL
u FL26511 RR 1 BOX 3** MCHENRY ILL
c FL6757* 280 SOUTH ST elmhurst ill
c *907 W 6*TH TERR MISSION KANSAS
c FL67*51 1*35 DEERFIELD PL HIGHLAND PARK ILL
c 1835 E 8*TH ST CHICAGO 17 ILL
c FL28010 123 PETERSVILLE RD NEW ROCHELLE n y
c FL25291 502 STOUGHTON ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL25291 502 STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL6798* 3200 ESHCOL ZION ILL
c FL22982 COALTOWN RD EAST MOLINE ILL
c FL26511 RR 1 BONE GAP ILL
c FL26973 *17 E NORTH OU QUOIN ILL
u FL26511 2322 BELLEVIEW AV WESTCHESTER ILL
u EM71511 972 6TH AV AURORA ILL
c FL26511 10838 S WABASH AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL27253 *59 ST JAMES PL CHICAGO 1* ILL
c FL26511 537 N LAWNDALE AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 822 E CEDAR ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
u EM72*80 6611 S ST LOUIS CHICAGO 29 ILL
c FL23616 2008 DEWES ST GLENVIEW ILL
'J *65* N HAZEL CHICAGO *0 ILL
u EM77525 GREENVIEW ILL
u BOX 506 ELMWOOD ILL
811 W BROADWAY ST MONMOUTH ILL
c FL2*261 RR 1 PONTIAC ILL
c FL60733 BOX 1** WAYNE ILL
330 E CONGRESS RANTOUL ILL
u EM76611 RR 1 GOREVILLE ILL
c 1033 E 2*TH N KANSAS CITY 16 MO
u FL26511 31* STATE ST GROVE CITY PA
c FL2*231 601 E 5TH ST PANA ILL
c FL67*35 *521 BELMONT RD DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL66112 1336 S *8TH CT CICERO 50 ILL
c FL67629 SUGAR GROVE ILL
u FL26511 BOX 181 ROBERTS ILL
c FL215*0 229 E NAVARRE ST SOUTH BEND 1 IND
u FL26511 176 WOODSIDE RD RIVERSIDE ILL
c 2*22 ISABELLA EVANSTON ILL
u 3*2 MARENGO RD HARVARD ILL
c FL67166 *221 W VAN BUREN ST CHICAGO 2* ILL
c FL67266 212 KELVIN PL ITHACA N Y
c Fl27*5* 230 81ST ST BROOKLYN 9 N Y
3725 S W CHEHALEM PORTLAND OREGON
c FL68779 1519 W HEALEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u *132 E ENGLISH WICHITA 8 KANSAS
c FL23325 8905 ALPINE RD ROCKFORD ILL
u EM7*006 *22 N MAIN BENTON ILL
u 5 ADRIENNE AV CENTRALIA ILL
u EM789** BOX 37* DONNELSVILLE OHIO
c FL2*671 RR 2 TIPPLE RD ROCKFORD ILL
2106 AMES DR KALAMAZOO MICH
c FL688*9 718 ARLINGTON CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL688*0 718 ARLINGTON CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26766 205 E 11 ATLANTIC IOWA
c FL63515 5339 CARPENTER ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
u EM72968 ALBANY RD THOMASVILLE GA
u EM737*3 RR 1 POTOMAC ILL
u EM70167 105 W DELAWARE AV URBANA ILL
c FL26609 1512 N GULICK ST DECATUR ILL
c FL21*75 F52A STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL21*75 F52A STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL25322 200* GREENDALE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 610 N 98TH ST WAUWATOSA 13 WISC
c FL63323 5*01 W VAN BUREN CHICAGO ILL
c FL66112 2525 RICHARDSON RD PORTSMOUTH OHIO
u EM76158 8536 ARCHER RD WILLOW SPRINGS ILL
u 120* W JEFFERSON JOLIET ILL
u EM7521* BOX 676 MAROA ILL
u EM7521* BOX 676 MAROA ILL
u EM75989 *1* N UNION ST LINCOLN ILL
u EM75989 907 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
c 1208 STATE ST BEARDSTOWN ILL
u EM70315 *1A MONROE LITCHFIELD ILL
c FL63323 *3 WOODCLIFF RD NEWTON 61 MASS
c FL63657 *05 LONG HILL RD WALLlNGFORD CONN
c FL23327 1118 W JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL23327 1118 W JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM779*5 79*5 S EUCLID AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
c FL67322 RR 2 SYCAMORE ILL
c FL28809 RR * MARSHALL ILL
SIDNEY ILL
105 GAINES AV HOT SPRINGS ARK
u EM7*505 72* S ST ASAPH ST ALEXANDRIA VA
c 1502 W LINCOLN BLV FREEPORT ILL
u FL26511 559 S 5TH ST WATSEKA ILL
c FL6189* 2518 NEW ST BLUE ISLAND ILL
c FL61708 GRAND AV BOX ** LAKE VILLA ILL
c FL26511 503 N JEFFERSON ST ROBINSON ILL
MCCORMACK DONALD EUGENE




























































MCELROY YVONNE A WOODY
MCELWAIN ROBERT JOHN

























MCGOVERN ELMO JAMES JR
MCGOWAN DANIEL
GRAD RR 3 C
ENG6
FAA4 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
AGR1 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
PE 1 MRH NOBLE 19 C FL26511
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
FAA3 405 W WHITE c
ENG4 1107 W CALIFORNIA u EM79269
LAS3 1008 LINCOLN u EM74901
AVI1 1301 S 8USEY u
COM1 211 E DANIEL u
FAA2 MRH GARNER 254 c FL26511
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL67844
AGR4 J32B STADIUM TERR c FL65403
GRAD 300-303 S GOODWIN u EM77843
GRAD 1721 WESTHAVEN c FL64739
AGR1 MRH CLARK 236 c FL26511
GRAD 1721 WESTHAVEN DR c FL 64739
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c
FAA1 MRH FORBES 492 c FL26511
GRAD 608 S 1ST c FL22301
GRAD 708 1ST c
COM4 605 W WASHINGTON u EM72132
GRAD 1509 MARIGOLD c FL61433
AGR2 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
GRAD 1109 S DOUGLAS u EM75054
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 320 c FL26511
LAS1 902 S 2ND c FL67621
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 440 c FL26511
LAS4 1112 S 3RD c FL69367
AGR1 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74060
GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS2 1107 N DIVISION u EM75938
LAS4 402 BROOKWOOD DR c FL60002
GRAD 1601 S NEIL c
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u EM79584
GRAD 1107-234 W GREEN u EM79584
ENG3 MRH FORBES 322 c FL26511
SWV3 201 N LYNN c
ENG1 1101 CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 1207 W OREGON u EM72114
AGR1 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
GRAD 402 S RACE u
PE 4 509 W UNIVERSITY c FL29896
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN u EM72320
COM2 304 E ARMORY c FL63323
GRAD MRH TAFT 226 c FL265U
COM2 911 S 4TH c FL67560
LAW1 1617 W WILLIAM c FL26885
ENG1 410 E CHALMERS c FL29864
GRAD 203 E GREEN c FL26850
LAS3 111 E GREEN c FL68577
ENG3 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
ED 6 710 S ELM c FL67101
LAS1 402 E ARMORY c
ED 1 205 N 4TH c FL24327
COM3 111 E GREEN c FL68577
PE 3 302 E JOHN c FL67981
COM1 MRH VAN DOREN 23 c FL26511
GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
AGR1 MRH GARNER 250 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 238 c FL26511
ENG1 ST JOSEPH ILL
COM3 206 E GREEN c FL 68235
LAS1 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
ENG1 MRH BARTON 411 c FL26511
COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM2 309 CHALMERS c FL61895
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 302 c FL26511
ED 3 RANTOUL ILL
LAS1 MRH FORBES 461 c FL26511
AGR3 403 N DRAPER c FL21113
GRAD 202 W FLORIDA u EM74294
FAA1 209 E ARMORY c FL24232
AGR1 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
ENG1 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
FAA3 1118 W NEVADA u EM74170
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR4 35 BRADLEY c FL25948
COM1 1111 S 1ST c FL63314
EO 3 815 W UNIVERSITY c FL29254
AGR1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
SWV2 F44A STADIUM TERR c FL26104
COM4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS4 1001 S 5TH c FL22536
ENG6 1209 W CLARK u
RR 3
807 S HOMAN AV







216 N MAIN ST
310 W 11TH ST









BOX 314 VAUGHN RD
2140 OCEAN FRONT
1933 S COLLEGE ST





213 S WILLISTON ST
RR 1 BOX 122
210 W MAIN ST
220 E MAIN
103 N WEST ST
1107 N DIVISION
402 BROOKWOOD DR




1510 N 18TH AV
108 E SOUTH
1207 W OREGON ST
BOX ST MARYS MO




211 4TH AV N E
2626 ALEXANDER
1617 W WILLIAM





239 W PARK AV
205 N 4TH ST
111 E GREEN
716 S DELPHIA
4228 W 109TH ST
803 S BUCHANAN













202 W FLORIDA DR




1719 W 94TH ST
519 E 3RD ST
702 W ILLINOIS
243 STANLEY
815 W UNIVERSITY AV
DETWEILLER DR
F44A STADIUM TERR
103 S PARK ST
707 E WALTER ST





















































































































































































LAS4 303 E JOHN C FL66435
ENG4 407 E DANIEL C
GRAD J69A STADIUM TERR C FL26145
AVll MCKINLEY HOSPITAL u EM71113
FAA3 508 E ARMORY c FL68871
ENG4 505 E STOUGHTON c
LAS1 605 W WHI TE c FL63871
GRAD 603 E HEALEY c FL28115
GRAD 702 W MICHIGAN u EM73020
ENG2 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
GRAD 102 N GREGORY u
FAA1 809 S 5TH c FL23325
COM3 412 E GREEN c FL67984
LAS1 1208 W CALIFORNIA u EM77145
COM3 1004 S 4TH c
SWV4 1203 W CHURCH c
LAS2 911 W HIGH u EM70578
FAA1 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG4 913 S LOCUST c FL25826
GRAD 1003 W GREEN u
GRAD COLFAX ILL
GRAD 802 W GREEN u EM79650
FAA1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
GRAD 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588
ENG4 1105 W CLARK u EM74218
LAS1 906 W CLARK u EM71367
COM1 1010 S 2ND c
ENG2 602 E WHITE c
COM1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG3 910 S LOCUST c
FAA1 302 E JOHN c FL67981
FAA4 1901 SOUTHWOOD DR c FL27552
FAA2 1901 SOUTHWOOD DR c FL27552
GRAD 701 W GREEN u EM72177
GRAD SAYBROOK ILL
ENG2 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
GRAD MRH TAFT 8 c FL26511
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
ENG1 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74069
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 1310 W BESLIN u EM71475
SWV4 503 S RACE u EM74283
AGR4 MRH FORBES 292 c FL26511
COM2 1116 W NEVADA u EM75327
LAS3 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
ENG1 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468
FAA3 406 W HEALEY c FL24983
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c
LAS1 1110 S ARBOR c FL69292
ED 2 405 E JOHN c FL62557
FAA4 33 CHALMERS c FL21186
GRAD J-33-C STADIUM TERR c FL68874
ENG4 309 E HEALEY c
COM1 202 E DANIEL c
GRAD 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
ENG1 MRH GARNER c FL26511
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 227 c FL26511
LAS4 903 W NEVADA u EM70152
VM 2 ST JOSEPH ILL
GRAD 1001 W CALIFORNIA u EM78193
GRAD 613 W HEALEY c FL60910
ED 4 613 W HEALEY c FL60910
LAS2 MRH BARTON 218 c FL26511
LAS2 1116 W OREGON u EM79105
ENG3 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
ED 2 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
GRAD 308 S COLER u EM74723
ED 1 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
GRAD 51 E GREEN c FL25993
LAW1 704 E MAIN ST u EM74810
LAS1 1113 W ILLINOIS u EM71793
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 216 c FL26511
COM3 39 SYCAMORE c
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 440 c FL26511
AGR4 604 E ARMORY c
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c
GRAD 20 RAINTREE DR c FL66360
LAS2 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
LAS3 604 ARMORY c
LAS1 405 E JOHN c FL62557
ENG2 406 E JOHN c FL26964
FAA2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 303 ELMWOOD RD c FL22564
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS4 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
PE 1 MRH LUNDGREN 425 c FL26511
GRAD 101 N BUSEY J EM51464
GRAD 612 W CALIFORNIA AV u EM70533
6015 MAPLEWOOD ST
804 EUCLID ST
J 69 A STAD TERR
1243 W 97TH ST
5638 N NATOMA
7801 OGLESBY




1100 N LA SALLE ST
2139 JULIET AV
308 W COLDEN
1208 W CALIFORNIA AV
3007 BROWN ST










3550 W CERMAK RD
609 N 1ST AV
104 E BEAUFORT
125 S PIATT ST











RR 1 BOX 9
8616 S WOLCOTT AV
529 N ASHLAND AV
BOX 796




33 E CHALMERS ST






402 E 2ND ST
BOX 175
723 5TH ST





308 S COLER AV
526 FAIR OAKS
1035 MAPLETON
704 E MAIN ST
10706 WEYMOUTH ST
510 W MELBOURNE
1136 N 8TH ST
RR 2 BOX 20





405 W LINCOLN AV
596 LOCUST ST
5518 W MELROSE
42 STEWART ST W
259 ANN ST
907 S WRIGHT




























































































1CMAH0N VERN AUGUST GRAD
1CMANNIS MARC SCOTT ENG1
1CMANUS BONNIE LOUISE GRAD
4CMANUS MATTHEW RICHARD EN33
4CMEEN EUGENE LLOYD LAS1
4CMICHAEL JOHN PAUL ENG1
^CMICHAEL ROBERT EDWIN GRAD
4CMICK.EN CAROLYN AGNES COM4
HC-ILLAN ERNEST PE 3
1CMILLAN JOYCE ANN GRAD
MCMILLAN LARRY GENE ENG1
MCMILLAN RICHARD MYRON ENG1
MCMILLAN SHEILA ANN ED 4
MCMILLAN WILLIAM L GRAD
MCMILLEN NANCY DARLENE LAS4
MCMULLIN MARIAN PAVLlK GRAD
MCMULLEN ROSE ANN AGR2
MCMULLEN SUSAN ANN PE 1
MCMULLIN VIVIAN BLANCHE AGR2
MCMUNN JOHN CARTER GRAD
MCMURRAY CARL DALE GRAD
MCMURRAY GUDELIA A GRAD
MCMURRAY WALTER JOSEPH GRAD
MCMURRY MICHAEL BAIRD ENG1
MCMURTRIE SARA JEAN AGR3
MCMURTRY WILLIAM DAVID AGR4
MCNABB CHARLES LOUIS FAA1
MCNABB ROBERT LEROY GRAD
MCNAMARA ANN JANE GRAD
MCNAMARA EDWARD THOMAS ED 3
MCNAMARA JAMES PAUL PE 4
MCNARY JOHN EDWARD GRAD
MCNEILL PATRICK JOHN COM1
MCNICHOLS DENNIS W COM3
MCNICHOLS ROBERT AUSTIN FAA3
MCNULTY MICHAEL EDWARD AGR1
MCOMBER FRANK LEWIS 111 ENG3
MCPEEK MAX E LAS1
MCPHEETERS KEITH LEE AV I 2
MCQUEEN DAVID LEE GRAD
MCQUEEN RICHARD G AGR3
MCQUEEN WILLIAM DAVID LAS1
MCQUILKIN CAROL MILDRED FAA4
MCQUILKIN JIM E AGR
1
MCREYNOLDS ANN ROBINSON FAA1
MCREYNOLDS KEITH MARVIN AGR1
MCROBERTS JAMES W JR LAW3
MCSORLEY DONALD VINCENT COM4
MCSWEENEY JAMES GARY COM1
MCTAGGART AUBREY C GRAD
MCTAGGART JAMES FRANCIS AGR2
MCVAY DONALD ROBERT LAS4
MCVICKAR DAN BRUCE ENG4
MCVICKER JAMES ROBERT LAS1
MCVINNIE WILLIAM WAYNE ENG3
MCWARD GERALD WAYNE GRAD
MCWARD RICHARD ALAN AGR3
MCWHINNEY SANDRA SWAIN FAA3
MCWHINNEY SCOTT C AGR3
MCWILLIAMS BURR MANUEL GRAD
MCWILLIAMS EILEEN JANET LAS4
MCWILLIAMS KEVIN L FAA1
MEAD AUDREY MARSHA LAS2
MEAD GEORGE CLARENCE GRAD
MEAD MARY LOUISE ED 4
MEADERS JAMES JOHN GRAD
MEADOR BUD JOSEPH LAS4
MEADOR JImmy DALE LAS2
MEADORS DALE LEON AGR 1
MEADORS JANET LUCILE FAA3
MEADOWS SHARON H ED 1
MEALEY DUANE PAUL ENG3
MEALLA GEORGE ARMANDO ENG2
MEANS JOHN BARKLEY LAS4
MEARS PATRICIA ANN LAS1
MECH ROBERT JOSEPH COM4
MECK SHARON LYNN ED 1
MECKBACH WALTER ALLEN LAS1
MEDELLlN HERNANDO ENG4
MEDERNACH RAMON WESLEY AGR1
MEDIALDEAGUINAND G ENG4
MEDJES SARALEE LAS2
MEDROW R03ERT ARTHUR GRAD
MEDVESEK MILENA MARIE LAS1
MEECE JACK STEPHEN ENG4
MEECE JOHN EVERETT ENG4
MEEK DEVON WALTER GRAD
MEEK JUDITH ANN LAS1
MEEK ROBERT DENNIS FAA1








































































































































































1919 NEW MILFORD RD














313 S PARK ST
803 3ARTLETT AV
1813 ORCHARD PL
913 M CHURCH ST
35 ABBOTT ST
2117 CEDAR RD
503 E MAIN ST
RR 3
RR 2 SUTTON RD
471 S BOYD ST
202 COURT ST
405 N MATHEWS








1007 W MAIN ST













RR 2 WOLVERTON RD
101 S LINCOLN AV
515 WEST RD
615 S GREEN3AY RD
8039 SAGINAW AV









410 E 54TH ST








2714 N 76TH CT
56C8 S NAGLE AV
411 HARVEY ST
131 MASON ST













































WEBSTER GROVES 19 MO
LAKE CITY ILL
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
WAUKEGAN ILL
URBANA ILL



































































































































GRAD 1603 W SPRINGFIELD C FL63244
ED 1 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
GRAD 121 N RACE u EM70438
ENG4 121 N RACE u EM70438
ENG1 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
GRAD 1102 W OREGON u
ENG1 33 FORSYTHIA c FL26951
COM1 513 S JAMES c FL28051
COM1 109 E JOHN c FL21552
ENG1 MRH BARTON 105 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 115 c FL26511
ENG2 1009 W PENN u EM74063
GRAD 504 E GREEN c
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG1 MRH GARNER 486 c FL26511
COM1 DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 608 E STOUGHTON c FL66842
LAS2 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
FAA3 1118 W NEVADA u
ENG4 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
PE 3 706 W CHURCH c
LAS1 210 E GREEN c
GRAD 104 W ELLS c FL62127
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 1003 S ANDERSON u EM78539
LAS4 209 E ARMORY c
GRAD 1110 E MICHIGAN u EM77339
FAA4 410 W HESSEL blvd c FL24920
LAS3 410 W HESSEL BLV c FL24920
LAS4 MRH HOPKINS 362 c FL26511
FAA6 1106 S 2ND c
AGR3 1004 W CALIFORNIA u EM23659
FAA4 1113 S 3RD c
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 391 c FL26511
LAS3 907 S 3RD c FL67679
ENG2 410 E GREEN c FL67629
ENG2 MRH FORBES 200 c FL26511
AGR4 811 W OREGON u EM72532
AGR3 811 W OREGON u EM72532
ENG3 1002 W OREGON u
ENG4 28 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL27143
ENG4 1013 W CHURCH c FL69254
AGR3 604 W COLUMBIA c
LAS2 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG4 1207 W CLARK u EM79740
GRAD 1208 N BERKLEY u EM71983
LAS2 MRH FORBES 262 c FL26511
COM2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1112 S 2ND c FL67565
GRAD 708 W NEVADA u
LAS2 1005 S 5TH c FL68259
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 347 c FL26511
FAA2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS1 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
ED 3 1110 W NEVADA c EM75425
JNL3 20 MAGNOLIA DR c FL24654
LAS3 303 E JOHN c FL66434
SWV3 1902 KIRBY c FL60108
LAS1 102 E DANIEL c FL29000
PE 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
PE 3 DANVILLE ILL
ED 2 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
GRAD 106 E JOHN c FL21582
ENG4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
LAS1 201 E GREEN c FL67690
LAS2 1111 M NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 80NDVILLE ILL
GfcAD 619 S WRIGHT c FL65778
ENG1 1304 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71439
COM1 MRH LUNDGREN 122 c FL26511
SWV4 619 S WRIGHT c FL65778
ENG1 1010 S 2ND c
GRAD MILFORD ILL
ENG1 MRH FORBES 382 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 170 c
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS'. 1113 S 3RD c
COM2 1004 S 4TH c FL33631
AGR3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ED 5 1304 N CHAMPAIGN c FL24978
LAS1 1413 WINDING LN c FL63003
GRAD 104 6TH c
GRAD 802 S LOCUST c
PE 3 604 N MAPLE u EM51437
LAS2 710 W OHIO u EM71511
ENG3 1207 CLARK u
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 311 c FL26511
COM2 709 W SPRINGFIELD u EM72147
COM3 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
1312 6TH AV
408 E EUCLID AV




1816 S 8TH ST




203 N STATE ST
3226 PARK AV
306 W COURT ST






8803 S ADA ST
1627 BRISTOL AV













350 E 22ND ST
2320 S SPRING ST
RR 1
RR 1
1600 N MARKET ST
2801 LINN ST
604 W COLUMBIA AV
162 N STATE ST










829 N 3RAINARD ST




721 S STEWART AV














1107 N HOYNE AV
6122 N CHRIST UNA
8036 S MERRILL ST
1045 THACKER ST
523 N ELM ST
1304 N CHAMPAIGN
1413 WINDING LANE




































































































































NEVER JANET VAN MArpp





























































ENG3 1116 CALIFORNIA U EM71588 6137 W 35TH ST
ED 3 1002 S LINCOLN u EM726*5 561 CORNELIA
GRAD 511 N EDWIN c FL65993 511 N EDWIN
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 623* N SACRAMENTO
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 112 c FL26511 200* YATES AV
AGR1 MRH NOBLE 118 c FL26511 RR 2 30X 1052
LAS* 601 W WASHINGTON u EM71362 922 E ASH
COM2 *0* S 5TH c 509 S CANNON AV
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 *25 2ND AV NORTH
AGR* 507 E DANIEL c FL26263 NALLAKJNTA 721
GRAD 910 N 5USEY u EM7788* 910 N BUSEY
LAS1 401 E JOHN c RR 2
COM2 907 S *TH c FL67995 380 PARK AV
LAW1 301 W BIRCH c FL63366 FON DU LAC DR
PE 1 60* GREGORY DR c FL67*3* 2736 LINCOLNWOCD DR
LAS3 60* E ARMORY c FL67266 30 5 N MAIN
GRAD 1602-D1 ALABAMA DR u EM77673 202 LAMAR CT
ENG1 60* E ARMORY c FL67*3* BRIAR HILL
GRAD 915 W HILL c FL60162 915 W HILL ST
FAA3 303 E CHALMERS c FL62281 7930 N LUNA
GRAD 907 S OAK c FL69256 907 S OAK ST
COM2 1003 W ILLINOIS u EM72715
LAS3 18 MAGNOLIA DR c FL65193 18 MAGNOLIA DRIVE
FAA* 1001 S 5TH c 65*2 PINE POINT DR
LAS* MRH FLAGG *15 c FL26511 *937 W HURON ST
AGR3 705 S 6TH c FL63*12 25" ft 1C6TH PL
AGR3 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525 RR 1
AVI 6 TOLONO ILL RR 1
ED 2 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 3*19 CENTRAL
EN61 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA . EM7A063 260 3ERKLEY
LAWl 18 MAGNOLIA DR c FL65193 BOX 2
ENG6 1308 S MATTIS c FL60025 *22 S GRAND W
GRAD CRESCENT CITY ILL •!-.: r - : : - - - *
OE 1 1115 M NEVADA u FL26511 1859 SYCAMORE RD
LAS1 1109 S LINCOLN - EM722*1 110 PEORIA ST
LAS1 MRH GARNER 178 c FL26511 21*2 M 22ND PL
ED 2 218 E GREGORY c Fl67*56 205 S EDWARD
LAS1 70* S 3RD c FL2970* 110 PEORIA ST
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 132 BLACKSTONE AV
LAS2 1106 S 3RD c FL66207 1220 DEMMOND
AGR2 502 E SPRINGFIELD c FL67322 7601 LECLAIRE AV
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 7708 W NORTH SHORE
GRAD 1212 W MAIN u RR 1
ED 3 910 FAIRLAWN DR u Em772*6 910 FAIRLAWN DR
GRAD 60* E ARMORY c FL67266 3329 ATLANTIC
GRAD 300-316 S GOODWIN u 2317 MCGEE
GRAD 1906 CYNTHIA DR c FL2753* 1906 CYNTHIA DR
COM1 100* S *TH c FL63631 516 SEE GWUN
GRAD 1612 CHEVY CHASE DR c FL67375 RR 1
LAS3 706 S 2ND c FL67617 3231 THAYER ST
ENG* 305 E DANIEL c FL67661 RR 2
EN64 207 N GREGORY - EM78893 2005 S 18TH AV
ENG4 306 N ROMINE u EM70159 *07 E 1*TH ST
FAA* 120* S LINCOLN u EM7*071 205 N LINCOLN AV
GRAD 210 E GREEN c FL65565 2025 N LIVINGSTON ST
ENG2 310 E JOHN c FL63022 RR 2
LAS1 1005 GREGORY DR c FL26511 800* PHILLIPS AV
COM1 307 E DANIEL c FL63565 7823 S ESSEX AV
PE 2 MRH NOBLE 317 c FL26511 *917 MCKINNEY AV
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 12*5 JARVIS AV
! *11 E GREEN c FL67895 952* S AVALON AV
GRAD 1008 S ORCHARD u EM79763 1008 S ORCHARD
JNL3 60* E ARMORY c FL67267 2337 U MEDILL Av
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 3511 N DAMEN AV
FAA* 1009 W DANIEL c FL29193 1009 W DANIEL ST
GRAD 1003 W GREEN u EM7623C 1*01 27TH ST
COM2 201 E GPEEN c FL6769C *937 N ST LOUIS
ENG* 206 E JOHN c 9132 GREENWOOD
COM1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 5*29 W 23RD ST
ENG* 503 W GREEN c FL658*1 9200 3ALLARD RD
LAS1 -RTON *11 c FL26511 3821 BLANCHAN AV
LAS* 3 09 E JOHN c FL6906* *825 S KEELER AV
LAS* 311 W NEVADA u EM77103 569 ONa'ENTSIA AV
LAS3 60* E ARMORY c 29C3 5TH
GRAD 1008 W UNION c FL60366 1*17 ROSEMONT
PE 1 mrh FORBES 273 c FL26511 *29 DUNDEE AV
LAS* 907 S WRIGHT c FL625*5 606 S NILES ST
AGR3 908 W ILLINOIS u EM70107 RR 1
FAA1 *08 W SPRINGFIELD c 51* 2ND AV N x
ENG2 60* ARMORY c FL67266 1709 BAKER ST
AGR2 313 E JOHN c FL678** RR 1
LAS3 MRH HOPKINS 176 c FL26511 3056 W PALMER SQUARE
ENG2 60* E ARMORY c FL67267 -IN ST
LAS1 1110 W NEVADA u EM75*25 8** W DOUGLAS AV
SWV3 308 E ARMORY c FL67175 7*17 PHILLIPS AV
LAS3 1112 S ARBOR c FL67*57 BOX 106
ENG1 902 W ILLINOIS J EM70*68 RAND RD BOX 289
LAS* VILLA GROVE ILL 501 S ELM ST
GRAD RR 1




























































































MIERICKE LYNNEA MARIE LAS1
MIGDAL JACQUELINE VITA ED 1
MIGIT DAVID PHILLIP LAS2
MIHAJLOV PETER JON AGR3
MIHALOPULOS GUS JR COM4
MIHEVC DAVID JOHN ENG1
MIHM THOMAS RICHARD ENG2
MIKELENAS JONAS LAS3
MtKESELL RITCHIE DEANE GRAD
MIKITA PHYLLIS JEAN LAS1
MIKKELSON RAYMOND C GRAD
MIKKOR MATI GRAD
MIKOLAS NANCY MARIE AGR1
MIKOLITIS JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
MIKYSKA GLENN JOSEPH COM4
MILANOVICH LARRY ALBERT COM1
MlLBURN NANCY TESCH GRAD
MILES EDNA MARGARET COM1
MILES FRANK BELSLEY LAS3
MILES JOSEPH BELSLEY LAS1
MILESKO BARBARA ANN LAS6
MIlETICH MARILYN JOAN FAA4
MluEWSKI EDMUND I GRAD
MILGROM GILBERT JACK COM4
MILIAUSKAS VITO ENG4
MILLAN BETTY ANN LAS4
MILLAR JAMES ROY ENG1
MILLARD VELDA ALICE LAS1
MILLEITNER SANDRANNE PE 1
MILLEN GEORGE LEROY JR FAA1
MILLER ADRIENNE JOYCE LAS1
MILLER ADRIENNE M ED 1
MILLER ABRAHAM HIRSH LAS2
MILLER ALAN EDWARD ENG3
MILLER ALAN MICHAEL LAS2
MILLER ANIDA LOUISE AGR3
MILLER AUDREY FVELYN GRAD
MILLER BARBARA JANE ED 1
MILLER BARBARA JEAN LAS3
MILLER BRUCE ALDEN PE 1
MILLER BRUCE ALEXANDER ENG2
MILLER BRUCE GEORGE COM1
MILLER CAROL ELIZABETH LAS2
MILLER CAROL JEAN LAS1
MILLER CAROLYN ALICE ED 2
MILLER CATHERINE ANN LAS4
MILLER CHARLES ANTONE LAS3
MILLER CHARLES LINDEN ENG3
MILLER CHARLES RAY ENG1
MILLER CLARENCE LEROY AGR3
MILLER CLAYTON MARTIN LAS2
MILLER DALE WINFIELD ENG1
MILLER DARRELL ALVIN GRAD
MILLAR DAVID ALLEN LAS1
MILLER DAVID ALLEN LAS3
MILLER DAVID ARCHER ENG4
MILLER DAVID BRUCE LAS2
MILLER DAVID EARL LAS2
MILLER DENNIS RICHARD ENG2
MILLER DON EDWIN ENG4
MILLER DONALD EUGENE FAA4
MILLER DONALD GENE GRAD
MILLER DONALD MORTON LAS4
MILLER DONALD ROBERT ENG3
MILLER DONNA MARY AGR4
MILLER EILEEN ED 1
MILLER EVAR LEONARD FfA3
MILLER FLOYD GLENN GRAD
MILLER GEORGE EDMUND ENG4
MILLER GERALD ALLEN FAA1
MILLER GERALD LEE ENG3
MILLER GERALD RAY GRAD
MILLER GERALD WAYNE ENG3
MILLER GERALD WAYNE AGR2
MILLER GLEN J ENG6
MILLER GLENN HOWARD ENG1
MILLER GREGORY EDWARD LAS1
MILLER HAROLD JAMES GRAD
MILLER HARRY THOMAS LAS1
MILLER HOWARD DAVID AGR3
MILLER HOWARD LOWELL GRAD
MILLER HUGO JOHN ENG6
MILLER JAMES CLINTON VM 2
MILLER JAMES FERGUSON LAS2
MILLER JAMES LEROY GRAD
MILLER JAMES PATTERSON LAS4
MILLER JANICE VERNA ED 1
MILLER JOHN CHARLES AV 1
1
MILLER JOSEPH CONRAD LAS4
806 W GREEN
WHITE HEATH ILL
























































































U EM72128 1237 N WOLCOTT AV
U FL26511 963 PRINCETON AV
U 5715 S WOOD ST
C FL67437 2620 W LUNT
C FL60521 206 W RAY AV
C FL68325 1022 MERTON AV
C FL67629 209 BURLINGTON
C 1927 N SPAULDING AV
C FL22574 204 E JOHN ST
U FL26511 212 MEADOW RD
C FL26511 209 E 5TH ST
U EM73346 362 HURON ST
U EM75459 3624 S EUCLID AV
C 1605 ST CHARLES RD
C FL67629 49 NORTHGATE RD
C FL26511 10401 AVENUE J
1111 EASTVIEW DR
U EM73012 1101 S ORCHARD
U EM 72 186 507 W HIGH ST
U EM72186 507 W HIGH
U 1515 W GARFIELD BLV
U FL26511 8359 S OGLESBY ST
U 100 PARK AV
C FL26511 1704 MULFORD ST
C 11306 S INDIANA AV
U EM77537 121 E SOUTHGATE
C FL26511 BOX 165
U EM76482 1505 DELMONT CT
U EM 71511 119 E ELM ST
C FL26511 555 MICHIGAN AV
U EM75441 4494 GROVELAND RD
U FL26511 7150 YATES
C FL26511 5230 N SAWYER AV
C FL26511 3615 CARDINAL LN
C FL67679 6236 N ALBANY
U EM71191 1400 CAMPBELL AV
C 112 DEVOE RD
U 9020 EWING
C FL62501 62 HUTCHINSON
C FL27504 611 CHURCH
C FL60521 1457 N LlNDER AV
C FL67542 3950 N LAKE SHORE DR
C FL60972 273 CORNWALL DR
U FL26511 525 W ROOSEVELT
C FL61840 RR 2
C FL25544 1108 W DANIEL ST
U EM76178 711 S VINE ST
C FL68405 4959 W 91ST PL
C FL66112 1115 DEWEY AV
U EM74069
C FL29540 3722 N VERMILION ST
C FL66934 313 THATCHER AV
U EM70253 RR 1
C 2445 U LUNT
C 521 W ROOSEVELT RD
C FL62769 1199 HILL AV
C FL26511 RR 2
C FL26511 908 S 17TH AV
C FL68235 6037 N MASON
C FL24108 9044 LOOM IS
C FL69381 CORNWALL DR
C RR 1
C FL26511 7131 S DAMEN AV
C 2202 E 68TH ST
C FL26305 RR 1
U FL26511 6137 N MOZART
C FL60521 1457 N LlNDER AV
U EM73870 5701 N KEYSTONE
C FL67894 200 REX BLV
C FL26511 908 S 17TH AV
C FL62261 BCX 144
U EM73458 300 S GOODWIN AVE
205 ARCADIA DR
U EM72532 RR 1 BOX 105
C FL21406 913 W CHURCH ST
C FL26511 7355 N WINCHESTER
C FL67266 2615 15TH AV
U 1120 BERTRAND






U EM72959 910 KNOXVILLE
C FL67637 208 E JOHN ST
U EM73754 710 S WEBBER
C FL65306 309 E CHESTNUT ST
U FL26511 6961 W BARRY AV
C FL6599C 103 RICHMOND RD






























































































































































MILLS KENNETH WAY JR
MILLS VEDA DIANE
MILLSPAUGH FRANK A JR
MILNER LARRY STEPHEN
MlLOSH JOSEPH EDMUND JR
MIlSTEIN CHARLOTTE ELLA
MIN KONGKI
















LAS4 218 GREGORY DR C FL26766 1010 E JEFFERSON
ED 3 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441 138 FRONTENAC FOR
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441 7474 YORK DR
LAS1 1002 S LINCOLN u EM72645 7422 CHAPPEL
COM4 809 W ILLINOIS u EM71076 5233 NORTH LAKE DR
COM2 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515 1115 S PARK AV
ENG4 509 S 5TH c 139 S HALE ST
AGR3 905 CALIFORNIA u RR 4
FAA4 MRH FORBES 256 c FL26511 503 N HAMPTON ST
ED 4 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 4910 N SPAULDING ST
ENG1 1116 W CALIFORNIA u EM71588 312 E MARKET ST
LAS4 106 E DANIEL c FL61766 105 EASTVIEW DR
LAS4 903 W NEVADA u EM70152 1216 CHESTNUT ST
GRAD 308 W CLARK c FL66929 308 W CLARK
GRAD 608 N PROSPECT c FL60644 214 E 9TH ST
LAS1 MRH FORBES 418 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 BOX 57
GRAD 110 E ARMORY c FL23812 110 E ARMORY
FAA1 112 THOMPSON u 1106 GEORGE
AGR1 MRH FORBES c FL26511
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441 6048 N FAIRFIELD
PE 2 410 E JOHN c FL27100 3615 N COURT ST
LAS3 MRH GARNER 232 c FL26511 1624 W JUNEWAY TERR
GRAD 709 W OREGON u EM73271 36 W 59TH ST
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 2408 W ROSEMONT AV
VM 4 110 E ARMORY c FL23812 110 E ARMORY AV
GRAD delavan ill 511 W 3RD ST
GRAD 300-312 S GOODWIN u EM77117 1120 BERTRAND
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 336 c FL26511 716 FULTON
ENG4 1526 CENTRAL AV
LAS4 106 W MAIN u 505 E 14TH ST
ENG4 FREEMAN MOBILE HOMES U FREEMAN MOBILE PK
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 2328 MORSE
ENG3 907 S 6TH c FL29625 5715 N MERRIMAC AV
JNL4 410 W GREEN u EM74429 410 W GREEN
ED 6 605 W OREGON u EM74806 10333 PROSPECT AV
COM3 MRH BARTON 322 c FL26511 806 WINTER ST
GRAD 110 W KIRBY c FL61267 110 W KIRBY AV
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 4501 N CENTRAL PK
LAS1 903 W NEVADA u
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 540 ROSCOE
LAS1 202 E GREEN c FL61789 RR
LAS1 809 S 5TH c FL23325 316 E LAFAYETTE
GRAD 705 S LINCOLN u 604 S WALNUT
AGR3 MRH FORBES 244 c FL26511 676 WINGATE RD
FAA3 604 E ARMORY c 1037 BAYARD PARK DR
LAS1 901 S 2ND c FL67458 RR 1
LAS3 1620 GEORGIA u 1601 S NEIL ST
ENG1 1108 W DANIEL c FL25544 1108 W DANIEL
FAA4 405 W UNIVERSITY c FL64316 405 W UNIVERSITY
GRAD 705 W ELM u EM11337 705 W ELM ST
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS c 11216 W 63RD
AGR3 809 W PENN u EM74069 404 S PIKE
COM1 507 JOHN c FL28901 6244 N WASHTENAW
VM 1 101 YORK
AVI 2 MRH FORBES 316 c FL26511 51 NYACK AV
ED 2 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389 7409 N WASHTENAW
COM1 MRH NOBLE 126 c FL26511 536 DUNDEE RD
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 2010 W ARTHUR AV
COM1 MRH GARNER 370 c FL26511 6019 N ST LOUIS
ED 4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 6724 N ROCKWELL ST
ED 4 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 6431 N CLAREMONT ST
AGR3 1111 S 1ST c FL63314 RR 2
COM1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151 1531 N BROAD
FAA2 MRH GARNER 419 c FL26511 20 S SYCAMORE DR
ED 3 1211 W UNIVERSITY c FL22476 1211 W UNIVERSITY AV
FAA1 209 E ARMORY c FL20231 919 E ELMHURST
LAS1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892 22 W 416 BURDETT
GRAD 618 E DANIEL c FL22889 618 E DANIEL
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921 8501 MONTICELLO
GRAD 1620 VIRGINIA DR u 904 S LOCUST
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 1558 W JONQUIL
GRAD 1813 ORCHARD PL u 52 29 CHUNGWOON DONG
GRAD 7813-202 ORCHARD PL u EM79794 1 WHA DONG
ENG4 111 W BIRCH c FL26368 111 W BIRCH ST
GRAD 201 E GREEN c FL67690 MAPLE AV
ENG3 1002 W OREGON u IRANCOLOR BP 76
LAS1 MRH LUND3REN 124 c FL26511 354 SOUTH ST
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 4638 W HOWARD
GRAD 604 S BUSEY u EM77225 653 JUDGE AV
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 210 c FL26511 819 N SUMMIT ST
AVI2 604 N MAPLE u EM 764 3
7
604 N MAPLE
ENG4 210 E JOHN c FL67871 210 E JOHN ST
ENG2 MRH GARNER 210 c FL26511 2937 BIRCHWOOD
LAS1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389 850 HUDSON ST
COM4 MRH LUNDGREN 211 c FL26511 1514 E 75TH PL
GRAD BEMENT ILL 501 S WASHINGTON
COM1 907 S 4TH c 7400 N FRANCISCO




























































































MIRON MURRAY SAMUEL GRAD
MI RON THOMAS JOHN FAA1
MIRRING CAROLINE GRAD
MIRSKY LAWRENCE MELVIN ENG2
MIRTO MAE ANTOINETTE JNL4
MISHER GRETCHEN IRENE ED 4
MISHOS GEORGE PETER ENG1
MISIASZEK EDWARD THOMAS GRAD
MISSE FREDERICK B JR GRAD
MISTRETTA CHARLES A ENG2
MITCHELL CHARLES DEAN GRAD
MITCHELL DANLEE GEORGE GRAD
MITCHELL DON VALLIANT ED 1
MITCHELL EUGENE WILLIAM ENG1
MITCHELL GARY ALAN LAS2
MITCHELL HENRY GRAD
MITCHELL JAMES DOW ENG3
MITCHELL JAMES OWEN GRAD
MITCHELL JAY ANDERSON LAS1
MITCHELL JAY PAUL AGR2
MITCHELL JEAN ANN LAS1
MITCHELL JOHN EDWARD GRAD
MITCHELL JUDITH KAY AGR2
MITCHELL MARILYN T LAS3
MITCHELL MARILYN LOUISE LAS3
MITCHELL MAX GILBERT PE 1
MITCHELL NOLAN WILLIAM AGR6
MITCHELL RHEBA LEE COM3
MITCHELL RICHARD LEE COM1
MITCHELL RICHARD ROY LAS3
MITCHELL ROBERT ALLEN COM1
MITCHELL RODNEY THOMAS COM6
MITCHELL RONALD LARRY GRAD
MITCHELL STEVEN DON ENG1
MITCHELL WILLIAM ARTHUR FAA1
MITCHELL WILLIAM L GRAD
MITRI TALAAT KHAIRI GRAD
MITRONOVAS FREDERICK GRAD
MITSCHELE JAMES IRWIN LAS*
MITTEN DONALD LEWIS FAA3
MITTENDORF LARRY RAY LAS4
MITTENDORF SUE PE 3
MIX BERNARD JOHN ED 6
MIYAKE RICHARD TADAO LAS3
MIZANI JALALEDDIN JALAL FAA4
MIZELLE MARGUERITE C LAS*.
MIZER RONALD EUGENE LAS2
MIZUKAMI HIROSHI GRAD
MIZUKAMI IKUKO FUKUDA GRAD
MIZUNO YOSUKE ENG4
MIZWICKI NORBERT DAVID ENG3
MLADE NEKETE JOHN LAS2
MLEYNEK DARRYL GEORGE LAS2
MOBERG VERNALIE ANN LAS4
MOBERLEY JENIFER E LAS3
MOCH JEROME ANDREW LAS1
MOCHEL VIRGIL DALE GRAD
MOCK JANICE ANN ED 1
MOCKENHAUPT JEROME D GRAD
MOCKENHAUPT JOHN PAUL LAS1
MOCKFORD EDWARD LEE GRAD
MODESITT KENNETH LEE ENG1
MODICA JOHN MICHAEL PE 1
MODJESKI EUGENE RICHARD SWV3
MODJESKI JEROME MICHAEL JNL4
MODZELEWSKI ERNEST F LAW2
MODZELEWSKI JEROME A COM 1
MOE PATRICIA STAPLETON GRAD
MOELIS IRVIN GRAD
MOELLER DAVID JOHN LAS3
MOELLER KELVIN KAY AV I 4
MOELLER THEODORE W AGR2
MOELMANN JOHN BANNATYNE ENG1
MOENCH LAUREL GRAD
MOES JAMES FRANKLIN COM3
MOESE JAMES CHRISTOPHER ENG4
MOFFETT ELIZABETH JEAN GRAD
MOFIELD WINIFRED HARKER LAS2
MOHAMMAD MOHYIEDDIN A ENG4
MOHAN JUDITH LOUISE LAS1
MOHAN TELIKICHERIA RAMA GRAD
MOHLENBROCK WILLIAM C LAS3
MOHN THOMAS JULE PE 1
MOHR GERHARDT RICHARD AGR2
MOHR JOANN ELIZABETH AGR2
MOHR LEWIS LLOYD VM 2
MOHR MARILYN WILCOXEN ED 2
MOHR PATRICIA JOYCE ED 1






































MRH VAN DOREN 125















































1005 W GREGORY DR
1003 W SPRINGFIELD
































































































403 W SPRINGFIELD ST
621 E LINCOLN AV
573 N 87TH ST
123 E 52ND ST
2338 BURTON ST
5667 N NEWARK ST








1005 W SYCAMORE ST
19 N ELMWOOD ST
19821 NW 5TH AV





308 W KELLY AV
1080 W MARIETTA
BOX 54
511 S PINE ST
702 S JAMES
105 S MCCULLOUGH
1631 E 86TH ST
1110 E RICHWOODS




152 E 3RD ST


















BOX 101 RR 6
179 N MCLEAN BLV
818 HARVARD AV









722 E 49TH ST




609 N 5TH AV
109 N BENCH ST
BOX 13













EAST ST LOUIS ILL

















































ST LOUIS 37 MO
EAST MOLINE ILL
FLUSHING 67 N Y
CHICAGO 29 ILL
























































• "Om«sEN JUDITH ANN
mqmmsEN LYNN EDNA















MONROE JOHN WILLIAM 11
MONROE KENT MAURICE


















































ENG3 501 S ELM C FL26776 SHEMIRAN AV
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 535 S CATHERINE
ED 4 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416 20528 HELLENIC DR
LAS4 711 W ILLINOIS u 6754 GROTON ST
LAS3 1111 S 3RD c FL27247 743 MAIN ST
PE 4 803 W GREEN u EM74994 803 W GREEN ST
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 3601 JACKSON ST
FAA3 1603 CAROLINA OR u 8700 BALTIMORE AV
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u EM75303 1539 S 4TH ST
FAA4 501 S RACE u EM73774 501 S RACE STREET
LAS1 MRH FORBES 475 c FL26511 226 WOODSTOCK
JNL4 1010 S 3RD c FL63021 RR 2 MORNINGSIDE DR
COM1 1010 S 3RD c FL63021 MR 2 MORNINGSIDE DR
LAS3 312 E ARMORY c FL27614 132 W HINES
GRAD DANVILLE ILL DENMARK RD
GRAD DANVILLE ILL RT 2 DENMARK RD
GRAD 507 S 6TH c SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE
LAS1 405 E JOHN c FL62557 113 W 10TH ST
AGR3 312 E DANIEL c FL24671 RR 1 BOX 112
FAA4 1206 N GOODWIN u 1206 N GOODWIN AV
LAS3 603 S LINCOLN u EM72145 911 PLAZA DR
AGR2 1106 S EUCLID c 129 HILLCREST DR
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 357 EMROY AV
FAA1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892 6909 N MENDOTA AV
LAS3 607 E DANIEL c FL62149 6909 N MENDOTA
GRAD 801 N RANDOLPH c KAMAWET VILLAGE
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c FL67434 601 BROADWAY
ENG1 MRH CLARK 412 c FL26511
ENG2 305 E GREEN c 3023 N PARKSIDE
LAS3 106 E DANIEL c 427 E 11TH ST
ENG4 908 W ILLINOIS u EM70107 CALLE 54 A NO 1456
ENG4 312 E ARMORY c RR 63 BOX 46
ENG4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511 415 ROYAL AV
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 883 PLEASANT VALLEY
LAS3 808 W VERMONT u EM74051 504 S CHURCH ST
ENG3 MRH NOBLE 408 c FL26511 5718 N WAYNE
LAS1 903 W NEVADA u EM70152 460 N 4TH ST
GRAD 1602 ALABAMA DR u 6546 S KEELER AV
AGR4 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439 316 N MAIN ST
LAS3 207 JOHN c 460 N 4TH ST
LAS4 1602 ALABAMA DR u EM70046 2024 S 9TH AV
GRAD 507 W ILLINOIS u 2836 8TH AV
GRAD 403 E CHALMERS c 914 E 155TH ST
ENG1 401 E DANIEL c FL24262 4076 ROSE AV
LAS3 605 E DANIEL c FL29871 1653 W 103RD ST
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 521 INGRAHAM
AGR4 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 19 S 7TH AV
LAS1 1004 S 4TH c FL63631 550 E 104TH ST
VM 4 806 S 3RD c r _6:s:e 10610 S LASALLE ST
LAS2 209 E ARMORY c FL24232 815 S 2ND ST
ED 4 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164 RR 3
COM3 308 W HIGH u EM71193 308 M HIGH ST
FAA4 303 W ELM u EM76301 214 S HAMLIN
PE 4 209 E ARMORY c FL24231 815 S SECOND ST
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 336 c FL26511 RR 2
AGR4 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809 407 S LOCUST ST
ENG1 410 E GREEN c FL67629 1108 N HOWARD
FAA4 404 E CHALMERS c FL68607 2424 DEAN ST
LAW2 201 N LYNN c 1307 N 21ST AV
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 372 c FL26511 338 W 116TH ST
ENG4 603 W CHURCH c 205 E 16TH ST
ENG4 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039 1501 GREENLEAF ST
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 246 c FL26511 900 ELMHURST
AGR4 202 E GREEN c FL21672 RR 2
GRAD 313 W ELLS c 1754 MINOCQUA AV C
GRAD 409 E SPRINGFIELD c FL69718
FAA2 1010 S 3RD c FL63021 2017 PARKVIEW DR
PE 3 MRH BARTON 324 c FL26511 106 S 2ND ST
GRAD 1379 BHAWANI PETH
LAS1 706-7 S COLER u EM77220 706 S COLER APT 7
COM3 706 S COLER u EM77220 706 S COLER
FAA4 808 W PARK c FL25652 808 W PARK AV
LAS1 MRH FORBES 156 c FL26511 230 DWIGHT ST
GRAD 1612 4 KIRBY c FL24359 1612 H KIRBY
AGR4 507 JOHN c
LAS2 MRH FLAGG 333 c FL26511 630 E NORTH AV
LAS4 201 E WHITE c 1217 CHURCH ST
GRAD 502 E WHITE c FL25503 502 E WHITE ST
LAS2 DANVILLE ILL 1006 NORMAN
GRAD 811 W HILL c 316 S SHIELDS ST
LAS1 1601 S GROVE u EM77021 1601 S GROVE ST
LAS2 2009 BOUDREAU DR u EM72415 2009 BOUDREAU DR
ENG1 906 S MAPLE u EM71664 906 S MAPLE
FAA2 TOLONO ILL 207 ELIZABETH
COM1 806 S 5TH c FL65990 1912 N 7TH
GRAD 1107-627 W GREEN u 248 MCDONALD PL
SWV3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 1118 PERCY AV
FAA4 302 E JOHN c FL26470 5596 BAYSHORE WALK
FAA4 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 9TH AND HARRISON ST
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MORS ROBERT JOHN JR
MORSE DARYL BURTON
LAS2 413 W MAIN ST U EM72027 413 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY U FL26511 2146 N WISCONSIN PEORIA ILL
PE 3 402 W SPRINGFIELD U EM79095 402 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
COM1 302 E JOHN C 1601 LINDEN RD HOMEWOOD ILL
COMA 828 W MAPLE C FL27459 828 W MAPLE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1007 W GREEN U 148 CRESCENT ST NORTHAMPTON MASS
GRAD MATTOON ILL 25 COUNTRY GARDENS MATTOON ILL
GRAD 503 S PROSPECT C FL64555 815 W 3RD ST SEDALIA MO
ENG6 CISCO ILL 302 E DUNBAR MAHOMET ILL
GRAD 807 W ILLINOIS U EM51258 518 W ADAMS CLINTON ILL
GRAD 107 E WHITE C COVENTRY 237 SANTIAGO CHILE
LAS2 107 E WHITE c BOGUS HILL RD RR 3 DANBURY CONN
GRAD 300-610 S GOODWIN U EM71757 1223 KIMMEL ST YOUNGSTOWN OHIO
GRAD 810 S 3RD C 837 W SUNNYSIDE AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
LAS2 313 E JOHN C FL67844 206 WOODLAWN BLV EAST PEORIA ILL
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA U EM75459 215 MAPLE AV MORRISON ILL
GRAD 102 E DANIEL C FL 29000 243 LINCOLN AV WAUKEGAN ILL
ENG4 604 E GREEN C FL22982 2112 W 72ND ST CHICAGO 36 ILL
LAS3 401 E DANIEL C FL24261 RR 2 BOUR30NNAIS ILL
ED 2 801 S WRIGHT C FL24163 837 S ILLINOIS SPRINGFIELD ILL
PE 3 405 E JOHN C FL62557 5673 NEW HAMPSHIRE CHICAGO 31 ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN C FL67844 308 E JAMES ST DWIGHT ILL
COM1 907 S 6TH C FL29625 RR 1 PALMER ILL
GRAD BOX 68 MCLEAN ILL
FAA3 504 JOHN C FL26511 BOX 1474 BALBOA CANAL ZONE
ENG4 106 S 4TH C FL28736 CALLE 51 NO 4 01 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
GRAD 203 E GREEN C AV BUSTAMENTE 273 SANTIAGO CHILE
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN U FL26511 RR 1 BUDA ILL
GRAD 801 S WRIGHT C FL29030 108 STONE ST GEORGETOWN ILL
LAS2 104 E ARMORY C 3409 W CATALPA CHICAGO 25 ILL
FAA1 309 E JOHN C FL69064 336 MATILDA PEKIN ILL
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS C FL26511 7256 S YATES BLV CHICAGO 49 ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO U EM72812 6364 WESTMINSTER DR PARMA 29 OHIO
GRAD 1103 S ARBOR C FL61780 1108 S ARBOR CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA2 206 E GREEN C FL68235 249 WALNUT DES PLAINES ILL
JNL3 MRH GARNER 246 C FL26511 733 E WEBSTER CIRCLE KANKAKEE ILL
LAS1 36 E CHALMERS C 2050 ANTHONY AV NEW YORK N Y
ENG1 410 E GREEN C FL67629 RR 2 LOVINGTON ILL
ED 3 1110 S ARBOR C FL24791 903 W 5TH ST MT CARMEL ILL
JNL3 611 E DANIEL C FL61840 1225 S COURT MARION ILL
LAS4 611 E DANIEL C FL61840 1015 E FRONT BLOOMINGTON ILL
ENG4 1607 W ILLINOIS U EM71304 RR 2 MACKINAW ILL
GRAD 528 E GREEN C DUNSEITH N DAK
LAS3 1112 N DIVISION U EM79668 8109 S SANGAMON ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
ED 6 DANVILLE ILL RR 4 BOX 151 DANVILLE ILL
AGR1 301 S WRIGHT C FL24164 RR 1 HENNEPIN ILL
ENG2 1114 W ILLINOIS U EM74702 BOX 257 KEALAKEKUA HAWAII
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA U EM75425 7738 VICTORIA CHICAGO 31 ILL
GRAD 1111 W GREEN C FL29117 14424 STEWART AV RIVERDALE ILL
ENG4 1443 STADIUM TERR C NONE
GRAD 906 S ELM C FL65232 906 S ELM CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 908 W ILLINOIS U OAKLEY ILL
ENG3 908 W ILLINOIS U EM70107 OAKLEY ILL
AGR3 MRH FORBES 268 C FL26511 RR 2 CANTON ILL
ENG2 1915 HARDING DR URBANA ILL
GRAD BROADLANDS ILL RR 1 BROADLANDS ILL
LAS1 MRH GARNER C FL26511 8624 S EUCLID CHICAGO 17 ILL
GRAD 1837 ORCHARD PL U BOX 276 BIG STONE GAP VA
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 378 C FL26511 7036 W HENDERSON ST CHICAGO 34 ILL
COM3 1010 2ND C FL60521 1318 COLORADO AV JOL1ET ILL
ED 3 306 E GREGORY DR C FL62516 737 N LAKE DRIVE DU QUOIN ILL
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN U FL26511 807 W ELM ST TAYLORV1LLE ILL
GRAD 1003 S 1ST C FL24429 NACO ARIZONA
ENG4 VILLA GROVE ILL 9 S RICHMAN ST VILLA GROVE ILL
FAA6 1837 ORCHARD PL U 408 FERRY ST MOUNT PLEASANT S CAR
COM4 705 CASE ST EVANSTON ILL
COM3 35 BLUE SPRUCE C FL23114 NEW HARMONY IND
ED 4 904 S 3RD C FL61383 296 PARK HIGHLAND PARK ILL
COM3 35 BLUE SPRUCE C FL23114 NEW HARMONY IND
FAA1 604 ARMORY C RR 1 BEMENT ILL
COM2 106 W OHIO U EM76711 6457 N CALIFORNIA AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
LAS3 1005 S 3RD C FL24467 1001 CHESTNUT MT CARMEL ILL
GRAD 203 E COLUMBIA C FL68017 RR 1 BOX 165 TURKEY N CAR
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 376 C FL26511 S E FAIRCHILD DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 311 E ARMORY C FL63463 BOX 185 GRAFTON ILL
AGR6 605 FAIRLAWN U EM75957 605 FAIRLAWN URBANA ILL
GRAD 1107-634 W GREEN U EM72570 463 ROSSLYN AV SPRINGDALE PA
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN U EM79876 6033 N OVERHILL CHICAGO 31 ILL
FAA4 1005 S WRIGHT ST C FL62571 1379 EASTWOOD AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 392 C FL26511 950 FLORENCE AV GALESBURG ILL
GRAD 204 W NEVADA U EM71217 3366 DARROW RD STOW OHIO
LAS4 309 E CHALMERS C FL61894 208 WOOD CT WILMETTE ILL
AGR3 408 E IOWA U EM70127 BOX 68 ALBANY ILL
ENG1 MRH GARNER 174 C FL26511 8518 S AVALON AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
LAS2 208 E JOHN C FL67637 319 YORK ST QUINCY ILL
AGR2 RR 3 U RR 1 ALBANY ILL
FAA4 906 S 6TH C FL61803 600 S WALL ST KANKAKEE ILL
LAS3 408 N MCKINLEY C FL23144 408 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
PE 1 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA U EM74063 904 MEYER RD MT PROSPECT ILL
COM3 1010 S 2ND C FL60521 629 MANHATTAN RD JOLIET ILL
MORSE DONALD LAVERNE JR ENG1
MORSE GLADYS ESTHER GRAD
MORSE PHYLLIS ESTHER LAS3
MORSE ROBERT KENNETH GRAD
MORSE STEPHEN R LAS2
MORSHED HASSAN GRAD
MORTENSEN PAUL FREDERIC COM2
MORTON MARGARET ANN COM4
MORVAY JAMES MICHAEL ENG1
MORVIS GEORGE MICHAEL LAS1
M0S8ARGER JERRY ALLEN ENG1
MOSBORG ROBERT JOHN GRAD
MOSCHELLA FRANK PAUL COM3
MOSELEY GERALD GLEN COM1
MOSELEY ODELL GRAD
MOSER LESTER JOHN ENG3
MOSES DON LAS1
MOSES MICHAEL OSCAR ENG2
MOSESON SHARON BARBARA LAS1
MOSETICH JOANN LAS1
MOSETICK CYNTHIA LEE FAA1
MOSHER CHARLES WESLEY FAA3
MOSILLO THOMAS OWEN ENG4
MOSKE WALTER THOMAS FAA3
MOSKOFF SANDRA JERNETTE LAS1
MOSKOVITZ DAVID HAROLD FAA2
MOSKOWITZ BARRY JEROME LAS3
M05NER LAWRENCE JAMES ENG1
MOSNY LEROY CARL LAS4
MOSNY RUSSELL CRAIG LAS1
MOSS DANIEL DORSEY GRAD
MOSS GARY BRUCE ENG3
I MOSS JOHN HARRY COM4
! MOSS JUDITH CAROL LAS3
I
MOSS JUDITH ROSALYNN ED 1
MOSS MARY ELLEN LAS4
I MOSS MICHAEL HERBERT COM4
I MOSS RONALD EMERSON ENG3
MOSSER BARBARA KAREN AGR1
MOSSNER WILLIAM RICHARD ENG3
MOTA JOSEPH LOUIS PE 2
MOTIRAMANI DAYAL P GRAD
MOTLEY MARSHA GRAD
MOTTO HARRY LEE GRAD
MOTYCKA ARTHUR JR GRAD
MOULDER BENNETT CLAY GRAD
MOULIS FRANK JOHN FAA4
MOULTON JOHN RONALD AGR1
MOULTON RICHARD WAYNE FAA3
MOUNT JOHN THOMAS COM4
MOUNTJOY JOSEPH BODE LAS1
MOUNTZ ROBERT EDWIN 111 COM1
MOURITSEN ROBERT JOHN ENG1
MOURNING MICHAEL C LAS2
MOUSTAFA MOHAMED EID GRAD
MOUTSATSON GEORGE PETER FAA2
MOWDER GARY LEROY LAS2
MOWE KENT WILLIAM ENG1
MOWRER KATHRYN PHILLIPS LAS1
MOWRER LINDA BARRETT LAS3
MOY ALFRED BING LAS1
MOY GEORGE FAA2
MOY JEFFREY DEXTER COM1
MOY PHILIP LANSHEU LAS4
MOY RAYMOND YIN CHEW ENG4
MOYAR GERALD JAMES GRAD
MOYE ANDREW JOHN ENG2
MOYE WILLIAM CHARLES GRAD
MOYER CHRISTOPHER ALAN FAA3
MOYER DONALD MARVIN JNL4
MOYER FRED DERR FAA4
MOYES JUDITH KAY ED 1
MOYES KOLLEETA YVONNE LAS1
MOYZIS GAIL HIVELY GRAD
MOYZIS JOSEPH A JR GRAD
MOZAN LAWRENCE CONRAD LAS3
MOZAYENI MANOOTCHEHR FAA4
MOZDZEN WALTER JOSEPH ENG4
MOZINSKI ESTHER SUE ED 2
MRAZ RONALD WILLIAM LAS1
MRNKA MARVIN LOUIS ENG4
MUCH BARBARA ED 1
MUCHA DONALD JEROME COM4
MUCK ELEANOR INNESS GRAD
MUCK GEORGE ARTHUR GRAD
MUCKEY GLENN DALE ENG3
MUDJER RUDOLPH LARRY FAA1
MUEGGEN80RG LORNA E LAS2
MUEHLEBACH JOHN ROBERT LAW1
MUELLER BARBARA JEAN COM2
























































































U EM73658 107 E PERSHING FREEPORT ILL
RR EL PASO ILL
U EM74051 RR 1 BOX 57 BIG ROCK ILL
KAPPA ILL
C FL26511 226 SHERIDAN GLENCOE ILL
C FL28584 KH JALEH MASJID ST TEHERAN 2 IRAN
C FL63022 1009 E FOREST AV NEENAH WIS
C FL24163 308 MAPLE ST MT STERLING 3 ILL
C FL25607 ORCHARD LANE WHEATON ILL
C FL26511 5543 S HOYNE AV CHICAGO 36 ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 ALBION ILL
C FL68534 1610 NORMANDY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL27614 2735 MARION AV BRONX 58 N Y
C FL26511 BOX 355 CLAY CITY ILL
C FL68161 1704 CORONADO DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71794 3 N EDISON AV ELGIN ILL
C FL68235 1502 W LILLIAN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL29871 1111 E 43RD ST BALTIMORE 12 MD
U FL26511 6215 N CLAREMONT CHICAGO 45 ILL
U 327 ALEXANDER ELMHURST ILL
C FL69172 201 MICHAUX RD RIVERSIDE ILL
C FL63022 9210 S BELL AV CHICAGO 20 ILL
C FL26511 723 S CARPENTER ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67871 1914 N 9TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL68738 116 S PINE ZEIGLER ILL
C FL26511 1654 ST CLAIR ST RACINE WIS
C FL26511 1881 25TH AV CT MOLINE ILL
C FL61813 1816 IDLEWILD LANE HOMEWOOD ILL
U EM72676 4745 S LOOM1S ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 9700 S HAMLIN AV EVERGREEN PARK 42 IL
C FL26511 2604 OJIBWAY FT WAYNE IND
C FL22935 214 TENNEY ST KEWANEE ILL
C FL67601 2062 GLENVIEW RD WILMETTE ILL
C FL26945 6622 N CENTRAL PARK LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
U FL26511 5615 N BERNARD CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 227 W CRAWFORD ST PARIS ILL
C FL67690 2609 W FITCH ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM70521 415 BEARD ST BEARDSTOWN ILL
U FL26511 RR 6 OLNEY ILL
C FL66934 120 W FAULKNER RD EAST PEORIA 8 ILL
C FL26511 1121 S HOYNE CHICAGO ILL
U EM51417 73 JAWAHAR NAGAR MADHYA PRADESH INDIA
U EM76611 424 N GLOVER HOLLIS OKLA
C FL68585 RR 1 JASONVILLE IND
C FL61688 307 S PRAIRIE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
3101 RICHMOND AV MATTOON ILL
C 2519 S RIDGELAND BERWYN ILL
U EM73303 RR 1 BUNKER HILL ILL
C FL67541 RR 2 BOX 965 ST CHARLES ILL
C FL64559 991 CLINTON ST CARLYLE ILL
C FL62563 ATLANTA ILL
C FL26511 1314 N 3RD ST VINCENNES IND
C FL26511 446 NORTH AV WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL29540 RR 1 KANE ILL
C FL26511 SEROUR EL BAKRY ST MANCHIET CAIRO EGYPT
C FL26511 2511 MUNSON AV TRAVERSE CITY MICH
C FL24261 1209 E TRIPP PEORIA ILL
U 209 W EICHE EFFINGHAM ILL
U EM75096 610 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
U EM75096 610 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
C FL67667 1025 S FLOAT FREEPORT ILL
C FL26511 5749 W NORTH AV CHICAGO 39 ILL
C FL26511 2243 S WENTWORTH CHICAGO 16 ILL
C FL24028 209 W CERMAK RD CHICAGO ILL
C FL60419 823 W LAWRENCE AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL29164 1017 FOREST VIEW DR COLONIAL HTS VA
U EM76886 RR 1 RIDGWAY ILL
C FL61167 OMAHA ILL
U EM73186 305 W OREGON URBANA ILL
C 1115 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
C FL61848 10501 S BELL AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
U FL26511 1028 JEANNETTE ST DES PLAINES ILL
C FL61840 LA HARPE ILL
U EM79892 602 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U EM79892 602 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
C FL26511 5501 W CULLOM AV CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL68945 GHALAMESTAN AV MOHAMADREZA IRAN
C 4434 S CAMPBELL AV CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 10349 S CALUMET ST CHICAGO 28 ILL
C FL26511 404 HAWTHORNE ELMHURST ILL
C FL24254 3823 OAK PARK AV BERWYN ILL
U FL26511 7840 ESSEX CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL61101 2342 W AUGUSTA BLV CHICAGO 22 ILL
U EM79549 RR 1 GALESBURG ILL
U EM79549 RR 1 GALESBURG ILL
C 212 E 59TH WESTMONT ILL
C FL21713 1919 S ALLPORT CHICAGO 8 ILL
U FL26511 4116 DEYO AV BROOKFIELD ILL
RR 4 BOX 27A DECATUR ILL
U EM75459 4220 WESTERN AV WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
MUELLER BRUCE ELMO GRAD
MUELLER CLAUDIA LlPPERT FAA4
MUELLER DON LEROY ENG4
MUELLER EUGENE LOUIS JR ENG1
MUELLER FREDERICK EARL ENG4
MUELLER GERALD EDWIN ENG2
MUELLER JUNIOR WESLEY FAA2
MUELLER KATHERINE L ED 2
MUFLLER LAWRENCE LEROY LAS1
MUELLER LINDA LEE LAS1
MUELLER RONALD LEE LAS2
MUELLER THOMAS F ENG1
MUELLER THOMAS JAMES GRAD
MUENNIKORN SUBHARP GRAD
MUENTZER MARLENE A LAS4
MUERLE JOHN LUDWIG GRAD
MUETH CYRUS GEORGE ENG4
MUGA BRUCE JENNINGS GRAD
MUHLEN3RUCH PHYLLIS E LAS2
MUGG STEVEN CRANSTON ENG1
MUHLSTADT WILLIAM JAMES ENG3
MUHR TORSTEN CARL IVAR GRAD
MUIR DOUGLAS DAVID ENG2
MUIRHEAD JAMES SEGNER LAS4
MUIRHEID GEORGE EDWARD AGR1
MUIRHEID NANCY KAY AGR2
MUKHERJEE KALINAT'H GRAD
MULBERRY ALBERT PIKE PE 4
MULCAHY TOM MAX ENG4
MULHOLLAND GORDON C ENG1
MULLEN JAMES GENTRY GRAD
MULLEN MARY LOUISE LAS5
MULLEN WILLIAM P FAA2
MULLENDORE JAMES ALAN GRAD
MULLETT CHARLES EDWIN ENG4
MULLIKEN MARTHA LAS2
MULLIN ALBERT ALKINS GRAD
MULLINS JOE BARRY GRAD
MULLINS VIRGINIA W GRAD
MULLINS WILLIAM ROBERT AGR1
MULVAIN DAVID FRANKLIN ENG2
MULVEY RICHARD RAYMOND LAS2
MUNCH ALLAN JOHN AV I 1
MUNCH JAN TRUMAN FAA1
MUNCY JOHN WOOLWINE JR COM3
MUND CHARLES FREDERIC AGR3
MUNDELL JOHN ROY AGR1
MUNGER ELON CARlIN JR ENG3
MUNNS THOMAS JOHN LAS1
MUNNS LOUISE NORFOLK COM2
MUNRO ALDEN KENNETH AV 1
1
MUNRO BARBARA HAAS GRAD
MUNRO HUGH PETTIS GRAD
MUNSON JOHN LEROY JR ENG3
MUNSON KATHRYN ELLEN ED 1
MUNSON MARLENE RUTH FAA3
MUNSON ROBERT EUGENE ENG1
MUNTYAN BOZIDAR GRAD
MUNTER HARVEY STEEN AV I 2
MUNTON JAMES WARREN AGR1
MURA ROMEO EDWARD ENG2
MURASAKI MILTON M LAS1
MURASKIN MURRAY GRAD
MURASKIN SHARON G FAA3
MURAWSKI JOHN LANCE AGR2
MURDOCK EVERETT ERROL COM1
MURDOCK JOHN WASHBURN GRAD
MURDOCK ROBERT CARL ENG4
MURINAS TEISUTIS ENG2
MURLEY THOMAS EARL ENG3
MURNO MICHAEL JOSEPH FAA4
MURPHY DANIEL WAIT ENG4
MURPHY GERARD LOUIS ENG4
MURPHY HAROLD RICHARD COM3
MURPHY JAMES EDWARD ENG2
MURPHY JERE PETER FAA4
MURPHY JOHN EDGAR LAS1
MURPHY JOHN JOSEPH ENG1
MURPHY KATHLEEN MARY VM 3
MURPHY LARRY DALE ENG1
MURPHY LEONE PHYLLIS ENG4
MURPHY LYNN STADELMAN LAS*.
MURPHY MARCIA JEAN LAS1
MURPHY MARJORY BETH GRAD
MURPHY MICHAEL JAMES GRAD
MURPHY NEIL LAWRENCE COM4
MURPHY ONLYN RAY VM 2
MURPHY PATRICIA RUTH LAS2
MURPHY PATRICK JOSEPH ENG3
MURPHY ROBERT JOSEPH ENG3
12 06 N GOODWIN
1110 W PARK
MRH BARTON 326











































































1005 W GREGORY DR
MRH CLARK 234







1005 W GREGORY DR
1009 W PENNSYLVANIA
MRH HOPKINS 454
u 1604 11TH AV
c 1116 PEARL ST
c FL26511 34C0 BIGELOW ST
C 1231 KANE ST
u EM72145 719 S 22ND AV
c FL66394 602 S VINE
c 1110 W PARK
u EM79860 952 S WESTERN AV
c FL26511 3656 MADISON ST
u EM75416 3034 BROOKWOOD
BERGMANS TRAILER CT
c FL26511 331 W SUNSET
u EM73320 4018 W 58TH ST
u EM70508 576 RAMA Vl RD
c FL68926 7201 DOBSON AV
u EM79824 650 GARFIELD AV
u EM77513 414 S INDEPENDENCE
u 2811 CARLISLE ST
c FL29527 4071 FAIRWAY DR
c FL67981 239 KINGS CT
c FL265U 408 N COLORADO AV
c FL68595 4500 N TROY ST
c FL24254 6231 N ARTESIAN
u EM70565 RR 2 BOX 115
c RR 7




EM71088 116A HAZRA ROAD
FL67981 2655 W 97TH PL
c FL26511 212 COLORAOO AV
u EM70580 607 FAIRLAWN DR
c FL23739 109 S WRIGHT ST
u EM70143 282 RAVINE ST
c FL65584 RR 3
c FL22331 17102 AMBAUM BLV
c FL61840 842 FLORIDA AV
c FL60774 F51D2 STAD TERR
u 407 MCCAIN DR
u 407 MCCAIN OR
u EM74069
c FL60521 BOX 395
c FL67622 312 RICHARDS ST
c FL26511 9406 S TURNER AV
c 822 N WORTH ST
c FL60521 521 N RAYNOR AV
u EM76407 919 E WASHINGTON ST
c FL29625 RR 1
c FL25890 2643 N 76TH COURT
c FL26511 220 W REPUBLIC
c FL24163 324 N SPRING
c FL26511 231 E KIRCHOFF RD
c FL63484 318 THOMAS ST
c FL63484 BOX 5642
c FL28760 2170 N CHURCH ST
u FL26511 728 WISNER ST
c FL63021 115 N 3RD ST
c FL26511
u EM78934 1348 MADISON AV
u EM70392 1215 W MAIN
u EM72532 RR 1
c FL21811 BOX 129
c FL26511 6 PUUOKO ST
u EM71549 600 E 18TH ST
u EM71549 212 SHERIDAN RD
c FL26511 21 HIAWATHA DR
c 1808 S COLLEGE
u EM51496 1014 S VINE ST
u EM72996 905 S MAPLE ST
: FL62346 1214 N 16TH AV
c FL26511 MASSASOIT ST
c 337 87TH ST
c FL25785 32 JUNIPER DR
c 8204 SANGAMON ST
c 2342 E RAMSEY RD
c 18630 GOTTSCHALK AV
c FL26511 1015 E GRANDVIEW
: 2813 W FREMONT
c FL26964 234 M 115TH ST
u FL26511 3228 N SHEFFIELD AV
c FL26511 RR 4
c FL644 70 316 LAGRANGE RD
u EM76181 1625 VIRGINIA DR
c FL60964 1212 W PARK
u 1824 ELM AV
u EM76861 1625 VIRGINIA DR
c 1302 W CLARK ST
u EM72959 RR 4
u FL26511 18335 WEST ST
u EM74064 13842 S DEARBORN
















































ELMWOOD PK 35 ILL
PEORIA ILL




































































































































SWV4 103 E FLORIDA AV U EM73707
PE 1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA U EM75439
COM1 310 E WHITE c FL25666
LAS3 907 S 5TH c
ENG4 708 W ELM u
LAW3 1010 W STOUGHTON u EM72290
LAS1 202 E GREGORY c
FAA1 MRH FORBES 423 c FL26511
FAA3 201 E JOHN c FL24569
ENG4 911 W SPRINGFIELD u EM72750
LAS1 202 S LINCOLN AV u EM73773
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 109 E JOHN c
LAS4 218 GREGORY DR c FL26974
LAS1 311 E ARMORY c FL22331
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
FAA4 815 N MCKINLEY c FL28023
COM1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD 1625 W UNIVERSITY c FL29733
GRAD 1314 W UNIVERSITY u
GRAD 201 N GOODWIN u EV79664
GRAD 508 S GOODWIN u EM77388
LAS1 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
LAS2 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
ENG4 309 E HEALEY c FL65678
ENG4 MRH FORBES 459 c FL26511
VM 4 507 W UNIVERSITY c
LAS2 303 E JOHN c FL66434
COM4 305 E DANIEL c
AGR1 MRH GARNER 486 c FL26511
LAS3 309 E JOHN c
LAS4 19 LAKESIDE TERR u EM77101
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS2 401 E DANIEL c FL24261
ENG3 MRH GARNER 480 c FL26511
FAA4 MRH GARNER 468 c FL26511
GRAD 807 S 1ST c FL23674
ENG3 307 S KELLY CT c FL67163
GRAD 905 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77387
AGR3 530 E GREEN c
LAS1 1001 S 5TH c
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1106 S 3RD c FL64420
COM1 1005 S LINOCLN u FL26511
COM1 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
LAS2 713 OHIO u E-75427
ED 4 307 S KELLY CT c FL67163
LAS1 511 E DANIEL c FL61849
ENG2 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
LAS4 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
AGR4 1110 W CALIFORNIA u EM71972
GRAD 1308 PAULA DR c FL61464
':'-'- 422 FAIRLAWN u
GRAD 1303 W HEALEY c FL68203
COM1 706 S GROVE u EM75304
LAS1 100 5 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 218 E GREGORY c FL69610
GRAD 307 E GREEN c FL63542
GRAD 810 S 3RD c FL29722
GRAD 512 E WHITE c
GRAD 208 E DODSON u EV79697
LAS1 212 E DANIELS c
GRAD 504 E STOUGHTON c
COM4 202 E JOHN c
LAW2 MRH TAFT 104 c FL26511
ENG4 1005 W UNIVERSITY u
FAA4 312 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73379
GRAD 908 W NEVADA u EM73592
GRAD 1001 M SPRINGFIELD u EM73377
LAS4 908 W ILLINOIS u EM70107
FAA2 1116 W NEVADA u EM73845
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c FL67435
ENG2 MRH FORBES 418 c FL26511
LAS2 703 W CHURCH c
FAA1 MRH CLARK 320 c FL26511
GRAD 103 N BUSEY u E'"71C35
GRAD 510 S 4TH c FL28295
GRAD 505 S GREGORY Pl u E«77645
AGR1 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
LAS2 706 W OHIO u EM76711
ENG3 MRH LUNDGREN 313 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH BARTON 305 c FL26511
LAS3 216 E GREGORY DR c
FAA4 212 E JOHN c
GRAD 209 W JOHN c
GRAD 714 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG3 202 E CLARK c
GRAD 105 E SPRINGFIELD c FL61992
111 OHIO
2136 N 75TH AV
607 N 8TH
310 E WHITE
302 N 4TH ST
K5A 6 14
RR 1
3950 LAKE SHORE DR
922 N KANKAKEE ST
8323 S LANGLEY
50 N LONG AV
905 CALIFORNIA




3950 LAKE SHORE DR
815 N MCKINLEY ST
1934 GROVE AV
512 E FRONT ST
1625 * UNIVERSITY AV
Bl 46
7161 KOTI RD
























307 S KELLY CT
110 E 8TH ST





1303 W HEALEY ST
706 S GROVE
301 N WASHINGTON ST















11205 S PEORIA ST
SHl'MRAN DARBAND




153RD AND WOLF RD
227 N WARD ST
1422 N SEDGWICK
2217 N SEMINARY AV
5920 N HERMITAGE AV
































































































NANDWANA DlLlP LAKHAJI ENG2
NANOY KHEA[_I LAS4
NANN1 ELIO PAUL LAS4
NANTKES DONNELL LOUIS LAS1
NAOUMIDES MARK GRAO




NARCISI LOUIS JOSEPH FAA4
NARKINSKY SAM SELF LAS3
NARLAND JUDITH GAY LAS2
NAROWSKI ROBERT LOUIS ENG3
NART SHARON BARBARA LAS1
NASERS JUDITH CLAIRE LAS2
NASH CHARLES RAYMOND FAA1
NASH KATHLEEN ANN LAS1
NASH REBECCA LEE ED 4
NASH WILLIAM VERLIN GRAD
NASIR SARI JAMIL GRAD
NASSOS GEORGE PETER LAS3
NASTROM HARVEY JOHN ENG3
NATHAN MARTIN LEWIS COM1
NATHANSON LEIGH LAS3
NATION ARTHUR EDWARD ENG3
NATKER ROBERTA SUE COM2
NATTERSTAD LUCILLE G GRAD
NATUSCH LOIS ELIZABETH GRAD
NAUMAN JAMES CHURCH LAS3
NAijMAN RICHARD ROY ENG1
NAUMANN MARTIN GEORGE LAS3
NAUMCZIK GEORGE SWV6
NAVE JOHN SAMUEL GRAD
NAUSEDA VINCENT FRANK LAS1
NAVIS LONNIE GAIL AV I 1
NAVARRFTF DELIA ARMIDA GRAD
NAVILIO THERESA MARIE ED 1
NAVOLT DALLAS LEE ENG2
NAY STEPHEN WARREN LAS1
NAYAR JAI KRISHEN GRAD
NAYDEN JOHN MICHAEL LAS4
NAYLON JAMES RICHARD LAS1
NAYLOR MARTHA ANN LAS4
NAYLOR WILLIAM DONOVAN COM4
NAZARIAN MATTHEW JAMES ENG2
NEAL CECIL WAYNE COM4
NEAL CLARKE LEO GRAD
NEAL GWENDOLYN EARL GRAD
NEAL JAMES PRESTON IV ENG4
NEAL JUDITH ANNE LAS3
NEAL THOMAS LEE LAS1
NEALE ROBERT SCHWENN GRAD
NEALY JAY HARVEY LAS2
NEANDER DAWN DIANE LAS1
NEBLETT EUGENE ENG1
NEDBAL RALPH GERALD ENG3
NEDLIN JOSEPH JAY ENG1
NEECE JAMES RICHARD LAS1
NEELESON ELINORE HAZEL ED 2
NEELMAN GERALD EUGENE SWV4
NFFLY CLEG RAF ED 2
NEEMANN LARRY GENE FAA3
NEEMANN SHARON KAYE FAA2
NEET JOAN ELLEN LAS2
NFFF MICHAEL ALAN LAS2
NEFF TERRY WENDELL ED 1
NEHLS WILLIAM ALLEN AGR1
NEIBEL DONALD WAYNE E/IG3
NEIDORF BARRY MICHAEL LAS1
NEILL DAVID MALCOLM ENG4
NEILSON FORREST THOMAS PE 2
NEIMARK LAWRFNCE ROBERT LAS4
NEJAME CONSTANCE GROVER GRAD
NEKOLNY JOHN FRANCIS FAA4
NEKRITZ BARRY BENJAMIN LAW1
NELLE JAN ANDRE ENG1
NELLESSEN EDWARD PETER LAS2
NELLIGAN BRENDAN THOMAS ENG4
NELLIS DANIEL ALBERT LAS1
NELSON BUCK DEAN GRAD
NELSON CLIFFORD MARK GRAD
NELSON CLIFFORD M JR LAS4
NELSON COLLEEN HElGESON GRAD
NELSON DARRELL WAYNE AGR3
NELSON DEAN ARTHUR ENG4
NELSON DELMER REYNOLDS ENG4
NELSON DENNIS ANTHONY GRAD
NELSON DIXIE LEE LAS1
NELSON DONALD TURNER LAS1









1005 W GREGORY DR

























































70 7 S 6TH
MRH FORBES 382
309 E GREEN
704 W OREGON ST
MRH NOBLE
206 S ORCHARD ST
MRH NOBLE 327















C FL60416 256 SARDAR PATEL RD
C FL23492 79 28 LOWER CIRCULAR
U 48 HOAG AV
U 316 S PINE
C FL27169 KOILIS 9
U EM77153 1312 ASHLAND AV
U CARRERA 26 F521
C FL68979 MALLEGONNDENPOLAYAM
C FL26511 4830 W 15TH ST
U EM75572 318 FAIRLAWN DR
C FL26511 3109 BATTERY
U EM74006 751 MONROE
C FL67266 3218 N MONTICELLO
U FL26511 8621 S BENNETT AV
U FL26511 163 FLEMING ST
C FL61894 1604 N 46TH
U 444 MINDER DR
C FL61708 203 E WINTER AV
U 304 14TH ST
u JAMIL NASIR
C FL26511 211 N KlLtJOURN
U ROUTE 1
C 2715 W MORSE AV
C FL61389 2821 W MORSE ST
C FL63018 121 W DELAWARE
C FL61389 5254 VAN BUREN
206 W OREGON ST
1564 ASBURY AV
C FL62651 831 S PROSPECT
C FL26511 508 MONROE
C FL26511 809 S WALNUT
U EM72520 5534 W 65TH ST
U 905 N CUNNINGHAM
C FL26511 BOX 540 DEPOT ST
U EM72676 5644 S NAGLE
U EM78193 BARRIO BUENOS AIRES
U FL26511 312 PETERSON
C FL26511 626 W ELM
C FL66297 403 BALTIMORE ST
U A 19 RANA PARTAT
C FL67622 618 BAXTER CT
C 412 N CONGRESS
U EM79054 142 W OLD DUNDEE RD
C FL26511 4534 N MOODY AV
C 828 W BRADLEY PL
C FL63500 F40A STADIUM TERR
U EM 5 1264 FAULKNER RD
U EM73081 1252 LINDEN 4
C FL64086 921 W DANIEL ST
U EM75425 319 S ST CLAIR
C FL26511 17 S RUBY LANE
C FL21650 105 E JOHN ST
10116 INDIANA
U FL26511 9606 S TULLEY AV
C FL28985 2028 PRINCE ST
C FL29832 2226 N 72ND CT
C FL26511 1223 WHITE PLAINS RD
C FL26511 604 5TH ST
U EM75441 7613 YATES
C 5842 N MAPLEWOOD AV
U FL26511 RR 1
C FL60521 439 5TH ST
U FL26511 439 5TH ST
C FL27359 3415 N UNIVERSITY
C FL67994 2534 15TH ST CT
C FL26511 702 GLEN FLORA AV
C FL26511 3048 N KOSTNER
C FL62222 1401 E 4TH ST
C FL26511 5819 N BERNARD
C 604 W PARK ST
U EM77098 8846 S LOOMIS ST
C FL26511 4735 N ALBANY
U EM78830 116 BEETHOVEN ST
C FL26511 6421 W 28TH ST
C FL26511 6164 N WINTHROP
C FL27307 1732 S PARK
C 1634 W CARMEN
C FL67266 5437 S MAY ST
C FL26511 4554 N SPRINGFIELD
U 1022 ERNST ST
515 S CUYLER
C FL67984 2134 N KARLOV AV
U EM70204 611 FAIRLAWN
C FL63071
C FL2S866 BOX 36
C FL24484 433 42ND ST
U 907 N MADISON
U FL265U 5048 HOWARD
C FL62510




















































































































NELSON THEODORE W JR
NELSON THOMAS RICHARD
NELSON WESLEY WALTER
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NEWSOME WESLEY A JR
NEWTON CHRISTOPHER
GRAD 1108 N GREGORY U 136 w UPSAL ST PHILADELPHIA 19 PA
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 120 C FL26511 732 E CHICAGO AV PALATINE ILL
LAS2 1005 S 6TH c 1005 S 6TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 312 E ARMORY c FL27614 4112 \ ALBANY AV CHICAGO 18 ILL
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL76722 5131 W NEWPORT CHICAGO 41 ILL
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 6925 N MENDOTA CHICAGO 46 ILL
LAS3 714 IOWA u EM73166 2105 GIDDlNGS ST CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 1006 S 1ST c 908 MONROE ST GALESBURG ILL
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 302 ST LOUIS AV ROCKFORD ILL
ED 3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74C06 936 N HUMPHREY OAK PARK ILL
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 408 c FL26511 106 FAIRVIEW AV BLOOM INGTON ILL
LAS3 206 S ORCHARD u 206 S ORCHARD .- ILL
LAS1 1301 W STOUGHTON J EM71347 RR 4 GREENVILLE ILL
AGR? 1115 * NEVADA u FL26511 RR 2 TAMPICO ILL
ED 4 78 LAKESIDE TERR u EM70060 2505 S COLLEGE SPRINGFIELD ILL
COM3 508 E GREEN c FL63412 266 HAWTHORNE GLEN ELLYN ILL
ENG4 1107 w ILLINOIS u 5425 H LA PORTE ST CHICAGO 30 ILL
ENG4 G38A1 STADIUM TERR c 18 SMITH AV 3RANGE
ENG4 907 W ILLINOIS u EM 796 9
5
1016 CENTER ST Elgin ill
COM2 1105 1ST c FL67570 7656 EUCLID AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
COM1 RANTOUL ILL 40 OLD MAIN RD RANTGvJL ILL
COM4 806 S 3RD c FL69576 9821 minmick AV OAK LAWN ILL
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511 620 RIFORD RD GLEN ELLYN ILL
ENG2 402 E ARMORY c FL63663 605 PARK ST ELGIN ILL
FAA4 2 06 S ORCHARD u 208 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
EN32 MCKINLEY HOSPITAL u 551 BEVERLY PL LAKE FOREST ILL
LAS1 401 E JOHN c 2920 11TH AV MOLINE ILL
FAA3 MRH HOPKI.NS 208 c FL26511 1825 S 4TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
LAS3 712 W OREGON u EM75019 5415 REBA MORTON GROVE ILL
COM2 L105 3 4TH c FL61813 6741 CALDWELL CHICAGO ILL
PE 2 1110 S ARBOR c 4C27 S EAST STICKNEY ILL
ED I 1111 NEVADA u FL26511 2949 W LUNT CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 404 E CHALMERS c 12131 GREENWOOD AV BLUE ISLAND ILL
GRAD 212 E JOHN c FL66997 973 DE3BE LANE :: NC INNAT I 29 OHIO
ENGA 504 ; iRMORY c PL67266 7704 5 HOYNE AV CHICAGO ILL
;rac 1210 S LINCOLN u EM78845 423 N 32ND ST HARRIS3JRG PA
3RAD 12 02 4 MAIN u EM51417 35 NARAYAN BAGH INDORE INDIA
LAS4 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511 1834 BOEGER AV -ESTCHESTER ILL
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA - FL26511 1834 BOEGER AV «ESTCrtE3TER ILL
LAS2 508 S 4TH c -L61522 623 GARRETT PL EVANSTON ILL
LAS1 109 E GREEN z 450 ELM AV E.m-jRST ILL
LAS4 207 E HEALEY c 207 E HEALEY ST = AIGN ILL
AGR2 MRH CLARK 236 c FL26511 704 N 7TH ST ROCHELLE ILL
ED 1 506 S 3ROADWAY u EM72490 506 S 5R0AD«Ay URBANA III
FAA1 mrh FORBES 269 c FL26511 131 ADDISON RD *OOD DALE ILL
PE 2 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164 1137 S GROVE AV OAK PARK ILL
z-i2~ 10C6 W STOUGHTON - EM78643 1006 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
EN 34 311 S STATE c FL66258 CABERY ILL
LAS1 309 E JOHN c FL69064 800 PRINCE ST PEKIN ILL
LAW1 606 W PARI c 225 S 16TH ST OUINCY ILL
FAA4 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 4301 N TROY ST Chicago ill
AGR1 1005 S 2ND c FL26684 RR 1 RIDGE FARM ILL
COM4 502 E WHITE c FL60875 4201 W MAIN ST SKOKIE ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 305 c C L26511 RR 2 SCHUYLER NEBR
GRAD 1003 E WASHINGTON J EM51202 1106 LINDENDALE FULLERTON CALIF
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN J FL26511 8641 KARLOV SKOKIE ILL
AGR3 1301 W STOUGHTON u EM71347 RR 4 GREENVILLE ILL
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 RR 1 3 III
COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u CL26511 RR 2 PETERSBURG ILL
AGR3 MRH GARNER 493 c FL26511 RR 3 BOX 151 GE.NESEO ILL
COM1 1109 S ORCHARD u 1215 MADISON STREATOR ILL
FAA1 203 E ARMORY c FL68685 -2= ;=:--£_£, HlLLSBORO ILL
FAA3 1215 S 4TH c FL26511 6245 N CENTRAL PARK CHICAGO 45 ILL
COM2 401 E JO-lN c FL67737 1642 N GILBERT ST DANVILLE ILL
ENG1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151 1815 E CANTRELL DECATLR 44 ILL
GRAD 303 E DANIEL c PL66723 7901 S W 133RD ST MIAMI 56 FLA
GRAD 1110 S FOLEY c FL23012 1110 S FOLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
JNL3 1005 GREGORY u FL26511 618 S ARDMORE . : _.a park, ill
ENG1 306 E CHALMERS c FL66953 30X 131 CHATHAM ILL
ENG2 1109 S 4TH c FL63071 1100 W VERMONT ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
GRAD 506 W ELM ST u EM76193 373 E CHURCH LANE PHILADELPHIA 44 PA
GPAD 3LOOMINGTON ILL 715 E 3ISSELL BLOOMINGTON ILL
AGR2 901 S 2ND c FL23648 411 PLJM ST CARMI ILL
GRAO TOLONO ILL TOLONO ILL
ENG3 404 S 5TH c 810 RECTOR AV R03INSON ILL
AGR2 610 S GLOVER J EM78661 HERALD ILL
PE 2 312 S PRAIRIE c 615 WILLIAMS ST UTICA N Y
GRAD 1002 S 2ND c 3740 WESLEY AV 3ER*YN ILL
LAS2 907 S 3RD c FL67679 6127 N WASHTENAa CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 106 W VINE c 303 S GREEN ST SANDWICH ILL
LAS2 106 W VINE c 303 S GREEN ST SANDWICH ILL
AGR3 ST JOSEPH ILL
ED 3 406 W OHIO u EM76711 6144 N WASHTENAW CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENG3 706 W OHIO u EM767U 6144 N WASHTENAW CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENG1 311 E ARMORY c FL63335 BOX 414 NORA ILL
ED 1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389 11 S HUDSON DENVER 22 COLO
s=a; ELLIOTT ILL BOX 84 ELLIOTT ILL
GRAD 912 W CHURCH c FL239U 130 W ELM ST ALBION ILL
GRAD 2012 LAWNDALE DR c FL23340 6200 STARDUST LANE 3ETHESDA MD
GRAD UPTON HOUSE WORTH DEAL ENGLAND
NEWTON DORCAS ANN
NEWTON STEPHEN B

































NICOTRA PAUL RUSSELL A
NIEDZIELSKI ROBERT J
NIEHUS EDWARD LEE
NIELSEN EL INOR ANN
NIEMAN ROBERT KYLE


















































NOON ZENAS BARNARD JR
FAA? 71<i W MICHIGAN U EM79292
GRAD 703 W PARK C FL28727
LAS2 211 E DANIEL C FL67583
GRAD 1115 W ILLINOIS u
ED 1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
ENG2 MRH FORBES 212 c FL26511
GRAD 611 W OHIO u EM75065
AGR1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS3 MRH LUNDGREN 123 c FL26511
LAS'* 1301 S BUSEY u
ED 2 1 111 W NEVADA u FL26511
COMA RR 2 c FL22549
LAS1 806 S 5TH c FL65990
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
GRAD 907 W CALIFORNIA u EM 7 1204
LAM 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
FAA1 211 E ARMORY c FL65132
LAS4 907 W CALIFORNIA u EM 7 1204
LAS1 1010 S 3RD c FL63021
LAS2 RR 2 c
ENG3 1301 STOUGHTON u
GRAD 711 S RANDOLPH c FL29039
LAS4 609 S 4TH c FL25040
FAA4 705 HIGH ST u
ENG1 1310 W STOUGHTON u EM79962
GRAD 209 W JOHN c
COM4 703 GREGORY DR c
GRAD 213 W JOHN c FL21443
LAS1 303 E JOHN c FL66434
GRAD 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 408 S GOODWYN u
COM4 1110 S 2ND c FL24222
LAS4 35 E SPRINGFIELD c FL61508
LAS3 35 E SPRINGFIELD c FL61508
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 205 E UNIVERSITY c FL65564
LAS3 310 E JOHN c FL63022
FAA3 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
FAA4 906 1ST c FL67915
FAA4 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
AGR1 308 E ARMORY c FL67543
ENG4 1634 CAROLINA DR u EM73006
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID c FL60313
JNL3 1008 S 4TH c FL25208
AGR4 1 107 W GREEN u
ENG2 MRH FLAGG 323 c FL26511
ENGA 112 E GREEN c FL61918
LAS3 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
LAS1 713 W OHIO u EM75427
LAS? 614 W SPRINGFIELD c
ENG1 604 S BUSEY u EM77225
ED 3 MRH LUNDGREN 202 c FL26511
ENG4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
ENG3 806 W GREEN u EM72128
GRAD 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 604 W HILL c FL13403
GRAD G-61-C STADIUM TERR c FL60938
AGP4 1104 W OREGON 'J EM79438
LAS1 1106 S 3RD c FL67636
LAS1 307 E DANIEL c
FAA4 408 ELM u
GRAD 1306 W SPRINGFIELD u
LAW2 G49A STADIUM TERR c
GRAD 112 E JOHN c FL66870
PE 3 803 S 2ND c
GfJAD 509 S 5TH c FL63574
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 156 c FL26511
COM2 MRH NOBLE 23 c FL26511
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 122 c FL26511
AGR3 907 S 6TH c FL29625
ENG4 MRH FORBES 343 c FL26511
AGR3 1 116 W NEVADA u EM75327
JNL4 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
LAS2 916 W HILL c FL28492
ED 3 916 W HILL c FL28492
ENG4 CI 1630 ALABAMA DR u EM72007
ENG1 604 E ARMORY c
COM1 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
PE 4 1430 CAROLINA DR u
FAA3 408 S GOODWIN u
LAS1 706 S MATHEWS AV u EM71136
ED 1 716 W VERMONT u EM73202
GRAD I56C STADIUM TERR c FL65064
LAS3 1004 CALIFORNIA u
PE 1 904 S LINCOLN u EM7U91
ENG3 306 E DANIEL c FL67541
GRAD 509 E UNIVERSITY c FL65306
1104 E MAIN ST














1489 W SUNSET AV
602 PARK ST
1012 W MAIN ST
323 S 9TH ST
RR 2
816 E 6TH ST
700 CARPENTER






8435 S PEORIA ST
326 3RD ST
325 41ST ST
260 S OAKLAND AV
817 N HICKORY ST
817 N HICKORY ST
1436 S AUSTIN BLV
901 ELM STREET
705 8ARTLETT AV
1944 N MOZART ST
1917 CLINTON ST
200 FRONTAGE ST




891 N 4TH ST
3327 MAPLE AVE
746 W BROADWAY






4 ALLEPPO ST KASSAA
2721 16TH AV
604 M HILL ST
G 61 C STAD TERR
1935 MORSE
8741 S DORCHESTER AV
4356 FOSTER
1424 E HYDE PK
260 MURLAGEN AV
209 W HARRISON ST
RR 2
803 S 2ND ST
1909 NIVA CT
823 N OTTAWA AV
RR 1




916 W HILL ST
916 W HILL
CI 1630 ALA DR
7057 N OSCEOLA




































































































NOORMAN JANTINA JOHANNA GRAD
I NOONAN DONALD LEROY AGR4
NORBERG DAVID MARTIN FAA1
NORCOM HENRY CHARLES ENG6
NORDAHL DAVID LEE LAS1
NORDELL WILLIAM JAMES GRAD
NORDENBERG ARTHUR D GRAD
NORDHEDEN RITAMARIE P LAS1
NORDIN DIANE RUTH LAS3
NORDLOF KAREN JOANNE LAS2
NORDQUIST ARNOLD ANDREN ENG4
NORDSIECK RICHARD A EN34
NORDTVEDT DONALD WAYNE LAS1
NORDWALL MARVIN GALE AGR2
NORPLEET HAROLD LEE GRAD
NORLING KENNETH RONALD FAA4
NORMAN NILUFER FATMA GRAD
NORMAN WlLBURN EDWARD GRAD
NORMANDIN DIANE K GRAD
N3RPELL MARTIN SHELDON FAA2
NORRIS HERBERT M JR ENG3
NORRIS JERRY JOHN LAS3
NORRIS PAULA MARSHA LAS2
NORRIS VINCENT PAUL GRAD
NORRIS WILLIAM HUGH ENG4
NORSWORTHY WILLIAM D ENG2
NORTH BILLIE JOE GRAD
NORTH WILLIAM WARREN LAW1
NORTHRUP DORIS RUTH GRAD
NORTON DAVID MARC COM3
NORTON JAMES AUSTIN LAS4
NORTON JOHN DOMINIC ENG1
NORTON MAURICE CHARLES LAS6
NORTON OLIVER WILLIS LAS1
NORTON PHILIP RICHARD LAS1
NORTON RICHARD ALLAN FAA6
NORTON RONALD MATTHEW LAS2
MORTON STEPHEN LEONARD AGR4
NORTRUP JACK JUNIOR GRAD
NORVELL DANIEL ROGER LAS2
NORVELL WILLIAM DALE GRAD
NORWOOD CLOYD PE 1
NORWOOD ELIZABETH LEE GRAD
NORWOOD JAMES ROBERT GRAD
NOTHMAN WILLIAM L COM2
NOTMAN ROBERT GEORGE SWV3
NOTZOLD RICHARD ALBERT GRAD
NOUBAR NINA ARMEN LAS4
NOVACK WALTER GEORGE JR COM2
NOVAK DENNIS KENT ENG2
NOVAK PETER JOHN LAS3
NOVAK ROSALIND MAVIS ED 2
NOVAK SUSAN CAROL ED 1
NOVAK WILLIAM JOHN COM2
NOVICK LAURENCE MARTIN LAS2
NOVOSAD CHARLES FRANK LAS3
NOVOSELSKY MARCIA Z AGR2
NOVOTNEY ROBERT JAMES ENG2
NOVY GEORGE JOHN LAS4
NOWACK DONNA ELAINE LAS3
NOWAK RICHARD GREGORY COM3
NOWAKOWSKI WILLIAM T COM2
NOWICKI HENRY GEORGE ENG1
NOWIK FRANCIS JOSEPH LAW3
NOWLAN JAMES DUNLAP LAS1
NUDELMAN ADRIANNE LAS4
NUDGE FRANK JOHN GRAD
NUELLEN JAMES EDWARD COM3
NUGENT GRAIL FRANCES ED 1
NUGENT JAMES EDWARD COM1
NUNEMAKER JOHN EUGENE FAA4
NUNN BARBARA GROSS COM3
NUNN WILLIAM RAY COM3
NURMET MART FAA2
NUSBAUM ELAINE JUDITH ED 3
NUSHART HELEN LOUISE AGR3
NUSSBAUM JAMES GORDON COM4
NUTLEY PETER COM1
NUTTALL HELEN MAE LAS3
NUZZO ANTHONY PAUL COM1
NYE GLADYS KATHERINE ED 1
NYE KENDALL FRANCIS LAS1
NYE PHILIP HASTINGS JR LAW2
NYSTROM RICHARD ALAN GRAD
NYUNT BA GRAD
OAKLEY DALE COM1
OAKLEY MELBA JEAN AGR1
OAKLEY PAUL MARION COM1
OAKLEY RAYMOND CHARLES COM3

























27 TULIP TREE DR
402 E ARMORY
































































u EM77082 1005 W MAIN
c FL26919 705 W CHURCH STREET
c FL67542 4717 PRICE ST
u EM72048 206 N GREEN ST
c 5162 W ST PAUL AV
u EM79629 1107 W GREEN
c FL76741 5006 N CENTRAL PK
u EM74241 1200 N GOODWIN
c 5612 FAIRVIEW
u FL26511 1977 BOSWORTH LANE
c 307 NORDICA
u EM75354 101 E FLORIDA AV
c 302 N CARLYLE PL
u EM71315 RR 2
BOX 61
c FL28057 414 S CHASE AV
c FL 66723 SAGLIK SOKAGI 393
c FL29896 201 S 8ASE ST
c FL28731 272 HOBART AV
c 5900 FAIRVIEW AV
c FL68970 RR 1
c FL22878 7840 S MARSHFIELD
u EM75441 3547 W PALMER
c FL60693 6400 S KEDVALE AV
c BOX 119 F
c FL63633 3111 N 77TH CT
c FL26511 611 N GREEN
c FL26511 621 JEFFERSON ST
c 635 RIDGEFIELD AV
c FL22440 714 S LYNN ST
u EM74063 804 E 2ND ST
c FL68573 1229 JUDSON AV
c FL26511 717 MAPLE AV
u EM77858 1108 BRIARCLIFF DR
u EM76158 1502 S ORCHARD
11307 CHURCH ST





FL24700 107 S ASH ST
c FL27406 704 N PARKE ST
c 4113 W GRENSHAW
1012 N OAK
1012 N OAK ST
u EM73894 2925 W EASTWOOD
c FL21686 401 N SHABBONA ST
u EM76323 204 W PENNSYLVANIA
u FL26511 1821 GREENLEAF AV
c 1918 S 4TH ST
c FL26511 434 KENT RD
c FL69571 5048 S WESTERN
c FL61380 2533 FARWELL
u FL26511 16 W 205 TIMBER DR
c FL63022 318 MARION
c 2728 W SHERWIN
c FL26511 5349 S DAMEN
c FL22058 11330 S NORMAL
c FL265U 1002 PAINTER ST
u EM75439 1240 S KIRK AV
u FL26511 RR 1
c RR 1 BOX 739
c 12407 ABERDEEN
c FL62563 927 REYNOLDS
c 1258 5TH ST
u EM74063 S MILLER ST
u FL26511 6815 CORNELL AV
u 28 LONGFELLOW ST
c FL29981 3700 EAST AV
u FL26511 2219 W 118TH ST
c 8633 S MAY
c FL24231 423 COTTAGE HILL
c FL67878 655 S DIAMOND
c FL67878 655 S DIAMOND
c FL21713 202 S 7TH ST
u EM75511 5604 N ST LOUIS AV
u FL26511 5407 S CAROLINE AV
c FL60875 1106 BLACK RD
c FL63323 1206 LEXINGTON
u EM76501 1604 S 16TH ST
c FL63353 1530 FRANKLIN AV
u FL26511 2549 W 116TH ST
u 402 N JEFFERSON
c FL66992 521 LINCOLN HWY
u 3 ECHO ST
c FL21538 120 STOCKADE RD
u EM75439 412 B1RCHWOOD AV
c FL61879 RR 2
c FL23912 714 S PRAIRIE
c FL26511 2716 8TH ST



























































































OAKWOOD JUDITH KAY LAS1
OATES DANIEL DEAN SWV3
OBEIRNE THOMAS MICHAEL COM3
OBENCHAIN ROGER WAYNE ENG4
OBERHEIDE CHRISTINE A LAS1
OBERLANDER MORTON BARRY LAS?
OBERLE CHARLES WILLIAM AGR2
OBERLE DANIEL JOSEPH LAS3
OBERMAN ISAAC COM4
OBERMAYER WILLIAM G PE 1
OBERNDORFER GERALD J LAS3
OBERTO GERALD NORMAN LAS1
OBERTO JOSEPH EUGENE LAS3
OBRADOVICH EDWARD PE 1
OBRADOVICH MILAN PE 3
OBRECHT RICHARD PAUL COM1
OBRIECHT LEO FRANK PE 4
OBRIEN CHARLENE ANN LAS1
OBRIEN DAVID FRANK GRAD
OBRIEN JAMES BRUCE LAS2
OBRIEN KATHERINE A LAS3
OBRIEN KATHLEEN L GRAD
OBRIEN NANCY FUNKHOUSER AGR4
OBRIEN NEAL RAY GRAD
OBRIEN PATRICK JOSEPH COM1
OBRIEN RAYMOND JOSEPH COM1
OBRYANT DAVID CLAUDE GRAD
OBYRNE NORA AUDREY ED 3
OCHILTREE STUART A FAA1
OCHS GEORGE MILTON GRAD
OCHSENSCHLAGER MICHAEL COM1
OCONNELL JAMES SHERIDAN GRAD
OCONNELL NANCY ELLEN LAS2
OCONNOR FLORETTE ANN LAS2
OCONNOR JOHN ALEXANDER GRAD
OCONNOR KEVIN RICHARD LAS3
OCONNOR WILLIAM WALTER ENG4
ODANIELL MARK VERNON ENG2
ODELL LARRY BENJAMIN LAS2
ODIAN CHRISTINE PERRY GRAD
ODIET CAROL JEAN LAS1
ODOM IRA EDGAR GRAD
ODONNELL BERNARD GRAD
ODONNELL JEROME ROBERT ENG2
ODONNELL JOHN PATRICK FAA4
ODONNELL JOHN WAYNE LAS4
ODONNELL ROBERT EDWARD LAS4
ODONNELL SUZANNE T LAS1
ODUM NANCY LEA ED 1
OEHLER KATHLEEN ADELA ED 1
OEHLER SUSANNE JNL3
OEHMKE MARTHA LOIS LAS4
OELBERG GERALD LEROY ENG4
OELKE DAVID EDWARD LAS1
OERMAN THOMAS REED FAA3
OERMANN WILLIAM ADAIR ENG4
OERTEL ROBERT WILLIAM C0M6
OEST RUDOLPH HENRY ENG1
OESTEREICHER EMIL LAS3
OETTEL BARBARA JOANNE LAS2
OETTINGER BARBARA JANE LAS2
OETTINGER JULIAN ALAN COM3
OFALLON JOHN ROBERT GRAD
OFFENSTEIN ROBERT H LAS3
OFFINEER KENNETH NELSON GRAD
OGDEN JAMES DAYTON VM 2
OGDEN JOHN STUART COM1
OGILVIE WALTER LEROY GRAD
OGLESBY DONALD DEAN ENG2
OGLESBY JAMES RICHARD ENG3
OGNIBENE JUDITH ANN LAS4
OGORMAN JAMES FRANCIS GRAD
OGRADY MARYKAY CLARE LAS2
OGTEROP FEMMY GRAD
OGURA JOYCE FUMIKO AGR3
OH DUCK CHOO GRAD
OH JOON SUK GRAD
OH KI CHANG GRAD
OHARE ROBERT FRANCIS ENG4
OHLEMILLER THOMAS J LAS1
OHLER MICHAEL ENG1
OHLSON JUDITH LOUISE ED 4
OHN TIN GRAD
OHRN CAROL EMILY LAS1
OHRN MARGIT ELLEN LAS1
OHRNSTEIN EARL JAY FAA4
OHSLUND JOHN JOSEPH ENG3
OJIMA WALTER KAZUTO FAA4
OKELLY IDA ALINE LAS6






























































































U EM75425 6916 N WILDWOOD
C 6247 N DRAKE
C FL67266 RR 1 BOX 78
C FL60521 321 E PALACE ROW
C FL60798 491B N SPAULDING AV
C FL63022 8122 OAK AV
C FL26511 102 N 41ST ST
C 108 FOREST PK RD
C FL24261 145 TROY RD
C FL61813 5163 WARREN AV
C 5163 WARREN
C FL27621 790 W CHARLES ST
U EM77806 1104 WABASH AV
U FL26511 7555 S CRANDON
U EM78907 1402 11TH ST
C FL67601 730 ROSCOE
U EM 7 1191 103 BELMONT
U 901 W MAIN ST
U EM70887 RR 3
C 843 FAIRBANKS AV
C FL67434 5822 N OVERHILL AV
C 8126 S INGLESIDE AV
C 4109 DEAN DR
C FL67454 5509 HILLCREST AV
U 403 CHURCH
C FL62620 300 S MAPLE AV
C FL61894 13 CALUMET AV
U EM78846 14650 LASALLE
U EM74007 261 LAUREL
U FL26511 415 W TAYLOR RD
C FL28901 915 ASHLAND
U EM51380 8349 S ABERDEEN ST
C FL61847 704 E WILLOW AV
C FL26511 BOX 202
U EM76753 101 S BUSEY AV
C FL63650 261 NORTHWOOD RD
U EM78072 110 W DODSON DR
C FL26962 172 VINCENT ST
C FL68187 RR 2
C 6334 N SPOKANE
C FL26511 301 WHITE AV
C 1756 W 66TH ST
U FL26511 2828 PINE GROVE
U FL26511 206 E LINCOLN
U EM77114 2510 29TH AV CT
U EM75997 2510 29TH AV CT
U 518 N STATE ST
U EM79740 4141 N RIDGEWAY
C FL26511 3813 N ARTHUR CT
C FL26511 222 E ROOSEVELT RD
C FL65964 222 E ROOSEVELT
C FL67373 1004 W HILL
C FL64105 6352 S LONG
U 520 A SURF ST
C FL68738 12 HARVEL CT
C FL61383 5524 N VIRGINIA AV
C FL67921 5524 N VIRGINIA AV
C FL26511 725 SIBLEY AV S
C FL22639 412 BROOKWOOD DR
C FL27490 1601 S NEIL STREET
C FL26511 331 N STATE ST
C FL68238 2411 SANGAMON DR
U EM27543 2512 S 14TH ST
U 2512 S 14TH ST
U FL26511 3140 N OKETO AV
U 6343 ALEXANDER DR
U FL26511 9846 SPRINGFIELD
U H VERRIEST ST 15
U FL26511 2128 N DAYTON ST
U EM78849 20 16 HAI WHA DONG
U EM72254 22816 2KU TONGHYUNG
U EM75405 321 CHEI DONG
C 79 GIBSON 8LV
C FL67266 1205 W BRONS
C FL26511 BOX 18
C FL62557 1246 TILTON PARK DR
C FL21538 63 27TH STREET
U FL26511 2211 E GATE PKWY
U FL26511 2211 I GATE PKWY
U 1243 W PRATT BLV
C FL61813 711 HIGHVIEW AV
U 657 HIND DR
C FL63128 515 S PROSPECT



























































































3K0N WALTER JOHN ENG4
DKUHARA L ILL IE SUMAKO GRAD
OKUN FREDRIC MICHAEL COM1
OKUN PHILIP ALAN ED 1
OLACH MILAN ANTHONY FAA4
OLAFSSON JON ABRAHAM GRAD
OLAUGHLIN MAUREEN LAS1
OLAUGHLIN MICHAEL E LAS3
OLCAY DINCER ENG2
OLDHAM CHARLES MARIS FAA3
OLDS JULIE ANN AGR1
OLDS LESTER SCHADER FAA3
OLEARY MARION HUGH LAS1
OLEARY ROBERT THOMAS ENG4
OLECHOWSKI THOMAS S LAS1
OLESEN WALTER CHRISTIAN LAS1
OLESON ALBERT ARTHUR JR AGR1
OLESZKIEWICZ CASIMIR J COM4
OLIN CAROL JUNE ED 4
OLIN FRED HARRY VM 3
OLIVER DONALD LEE ENG2
OLIVER WILLIAM KEENE ENG3
IOLIVERO LOUIS ELDON LAW3OLKEN SHERWIN MICHAEL LAS3
OLLER THOMAS ELWOOD FAA3
OLLILA RICHARD GILBERT ENG4
OLMSTEAD GAIL MARCIA AGR2
I' OLMSTED JUDITH ELLEN LAS1
OLOUGHLIN PATRICIA ANN ED 3
OLOUGHLIN ROSEMARY M LAS1
OLSCHWANG ALAN PAUL COM1
OLSCHWANG JANET HELEN ED 2
OLSEN EDWARD MARINUS ENG3
OLSEN PERRY CHARLES ENG3
OLSEN RAYMOND EDGAR GRAD
OLSEN SANDRA CATHERINE AGR3
I
OLSEN WANDA PARIS LAS1
OLSEN WILLIAM THOMAS ENG4
OLSON ALLAN ROY COM1
OLSON CAROL LEONA LAS1
OLSON CLAIRE LEFURGEY GRAD
' OLSON CLAUDETTE ESTHER LAS2
OLSON DAVID JOSEPH ENG2
OLSON DAVID RAY ENG1
OLSON DENISE MAY LAS2
OLSON DIANE BURDICK ED 4
OLSON DORIS LEE ED 2
OLSON EDWARD JOSEPH FAA2
OLSON ELDRED GENE AGR3
OLSON ERNEST HARVEY COM1
OLSON GARY ALLAN LAS1
OLSON HERMAN CORY GRAD
OLSON JAMES LADD GRAD
OLSON JANAAN DARLEEN LAS2
OLSON JOHN BERNARD GRAD
OLSON JOHN ROG€R AGR4
OLSON KAREN SUE PE 1
OLSON LARRY SYLVAN ENG1
OLSON LEONARD RICHARD COM1
OLSON LINDA KAY ED 1
OLSON MARILYN LOUISE LAS3
OLSON MARLENE ELIZABETH ED 4
OLSON MAX ALAN AGR4
OLSON NANCY RUTH ED 2
OLSON RICHARD FRED ENG4
OLSON RICHARD L LAS2
OLSON ROBERT GLENN LAS1
OLSON ROBERT WILLIAM COM4
OLSON ROY EDWIN 11 GRAD
OLSON RUSSELL EDWARD LAS4
OLSON RUTH ELAINE LAS4
OLSON SANDRA JEAN PE 1
OLSON SAUNDRA LU LAS3
OLSON SUSAN GREGG ED 2
OLTMAN PHILIP KARL LAS4
OLTMANNS KAY LOUISE LAS3
OMAN PHYLLIS SWANSON AGR2
OMEARA DAVID PATRICK COM1
OMOOMI ALIREZA GRAD
OMUNDSON DENNIS KEITH ENG1
ONAK JOHN FRANCIS ENG3
ONANIAN EDWARD DONALD GRAD
ONDRLA JUDITH JOSEPHINE JNL4
ONEAL HAZEL DOBSON ED 3
ONEAL LONNIE GERALD ED 3
ONEAL RONALD DWIGHT PE 1
ONEILL FREDERICK CLARK ENG3
ONEILL JOHN FRANCIS COM1
ONEILL RICHARD JOHN AGR1



























































































C FL23224 1714 MASON JOLIET ILL
1844 LINCOLN PARK W CHICAGO 14 ILL
C FL26511 3950 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL26511 5504 N BERNARD CHICAGO 25 ILL
U 2900 N 76TH AV ELMWOOD PARK ILL
C FL26511 VESTURBRUN 2 REYKJAVIK ICELAND
C FL63650 12 DETROIT ST CALUMET CITY ILL
C FL25207 #9 TULIP TREE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 YENISEHIR SUMER ANKARA TURKEY
C FL24232 2132 E NATIONAL AV BRAZIL IND
U EM74007 534 S 10TH AV LAGRANGE ILL
C FL21713 6308 WARWICK AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL26511 1210 DAVIS ST BARRY ILL
U EM79536 655 ILLINOIS AV OTTAWA ILL
C FL67267 418 N SPRINGFIELD AV CHICAGO 24 ILL
C 310 E LAKE ST BARRINGTON ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 BETHALTO ILL
C FL26511 2812 S GRADY CT CHICAGO 8 ILL
U EM77195 1407 FARRAGUT AV CHICAGO 40 ILL
U EM74824 1641 W GREGORY ST CHICAGO 40 ILL
U RR 1 CARLOCK ILL
U 4111 W 149TH MIDLOTHIAN ILL
C FL26128 63 SAUNDER ST DALZELL ILL
C FL26511 3724 W 66TH ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL25272 4816 JARVIS AV SKOKIE ILL
C FL61847 716 BRIAR PL CHICAGO 14 ILL
U FL26511 1480 STEPHAN MARC L^ EAST MEADOW N Y
U FL26511 12602 GREENWOOD AV BLUE ISLAND ILL
U FL26511 533 N GROVE AV OAK PARK ILL
U FL26511 533 N GROVE AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL26511 9679 LUELLA CHICAGO 17 ILL
U FL26511 9679 S LUELLA AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C 1724 E 85TH ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 5057 N KEELER ST CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL21019 1703 S MATTIS ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71173 838 BROWN AV EVANSTON ILL
C FL21019 1703 S MATTIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 414 OAK ST ELMHURST ILL
C FL26511 2012 N 75TH AV ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
U FL26511 3037 N RUTHERFORD AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL63567 2747 E 22ND ST TULSA OKLA
U EM78695 8035 S DOBSON AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL23280 SHERRARD ILL
C FL21804 5 DAWES PL BLOOMINGTON ILL
U FL26511 7421 STRONG CHICAGO 31 ILL
U W 628 SPOFFORD SPOKANE 17 WASH
C FL62149 3333 N OLEANDER CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL67266 111 E 146TH CHICAGO 27 ILL
C FL63071 RR 1 GIFFORD ILL
C 150 POTTER WOODDALE ILL
C 35 LAKEVIEW LANE BARRINGTON ILL
u W 628 SPOFFORD SPOKANE WASH
C FL68572 508 W HILL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 405 HAISH BLV DEKALB ILL
U EM70596 705 W ELM ST UR8ANA ILL
U LELAND ILL
U EM71173 9124 E MILTON ST LOUIS 14 MO
C FL26511 RR 1 BOX 259 NEWARK ILL
C FL26511 2916 E 78TH ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 7140 SEWARD CT NILES 48 ILL
U FL26511 1126 WESLEY AV OAK PARK ILL
C 1725 E LASALLE SOUTH BEND 17 IND
C FL63152 ALTONA ILL
U FL26511 8337 S LANGLEY AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL67622 609 SHERMAN ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL26511 7518 N SEELEY CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL63593 1605 SHERIDAN RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62563 109 E CHALMERS ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77390 105 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 1523 N KOLIN AV CHICAGO 51 ILL
C FL71851 RR 2 FROST RD PALATINE ILL
C FL63385 21 GREENCROFT CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 705 ELMHURST RD PROSPECT HEI6HTS ILL
U EM71192 1811 MELROSE ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL64650 916 W CHARLES ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL68738 209 W 6TH ST STERLING ILL
802 E PINZON TUSCOLA ILL
C FL63633 746 HINMAN AV EVANSTON ILL
U EM73963 ALIGHOLIBAKE ESFAHAN IRAN
C FL61766 347 CONSTANCE LANE CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILL
C 14602 CAMPBELL POSEN ILL
U EM74980 243 JEWETT ST PROVIDENCE 8 R I
U FL26511 3544 S HIGHLAND AV BERWYN ILL
C FL29846 1518 W PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 422 N ELM CENTRALIA ILL
C FL26511 422 N ELM CENTRALIA ILL
1229 W MARIETTA DECATUR ILL
C FL21811 1125 COLUMBIAN AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL24448 RR 2 CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71003 105 N GREGORY ST URBANA ILL
150
ONEILL SHARON ELAINF COM3
ONIXT DAVID T LAS3
ONODERA ROBERT KOJI FAA4
00 MAUNG TUN ENG3
OPAL KENNETH EDWARD ENG2
OPALECKY JOYCE ADELE ED 3
OPASIK WALTER DAVID LAS2
OPDAHL KEITH MICHAEL GRAD
OPEL HOWARD LEONARD JR GRAD
OPIOLA RICHARD LOUIS ENG1
OPOLONY PAUL JOHN FAA1
OPPENHEIM JOSEPH HAROLD GRAD
OPPENHEIM JUDITH ILENE LAS1
OPPENLANDER JOSEPH C GRAD
OPPENLANDER RENATE M GRAD
OPPER BARRY MARK LAS1
OPPER NORMAN ROBERT LAS2
OPPER RONALD BRUCE LAS1
OPPEWAL DONALD GRAD
ORAN CENAP GRAD
ORBESEN CHRISTIAN OSCAR COM3
ORD JACK LEROY GRAD
ORELL ALUF GRAD
0RENS2TEIN ARMAND ENG3
ORKILD ERIC CALVIN LAS3
ORLINSKY JOEL RUBIN ENG1
ORLOVE ERNEST JEFFREY FAA3
ORLOVE MICHAEL LEWIS COM3
ORLOWSKY NATALIE GRAD
ORMBREK GLENN GILBERT LAS2
ORMSBY WILLIAM JOHN LAS1
ORNDORFF JUDITH CARROLL FAA3
ORNER CARL HENRY ENG3
ORNS MERRILL GLENN AGR3
ORNSTEIN DORIS ROBBINS FAA1
OROS GEORGE MICHAEL COM3
OROURKE PATRICI* JANE LAS2
ORR CHARLES RAYMOND ENG2
ORR DAVID JACKSON ENG2
ORR GERALD PORTER FAA4
ORR JUDITH READ ED 3
ORR ROBERT WILLIAM ENG2
ORSI THOMAS RONALD COM4
ORSZULA JOAN WALKER AGR3
ORSZULA SWIET080R J ENG4
ORTIZPRADERE JOSE A GRAD
ORTIZ ROBERT LAS2
ORWIG E MARIE PE 2
OSBORN GENIE CLARE GRAD
OSBORN JUDITH ELAINE AGR3
OSBORNE ALICE BRADBURY ED 3
OSBORN RICHARDS C JR LAS2
OSBORN WALTER DURYEA LAS3
OSBORN THOMAS RAY LAS1
OSBORNE ESTHER NANA GRAD
OSBORNE KATHLEEN ELLEN LAS1
OSER DONALD LEE AGR1




OSMAN SAYED AHMED GRAD
OSMUNDSEN DAVID RALPH ENG4
OSOFF MYRNA LEA LAS1
OSORIO SILVA ANIBAL ENG4
OSTADIMITRIS PETER G C0M1
OSTERMAN ROBERT HENRY ENG1
OSTERMEIER CORINNE CORA FAA1
OSTERMEIER MARTHA EDEN LAS1
OSTERMEIER ROBERT C AGR4
OSTHUS WESLEY TRUMAN VM 1
OSTRAND PHILLIP ARTHUR GRAD
OSTRESH HARVEY RICHARD FAA2
OSTROM CAROL ANN AGR2
OSTROW ROBERT HARRIS FAA4
OSTROWSKl ALFRED JOSEPH PE 4
OSWALT DEBORAH KAY FAA1
OTALORA DIAZ EDlLBERTO ENG4
OTOOLE JAMES WILLIAM ENG1
OTTEN WILLIAM HERBERT FAA6
OTTERSTROM DON PETER LAS1
OTTO ALLAN WAYNE GRAD
OTTO DAVID BUSCH LAS3
OTTO MILTON CHARLES ENG4
OTTO RONALD LEE LAS*
OTTOSON WAYNE THORSTEN FAA3
OTTWELL LORETTA ANN LAS2
OURTH LYONEL LEE GRAD
OUSTA RIYAD Z AK
I
GRAD


























































































C FL66434 420 E COLLEGE KEWANEE ILL
C 1130 NORTHSHORE CHICAGO ILL
u 3075 PACIFIC HTS RD HONOLULU HAWAI
I
u WINDERMERE CT 5 RANGOON BURMA
C FL63443 4157 S ELM AV BROOKFIELD ILL
C FL25179 3408 S LOMBARD AV BERWYN ILL
C FL67266 8905 EXCHANGE CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL24988 1015 N LOMBARD OAK PARK 1 ILL
C JOHNNYCAKE RD ELLICOTT CITY MD
C FL67266 13248 CARONDELET CHICAGO 33 ILL
U EM74971 1300 PRATT AV DES PLAINES ILL
C 306 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62516 3923 W SMERWIN LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
C FL21029 510 N PROSPECT AVE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM78890 903 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
C FL26511 1147 E 85TH ST CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL26511 1717 WALLEN AV CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL26511 9039 S CHAPPEL CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL65693 36 E JOHN STREET CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71479 YENI ORTA SOK 2 ISTANBUL TURKEY
C FL26511 1724 N LOTUS AV CHICAGO ILL
U 1835-202 ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL
U EM73786 34 HERZLIAH ST HAIFA ISRAEL
C 2600 W DIVISION ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67635 2895 TECHNY RD NORTHBROOK ILL
C 7709 S PHILLIPS CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL67921 2731 W 8IRCHWOOD CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM79298 2731 W BIRCHWOOD CHICAGO ILL
U 1116 W 8TH ST WILMINGTON 6 DELA
C FL26511 9133 S MAY ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
C FL67524 18630 KLIMM AV HOMEWOOO ILL
C FL22046 RR 2 FINDLAY ILL
U 1004 CAMPBELL ST JOLIET ILL
U EM79695 RR 1 SHIRLEY ILL
C FL21764 1109 W CHARLES CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 514 HERMES AV AURORA ILL
C FL67844 545 W SOUTH ST WOODSTOCK ILL
C FL24232 5 HILL DR EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C FL26511 254 W 103RD PL CHICAGO 28 ILL
U 515 S MAIN ST GILMAN ILL
U EM75223 RR 1 DANFORTH ILL
C FL26511 906 CHERRY ST MOUNT CARMEL ILL
C FL65741 1402 GRANDVIEW DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 110 W KIRBY AVE CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 110 W KIRBY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL25630 MARQUES DE ZAFRA 11- MADRID SPAIN
C FL67656 335 N JAMES ST DECATUR ILL
U FL26511 PRAIRIE CITY ILL
U EM76611 825 E 6TH ST YORK NEBR
C FL64013 ROUTE 1 PARKEE RD LOCKPORT ILL
C RR 3 ROBINSON ILL
U EM76847 712 W WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
C FL34055 211 W EUREKA CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM76847 712 W WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
505 J ST HOQUIAM WASH
U FL26511 125 S LOOMIS ST NAPERVILLE ILL
U EM73542 VARNA ILL
C FL67267 2160 S GLENWOOD ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
2425 W 8ERWYN CHICAGO ILL
C FL64470 4201 N ODELL CHICAGO ILL
C 208 FOREST AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
C 4 BEHNASAWI ST SHUBRAMISR CAIRO EGY
C FL26511 3738 SHAKESPEARE CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 6551 N MOZART CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM51351 CALLE 24A N 2614 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
C FL67266 512 W WASHINGTON ST CLINTON ILL
C FL67677 605 N JOHNSTON AV rockford ill
C FL66434 RR 4 SPRINGFIELD ILL
U FL26511 CHATHAM ILL
C FL68790 RR 1 CHATHAM ILL
U EM71574 RR 1 OTTAWA ILL
C FL60875 3848 W LOYOLA ST LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
C FL67437 2034 13TH ST GRANITE CITY ILL
C FL63021 WILLIAMSFIELD ILL
U 6838 YELLOWSTONE BLV FOREST HILLS N Y
U EM70317 1606 W 19TH ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 1234 PLEASANT RD GLENVIEW ILL
U EM77915 ST 57 1524 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
U EM77127 5557 S OAK PARK AV CHICAGO 38 ILL
C FL26511 2115 N 67TH ST MILWAUKEE 13 WIS
C 2801 HARRISON ST EVANSTON ILL
U EM71019 4037 W NEWPORT AV CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL67434 SUGAR FORD WAY JOLIET ILL
C FL61847 4459 S SPRING ST ST LOUIS 16 MO
C FL26511 RR 2 LOCKPORT ILL
U EM72091 3249 PARIS ST CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL28590 BOX 43 PEARL ILL
NAUVOO ILL
C FL26511 JERUSALEM JORDAN



























































































ENGA 1601 S NEIL C
LAS1 902 W ILLINOIS U EM70A68
LAS2 1302 W CLARK U
LAS2 A05 E JOHN C FL62557
LAS1 707 S 3RD c
ENG1 MRH FORBES 127 c FL26511
AGR1 151A GRANDVIEW OR c
FAA1 808 W VERMONT u EM7A051
AGR6 305 S RACE u EM78127
ENG1 100A S ATH c FL61023
GRAD 508 W HILL c FL26802
COM1 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
GRAD 602 DELAWARE u EM72727
ED 6 ST JOSEPH ILL
GRAD 70A W STOUGHTON u EM79537
COM3 1202 W OREGON u EM7697A
LAS1 611 E DANIEL c FL618A0
ED 2 1106 S LINCOLN AV u EM75A16
AGR1 105 E DANIEL c FL6768A
LAS2 708 W ELM u EM7A852
LAW3 810 N COLER u EM7139A
LAS2 MRH BARTON 305 c FL26511
COM1 1116 W NEVADA u EM738A5
FAA2 907 S WRIGHT c FL625A5
ENGl 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
GRAD MEMORIAL STADIUM c FL26311
ED 3 110 E GREEN c FL675A7
FAAA 801 S WRIGHT c FL2A16A
COMA 103 S MCCULLOUGH u EM63633
LAS1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
GRAD 502 E SPRINGFIELD c FL28760
ENGA A12 E GREEN c FL6798A
GRAD 1113 W GREEN u
LASA 1215 S ATH c FL26511
COMA MAHOMET ILL
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENGl 102 E CHALMERS c
LASA 602 W STOUGHTON u
COM1 211 E DANIEL c
COM1 A02 S LYNN u EM77925
LAS1 5A BELLEFONTAINE c FL65267
FAA1
GRAD 707 S 1ST c
GRAD NOT GIVEN u
GRAD IAOB STADIUM TERR c
LAS3 AOl E DANIEL c FL2A261
GRAD GIBSON CITY ILL
JNLA 806 W IOWA u
LAS2 208 E JOHN c FL67637
LAS2 1202 NEVADA u EM71173
ENGA MRH GARNER 216 c FL26511
GRAD 701 W ILLINOIS u EM71258
ED 2 1111 S 3RD c
GRAD 103 S GREGORY u EM75A05
COM1 607 E DANIEL c FL621A9
LAS1 AOl E DANIEL c FL2A261
AGR2 801 S WRIGHT c FL2A163
ENGA 812 W SPRINGFIELD u EM75333
GRAD 306 N ROMINE u
GRAD 306 N ROMINE u
GRAD 101 E JOHN c
GRAD 1601 VIRGINIA DR u EM79530
GRAD A06 E CLARK c
LAS2
ED 1 90A S 3RD c FL61383
ENGA 1210 W CLARK u EM7A331
ENG3 1210 W CLARK u EM7A331
LAS1 601 E CHALMERS c FL67A37
COM3 MRH FORBES All c FL26511
AGR2 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM7A069
COMA MRH FORBES All c FL26511
AGR2 705 S GREGORY PL u EM73658
COM2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75A39
JNL3 120A S LINCOLN u EM7A071
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS A18 c FL26511
COMA 807 S WESTLAWN c FL2A895
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1106 S 2ND c FL66339
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 295 c FL26511
FAA2 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
PE 3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD A03 N HARVEY u
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 208 c FL26511
FAAA All E DANIEL c FL27A67
LAS1 MRH BARTON A18 c FL26511
ENG3 1005 S 2ND c FL67975
ENG3 818 W WASHINGTON c FL60229
GRAD 310 E CLARK c FL2916A
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN u
1821 CHERRY RD






















2512 32ND AV CT
AZIZLER SOKAK NO 5
ARKA SOKAK 3
3833 W MAYPOLE
326 S 23RD ST
10852 AVENUE F






12A11 S 69TH CT
921 N 1ST AV
5A E BELLEFONTAINE
906 QUEENS LANE
RR 2 BOX 2A5





16A7 W 99TH ST
121 PHILIPPA ST
50A N BURROWES ST
6905 WELLAUER DR











6105 N CENTRAL PARK
19A6 HULL AV
A26 S WESTMORE AV
3008 S W JEFFERSON
2A15 GENEVA TERR
RR 5 BOX A82
2A15 GENEVA TERR
RR 1
A10 N NORTHWEST HWY
519 E ATH ST
3650 N SHORE DR
807 S WESTLAWN ST
A08 MACARTHUR DR
1106 S 2ND ST
3A05 W 163RD ST
635 ROCHDALE CIRCLE
2601 SUMMERDALE
3A28 N AVERS AV
1A0A S 58TH AV
6838 S CAMPBELL AV































































































HADDON HEIGHTS N J
152
PANE* ARLENE VALENTINE ED 4
PANG MORRIS SOO YOUNG GRAO
PANIAK EDWARD LEO COM4
PANICHI RICHARD MATHEWS LAS1
PANKNEN JUNE AMELIA AGR2
PANTOWICH STANLEY H COMl
PAO HENRY CHUENHSIEN GRAD
PAONI DAVID HAROLD ENG4
PAPAGEORGIS DEMETRIOS GRAD
PAPANICOLAOU STYLIANOS LAS4
PAPE DONALD LAWRENCE GRAD
PAPE ELIZABETH NORINE LAS1
PAPPAS PETER MICHAEL FAA2
PAPPAS ROBERT PHILLIP LAS1
PARADOWICZ GREGORY B ENG1
PARAMESWARAN S GRAD
PARDINI BARBARA JEAN LAS4
PARDOSANCHEZ ALVARO ENG3
PARDUE DAVID LEE LAS1
PARDUE HARRY LYLE GRAD
PARENTI JOHN VINCENT ENG3
PARGABERDUGO HERNAN £NG4
PARHAM WALTER EDWARD GRAD
PARIKH DIVYAtCANT S GRAD
PARIS JUDIE ANN LAS3
PARIZEK RICHARD RUDOLPH GRAD
PARK CHUNG HO LAS4
PARK ELDON ELMER GRAD
PARK EUNG WON GRAD
PARK JOSEPH CHULHUI GRAD
PARK ROBERT ALEXANDER FAA1
PARKAY SCOTT CARREL LAS2
PARKE LARRY DEAN AGR1
PARKER DAVID IRVIN ENG4
PARKER GLENN MICHAEL GRAD
PARKER JOHN CALVIN GRAD
PARKER JUDSON FLOYD LAS4
PARKER KATHERINE JANE LAS4
PARKER KENT HAMILTON JR LAS4
PARKER MARY MARGARET FAA1
PARKER MURRAY RALPH ENG4
PARKER NANCY KAY PE 4
PARKER PHILIP BRIAN COMl
PARKER ROBERT WILLIAM ENG3
PARKER SARA FRANCES ED 1
PARKER TERRY GRIFFITH COM4
PARKER WILLIAM LAWRENCE ENG3
PARKES STEVEN LEWIS LAS2
PARKHILL CAROLYN ANN COMl
PARKHURST CAROLYN ED 1
PARKHURST TODD SHELDON ENG1
PARKINS EVERETTE S GRAD
PARKISON ROBERT GENE ENG3
PARKS EVELYN JEAN ED 1
PARKS FRANCES ANNETTE LAS4
PARKS PEGGY DIANE AGR3
PARMELEE JANET MAE LAS4
PARMET PAUL DONALD LAS1
PAROCHETTI JAMES VICTOR AGR2
PAROLA JERRY FRANK ENG3
PARRACK DWAIN WILLIAM 3RAD
PARRETT FEROL MARGARET AGR1
PARRILLI ANTHONY KARL PE 3
PARRIOTT MARSHALL SLOAN ENG1
PARRISH DIANE LOU LAS2
PARRISH EARL HARRISON LAS3
PARRISH JOHN ARTHUR LAS1
PARRISH JOHN BRETT LAS4
PARRISH WILLIAM RAY COMl
PARRISH WORDEN W JR LAS1
PARRY DONALD STEWART GRAD
PARRY EUGENE WALLACE ENG4
PARSHALL CLYDE JOSEPH SWV4
PARSHALL ROBERT FARRAR FAA2
PARSON DEWEY ALLAN GRAD
PARSONS BONNIE RAYE ED 1
PARSONS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
PARSONS PAUL LEVI :NG6
PARSONS RONALD GENE ENG3
PARSONS WALTER ARTHUR GRAD
PARTCH HOWARD ALLEN FAA1
PARTEKA ROBERT ALVIN FAA2
PARTEL SHARON LOUISE LAS2
PARTHASARATHI MANAVASI GRAD
PARTNEY DONALD W JR ENG4
PARTYKA JAMES FRANCIS COM2
PARZYSZEK STANLEY JR COM3
PASIERBOWICZ MARION R ENG3



























































































U EM71173 2937 N NAGLE CHICAGO 34 ILL
U EM74367 3464 MAUNALOA AV HONOLULU 16 HAWAII
C FL67687 4541 S LAFLIN ST CHICAGO 9 ILL
C FL26511 1808 CORNELL RD FLOSSMOOR ILL
C FL28590 3947 N MOBILE CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL67921 1418 THORNDALE CHICAGO 26 ILL
U EM70575 2 OXFORD RD KOWLOON HONG KONG
C 1615 E MORGAN SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM78139 909 E PARK AV URBANA ILL
U EM71019 524 W 69TH ST CHICAGO 21 ILL
U 720 N HIBBARD STAUNTON ILL
C FL62149 4046 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO 18 ILL
C FL25040 7537 W 61ST ST ARGO ILL
C FL26511 415 NELSON BLV DECATUR ILL
C FL26511 824 BANBURY RD mundelein ill
U EM74829 THYCAUD TRIVANDRUM INDIA
U FL26511 4825 ARGYLE CHICAGO ILL
C CALLE 62 468 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
C FL26511 10852 S TROY ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
U EM74704 BOX 18 BIG CREEK 4 WEST VA
C FL67266 5233 W GEORGE CHICAGO 41 ILL
U CALLE F9 2541 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
U EM71593 803 HAWTHORNE DR URBANA ILL
U MANIARWADA CAMBAY INDIA
U FL26511 330 W DIVERSEY PKWY CHICAGO 14 ILL
U EM70365 WEST WELLINGTON CT
U EM71347 32 HAP DONG SEOUL KOREA
C FL65243 312-301 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM51442 87 CHANG SUNG DONG SEOUL KOREA
U EM72367 2227 HAEWHADONG SEOUL KOREA
C FL61847 10 5 HAMILTON AV DUMONT N J
U EM72209 708 N SCHOOL NORMAL ILL
U EM76409 RR 1 GEORGETOWN ILL
C FL60309 1243 ASHLAND AV RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL26511 1721 GRAND AV NEW YORK 53 N Y
U 125 N 14TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM71347 1301 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
C FL62571 1714 CLIFTON AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U EM73548 1175 PELHAM RD WINNETKA ILL
U FL26511 4703 N KENTON CHICAGO 30 ILL
U 604 N MAPLE ST URBANA ILL
C FL63021 RR 2 BOX 71 MAROA ILL
U 846 MCPHEARSON ALTON ILL
U EM75027 1710 S PLEASANT URBANA ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 EMDEN ILL
C FL26948 196 8TH AV DES PLAINES ILL
C FL67622 920 WOOD AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67661 483 DALEBURST AV LOS ANGELES 24 CALIF
C FL28725 1712 S PROSPECT AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 1009 26TH AV MOLINE ILL
C FL61847 905 S KNIGHT PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL65174 1408 W LAFAYETTE ST OTTAWA ILL
U 1613 12TH ST CHARLESTON ILL
U FL26511 15 W 576 GEORGE ST BtNSENVILLE ILL
C FL27525 2132 W EASTWOOD AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM71174 BOX 92 WILMINGTON ILL
U FL26511 124 HERON WATSEKA ILL
C FL26511 2740 W RASCHER AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM74069 RR 1 SPRING VALLEY ILL
C TAYLOR SPRINGS ILL
C FL22728 2212 9TH ST LUBBOCK TEXAS
U EM74051 RR 1 MANSFIELD ILL
C FL33633 303 N 3RD AV MAYWOOD ILL
U EM76407 RR 1 LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
C FL63650 RR 4 TAYLORVILLE ILL
U EM77641 508 W HILL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61023 420 E WASHINGTON PARIS ILL
C FL27149 RR 1 PONT I AC ILL
RR 2 METROPOLIS ILL
C FL61894 632 N EAST OLNEY ILL
C FL21201 1002 BURR ST GARY IND
U EM74039 3625 8ROOKVIEW RD ROCKFORD ILL
U EM76947 914 N NILES ST METAMORA ILL
C FL26511 2116 DELAWARE RD WAUKEGAN ILL
10615 S THROOP ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL63650 2600 W 18TH ST CHICAGO 8 ILL
C FL69202 54 HARDING BLV TORONTO 13 CANAOA
C FL60480 RR 3 AMBOY ILL
C FL26511 306 HIGHLAND AV LEBANON OHIO
U 6000 43RD ST SACRAMENTO 24 CALIF
C FL63314 1919 DOUGLAS ROCKFORD ILL
C FL60687 3136 N 24TH PL MILWAUKEE 6 WIS
U FL26511 300 W 3RD ST SPRING VALLEY ILL
U EM51303 203 W CHITRA ST MADRAS INDIA
C FL67629 2215 DEWEY AV GRANITE CITY ILL
C FL26511 6056 S KILDARE CHICAGO ILL
C FL24541 1720 W 33RD ST CHICAGO 8 ILL
4624 N HARDING CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 8141 CRAWFORD SKOKIE ILL
C BOX 2 BUCKNER ILL
PASQUALE FRANCIS A PE 3
PASS ROBERT VELVIN COM2
PASS RONALD IRWIN COM2
PASSAGLIA DONALD LOUIS COM*
PASSENT LINDA FAYE LAS2
PASSINI JON ALLYN ENG3
PASSMAN MARC SIMON LAS2
PASSOVOY JEAN LORRAINE LAS1
PASTERIS ROBERT FRANK ENG4
PASTERNOCK MARILYN JEAN ED 3
PASTEUR HERBERT ANTHONY COM1
PASTKO HARVEY ALAN LAS1
PASTOR BRANDYN DELYNNE LAS2
PATARINI VALENTINE M ENG3
PATCHETT EUGENE ALLEN GRAD
j
PATE MARY LOU GRAD
PATE NORMAN CLARK ENG3
PATEL ISHWARLAL B GRAD
PATEL LEE FRANK VM 3
PATKE WAYNE PHIL COM4
PATNAIK SURENDRANATH GRAD
PATRICK CHARLES MALCOLM AGR1
PATRICK GERALD JAMES PE 4
PATRICK ROBERT STEVEN ENG4
PATTEN CLAUDE ALFRED LAS4
PATTERSON BARBARA JEAN PE 4
PATTERSON CHARLES E JR GRAD
PATTERSON CYNTHIA JANE LAS3
PATTERSON DOYLING GENE AGR1
PATTERSON GEORGE EDWIN LAS2
PATTERSON JACK THEODORE LAS3
PATTERSON MURRAY NICKLE GRAD
PATTERSON NORMAN ALLAN LAS1
PATTERSON REX ALAN GRAD
PATTERSON RICHARD L GRAD
PATTI CHARLES HARVEY COM1
PATTIS HOWARD ROBERT COM3
PATTON EARL DEAN GRAD
PATTON ELIZABETH HELEN ED 1
PATTON WILLARD THOMAS GRAD
PATTON WILLIAM L U JR ENG1
PATTON WILLIAM RUSSELL ENG4
PAUL EARALIL MATTHEW GRAD
PAUL FAITH GLORIA LAS3
PAUL MAURICE LEON GRAD
PAUL RONALD MICHAEL ED 1
PAUL STANLEY LANGFORD GRAD
PAULEK ALBERT A JR AGR1
PAULICKA FRED RUDOLPH GRAD
PAULIKAS KESTUTIS FRANK ENG2
PAULIONIS REMA VERONICA LAS1
PAULSELL FRANCES KAY ED 1
PAULSEN JOANNE DOROTHEA AGR1
PAULSON EINAR JR ENG4
PAULSON GARY GLENN ENG3
PAULSON GARY NEIL LAS1
PAUPERAS VICTOR ENG4
PAUSCH ROBERT DALE GRAD
PAVELICK ROBERT ALFRED ENG1
PAVLIK PHILIP IRVIN LAS3
PAVLOVIC SANDRA AGR1
PAWLAK PETER JOHN ENG1
PAWLAN GAIL MAXINE ED 1
PAWLOW RICHARD STEVE PE 3
PAWLOWSKI EDWARD DEAN ENG1
PAWLOWSKY ANTHONY P FAA4
PAWLUS JOHN JOSEPH COM4
PAXTON FORREST M JR AGR3
PAYCHL JEAN ANN PE 1
PAYCHL JOAN LOUISE LAS2
PAYNE BARBARA JEAN PE 2
PAYNE CHARLES CLIFFORD LAS4
PAYNE CLAIR EUGENE ENG1
PAYNE DOROTHY IRENE LAS1
PAYNE HENRY LEE GRAD
PAYNE JOBE LEON GRAD
PAYNE JON HENRY ENG2
PAYNE MARCIA JOAN ED 3
PAYNE MARTIN KERSHAW GRAD
PAYNE NATHALIA E LAS3
PAYNE PAUL EDWIN ENG3
PAYNE THOMAS HEADLEY ENG2
PAYNE WILLIAM FRANK JR AGR2
PAYNE WILLIAM HOWARD LAS1
PAYTON DONALD REX ENG1
PAZBALLON HUGO GRAD
PAZDERA JOHN SYDNEY JR ENG2
PE AUNG GRAD
PEAK JUDITH ANN COM1





1005 W GREGORY DR
319 E GREEN
105 E ARMORY
1005 W GREGORY DR

















































































u 1014 S ABERDEEN ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67995 33 BRIARCLIFF CLAYTON 24 MO
C FL67995 33 BRIARCLIFF ST LOUIS 24 MO
C FL67266 3142 N PARKSIDE AV CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 1133 N 14TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL66394 BOX 46 STANDARD ILL
C FL67585 2749 W SUNNYSIDE CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL26511 4811 KENWOOD AV CHICAGO 15 ILL
U EM74824 124 PARK DR JOLIET ILL
C FL62149 1420 N MASON AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL67684 16 WILLIAMSBURG CT EVANSTON ILL
C FL26511 5022 N RIDGEWAY AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL26511 30 E DIVISION CHICAGO 10 ILL
C FL21550 7826 S AVALON AV CHICAGO ILL
WELLINGTON ILL
U EM78545 FAIRMOUNT ILL
C FL28760 332 WINTHROP AV ELMHURST ILL
C KHIMJI RD NAIROBI BRITISH E AF
U 3532 N PIONEER AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL64627 7202 W CRAIN NILES ILL
U MANIDAS BAZAR CUTTACK 2 INDIA
C RR 3 MACOMB ILL
U EM77322 142 PERRY RD N W CANTON OHIO
119 E WASHINGTON ST AUBURN ILL
C FL62697 102 LOCKPORT ST PLAINFIELD ILL
C FL62545 1201 S 3RD ST ST CHARLES ILL
U 2611 E WYNNTON LANE COLUMBUS GA
U EM78834 200 SCRANTON LAKE BLUFF ILL
U EM74852 STEWARDSON ILL
C FL25967 310 E DANIEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77340 219 MILL ST SETHALTO ILL
C FL26737 603 THISTLE CRESENT FORT WILLIAM CANADA
C FL26511 1810 MAYFAIR AV WESTCHESTER ILL
U EM78805 6 HAY ST OCONNOR CANBERRA AUSTRALIA
U EM76324 211 HADLEY AV DAYTON 19 OHIO
C FL22920 63 W HICKORY ST CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILL
C FL26511 2442 W 63RD ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM75377 R R 1 ELDORADO ILL
U EM71136 1601 GREENWOOD AV WILMETTE ILL
C FL23806 1809 BROADMOOR DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL 76154 3510 TERRACE LANE GRANITE CITY ILL
U EM79090 GRAFTON ILL
U ERNAKULAM KERALA INDIA
C FL27454 6313 W BERTEAU CHICAGO 34 ILL
U RR 1 ALTON ILL
C FL67266 4050 EMERSON SKOKIE ILL
U EM72681 1602 S MAPLE URBANA ILL
C FL26511 RR 7 SPRINGFIELD ILL
U 252 S SPRING AV OGLESBY ILL
C 5616 S RACINE AV CHICAGO 36 ILL
c 4316 S WASHTENAW CHICAGO 32 ILL
U EM71191 2604 LOWELL SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL62545 350 OAK ST GLEN ELLYN ILL
C FL68726 803 S 2ND CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 1139 E DALE AV MUSKEGON MICH
C FL67670 537 TRACY PEORIA 2 ILL
C 2209 S BELL CMICAGO ILL
U EM51294 5528 WEBSTER ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL67629 1138 OAKDALE SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM74170 5219 S PAULINA ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 2308 KEMBLE AV NORTH CHICAGO ILL
U EM74170 2506 H MONITOR CHICAGO 39 ILL
U FL26511 6134 N WASHTENAW CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL67524 10020 BUNKUM RD CASEYVILLE ILL
U 1023 WALNUT ST AURORA ILL
U EM72595 1812 LARCH PL URBANA ILL
C FL65132 2304 13TH AV ROCKFORD ILL
U EM74069 RR 3 PITTSFIELD ILL
U FL26511 3631 CUYLER BERWYN ILL
U FL26511 3631 S CUYLER AV BERWYN ILL
C FL62571 5443 THOMAS ST CHICAGO 51 ILL
C FL67544 9611 S 51ST AV OAK LAWN ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 LA HARPE ILL
U EM72008 820 OAKDALE AV CHICAGO 14 ILL
C FL60687 NOBLE ILL
C FL26511 1431 BROAD ST BELOIT WIS
C FL29625 RR 1 ROCKPORT ILL
U EM79292 69 MALDEN ST LAGRANGE ILL
C FL26511 98 YALE ST SPRINGFIELD 9 MASS
U EM78913 2026 DODGE AV EVANSTON ILL
U EM73542 ROCKPORT ILL
C FL62281 500 JEFFERSON GLENCOE ILL
C FL26511 EWING ILL
C FL61847 160 E WALNUT SHELDON ILL
C FL26511 SHELDON ILL
U EM74757 685 SAN MARTIN LIMA PERU
C FL67690 61 CIRCLE DR CASEYVILLE ILL
C FL21538 27 KOKINE RD RANGOON BURMA
C FL67844 533 WAKEMAN WHEATON ILL
C FL26511 7319 EAST END AV CHICAGO ILL
PEARCE RONALD DEAN COM4
PEARCY THOMAS ROBERT AGR
1
PEARLMAN SHARLENE A LAS2
PEARMAN SARA JANE AGR3
PEARSON CARLTON RICHARD ENG4
PEARSON CHARLES RICHARD LAS1
PEARSON DALE CARL ENG2
PEARSON HARRIS JAMES GRAD
PEARSON JOHN C LAS6
PEARSON LAURENCE RALPH LAS3
PEARSON LINNEA JUANITA JNL4
PEARSON MAX MEREDITH AGR1
PEARSON ROLAND OLIVER PE 3
PEARSON SONDRA LUANNE ED 3
PEARSON SONJIE EDITH LAS6
PEARSON WAYNE EDWARD COM3
PEARSON WILLIAM D JR ENG3
PEASE GEORGE WILLIAM LAS4
PEASE RICHARD PARKINSON LAS2
PEASLEY MELVIN LOUIS GRAD
PEAVLER JULIE ANNE LAS1
PECHINSKI ROBERT JOSEPH COM3
PECHOUS DONALD EDWARD COM*
PECHOUS EDWIN JOHN GRAD
PECK. GARY EDWARD FAA4
PECK KENNETH TRACY LAS1
PECKHAM HAROLD ADDISON FAA4
PECORARO GEORGE ANTHONY ENG2
PEDDICORD CHARLES W AGR1
PEDERSEN CARROLL PAUL AGR
PEDERSEN DARHL MAX GRAD
PEDERSEN LINDA JEAN PE 1
PEDERSON WENDY ANN LAS1
PEDIGO LEONA DEAN COM1
PEEK LEVIN JASPER JR GRAD
PEELER DOROTHEA ISABEL GRAD
PEELMAN HAROLD ELMER ENG3
PEHLKE HAROLD RICHARD COM4
PEIKERT ERNEST WILLIAM GRAD
PEIRCE LEONARD COM2
PEISER KENNETH BURTON LAS4
PEISTER HARRY RONALD GRAD
PELCHER ELISABETH ANN GRAD
PELEKOUDAS CONSTANTINE GRAD
PELEKOUDAS LOIS MORRELL GRAD
PELKEY RANDALL T JR GRAD
PELKEY RONALD EARL GRAD
PELKOWSKI ROBERT W FAA3
PELLECCHIA ANTHONY FAA1
PELLEGRINI RAMON THOMAS FAA4
PELTASON SUZANNE TOLL ED 6
PELTON BARBARA CARYL LAS1
PEMBERTON JOHN HARPER ENG3
PEMBURN MIRIAM MARGARET LAS2
PENCE JAMES LOREN GRAD
PENCE JOHN ROBERT GRAD
PENCE JUDITH MICHAEL FAA2
PENCE PHYLLIS SABEN GRAD
PENCZEK STEPHEN ALBERT COM4
PENDERGAST JOSEPH S GRAD
PENHOLLOW JOHN ORIN GRAD
PENN INA LEE ED 1
PENNEL CHARLES A GRAD
PENNELL JAY ROGER LAS1
PENNER PHILLIP BRUCE COM4
PENNIMAN WILLIAM DAVID ENG4
PENNINGROTH DARREL DEAN GRAD
PENNINGTON BRIAN RALPH FAA1
PENNINGTON JOHN WILLIAM ENG4
PENNINGTON KENNETH ENG4
PENNY JAMES ALAN ENG2
PENNY SAMUEL JOSEPH GRAD
PENROD ORVILLE RAY LAS1
PENROD ROBERT EUGENE ENG1
PENSINGER ROBERT RIX VM 4
PENUELA ALVARO ENG4
PENZELL JAMES PETER FAA3
PEPIOT JANET LOUISE GRAD
PEPPERS RUSSEL ALLEN GRAD
PEPPLE LOREN WAYNE ENG4
PERCIVAL NELL GRAD
PERELLI MICHAEL JOHN GRAD
PERFETTI CHARLES ALBERT LAS2
PERGAKES BESS ELIZABETH ED 3
PERIMAN BASIL P AGR1
PERISHO DARRELL JENE ENG2
PERK BANU ZINETI FAA1
PERK DENNIS HOWARD ENG1
PERKINS CHARLES WILLIAM GRAD






























608 W PARK AV
1005 S LINCOLN
















































56 E GREGORY DR
1001 W CALIFORNIA
209 E JOHN
1005 W GREGORY DR
58 E GREGORY DR





C FL61053 3 PITNER PLACE JACKSONVILLE ILL
U EM76407 RR 1 CLARE ILL
C FL65749 1144 GILBERT AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
U EM74071 439 W MADISON PARIS ILL
C 310 W ELLS ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL65424 806 W MAIN ST SALEM ILL
C FL63515 102 WENDELL PL DEKALB ILL
BOX 87 CULLOM ILL
C FL25061 BOX 596 NEW CANAAN CONN
C FL67585 2541 E 73RD ST CHICAGO ILL
C 2236 W 119TH PL BLUE ISLAND ILL
C FL63631 RR 3 TAYLORVILLE ILL
C FL26511 328 GILBERT TERR ROCKFORD ILL
C FL62557 806 W MAIN SALEM ILL
U EM71440 15611 MYRTLE AV HARVEY ILL
U 3905 LAWN WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
C PLEASANT HILL ILL
C 740 N LONG AVENUE CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL67583 3747 N PIONEER AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL60198 19 BRADLEY-MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62545 301 GRANT PL PARK RIDGE ILL
4915 WASHINGTON ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C 6532 W 28TH PL BERWYN ILL
U 5811 LEE AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
U EM72918 1605 C 1 ALABAMA URBANA ILL
U EM71492 RR 2 PEORIA 5 ILL
C FL26716 1430 FREMONT AV MADISON 4 WISC
U 4640 N KASSON AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL65990 RR 1 WILLIAMSVILLE ILL
C FL66112 8722 S DORCHESTER CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL65898 407 E 800 S OREM UTAH
U FL26511 622 CLINTON EVANSTON ILL
U FL26511 139 SUZIE LANE ATTICA IND
C FL66000 RR 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26942 1601 S NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 7607 TIOGA ST PITTSBURGH 21 PA
C FL63033 RR 1 POTOMAC ILL
C FL24254 1758 NEWCASTLE AV CHICAGO 35 ILL
C 5845 PARK AV MINNEAPOLIS 17 MINN
C FL67677 22 S KENSINGTON LAGRANGE ILL
C FL67541 2607 GUNNISON ST CHICAGO ILL
1032 W 29TH ST KEARNEY NEBR
U EM76966 501 W CALIFORNIA ST URBANA ILL
U EM74794 713 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
U EM74794 713 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
C FL61719 7219 S VERNON CHICAGO 19 ILL
U 84 BOBOLINK BAY REGINA CANADA
C FL65132 6309 W HENDERSON CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL26511 711 WASHINGTON ST HOBOKEN N J
C FL68363 209 W HILL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77415 503 E PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
U FL26511 225 LINDEN RD BARRINGTON ILL
C FL25503 208 VIRGINIA AV MCLEANSBORO ILL
U FL26511 31 W ROCKS RD NORWALK CONN
C FL66268 1216 W EUREKA CHAMPAIGN ILL
R R 4 CHARLESTON ILL
C FL67892 4615 MISSOURI PEORIA ILL
U EM73342 GLADSTONE ILL
U EM24063 7359 S MAPLEWOOD AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL67266 509 N OAK PARK AVE OAK PARK ILL
U EM75507 1104 MCCLELLAN ST TAMA IOWA
U EM79796 7734 S KINGSTON CHICAGO 49 ILL
C 302 E MAGNOLIA AUBURN ALA
U EM75733 RR 3 URBANA ILL
U EM76711 7644 S KINGSTON ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL24254 714 N WOODLAWN KIRKWOOD 22 MO
C FL23205 RR 2 TIPTON IOWA
C FL29789 1048 FORAN LANE AURORA ILL
C FL26511 2450 S 8TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
U 4341 CHAMPLAIN AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 207 S WEST AV ELMHURST ill
U EM79638 1610 ALABAMA DR URBANA ILL
U EM51380 1821 ESSEX MATTOON ILL
C FL24130 803 N COLLETT DANVILLE ILL
C FL61513 1641 N EDWARD ST DECATUR ILL
C FL61766 CALLE 56 NO 16 53 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
C FL26744 1213 JULIE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 1201 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
U EM72349 24 S 97TH ST BELLEVILLE ILL
BOX 286 ODIN ILL
C FL68439 56 E GREGORY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71544 1047 E NORTH ST GALESBURG ILL
C FL24039 1115 PORTLAND COLLINSVILLE ILL
U FL26511 319 HARMON DANVILLE ILL
C FL63152 RR 1 WOODSTOCK ILL
U EM73918 310 OAK ST PARIS ILL
U EM51308 311 W OREGON URBANA ILL
C FL67908 1033 ROBINHOOD LA GRANGE PARK ILL
C FL26705 133 S SHORES DR DECATUR ILL
U EM79695 RR 3 BOX 85 PROPHETSTOWN ILL
PERKINS DAVID ELLIOT ENG1
PERKINS JAMES RUFUS LAS4
PERKINS MARSHALL JOSEPH GRAD
PERKINS PARALEE MAE FAA4
PERKINS ROBERT DONALD LAS1
PERKINS WENDELL P ENG3
PERKINSON LEATON DEE AGR4
PERKINSON LEON BERTON LAS1
PERKS PAUL ALLEN ENG3
PERL ARNOLD EDWIN LAS3
PERLMAN CHARLOTTE H LAS3
PERMAN ARNOLD J LAW1
PERNAU ROBERT THOMAS FAA1
PERNICHELE ALBERT DAVID SWV4
PERNICK STEVEN LAWRENCE COM1
PEROTTO RICHARD DANIEL FAA1
PERRERO DONALD EDMUND ENG1
PERRI THERESE MARIE LAS3
PERRIN CHARLES EARLE ENG2
PERRIN JAMES STUART GRAD
PERRY BARBARA JOAN ED 4
PERRY CONSTANCE E GRAD
PERRY DEE JOAN LAS2
PERRY EDWARD EUGENE PE 4
PERRY JOYCE MARLENE GRAD
PERRY RICHARD DOUGLAS LAS2
PERRY ROBERT EUGENE ENG2
PERRY ROBERT STEPHEN ENG1
PERRY WILLIAM CARTER ENG1
PERSAK ROBERT ANDREW LAS4
PERSAUD PATRICK DAVID LAS3
PERSHING JOYCE C LAS1
PERSON KAREN LOUISE LAS3
PESA JOHN RUDOLPH PE 6
PESLER INGRID RENATE LAS1
PESLER IRMGARD GERTRUD LAS3
PESMEN ALLEN STEPHEN LAW3
PESSA ARNE TONIS GRAD
PETCHENIK BERNARD ENG3
PETER MARY KATHRYN AGR4
PETERLIN FRANK ADOLPH ENG4
PETERMAN JOHN WALTER ENG4
PETERNEL CAROL JEAN LAS1
PETERS BARBARA JANE PE 4
PETERS BERNARD CHAUNCEY GRAD
PETERS CARL WILLIAM ENG4
PETERS CONSTANCE KAY LAS3
PETERS CYNTHIA PATRICIA LAS1
PETERS DONNA KAY LAS1
PETERS GERALD LAWRENCE ENG1
PETERS JOSEPH ALEXANDER GRAD
PETERS JOSEPH GEORGE AGR4
PETERS LINDA JUNE LAS4
PETERS PAULA JEAN LAS1
PETERS RICHARD LEE ENG1
PETERS RICHARD WILLIAM ENG3
PETERS RITA CAROL ANN COM4
PETERS ROBERT FRANCIS ENG4
PETERS SONDRA CAROLE LAS4
PETERS STANLEY CHARLES GRAD
PETERS SUZANNE ELAINE FAA4
PETERSEN CAROL MARGARET LAS2
PETERSEN DON EDWIN ENG4
PETERSON ALAN HERBERT GRAD
PETERSON CARL ALLEN ENG1
PETERSON CHARLES HOBART FAA3
PETERSON CHARLES VICTOR LAS1
PETERSON CAROL LYNN ED 3
PETERSON CAROL MARIE ED 4
PETERSON CAROLYN MARIE AGR4
PETERSON CYNTHIA ANN LAS4
PETERSON DAVID EDWIN GRAD
PETERSON DAVID WENDELL ENG4
PETERSON DENNIS GAYLORD ENG1
PETERSON DICK ALFRED ENG4
PETERSON EUGENE GERALD ENG1
PETERSON HELEN MCHENRY GRAD
PETERSON JACK NORMAN ENG1
PETERSON JAMES OWEN ENG1
PETERSON JANET LORAINE FAA1
PETERSON JOHN EDWARD GRAD
PETERSON JOHN FERDINAND GRAD
PETERSON JOHN MALCOLM LAS1
PETERSON JOHN VINCENT GRAD
PETERSON JOHN WILLIAM GRAD
PETERSON KAREN ANN ED 3
PETERSON KARLA JEAN LAS2
PETERSON KEITH LEONARD FAA4
PETERSON LAWRENCE H JR COM1
PETERSON LEROY DAVID ENG4
301 E ARMORY C FL67447
806 S 3RD c
1602 SHERIDAN RD c FL69925
607 E DANIEL c FL67892
202 E DANIEL c FL25151
1637 CAROLINA DR u EM76597
607 S RANDOLPH c
902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468
408 W OREGON u EM70543
706 W OHIO u EM76711
1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
MRH TAFT 227 c FL26511
MRH CLARK 326 c FL26511
411 W PARK u EM73870
MRH BARTON 13 c FL26511
303 CHALMERS c
MRH FORBES 471 c FL26511
710 W OHIO u EM78134
207 E JOHN c FL67622
1008 W UNION c FL60366
303 E JOHN c FL66434
CHICAGO 8 ILL
1204 S LINCOLN u EM79558
211 E ARMORY c FL65132
203 E HEALEY c FL62318
106 E DANIEL c
209 E JOHN c FL24039
SEYMOUR ILL
1111 W ILLINOIS u EM74971
606 W OHIO u EM72812
406 W ILLINOIS u
404 E JOHN c FL68738
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
76 E UNIVERSITY AV c
404 E JOHN c FL 68738
404 E JOHN c FL68738
205 E GREEN c FL63505
410 W CHURCH c FL69795
103 E ARMORY c FL67585
801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
1103 W SPRINGFIELD u EM76180
1111 W ILLINOIS u EM74970
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
1206 N GOODWIN u EM78929
303 E CHALMERS c FL67398
508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
310 E CHALMERS c FL63353
21 LAKESIDE TERR u EM74278
506 E DANIEL c FL69340
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
501 E DANIEL c FL62510
1008 S 4TH c FL25207
216 E GREGORY DR c
512 E JOHN ST c FL26091
1113 S 3RD c
212 W ARBOR c FL26732
508 E ARMORY c FL62501
1203 STOUGHTON u EM73951
1115-218 W GREEN u EM76322
312 E ARMORY c
901 S 2ND c
MRH CLARK 432 c FL26511
706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
710 W OHIO u EM73031
1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
203 S WRIGHT c FL29203
MRH HOPKINS 202 c FL26511
MRH HOPKINS 241 c FL26511
713 W SPRINGFIELD u EM74756
MRH CLARK 330 c FL26511
311 E JOHN c FL63110
604 E ARMORY c FL26511
MRH FORBES 436 c FL26511
1110 W NEVADA u EM77114
1706 W SPRINGFIELD c FL26734
MRH BARTON 8 c FL26511
MRH HOPKINS 280 c FL26511
53 E CHALMERS c FL26271
607 E DANIEL c FL67892
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
705 E MICH u EM78064
201 E GREEN c FL64014
206 E GREEN c FL68235











5050 N SHERIDAN RD
701 N BLANCHARD
402 E 4TH ST
2732 W CHASE
RR 1 BOX 76
BOX 89
1409 N LECLAIRE AV
RR 2 BOX 36
1419 BELKNAP ST
258 HIGHLAND DR
1831 S RACINE AV




RR 1 BOX 327
1174 25TH ST
2640 W 25TH ST
34 BENT ST
6028 S 74TH AV
9225 S ADA ST
76 E UNIVERSITY AV
513 WEBSTER ST
513 WEBSTER ST
205 E GREEN ST
5524 8TH ST N W





501 S 5TH ST
303 E CHALMERS ST












2053 W BIRCHWOOD AV
5320 CENTRAL AV







3041 N LOWELL AV
821 JORDAN PL
490 COUNTRY CLUB DR
5205 10TH AV
1628 5TH AV







403 N 3RD AV


































































































PETERSON LINDA JEAN ED 1
PETERSON LINN ALBERT ENG*
PETERSON LYN FINGAL ENG1
PETERSON MARILYN JOANNE LAS1
PETERSON MARLENE RUTH AGR3
PETERSON OTIS GRANVILLE GRAD
PETERSON PENNY LOU LAS2
PETERSON PERCY HORACE LAS2
PETERSON PHILLIP BROOKE COM4
PETERSON PHYLLIS ELAINE ED 3
PFTERSON RAYMOND ARNOLD GRAD
PETERSON RICHARD AUSTIN GRAD
PETERSON RICHARD C ENG1
PETERSON RONALD CARL ENG*
PETERSON RONALD ELMER GRAD
PETERSON RONALD GORDON EAA3
PETERSON SYBIL RUTH LAS*
PETERSON WAYNE LEO AGR*
PETERSON WILLIAM EDWARD COM2
PETING DONALD LEE FAA3
PETIT WILLIAM DAVID ENG1
PETKUS RAYMOND WALTER LAS3
PETLICKI JOHN HENRY LAS*
PETRIDIS GREGORY GRAD
PETRITSCH WARRFN EDWARD LAS2
PETRO LOUIS GEORGE GRAD
PETROPOULOS MARINOS G ENG3
PETROVICH JERILYN ANN LAS1
PETROWICH RICHARD B AGR3
PETRUSIS VYTENIS ANDREW ENG3
PETRY PAMELA JANE FAA1
PETTEGREW EDWARD B JR LAS3
PETTEGREW JAMES E JR ENG2
PETTER RICHARD GEORGE ENG3
PETTIGREW JOHN C FAA*
PETTIGREW STUART M LAS1
PETTINGA PAULINE FAA1
PETTINGELL DIANE P ED 4
PETTIS R03ERT ALLAN ENG1
PETTIT CHARLES GEORGE JNL3
PETTIT FLOYD ELGIN JR AGR*
PETTY INGRID BAERREL LAS3
PETTY ROGER LOWELL ENG1
PETTY VERNON WALTER LAW1
PETULLO ANTHONY JAMES COM3
PEW PHILLIP LYNN ENG1
PFAFF FRED WILLIAM AV I 2
PF6IFER DONALD WAYNE GRAD
PFEIFER JEAN BOWER PE 3
PFEIFER NORMAN RAY ENG6
PFEIFER ROBERT JOSEPH ENG2
PFEIFFER BRUCE TODD ENG3
PFEIFFER ROBERT ROLLAND COM2
PFISTER FRANZ JOSEF GRAD
PFISTER JAMES FREDERICK FAA*
PFISTER ROGER JEROME LAW2
PFLEDERER MARILYN RUTH GRAD
PFLUEGER PHILLIP GEORGE ENG1
PFLUM CHARLES EDWARD LAS*
PFRANG EDWARD OSCAR GRAD
PHEBUS JOSEPH WILLIAM ENG2
PHELAN EDWARD JOSEPH VM 2
PHELAN LUKE WILLIAM AGR*
PHELPS CLOTILDE YVONNE LAS*
PHELPS HERBERT CORNELL ENG*
PHELPS RICHARD GARL LAS2
PHELPS STEPHEN JAY AV I 2
PHRBLAD CHARLES L COM*
PHILBLAD JAMES RICHARD ENG3
PHILBROOK ELIZABETH B LAS2
PHILBROOK ROBERT MILES GRAD
PHILHOWER PETER PHILIP ENG*
PHILIPP ROBERT DONALD LAS3
PHRIPPS EUGENE ALBERT GRAD
PHILIPPSON ERNST BENNO FAA*
PHILIPPSON MARGARET S FAA*
PHILIPPSON SUSANNE L FAA1
PHILLIPPO LARRY KENT ENG1
PHILLIPS ALMA LAMAR LAS2
PHILLIPS BRUCE ALAN LAS*
PHILLIPS CHARLES PHILIP COM2
PHILLIPS CLINTON R AGR1
PHILLIPS FRANKLIN M COM*
PHILLIPS GORDON BERRY AGR1
PHILLIPS HARRISON C FAA2
PHILLIPS JOAN RAE LAS1
PHILLIPS JOHN PATRICK GRAD
PHILLIPS ROBERT KARL JR ENG1
PHILLIS FREDERICK C LAS1


























































































303 E JOHN ST
U EM79292 33* STRATFORD RD
C FL63*12
C FL26511 1501 *3RD ST
U FL26511 RR
U EM7*051
C FL6**06 533 E NORTH
C FL62612 706 ARLINGTON
C FL26511 *830 ST LAWRENCE AV
C FL26363 820 S STATE ST
U EM71511
C K*8C STADIUM TERR
c 311 E JOHN ST
C FL26511 *75 WOOD DALE RD
U 1*19 FINNEY ST
c 17*8 JR TERR
C FL6*257 80* W WHITE
C FL618*0 308 GREENFIELD AV
U EM73658 RR
C FL26511 121 S VERMILION ST
C FL26511 10537 SOUTH PARK
C FL26511 RR 1
C FL29871 *517 S SAWYER AV
C FL26511 5226 S LAFLIN
U ARRIANOU 12






C FL26511 ROUTE 2





U 2222 *TH AV
C FL61023 11321 AV M
C FL26511 8900 S COUNTYLINE
U EM772*5 503 W NEVADA
C FL66*3* 206 GOLD ST
C FL26511 9236 S RIDGEWAY
C FL68990 2 HILTON CT
C FL68826 2209 E STUART
U 1123 W VIRGINIA AV
C FL62222 279 N CONE ST
U 1123 W VIRGINIA
C FL65132 36A DOGWOOD
C FL2986* 165 N 33RD
C FL6*638 626 N BROADWAY
U EM7237* 111* W NEVADA
U EM7237* 111* W NEVADA
U EM7*306 151*7 MARSHFIELD AV
C FL26511 1605 GILBERT ST
C FL67583 21 LUDLOW DR
C FL62563 3616 N MISSOURI AV
U EM78117 1 HOCHFELDERSTR
U 616 S YORK ST
C FL26511
U BOX 28*
C FL2*222 2*17 CRAWFORD
U EM7*763 1109 BRIARCLIFF DR
U BOX 9025
U EM71789 9 MONTCLAIR
C FL67266 RR 1
C FL67*36 RR 1
U EM78913 65*1 ELLIS AV
U EM77876 21* SUNSET LANE
U 2913 PINE
C FL26511 5*61 *3RD AV N
U EM76*07 207 S MARKET ST
U EM76*07 207 S MARKET ST
C FL69575 1115 BENSON
C FL69575 1115 S BENSON
C FL67266 2025 12TH ST
C FL26511 5720 MANTON AV
U 77*0 S MAY ST
U EM79990 RR 3
U EM79990 RR 3
U EM7185* 11* W FLORIDA
C FL6798* BOX 185
C FL29*0* 706 BETHUNE CT
C FL60521 7017 BENNETT AV
C FL26511 6620 N MAPLEWOOD
C FL67*59 1518 N WALNUT
C FL26511 1019 W STATE
C FL26511 832 FOREST AV
U EM7179* 61* W ILLINOIS ST
U EM72889 1*06 S VINE
C FL67016 *05 E GREEN
C FL67670 RR 2
C FL67*36 817 3*TH ST



























































































>ICK MARTIN ALLEN LAS3
'ICKARD RICHARD HENRY ENG3
MCKER ROBERT WILLIAM ENG2
'ICKETT LINDA NELL ED 2
MCKETT PHILIP FRED GRAD
PICKETT ROBERT RAYMOND ED 3
=ICKRELL JOHN ANDREW AGR1
PIECH MARILYN KAY LAS1
PIECHOCKI JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
PIECHOWSKI MICHAEL M GRAD
PIELL JOEL LEE LAS1
PIERCE BARBARA ANN LAS3
PIERCE CAMDEN BALLARD GRAD
PIERCE DORINDA CAROL ED 3
PIERCE GAIL ED 3
PIERCE GEORGE THOMAS LAS1
PIERCE GLENN QUIMBY JR GRAD
PIERCE JAN ROBERTS GRAD
PIERCE JERRY EARL COM1
PIERCE NANCY GAYE ED 4
PIERCE RITA HELEN LAS1
PIERCE ROBERT CHARLES GRAD
PIERSON CAROL ANN LAS3
PIERSON FRANCIS CLYDE AGR1
PIERSON RICHARD WAYNE ENG1
PIET ANNETTE JOAN LAS1
PIETRAFESA CARMEN D LAS1
PIETRAS EUGENE JOSEPH ENG1
PIETRUS PENELOPE ANN LAS3
PIETRZYK PATRICIA ANN AGR1
PIFER JOE HENDRIK GRAD
PIGG CHARLES RAY LAS1
PIGMAN JANET GRAYCE PE 1
PIHL BRADLEY GUNNAR COM4
PIHL DOUGLAS WALTER ENG3
PILAFAS IRENE LAS1
PILCH MARY ANN LAS4
PILCHARD EDWIN IVAN JR GRAD
PILCHER GEORGE WILLIAM GRAD
PILCHER KATHARINE J LAS1
PILE SONDRA JANE ED 1
PILIPAVICIUTE RITA M FAA4
PILKANIS WILLIAM JOHN GRAD
PILLER TODD BARRY ENG3
PILOTTE MERVYN CHARLES ED 4
PIMENTEL FRANK T GRAD
PINE HARVEY STANFORD COM4
PINE RONALD LEE AGR1
PINEDA RONALD RAYMOND PE 1
PINES GERALD MARVIN JNL3
PINES ROBERTA LOIS ED 1
PING JAMES RICHARD GRAD
PINGER ALFRED ALAN COM2
PINK FREDERICK GILBERT COM3
PINK MICHAEL JAY LAS3
PINKERT DIANE ROCHELLE FAA1
PINKERTON CAROL SUE LAS1
PINKERTON JOHN WAYNE GRAD
PINKOWSKI RONALD V ENG1
PINNEY MICHAEL CRAIGE ENG2
PINNEY ROBERT IVAN LAS4
PINSKY BARBARA LOIS ED 2
PINTER KENT ARNOLD ENG1
PINTO JORGE EDWIN FAA3
PINTO ROSANN DOLORES COM2
PINTO SHEILA SANDRA ED 1
PINZONCASTANO ALFONSO ENG3
PIORKOWSKI GERALDINE K GRAD
PIOSO JAMES LYONS COM3
PIOVESAN PAUL ANTHONY FAA3
PIPER CAROL NOEL COM2
PIPER ROBERT NEIL GRAD
PIPER THOMAS CLAYTON GRAD
PIPER THOMAS JEFFREY ENG1
PIPER VAUGHN JOSEPH GRAD
PIPKORN DAVID NIEMAN GRAD
PIPPINS EMMA LOIS LAS4
PIRMAN ROBERT LEOPOLD ENG4
PIROK DARRYL JOHN LAS3
PIRTLE PAUL RICHARD COM3
PISCHEL EMIL EDWARD AGR1
PISKIE ROBERT ALLAN COM3
PISKUR SYBIL JANE LAS3
PISTERZI MICHAEL JOHN ENG3
PISZCZEK STANLEY R JR ENG4
PISZEK PAMELA ANN LAS4
PISZEK PHILIP STEPHEN LAS2
PITCHER EUGENE STEPHEN LAS3
PITCHFORD ROBERT C 11 ENG1































MRH VAN DOREN 406
MRH NOBLE 409
1005 W GREGORY DR
1001 S 1ST
906 S 6TH






















































C FL67541 5518 W QUINCY CHICAGO ILL
U EM51402 BOX 125 BEVERLY SHORES IND
C FL24262 123 11TH ST STREATOR ILL
U EM74006 807 MONROE AV RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL265U 7507 W ROSEDALE CHICAGO 31 ILL
C FL265U RR 5 DECATUR ILL
C FL67583 LANESVILLE ILL
U EM71137 321 S CLIFTON PARK RIDGE ILL
U 8631 S PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL64326 SIENKIEWICZA 10 POZNAN POLAND
C FL67447 6725 N KENNETH AV LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
C FL63650 3513 GARY AV ALTON ILL
U EM73546 813 ROSENEATH RD RICHMOND 21 VA
C FL67844 11 1ST DR DECATUR ILL
U EM75589 2105 BURLISON DR URBANA ILL
C FL26511 KINGSTON 1 ILL
U EM74637 509 W NEVADA URBANA ILL
C FL66211 404 N JAMES ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 644 S 6TH AV LA GRANGE ILL
U EM71191 2526 14TH ST MOLINE ILL
C FL69340 6940 S LOWE AV CHICAGO 21 ILL
C FL66211 404 N JAMES ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL24671 242 MINNIE ST GODFREY ILL
U EM74444 RR 1 OAKLAND ILL
C 213 FORREST AV WASHINGTON ILL
U FL26511 13069 BRAINARD AV CHICAGO 33 ILL
C FL26511 325 W 25TH ST CHICAGO 16 ILL
C FL67871 4447 S TROY ST CHICAGO 32 ILL
C FL26320 9812 S KOLIN OAK LAWN ILL
U FL26511 4312 S ASHLAND AV CHICAGO 9 ILL
C FL26511 105 BROMPTON RD WILLIAMSVILLE 21 N Y
C FL26511 565 S 3RD CANTON ILL
U FL26511 11 ROSEWOOD LANE PEKIN ILL
C FL65333 203 S EUCLID PRINCETON ILL
C FL67803 RR 1 DAVIS JUNCTION ILL
U FL26511 540 S HUMPHREY OAK PARK ILL
C FL66434 5332 W EDDY ST CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL68297 813 W SHERWOOD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77588 18 E FAIRVIEW AV DAYTON 5 OHIO
C FL24671 RR 2 PEOTONE ILL
U RR 1 WINCHESTER ILL
C FL61170 5732 S WHIPPLE ST CHICAGO ILL
U 76 ALVERSON AV PROVIDENCE 9 R I
C 3405 LINNEMAN GLENVIEW ILL
U EM79717 RR 1 MARTINTON ILL
C FL21511 79 DENVER ST FALL RIVER MASS
C FL21091 6921 KENNETH ST LINCOLNWOOD ILL
C FL26511 RR 4 MARSHALL ILL
C FL60374 506 AVENUE E STERLING ILL
C FL67995 2115 E TAYLOR ST BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL64420 5543 N SPAULDING CHICAGO 25 ILL
BISMARCK ILL
C FL62141 434 E JEFFERSON DOLTON ILL
U 3950 N LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
u 2729 W JEROME CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL28454 8541 CREGIER CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL24163 131 EATON AV WOOD RIVER ILL
RR 2 ALEDO ILL
C 7201 KARLOV LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
C FL63323 3271 WESTCHESTER GRANITE CITY ILL
U EM74985 408 W SPRINGFIELD AV URBANA ILL
C FL64420 2725 W BIRCHWOOD AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 ZEARING ILL
U 45 MERCADO LA PAZ BOLIVIA
U FL26511 523 HINMAN EVANSTON ILL
U EM79796 363 FOREST BLV PARK FOREST ILL
C CALLE 155 F40 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
U EM77157 712 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
U EM79206 5480 S CORNELL AV CHICAGO 15 ILL
C FL60521 10612 NEVADA ST MELROSE PARK ILL
U EM78695 RR 1 SHARON WIS
U EM73845 507 W CHESTNUT ST OLNEY ILL
U EM76974 SHARON WIS
C FL26511 RR 3 CISNE ILL
U 1204 W MAIN NORTH MANCHESTER IND
C FL60992 606 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79391 835 S 13TH AV MAYWOOD ILL
C FL26511 2403 S 60TH CT CICERO ILL
U 3600 W 99TH ST EVERGREEN PARK 42 IL
C FL23787 615 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM72532 RR 1 BOX 145 PLAINFIELD ILL
U 121 JACKSON ST MARENGO ILL
U FL26511 8529 S SANGAMON CHICAGO ILL
C FL23224 1236 S KOMENSKY AV CHICAGO 23 ILL
U 3644 W 82ND ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL62545 4256 W NELSON ST CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL67266 4256 W NELSON ST CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL26791 507 E DANIEL CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62222 1808 E POPLAR WEST FRANKFORT ILL











































PODJASEK JOHN F JR















































LAS1 1104 W NEVADA U EM75441
FAA3 69 LAKESIDE TERR U EM76169
FAA1 MRH BARTON 18 C FL26511
GRAD 606 W OHIO U EM72812
FAA3 907 W MAIN U
ENG3 907 W MAIN U
ENG3 602 E WHITE C
AGR1 MRH CLARK 209 C FL26511
PE 1 911 S 4TH C FL67560
LAS1 MRH BARTON 5 C FL26511
GRAD 603 E CLARK C FL62353
ENG2 101 E DANIEL C FL24698
LAS1 409 E GREEN C FL23345
JNL4 55 E SPRINGFIELD C FL25661
ENG3 MRH NOBLE 227 C FL26511
FAA1 MRH GARNER 263 C FL26511
ENG2 MRH FORBES 222 C FL26511
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 344 C FL26511
COM4 204 E JOHN C
ED 3 607 E DANIEL C FL62149
LAS1 1104 W NEVADA U EM75441
COM4 604 N MAPLE U EM51382
PE 3 402 E ARMORY C FL22103
LAS2 313 E JOHN C FL67844
JNL4 511 BASH CT C FL25906
ENG1 303 E CHALMERS C FL62281
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511
AGR3 1110 ARBOR C
AGR1 MRH CLARK 209 C FL26511
COM2 311 GREEN C
COM1 307 E JOHN C FL28454
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 217 C FL26511
LAS1 1215 S 4TH C FL26511
AGR1 209 E GREGORY DR C
GRAD 618 E DANIEL C
FAA2 1005 W GREGORY DR U EM62511
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA U FL26511
FAA4 1203 W PARK C FL66284
LAS3 907 W ILLINOIS ST U EM79695
GRAD 707 W STOUGHTON U
GRAD 1012 W MAIN U
COM4 212 E JOHN C
ENG1 313 CHALMERS C FL24254
COM4 303 E CHALMERS C FL62281
LAS3 808 W VERMONT U EM74051
SWV4 504 E SPRINGFIELD C
LAS1 310 E CHALMERS C
ENG4 MRH FORBES 292 C FL26511
GRAD 1304 W STOUGHTON U EM76907
PE 3 601 S 4TH C FL62684
LAS2 508 E ARMORY C FL62501
ENG1 1111 S 1ST C FL63231
LAS4 1109 4TH C FL63071
COM3 1010 ARMORY C
FAA3 1104 W NEVADA U EM75441
GRAD ROBERTS ILL
ENG1 202 E DANIEL C FL25151
ENG4 MRH GARNER 432 C FL26511
JNL4 1106 S EUCLID C
ED 1 1002 S LINCOLN U EM79796
ENG3 810 W GREEN U
LAS4 MRH HOPKINS 236 C FL26511
LAS4 604 E ARMORY C
LAS4 1111 NEVADA U FL26511
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA U EM75441
LAW1 713 W ILLINOIS U
ENG4 MRH GARNER 213 C FL26511
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA U FL26511
LAS4 507 E JOHN C FL28901
LAS4 301 W BIRCH C FL26954
AVI1 1004 S 4TH C FL61023
FAA1 312 E ARMORY C FL27614
ED 3 1003 W ILLINOIS U EM72715
GRAD 507 E WHITE C FL24731
GRAD 902 W OREGON U EM77374
FAA1 812 E DANIEL C FL21811
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511
GRAD 408 W ELM U
LAS3 MRH FLAGG 427 C FL26511
PE 3 1004 S 2ND C FL24108
FAA3 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA U EM74063
PE 2 402 E DANIEL C FL60374
FAA4 201 E GREEN C FL67690
AGR4 1110 W NEVADA U EM75425
LAS4 506 E DANIEL C FL28590
LAS1 302 E GREGORY C FL67654
PE 3 1111 S 3RD C FL66767
FAA5 2005 BOUDREAU U EM77975
AGR2 1004 W NEVADA U EM72676
GRAD 6 MAYFAIR CT C FL65882
433 E 73RD ST
310 W WASHINGTON ST
2147 N 78TH AV
603 CRESTLAND AV
90 7 W MAIN





















7325 S UNIVERSITY AV








5043 W 29TH PL





3715 W WRIGHTWOOD AV
5349 W SCHOOL ST
5349 SCHOOL ST
600 OGDEN









114 W SOUTH 4TH
1112 24TH ST








3829 N SEELEY AV
709 N 7TH
6304 N DRAKE AV
6329 N RIDGEWAY
5915 N JERSEY AV
3829 N SEELEY AV
5637 HAVERFORD
5428 N KIMBALL
507 E WHITE ST
12 CRAFT ROAD
10342 S CHURCH ST
2336 S 2ND AV
3306 FULLERTON
215 W WHITE ST
523 N MAPLE
5639 W 23RD PL
145 N CHICAGO AV





KANSAS CITY 10 MO
URBANA ILL
































PORT WASHINGTON N Y























































POOL LARRY JOE ENG4
POOLE MARLEEN DIANE LAS4
POPE GARY RAY LAS1
POPE MICHAEL SYLVESTER PE 1
POPE PENELOPE ANN PE 1
POPE SANDRA JOSEPHINE PE 1
POPIK MICHAEL JOHN COM2
POPLAWSKI JOEL JOSEPH ENG2
POPOVICH ELAINE ED 3
POPOWYCZ PETRO VM 2
POPP JOAN LOIS LAS4
POPPE RONALD MARTIN ENG4
POROCH MARIA AGR4
PORPS ERNEST OTTO FAA4
PORT RONALD BYRON LAS2
PORTER DOUGLAS ROGER GRAD
PORTER JOANNE MATIE GRAD
PORTER KAROL BARBOUR FAA3
PORTER MAURICE GRAHAM GRAD
PORTER RICHARD NEEDHAM GRAD
PORTER THOMAS DAVID PE 1
PORTER WILLIAM JUDSON FAA4
PORTIS THEODORE R GRAD
PORTNOY ALAN FAA2
PORTUGAIS HOWARD LEE FAA2
POR2EL FRANCIS PHILLIP LAS1
POSHEK JOHN AUGUST ENG1
POSLOSKY MAXINE MARSHA JNL3
POSNER PHYLLIS KAY LAS2
POSSEHL RAYMOND GEORGE ED 2
POSSELT STUART LOOMIS FAA4
POST ALBERT ANTHONY LAS2
POST DELBERT ALLAN ENG3
POST GARY LYNN ENG2
POST ROY DALE ED 3
POSTAL BARBARA LEE AGR2
POSTAL DAVID LAWRENCE LAS2
POSTON STEPHEN GEORGE COM1
POTASHNIK KAREN NINA LAS1
POTTER CHERYL ANN AGR
1
POTTER DAVID ARTHUR ENG1
POTTER GENE ELLSWORTH AGR4
POTTER JAMES MARTIN ENG1
POTTER LELA MARIAN AGR3
POTTER ROSS THOMAS GRAD
POTTLE CHRISTOPHER GRAD
POTTHOFF BONNIE LOU FAA1
POTTS MARY SUE ED 2
POTTS SANDRA LOU LAS4
POULOS ELLEN MARIE ED 2
POULOS WILLIAM FAA4
POUND THOMAS RONALD ENG3
POUTSMA MARVIN LLOYD GRAD
POVLO CAROLE FERN ED 1
POWELL JAY RAYMOND ENG3
POWELL JERRY RICHARD ENG1
POWELL JOHN TALBOT GRAD
POWELL LYNNE PE 1
POWELL RAYMOND RUSSELL ENG4
POWER MARY SUSAN GRAD
POWERS ALBERT ALLEN LAS2
POWERS BRUCE FRANK LAS4
POWERS DONALD JOHN ENG1
POWERS ELLEN CARYL LAS4
POWERS GLENNA IDELLE COM1
POWERS JAMES JOSEPH GRAD
POWERS LORILEE JUNE GRAD
POWERS MARY EUGENIA LAS1
POXON CLARENCE ARTHUR GRAD
POXON NANCY MOODY GRAD
POZDOL JOHN JAMES COM1
POZZI RONALD JAMES ENG1
PRACHAR JEAN RAE AGR3
PRADITHAVANI J BHATRA GRAD
PRAKASH SHAMSHER GRAD
PRANINSKAS JEAN GRAD
PRASSE CHARLENE ELLICE GRAD
PRASSE R08ERT RONALD AGR2
PRASTEIN SOLOMON M GRAD
PRATHER NELL ROSE LAS2
PRATHER ROYACE HOUSTON ENG3
PRATSMARTI GEORGE LAS3
PRATT DEBORAH MACY LAS1
PRATT HOWARD GEORGE AGR3
PRATT JOAN DELL LAS2
PRATT THOMAS GARRY COM3
PREBISH RONALD FLOYD LAS3
PREBLE HARRY ELDON GPAD
PREHN PAUL HENRY LAS4
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411 W ILLINOIS ST
309 W INDIANA
602 W MICHIGAN
C FL22536 ST FRANCISVILLE ILL
U EM79510 28 KANE ST GENEVA ILL
U EM76407 1103 OLIVE ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
C FL24254 RR 6 PARIS ILL
U FL26511 343 BOND BEMENT ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 MOMENCE ILL
C FL26511 5723 S M02ART CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL265U 9100 W ROACH BROOKFIELD ILL
U FL26511 14921 IRVING DOLTON ILL
C 3523 W WRIGHTWOOD AV ' CHICAGO 47 ILL
C FL67649 821 CHAPMAN AV NEENAH WIS
U EM74609 RR 1 ANCHOR ILL
C FL66570 2616 W CRYSTAL CHICAGO ILL
C FL21713 3750 N WAYNE AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL87875 2961 GREGORY CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL26511 916 N LOGAN LANSING 15 MICH
5025 S LOGAN MINNEAPOLIS 19 MINN
C FL25179 8556 DORCHESTER AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL 64623 707 W PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 2723 STATE LINE AV TEXARKANA TEXAS
U EM75739 318 E 143RD ST HARVEY ILL
C FL61105 709 W CHURCH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 2716 VANDY DR MONTGOMERY 10 ALA
C FL26511 1116 COLUMBIA AV CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL67995 6535 N ARTESIAN AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C 9800 LONGWOOD DR CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL26511 10035 AVENUE M CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL61389 34 RIDGEMOOR ST CLAYTON 5 MO
C 1420 W LUNT ST CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL26511 6150 FLETCHER ST CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL26511 4468 N FREDRICK AVE MILWAUKEE 11 WIS
U 103 MAPLE ST MOMENCE ILL
C FL23280 BOX 102 RUSHVILLE ILL
C FL24222 TRILLA ILL
U RR 1 CHADWICK ILL
105 MAIN MONTICELLO ILL
C FL69102 105 MAIN ST MONTICELLO ILL
1608 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 6423 N DAMEN CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM71191 118 N KICKAPOO TERR PEORIA 5 ILL
C FL26511 415 EDDY ST SANDWICH ILL
C WOOSUNG ILL
C FL24039 123 MICHAEL CT EAST PEORIA ILL
U FL26511 152 S GREENWOOD KANKAKEE ILL
U EM78673 7425 KENWOOD AV WAUWATOSA 13 WIS
C FL27220 35 EDGEHILL RD NEW HAVEN CONN
U EM71113 1617 7TH ST PERU ILL
U EM75425 515 N DIAMOND JACKSONVILLE ILL
U EM74071 1015 S 4TH ST PEKIN ILL
U FL26511 725 POST PL EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C 3246 W BEACH CHICAGO ILL
C FL29206 RR 2 LOVINGTON ILL
U EM73548 4279 44TH ST S E GRAND RAPIDS 8 MICH
U FL26511 8536 N KARLOV SKOKIE ILL
C 1632 FERRY ST WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL26511 2416 MCMILLAN CT ROCK ISLAND ILL
U 7 ARTILLERY RD GKAHAMSTOWN S AFRICA
U FL26511 703 WARRENVILLE RD WHEATON ILL
C FL26511 5050 WAVELAND AV CHICAGO ILL
RR 2 JAMESVILLE N Y
U EM73109 223 MADISON AV WOOD RIVER ILL
U 900 N MASSASOIT CHICAGO ILL
C FL65990 2524 OAK ST FRANKLIN PARK ILL
U EM75459 508 S PARK ST STREATOR ILL
U EM76898 302 CRYSTAL LAKE DR URBANA ILL
U EM71470 603 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL66723 12605 N E 119TH ST VANCOUVER WASH
U FL26511 720 E PRAIRIE AV NAPERVILLE ILL
U EM76994 406 N LAKE ST URBANA ILL
U EM76994 406 N LAKE ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 5343 N LUNA AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL67687 803 JAMES AV rockford ill
C FL61840 20 PINE LAKE COLLINSVILLE ILL
U BANTADTONG ROAD PATHUMVAN THAILAND
U MTN CHOPRA ST PATIALA INDIA
C FL68537 402 W STANAGE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FORRESTON ILL
C FL67617 RR 4 FREEPORT ILL
RR CARLOCK ILL
U EM70152 RR 1 ROSSVILLE ILL
C RR 1 WALNUT HILL ILL
C PASEO DE GRACIA 63 BARCELONA SPAIN
U EM76796 705 W PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
C FL62519 EARLVILLE ILL
C FL62545 1021 N EAGLE ST NAPERVILLE ILL
C FL62141 700 W BOONE SALEM ILL
C FL67921 3472 W ARTHUR LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
U EM72535 NEW SALEM ILL
U EM71445 309 W INDIANA AV URBANA ILL




























PRICE BARBARA FAYE P
PRICE CLAUD DWAYNE
PRICE GEORGE EDWARD























































PU ARTHUR TA SHIAN5
PUCHALSKA BARBARA MARIA
PUCHKOFF BERENICE SARA
PUGH CHARLES EVERETT JR
PUGH FRANK ERIC
PUGH STANLEY EUGENE
LAS3 901 S 2ND C FL67459
GRAD GIBSON CITY ILL
COM1 MRH FLAGG 324 C FL26511
ED 1 100 5 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 402 S RACE U EM71330
COM2 1101 W PENN u EM75439
ENG3 1103 W ILLINOIS ST u EM74039
GRAD 2006 JOANNE LN C
ENG3 705 S GREGORY PL u
ENG3 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039
GRAD 2006 JOANNE LN c
PE 1 MRH BARTON 202 c FL26511
FAA4 114 W CLARK c FL67072
LAS3 114 W CLARK c FL67072
ENG4 F39A2 STADIUM TERR c FL21859
LAS3 ARBOR SUITES c
ENG2 MRH LUNDGREN 219 c FL26511
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
FAA1 405 E PARK c
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS3 1110 S ARBOR c
ENG2 118 W NEVADA u
ENG1 MRH BARTON 103 c FL26511
FAA2 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
COM4 404 E JOHN c FL68738
AGR2 MRH HOPKINS 365 c FL26511
GRAD 311 S PRAIRIE c FL21831
ENG1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
COM2 109 E JOHN c FL21552
GRAD 1205 N BUSEY u EM79565
ENG1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM77142
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 488 c FL26511
FAA2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
LAS6 401 W NEVADA u EM72840
ENG1 MRH VAN DOREN 19 c FL26511
ENG4 311 S PRAIRIE c FL21831
LAS1 202 E GREGORY c
LAS1 MRH CLARK 439 c FL26511
ENG4 RR 3 c
GRAD 1832-101 ORCHARD PL u
ENG4 1109 W SPRINGFIELD u EM74372
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 182 c FL26511
ENG3 307 E DANIEL c FL63565
LAS1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 14 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL27345
ED 4 1109 S 3RD c
ENG1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
GRAD 1204 W SPRINGFIELD u
GRAD 802 W ILLINOIS u EM76739
ENG4 901 W MAIN u EM70067
FAA3 901 W MAIN u EM70067
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
FAA1 1502 W COLUMBIA c FL64670
LAS2 903 W NEVADA u EM75323
JNL3 706 W OHIO u EM51305
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM1 MRH HOPKINS 213 c FL26511
GRAD 108 E JOHN c FL66564
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u
COM4 MRH HOPKINS 266 c FL26511
AGR2 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
ED 4 708 W MICHIGAN u EM77918
ENG4 I41C STADIUM TERR c FL69472
ENG1 210 E GREEN c FL62663
LAS1 1011 S 6TH c
GRAD 807 W NEVADA u EM73320
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS5 805 S LINCOLN u EM51231
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
GRAD CHICAGO 14 ILL
LAS4 209 E HEALEY c
COM1 611 E PARK c FL67524
LAS4 905 W OREGON u EM79391
GRAD 1410 MATTIS AV c
LAS1 MRH GARNER 206 c FL26511
ENG4 1114 W ILLINOIS u EM74702
PE 2 405 E PARK c FL62296
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
GRAD GIBSON CITY ILL
COM3 MRH HOPKINS 323 c FL26511
COM3 MRH FORBES 452 c FL265U
ENG4 907 W GREEN u EM70444
LAW1 708 W CHURCH c FL65970
LAS3 MRH LUNDGREN 204 c FL26511
LAS4 911 S 4TH c FL67574
AVI 3 105 W OREGON u





21 E 10TH ST
500 N WINDSOR
1405 LAKEVIEW DR
125 W 6TH ST
607 E MULBERRY
1305 WASHINGTON ST
125 W 6TH ST
















306 E EXCHANGE ST







709 S MULKEY ST













802 W ILLINOIS ST
901 W MAIN ST
901 W MAIN ST
4835 W CORNELIA
1274 W GREEN ST
619 N WABASH
7522 S ESSEX AV
2846 W BERWYN
1310 N UNIVERSITY
550 E GRANT AV
925 W MACARTHUR AV
311 E JOHN ST
1109 WAVERLY PL
708 W MICHIGAN AV
HAWTHORNE LA
222 GOULDING
735 N 23RD ST
811 E 15TH ST
306 S CELIA
101 COOPER ST
306 S CELIA AV
800 W BELDEN
835 W SEWARD ST
910 N 22ND AV
6957 S YALE AV
3 MONTEREY PL
7653 S VERNON AV
501 W FRONT
2040 DEWEY AV
200 W TYDEMAN AV
218 E 10TH
5123 31ST PL

























EAST ST LOUIS ILL







































































PUGSLEY JAMES HARWOOD GRAD
PUGSLEY LARRY GENE FAA3
PUKLIN BARRY EDWARD LAW2
PULLEN THOMAS LYNDELL COM3
PULLEY MARILYN ROSE ED 2
PULSFORD PATRICIA L AGR2
PUNDT HERMAN GUSTAV FAA4
PUNG JAMES PETER FAA2
PUNKRIS RAYMOND ZENONAS LAS4
PUNZAK JOHN MARVIN ENG2
PURDY WILLIAM MICHAEL ENG3
PURSLEY WILLIAM EARL FAA2
PURVIS JOSEPH ROBERT ENG4
PURZE JEROME COM4
PUSTAVER JOHN A JR LAS?
PUSTMUELLER COULTER S GRAD
PUTNAM GRACE TAYLOR LAS1
PUTNAM ROBERT E LAS6
PUTNAM ROBERT EUGENE AGR1
PUTNAM RUSSELL LEWIS ENG4
PUTNAM WARREN MERRITT LAS3
PUTRICH ROBERT FRANK COM3
PUTT JO ELLEN AGR2
PUTZ JOSEPH ANTON LAS1
PUZEY GEORGE ALBERT ENG1
PYATT LUCILLE BECK LAS1
PYATT ROGER ALLEN GRAD
PYE DOUGLASS ALAN COM3
PYLE R MARILYN GRAD
PYRZ EDMUND JOSEPH LAS3
QAISSAUNEE ABDUL G GRAD
QUADE GERALD LEE ENG2
QUAID THOMAS BRENDAN ENG4
QUANE DANIEL EDWARD LAS1
QUANE DAVID DONALD ENG3
QUARTETTI RALPH WILLIAM COM4
QUAYLE BRUCE JOSEPH COM3
OUEHL WILLIAM JOHN ENG2
QUEST DONALD OLIVER LAS3
QUICK ILSE CHARLOTTE PE 1
QUICK MARTIN WARREN ED 1
QUIGLEY MAX EUGENE ENG4
QUILLIAN ELAINE MURIEL GRAD
QUINLAN JO ANN LAS1
QUINLAN PAUL EUGENE GRAD
QUINLAN ROBERT JAMES ENG3
QUINLIVAN JOHN JEROME ENG4
QUINN EDWARD ROBERT LAS1
QUINN FRANCES DALY GRAD
QUINN LAURA ELEANOR PE 4
QUINN MARTIN VINCENT LAS4
QUINN MARY MARGARET LAS1
QUINTERO ESTEBAN A ENG2
QUIRK JOHN THOMAS FAA4
QUIRINI ANTHONY MICHAEL JNL3
QUIROS FELIX ARMANDO LAS4
QUIST HAROLD COM3
QURESHI SAYEEDA K GRAD
RAAB JOSEPH ANTON GRAD
RAAE ANN VITA LAS1
RAAMOT MARET GRAD
RAAMOT TONIS GRAD
RABEN RONALD ALLEN LAS1
RABENS JOAN IRENE LAS2
RABIN ROSANNE FAA1
RABNICK DEVORAH BETTE GRAD
RABOLD JUDITH EVELYN LAS1
RACHEL FRANK MILLER GRAD
RACHLIN DONNA LEE ED 1
RACKIN DONALD GRAD
RACKIN PHYLLIS ROSALYN GRAD
RACKOW JOHN LOUIS AGR3
RACSTER RONALD LEON GRAD
RACZAK RONALD MATHEW ENG1
RADA ROBERT JOSEPH FAA1
RADAVICIUS EDMUND ENG3
RADECKE WILLIAM BUCKLEY ENG2
RADELL RICHARD MALCOLM AGR4
RADEMACHER DAVID DAY LAS3
RADEMACHER LON DIETRIG LAS4
RADEN JAMES BURTON LAS2
RADER KATHERINE MARIE AGR2
RADER LYNNE DIANE AGR4
RADIS ORRIN KEITH COM2
RADLE SHIRLEY MAE GRAD
RADLEY LAWRENCE MORRIS LAS3
RADLOVE HOWARD AGR4
RADTKE ROBERT PAUL ENG2
RADVILA SKIRMUNTAS GRAD



























































































c 1355 COLLEGE STATIOf 1 BEREA KY
C FL63022 3823 N SHERIDAN RD PEORIA ILL
C FL68096 424 WING PARK BLV ELGIN ILL
C FL63631 820 GIRARD ST METROPOLIS ILL
U EM75416 5757 N WEST CIRCLE CHICAGO 31 ILL
U EM75459 216 S ROBERTS RD BARRINGTON ILL
C FL25315 F64C STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67670 1134 ELM LAWN WAUWATOSA WIS
U EM76907 2723 W 61ST ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL26511 2317 S GLENWOOD SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL61847 818 SOUTH ST PEKIN ILL
C FL60733 203 WALNUT FARMLAND IND
U EM76827 RR 3 URBANA ILL
C FL67654 6438 N MOZART ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL61918 7522 W HARRISON ST FOREST PARK ILL
MARISSA ILL
U FL26511 71 S FOREST AV NAPERVILLE ILL
2304 MOULTRIE MATTOON ILL
C FL67266 RR 3 HOOPESTON ILL
U 907 GARFIELD RD HARVARD ILL
C FL65132 222 KENSINGTON LAGRANGE ILL
C FL22991 815 ANDERSON PL CANTON ILL
C FL61870 6 ROGER DR LEBANON ILL
C FL26511 18 S RIDGE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C FL26511 RR 1 CATLIN ILL
C FL60101 706 TAFFEE AV PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
C FL60101 RR 1 PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
C 208 PLEASANT OAK PARK ILL
C 203 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM73109 1228 7TH ST LA SALLE ILL
C FL28742 QAISSAUN HERAT AFGHANISTAN
C FL23345 EDGEWOOD ILL
C FL 26469 9218 S TURNER AV EVERGREEN PK ILL
U EM71428 415 E LAKE SHORE DR ROUND LAKE ILL
C FL21529 116 S LA GRANGE RD LA GRANGE ILL
U EM73502 1724 N NEW ENGLAND CHICAGO ILL
C FL67981 3521 MARION ST BELLEVILLE ILL
U EM72676 5754 S NEWLAND AV CHICAGO 38 ILL
C 1256 MEAD DR ST LOUIS 15 MO
C FL22842 5525 KANSAS AV WASHINGTON D C
C FL26511 2069 W SUNSET DECATUR ILL
C 645 MILLER ST BUSHNELL ILL
5427 S UNIVERSITY CHICAGO 15 ILL
C FL67892 200 GAYLORD DR COLLINSVILLE ILL
RR 2 RANTOUL ILL
U 12539 S HARVARD CHICAGO ILL
U EM77680 1634 VIRGINIA DR URBANA ILL
C FL26511 7321 SOUTH SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
C FL21197 916 W CHURCH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62571 3214 W 62ND ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL26784 GENERAL DELIVERY SIDNEY ILLINOIS
U FL26511 410 E MAIN ST GENOA ILL
C FL26511 1620 FULLER ST WASHINGTON 9 D C
C FL67266 510 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 1920 BIRCHWOOD WILMETTE ILL
U AQUILINO GUARDIA 33 PANAMA CITY PANAMA
C 4835 N MERRIMAC CHICAGO 30 ILL
U EM71620 IV E 66 NAZIM W PAKISTAN PAKISTAN
U 817 DIVISION ST ALGOMA WIS
C FL65223 102 HOWE TERR BARRINGTON ILL
U 85 MARGIE AV CRESSKILL N J
U 85 MARGIE AV CRESSKILL N J
C FL26511 4930 HOWARD SKOKIE ILL
C FL24876 6707 S EUCLID CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL61383 3800 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM70029 3558 SEVERN RD CLEVELAND HTS 18 OHI
U FL26511 2552 W 116TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
U BOX 60 STILLWATER OKLA
U EM75441 1469 SCOTT ST WINNETKA ILL
U EM70539 904 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
U EM70539 904 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
C FL67583 RR 1 BOX 385 BARRINGTON ILL
C FL24339 636 OAK CARMI ILL
C FL67266 13227 BALTIMORE CHICAGO 33 ILL
C FL26511 3728 BLANCHAN AV BROOKFIELD ILL
C FL67984 4514 S WESTERN AV CHICAGO 9 ILL
C FL26511 413 SCOTT ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
U EM72145 148 N MENARD AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL66256 119 S MAPLE ST NOKOMIS ILL
C 417 W TREMONT STREET HILLSBORO ILLINOIS
C 7617 KINGSTON AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL67892 BOX 403 GRANVILLE ILL
C FL63021 825 N CATHERINE LAGRANGE PARK ILL
U EM76711 8026 S JEFFERY CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26511 2302 RUDOLPH RD EAU CLAIRE WIS
U 2915 E 77TH CHICAGO ILL
C FL69730 107 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61848 8547 S BISHOP ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
C 4239 S FAIRFIELD AV CHICAGO 32 ILL
C FL26511 7*27 W ARDMORE CHICAGO 31 ILL
162
RAFF LIONEL MlSCHA GRAD
RAFF MURNA JEAN GRAD
RAFFERTY JEAN MARY ED 1
RAFI ITABATARAl SAHAND ENG1
RAFFL JOHN DAVID ENG2
RAGAN JOANNE AGNES LAS1
RAGINS DANIEL BENJAMIN JNL3
RAGSDALE JULIA ANNE GRAD
RAGSDALE RONALD ORLANDO GRAD
RAGUSA JAMES MICHAEL ENG4
RAHMAN ANIS UR GRAD
RAHN DENNIS PETER GRAD
RAILTON PATRICIA ANN LAS2
RA IN THOMAS LADD LAS1
RAINBOLT JERRY RAY ENG4
RAINBOLT MARTHA JOHNSON AGR2
RAINEY ALBERT RICHARD FAA2
RAINS RUTH RINGLAND GRAD
RAINS SUSAN GAY COM2
RAINSBERGER ROBERT EARL COM4
RAISTRICK PHILIP CRAIG ENG1
RAJA REIN ENG4
RAJAN N S SUNDARA GRAD
RAJARATNAM ALFRED A LAS4
RAJEWSKI GLORIA ANN LAS4
RAICER ERNEST JAY COM3
RAKUTIS RUTA ONA LAS3
RALPHS ROBERT EDWARD FAA4
RAMACHANDRA SRIDHAR M GRAD
RAMACHANDRAN KOLAR S GRAD
RAMACHANDRAN S GRAD
RAMAGOPAL G R GRAD
RAMEY DONALD WILLIAM FAA2
RAMEY JOHN DAVID COM3
RAMIREZ LIGIA CLEMENCIA GRAD
RAMSDEN RICHARD WALLACE ENG1
RAMSEY PATRICIA ANNE LAS1
RAMSHAW MOLLY N GRAD
RAMSHAW WARREN CLEMENT GRAD
RAMSTEDT RICHARD JAMES ENG1
RANALLO JAMES JOHN COM1
RAND MARY JANE FEARY GRAD
RAND NAHUM ENG4
RANDALL JUANITA LOUISE FAA2
RANDALL JUDITH ECKEREA LAS3
RANDEL LINDA RAE LAS1
RANDOLPH EDYTHE ANNE LAS1
RANDOLPH EMMA FREED GRAD
RANDOLPH JOHN ELDON LAS3
RANDOLPH PATRICIA LYNN COM3
RANES STEPHEN JAY FAA1
RANK MARILYN RUTH PE 2
RANKIN ANN JO JNL3
RANKIN GEORGE HARL JR AGR1
RANSOM NAOMI GRAD
RANTA CHARLES RAY FAA1
RANTIS GEORGE CHARLES LAS4
RAO BINDUMADHAVA B GRAD
RAO CHIVUKULA R GRAD
RAO MURTY BHIMASENA GRAD
RAO SUNKARA NAGESWARA GRAD
RAPHAEL LAWRENCE JOEL GRAD
RAPP PATRICIA MARIE COM1
RAPP RICHARD EUGENE COM4
RAPPE WALLACE A FAA3
RAPPIN HERMIE ALAN PE 1
RAPS SHIRLEY GRAD
RARDIN JACK ARTHUR GRAD
RASH DAVID MILTON VM 4
RASH HELEN MADGE LAS2
RASHBAUM BARBARA SUE LAS2
RASHID CLAUDE ALBERT GRAD
RASHKOW RONALD FAA1
RASINA INNO ENG1
RASMUSSEN CHARLES JAMES GRAD
RASMUSSEN EMMA MARY GRAD
RASMUSSEN JAMES ALLEN ENG1
RASMUSSEN JOAN ELEANOR LAS1
RASSIGA HARRIETT ROGERS GRAD
RATCLIFFE JEAN FOSTER LAS3
RATHE JOHN HARLAN LAS1
RATKUS ALEXANDER C ENG1
RATNER JUDITH ELLEN ED 1
RATTI GIUSEPPE ENRICO GRAD
RATNER MICHAEL SHERWIN COM1
RAT2 DENNIS MICHAEL LAS1
RATZ JANET MARIE LAS1
RATZELL JUDITH ANN GRAD
RAU RICHARD MAURICE GRAD



















































































1005 W GREGORY DR







C FL64338 406 W TISHOMINGO ST MADILL OKLA
C FL64338 4217 N STATE OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA
C FL69064 RR 1 DURAND ILL
C FL62346 15 SASSAN TEHRAN IRAN
C FL67266 123 E MARKET RED BUD ILL
U EM73385 BENSON ILL
U EM76711 7719 S KINGSTON AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL21158 301 W COLLEGE ST CARBONDALE ILL
U 709 WEST MAIN ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 1048 N CICERO AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL22666 7 PRASHER ST KRISHAN NAGAR PAKIST
U EM77736 RR 1 MOUNTAIN LAKE MINN
U FL26511 7657 N ASHLAND CHICAGO 26 ILL
C 628 HENRY ST ALTON ILL
C 1007 S OAK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 502 N RAYNOR JOLIET ILL
U 1710 BROADWAY MT VERNON ILL
C FL24539 32 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67844 RR 1 HUTSONVILLE ILL
C FL64387 211 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77915 RR 1 EDELSTEIN ILL
C 507 E HEALY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75970 G RAJAGOPALACHAR TUMKUR MYSORE INDIA
U EM77333 IT RUSSELS LANE CO 6 COLOMBO 6 CEYLON
C FL66109 203 SCHILLER ST elmhurst ill
C FL26511 5117 N KENMORE CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 5532 S WHIPPLE CHICAGO ILL
C FL64668 607 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
U S110 LAXMAN RAO RD BANGALORE 2 INDIA
U EM73320 2698 LINK RD dANGALORE 3 INDIA
U EM79527 6 RAMACHANDRIER ST MADRAS 17 INDIA
U EM75970 ADVOCATE TUMKUR MYSORE INDIA
C FL63353 10623 S CLAREMONT CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL61847 10623 S CLAREMONT A; ' CHICAGO 43 ILL
C CASILLA 3089 QUITO ECUADOR
C FL26511 706 E MAIN HOOPESTON ILL
U 1278 CENTER ST DES PLAINES ILL
C FL69658 310 W HILL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL69658 310 W HILL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67621 360 W ILLINOIS AV PALATINE ILL
C FL26511 3421 ELDER LANE FRANKLIN PARK ILL
U RR 2 WINDSOR VT
U 7 HANAGID ST RAMAT GAN ISRAEL
U FL26511 RR 5 BOX 27B WEST BEND WIS
C FL66434 1749 S BROOKV1EW LN PALATINE ILL
U FL265U 7852 KEELER SKOKIE ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 WARRENSBURG ILL
C FL29659 512 S RIDGEWAY CHAMPAIGN ILL
C RR 1 KENNEY ILL
C FL29659 512 S RIDGEWAY CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 201 WOODRIDGE DR TERRE HAUTE IND
U EM79876 2605 RHODES AV RIVER GROVE ILL
C FL27591 BOX 390 RR 4 CORAOPOLIS PA
U WAYNESVILLE ILL
U EM74135 1207 W DUBLIN ST URBANA ILL
C FL67684 1425 MONROE ST waukegan ill
C FL67908 225 S CUYLER ST OAK PARK ILL
U BIRLA INSTITUTE MESRA RANCHI INDIA
U MOTILAL RUPCHAND TARAPETA INDIA
U EM74614 103 RAGHAVENDRA COL BANGALORE INDIA
C FL68979 KOTHAPET SOUTH INDIA
C FL26511 13064 230TH ST LAURELTON 13 N Y
C FL67565 5650 S ASHLAND AV CHICAGO 36 ILL
C FL60860 K33A STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 921 N SACRAMENTO CHICAGO ILL
C FL64787 1621 W FARWELL CHICAGO 26 ILL
U EM79510 335 FOUNTAIN AV BROOKLYN 8 N Y
C FL69744 BOX 296 CHARLESTON ILL
C FL26511 317 W NORTH AV GENESEO ILL
C FL62557 321 W NORTH GENESEO ILL
C FL61383 1291 W 72ND KANSAS CITY 14 MO
C FL67266 1014 N UNDERHILL PEORIA ILL
C FL76585 6226 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL67981 275 COLLEGE ST CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C 140 HAWTHORNE ELMHURST ILL
356 S CHERRY PAXTON ILL
C FL26511 836 PLUM GROVE RD PALATINE ILL'
U FL26511 GUERIN RD LIBERTYVILLE ILL
U EM75557 301 S ELM ST CLINTON ILL
C FL62501 1040 MICHIGAN AV EVANSTON ILL
U EM71588 PIPER CITY ILL
C FL68235 15533 ASHLAND AV HARvEY ILL
U FL26511 2010 WILLEMOORE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26511 VARIGLIE D ASTI I TAL
C FL67994 9101 N SKOKIE BLV SKOKIE ILL
U 802 MOUNTAIN ST AURORA ILL
C FL69064 1609 FREOERICK ST COLLINSVILLE ILL
U EM76611 134 COLEMAN AV ASHEVILLE N CAR
U EM74614 13635 S HALSTED ST RIVERDALE 27 ILL
U 91 JUTA ST JOHANNESBURG S AFRIC
1*AUCH ROBERT LAWRENCE LAS4
hAUCH THEODORE J COM4
UauEN LARRY JOSEPH FAA4
RAUP ANN HARBOURT GRAO
RAUP HENRY ARMSTRONG GRAD
RAUSCH GEORGE JAY JR GRAD
RAUSCH MARGARET S GRAD
IRAUTH PATRICIA ANN CO"2
RAVAGNANI OALSON ENG2
RAVENCROFT JOHN ADDISON JNL4
RAWCLlFFE DAVID BRUCE FAA2
RAWLlNSON JERRY DEAN ENG1
RAWSON KENNETH ALLEN COM1
RAY BHUBANANANDA GRAD
RAY DOLORES FERN LAS*
RAY EMILY BELLEFF FAA6
PAY PREDNA ANN ED 2
RAY JAMES HOWARD LAS1
RAY JOHN RICHARD COM1
RAY LARRY ADRIAN FAA4
RAY LAYNE CLlNDEN ENG4
RAY SYLVIAN RICHARD GRAD
RAY WILLIAM EARL JR COM3
RAY WILLIAM HARVEY FAA2
RAYBURN SANDRA BETH AGR4
RAYMOND HERBERT GEORGE GRAD
RAYMOND JUNE PAULINE LAS4
RAYMOND MADELEINE T FAA1
RAYMOND «AR< HlNTON ENG4
RAYMOND RICHARD WILLIAM ENG1
RAYMOND SHEILA JEAN LAS1
RAYMOND SUSAN ELEANOR LAS1
REA JAMES EUGENE GRAD
REA JOHN BRUCE FAA1
REA MILDRED MILLER GRAD
REA MYRNA ALENE AGR4
REA PATRICK EDWARD LAS1
READ COURTNEY SUSANNAH PE 4
READ DENNIS MYRON ENG1
READ GEORGE LAS3
READ HERSHEL RICHARD ENG1
READ JACKSON LEIGH ENG1
READ JOHN STEVENSON FAA2
READER ROBERT JAMES FAA3
READLE ELMER LEE AGR4
REAGAN JANET LAS2
REAMAN MYRON ERNEST AGR3
REARDON CARL FRANKLIN LAS*
REBACK PAUL DAVID ENG1
REBER ROBERT JOSEPH AGR1
REBUCK MARVIN BARRY ENG2
RECHNITZ GARRY ARTHUR GRAD
RECHSTEINER JACOB D JR LAS1
RECHTORIS RUTH E LAS4
RECKITT FRANCIS B JR FAA3
REDDING JOHN FORREST ENG1
REDDING MARTIN JOSEPH GRAD
REDDY JOHN WILLIAM JNL4
REDDY REDLAREPARA R GRAD
REDEY THOMAS GABOR ENG2
REDHED DAVID DICKEN GRAD
REDHED MARTHA BALLOU FAA4
REDHED WILLIAM SEED JR GRAD
REDIESS GLEN H ENG4
REDIN CLARA LEE ED 4
REDMAN JUDITH ELLEN LAS3
REDMON CHARLES GANT JR LAW2
REDNOUR GORDON COM3
REED BARBARA LONG GRAD
REED CHARLES WILLIAM GRAD
REED CLARK LEROY LAS3
REED CORDELL ENG4
REED DONNA LEE ED 4
REED EDWARD ROBERT PE 4
REED EUGENE EDWARD PE 3
REED GEORGE MORRIS LAS1
REED GERALD EDWIN COM3
REED JAMES WESLEY COM1
REED LARRY ANTHONY LAS1
REED MARY JANE LAS1
REED RUDYARD ROCHELLE LAS4
REED SIDNEY SUE ED 1
REED VICTOR HAROLD B FAA2
REED VIRGIL LESTER JR COM4
REED WALLACE ELZIE GRAD
REEDER DONALD GENE V* 4
REEDER EVELYN JOYCE LAS2
REEDER JAMES CYRIL GRAD
REEDER THOMAS MACKLlN ENG4
REEDY JAMES ROY FAA2
53 E GREEN
907 W CALFIORNIA






















































































C FL61745 911 N STATE
U 2784 W 36TH ST
C 4820 W CORNELIA AV
U EM79833 308 W LOCUST ST
U EM79833 308 W LOCUST STREET
U EM51390 640 S SPENCER ST
U EM51390 401 S COLER
C FL27247 421 REX BLV
C PRINCEZA IZABEL 387
C FL67574 4952 COYLE AV
U EM76406 709 W HIGH
C FL26511
C FL71675 5340 N DRAKE
C VILLAGE KAMALPUR
501 W ADAMS
C 605 S RANDOLPH
U EM71511 RR 2
C FL67690 16 ADAMS ST
C FL26511 3865 W 216TH ST
U 322 LAKE ST
11777 MELTON RD
C FL23831 RR 2 BOX 132
C FL67583 601 GLENRIDGE DR
U 9101 WHIPPS MILL RD
C FL75618 RR 4
C FL26511 8925 214TH ST
C FL22046 433 S PROSPECT
U 6742 N OLYMPIA
U EM79612 604 N MAPLE
C FL26511 82 38 N OZARK AV
C FL24164 BOX 53
U FL26511 433 S PROSPECT
1401 3ELL AV
C FL26511 840 N WAIOLA
1401 BELL AV
U EM71511 225 S GLENWOOD PL
C FL26511 6500 171ST ST
C FL62571 1922 E OAKLAND AVE
C FL26511 721 N 23RD ST
135 LINDEN
U EM70101 RR 1
C FL21677 307 W MAIN
C FL67621 715 S WAIOLA AV
C FL67908 121 THATCHER AV






C FL63022 410 3AIN3RIDGE RD
U EM73845 RR 1
C FL26511 1003 INSTITUTE BLV
U NOT GIVEN
C FL61813 8120 SPRY RD
U FL265U 5918 EASTWOOD
U EM77915 518 CENTRAL AV
U EM73189 1918 OWENS DR
C FL26511 662 LONG LANE
U EM72707 525 PRAIRIE
U 306 N 17TH
C FL68881 14 NIMITZ ST
C FL61552 G 41 3 STAD TERR
C FL61552 G 41 B STAD TERR
C FL6C246 233 MAIN ST
U FL26511 2219 E 24TH ST
C FL66274 2455 MORSE AV
C FL60968 708 S 1ST ST
U EV73542 RR 2 BOX 224
U EM73982 703 W GREEN
901 N 33RD
C 130 N VAN BUREN
C FL26511 6215 S MORGAN
U FL26511 826 LAKESIDE PLACE
C FL26511 2004 CATTIN AV
C 9732 S VANDERPOEL
C FL67908 9732 S VANDERPOEL AV
C FL23242 415 W GREENWOOD
C 810 N DOUGLAS
u 5304 OSCEOLA
C FL28696 302 S HOPKINS
C FL24039 154 N WEST ST
C FL69640 305 JACKSON ST
* EM51447 BOX 267
C FL26511 4318 E CANTRELL ST
U EM73369 505 30TH AV
C FL21000
U FL26511 QUARTERS 11A
418 E CHESTNUT














































































































































































REITZ ALVIN WILLIAM JR







ENG3 210 E JOHN C FL67871
FAA1 MRH CLARK 333 C FL26511
LAS? 303 E JOHN c FL66434
ENG1 902 W ILL INOIS u EM70468
FAA4 302 W LOCUST u EM76589
GRAD 302 W LOCUST u EM76589
ENG4 716 S BROADWAY u EM78963
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 306 c FL26511
ENG4 801 W HEALEY c FL29879
ED 4 904 S LINCOLN Av u EM79595
VM 1 910 W NEVADA u EM79879
GRAD 503 W GREEN c FL61717
GRAD 905 S 1ST c FL21260
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 104 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 389 c FL26511
COM3 402 E ARMORY c FL26008
COM3 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
ENG3 MRH FLAGG 409 c FL26511
GRAD CHICAGO 51 ILL
GRAD 1415 W CHURCH c FL67008
ED 3 1304 S VINE u EM74825
AGR1 1304 S VINE u EM74825
GRAD 1111 W OREGON u EM74520
COM3 410 E GREEN c FL67629
FAA1 NOT GIVEN c
ENG2 1304 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71439
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 209 E GREEN c FL60408
GRAD 209 E GREEN c FL60408
VM 3 504 E STOUGHTON c FL25536
AGR1 58 E GREGORY c FL63152
FAA3 MRH FORBES 250 c FL26511
FAA4 305 W ILLINOIS u
ENG2 1008 S 4TH c FL25207
AGR3 108 E CHALMERS c FL24052
COM3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 412 E GREEN c FL67984
VM 4 804 PENNSYLVANIA u
ENG1 MRH BARTON 402 c FL26511
COM3 410 E GREEN c FL67629
FAA3 901 S 6TH c
ENG4 1306 W MAIN u EM72345
GRAD 300-608 S GOODWIN u
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG2 109 E JOHN c
ENG1 MRH CLARK 230 c FL26511
ED 3 810 OAK c
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
AGR1 RR 2 c FL62856
VM 4 802 W PENNSYLVANIA u
GRAD HOMER ILL
GRAD 406 W ILLINOIS u EM75681
AGR2 25 E JOHN c FL22847
ENG4 1201 W CLARK u EM79740
AVI1 1001 W ILLINOIS u
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c
LAS3 1109 S 3RD c
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
AGR4 811 W OREGON u EM72532
LAS2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
ENG4 MRH BARTON 106 c FL26511
FAA2 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
ENG3 106 E CHALMERS c
ENG3 401 E JOHN c FL63085
COM2 605 W GREEN u EM72365
AGR3 405 E SPRINGFIELD c FL22053
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 276 c FL26511
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA3 1009 S WEBBER u EM79611
ENG4 603 E HEALEY c FL23275
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG2 1116 W NEVADA u EM77773
ENG4 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
GRAD 105 E JOHN c FL21681
LAS4 1116 W NEVADA u EM73845
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 452 c FL26511
LAS1 601 E WASHINGTON u EM75177
GRAD 1210 W CALIFORNIA u EM70469
AGR3 211 E JOHN c FL62519
LAS4 MRH FORBES 392 c FL26511
COM3 110 KIRBY c
COM2 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
ENG4 1431 CAROLINA DR u EM77759
ED 3 110 W KIRBY c
GRAD 110 W KIRBY c
COM3 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
FAA4 901 S 6TH c
ENG3 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
565 W ELLIOTT
718 S EVERGREEN AV
RR 1
426 S LODGE LANE
1219 100TH N E




498 E 2ND ST






10519 S TRUMBULL AV
616 W ARLINGTON PL
1415 W CHURCH ST
1304 S VINE ST
1304 S VINE ST
30 MILLERS RD
213 S CENTER ST
34C N ILLINOIS
4701 WALTER ST
10517 S CORLISS AV
209 E GREEN ST










423 W 15TH PL
5116 N NORDICA
HIGIENOPOLIS 101 AV
422 W 62ND ST
2324 RIDGEWAY AV
8661 NORTH AV
3051 S HARLEM AVE
3116 N CHRISTIANA




406 W ILLINOIS AV





1521 W GLENLAKE AV
RR 2
1505 NATIONAL AV
1215 W MAIN ST
580 S CHARLOTTE
56 HILL DRIVE
605 W GREEN ST






220 S FREDRICK ST
102 BOMPART












5919 S CAMPBELL AV













SALT LAKE CITY 17


























































































































REYES GUERRA DAVID R
REYNERTSON RICHARD H









































RICE VERNER KENNETH JR
RICE WILLIAM KEATON JR
RICEN JUDITH ROCHELLE
GRAD 518 E GREEN C 1616 S 49TH CT
FAA3 MRH FORBES 107 C FL26511 8652 S KINGSTON
COM1 MRH FORBES 106 C FL26511 4957 N HAMILTON
ENG4 201 E JOHN C FL24569
COM2 206 E GREEN c FL68235 8211 BRADDOCK
ENG3 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676 RR 1
FAA1 601 E CHALMERS c FL67266 LOCUST AV
GRAD 602 W HEALEY c FL69247 158 PICTURE RIDGE
ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u BOX 204
COM3 401 E GREEN c FL67322 3201 EZEKIEL
PE 1 MRH CLARK 312 c FL26511 1607 MASON
GRAD 504 E GREEN c 1300 24TH AV
GRAD 57 E CHALMERS c FL27140 57 E CHALMERS ST
ENG1 410 E GREEN c FL67629 BOX 108
ENG4 1101 W CALIF u EM70082 RR 2
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 109 c FL265U 756 GEORGE AV
ED 2 313 E JOHN c FL67844 11317 SOUTH PARK
FAA2 302 E JOHN c FL67981 302 LAWNDALE
COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 1454 N SHERIDAN RD
GRAD 405 W HEALEY c FL26957 405. W HEALEY
ENG4 402 E HIGH u 6330*W HYACINTH
GRAD 1804 SHADOWLAWN c FL60089 RR 4
GRAD 1804 SHADOWLAWN c FL60089 1804 SHADOWLAWN
PE 1 110 KIRBY c 110 KIRBY AV
COM3 MRH GARNER 354 c FL26511 2824 WISCONSIN AV
LAS3 HOPKINS-468 u FL26511 1930 W BARRY
GRAD 405 W ILLINOIS u EM70147 4204 GREENWOOD
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 1ST ST
ED 5 RANTOUL ILL 513 EDEN PK DR
COM1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570 2924 CHASE
PE 4 1102 W CALIFORNIA u 1822 W 22ND PL
ENG2 MRH GARNER 419 c FL265U 66 N PARK DR
COM3 2 0.1 E JOHN c FL24569 932 CHATHAM AV
ED 4 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071 ?27 SHERMAN ST
AGR1 901 S 2ND c FL67459
ENG4 1005 W UNIVERSITY u 1005 W UNIVERSITY
GRAD 202 E JOHN c FL69102 438 S OSBORN AV
ENG1 MRH GARNER 270 c FL26511 8106 N KENTON AV
COM3 501 E DANIEL c FL62519 215 S MULBERRY ST
LAW1 614 W WHITE c FL28149 520 FORREST
ENG4 411 E GREEN c FL67895 3237 S SPRINGFIELD
AGR1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG3 508 W GREEN c 508 W GREEN ST
LAS2 RANTOUL ILL 515 E GROVE
GRAD 1206 S MATTIS c FL68604 1206 S MATTIS AVE
LAS3 401 E GREEN ST c 5245 N SAWYER AV
LAW1 904 W HILL u EM71210 548 CHARLES ST
GRAD 1908 CYNTHIA DR c FL21675 BOX 966 CHRISTIANSTE
AGR1 1110 W CALIFORNIA u EM71972
ENG3 MRH FORBES c FL26511
GRAD 1604 CORONADO DR c 1210 BURLINGTON AV
FAA4 507 E JOHN c FL26266 906 ALANN DR
ENG3 104 S POPLAR u EM75159 104 S POPLAR
LAS3 508 E DANIEL c FL69340 BOX 74 RR 1
GRAD 1005 S 6TH c FL68903 1005 S 6TH ST
COM1 TOLONO ILL
COM1 205 E ARMORY c FL61848 1033 PEAL AV
ENG3 106 E DANIEL c FL28141 2071 N EDWARD
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921 1431 W HOLLYWOOD
LAS2 MRH GARNER 228 c FL26511
GRAD 30 1ST KA PIL DONG
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 2255 W ARTHUR
FAA1 707 S 6TH c FL62222 217 E UNION
COM1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164 RR 1
GRAD RR 3 c FL62998 RR 3
AGR2 607 E DANIEL c FL67892 RR 2
LAS3 607 E CLARK c FL22569 2514 W 113TH ST
FAA4 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254 719 S ILLINOIS AV
AGR6 1207 W OREGON u EM70528 44 E GRANT AV
GRAD 709 W OREGON u EM70486 211 W SPRINGFIELD
ENG2 GIBSON CITY ILL RR 1
LAS1 1115 NEVADA u FL26511 605 PARK DR
COM2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151 306 W REED
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 9212 S INDIANA
FAA2 1004 S 4TH c FL61023 719 S ILLINOIS AV
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 390 c FL26511 9732 LUELLA
GRAD 808 W GREEN u EM74836 GREINER RD
GRAD 1207 W OREGON u EM70528 124 E MAIN ST
GRAD 304 N GROVE ST
GRAD MRH TAFT 126 c FL26511 725 HOOVER ST
LAS1 714 W MICHIGAN u EM71170 1255 N OAKLEY
LAS4 908 S 6TH c FL23142 1332 S 50TH CT
LAS2 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385 1332 S 50TH CT
COM4 MAHOMET ILL DIVISION ST
COM2 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439 RR 2
ENG2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151 512 W PINE
LAS1 401 E DANIEL c FL24261 924 SPRING RD
ENG4 614 W SPRINGFIELD c FL64176 433 W EDWARDS
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 463 c FL26511 7201 W IBSEN





UNIVERSITY CITY 14 M
EUREKA ILL





















































































RICH GEORGE GUY JR ENG4
RICH JARVIS UNDERHILL ENG1
RICH JOYCE HELENE LAS1
RICH ORVILLE ALTON ENG4
RICH ROBERT MARTIN LAS3
RICH SHIRLEE JUDITH LAS4
RICH WILLIAM LAWP r NCE LAS1
RICHARD WILLIAM IRVIN COM4
RICHARDS ANTHONY L*NE ENG2
RICHARDS ARNE HJORT GRAD
RICHARDS BERNARD GENE ENG4
RICHARDS JAMES OL I
N
GRAD
RICHARDS OLIVER C JR GRAD
RICHARDSON SILLY KAY GRAD
RICHARDSON DORIS ANNE SWV3
RICHARDSON DOUGLAS W ENG4
RICHARDSON IRA LAWRENCE COM4
RICHARDSON JOHN GORDON COM3
RICHARDSON KAREN LEE LAS?
RICHARDSON PRUDENCE C ED 2
RICHARDSON ROSEMARY S GRAD
RICHARTZ LEON ERNEST GRAD
RICHAU ERNEST MAX ENG2
RICHERT LINDA LOU LAS1
RICHERT ROBERT NEIL ENG3
RICHEY ROBERT DEE GRAD
RICHEY VERNON KEITH LAS2
RICHMOND CRAIG JOSEPH GRAD
RICHMOND KIM ROBERT FAA2
RICHTER FRED ERIC LAS1
RICHTER IMGRID ALMA FAA2
RICHTER LANMY LEE ENG2
RICHTER MARY JO ED 1
RICHTER NEIL JOHN ENG2
RICHTER PAUL LEWIS GRAD
RICHTER PAULINE FAA1
RICHTER ROBERT ENG1
RICKARD NORMAN DOUGLAS ENG3
RICKARD THOMAS EDWIN GRAD
RICKERT JOY PHYLLIS LAS1
RICKERT LAWRENCE GOULD GRAD
RICKERT THOMAS E LAS3
RICKETTS CHARLES JAMES GRAD
RICKETTS MARY EMELINE AGR2
RICKETTS THOMAS EDGAR ENG1
RICKMAN GRACE CECELIA LAS2
RICORDATI ARTHUR R LAS1
RIDDIFORD BARBARA JEAN LAS3
RIDDLE CAROLE SUE AGR1
RIDDLE JACKIE EDWARD COM2
RIDDLE JAMES LOGUE LAS2
RIDDLE LESTER PAUL ENG4
RIDDLE RUTH ANN FAA1
RIDDLESBERGER JEAN F ED 3
RIDENOUR DANIEL CARL AVI2
RIDENOUR DEAN FRANKLIN COM3
RIDER PATRICIA ANNE AGR3
RIDGWAY MARGOT FRANCES LAS1
RIDINGER RICHARD C LAS1
RIECK ELMER GERALD AGR3
RIECK VINCENT THEODORE LAS2
RIECKS KENNETH WILLIAM AGR4
RIEDEMANN HERBERT J ENG3
RIEGER CARL JAMES ENG4
RIEGER PATRICIA ANNE GRAD
RIEGLE DAVID DALE GRAD
RIEMER JOHN MARVIN ENG4
RIESTER JAMES WORD LAS1
RIESTRA MIGUEL ANGEL GRAD
RIFE LEE MONTGOMERY LAS1
RIFE PATRICIA WALSH ED 6
RIFE WILLIAM CARL GRAD
RIFFE WILLIAM WILSON GRAD
RIGDON ROBERT ALBERT COM3
RIGDON RUTH GAY LAS1
RIGG CHARLES MIFFLIN ED 1
RIGGIO DONALD JOSEPH GRAD
RIGGLEMAN BILLY MONROE GRAD
RIGGS ELLIOTT ARTHUR GRAD
RIGGS GEORGE THOMAS GRAD
RIGGS ROBERT MELDRUM GRAD
RIGGS THOMAS JEFFRIES LAS2
RIGLER WENDY DAWN FAA3
RILEY DON LEE ENG2
RILEY HOBART HENRY AGR1
RILEY JAMES ROBERTS COM3
RILEY JOHN LYMAN COM1
RILEY MICHAEL JOSEPH FAA2
RILEY RICHARD JOHN COM1














































1005 W GREGORY DR
208 E JOHN











































C FL22536 408 W PINE ST ROBINSON ILL
C FL26511 11521 S OAKLEY AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
c FL61389 2651 W ESTES CHICAGO 45 ILL
u EM71080 10632 S 80TH CT PALOS PARK ILL
c FL26511 1631 PRATT BLV CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL64420 7659 S LUELLA AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL25151 40 MONROE ELGIN ILL
c FL26511 2850 W 25TH ST CHICAGO 23 ILL
u EM74901 COUNTRY CLUB RD MATTOON ILL
u EM71462 ROANOKE ILL
c FL21953 1020 TRIPP PEORIA ILL
u EM79222 3054 FAXON MEMPHIS 12 TENN
u EM76611 210 GATZMER AVE JAMESBURG NEW JERSEY
RR 2 BOX 89 RANTOUL ILL
BOX 27 HENNING ILL
u EM79006 753 N BRAEBURN RD PALATINE ILL
u 2021 CLEAR LAKE SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL 74063 9410 S WINCHESTER CHICAGO ILL
c FL62571 925 KEYSTONE AV RIVER FOREST ILL
c FL 64023 702 HESSEL BLV CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM79006 NEWMAN ILL
u 315 S STATE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 3118 ELDER LANE FRANKLIN PARK ILL
u FL26511 RR 1 MILLINGTON ILL
c FL26511 1433 W CALIFORNIA DECATUR ILL
u EM76595 RR 4 OTTAWA ILL
u EM79105 1051 7TH ST CHARLESTON ILL
1149 BRIARCLIFF DR RANTOUL ILL
c FL23929 603 S HIGHLAND AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL65132 839 BEACH AV LA GRANGE PARK ILL
c FL69360 1016 W BRADLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 423 W MAIN ST MASCOUTAH ILL
u EM75459 201 S PECK LAGRANGE ILL
c FL26511 135 KNOTTINGHAM DR ATHENS GA
c FL29613 245 E 178TH ST NEW YOPK 57 N Y
u FL26511 9415 N KOSTNER SKOKIE ILL
c FL26511 2139 GERRITSEN AV BROOKLYN 29 N Y
c FL68623 1620 HYDE PARK AV WAUKEGAN ill
u EM77782 310 MAIN ST LANDER WYOMING
u FL26511 7437 W LYONS ST MORTON GROVE ILL
c FL61668 I44A STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL29671 2231 N LAVERGNE AV CHICAGO ILL
u EM51271 RR 1 OSWEGO ILL
c FL24164 RR 1 OSWEGO ILL
c FL27342 52 FRONT ST MOKENA ILL
u FL26511 3822 N AVERS AV CHICAGO 18 ILL
c FL67637 5050 CHASE AV SKOKIE ILL
c FL69194 1318 CAMP AV rockford III
u FL26511 RR 3 TUSCOLA ILL
c FL67635 801 N CENTER CLINTON ILL
c 410 MAPLE DR EUREKA ILL
c 410 MAPLE DR EUREKA ILL
u EM74071 1204 BELT AV NORMAL ILL
c 4509 LINSCOTT DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL26511 1637 DUNDEE RD NORTHBROOK ILL
c FL26511 911 W 33RD ST KANSAS CITY 11 MO
c FL24164 RR 1 WILLOW HILL ILL
u FL26511 56 N LARAMIE CHICAGO 44 ILL
u EM51380 SAUNEMIN ILL
c FL67687 RR 1 KANKAKEE ILL
c FL26511 205 S ALBERT MT PROSPECT ILL
c FL28901 SAYBROOK ILL
c FL23224 RR 2 BOX 376 ELGIN ILL
c 9 N PARK AV WAUKEGAN ILL
u FL26511 4345 N HERMITAGE CHICAGO 13 ILL
1001 LORAINE ST DANVILLE ILL
c FL26511 408 HIGHLAND ELMHURST ILL
c FL26511 490 ALMA AV ELMHURST ILL
u SABANA HOYOS ARECIBO PUERTO RICO
c FL64638 DONGOLA ILL
u EM76987 280 GLENWOOD GLEN ELLYN ILL
u EM76987 20 E JEFFERSON AV NAPERVILLE ILL
TtXHOMA TEXAS
c PILOT ST ridgefarm ill
c FL63011 2830 S W 13TH CT FT LAUDERDALE FLA
CHANUTE A F BASE RANTOUL ILL
259 W MONTFORD ADA OHIO
u DORCAS W VA
u EM70398 1602 VIRGINIA DR URBANA ILL
J EM76137 12 LAWTON DR INDIANAPOLIS 16 1ND
u EM76137 707 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
c FL25090 304 ELMWOOD RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
u FL26511 4453 N BEACON CHICAGO 40 ILL
c FL22177 2009 SOUTHWOOD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 108 HARDING ST ELGIN ILL
c FL29588 1011 W GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL60521 407 E OAK ST WATSEKA ILL
c FL67677 36 ELM GLENVIEW ILL
c FL65990 91 ABBOTTSFORD WINNETKA ILL





























































































GRAD 611 W INDIANA AV U EM756*3
ED * 1113 S 3RD C
SWV* 1105 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG* 411 W SPRINGFIELD u EM70572
ENG2 1116 W OREGON u EM79501
FAA* 1110 W MAIN u
GRAD 618 E DANIEL c
AGR1 MRH FORBES *36 c FL26511
COM* 1112 S ARBOR c
ENG* 512 CHALMERS c FL6870*
GRAD 111 E GREEN c
LAS* 207 E GREEN c FL2252*
AVI 2 210 E JOHN c FL67871
GRAD 705 W OREGON u EM73369
GRAD 1115 W ILLINOIS u EM72160
COM1 310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
PE 2 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
ENG1 MRH GARNER 388 c FL26511
LAS* 120* S LINCOLN AV u EM75608
LAS1 806 S 5TH c FL65990
FAA3 MRH GARNER 326 c FL26511
COM1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
FAA1 1215 S *TH c FL26511
COM1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG* 160* CORONADO c FL27216
GRAD 1115 NEVADA u FL26511
LAS* MRH FORBES 10* c FL26511
COM3
LAS1 90* S 3RD c
ENG1 100* S *TH c FL63631
COM3 106 ARMORY c
FAA1 311 E ARMORY c FL22331
LAW1 MRH TAFT *25 c FL26511
ENG* 1502 WILEY OR u EM51276
ENG2 *02 E DANIEL c FL2893*
GRAD 605 W MICHIGAN u EM71617
PE * 501 E DANIEL c FL62519
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 225 c FL26511
GRAD 903 W OREGON u EM75196
COM2 LUDLOW ILL
GRAD 512 W ILLINOIS u EM752*3
FAA2 103 N COLER u
LAS3 MRH GARNER *67 c FL26511
ENG2 63 A B TRAILER CT u
PE 1 MRH FORBES 391 c FL26511
ENG* 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS1 MRH CLARK 215 c FL26511
ENG2 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
GRAD 101 N BUSEY u EM767*3
AGRA *06 CHALMERS c FL23569
COM2 910 W SPRINGFIELD c
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 19 c FL26511
LAS2 1111 S 2ND c FL61850
GRAD 102 N GREGORY u EM77701
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS2 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS* 503 E JOHN c FL61328
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 128 c FL26511
GRAD *02 S RACE u EM71377
AGR1 H65C STADIUM TERR c FL65120
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS c FL61895
AGR1 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM5126*
PE 3 F*0B STADIUM TERR c
GRAD B-l 1625 GEORGIA DR u EM7*575
LAS3 *01 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM71*66
AGR3 706 S GOODWIN u EM77525
ENG6 106 ELMWOOD RD c FL22013
GRAD 905 S RACE u EM7009*
ENG2 1107 STOUGHTON u EM76865
FAA6 308 E ARMORY u EM675*2
AGR2 *05 E JOHN c FL62557
AVI 2 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
GRAD 1316 GARDEN LN c
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS *11 c FL26511
ENG1 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70*68
FAA3 702 W WASHINGTON u
GRAD A-2 1625 GEORGIA DR u
ENG1 510 W HEALEY c FL26**3
AVI1 MRH NOBLE 115 c FL26511
LAS3 1215 S *TH c FL26511
ENG* 1318 WILLIAMSBURG c FL2692*
GRAD 311 FAIRLAWN u EM7*772
ENG1 1110 S 2ND c FL2*222
COM1 MRH CLARK 311 c FL26511
GRAD 3 SIEMS CT u
ENG1 301 E ARMORY c FL67**7
ENG* 100* W NEVADA u EM72262
FAA1 MRH BARTON *0
3
c FL26511
GRAD 60* N MAPLE u
611 W INDIANA AV
163* W GREENLEAF
BOX 3**




RR 2 BOX 237
27 E 137TH PL
H6A MAYAGUEZ TERR
507 E ADAMS ST
117 BUENA VISTA DR
RR 5
2738 W 97TH ST
28*8 W BERWYN
805 W MAIN
217 N ASHLAND AV
305 HOME AV





5*13 W 23RD PL
*** W OAKDALE
*** OAKDALE AV






907 W MEADOWS PL
21* W ADAMS ST
305 S CHESTER AV






1523 N KOLIN AV
8829 MANSFIELD
215 W SMITH ST
5* LAKE ST
101-8 N BUSEY
RR 5 BOX 1*
2111 FIR ST
110* N TAYLOR AV
5*33 N GLENWOOD AV
*35 FULTON ST
513 W MAIN ST
6970 N RIDGE ST
1035 N GROVE
701 PALMER AV
909 W CALIFORNIA AV
3631 W EDDY ST
211 ARNOLD AV
RR 1
B 32 STAD TERR





1107 W STOUGHTON ST
53*5 N WALROND
RR 3




11* E HIGH ST








279 E NORTH AV
1105 DILLON DR
331 BROOKSIDE LANE
5236 S WHIPPLE ST
293* CHASE




































































UTICA * N Y
URBANA ILL





















ROBINSON CARSON EDDY LAS2
ROBINSON DAVID ELLIS LAW1
RORINSON DUANE MORRIS GRAD
ROBINSON DWIGHT RUSSELL ENG1
ROBINSON GEORGE A JR GRAD
ROBINSON IRVINE JOSEPH GRAD
ROBINSON JOHN WILLIAM LAW1
R03INSON JUDY FERN ED 2
ROBINSON KEITH ALLEN ED 2
ROBINSON LEWIS MILTON GRAD
ROBINSON MARGARET T GRAD
ROBINSON MARGE ELLEN ED 1
ROBINSON PATRICIA E ED 1
ROBINSON PHILIP STONER LAS2
ROBINSON ROBERT PORTER ED 3
ROBINSON ROGER DUANE FAA2
ROBINSON WILFRED KEITH AGRA
ROBINSON WILLIAM WAYNE ENG2
ROBISON CAROL SUE AGRA
ROBISON ELSIE LOU AGRA
ROBISON JAMES MICHAEL LAS1
ROBRA DOROTHY LOUISE ED 1
ROCHE SUZANNE CATHERINE ED 3
ROCHELLS ANDREW JEROME COM3
ROCHESTER LARRY LEE ENG1
ROCHESTER SARAH ANNE FAA1
ROCK JOSEPH PATRICK ENG3
ROCKE GERALD ALLEN ENG1
ROCKE RONALD GENE VM 2
ROCKSTAD HOWARD KENT GRAD
ROCKWELL ROBERT IRVING LASA
RODAK CHESTER ALOYSIUS ENG3
RODDA ERROL DAVID GRAD
RODDA KENNETH VERNON ENG3
RODECK KENNETH DONALD ENG1
RODEHAVER DIXIE LEE FAA3
RODEMER HELEN KATHRYN LAS2
RODEN NORMAN CARL GRAD
RODER LAWRENCE JOSEPH VM 3
RODERICK LARRY EUGENE LAS2
RODGER ROBERT STUART ENG1
RODGERS FELIX CHARLES GRAD
RODGERS FRANCIS GRAD
RODGERS ROY ALDEN COM2
RODIN SHERRIE GLORIA ED 2
RODMAN BRADFORD DOUGLAS COM3
RODOSKY GEORGE JOSEPH ENG2
RODRIGUEZ ANGEL ENGA
RODRIGUEZ CELIA BEATRIZ LAS6
RODRIGUEZ CLEOFAS C GRAD
RODRIGUEZ EDUARDO LAS3
RODWAN ALBERT SANOM GRAD
ROE BENJAMIN FEARER COM3
ROE MARY ELLEN FAA3
ROE PETER AUSTIN FAAA
ROEGGE GEORGE ALLEN VM 2
ROEHRKASSE ROBERT C LAS1
ROELFS LEWIS ALFRED ENG3
ROEMER GEORGE HERBERT LASA
ROESCHLEIN RAYMOND CARL LAS2
ROFFEY DAVID EUGENE LAS1
ROGAN GEORGE WILLIAM ENGA
ROGE.'.ESS DEAN ARDEN ENG2
ROGERS BRUCE GEORGE GRAD
ROGERS CLARENCE LEE GRAD
ROGERS JAMES ANTHONY GRAD
ROGERS JANET GRETCHEN LAS3
ROGERS JOHN RICHARD GRAD
ROGERS KENDAL TRUE GRAD
ROGERS LEROY FRANCIS GRAD
ROGERS MARVIN CARSON JR ENG1
ROGERS PATRICIA ANN FAA2
ROGERS WILLIAM HERMAN LAS3
ROGGEMANN DANIEL JAMES ENG2
ROGIN ALAN MELVIN LAS3
ROGOSIN HARVEY MARK LAS2
ROHALY JOSEPH STEVEN ENG3
ROHATSCH FREDRICH ADAM LAS2
ROHLFING RICHARD HAROLD ENGl
ROHMER JUDITH ANN ED 3
ROHNER CAROL MARIE ED 1
ROHR DONNA JOAN LAS1
ROHRSCHEIB BILLY F GRAD
ROIN ARLENE RITA LAS2
ROITER LOLA ED 1
ROKUSEK VIRGINIA LAS3
ROLAND FREDERICK S FAA3
ROLDAN ROBERTO H R ENG3
ROLEY THOMAS LEE COM3




































































106 E GREEN ST
MRH HOPKINS A69



















C FL67621 215 E JACKSON
C FL60919 A21 BURBANK AV
1637 S MILLER ST
C FL6189A
U EM71289 All OTIS ST
U AAA ALBERT ST
C FL67266 128 S LOGAN ST
U FL26511 76A3 S ESSEX
C FL26511 20A W FAST AV
U EM78996 212 N MCCULLOUGH ST
U 1312 LEXINGTON ST
C FL61383 112 2ATH ST
115C ONEILL CT
A22 2ATH ST
C FL67677 AOA S PINE
C FL26511 RR
C FL65372 RR
C FL26511 3A37 MILTON DR
C FL25170 RR 1
C FL25170 RR 1
801 S HAMILTON
U FL26511 362A N DAMEN
C FL69171 1317 S STATE
C FL21811 11265 S BELL AV
C FL63A12 BOX 119
U FL26511 719 W MARKLAND
C FL67266 1A00 E EDWARDS
C FL67871 A12 N 3RD ST
U EM7389A
U EM7172A ROUTE 3
C 6515 N CLARK ST
c A050 S BRIGHTON PL
C FL65598 1610 SANGAMON
C FL26511 12 N SCHOOL ST
C FL26511 7739 MONROE ST
C FL61AAA 1702 PARKHAVEN DR
C FL2755A 302 ATH ST
C FL260O9 77A0 S CORNELL AV
C 602 RUBY ST
U RR 1
C FL6752A 6636 RIVERSIDE DR
U EM75592 200 RIDGE AV
U EM737A7 70A M NEVADA ST
U EM75A39 P BOX 83
906 MAYFAIR RD
U EM71515 510 W GREEN
C FL676A2
CARRERA 2A 32 A6 SUR
C FL27525 2132 EASTWOOD
U BOX A31
U 6501 W 83RD PL
U EM79058 109 S BUSEY
U 118 E FELLOWS ST







U EM72959 A308 N ASHLAND AV
C FL2A231 81A2 S MORGAN ST
C FL66U2
U EM79323 221 SURCHELL AV
C FL26511 3528 ROSEMEAR AV
C FL25661 2510 VAN BUREN
C FL60620 1905 BROADMOOR
C FL26511 521 N LEAMINGTON
U EM76952 BLUFF LAKE ROUTE 2
U EM7559A 300 S GOODWIN AV
C A05 S 6TH ST
U RR 2 BOX 172
C FL26511 20^3 CUMMINGS LANE
U FL26511 51A0 EDDY ST
C FL67A32 605 N 18TH ST
C FL21712 902 E GREEN ST
C FL67975 3701 W WALLEN
C FL26511 8607 AVERS
C FL6798A 9232 S AVALON
C 7836 S DREXEL
C FL21529
U EM75608 305 WILCOX ST
U EM75A16 607 NORTHMOOR RD
U FL26511 1020 N MARION
3315 E CHESTNUT
U EM75AA1 6250 N ROCKWELL
U FL26511 3307 W AINSLIE
C 299 LAWNDALE
U EM2A222 18 BOULDER BROOK DR
C FL67871 VICTORIANOGARZON 222
C FL2A836 225 E MAIN











OTTAWA 5 ONT CANADA















































































!OLFE STANLEY THEODORE GRAO
!OLLANO CLARA SZEKELY ED 6
POLLER CAROL STONEMAN AGR4
POLLER DONALD GORDON SWV4
POLLER EARL COOLLEY JR LAW1
POLLER JAMES PHILIP LAS1
POLLER ROBERT LOGAN AGR4
POLLER RONALD EUGENE COM1
ROLLICK NICHOLAS PETER LAS4
COLLIN STEPHEN ALTER LAS1
COLLINS PATRICIA ALMA JNL1
ROLLO EDWARD JAMES JR ENG4
IROLLO FORD SCOTT FAA2
ROLOFF EUGENE RICHARD ENG1
ROLSTON HELEN MARY ED 2
ROM ROBERT JOHN COM1
ROMACK KEITH DUANE AGR2
ROMACK TERRY JOE COM2
ROMAN GEORGE HARRY ENG4
ROMAN GERALD EDWARD FAA1
ROMAN STEPHEN GEORGE GRAD
ROMAN STEVEN RICHARD COM2
ROMANI MELVIN CHARLES PE 2
ROMANO ELOISE PATRICIA LAS1
ROMANOSKI ROBERT EDWARD ENG4
ROMANS WILLIAM LAWRENCE COM3
ROMBERG RONALD PAUL ENG1
ROMINE SAMUEL SMITH ED 4
ROMINGER ANN B FAA4
ROMINGER JAMES SEYBERT ENG3
ROMMEL ARTHUR CHARLES FAA3
RONDAIN EDUARDO TORRES GRAD
RONEY ROGER JOSEPH AGR1
RONK SALLY ELAINE ED 1
ROOF CHARLES HOWARD JR LAS1
ROOF PAMELA MARGUERITE LAS1
ROONEY JAMES PATRICK PE 6
ROONEY SHEILA ANN LAS3
ROOS HAROLD THOMAS JR JNL3
ROOS YVONNE LISETTE LAS2
ROOSE WILLIAM QUENTIN ENG2
ROOSSINCK ESTHER P GRAD
ROOT THOMAS WOODROW AGR1
ROPERS BARBARA ANN JNL4
RORAH JAMES ELWYN COM1
RORER DAVID COOKE GRAD
RORER NANCY JEANE LAS3
RORIG MANFRED HELMUTH COM3
ROSBROOK GLENN GEORGE ENG4
ROSCOE MARYANN MARGARET LAS1
ROSE ALAN LEMUEL LAS3
ROSE DORCAS BAKER GRAD
ROSE EDITH ORLEAN COM3
ROSE EDWARD LAW LAS3
ROSE ERTHEL ELMO GRAD
ROSE FRED DUANE GRAD
ROSE FREDERICK ANTON LAS2
ROSE KENNETH GRAD
ROSE LARRY FREDRIC ENG4
ROSE LARRY GENE AGR3
ROSE LISLE ABBOTT LAS3
ROSE LOIS ELLEN LAS3
ROSE MYRON POTTER GRAD
ROSE NORMAN JENISCH GRAD
ROSE PETER LEONARD ENG4
ROSE PHILIP QUENTEN VM 3
ROSE RALPH EDWARD ENG1
ROSE ROGER ALAN LAS2
ROSE TERRY LANE ENG1
ROSE THEODORE EDWARD FAA2
ROSELLA PETER MICHAEL COM1
ROSEMAN LARRY IRVING COM1
ROSEMAN NORMAN GRAD
ROSEN ADRIENNE HOPE ED 1
ROSEN DAVID MORRIS GRAD
ROSEN DENNIS STANLEY LAS2
ROSEN IRWIN LAS4
ROSEN JAMES PAUL AGR1
ROSEN JANICE SHARON ED 1
ROSEN ROBERT ALAN LAS1
ROSEN ROCHELLE LYNNE ED 1
ROSEN RONALD ISADORE LAS2
ROSEN STEVEN ALLEN LAS1
ROSENBAUM ARNOLD S FAA1
ROSENBAUM CARL NATHAN PE 1
ROSENBAUM FRED JEROME GRAD
ROSENBERG CHARLENE R ED 1
ROSENBERG JAY SOLOMON LAS2
ROSENBERG JEROME R GRAD
ROSENBERG JOHN FRANCIS AGR1


























































































U EM74970 468 S OSBORN KANKAKEE ILL
U EM72130 404 E OREGON ST URBANA ILL
C FL60488 22 JUNIPER DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL60488 382 W LOCUST CANTON ILL
C FL60087 RR 1 SIDELL ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 NEWMAN ILL
C FL60087 RR 1 SIDELL ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 NEWMAN ILL
U 7543 N LARAMIE SKOKIE ILL
C FL67585 2150 77TH ST BROOKLYN 14 N Y
U FL26511 3321 S MAIN ROCKFORD ILL
C FL22860 815 N MCKINLEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL24232 201 W LAKE ST BARRINGTON ILL
C FL26511 118 W BLAIR WEST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 223 BERRY PKWY PARK RIDGE ILL
C 7130 S CALIFORNIA CHICAGO 29 ILL
U RR 6 NEWTON 3 ILL
C FL22331 BOX 47 NEWTON ILL
C FL65028 1372 N SEDGWICK ST CHICAGO 10 ILL
U EM75439 1023 S 5TH PEKIN ILL
C 232 E PEARSON ST CHICAGO 11 ILL
C FL67823 7359 W 108TH PL WORTH ILL
C FL27100 601 PEORIA ST WASHINGTON ILL
U FL26511 8159 S CARPENTER ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
U 902 MAPLE ST MINONK ILL
C FL24261 1 N CENTER ST JOLIET ILL
C FL27434 2439 N LAWNDALE CHICAGO 47 ILL
RR 1 OAKWOOD ILL
C FL69313 RR 2 TOLEDO ILL
C FL69313 TOLEDO ILL
C FL27614 3120 N MANGO AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
U 4 D ARELLANO CALOOCAN PHILIPPINES
C FL26511 RR 3 SULLIVAN ILL
U EM71511 1611 12TH ST MOLINE ILL
C FL61844 659 GLADSTONE AURORA ILL
U FL26511 1310 N BENEDICT ST CHILLICOTHE ILL
C FL61997 509 W PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 2500 S ARCH ALLIANCE OHIO
C FL26991 1441A N HARLEM AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL24876 501 W ROSCOE CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM74039 621 BROADWAY EAST ALTON ILL
C FL61928 REEMAN MICH
C FL26511 CISCO ILL
C FL25170 319 GLENCREST DR PEORIA ILL
C FL26511 420 E MILL ST KEWANEE ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 CHADDS FORD PA
C FL67395 619 N GALENA AV DIXON ILL
C FL29540 3729 N WAYNE CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL65384 1006 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 2658 E 77TH ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
U 147 N MARION CENTRALIA ILL
U EM76754 603 W NEVADA URBANA ILL
U EM72597 1003 W GREEN URBANA ILL
C FL24231 2312 FULTON ROCKFORD ILL
GARDNER ILL
U EM71425 604 S RACE ST URBANA ILL
C FL24261 1200 HECKER BELLEVILLE ILL
U EM76754 BOX 269B RR02 LOOGOOTEE IND
C FL28760 120 S READER ST MOUNDS ILL
U EM73276 ARGENTA ILL
C FL26511 ROUTE 1 ALGONQUIN ILL
C FL64420 1427 CORNELIA WAUKEGAN ILL
U EM72597 801 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL24748 1517 S DOUGLAS AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
U 3021 N OLEANDER ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL63679 1601 S NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62684 903 N 6TH MARSHALL ILL
C FL26511 2124 FARRAGUT CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM51264 711 EDWARD ST HENRY ILL
C FL26511 9200 N TENNYSON DR MILWAUKEE 17 WIS
C FL26511 2410 WISCONSIN RD ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 215 BUSH ST NEW YORK 57 N Y
C FL24037 418 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U FL26511 2908 W GREENLEAF AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
8911 N BRONX SKOKIE ILL
C FL67570 1321 W ALBION AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 4304 N FRANCISCO AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL73468 349 EGGLESTON ELMHURST ILL
U FL26511 8459 S EUCLID CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26511 8425 N DRAKE SKOKIE ILL
C FL61383 1012 N AVALON MEMPHIS 4 TENN
C FL67447 813 10TH ST NORTH CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 9016 BRONX AV SKOKIE ILL
C 922 ROLLINGWOOD RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C FL26511 2849 W PRATT CHICAGO 45 ILL
U 442 RIDGE RD WILMETTE ILL
U FL26511 2528 FARRAGUT AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL67921 337 ORCHARD DR PARK FOREST ILL
C FL66365 5839 W HIGGINS AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
U EM74069 2067 BLACK FOX DR ATLANTA 6 GA
170
ROSENBERG JUDITH D LAS1
ROSENBERG LARRY STEVEN LAS1
ROSENBERG LEONARD COM1
ROSENBERG MARIAN IRENE LAS1
ROSENBERG RICHARD LEE COM"}
ROSENBERG ROBERT JAY GRAD
ROSENBERG ROBERT PAUL LAS1
ROSENBERG ROCHELLE MYRA LAS4
ROSENBERGER GORDON LEE COM3
ROSENBLATT SHARON LEE LAS1
ROSENDAHL JOHN ROLLIN AGR3
ROSENFELD RHODA DIANE LAS3
ROSENFELD SHERWIN M FAA1
ROSENFELDT MARVIN A COM4
ROSENGREN GERALD JOHN ED 2
ROSENGREN THOMAS JON FAA2
ROSENHOLTZ SHARON L LAS1
ROSENKRANTZ WALTER A GRAD
ROSENOW MICHAEL HANS FAA1
ROSENSTIEL JOE E JR LAS3
ROSENTHAL BEN JAY ENG1
ROSENTHAL GARY ROBERT AGR1
ROSENTHAL JACK ALLEN ENG2
ROSENTHAL JENNY MARIAN LAS1
ROSENTHAL LYLE STEPHEN LAS4
ROSENTHAL STANLEY IRWIN COM2
ROSING WILLIAM GEORGE LAS2
ROSKAMP HERBERT EVERETT ENG3
ROSKI GERALD LAURENCE ENG1
ROSKl JEFFERY HARRISON ENG3
ROSKI PAMELA JO FAA1
ROSOUIST OLE KARL JOHAN GRAD
ROSS ADA GERTRUDE PE 4
ROSS ARLEEN ED 2
ROSS EDWARD CASMIR COM2
ROSS EDWARD THURBER ENG4
ROSS GEORGE EDWIN GRAD
ROSS GERALD LEE AGR4
ROSS HOWARD PHILIP LAS3
ROSS JOAN LANGE GRAD
ROSS JOEL CHARLES LAS3
ROSS JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
ROSS LARRY IVAN ENG3
ROSS LINDA DALE ED 1
ROSS LINNEA CARLSON LAS4
ROSS MARILYN EVELYN LAS'.
ROSS MARJORIE KAPLOW ED 3
ROSS NORMAN EARL COM1
ROSS THOMAS PRINCE ENG1
ROSS WILLIAM DAVID COM4
ROSS WYATT GENE AGR1
ROSSBACH LEONARD F AGR3
ROSSETTI LYNORE EVE FAA2
ROSSI JOSEPH JAMES COM1
ROSSING THOMAS EVERETT ENG2
ROSSMAN BARBARA LEE ED 2
ROST GEORGE MICHAEL LAS3
ROSTAS FRANCOIS MICHEL GRAD
ROSTAS JOELLE GRAD
ROSTETTER LAWRENCE J JR LAS4
ROTAN JOHN MORRIS FAA3
ROTENBERG ADRIENNE NAN ED 1
ROTH CORINNE LAS1
ROTH EDMUND ADOLFH JR ENG4
ROTH JOHN BERNHARD LAS2
ROTH LARRY DWIGHT AGR4
ROTH MARTIN LEE LAS4
ROTH MICHAEL ANTHONY LAS1
ROTH PAULA M1CHAELINE LAS1
ROTH RICHARD OSWALD FAA4
ROTHACKER BETTY JUNE LAS1
ROTHACKER STEVEN MILTON ENG4
ROTHBERG HOWARD SHELDON JNL3
ROTHE SANDRA LEE COM1
ROTHEISER JORDAN IRA ENG4
ROTHENBERG DENYSF LAS1
ROTHEN8ERG FRED COM4
ROTHERMEL MARY ANN T LAS2
ROTHERT DIANA DIXON ED 4
ROTHERT RODGER L ENG3
ROTHFUS JOHN ARDEN GRAD
ROTHHOLTZ DEBORAH PAULA ED 3
ROTHROCK KENT GERALD COM3
ROTHROCK RUSSELL W JR ENG1
ROTHSCHILD BARBETTE J FAA1
ROTHSCHILD JULIUS MYRON ENG2
ROTHSCHILD LYNN DEE LAS1
ROTHSTEIN BONNIE ED 3
ROTOLO MICHAEL JR ENG4























302 E GREGORY DR

































































1005 W GREGORY DR
U FL26511 10500 S WALDEN PKWY
C 3152 HUDSON AV
C FL67690 7405 N KEELER
U FL26511 6525 BOSWORTH
C FL67585 6228 W LAWNDALE
C FL26511 2934 W JEROME ST
C FL67679 412 KINGSWAY DR
U FL26511 1705 ALBION
C FL61725 456 S OSBORN AV
U FL26511 5833 N BERNARD
C FL21700 RR 2
C FL22058 2922 W BALMORAL
C FL26511 6809 N LAKEWOOD
C FL69656 1128 S OAK PARK AV
C FL26511 2837 HAWTHORNE ST
C FL67684 7403 10TH AV
C FL62516 2630 W PRATT
U EM77312 5632 N RICHMOND
C FL26511 826 S WESTERN AV
U EM74511 1303 S BENSON 8LV
C FL26511 6540 N CAMPBELL
C FL26511 6253 N ST LOUIS
C FL67654 6230 N FRANCISCO
U FL26511 6443 N WHIPPLE
C FL26511 7024 S EAST END
C FL67994 7457 YORK DR
C FL24254 BOX 227
C RR
C FL26511 RR 1
U EM74063 1904 E CHESTNUT ST
C 1904 E CHESTNUT
C FL62218 PARKSVANGEN 13 A
C 1042 S ELMWOOD ST
U FL26511 462 >W WASHINGTON BLV
C FL25070 606 E CLARK ST
C FL68685 4830 ELM ST
C FL24475 BOX 245
U EM71977 RR#2
C FL67921 918 MARGATE TERR
U 607 GREGG ST
C FL67679 3038 W CHASE
U EM76518 222 EDGEWOOD AV
U EM71707
U FL26511 2753 W GREGORY
C FL21033 323 HARRIS
C 503 N 4TH
C FL64175 1006 S 1ST
C 3655 W GROVE ST
c 601 S MADISON
C FL64175 1006 S 1ST
C FL67524 3201 SHERMAN ST
C 6915 S CRANDON AV
U FL26511 717 W CHERRY ST
C FL67266 1640 N MOBILE AV
C FL24077 18010 HOMEWOOD AV
U FL26511 1730 W 187TH ST
C FL26511 144 MAIN ST
U EM71525 21 AV TH GAUTIER
U EM71525 51 AV CAMILLE
C FL67543 111 E SAMUEL AVE
C FL21713 62ND AND GARFIELD
U FL26511 139A S LINDEN DR
U FL26511 RR 2
1124 W ALTGELD ST
C FL26511 815 FREMONT AV
C FL28901 299 E 1ST ST
C FL60687 5009 N TROY ST
U 109 S BUSEY AV
U FL26511 19144 SCHOENBORN
C FL21673 33 JUNIPER DR
U FL26511 2924 N RUTHERFORD
C FL265U 2924 N RUTHERFORD ST
C FL67585 7935 N KARLOV
U FL26511 469 PARK RD
C FL68420 6905 N KARLOV AV
U FL26511 2411 W BERWYN
C FL26511 6620 N CAMPBELL
U EM71511 621 AUSTIN
C FL29000 201 EDGEWOOD DR
C FL25904 RR 2
U EM75000 905 LELAND AV
C FL61389 3831 W HOWARD
C FL24569 113 WASHINGTON ST
C FL26511 446 GENEVA AV
U FL26511 2244 MILLVALE RD
C FL26511 4845 N RIDGEWAY
U FL26511 9641 EMERALD
C FL26249 1519 E 86TH PL
C 253 W 115TH ST

























































































































ROWLEY ROBERT HARVEY JR
ROWLEY THOMAS JOHN JR
ROY DONALD HILAIRE
ROY DONALD TRUESDALE
























































LAS4 904 S 3RD C FL61383
PE 3 313 E JOHN C FL67844
AGR1 808 W VERMONT u EM74051
FAA2 306 E GREGORY DR c
ENG4 907 W GREEN u
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS3 710 OHIO u EM71511
JNL4 909 W NEVADA u EM73237
FAA3 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM3 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
COM1 905 W OREGON u EM79371
LAS1 MRH N03LE 220 c FL26511
FAA3 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
PE 3 1302 W CLARK u EM79049
GRAD 211 N COLER u EM79472
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS2 1005 GREGORY u FL26511
COM3 MRH HOPKINS 460 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 GREGORY DP u FL26511
ED 3 HOMER ILL
FAA2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 504 W ELM u
GRAD 101 N BUSEY u
GRAD 613 W HEALEY c FL62441
GRAD 1618 W UNION c FL26028
LAS1 805 S 6TH c FL24754
LAW1 616 E DANIEL c FL60858
GRAD 1109 W OREGON u EM71898
LAS1 710 OHIO u
AGR3 311 E GREEN c
LAS1 MRH FORBES 174 c FL26511
LAS4 310 E GREGORY c FL66112
GRAD 509 W MAIN u
LAW1 1200 S 4TH c FL26511
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 311 c FL26511
FAA1 604 ARMORY c
AGR2 2022 GREENDALE DR c FL28251
VM 2 FREEMAN TRAILER CT u
LAS2 912 S 2ND c
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 238 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH HOPKINS 286 c FL26511
LAS1 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654
COM4 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
FAA4 404 E DANIEL c FL24130
LAS4 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM3 1001 S 5TH c FL69607
LAS1 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654
ED 1 406 S 3RD c FL22058
JNL3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 509 JOHN c
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ED 2 1106 S 3RD c FL22058
FAA1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
ED 3 904 S 3RD c FL61383
ED 2 214 GREGORY DR c
COM2 301 E ARMORY c FL67447
GRAD 1834 ORCHARD u
LAW3 507 W ILLINOIS u EM77312
COM3 MRH FORBES 432 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH CLARK 232 c FL26511
GRAD 1211 W MAIN u
GRAD 1211 W MAIN u
LAS3 NEWMAN HALL ANNEX C8 u
LAS1 509 E JOHN c FL69529
LAS1 308 E ARMORY c
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD 810 S 3RD c
FAA1 1104 NEVADA u EM75441
COM1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG1 310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
GRAD 802 N COLER ST u EM73947
GRAD 304 S RANDOLPH c FL28032
GRAD 607 E JOHN c FL28086
FAA1 MRH BARTON 4 c FL26511
COM1 1205 W HILL u EM74138
FAA1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG1 311 E ARMORY c FL22331
GRAD MATTOON ILL
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 363 c FL26511
ED 1 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
LAW1 MRH VAN DOREN 116 c FL26511
LAS2 904 S 3RD c FL61383
LAW2 300 S GOODWIN u EM79890
LAS4 MRH NOBLE 204 c FL26511
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 159 c FL26511
ED 1 1113 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG1 MRH GARNER 436 c FL26511
COM1 MRH BARTON 304 c FL26511
ENG1 312 W ARMORY c FL27614















ST OF TOWN HALL
6 JOHNSON ST





101 N 8USEY AV
613 W HEALEY ST
1618 W UNION
4915 W EDGEWOOD PL
6135 N KIMBALL AV
1310 N GLENWOOD AV
45 SAWYER AV
RR 1
300 HYDE PARK AV
124 S 20TH AV
509 W MAIN ST






618 S 3RD AV
5940 N VIRGINIA
4905 W WOLFRAM
1445 S 50TH AV
5570 W JACKSON ST
231 FRANKLIN RD










1719 S 58TH ST
4550 N KEDZIE ST
7825 S PHILLIPS AV
3810 W DIVISION
1211 W MAIN ST
1211 W MAIN ST
604 N STATE ST
2330 BALTIMORE AV
511 NORTH AV






R F D 1




1404 S 15TH ST
200 HIGHLAND PL
9111 N KILDARE
1608 W ACRES RD
1542 MENDELL DR
300 S GOODWIN AV
4348 N ALBANY
































































































RUFHL JAMES FRANK FNG3
RUETER WlLBFRT OR I
N
FAA4
RUT WALTER RICHARD LAS4
RUFENER WILLIAM H JR GRAD
RUFFOLO JAMES DONALD COM1
RUGGE GEORGF BRUCE ENG1
RUHL JOHN RUSSELL E GRAD
RUHMANN DOUGLAS CHARLES ENG1
RUIZ LEO BAYANI FAA3
RU1ZAUDABRAM PIERRE M ENG3
RUIZLARA JORGE HONORATO GRAD
RULE JOHN SPENCER FAA4
RULO JOHN ORVILI.F ENG1
RUMLEY DONALD DELMAS GRAD
RUMSEY WILLIAM ARTHUR FAA4
RUNDE NICHOLAS ALBERT ENG2
RUNGE CLYDE ALBERT OTTO AGR4
RUNGE MELVIN DALE JNL3
RUNGE RICHARD REGIS GRAD
RUNNSTROM SYLVIA ANN ED 1
RUNTZ JOSEPH JOHN COM4
RUPPEL RICHARD ALLEN ENG4
RUPPEL RUSSELL RAY ENG4
RUPPERT ALBERT LEO JR ENG4
RUPPERT TO.M RICHARD FAA3
RUS LARRY LEE AGR
1
RUSH HENRY JAMES COM4
RUSH PHILIP WARREN AGR1
RUSHING MARVIN LEE LAS3
RUSHMER IRENE LOUISE GRAD
RUSNAK WILLIAM ANDREW COM3
RUSNOV DONALD LAS4
RUSS DAVID MICHAEL FAA2
RUSSELL BERL CARSON GRAD
RUSSELL FREDA MAE LAS1
RUSSELL GEORGE EDWARD LAS4
RUSSELL JAMES LESTER AGR2
RUSSELL JANE PARKER LAS4
RUSSELL JOHN KENNETH GRAD
RUSSELL JOHN KENT 111 COM1
RUSSELL LAHUGH HARROU3 LAS1
RUSSELL PETER BRADLEY GRAD
RUSSELL RICHARD JAMES LAS4
RUSSELL ROBERT JOHN VM 2
RUSSELL ROBERT LEWIS ENG4
RUSSELL RONALD LEE AGR4
RUSSELL STANLEY JOHN JR GRAD
RUSSELL WILLIAM HAY LAS6
RUSSO JOHN ANTHONY LAS1
RUSSO THOMAS FRANK PE 4
RUTGENS JOSEPH CASIMERE PE 3
REDINGTON CLARENCE PAUL ENG3
RUTGER JOHN NEIL AGR4
RUTGER PEGGY KUYOTH ED 1
RUTH RAYMOND ENG2
RUTH RICHARD BRIAN PE 1
RUTH ROBIN CLAIRE LAS2
RUTH RONALD JOSEPH ENG2
RUTHERFORD KENNETH H SWV4
RUTTENBERG RHETTA LYNNE ED 2
RUTTER DARRELL EDWARD COM4
RUTTER JACQUELINE W LAS2
RUTTER PATRICIA SUZANNE ED 2
RUTTER ROBERT BALL LAS1
RUUD LARRY ALLEN ENG4
RUUD VIANNE ED 3
RUVINSKY THELMA BESS ED 1
RUWE HOWARD KERMOT COM3
RUYLE JAMES BECKER LAS4
RUZA JANICE ELLEN LAS4
RUZA LYNNE JOY FAA2
RUZICKA PAUL C ENG3
RYAN DANNA JEAN FAA4
RYAN DENNIS PATRICK LAS1
RYAN DONALD KEVIN LAS6
RYAN EDWARD WILLIAM COM2
RYAN JAMES LEON ENG3
RYAN JOHN BEN ENG3
RYAN JOHN HENRY JR GRAD
RYAN JOHN JOSEPH ENG3
RYAN KEITH FRANCIS GRAD
RYAN MARY FRANCES PE 3
RYAN ROBERT MICHAEL COM1
RYAN WILLIAM DANIEL GRAD
RYBA STANLEY VINCENT AGR2
RYDER DALE DELBERT GRAD
RYBINSKI FRANK PAUL ENG1
RYDER HARL EDGAR JR COM4
RYDER WALTER RONALD ENG4


























































































c 4829 N DAMEN AV
u 907 N FAIR ST
C FL67871 9705 S HAMLIN
U EM74684 RR 1 BOX 161A
C FL65990 BOX 79 W 138TH ST
C 91 CEDAR
C FL60289 17 MIDDLEBORO RD
C FL26511 900 BLUE RIDGE DR
C FL87671 MLLIMAN UNIVERSITY
C FL26511 CARRERA 13 7127
U EM79468 TRANSVERSAL 21 NO 61
U 610 N LEVEL ST
C FL27342 6423 S CALIFORNIA
505 E SCOTT






U EM73328 2157 W CERMAK RD
C FL61840 345 SUNSET CT
U EM74614 4866 N KILPATRICK AV
U EM75214 RR 1
C FL66842 417 W 9TH ST
U EM78867 1400 N DIVISION
C FL67583 998 N 10TH ST
C FL64638
U 1800 MONROE
U EM71707 RR 3
C FL26511 RR 3
U EM73683 48 DEDERER ST
U EM77386 307 E GREEN
1132 ENGLEWOOD DR
C FL26075 9936 S LEAVITT ST
C FL27565 410 QUEEN ST
U FL26511 RR 1
C 626 LAKE VIEW DR
U EM74856 503 E COLORADO AV
C FL61840 607 W MAYWOOD
C FL26511 4512 AVAMERE ST
C FL63106 213 S ELMWOOD AV
C FL25993 18331 BAKER
C FL26511 96^2 DEL RAY DR
C FL67908 ROUTE 1 BOX 308
C FL66351 7214 S LOWE AV
U EM74268 1404 E PENNSYLVANIA
C FL23242 6628 W 176TH ST
C 214 DELLWOOD AV
u 620 EDGEWOOD RD
C FL27614 1434 N KOLIN AV





C FL65132 3645 N BELL AV
C FL67677 425 BARKER AV
U FL26511 STAFF HOUSE RR 2
C FL65132 36^5 N BELL AV
C FL21979 3101 S FIRST ST
C FL21243 6436 N BELL AV
C FL26511 1817 S FAIRFIELD AV
U EM72329 1403 WILEY DR
U EM74051 2118 CUMBERLAND
C 2602 HARRISON
U 413 53RD ST






C FL67892 1756 HIGHLAND AV
C FL67892 1756 HIGHLAND AV
C FL26511 1625 GROVE AV
U FL26511 708 S OAK PARK AV
C FL68235 4627 N PAULINA
C 2309 E 79TH ST
C FL67583 13817 S EDBROOKE
1016 OAKDALE
C FL61894 9 HOLLYHOCK LANE
U BOX 303
U EM73981
U EM70200 RR 1
U FL26511 RR 2
C FL26511 1384 W FOREST AV
C FL67621 1609 SHERIDAN RD
C FL23515 4545 HOWARD
C FL66896 916 W COLUMBIA
C FL24254 3849 N SPAULDING
C FL26511 620 S 25TH ST




























































































?YGIEWlCZ CARL PHILLIP GRAD
?YLEY ROBERT RAYMOND PE 3
3YMARZ EDWIN ENG2
RYNIEC LOUIS ANTHONY ENG2
RYPSTAT SUSAN BANDLOW GRAD
RYPSTAT WILLIAM BANDLOW COM1
RYS JAMES JOSEPH LAS1
RZONCA ROBERT ANTHONY COM4
SAAL LARRY EUGENE ENG1
SA8ALLUS RONALD JAMES ENG3
SABEN GARY WILLIAM ED 4
SABINE JOHN ROBERT GRAD
SABLE ADELE LAS1
SABUNIS METIN MEHMET GRAD
SACHRISON HARRY GEORGE COM3
SACHS SIDNEY ALLEN GRAD
SACHTSCHALE JAMES R LAS2
SACKS LAWRENCE JOSHUA GRAD
SADAGURSKY PAUL L GRAD
SADAGURSKY STEPHANIE H GRAD
SADEWATER RONALD W ED 4
SADOWSKI FRED CHARLES ENG3
SAER JAMES RIDGLEY AGR4
SAER MARY ELLEN PE 1
SAFANIE ALVIN HAROLD GRAD
SAFFORD EDWARD LAPORTE GRAD
SAFFOURI MOHAMMAD H GRAD
SAFFRIN SHERYN RENEE LAS1
SAFIUDDIN MOHAMMED GRAD
SAGADINE ROBERT LEE COM4
SAGAN MARILYNN JOY FAA1
SAGARTZ JOHN WILLIAM LAS2
SAGE CYNTHIA DIANA LAS2
SAGER DAVID WAYNE AGR3
SAGER DONALD ROBERT ENG4
SAGER DONNA ANGELA ED 1
SAGER JEROME DEAN FAA4
SAGER LAWRENCE GRAD
SAGERMAN EUGENE WARREN LAS3
SAH SHU SHEN HUANG GRAD
SAHGAL RAVINDER KUMAR GRAD
SAILORS WILLIAM MARTIN ENG4
SAKAMOTO LARRY SAKUJI ENG4
SALAMA AHMAD ABDELAZIZ GRAD
SALATA ROBERT JOSEPH PE 4
SALAZAR DUQUE PEDRO NEL ENG4
SALERNO ROBERT JOSEPH GRAD
SALHI ALI LAS3
SALIAMONAS FRANCIS LEO ENG3
SALINGER EVELYN EVATT GRAD
SALINGER GERHARD LUDWIG GRAD
SALK BETSY RUTH AGR
1
SALKIN MICHAEL JAY LAS2
SALKIN SANDRA MAE LAS1
SALLEE RONALD KEITH ENG4
SALLEY JAMES RONALD ENG3
SALM JANET LINDA ED 1
SALOMON LAWRENCE FAA3
SALSMAN EARL COM2
SALTARELLI MARIO DONATO LAS3
SALTENBERGER CONRAD ENG1
SALTER JOHN LEONARD JR PE 1
SALTZMAN SUSAN LYNN ED 1
SALVATO JOSEPH CHARLES ENG4
SALZBERG STEPHEN HOWARD COM2
SALZER RICHARD TREVELYN GRAD
SALZGEBER THOMAS ROBERT ENG1
SALZMAN GERALD LEW COM3
SALZMAN HOWARD L ENG4
SAMALONIS BERNICE LUCY GRAD
SAMARA GEORGE ALBERT GRAD
SAMMONS DEAN ARTHUR ENG1
SAMMONS DONALD GEORGE GRAD
SAMOS GERALD JOHN ENG6
SAMPLE STEVEN BROWNING ENG2
SAMPSON PAUL JEAN GRAD
SAMPSON WAYNE LEROY ENG1
SAMSON ALLAN ARNOLD LAS3
SAMUELS BETTY LOUISE LAS3
SAMUELS CHARLENE JOY LAS1
SAMUELSON JON MARLYN AGR2
SAMUELSON WINFIELD L VM 4
SANBORN STEPHEN PEIRCE LAS1
SANCHEZ JOSE GABRIEL GRAD
SANDAGE LARRY JOSEPH ENG1
SANDAU DOREEN PAULA ED 3
SANDBERG BRIAN GENE COM3
SANDBERG JON DREW LAS3
SANDBERG KARL GERALD ENG4



























































































U EM74922 8946 PAXTON AV
U 10233 S CALHOUN AV
u 1030 N HERMITAGE AV
C FL60024 603 E WHITE ST
C 707 W THOMPSON
C FL69656 707 W THOMPSON ST
C FL64041 1800 S 55TH CT
C FL63323 13217 ESCANABA
C 113 LINCOLN BLV
C FL67629 121 CONCORD DR
U EM71972
U EM73320 154 HEAD ST
U FL26511 623 20TH AV CT
U ATATURK CAD TASKAPI
U EM79695 3300 W ADAMS
U 4555 MANOR AV
C FL24254 103 W EUCLID
U EM79030 211 CRYSTAL LAKE DR
C FL60652 6918 KISSENA BLV
C FL60652 9426 78TH ST
C FL27749 J 33 A STAD TERR
C 1632 W 107TH ST
C FL25475 SPRING STREET
U EM79292 SPRING ST
C FL67196 1809 CYPRESS DR
C FL26511 RR 2
C FL29164 390 MAKDISI ST
C FL62516 3552 W HOLLYWOOD
C FL29871 UNANI TIBBI BOARD
C 1700 BONITA
U FL26511 235 N MAYFIELD AV
C FL67266 5937 N MEDINA AV





C 2508 E 78TH ST
c 1513 E 49TH ST
U EM79660 607 W PENNSYLVANIA
C FL61992 STREET D SECTOR 9B
C 306 N CLAY
C BOX 53
C AIN SHAMS UNIVERSITY
c 818 S JACKSON ST
C FL23988 CRA 41 5920
C FL26511 41 LOUNSBURY RD
C FL26511 RUE MALAKOFF
C FL26511 1450 W THORNDALE AV
U EM70184 406 S VINE
U EM70184 406 S VINE ST
C FL61683 850 DEWITT PL
C FL26511 5311 N CALIFORNIA AV
U FL26511 8037 YATES BLV
U 3160 S 2ND
C FL26511 RR 1
U FL26511 6035 N CENTRAL PK
C FL26511 9628 CHAPPEL AV
C FL26511 8022 PARKWAY DR
U 359 W FORT ST
C FL26511 4941 N HOYNE
C 80 8 S MADISON
U EM67565 2651 W ESTES
C 1701 SCHOOL ST
C FL67679 330 W DIVERSEY PKWY
U EM78807 1201 S LYNN ST
C FL26511 226 S EDGEWOOD AV
C FL24261
U EM70157 RR 4
C FL60661 MILTON AND ELM
U EM75536 412 N CIMARRON
C FL26511 37 OXFORD AV
C FL23935 103 S MCCULLOUGH AV
12812 S ELIZABETH
C FL25151 420 BELDEN HILL RD
C FL26511 8725 S THROOP ST
C FL26511 RR 1
C FL26511 2001 W HOWARD
U EM76611 6224 S ADA ST
C FL26511 5741 N ST LOUIS
C 1604 S 14TH AV
C FL61652 BOX 241 RR 2
C FL25504 1112 SUMMER
C 154 VALENCIA
C FL66834 RR 1 BOX 92
C FL21851 5435 N ROCKWELL
C FL26511 3544 W SHAKESPEARE
C FL26511 513 W CROWN ST
U 9626 S MENARD



















FLUSHING 67 N Y

































































































































































ENG4 811 W SPRINGFIELD u EM72480 3454 N PACIFIC AV
AGR4 305 t ARMORY C FL25837 5385 N LYNCH
LAW2 806 W IOWA U 4118 N LAWLER AV
LAS1 1113 W ILLINOIS U EM71793 BOX 193
COM2 MRH FORBES 209 c FL26511 7810 S RIDGELAND
COM2 1010 S 2ND c FL60821 7743 S EAST END
FAA2 906 S 6TH c FL67803 BOX 15
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 321 c FL26511 2011 N 9TH ST
ENG3 309 E WHITE c FL22910 1200 35TH ST
FAA4 806 S 1ST c FL26074 4941 FOREST AV
ED 1 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173 10639 DREW ST
FAA4 603 W CHURCH c FL23402 603 W CHURCH
ENG4 605 S NEIL c 48 MARGUERITE ST
ENG1 MRH BARTON 13 c FL26511 1246 ALBION AV
AGR3 205 E ARMORY c FL61847 10639 DREW ST
LAS2 905 N CUNNINGHAM u EM73728 4941 FOREST AV
GRAD 902 E WASHINGTON u EM71551 902 E WASHINGTON
ENG2 MRH GARNER 356 c FL26511 RR 1
GRAD 711 S STATE c FL66670 711 S STATE ST
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 358 c FL26511 TARAI 9HAWAN
JNL4 909 S 5TH c FL67585 536 GRAY BLV
COM1 MRH GARNER 450 c FL26511 528 RIDGE RD
ENG2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 13 33 W FARGO AV
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 536 N 19TH ST
ENG5 410 E CHALMERS c FL62519 501 E DANIEL
LAS1 303 E WASHINGTON u EM79978 303 E WASHINGTON
LAS3 901 MAYFAIR c FL26917 901 MAYFAIK
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL265U 340 S MAPLE AV
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 5428 CUMNOR
GRAD 403 W SPRINGFIELD u EM78018 403 W SPRINGFIELD
LAS1 1011 S 6TH c FL63650 721 LOOM IS ST
GRAD 402 W OREGON u EM77942 702 E STATE
GRAD 803 E GREEN u EM72377 803 E GREEN
ENG4 810 FOLEY c FL22866 810 S FOLEY ST
ED 1 1106 S 3RD c FL22058 1918 E 92ND ST
COM2 301 E ARMORY c FL67447 5813 N BERNARD ST
COM1 MRH GARNER 252 c FL26511 1615 LINDEN AV
LAS1 405 E JOHN c FL62557 230 S DOUGLAS
AGR4
AGR4 1010 S 3RD c FL63021 219 S PROSPECT ST
COM3 1206 W OREGON u EM73109 4 E KENILWORTH AV
COM1 905 S 5TH c FL60687 600 HIRSCH ST
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 288 c FL26511 1304 W FLOURNOY ST
GRAD 203 S WRIGHT c FL29203 1719 NEW ENGLAND
FAA3 305 W ILLINOIS u 10711 S CALHOUN AV
ENG1 MRH FORBES 446 c FL26511 AV ESTACION F5N33
PE 2 1010 S 3RD c FL69182 4418 DEMILO DR
GRAD 1702 PRINCETON DR c FL26336 1702 PRINCETON DR
LAS1 205 E ARMORY c FL61847 32 S EUCLID
FAA1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 RR 1
ENGl MRH GARNER 465 c FL26511 311 S HARD RD
GRAD 507 E GREEN c FL28643 8 10 205 SARAFIAH
GRAD 106 N ROMINE u EM73187 G M ST 11
PE 2 711 W CALIFORNIA u EM73793
ENG3 507 E JOHN c FL28901 5412 S KOSTNER
LAS1 312 E ARMORY c 2200 W 96TH ST
GRAD 105 N SABIN c 2200 W 96TH ST
LAS1 1004 S 4TH c FL61023 9312 LOWELL AV
ENGl 1110 W MAIN u EM75012 AZAR
COM3 308 E ARMORY c FL67542 1747 GREENLEAF
FAA1 611 E PARK c FL67524 1524 N 36TH AV
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 BOX 84
GRAD 1101 W CLARK u EM71400 612 9TH ST
ENG3 209 N GOODWIN u EM75985 2509 HARRISON ST
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 2948 ARLINGTON
ENGl 911 S 4TH c FL67574 310 ELM
GRAD 906 W SPRINGFIELD u 14B DURAISWAMI ROAD
ED 1 1002 S LINCOLN u EM79796 813 8UENA AV
LAS1 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654 405 KENNEDY ST N E
ENG4 1602-C2 ALABAMA DR u EM78128 RR 1
ENGl MRH GARNER 444 c FL26511 RR 4 BOX 268
LAS4 302 E JOHN c FL67981 100 SKYLINE DR
LAS1 209 E JOHN c 100 SKYLINE DR
COM4 811 HAWTHORNE DR u EM72900 811 HAWTHORNE DR
AGRA 907 W NEVADA u EM70143 RR 3
GRAD 908 S 5TH c FL67667 5166 FAIRLAND RD
FAA6 403 N RACE u 403 N RACE ST
GRAD 403 N RACE u 403 N RACE ST
GRAD 1007 W CALIFORNIA u EM71873 353 N MAIN ST
LAS1 501 E DANIEL c FL62519 RR 1
AGR2 809 W PENN u EM74069
FAA4 1002 W OREGON u 718 N BIERMAN
LAS1 605 LINCOLN u EM72017 508 PARK ST
GRAD 710 W CALIFORNIA u 710 W CALIFORNIA
ENGl MRH HOPKINS 341 c FL26511 1801 N LOTUS
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 250 c FL26511 72 PRESTON ST
GRAD 41 LAKESIDE TERR u EM78065 232 N HEIGHTS
GRAD 105 S LYNN u EM71562 206 S ORCHARD
FAA4 MRH CLARK 324 c FL26511 3240 W POLK ST





















EAST ST LOUIS ILL
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
CHICAGO 26 ILL













































WASHINGTON 11 D C
ASHLAND ILL
ROCKFORD ILL
EAST PEORIA 8 ILL


















SAVIGNON GA9RIEL MARIUS GRAO
SAVIO MARY ANGELA GRAD
SAWTELL WILL IAM B COM3
SAWYER CAROL LEE LAS2
SAWYER RONALD KENT FAA3
SAX ROBERTA SUSAN ED 2
SAXINGER WILLIAM CARL LAS1
SAYLER MIRIAM GRAD
SBARBARO JOHN CHARLES FAA1
SCADRON ROBERT BRIAN COM1
SCAFIDI CARL JAMES LAS2
SCAGGS ROBERT TYLER ENG3
SCANLON ROBERT JEROME GRAO
SCANNELL THOMAS JEFFRY LAS2
SCANNELL WILLIAM JOHN COM2
SCARBECK ROBERT LEE AGR
1
SCARR ROBERT FRANCIS GRAD
SCAVARDA WILLIAM FRANK. ENG1
SCESNEY STANLEY PAUL ENG4
SCHAAL MARY ADELE LAS2
SCHAAL RAYMOND EVERETT LAW2
SCHABOW MARGARET EVELYN COM2
SCHACHNER MARTIN JOEL LAS2
SCHACHT KEITH ALAN COM1
SCHACHT WILLIAM F FAA3
SCHACHTER JEROME LAW1
SCHACTER R03ERTA ANN LAS1
SCHAECK GEORGE LEE ENG4
SCHAEDE TERRY PARKER LAS2
SCHAEFER CLYDE ROY ENG2
SCHAEFER DAVID ARTHUR LAS4
SCHAEFER EARL FREDRICK ENG4
SCHAEFER KENNETH LOUIS FAA4
SCHAEFER KURT ROBERT ENG1
SCHAEFER LYNN LUCILLE AGR
SCHAEFER MARY LOUISE COM3
SCHAEFER PRISCILLA L LAS4
SCHAEFER ROBERT STEPHEN ENG4
SCHAEFER STEPHEN HAROLD ENG3
SCHAEFER WILLIAM JOSEPH FAA3
SCHAEFFER ANTHONY JOHN ENG3
SCHAEFFER DAVID GEORGE ENG1
SCHAEFFER KATHERINE M GRAD
SCHAEFFER RICHARD A ENG4
SCHAEFFLER WILHELM F GRAO
SCHAFER CHARLES WILLIAM ENG2
SCHAFER IRVIN BRUCE FAA4
SCHAFER LARRY AUGUST LAS2
SCHAFER NORMA JEAN LAS1
SCHAFER ROBERT ALLEN AGR1
SCHAFER WILLIAM JOSEPH VM 1
SCHAFERNAK DALE EDWARD FAA4
SCHAFFENACKER JUDITH A ED 1
SCHAFFER ALLAN HERBERT LAS1
SCHAFFER HERBERT CYRIL LAS3
SCHALK ERNEST JAMES COM2
SCHALL ROBERT ALLEN ENG1
SCHALLER WILLIAM HOWARD LAS3
SCHALLHAMMER WILLIAM L ENG2
SCHAMAUN JOHN THOMAS GRAD
SCHANER KENNETH IRWIN COM1
SCHAPANSKI THOMAS G ED 1
SCHAPS JOEL PHILLIP COM3
SCHARBERT ROBERT DALE COM1
SCHARF MARIANNE JOAN LAS1
SCHARF MARLENE JOYCE ED 1
SCHARFF ROBERT CAESAR LAS3
SCHARLACH DAN RAY ENG2
SCHARLACH ROBERT ALAN COM3
SCHATZ HAROLD STEVEN FAA4
SCHATZ HOWARD LAS1
SCHAUBLE JOAN S GRAD
SCHAUBLE JOSEPH HERMAN GRAD
SCHAUDT NANCY JEAN LAS2
SCHAUER ALAN ALBERT ENG2
SCHAUER ROGER FRANK EN31
SCHAUFF CHARLENE JOYCE ED 3
SCHAUFLER JANET GAIL LAS1
SCHAULIN WILLIAM LOUIS ENG3
SCHAUMANN WILLIAM J JR GRAD
SCHAUMBURG STANLEY J LAS2
SCHAUNER GEORGE JOSEPH ENG4
SCHECHTER LARRY MORTON FAA2
SCHECK CHARLES SPRINGER ENG4
SCHECKERMAN DONNA PW»E LAS1
SCHECKERMAN JOEL ELI FAA4
SCHEELE GEORGE F GRAD
SCHEFFEL BAR3ARA JOAN LAS1
SCHEIN LINDA SUE ED 3
SCHEIRMAN KAREN SUE LAS1
























































































1005 W GREGORY DR
C FL26511 VIRIVILLE FRANCE
U 222 PETTIBONE AV CROWN POINT IND
C FL63022 705 E FOREST AV NEENAH WIS
U FL26511 191ST REIGEL RD homEwood III
C FL61847 LELAND ILL
C FL28454 8028 S PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL67895 1501 WICKER PARK CHICAGO ILL
RR 3 MILFORD ILL
C FL26511 1711 N "CVICKER AV CHICAGO 39 ILL
C FL67570 6039 N BERNARD CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL68255 200 N LATHROP AV FOREST PARK ILL
U 1206 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
U 645 GOODING LA SALLE ILL
U EM51221 1201 N FRANKLIN SALEM ILL
U RR 4 SALEM ILL
C FL26511 4446 JACKSON BLV HILLSIDE ILL
C FL65036 108 E JOHN ST IHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM70468 RR 2 BOX 129 GENESEO ILL
C FL26935 RR 2 PANA ILL
U FL26511 306 S MARKET ::ellc ill
C FL26511 224 CARMEL AV El CERRITO 8 CALIF
C FL69064 917 MEDINAH 3ENSENVILLE ILL
C FL26511 473 DAHILL RD BROOKLYN 18 N Y
C FL26511 RR 3 WOODSTOCK ILL
U EM77142 9525 3EVERLY PL WAUWATOSA 13 WIS
C FL68228 5104 N WINTHROP AV CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 6611 N CAMPBELL AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 9110 S SAWYER AV EVERGREEN PK 42 ILL
U EM75206 1109 E OREGON URBANA ILL
U EM51170 RR 1 BOX 155 E CARONDELET ILL
U EM77151 1415 DOROTHY AV ALTON ILL
C FL63515 3129 RADFORD ST TOLEDO 14 OHIO
C FL61023 605 E MADISON VILLA PARK ILL
C <rL26511 159 SHERIDAN RD KENILWORTH ILL
U EM77153 1415 DOROTHY ST ALTON ILL
C FL62149 620 23TH AV EAST MOLINE ILL
U £"77151 RR 4 METROPOLIS ILL
C FL60839 43 NIPPERSINK BLVD FOX LAKE ILL
C FL26511 3117 RAY AV ALTON ILL
C FL65333 2013 N 81ST ST WAUWATOSA 13 WISC
U EM51351 300 WYOMING AV i 9MIN6 15 OHIO
U EM74064 ;• : . mrOMING av CINCINNATI 15 OHIO
C FL69252 7726 30NH0MME AV CLAYTON 5 MO
C 300 WYOMING AV WYOMING 15 OHIO
C FL66578 LULLUS STR 5 BAD HERSFELD GERMANY
C FL26511 1221 ASH ST BRIDGEPORT ILL
C FL61847 RR 1 Glasford ill
C FL25151 312 S LIBERTY ST RUSHVlLLE ILL
C FL67446 MALTA ILL
C FL26511 ALLENDALE ILL
U RR 1 PANA 3 ILL
U 2112 W ADDISON ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 CHESTNUT ILL
C FL67674 818 * MOSS PEORIA ILL
U EM76711 106 .. 51ST ST KANSAS CITY 12 MO
C FL67737 13121 AVENUE CHICAGO 33 ILL
C 325 N LOGAN LINCOLN ILL
C FL25040 2625 NEW ST BLUE ISLAND ILL
C FL26511 303 E MAIN ST STREATOR ILL
U EM77177 223 BRYN MAWR S E AL3UOUERQUE 'i HEX
C FL67570 4907 KEELER CHICAGO 30 ILL
635 N PROSPECT AV PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL67679 6533 N GREENVIEW CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1249 N 35TH ST EAST ST LOUIS ILL
U FL26511 7542 N ROCKWELL CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 1736 E 87TH PL CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL65483 4701 WOODLAND AV *ESTERN SPRINGS ILL
C FL60521 RR 2 RANKIN ILL
C FL60521 130 SHERIDAN WATSEKA ILL
102 W DOUGLAS ST JOSEPH ILL
C FL67679 4630 N DRAKE AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
U E'"73397 202 S LINCOLN APT 2 URBANA ILL
U EM73397 1537 N 3RD ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL25170 57 E SPRINGFIELD Av CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 17647 WALTER ST LANSING ILL
U EM79319 216 E JEFFERSON FREEPORT ILL
C FL27510 DEER GROVE ILL
U FL26511 3020 N 78TH CT ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
C FL23224 318 N MASON AV AMBOY ILL
C 5615 S TRUMBULL AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
U EV72676 RR 1 WATSEKA ILL
U EM77915 218 MONROE VILLA PK ILL
C FL67679 7816 S CHAPPEL CHICAGO 49 ILL
U E«73846 8049 IRVING PARK RD CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 526 WOCDLAWN AV GLENCOE ILL
U EM71460 526 WOCDLAWN ST 6LEMCOE ILL
U EM72812 204 HAYWARD ST YONKERS n y
C FL24671 333 SYCAMORE ST CARROLLTON ILL
U EM75441 1801 MONROE EVANSTON ILL
J FL26511 7550 S HONORE ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
1*1 WILLIAM ROGER AGR1
SCHELDT HARRIETT MAE COM1
• OPF JOHN DAVID
^CHFLL FREDA POPE GRAD
SCHELLING GERALD THOMAS AGR
1
SCHFMMEL BARBARA RFUTER GRAD
Si'HFMMFL PHILIP OLA ENG3
SCHFNBFRG MARLENE MAE LAS1
SCHENCK PHYLLIS ROSE LAS1
SCHFNK ALAN SHELDEN COM3
SCHENK HFNRY ENG2
SCHENNUM MAURICE GEORGE ENG1
SCHEPKE DENNIS MICHAEL ENG1
SCHFRFR BEVERLY JOAN LAS1
SCHERER JAMES ROBERT SWV4
SCHFRER JULIAN DAVID GRAD
SCHERSCHEL FRANK JOSEPH FAA4
SCHEULIN DON PAUL ENG4
SCHEULIN MARY LOUISE LAS2
SCHEY LEONA ANN ED 1
SCHIECKF KONRAD LUDWIG ENG3
SCHIECKE KURT GERHARDT ENG3
SCHIFDT ANDREAS ENG3
SCHIELE RUSSELL JOSEPH ENG4
SCHIEMER JUNE ADELE AGR3
SCHIEMER MARY ANN LAS3
SCHIERHOLTZ SUE ANN LAS1
SCHIESSER TMlL RAY GRAD
SCHIFF NANCY LYNN ED 1
SCHIFFER STUART EARL LAW1
SCHIFFMAN RICHARD B COM4
SCHILKE RENOLD EDWARD LAS1
SCHILL JAMES AUSTIN FAA1
SCHILLING CLIFFORD W ENG2
SCHILLING DAVID ROLAND AGR 1
SCHILLING FRANK HUBERT LAS4
SCHILSON STEVEN ENG1
SCHILTZ DONALD FRANCIS GRAD
SCHILTZ JAMES LEE ENG3
SCHINOEL ELAINE ROSE LAS3
SCHINDEWOLF HAROLD DALE COM2
SCHINDLER JOHN WINFIELD ENG1
SCHINKER LEE HENRY ENG1
SCHIR2 THOMAS ANTHONY ENG1
SCHISLER HAROLD EDMUND ENG1
SCHLAFER JOHN LEONARD AGR2
SCHLAPP MARJORIE LYNN PE 2
SCHLEGMAN SHELDON A FAA3
SCHLEICHER DOROTHY RAE LAS6
SCHLEIF GAIL IRENE FAA3
SCHLEIN STEPHEN PHILIP LAS1
SCHLEMMER DENNIS ROLAND ENG3
SCHLEMMER SUZANNE BETH AGR1
SCHLEPER AGNES MARIE LAS1
SCHLEPER JANET ANN COM3
SCHLESINGER MARCY SARA LAS2
SCHLEY CLEON MARYANN LAS 1
SCHLIESMANN JUDITH ANN COM1
SCHLIFKE GORDON ABEL LAS4
SCHLOBOHM NEAL LOTHER LAS1
SCHLOMER MARVIN HAROLD AGR1
SCHLORFF KENNETH JAMES LAS2
SCHLOZ EDWARD HENRY AGR4
SCHLUETER DONALD KAY ENG4
SCHLUETER MICHAEL ALLAN ENGl
SCHMADEBECK WILLIAM H FAA1
SCHMALZ CAROL JANE LAS4
SCHMARAK BURTON ALAN ENG3
SCHMARS WILLIAM THOMAS ENG4
SCHMEAL WALTER RICHARD LAS3
SCHMEICHEL MARYLYN ANN AGR4
SCHMELZER ROBERT EDWIN GRAD
SCHMENK THOMAS RALPH FAA2
SCHMID DAVID RAY ENG2
SCHMID WILLIAM HERBERT ENGl
SCHMIDT ALLAN DALE FAA3
SCHMIDT ARTHUR WILLIAM ENG3
SCHMIDT DENNIS FRANK COM3
SCHMIDT EDWARD STANLEY PE 3
SCHMIDT ELDON EDGAR VM 1
SCHMIDT FRED HERMAN GRAD
SCHMIDT HARRIET S FAA4
SCHMIDT HAROLD JOHN ENG4
SCHMIDT HOWARD KENNETH COM3
SCHMIDT HOWARD LEROY GRAD
SCHMIDT JACK RAYMOND FAA2
SCHMIDT JANET CAROLE LAS4
SCHMIDT JEANNE CAROLINE LAS3
SCHMIDT JOAN EVELYN LAS2
























































































1005 W GREGORY DR
713 S BROADWAY
C FL62563
U EM51418 BOX 405
C FL21677
U EM77995 416 FAIRLAWN DR
U EM70082
U EM74534 838 N OAK PARK AV
U EM74534 1536 N KEYSTONE AV
U EM75441 7414 PARKDALE
U FL26511 315 E 68TH ST
C FL26511 4341 N TROY ST
C FL65990 4822 N LAWNDALE
C FL67266 90 E WILLOW ST
C FL63085 2428 W PROCTOR
C FL66434 RR 4
C FL26358 901 E ELM ST
413 BROADMEAOOWS
C FL26511 3225 W BEACH
U 6400 S KOSTNER
U 1206 N GOODWIN
c 207 S 22ND
C FL265U 3548 W 61ST PL
C FL26511 3548 W 61ST PL
1706 CRAIN ST
C 4902 W 14TH ST
U FL26511 532 W LEGION
U FL26511 503 N METTER
U FL26511 4025 GROVE
C FL26511 420 E GARDEN ST
U FL26511 2747 W GREENLEAF
C FL26511 2814 W FARGO
C FL26511 5330 JACKSON BLVD
C FL26511 1528 MAIN ST
C 712 N 11TH ST
U EM 72905 RR#3
C FL62141 RR 1
C FL26511 3947 N ASHLAND AV
C FL24922 BOX 537
U 1100 LAKE ST
C FL26511 529 E 148TH ST
U FL26511 2139 E 70TH ST
U EM76947 RR 1
C FL23496 413 N JACKSON
C FL65588 1709 W UNIVERSITY
C FL67616 302 W GLOVER
C FL26511 167 BLAINE AV
C FL26511 RR 1
U FL26511 RR 1 80X 24
C FL26511 419 WlLSHIRE DR
C FL60432 F 44 B STAD TERR
C FL28590 530 N 112TH ST
C 266 LENOX RD
U EM75439 554 S MAIN AV
U FL26511 535 N MARTIN
U FL26511 12 S LINE ST
U EM75425 12 S LINE
C FL29860 5046 N TROY ST
U FL26511 RR 2 BOX 717
C FL67565 300 CRESTWOOD
U EM76741 8239 RHODES ST
C FL67550 2305 MAXEY
U EM75202 RR 1
U EM33630 RR 2
C FL66953 RR 1
C 2502 23RD AV A
C FL62222 105 MISSISSIPPI
C FL26511 2100 RUGEN RD
C FL28904 284 SANDUSKY
U EM76711 8027 COLFAX AV
C 125 S DIVISION
C FL60358 10141 RHODES
U EM74052 9349 S LAFLIN ST
U EM74336 BOX 214 RR 4
C FL21713 190 MEADOW LANE
U RR 2
C FL26511 700 MORRIS AV
C FL67542 R R 4 BOX 4188
C FL27176 708 WALNUT ST
U EM75335 230 EVLA AV
C FL26511 320 FORBES
U RR 3
C FL25335 1601 S NEIL
C FL21066 512 W PARK
C 244 PICK AV
C FL27100 1000 S EVERGREEN
C FL66189 1313 GARDEN LANE
C FL26511 8005 S LASALLE ST
C FL62501 5453 W OHIO ST
U EM70152 502 STRATFORD
U FL26511 4205 MADISON



























































































'SCHMIDT JUDITH ANN COM3
SCHMIDT KAREN BERNICE LAS1
SCHMIDT LOWELL DEAN COM3
SCHMIDT MARGARET CARTER LAS2
SCHMIDT MAX JOSEPH COM1
SCHMIDT MAX NORMAN FAA3
SCHMIDT NORMAN DALE LAS3
SCHMIDT RALPH OTTO ENG4
SCHMIDT ROBERT ALLAN LAS2
SCHMIDT ROBERT ARTHUR LAS3
SCHMIDT ROBERT HENRY LAS2
SCHMIDT ROBERT PAUL COM4
SCHMIDT ROBERT PAUL VM 1
SCHMIDT RONALD ROY LAS2
SCHMIDT RUTH ANN GRAD
SCHMIDT THOMAS ALAN ENG2
SCHMIDT WILLIAM HENRY FAA1
SCHMIEDER FRANK JOSEPH ENG1
SCHMIEGELT WILLIAM A ENG3
SCHMINK CLYDE LEE FAA3
SCHMITT EUGENE CHARLES FAA3
SCHMITT HERBERT RAYMOND ENG3
SCHMITT RONALD EUGENE FAA3
SCHMITTEL WILLIAM ENG1
SCHMITZ CHARLES LEROY ENG3
SCHMOLL JACQUES MAURICE COM2
SCHMUCKY HANS JOSEPH COM4
SCHMULBACH EDMOND LEROY PE 2
SCHMUTZLER GERALD ALAN AV I 1
SCHNABEL SUSAN LAS3
SCHNEBLE MARY JO LAS1
SCHNEEMANN CAROLEE GRAD
SCHNEIDER DEAN GEORGE GRAD
SCHNEIDER EARL MICHAEL ENG1
SCHNEIDER EDWARD HARMON LAS1
SCHNEIDER JAMES EARL AGR1
SCHNEIDER JOANNE ESTHER PE 2
SCHNEIDER JOHN DARYL ENG2
SCHNEIDER JOHN MATTHEW GRAD
SCHNEIDER KAREN LAVERNE FAA1
SCHNEIDER MARY ANN AGR2
SCHNEIDER PAUL HARRY LAS1
SCHNEIDER THEODORE C ENG4
SCHNEIDERMAN WILLA S ED 1
SCHNEIDERMEYER MELVIN J FAA2
SCHNI3BEN ALLEN RAY LAS2
SCHNITZ EILEEN PHYLLIS LAS1
SCHNITZ HOWARD MELVIN COM1
SCHNITZER LEE ELLIOT LAS2
SCHNOBRICH MARY E GRAD
SCHNOBRICH WILLIAM C GRAD
SCHNORF ROY MAX JR LAS1
SCHNOWSKE HARLEY DEAN VM 4
SCHOECK KENNETH ORVILLE ENG4
SCHOEN FRANCES ADRIANE COM3
SCHOENBECK ARCHIE A LAS4
SCHOENBECK RUTH CAROL LAS1
SCHOENRADE KURT LEOPOLD LAS3
SCHOETTLE JANET LEE ED 1
SCHOFF STEPHEN MCILHANY LAS2
SCHOFIELD WILLIAM H FAA4
SCHOLL ROLLAND DALE ENG2
SCHOLTENS ROBERT GEORGE GRAD
SCHOOLEY CATHERINE B GRAD
SCHOOLEY DAVID JOHN GRAD
SCHOOLEY FREDRICK E PE 1
SCHOONAERT JAMES HOWARD AGR2
SCHOONOVER JAMES L ENG4
SCHOPPE RUDOLPH C LAW2
SCHORIE SALLY LOU ED 3
SCHORN RONALD ANTHONY GRAD
SCHRADER DONALD S JR ENG1
SCHRADER GEORGE F JR GRAD
SCHRADER JAMES GLEN FAA4
SCHRADER JOHN YALE JR LAS3
SCHRADER NANCY JO GRAD
SCHRADSKI BERNICE LAS3
SCHRAG ANJA KUOPPALA GRAD
SCHRAG ROBERT LEROY GRAD
SCHRAM WILLIAM ANTHONY PE 4
SCHRAMM LARRY JAY LAS1
SCHRAMM WALTER MILTON LAS4
SCHRAUTEMYER ALBERT J ENG1
SCHREIBER DONALD R FAA4
SCHREIBER KATHARINE J COM1
SCHREIBER NANCY JEAN ED 2
SCHREINER CAROL SUE LAS4
SCHREINER JUDY LYNN ED 1
SCHREYER THEODOR E JR GRAD




























































































C FL67844 714 S GREENLAWN PEORIA ILL
U EM71150 358 WALNUT ST ELMHURST ILL
C FL67543 810 BELMONT AV WATSEKA ILL
U EM74613 506 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
C FL23848 221 W 3RD ST OGLESBY ILL
C FL62519 932 ERWIN ST ELKHART IND
C FL26511 RR 1 HARTSBURG ILL
U EM75985 1049 WOLFRAM ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL23557 512 S EDWIN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL61954 1914 ELIM AV ZION ILL
C FL62519 1301 S 5TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM51150 1000 S EVERGREEN ST KANKAKEE ILL
C 824 W HARVARD CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67322 RR 2 TOULON ILL
C FL21387 BOX 1441 DELAND FLA
C FL26511 RR 1 BELLEVILLE 3 ILL
C FL67622 237 LORRAINE WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL64433 303 MADISON WOOD RIVER ILL
C 8819 AUSTIN AV MORTON GROVE ILL
C FL21529 RR 1 POTOMAC ILL
C FL27614 9031 STICKNEY AV WAUWATOSA 13 WIS
C FL26511 3913 N WHIPPLE ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL21713 3407 LINCOLN AV ALTON ILL
C FL23395 WINNEBAGO ILL
C FL26511 113 N REED ST JOLIET ILL
U EM76711 7355 S CRANDON CHICAGO 49 ILL
U 1805 ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL
U EM75437 3020 LINDEN PL EAST ST LOUIS ILL
U EM71588 727 E LEONARD ST STAUNTON ILL
U EM73752 505 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
U FL26511 173 BRADLEY LANE ROSELLE ILL
3131 137TH ST FLUSHING 54 N Y
C FL26511 406 MAIN ST MANKATO MINN
C FL24569 1637 N 23RD AV MELROSE PARK ILL
U EM76711 3929 W JARVIS LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
C FL23345 FARINA ILL
U FL26511 1700 FOREST AV WILMETTE ILL
U EM78512 308 E THOMPSON ST URBANA ILL
U EM74980 BOX 135 COULTERVILLE ILL
C FL69340 RR 1 EL PASO ILL
C FL61870 RR 3 CARMI 3 ILL
C FL26511 4009 FAIRVIEW AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL29613 10036 N LAMON AV SKOKIE ILL
U FL26511 2320 E 70TH PL CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26279 805 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 20 S WEST ST NAPERVILLE ILL
C FL61145 8136 S SPAULDING CHICAGO 52 ILL
C FL26511 7726 S KINGSTON CHICAGO 49 ILL
U EM76711 5035 N LAWNDALE CHICAGO ILL
C FL78200 5915 N ARTESIAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26256 1211 NORTHWOOD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL23856 713 ARLINGTON CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79216 RR 1 CAMBRIDGE ILL
C FL26511 1604 JERSEY ST ALTON ILL
U EM75511 809 TWISDALE AV CARBONDALE ILL
U EM73659 RR *1 RED BUD ILL
C FL63021 117 MARENGO FOREST PARK ILL
C FL68990 4119 N KOLMAR CHICAGO 41 ILL
U EM71511 30 COUNTRY CLUB BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL24231 35 WAVERLY AV CLARENDON HILLS ILL
C FL26511 MARLTON RD RR 2 WOODSTOWN N J
U RR 1 WYOMING ILL
U 2633 MEYER AV S W GRAND RAPIDS MICH
C FL28334 504 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75042 403 W ELM URBANA ILL
C FL28334 504 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM72532 507 JACKSON WASHINGTON ILL
C FL21751 RR 1 CHALMERS IND
C FL25837 324 E PINE AV BENSENVILLE ILL
U EM71156 904 CATON AV JOLIET ILL
C FL66745 832 S LYMAN AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL26511 1875 SUNNYSIDE AV WESTCHESTER ILL
U EM77092 2021 BURLISON DR URBANA ILL
C 3 TULIP TREE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67981 735 HARVARD AV UNIVERSITY CITY 5 MO
501 E PINZON TUSCOLA ILL
U EM75441 407 W 11TH AV HUNTINGTON 1 W VA
C 318 RAVINE AV WAUKEGAN ILL
C 909 S 5TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 509 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
c 7353 COLGATE UNIVERSITY CITY 5 MO
C FL26818 150 E DUNN ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
C FL67435 7316 DOUGLAS AV DES PLAINES ILL
C 4826 N NASHVILLE AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
U FL26511 918 N GROVE AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL29123 605 S WILLIS CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 521 E FELLOWS ST DIXON ILL
U EM75416 521 E FELLOWS ST DIXON ILL
C FL63415 403 AMHURST DES PLAINES ILL






























































SCHULZ EDWIN T JR




























jftAD 509 ROBINSON CT C FL21504
LASl 1005 S LINCOLN U FL265U
LAS4 1005 S 3RD c FL24467
FNG2 808 S LYNN u EM72346
LAW2 MRH HOPKINS 380 c FL26511
I-OM2 1003 S 5TH c FL62697
LAS? 1316 W WHITE c FL69349
FAA2 307 E DANIEL c
AGR1 MRH FORBES 309 c FL26511
ED 3
AGR4 GIBSON CITY ILL
COM1 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM51830
FAA1 310 CHALMERS c FL26511
ED 3 F56A STADIUM TERR c FL69482
PE 3 303 E JOHN c FL66434
JNL3 1008 W GREEN u EM77201
LAS3 305 E ARMORY c
ED 1 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071
LAS4 305 E ARMORY c FL28759
LASl 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
COM3 1109 S 4TH c FL63071
LAS3 1004 W NEVADA u EM67256
ED 2 F56A STADIUM TERR c FL69482
ENG3 1316 W WHITE c FL69349
LASl 919 W JOHN c FL24800
FAA2 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66U2
AGR1 1116 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
JNL3 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
LASl 912 S 2ND c FL67432
LASl 106 E DANIEL c
ENG4 509 E DANIEL c
GRAD 311 E JOHN c
LASl 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 602 W OREGON u EM75926
GRAD 306 W MICHIGAN u EM73188
ED 1 706 S MATHEWS u EM71137
GRAD 612 W FLORIDA u EM76346
ENG1 402 E ARMORY c FL63633
GRAD 113 N POPLAR u EM79693
ED 4 113 N POPLAR u EM79693
GRAD 611 E PARK c
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAW1 910 S 5TH c FL26678
GRAD 207 E HEALEY c FL25974
LASl MRH GARNER 422 c FL26511
FAA4 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
ENG4 1008 W NEVADA u EM51101
ENG1 402 E ARMORY c FL63363
ENG1 105 GREEN c FL22408
GRAD 1206 N GOODWIN u
ENG1 1310 W STOUGHTON u EM79962
ENG2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ED 3 1206 N GOODWIN u
AGR1 311 E ARMORY c FL22331
AGR2 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
ED 1 306 E GREGORY c FL60080
ED 1 307 E JOHN c FL62129
LAS4 1005 S 2ND c
COM* 407 E DANIEL c
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 388 c FL26511
GRAD 1837-202 ORCHARD PL u
ENG1 TWIN CITY MOBIL PK c
AGR1 1110 S 2ND c FL27222
FAA1 MRH GARNER 306 c FL26511
COM1 1111 S 1ST c FL63314
LASl 508 E CHALMERS c FL25170
ENG1 212 E DANIEL c FL21811
LAS4 911 S 3RD c FL28157
ENG2 1003 S 5TH c
LAS2 1003 S 5TH c FL62697
LAS3 808 W VERMONT u EM78679
FAA5 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 703 FAIRLAWN u EM75031
AGR3 202 E GREEN c FL61879
ENG3 706 S 2ND c FL67617
ENG4 408 E CHALMERS c FL64627
LAS4 501 E DANIEL c FL23279
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 MRH FORBES 100 c FL26511
AGR4 1212 W MAIN u EM70362
ED 2 603 N ORCHARD u EM71982
COM1 909 S 3RD c FL67550
GRAD 1105 S 3RD c FL23980
GRAD 410 S BUSEY 'J EM71848
SWV3 1111 S SECOND c
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c
GRAD 311 W UNIVERSITY c FL29686
LASl 902 S 2ND c FL67621
ENG1 MRH GARNER 120 c FL26511
2116 MAIN ST
6729 S RIDGELAND
12029 S MAPLE AV
556 TARGEE ST
3432 W 107TH ST
3N701 WOODDALE RD
1316 W WHITE






3656 N SEELEY ST




112 W CRYSTAL LAKE
2518 HIGH ST
18122 ROY ST
F 56 A STAD TERR
1316 W WHITE ST
1529 HEDGE RD






25 BEECHWOOD RD S
831 LATIMER LANE
337 GRACELAND
306 W MICHIGAN AV
450 W DANIELS RD
612 W FLORIDA
7405 W MONROE
115 06 230TH ST
113 N POPLAR
117 WISCONSIN




6513 N BOSWORTH ST
GIDDINGS AV






2035 W 110TH PL
6044 N KIMBALL
5014 S DORCHESTER
4251 W IRVING PK
127 CHURCH ST
425 W BOURBONNAIS ST













1711 S 14TH ST
152 S 80THWELL
1210 JUNIATA ST


















































































































































































SEABERG CARL T JR












ENG4 1010 S 2ND C FL60521
AGR4 105 S WEBBER u EM70394
COM2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM2 607 E DANIEL C FL62149
ENG1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
ED 1 1104 NEVADA u EM75441
FAA4 300-503 S GOODWIN u EM51391
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS3 MRH FORBES 102 c FL265U
COM3 610 W WASHINGTON u EM72649
LAS2 1002 S LINCOLN u EM72645
LAS2 411 W HEALEY c FL27767
COM1 MRH FORBES 338 c FL26511
JNL3 MRH GARNER 238 c FL26511
GRAD 411 W HEALEY c FL27767
ENG1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
ENG1 MRH BARTON 208 c FL26511
COM3 907 S 4TH c FL60688
FAA1 907 S 4TH c FL60123
LAS1 MRH BARTON 222 c FL26511
GRAD 906 W NEVADA u EM76317
LAS4 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
GRAD 605 W OREGON u EM74806
LAS2 706 W OHIO u EM76711
GRAD 505 M UNIVERSITY c FL64773
COM3 MRH GARNER 424 c FL26511
GRAD 110 S GREGORY u
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 919 W COLUMBIA c FL24407
LAS3 302 MAPLE HALL c FL67337
GRAD 205 E GREEN c FL64746
AVI1 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
GRAD 107 E JOHN c FL24398
AGR1 RFD 3 c FL23363
ENG4 93 LAKESIDE TERR u EM71905
ENG4 1601 S NEIL c FL27440
GRAD 708 W NEVADA u
PE 1 402 E DANIEL c FL21529
LAS1 RR 3 c FL62830
GRAD 1808 ORCHARD PL u EM73994
ENG1
LAS1 508 E CHALMERS c FL28496
ENG2 912 S 2ND c FL25272
COM3 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM 754 3
9
LAS3 305 S RUSSELL c FL28325
PE 4 BOX 503 STA A c FL22385
ENG1 112 E CHALMERS c FL26054
GRAD 1204 E FLORIDA u EM72839
ED 3 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
GRAD 1107-531 W GREEN u EH78904
ENG1 105 W MICHIGAN u EM77747
GRAD 424 FAIRLAWN DR u EM78001
GRAD 509 S 5TH c
GRAD MAROA ILL
FAA3 1116 H NEVADA u EM77773
JNL4 509 S 5TH c
GRAD 1107-531 W GREEN u EM78904
ED 1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM3 704 W DELAWARE u EM77340
COM2 1008 S 4TH c FL25207
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 390 c FL26511
GRAD 202 S LINCOLN u EM79074
LAS2 906 S 6TH c FL67803
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 200 c FL26511
GRAD 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS2 309 E HEALEY c FL65678
AGR2 904 S LINCOLN u EM71191
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS c FL62681
ENG3 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039
ED 3 313 E JOHN c FL67844
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 203 c FL26511
ENG3 207 N GREGORY u EM78893
GRAD 211 W WHITE c
ENG4 1111 W ILLINOIS u EM74971
ENG1 906 S 6TH c FL67803
ENG1 MRH GARNER 475 c FL26511
GRAD
GRAD 1104 W CALIFORNIA u EM78835
GRAD PAXTON ILL
PE 2 LUNDGREN-225 c FL26511
GRAD 1210 W CALIFORNIA u EM78016
ED 4 216 GREGORY DR c FL28763
GRAD 705 OREGON u EM73369
LAS4 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
AGR2 MRH BARTON 24 c FL26511
VM 3 1108 W OREGON u EM71019









610 w WASHINGTON ST
2920 W JARVIS AV
411 * HEALEY ST
119 S MAYFIELD AV




308 N TERRACE LANE
30 5 E MAIN
1996 ANTHONY AV
6436 N BELL AV
5614 N KIMBALL
5450 N EUCLID AV
8331 N CHRISTIANA
676 DETAMBLE
1624 H FARWELL AV
RR 2
3025 W FARGO AV
919 W COLUMBIA AV





BOX 229 3 ROUTE 1









308 W DOUGLAS ST
615 ELM ST















50 N 18TH ST
S MAIN ST
10027 3 DAMEN
6733 S WOOD ST
860 W PLEASANT ST
1119 NORTH AV
3411 S OAK PARK AV
11008 S LAWNDALE AV










506 W MICHIGAN ST


























NEW YORK 57 N Y
CHICAGO 45 ILL
CHICAGO ILL
























































































































































SEVERSON ROBERT F JR





COM1 MRH LUNDGREN 323 C FL26511
ENG1 1203 W CHURCH C
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 223 c FL26511
ENG2 1406 W BRADLEY c FL65750
COM3 Ml S GOODWIN u EM76303
ENG3 MRH FLAGG 407 c FL26511
PE 4 810 W OREGON u
PE 1 1 1 1 1 W NEVADA u FL26511
AGR1 105 E GREEN c FL22406
COM1 1003 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS? 212 F DANIEL c FL68970
LAS3 401 S LINCOLN u EM73566
AGR1 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
LAS3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM1 410 E JOHN c FL67677
LAS1 405 E JOHN c FL62557
ENG4 59 E SPRINGFIELD c
FAA3 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
LAS2 907 S 3RD c FL67679
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM4 301 S 1ST c
LAW3 1107 W GREEN u EM75197
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 1714 PAULA DR c FL65725
LAS4 1010 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS2 1010 W CALIFORNIA u
GRAD 702 W ILLINOIS u EM51302
AGR3 801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
ENG4 901 S 1ST c
LAS2 508 E DANIEL c FL28590
COM4 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
COM1 407 E WASHINGTON u EM72295
PE 3 202 E GREEN c FL61879
ENG3 305 E JOHN c FL60733
LAS3 MRH F0R8ES 300 c FL26511
LAS1 1112 W OREGON u EM79298
ENG3 206 N ROMINE u
LAS1 912 S 2ND c FL67432
ENG4 1004 W NEVADA u EM72676
LAS3 206 E GREEN c FL68235
LAS3 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
LAS4 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM1 MRH FORBES 211 c FL26511
ED 1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
AGR3 209 E ARMORY c FL24231
LAS4 311 E ARMORY c FL24453
ENG4 306 E CHALMERS c FL66953
PE 3 202 E GREEN c FL61879
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID c FL60164
COM3 1602 W KIRBY c FL23549
COM1 1602 W KIRBY c FL23549
COM4 1004 S 1ST c
GRAD 1003 W GREEN u EM76320
JNL4 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG1 312 E ARMORY c FL27614
GRAD 609 W GREEN u EM79866
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 410 c FL26511
LAS3 1002 W OREGON u EM73127
GRAD 206 E SPRINGFIELD c FL60843
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 108 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD MRH TAFT 11 c FL26511
LAS2 1101 W PENN u EM75439
ENG3 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM51830
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN u EM71150
ENG1 912 S 2ND ST c FL67432
VM 1 907 S 3RD c FL60458
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 117 c FL26511
FAA1 303 E JOHN c FL66434
LAS1 912 S 2ND c FL67433
FAA3 1102 S LINCOLN u EM74006
ENG2 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
LAS1 405 E JOHN c FL62557
GRAD 508A W VINE c FL69456
ENG2 211 E DANIEL c FL67583
AGR4 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74069
ED 3 404 E JOHN c FL68738
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
FAA4 MRH c FL26511
FAA1 MRH GARNER 390 c FL26511
ENG4 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74030
GRAD 705 W HEALEY c FL21148
GRAD 110 W KIRBY c FL27198
ENG4 203 S WRIGHT c FL26604
LAS3 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
JNL4 421 FAIRLAWN DR u EM72768
LAS1 501 E DANIEL c FL62519





1009 W CULLERTON ST
1009 W CULLERTON
4709 N SACRAMENTO
111 TERRACE VIEW LN
1805 N MAPLE





59 E SPRINGFIELD AV




1107 W GREEN ST





4219 RUSSELL AV N
RR*1




4879 N LINCOLN AV











20 S LOCUST PL
RR 1
1890 E 14TH ST
1602 W KIRBY AV
1602 W KIRBY
7235 N KEYSTONE ST
727 W 117TH ST
1450 N CAMPBELL
473 UVEDALE RD
1224 S 61ST CT
11019 SELIMPUR RD
712 N MONROE














111 W WALNUT ST
9100 MCCARTHY RD
RR
508A W VINE ST









609 S CHURCH ST
421 FAIRLAWN DR





















































































































































































LAS3 1102 W NEVADA U EM78117
ENG1 1409 W PARK C FL23356
LAS2 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
FAA4 619 W SPRINGFIELD c FL27751
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 116 c FL26511
GRAD 611 W GREEN u
ENG1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
ENG1 1209 W CLARK u
LAS2 1106 S 3RD c FL22058
ENG2 510 E HEALEY c
LAS3 G50D1 STADIUM TERR c FL27415
GRAD 402 E SPRINGFIELD c
LAS1 MRH GARNER 300 c FL26511
LAS1 110 W KIRBY c
ENG1 110 W KIRBY c
LAS1 476 GREGORY DR c FL26511
ENG1 MRH GARNER 446 c FL26511
ENG2 1607 VIRGINIA DR u EM70055
GRAD 806 S MCCULLOUGH u EM75610
LAS4 103 S MCCULLOUGH u EM78876
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 103 S MCCULLOUGH u EM78876
LAS1 306 E GREGORY c FL62516
LAS1 1008 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 807 S FAIR c FL21960
GRAD 1306 LARKSPUR LN c FL 64187
LAS1 MRH BARTON 411 c FL26511
LAS3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ED 3 1106 S 3RD c FL64420
GRAD 402 E GREEN c
GRAD 203 E GREEN c FL60146
GRAD 1306 W CLARK u
ENG3 1213 W MAIN u
GRAD 402 E GREEN c
GRAD 1435 CAROLINA DR u EM79032
GRAD 1107-429 W GREEN ST u
GRAD 1604 CORONADO c FL25878
LAS3 1105 S 1ST c FL67017
LAS1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
COM2 MRH GARNER 266 c
LAS2 1002 S LINCOLN u EM72645
LAS2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
FAA2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 907 S 4TH c FL67995
ENG1 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
GRAD 402 E GREEN c
AGR2 1116 W NEVADA u EM73845
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA u EM77565
GRAD 508 W HILL c FL28871
GRAD 508-11 W HILL c FL28871
ENG2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 1307 W MAIN u EM77398
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ED 3 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
LAS2 205 W HIGH u EM71201
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1106-303 S EUCLID c FL60427
LAS4 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS1 MRH FORBES 232 c FL26511
COMA 907 S 4TH c FL67995
LAS3 1111 2ND c FL61580
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
LAS2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
PE 3 1116 W EUREKA c
GRAD NORMAL ILL
GRAD MATH DEPT u
JNL3 110 CHALMERS c
LAS4 110 E CHALMERS c
LAS2 118 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 1107-230 W GREEN u
ED 2 904 S 3RD c FL21669
COM2 311 E GREEN c FL67544
LAS4 503 S LYNN c
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA1 72 GREENCROFT c FL24051
ENG4 105 S WRIGHT c FL22425
FAA3 302 E JOHN c FL67981
PE 4 1308 BELMEADE c FL63251
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM2 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
ENG4 906 W CLARK u
COM3 905 W CAL IFORNIA u
FAA4 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
FAA4 104 E JOHN c
LAS1 402 E JOHN c FL62141
ED 1 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136












1734 N CENTRAL PK
110 W KIRBY














6914 S OGLESBY AV






ST JOSEPH ST 13
3055 N MENARD
6615 S SACRAMENTO





217 N EUCLID AV
1 DODDARAYAN KOIL ST
RR 1





3750 LAKE SHORE DR
2528 W WINNEMAC
6244 N RICHMOND AV
1922 W HOOD
5507 N ST LOUIS
1317 FARGO AV
6244 N RICHMOND ST






6 N 300 OAK
NORMAL UNIVERSITY
LAKHANPAL HOUSE
2416 VAN WIE AV
6925 CRANDON AV











117 N MAIN ST

























ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
CHICAGO 45 ILL
































































E ST LOUIS ILL
DANVILLE ILL
ROCKFORD ILL
SHAW WARREN ARTHUR GRAD
SHAW WAYNt WILLIAM FAA?
SHAW WILLIAM EDWIN FAA*.
SHAWVAN ROBERT STUART LAS3
SHEAFFER DEAN ROBERT FAA3
SHEAHAN JOSEPH P JR ENG1
SHFAHAN MARTIN JOSEPH ENG4
SHEAHAN MICHAFL JOHN COM1
SHFAHEN PATRICIA LOUlSF LAS3
SHECHTMAN ARTHUR IVAN LAS1
SHEDD WYOMA NANCY LAS2
SHEEHAN GERALD DANIFl COM3
SHEEHAN PATRICK JOSEPH COM4
SHEEHY THOMAS WILLIAM FAA1
SHEELY CLYDE QUITMAN JR GRAD
SHEERIN JERRY COLEMAN FAA4
SHEETS NORMAN RAY GRAD
SHEETS STEPHANIE ANNE PE 1
SHEFFER DONALD DAVID ENG4
SHEIN CAROLE ROSLYN LAS3
SHF< ANTHONY ENG2
SHELBY ROBERT LEE ENG1
SHELBY WILLIAM LARRY COM2
SHFLEY FRANKLIN EUGENE COM2
SHELLEY WILLIAM EDWARD LAS3
SHELTON LAWRENCE DALE COMl
SHELTON MARGUERITE M GRAD
SHELTON RONALD MYRON GRAD
SHEMIK RALPH THEODORE AGR1
SHEN FA CHUN GRAD
SHENOI BELLE ANANTHA GRAD
SHEPARD HARVEY KENNETH LAS4
SHEPARD JERRY DUANE COM6
SHEPARD RICHARD ALAN COMl
SHEPHERD BETTY JANKY GRAD
SHEPHERD CHARLES EDWIN LAW3
SHEPHERD LAWRENCE H JR GRAD
SHEPPERD THOMAS EUGENE ENG1
SHERE BARRY JOEL COM2
SHERER GEORGE HENRY ENG1
SHERIDAN SIMON RAOUL LAS3
SHERIDAN TERRY WILSON ED 4
SHERIDAN WILLIAM LOREN AGR1
SHERIFF HAROLD EDWARD GRAD
SHERMAN DAVID RU9IN COM2
SHERMAN DONALD JEROME ENG2
SHERMAN EDWARD OWEN JR GRAD
SHERMAN ELONA SUE ED 2
SHERMAN HENRY LESTER AGR1
SHERMAN JACQUELINE SUE ED 1
SHERMAN JEFFREY STUART LAS1
SHERMAN LEIGH LAWRENCE COM4
SHERMAN LOIS RUTH LAS3
SHERMAN MICHAEL EDWARD ENG3
SHERMAN RODNEY CLARKE COM2
SHERMAN THOMAS FILSON COM4
SHERO HENRY CARTER FAA2
SHERMAN THOMAS DALE JR COMl
SHERRARD JOHN ERNEST AGR1
SHERWIN DEANNE ED 2
SHERWOOD FRANKLIN B GRAD
SHETTRON CAROLYN JUDITH FAA2
SHEURING VERLON LEE JNL4
SHEVLIN RONALD DALE LAS1
SHEWMAKER ROBERT EUGENE ENG2
SHIELDS GEORGE EDWARD ED 3
SHIELDS MARALEE KAY COM2
SHIERRY ROBERT STEPHEN ENG4
SHILGALIS THOMAS WALTER LAS4
SHIMAMOTO FRANK HISAO GRAD
SHIN TAI SAFNG GRAD
SHINGHAL KRISHNA C GRAD
SHINKER STEPHEN OLIVER LAS 1
SHINKEVICH BETTY ANN ENG1
SHINSATO DAVID KOICHI ENG4
SHIOMOTO MARIAN LAS3
SHIPKA RONALD BRUCE COM4
SHIPLEY DOROTHY ANNA LAS1
SHIPP NANCY JANE COM4
SHIPP SALLY JOANNE AGR1
SHIRWO DAROLD MYLES ENG1
SHISSLER ROBERT GEORGE AGR3
SHIVE JAMES WILLIAM GRAD
SHIVE ROBERT LEE COM2
SHIVE VIRGINIA G FAA2
SHIVELY RICHARD ROBERT GRAD
SHLENS DIANE SCHWARTZ GRAD
SHLESS JANIE CARLYN JNL3
SHMIKLER GLENDA DEE ED 2





































































206-21 N RACE ST
509 E STOUGHTON



















u 1835 GUAVA CT OXNARD CALIF
u FM71634 705 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
c FL64326 23 FOREST AV VERMILLION S DAK
c FL26511 530 WILLIAM ST RIVER FOREST ILL
c FL67542 RR 1 DIXON ILL
c FL67266 10947 HERMOSA AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
c FL67266 10947 HERMOSA CHICAGO ILL
u 5224 MULFORD SKOKIE ILL
u EM75425 1114 PRINCETON HIGHLAND PARK ILL
u EM76711 37 GROVE ST PASSAIC N J
U EM72672 7 KIRCHER PL BELLEVILLE ILL
c 9622 S GREENWOOD CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL63314 129 CENTER ST GRAYSLAKE ILL
c FL67266 2671 WALDRON RD KANKAKEE ILL
u BOX 574 STATE COLLEGE MISS
c FL66210 405 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u K 24 JARDINE TERR MANHATTAN KANSAS
c FL62571 101 S PARKWAY PROSPECT HEIGHTS ILL
u EM79323 1480 W WILLIAM ST DECATUR ILL
u FL26511 2856 W GREENLEAF ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
u 479 CASTLE PEAK RD KOWLOON HONG KONG
c FL26511 1401 COLE HOLLOW RD EAST PEORIA 6 ILL
c FL2538? 1705 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL27100 400 17TH ST LINCOLN ILL
c FL28809 RR 3 UECATUK ILL
c FL26511 BOX 476 WAYNE CITY ILL
u EM71560 2010 BURLISON DR URBANA ILL
SEYMOUR ILL
c FL26511 442 22ND ST NIAGARA FALLS N Y
u 5432 S ELLIS AV CHICAGO 15 ILL
110 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
c FL26511 103 S PARKSIDE AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
c FL61894 1302 N 11TH ST PEKIN ILL
c FL61894 1302 N 11TH ST PEKIN ILL
u BOX 96 VESTA MINN
u EM70004 639 S 4TH AURORA ILL
u CARE OF NICKLE STORE COLUMBIA MISS
c FL66834 1608 N 13TH ST PEKIN ILL
c FL67654 6247 N MOZART CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL26511 400 S 6TH ST MATTOON ILL
c FL68235 9623 SANGAMON AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
c FL28809 595 RIFORD RD GLEN ELLYN ILL
u 1618 13TH ST WAUKEGAN ILL
BOX 285 SIDNEY ILL
c FL60688 2733 W SHERWIN AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL26511 8748 S BENNETT AV CHICAGO ILL
u EM72812 55 FERNCREST BLV N PROVIDENCE 11 R I
c FL26129 7428 BENNETT CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL67871 BOX 545 SOMONAUK ILL
u FL26511 5501 N CALIFORNIA CHICAGO 25 ILL
c FL67570 5501 N CALIFORNIA CHICAGO 25 ILL
c FL68135 RR 5 BOX 425 A ROCKFORD ILL
u FL26511 4334 N CLARENDON CHICAGO ILL
u EM73010 1639 LOCUST QUINCY ILL
c FL67542 427 W SOUTH ST GALESBURG ILL
u EM76573 7130 N 2ND ST ROCKFORD ILL
c FL21713 826 N HARRISON LITCHFIELD ILL
c FL26511 1505 SHELBY MATTOON ILL
c FL29625 RR 1 ROSAMOND ILL
c FL61389 59 LAKEWOOD PL HIGHLAND PARK ILL
u EM76107 1602 GEORGIA DR URBANA ILL
u EM70152 725 HILL SPRINGFIELD COLO
u EM74076 1603 HILLCREST ST URBANA ILL
c FL21847 917 N 82ND ST EAST ST LOUIS ILL
c FL60521 1704 VERNON AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL68235 10031 S MARION OAK LAWN ILL
u FL26511 RR 2 RUSHVILLE ILL
u EM77954 610 W STOUGHTON ST URBANA ILL
c FL67266 213 ELLIOTT ST KEWANEE ILL
u EM70422 950 LAKI RD HONOLULU 17 HAWAII
c FL62794 71 HACHUNG RI KYONG NAM KOREA
c FL26511 MANOO BHANJA ALIGARH INDIA
c FL28809 2023 RIDGE RD HOMEWOOD ILL
u EM71581 511 E 8TH ST KEWANEE ILL
c FL66834 941143 WAIPAHU ST WAIPAHU OAHU HAWAII
u FL26511 5247 N GLENWOOD CHICAGO ILL
c FL23960 5906 N LANDERS ST CHICAGO 30 ILL
c FL24610 1409 HEALEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL62557 1418 N BROADWAY ST PEORIA 5 ILL
c FL62557 1418 N BROAOWAY PEORIA 5 ILL
c FL60521 3939 BIRCHWOOD AV SKOKIE ILL
c FL63085 ELMWOOD ILL
u 337 W ADAMS MACOMB ILL
u EM73845 230 HARWOOD JOLIET ILL
u FL26511 ANNAWAN ILL
c FL26511 528 N STONE LA GRANGE ILL
c FL24384 1916 DAVID DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM76511 1215 SHERWIN CHICAGO 26 ILL
<: FL26781 515 S RIDGEWAY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL29471 515 S RIDGEWAY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
5H0BE MAX LEON AGRA
SHOEL RONALD LEE ENG3
SHOEMAKER BLAINE EARL AGR4
•SHOEMAKER DANNER MARTIN FAA4
SHOEMAKER OREN ROGER ENG1
SHOGER ALICE LORRAINE ED 4
SHOLEM SONYA ADES ED 3
SHOLL JOYCE ELIZABETH LAS1
SHONKWILER JAMES L JR COM3
SHOOK CALVIN DARRELL COM1
SHOR9 DIANA JANE LAS2
SHOREY ROBERT AV I 2
SHORT ALLEN L'JTHER ENG3
SHORT IAN CHRISTOPHER M GRAD
SHORT REGINALD JR ED 1
SHORT THEODORE LAS1
SHORT WAYNE ALLEN ENG3
SHORT WILLIAM FRANKLYN AV I 1
SHOTLIEF JAMES EDWARD COM4
SHOTTON JOHN ARNOLD JR ENG2
SHOTTS DAVID ALLISON LAS1
SHOTTS L D ENG2
SHOUSE EVELYN JOANN LAS2
SHOVER EDWARD FRANKLIN GRAD
SHOWALTER SANDRA LEE LAS1
SHOWLEY LARRY GENE COM4
SHPINER LARRY ELLIOT ENG4
SHRADER LARRY ASH COM4
SHRINER BETTY PAULINE PE 1
SHRINER WILLIAM NOLAN LAS1
SHRIVER GERALD LEE LAS3
SHROFF GAUTAM T GRAD
SHROFF SURESH DAYABHAI ENG2
SHROYER WAYNE HOWARD GRAD
SHRYOCK MARY ANN ED 1
SHU LORA YENCHU GRAD
SHUBERT HARRY ALFRED GRAD
SHUCK LEONARD DOUGLAS ENG1
SHUCKHART NANCY MAE LAS3
SHUFORD DONALD BEAM GRAD
SHUGALL SARETTA MAY FAA1
SHULL TERRY ANNE LAS1
SHULMAN ANITA LAS1
SHULMAN DORENE ED 2
SHULMAN EDWARD JAY COM1
SHULTS GEORGE WILLIAM AV 1
1
SHUMAKER RALPH B JR GRAD
SHUMAN JANET LOUISE LAS1
SHUNICK DAVID KIRLEY COM4
SHUNK JAMES FREDERICK ENG1
SHUPENUS JAMES ALLAN LAS1
SHURTS FREDERIC BRUCE COM1
SHURTS SUE CAROL LAS1
SHURTZ RICHARD CHARLES COM1
SHUTE SUSAN ELISAEETH FAA2
SHUTTY GARY DENNIS AV 1
SHUTZBAUGH MARGARET J LAS3
SIBLIK DANIEL JAMES ENG3
SICH MIRO FAA3
SICK FLORA JANE LAS3
SIDDENS SALLY JOSEPHINE FAA2
SIDELL DAVID M COM2
SIDER JUDITH SUE COM3
SIDES BARBARA LYNN LAS2
SIDLAUSKAS AUDRYS COM1
SI DON MARILYN LOU LAS1
SIDON MYRON ARTHUR LAS1
SIDOR JOSEPH RICHARD GRAD
5IEG RICHARD ARTHUR COM1
SIEGAL BARBARA LEE LAS1
SIEGAL DORIS JNL3
SIEGEL EVELYN ED 1
SIEGEL FRANK EDWARD COM2
SIEGEL HOWARD SHELDON LAS1
SIEGEL IRIS PAULINE ED 3
SIEGEL MYRNA KAY COM4
SIEGEL NEIL BARRY ENG1
5IEGEL RICHARD WHITE GRAD
SIEGEL ROBERT LAWRENCE LAS1
5IEGEL SHELDON LLOYD GRAD
SIEGEL SUZETTE BELL LAS3
SIEGERT PHILIP TWISS LAS2
SIEGMAN JACOB GRAD
SIEGRIST JAY DON AGR1
5IEGRIST KAREN LEE FAA4
5IEMENS JOHN CORNELIUS GRAD
5IERACKI JOSEPH EDWARD ENG4
SIERECKI LEON GERALD LAS1
5IESENNOP THOMAS CARL LAW1


























































































U EM79319 RR 4 CASEY ILL
r TOWANDA ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 ALEDO ILL
C FL67621 902 S 2ND ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 9933 MERTON AV OAK LAWN ILL
C FL29082 RR 1 OSWEGO ILL
C FL29290 32 GREENCROFT CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 NEW WINDSOR ILL
C FL24261 295 S 5TH BOX 223 SHELDON ILL
C FL26511 1223 ASH WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL62571 16 RIDGE AV DECATUR ILL
U EM73408 4357 W 25TH ST CHICAGO 23 ILL
C FL28760 57 MADISON DR DECATUR ILL
U EM77729 715 ASHLAND AV RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL24429 2123 DARROw AV EVANSTON ILL
C FL24429 2123 DARROW EVANSTON ILL
U 912 S LAND HARRISBURG ILL
C FL26511 SAUNEMIN ILL
C FL69536 603 E UNION ST ROCKTON ILL
C FL26511 1303 W CHERRY ST MARION ILL
C FL26511 1286 BEECHER AV GALESBURG ILL
C FL265U 2209 ELISHA ZION ILL
C FL67844 1229 S 7TH KANKAKEE ILL
C FL24529 330 E 11TH TULSA OKLA
C FL61145 4556 MONTANA CHICAGO 39 ILL
C FL61813 RR 2 KEWANNA IND
C FL26772 1054 S WILDWOOD KANKAKEE ILL
U EM73565 604 E RYDER ST LITCHFIELD ILL
U FL26511 RR 3 HUNTINGTON IND
C FL26511 RR 3 HUNTINGTON IND
C FL24130 1100 OPDYKE CHESTER ILL
C FL60416 MINEXUA MONSION BOMBAY 4 INDIA
U GUJJAR LANE BOMBAY 23 INDIA
C FL26971 312 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71191 1218 CARTER ST CARBONDALE ILL
46 WENCHOU ST TAIPEI CHINA
U EM79518 401 S COLER URBANA ILL
C FL61894 921 E CORRINGTON PEORIA 4 ILL
U FL26511 4121 N MOZART CHICAGO ILL
C FL26305 410 E EIGHT TYLER TEXAS
U 5710 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM73300 1702 S RACE ST URBANA ILL
C FL28454 6729 CLYDE AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL22058 6137 N RICHMOND CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL67585 6244 N RICHMOND CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 89 GRAYMOOR LANE OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL
U EM72558 203 N MAIN ST GREER S CAR
U RR 1 SULLIVAN ILL
C FL61894 1110 ROSEVIEW AV KEWANEE ILL
C FL26511 5621 S ARTESIAN AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL26511 1820 S 14TH SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM72274 507 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL61840 RR 2 NEWMAN ILL
C FL61894 608 S HIGHLAND CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 400 SPRINGFIELD RD EAST PEORIA ILL
C FL26511 284 SCHUMACHER MARSEILLES ILL
C FL65780 RR 4 PARIS ILL
C FL26511 2331 HARVEY AV BERWYN ILL
C FL26511 3338 N HAMILTON CHICAGO 18 ILL
C 4836 MIDDAUGH AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL24164 1000 W JEFFERSON EFFINGHAM ILL
C FL67585 5740 N BERNARD CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL61790 8144 CRANDON CHICAGO 17 ILL
U FL26511 7902 FULLERTON AV ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
C FL60733 704 N WESLEY SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL61380 1219 GLENCOE ST DENVER 20 COLO
C FL67995 1219 GLENCOE ST DENVER 20 COLO
2144 W MOFFAT ST CHICAGO 47 ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 SHIRLEY ILL
U FL26511 6858 S EUCLID AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
U 5400 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL26511 4606 N CENTRAL PK AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
C 6304 N WAYNE CHICAGO 40 ILL
c 6338 N LEAVITT ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
u 6251 N RICHMOND ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 6251 N RICHMOND ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 8207 N KEYSTONE AV SKOKIE ILL
C FL22820 229 ST PAUL ST BROOKLINE 46 MASS
C 6304 N WAYNE CHICAGO 40 ILL
U EM75119 904 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
C FL26511 2010 N HUMBOLDT CHICAGO ILL
C FL67542 60* E 3RD ST PANA ILL
C FL69427 1231 51ST ST BROOKLYN 19 N Y
C FL62563 RR 1 SAN JOSE ILL
C RR 1 SAN JOSE ILL
C FL23289 45021 FIG AV LANCASTER CALIF
C FL67266 613 GARNSEY JOLIET ILL
C FL67266 5223 S MENARD AV CHICAGO 38 ILL
C 4147 WELLINGTON CHICAGO 41 ILL
u 805 S LINCOLN URBANA ILL
SIFVERS ROBERT EUGENE
S1FWERT MONICA ANN
























































































GRAD 51 E JOHN c FL24748
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD RR 2 u EM75842
GRAD 624 S 5TH c FL69427
LAS3 907 S 3RD c FL67679
GRAD 502 E STOUGHTCN c
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 359 c FL26511
GRAD 502 W SPRINGFIELD c
PE 2 907 S 4TH c FL67994
ENG4 410 E GREEN c FL67629
GRAD 403 E WHI TE c
ENG1 MRH FORBES 294 c FL26511
JNL4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ED 1 306 E GREGORY OR c FL62516
LAS1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG1 207 E JOHN c FL67622
LAW? 211 W SPRINGFIELD c
ENG4 SIDNEY ILL
ED 3 607 E JOHN c FL28086
AGR2 RR 3 u EM44216
LAS1 907 S 3RD c FL67679
COM3 301 E ARMORY u FL67447
ED 4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL265U
ENG1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570
LAS4 MRH FORBES 300 c FL26511
JNL3 MRH GARNER 378 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM3 302 E GREGORY c FL67654
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 392 c
LAS3 311 E GREEN c
GRAD 603 S WESTERN c FL26897
LAS2 MRH FORBES 270 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH GARNER 443 r FL26511
GRAD 603 S WESTERN c FL26897
FAA3 207 S WRIGHT c FL24497
LAS1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
GRAD MRH CLARK 240 c FL26511
AGR4 604 E ARMORY c
GRAD 808 S 5TH c FL60979
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS? 907 S 4TH c FL60241
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG3 1512 W HEALY c
LAS2 302 W IOWA u EM76556
GRAD 907 CALIFORNIA u
LAS2 903 W NEVADA u
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 125 c FL26511
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA u EM75450
GRAD 815 N MCKINLEY c FL65720
LAS3 1204 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS4 MRH FLAGG 424 c FL26511
GRAD 1204 W CALIFORNIA u
ENG1 210 E GREEN c
ENG1 906 S 6TH c FL67803
LAS2 412 W HILL c FL24859
GRAD MRH TAFT 205 c FL26511
GRAD I64A STADIUM TERR c FL22478
LAS1 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
GRAD 1001 E DELAWARE u EM76936
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
COM3 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
ENG4 206 E GREEN c FL68235
FAA MRH TAFT 209 c FL26511
ENG3 1002 W CALIFORNIA u EM79323
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 212 c FL26511
LAS3 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
FAA3 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439
COM2 MRH CLARK 302 c FL26511
ED 1 714 W CALIFORNIA u EM74314
LAW2 306 W CALIFORNIA u EM73980
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 1102 W NEVADA u EM78117
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 309 c FL26511
ENG2 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654
LAS2 212 E DANIEL c FL21811
ENG4 2 09 N GOODWIN u EM75985
GRAD 410 S BUSEY u
LAS3 509 S 4TH c
FAA4 2106 S BURLISON DR u EM72453
GRAD 604 N MAPLE u EM78265
GRAD TOLONO ILL
LAS1 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
FAA1 1110 W CALIFORNIA u EM71972
ENG2 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
GRAD 1305 BRIARCLIFF DR u
GRAD 1510 GRANDVIEW DR c FL65300
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
ENG1 MRH CLARK 406 c FL26511
1120 N COLLEGE ST
225 WALNUT
RR 2
3353 W EASTWOOD AV
556 W ROSCOE ST
5458 BERENICE AV
7716 LOWELL





8349 SOUTH SHORE DR
2814 N CAMBRIDGE
93 7 BROOK
4926 N ALBANY AV
937 bROOK
558 W ELLIOTT Av
101 ILLINOIS AV
RR 2 BOX 238




6141 N LAWNDALE ST
3355 W GLENLAKE AV







7539 N ROCKWELL AV
2714 U CORTEZ ST
STAD TERR D 41




1933 N FREMONT ST
1129 W MACON ST
9728 VAN VLISSINGEN












412 W HILL ST
33 ALBANI ST













306 W CALIF ST
6121 N TALMAN AV
RR 1 BOX 85
BOX 315 RR 1
3750 N LAKE SHORE DR
105 NORTH ST
209 N GOODWIN AV
1401 S LARAMIE
4352 S FAIRFIELD



































































































IMPSON WILLIS RICHARD LAS3
IMS BETTY TUCKER FAA3
I IMS CLARENCE ALBERT GRAD
•IMS EDNA NICIE LAS1
.IMS JOHN DAVID LAS2
,IMS JOSEPH ERNEST ENG3
; IMS KEITH JAMES LAS3
.IMS LESLIE BERL GRAD
JIMS MELVIN REGINALD GRAD
JIMS SHIRLEY MAE LAS1
ilNAGRA SANDRA EVA LAS1
SINCERBOX GLENN T GRAD
SINCLAIR AUDREY COLLEEN LAS1
SINCLAIR FRANK STANLEY AGR3
SINCLAIR HAROLD R JR GRAD
SINCLAIR ROBERT ALLEN LAS3
SINCLAIR WILLIAM M AGR2
5INCOX PETER EDMOND FAA2
5INDELAR ROBERT GEORGE COM1
5INDER CARL JOSEPH ED 3
5INDERMAN FREDERICK L ENG3
5INE ROBERT CARTER GRAD
SINGER ARTHUR CHESTER LAS*
SINGER CAROL LAS3
SINGER EUGENE DALE LAS*
SINGER GILBERT LEWIS ENG1
SINGER HERBERT JAY ENG1
SINGER ILLENE S ED 1
SINGER IRWIN LLOYD LAS2
SINGER LYNN ED 2
SINGER MERLE JOAN LAS*
SINGER MICHAEL JAY LAS1
SINGER SONYA HALPER LAS2
SINGERMAN JOYCE DIANNE LAS2
SINGH AMARJIT H GRAD
SINGH BALBIR ENG2
SINGH KRISHAN PIARA GRAD
SINGH RAJINDER GRAD
SINGH SHARDA NAND GRAD
SINGLETARY BUCKLEY ALAN ENG3
SINGLETON DALE ROBERT LAS1
SINGMAN BRUCE HOWARD FAA1
SINGMAN NANCY ANN LAS3
SINHA PATIT PABAN GRAD
SINKLER MAX DEE AGR3
SINKS KAYETTA LAS*
SINN JUDITH KAY LAS1
SINNEMA WILLIAM GRAD
SINSKEY TONY JOHN AGR2
ilNTON HOWARD STUART LAS*
iIPP ROBERT EARL AGR2
ilPPEL KATHLEEN INEZ LAS2
ilRACUSA JOSEPH GRAD
ilROTA STUART CRANDALL LAS1
ilS VALERIE JEAN ED 1
1ISSING GORDON LEE AGR3
ilSSON DONALD RAY GRAD
USTER ALBRECHT THOMAS LAS*
ilSTER CUNNINGHAM MARY GRAD
ilSTER DRUFENBROCK M GRAD
SISTER ESSER MARY P GRAD
ilSTER HARTY M RAYMOND GRAD
ilSTER NEWBORE MARY A GRAD
IlSTER SCHNOEBELEN MARY GRAD
>ISTER THOMPSON MARY R LAS*
ilTTARO ALBERT LOUIS COM3
UTTIG ROBERT ALEXANDER LAS*
.ITTNICK DONALD FRANK PE 3
HVA< JOHN LOUIS AGR1
SJOSTROM DENNIS BERTIL COM2
IJOSTROM KARIN ESTHER COM3
1KAFF MICHAEL SAMUEL GRAD
iKAGGS CHARLES RICHARD AGR1
iKAGGS JOHN JOSEPH ED 1
.KAGGS RUTH THORNLEY GRAD
.KAGGS WILLIAM BROCK LAS*
iKALA JACOB JAMES ENG3
iKALlSIUS EDWARD R FAA*
.KAPERDAS DOMINIC GRAD
.KEATH JAMES EDWARD GRAD
iKEEN LYNN ANN LAS*
.KEHEN DEBORAH HANSON GRAD
.KEHEN JOSEPH WELLS SWV3
.KEIVYS JOANNA GAIL GRAD
.KIDMORE WILLIAM R FAA1
KIKAS NORMAN JOHN PE 2
.KILBRED CARL OSCAR FAA1
.KINNER JAMES STANFORD GRAD
.KINNER SAMUEL KNOX COM*











202 E GREGORY DR
62* E GREEN
603 E WHITE












































































U EM75*39 802 N MAIN BENTON ILL
C 1208 MARKET METROPOLIS 3 ILL
C FL23051 1*1* CAMBRIDGE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL2*671 506 PICO ST JOLIET ILL
C FL29832 793 E HILLSHIRE DR DECATUR ILL
C FL2**75 SEATON ILL
U EM70392 636 E CLARENDON ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C RR 1 ROYALTON ILL
U EM78828 BOX 65 GIDEON MO
C FL2*671 62* COLLINS ST JOLIET ILL
C FL26511 *823 W DIVERSEY CHICAGO 39 ILL
C FL66272 57 FORSYTH DR TROY N Y
C RR 3 MASON CITY ILL
U EM73109 520 SHORT JERSEYVILLE ILL
C RR 2 EASTON ILL
U EM73012 RR 2 EASTON ILL
U EM73109 RR 3 JERSEYVILLE ILL
C FL231*0 BOX *7 WARREN ILL
C FL26511 10315 S HOMAN AV CHICAGO *3 ILL
C FL28809 1611 SUNNYSIDE AV WESTCHESTER ILL
C FL26511 52 N WALLER AV CHICAGO ILL
U BOX 507 RR 3 WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL68685 1623 S WENONAH AV BERWYN ILL
U EM71173 BOX 538 RR 3 CARBONDALE ILL
C FL21991 R R #2 FLAT ROCK ILL
C FL26511 363 S WRIGHT NAPERVILLE ILL
C FL26511 6555 S WHIPPLE ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 25*2 FITCH AV CHICAGO *5 ILL
C FL6765* **9 E 32ND ST PATERSON N J
U EM726*5 5822 WESTERN AV OMAHA 32 NEBR
U FL26511 8120 S RICHMOND CHICAGO ILL
C FL67690 6833 N LOWELL AV LINCOLNWOOD *6 ILL
C FL6*2*3 1911 BELLAMY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 3330 JEFFERSON AV NEW ORLEANS 25 LA
U EM72553 679 16TH RD BOMBAY 21 INDIA
U DULEHRA INDIA
C FL26511 PURANA BAZAR PANJAB INDIA
U *016 E PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI 12 INDIA
C FL29871 D A V COLLEGE SIWAN INDIA
U 1013 STERLING AV JOLIET ILL
U EM70*68 BOX 276 NORRIS CITY ILL
C FL60123 7215 AMHERST UNIVERSITY CITY 5 MO
C FL28*5* 1812 DOBSON ST EVANSTON ILL
U EM773*6 VILLAGE CHINGRIPOTA WEST BENGAL INDIA
U EM77085 ROUTE 2 MASON ILL
U EM78695 2212 W ALICE AV PEORIA 5 ILL
U FL26511 BOX 96 STOCKLAND ILL
U EM7257* BOX 179 GRANUM ALTA CANADA
C FL26511 2308 ADAMS AV COLLINSVILLE ILL
C FL6765* 8200 N KNOX SKOKIE ILL
U EM77525 DUNLAP ILL
U FL26511 7827 W RASCHER AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
U EM27169 277 LINCOLN AV ROCHESTER 11 N Y
C FL67679 1236 ASHLAND CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILL
U EM75*59 5101 W 101ST ST OAK LAWN ILL
U EM70107 RR 2 FULTON ILL
C FL68601 723 S 21ST LAFAYETTE I ND
C FL22391 *06 W WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL2286* 610 E PARK AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM7119* 1501 S LAYTON BLV MILWAUKEE WIS
U EM7119* *830 SALEM AV DAYTON 16 OHIO
C FL2286* 610 E PARK AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL22391 *06 W WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL2286* ST CLARA CONVENT SINSINAWA WIS
C FL2286* 610 E PARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL66112 *1 W END AV WESTMONT ILL
U EM51380 3718 W BERTEAU CHICAGO ILL
C FL27119 81* S EAST AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL26511 610* S NORMANDY CHICAGO 38 ILL
C FL25272 927 20TH ST ROCKFORD ILL
U EM75*25 919 PARKVIEW AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 82* CALVIN AV GRAND RAPIDS 6 MICH
U EM7**53 509 1ST ST WOOD RIVER ILL
C FL65567 333 N MAIN ST CARROLLTON ILL
CHATHAM ILL
U EM7299* 21 S GRANGER ST HARRISBURG ILL
C FL67955 *06 W 6TH ST STERLING ILL
C FL21618 1308 GRANDVIEW DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL66985 RR 1 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 605 GLENWOOD AV WILLIAMSPORT PA
U EM75*27 BOX 231 NORTH AURORA ILL
U EM51*80 70* S EUCLID AV OAK PARK ILL
U EM51*80 203 S COLER AV URBANA ILL
C FL66870 6601 S ARTESIAN CHICAGO 19 ILL
C FL26511 *008 SUDBURY CT MIDLAND MICH
C FL26511 1101 N 15TH ST EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C FL26511 223 ENGLEWOOD AV BELLWOOD ILL
C FL26511 783* SOUTH SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
C FL61057 706 E NORTH AV WHEATON ILL
C FL6798* 900 W 52ND ST CHICAGO 9 ILL
SKUAS LOUIS PETER PE *
SKJERSETH PAUL JAMES GRAD
SKJOLO DONALD WILBUR JNL*
SKJORTEN EINAR D Y GRAD
SKLAR STANLEY PAUL COM4
SKLAVOUNOS ANGELA LAS3
SKOGLUND SHARON LOUISE LAS*
SKOLNlK ADRIENNE ELAINE COM1
SKOR MARILYN ANN LAS1
SKRODER JOHN CARL FAA3
SKRUPSKELIS VIKTORIA GRAD
SKUBA JEROME AGR2
SKWERSKI ARTHUR PETER JNL*
SKYLES MARIETTA S ED 3
SLACK CHARLES E 111 LAS*
SLACK WALTER HARMON GRAD
SLADE ANTHONY GEORGE ENG1
SLAGEL AGNES MATILDA LAS1
SLAGEL ROBERT CLAYTON GRAD
SLAGLE JERRY RICHARD FAA*
SLANA LAURENCE JOSEPH AGR3
SLANE DONALD GENE ENG3
SLANINKA THOMAS FRANK ENG*
SLATER GENE NORMAN LAS2
SLATER KATHRYN DUDUIT ED *
SLATER ROBERT EARL COM1
SLATTERY WILLIAM P LAS?
SLAUGHTER VIRGINIA L GRAD
SLAVENAS JULIUS PAUL GRAD
SLAVENS JANE ANN ED 1
SLAVIN KATHLEEN ELLEN GRAD
SLAW DAVID M ENG3
SLAYMAN MARTHA EVELYN ED 2
SLAZYK JOHN LAWRENCF PE 1
SLEPYAN BARBARA KAY LAS3
SLICHTER GERTRUDE ALMY GRAD
SLICK GRETCHEN LAS1
SLIFER JAMES CRAWFORD ENG2
SLOAN JAMES EDWARD ENG3
SLOAN JOHN HERBERT GRAD
SLOAN RICHARD HENDRICKS GRAD
SLOAS MARGARET ELLEN LAS*
SLOMKA JANET MAE COM1
SLONIM JUDITH ED 3
SLONINA KENNETH LAS3
SLOTNICK BURTON MARVIN GRAD
SLOTNIKOFF JUDITH RAY LAS*
SLOTTOW HIRAM GENE GRAD
SLOTTOW IRENE GULLAN GRAD
SLUCIS AIVARS ENG1
SLUTKIN GENE NORMAN ENG3
SLUTZKY JOEL ENG3
SMAIL JAMES RICHARD GRAD
SMALEC LAWRENCE M ENG3
SMALL ERWIN GRAD
SMALL HENRY GILBERT LAS1
SMALL WILLIAM GEORGE COM1
SMALLA SUSAN LYNN FAA1
SMALLWOOD DONALD LEE AGR*
SMANIA JERRY LOUIS FAA1
SMANIA RICHARD ANGELO GRAD
SMART CLIFTON MURRAY JR GRAD
SMART JESSE RAY AGR3
SMEDBERG KAREN LOUISE LAS1
SMERK DONALD ANDREW LAS2
SMID ROBERT JOHN ENG2
SMILGIS RUTH JOSEPHINE COM3
SMIT ROY ARNOLD GRAD
SMITH ALBERT EDWARD COM*
SMITH ALBERT MELVIN COM3
SMITH ALVIN GRAD
SMITH ANN ELAINE ED 1
SMITH ANNE ELIZABETH ED *
SMITH ARNOLD RAY VM 1
SMITH BARBARA JOY ED 1
SMITH BARBARA SUE FAA2
SMITH BEN CHARLES GRAD
SMITH BERYL GERALDINE JNL*
SMITH BONNIE LEE AGR1
SMITH BUAN BASKEL JR ENG*
SMITH CAROL JO LAS3
SMITH CAROL MARIE ED 2
SMITH CHARLES ASBURY ENG2
SMITH CHARLES HAYDEN GRAD
SMITH CHARLES NOEL D GRAD
SMITH CHARLES W JR PE 2
SMITH CHARLOTTE RITA LAS*
SMITH CLAUDE C JR LAS2
SMITH CLYDE EDWARD JR LAS2
SMITH CLYDE FRANK AGR*
100* OREGON
12 06 N GOODWIN
DANVILLE ILL
603 S BROADWAY U EM7*711
MRH FORBES 220 C FL26511
218 GREGORY DR c
1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
1002 S LINCOLN u EM79563
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
100* S 3USEY u EM7*2*7
603 W MICHIGAN u EM7151*
1010 S 2ND c FL60521
1 116 W NEVADA u EM75327
905 W OREGON u EM79391
MRH GARNER *72 c FL26511
207 S MCKINLEY c FL60882
MRH CLARK *07 c FL26511
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
MRH TAFT 309 c FL26511
* BLUE SPRUCE DR c
206 E GREEN c FL6*01*
1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
MRH NOBLE 226 c FL26511
MRH GARNER *39 c FL26511
8EMENT ILL
MRH GARNER 317 c FL26511
908 W ILLINOIS u EM71590
802 W GREEN u EM79650
1215 W CLARK u
915 W CHURCH c FL23302
1106 W CALIFORNIA u EM73912
20* E JOHN c FL2257*
905 W ILLINOIS u EM75017
310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
1111 S 3RD c
319 ELMWOOD RD c FL68965
1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511
905 W CALIFORNIA u
MRH HOPKINS 211 c FL26511
603 E CHALMERS c FL27571
906 S 6TH c FL67803
1106 S LINCOLN u EM75*16
508 E CHALMERS c FL2755*
1106 S 3RD c FL66207
1102 W NEVADA u
1106 S EUCLID c FL6016*
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
2011 BOUDREAU DR u EM72971
2011 BOUDREAU DR u EM72971
MRH GARNER 223 c FL26511
105 E ARMORY c FL67585
105 E ARMORY c FL67585
1108 W NEVADA u EM7687*
901 S 1ST c FL27551
MRH LUNDGREN 319 c FL26511
911 S *TH c
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
509 S 5TH c
509 S 5TH c
1102 S 2ND c FL26072
108 E CHALMERS c FL2*052
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
1001 W ILLINOIS u EM5126*
130* W PARK c
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
112 E GREEN c FL61918
C TULIP TREE DR c FL26020
MRH FORBES *1* c FL26511
MRH FORBES 280 c FL26511
1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
903 W NEVADA u EM70152
12 06 N GOODWIN u
90* S 3RD c FL61383
1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
1211 GARDEN LN c FL61678
ARBOR SUITES c
901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
811 W MAIN u EM7*288
808 W PARK c FL2317*
1222 W CHARLES c FL29331
509 E DANIEL c
1*10 E FLORIDA u EM79686
1*02 GLENDALE DR c FL26906
MRH HOPKINS 360 c FL26511
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
801 W NEVADA u EM76966
MRH BARTON *10 c FL26511
29 E HEALEY c FL22*26
3830 S ELMWOOD










BOX 359 B RR 1
2328 N LOCKWOOD AV
83*2 S PRAIRIE AV
9*06 JEFFERSON AV
*07 E 17TH ST










RR 3 HIGHLAND RD
19*2 N SPAULDING AV
915 H CHURCH
*31 DACY ST












6111 N BERNARD ST
110 NORTH AV
6326 N RICHMOND







26*8 S KOLIN AV
901 S 1ST ST
5063 N WOLCOTT AV
3 GLADSTONE
907 S KENILWORTH AV
RR 3
3*3 W 3RD ST
3*3 W 3RD ST
10** WALNUT ST
RR 1
1112 W 9*TH ST
*59 KENT RD
27** W 66TH ST
RR 3
10923 SOUTH PARK AV
2808 W COYLE
93* E 20TH AV






1713 W GLENN AV
112 BELLEVILLE ST
811 W MAIN ST











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































U EM75985 7815 SAGINAW AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL21397 RR 1 TAYLORVILLE ILL
C FL26511 HOWE RD AKRON N Y
C FL26511 7270 SOUTH SHORE DR CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26511 419 N WILLOW ST ITASCA ILL
C FL67981 579 FOREST GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM70083 125 S SUNNY LANE MONMOUTH ILL
C FL26511 BOX 225 CHATHAM ILL
C FL63631 116 W CENTER LEBANON ILL
U EM70489 302 W LOCUST URBANA ILL
U EM78872 607 SUNNYCREST CT URBANA ILL
C FL29625 R R 3 PITTSFIELD ILL
C FL29105 433 TIPTON WOOD RIVER ILL
528 LINCOLN AV LINCOLN ILL
C FL26511 3939 HARVEY WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
U EM71136 ROUTE 2 NORRIS CITY ILL
C FL66834 RR 2 ST ANNE ILL
C FL67565 5327 W FOSTER CHICAGO 30 ILL
U 8027 S HARVARD CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 134 N DENNIS AV DECATUR ILL
C FL63724 RR 2 NORMAL ILL
C FL26511 1212 TAYLOR AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U FL26511 6631 S MORGAN CHICAGO 21 ILL
U 513 S MICHIGAN ST PLYMOUTH IND
U EM73965 708 S ANDERSON ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 2311 CENTRAL PK EVANSTON ILL
C 1810 N BROADWAY DECATUR ILL
C FL60687 15 N CALHOUN SULLIVAN ILL
U EM70082 DANA ILL
U 207 W PEARL GENESeO ILL
U EM73631 1500 S SUMMIT SIOUX FALLS S DAK
C FL67458 417 S 6TH ST DEKALB ILL
U EM75425 838 ROBIN HOOD LANE LA GRANGE PARK ILL
U EM75133 115 5TH ST BEMIDJI MINN
C FL29172 508 WATER ST ST JOSEPH ILL
C RR*1 OBLONG ILL
U 115 S LOTUS AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL67984 ELKHART ILL
C FL26964 RR 120 HAINESV1LLE ILL
U FL26511 6140 W THORNDALE AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
C FL67844 739 MORTON AV KEWANEE ILL
U FL26511 766 PRAIRIE AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
C FL66434 739 MORTON AV KEWANEE ILL
C FL62545 1116 PEALE AV PARK RIDGE ILL
U FL26511 170 W MCKINLEY ELMHURST ILL
C FL67432 705 TUXFORD TURN WESTFIELD N J
C FL62519 RR 3 OREGON ILL
C FL26511 706 N 2ND AV MAYWOOD ILL
C 4820 BERKLY WEST RICHFIELD OHIO
C FL22982 305 E ADAMS TAYLORVILLE ILL
C FL25826 108 VIADUCT AVE SAVANNA ILL
C FL27614 4123 DEAN DR OAK LAWN ILL
U EM75137 2 GRAMERCY PARK WEST NEW YORK NEW YORK
U EM77762 16 HOLLYWOOD AV EPSOM NEW ZEALAND
C FL24671 1007 RIDER FLORA ILL
C FL26511 15001 KILDARE AV MIDLOTHIAN ILL
C FL67984 727 CHURCH ST BATAVIA ILL
U FL26511 7420 WAYNE AV ST LOUIS 14 MO
U 3616 S STATE CHICAGO 9 ILL
U EM78695 2634 S LAWNDALE CHICAGO 23 ILL
C 968 16TH ST NEWPORT NEWS VA
U EM71757 40TH ST RD NITRO W VA
C FL24163 816 WILLOWAY DR EAST ALTON ILL
U EM70083 Al 1602 GEORGIA DR URBANA ILL
C FL28245 118 E UNIVERSITY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71657 501 H WASHINGTON URBANA ILL
C FL27371 RR 2 MONTICELLO ILL
U EM77443 RR 2 URBANA ILL
C FL26511 RIDGWAY ILL
C FL22426 RR 2 FITHIAN ILL
C FL67459 22W651 NORTH AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM70567 RR 3 BOX 199 ROBINSON ILL
U FL26511 238 ILLINOIS AV MORTON ILL
300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C 609 ASHLAND AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL62287 RR 1 MT VERNON N H
C FL26511 801 S 12TH AV MAYWOOD ILL
U EM71347 RR 2 FAIRMOUNT ILL
U EM78143 RR 1 GRIGGSVILLE ILL
U EM51353 10438 MEDILL AV MELROSE PARK ILL
C 3711 BERKELEY ALTON ILL
C FL28050 604 BUSSE MT PROSPECT ILL
C FL25508 932 S W 48TH OKLAHOMA CITY 9 OKLA
C FL24231 210 W 5TH ST KEWANEE ILL
U EM75439 RR 3 KANKAKEE ILL
C FL26511 503 E COLLEGE AV JACKSONVILLE ILL
C FL68113 3908 PRIMROSE AV BALTIMORE 15 MD
C FL63105 1903 JOANNE LANE CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL29540 RR 1 AUBURN ILL
C FL26511 8027 S HARVARD AV CHICAGO 20 ILL
SMITH ROY FDWARD
SMITH ROZFLLA HLOOD



















SMITH WILBURN SUBER JR
SMITH WIlDA MAXINE
SMITH WILL IAM CALHOUN
SMITH WILL IAM DOUGLAS
SMITH WILL IAM JOHN DEE
SMITH WILLIAM JOSEPH































































LAS1 402 E DANIEL U 306 E MAPLE
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL 601 E DOUGLAS
GRAD 606 W OHIO U EM72812 323 3RD AV N E
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN U EM74006 941 CHRISTIE ST
ED 2 1 110 W NEVADA U EM75425 1541 RIDGE RO
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY i) FL26511 1165 E OAK
LAS1 1105 S 4TH C 7416 S PHILLIPS AV
GRAD 509 E GREEN c FL25081 4687 REDMAN RD
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY OR u FL26511 1921 GREENFIELD AV
FAA1 302 E JOHN c 439 N SCOVILLE AV
AGR4 311 E GREEN c FL66834 RR 2 BOX 224
COM4 1008 S 4TH c FL25207 466 LARCH AVE
ENG1 1107 W CALIFORNIA u EM73144 5440 S LAWNDALE
GRAD CRESCENT CITY ILL 375 W FRANKLIN
ENG3 408 W CHURCH c 1463 W BYRON
COM3 210 E ARMORY c FL27171 1116 PEALE AV
ENG1 MRH BARTON 203 c FL26511 419 N WILLOW
GRAD MRH TAFT 122 c FL26511 HOWE ST
COM1 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 466 LARCH
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 461 c FL26511 711 SUDDUTH RD
COM2 I36B STADIUM TERR c FL21762 1216 W VINE
GRAD 504 E JOHN c FL67833 318 CHURCH ST
GRAD 504 W ELM u EM78173
GRAD 708 S ANDERSON u EM73965 708 S ANDERSON ST
ENG1 MRH GARNER 121 c FL26511 407 LENOX
VM 1 714 W IOWA u EM73166 RR 1
COM3 MRH LUNDGREN 22 c FL26511 7543 S MAY ST
LAS4 209 E JOHN c FL24039 324 PAYSON AV
LAS4 MRH GARNER 211 c FL26511 1406 NEOSHO
GRAD MRH TAFT 320 c FL26511 1005 MT VERNON AV
COM4 803 S 4TH c FL21259 215 STANDISH ST
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 106 W 21ST ST
PE 2 7 E SPRINGFIELD c FL27546 7 E SPRINGFIELD
LAS3 506 E DANIEL c FL28590 5741 N DRAKE AV
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 212 c FL26511 3528 PINE GROVE
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL RR 2
JNL4 MRH FORBES 242 c FL26511 7843 S CLYDE AV
ENG4 208 E JOHN c FL67637 5611 S EMERALD AV
LAS1 724 S ELM BLV c FL65054 724 S ELM
GRAD DECATUR ILL RR 1
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID c FL63528 RR 6
AGR3 707 S 6TH c FL62222 1503 HICKORY
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 1205 N SHERIDAN
GRAD
COM1 601 E CHALMERS c 710 N DRYDEN
GRAD 211 W GREEN u 1010 W CALIFORNIA
COM1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 1221 W SHERWIN
GRAD MRH TAFT 321 c FL26511 1432 BESSIE ST
LAS1 401 E JOHN c
ENG3 1001 S 5TH c FL22536 402 M MAPLE ST
LAW3 618 E DANIEL c 1915 N COURT ST
GRAD DANVILLE ILL 1514 N VERMILION ST
AGR1 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439 RR 1
AGR4 809 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74069 RR 3
GRAD 504 WILDWOOD CT c FL 64677 124 S 6TH ST
LAS2 1008 S 4TH c FL25207 623 45TH ST
COM4 412 W WASHINGTON c FL69928 949 SPRUCE
ENG1 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM73773 2713 WALNUT
GRAD 907 S 5TH c FL29671 405 W SPRING AV
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA u EM23767 RR 3 BOX 53A
LAS2 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163
ENG2 1008 S 4TH c RR 66 KEARNEY RD
ED 3 J53A STADIUM TERR c FL21807 402 W MECHANIC
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 3248 N NEWLAND AV
LAS3 505 E CHALMERS c 1032 FAIRFIELD RD
COM2 208 E GREEN c FL29217 10414 S PROSPECT AV
FAA1 1008 S 4TH c FL25207 RR 66 KEARNEY RD
AGR4 111 E CHALMERS c 800 W OAK TON
GRAD J53A STADIUM TERR c FL21807 402 W MECHANIC
FAA3 705 3RD c FL62489 302 LINCOLN ST
ENG1 210 E JOHN c FL67871 BOX 781
PE 2 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511
COM4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 1302 W STOUGHTON u 114 R WATERLOO RD
LAS1 MRH CLARK 230 c FL26511 114 R WATERLOO RD
GRAD 1208 E FLORIDA u EM74813 MARIANO BUYSON
GRAD 909 S 5TH c 909 S 5TH
GRAD 909 S 5TH c 909 S 5TH ST
LAS3 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511 7130 W BREEN
LAS4 1104 W OREGON u EM79319 2718 W ROSEMONT
COM2 201 E GREEN c 6319 N FRANCISCO
GRAD 1208 HEDGE RD c FL27438 1208 HEDGE RD
ENG3 902 W ILLINOIS u EM70468 18 OATHAPAYA ST
LAS1 MRH BARTON 110 c FL26511 7950 OGLESBY
ENG1 505 E CHALMERS c FL67601 2336 S 10TH AV
COM4 1005 S 6TH c 9345 N HARDING
AVI 2 508 E GREEN c 6515 N WASHTENAW
LAS1 202 E GREGORY DR c FL67565 4122 W GEORGE ST
GRAD 1510 GRANDVIEW DR c FL27469 1510 GRANDVIEW DR



























































































OLA R03ERT MICHAEL ENG3
OLAK JOHN EDWARD JR ENG1
OLAR JEROME COM1
OLBERG BRUCE D COM1
OLIT KEITH LAS1
OtLENBARGER THOMAS E LAS1
OLMA JOHN DEMAYNE AV I 1
OLOMON ALVIN ARNOLD GRAD
OLOMON ETHEL ZELDA ED 1
I OLOMON HOWARD ROY LAS1
I OLOMON JOAN SONDRA ED 1
I OLOMON MARTHA JEAN FAA3
OLOMON RUTH RAE LAS3
.olovy joel sherwin law2
.olovy kenneth michael las2
.olovy lynn fern las2
»oltz donald fredrick grad
soltys michael n las4
Isomers bruce george grad
somers leebert HAMILL pe 2
SOMERS ROBERT ARTHUR COM3
SOMERVILLE LAWRENCE M ENG4
SOMlN MICHAEL RICHARD FAA3
SOMMER CHARLES ALLAN COM4
SOMMER JOSEPH FRANK COM2
SOMMER JOSEPH THOMAS COM1
SOMMERFELD CARLA JOYCE ED 4
SOMMERFELD EVAN ERROL FAA1
SOMMERS PAUL BARTHOLIN GRAD
SOMMERSCHIELD WILLIAM A COM1
SOMMERVILLE DONALD J JNL3
SONES HELANA DEE LAS1
SONES PAUL DORRANCE ENG3
SONESON CARL STERNER ENG1
SONESON CAROLYN JEAN AGR1
SONESON NILS ALBERT ENG2
SONGER LYNDA LOU LAS2
SONGTIS PRASERT ENG3
SONNEMAKER EARL HENRY GRAD
SONNEMAKER MARY LlNN AGR2
SOO DAVID LOK HENG ENG3
SOOHOO CALVIN FRANKLIN GRAD
SOOTCHJARIT CHALERM GRAD
SOOTS VELLO GRAD
SORCHYCH DONALD RUDOLPH ENG4
SORENSEN ARTHUR S JR GRAD
SORENSEN GILBERT CLAUS LAS3
SORENSEN KEITH LEE PE 1
SORENSON LARRY LEONARD ENG3
SORKIN ALLEN IRA LAS4
SORKIN CAROL FAA2
SOROSKY SHELDON MITCHEL LAS1
SORRELL CHARLES ARNOLD GRAD
SORRELLS LINDA MARY PE 4
SORRELLS THOMAS EDWARD AGR4
SORSEN LEONARD GATHANY ED 1
SORTON ALEXANDER ENG1
SOSE DANA FRANCES LAS1
50SIN ELIZABETH ANN ED 1
SOSNOWSKI MATTHEW JAMES ENG1
SOTO MALDONADO ALFREDO ENG4
SOUCIE YOLANDA JOY ED 2
SOUKAL JOSEPH RAYMOND AGR
1
50ULE CRAIG WASSON ENG4
SOUTH PATRICIA ANN LAS1
SOWERS STANLEY ARTHUR SWV3
SOWINSKI DIANA ANN LAS4
SOWINSKI GEORGE S AGR4
SOZEN JOYCE CHALCRAFT GRAD
SPACHMAN JAMES JOSEPH ENG4
SPADARO JOSEPH ANTHONY COM4
SPAETH ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
SPAGAT MARTIN P COM2
5PAGNOLA PETER ABRAHAM SWV3
SPAIDE JOANNE KAY AGR3
SPAIN ADOLPHUS LEE GRAD
SPAK LORIN MITCHELL COM1
SPALDING JUANITA EMMA GRAD
SPAMER STANLEY GENE LAS3
SPANGLER KENNETH LEE LAS2
SPARKS CAROLYN LEE LAS1
SPARKS FRANK CONVERSE LAS4
SPARKS RAYMOND THOMAS AV I 1
SPARKS STEPHEN DENNIS LAS4
SPARTIN JOY CECILIA LAS3
SPASOFF THOMAS CARL PE 2
SPATARO LUCIAN PETER GRAD
SPAUGH JERRY MICHAEL ENG2
SPAULDING SHARON LYNN LAS4











306 E GREGORY DR
907 S WRIGHT
307 E JOHN



























MRH VAN DOREN 19
1002 W NEVADA
















































c 1523 S 50TH CT CICERO ILL
C FL67266 3533 N PIONEER AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL26511 6545 N RICHMOND CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 1427 UECKE AV EAU CLAIRE WIS
C FL67570 927 ELDER AV NEW YORK N Y
C FL67583 12401 MAPLE AV BLUE ISLAND ILL
C FL60733 8458 S CONSTANCE AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL27562 6112 N WINCHESTER CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 8217 CLYDE AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL67654 5618 N SPAULDING AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL62517 5523 CONGRESS PKWY CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL29077 1712 AYRES AV PEORIA ILL
C FL62129 4926 N BERNARD ST CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL26511 7429 COLFAX AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26511 7429 COLFAX AV CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 7646 S COLFAX AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL63089 6610 E 19TH DENVER 20 COLO
U EM72750 407 E GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL21633 305 W WHITE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM51466 601 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILL
C FL60521 2906 N MOBILE AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM71535 1954 W 115TH ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 9628 AVENUE M CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26680 1010 W WABASH AV CRAWFORDSVILLE IND
C FL26511 4824 FLORENCE DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C 963 MARGRET ST DES PLAINES ILL
C FL67455 7770 WASHINGTON BLV RIVER FOREST ILL
U EM69115 7770 WASHINGTON BLV RIVER FOREST ILL
C FL68866 G45B STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 132 MAPLE AV ELMHURST ILL
U EM 740 6
3
979 WINDSOR RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U FL26511 1619 N DECHMAN PEORIA ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 MONTGOMERY PA
C FL26511 272 RICH RD PARK FOREST ILL
U FL26511 213 KENTUCKY DANVILLE ILL
C FL62563 272 RICH PARK FOREST ILL
C FL69182 203 HOME AV DECATUR ILL
C FL24518 162 1 SILOM RD BANGKOK THAILAND
U EM51387 304 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U EM51387 304 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
C FL26511 4416 N MALDEN ST CHICAGO ILL
U EM77598 2281 MORENO DR LOS ANGELES 39 CALIF
C FL26511 87 NAPASUP LANE BANGKOK THAILAND
U 47 CRANBROOKE AV TORONTO 12 ONT CAN
C FL69948 ST PAUL ST DEPUE ILL
U EM71672 1236 N 43RD ST MILWAUKEE 8 WIS
C FL67434 5433 W OHIO ST CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL63633 7824 LONG AV MORTON GROVE ILL
C FL26511 615 S HAMMERSCHMIDT LOMBARD ILL
C FL67541 4809 N ROCKWELL ST CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 1632 E 86TH ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67921 6041 N TALMAN CHICAGO 45 ILL
24 W BOSTON RD BRECKSVILLE OHIO
C FL63021 600 BLACK AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL28809 RR 1 HILLVIEW ILL
C FL67635 845 S LOOM IS NAPERVILLE ILL
C FL26511 502 MILLER DR Elgin ill
U FL26511 724 W 31ST ST CHICAGO 16 ILL
U FL26511 8534 S BENNETT CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26511 3434 W BERTEAU CHICAGO 18 ILL
U CALLE 59 NO 1621 BOGOTA COLOMBIA
U EM75427 294 N TAYLOR AV KANKAKEE ILL
C FL67437 5300 S MASON AV CHICAGO 38 ILL
1430 ASBURY AV EVANSTON ILL
U FL26511 1635 KENRUTH DR INDIANAPOLIS 8 IND
C 1304 N NEIL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 R R 3 WOODSTOCK ILL
U RR 3 WOODSTOCK ILL
C FL69498 50 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM75541 1422 CUYLER AV BERWYN ILL
C FL26511 4220 W AUGUSTA BLV CHICAGO ILL
U 1935 10TH AV SOUTH ST CLOJD MINN
C FL67679 534 STRATFORD PL CHICAGO 13 ILL
U 7847 N HARLEM AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL66783 251 W SOUTH ST FREEPORT ILL
C FL26511 RIVER RD WASHINGTON N CAR
C 3950 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM74861 1103 W OREGON URBANA ILL
C FL26511 2526 LAUREL LANE WILMETTE ILL
C FL63314 RR 3 LOCKPORT ILL
C FL62557 elmwood ill
U EM71815 2136 ILLINI RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26511 1966 DEVON AV CHICAGO 26 ILL
C 5148 W STRONG CHICAGO ILL
C FL24164 14120 WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO 27 ILL
C 10254 AVENUE L CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL26892 1909 MCDONALD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62222 RR 1 SULLIVAN ILL
U EM62557 RR1 WAYNESVILLE ILL
C FL63633 RR 4 SPRINGFIELD ILL
^PAZ IAN I CAROL ANDREWS GRAD
SPEAR STEPHFN GRAHAM LAS1
SPEARS CHARLES THOMAS LAS2
SPEARS LARRY DUNCAN LAS2
SPEARS LARRY LEE LAW!
SPECHT THOMAS RALPH JR LAS1
SPECKMAN RAY ARTHUR JR GRAD
SPEER LLOYD L JR LAW2
SPEER THOMAS MARTIN SWV3
SPEERS CAROL JUNE PE 4
SPEERS DAVID LEE COM1
SPEES CAROLYN LEE PE 2
SPFISFR HELEN SUE LAS1
SPELLMAN DONALD JEROME COM1
SPELLMAN HFNRY A ENG1
5>PELLMAN JOHN LUCIAN ENG3
SPELLMAN MARY S LAS3
SPELLMAN SHELDON MARTIN COM3
SPELMAN JAMES CHARLTON LAW2
SPELMAN PENELOPE LAS1
SPENCER CHARLES WILLIAM LAW2
SPENCER DAVID STEPHEN LAS2
SPENCER JOBIE DWAYNE ENG4
SPENCER LAVERNE FRANCIS ENG4
SPENCER NED MUNGER ENG3
SPENCER RICHARD HOWARD FAA1
SPENCER THOMAS EUGENE GRAD
SPFNNEY JOE CLIFTON COM2
SPERLING STUART M COM1
SPERO GAIL LOIS LAS3
SPERRY DONALD RALPH AGR3
SPEYER HENNING JORGE FAA2
SPIEGEL GLENN FRANCIS LAS3
SPIEGEL RONALD MAYER FAA3
SPIELER HARRY JOSEPH GRAD
SPIELMAN DEAN GORDON AV I 3
SPIELMAN PHILIP MARVIN ENG2
SPIEZIO EDWARD WAYNE LAS1
SPIGOLON SILVIO JOSEPH GRAD
SPIKRE JUDY MAE ED 1
SPILKY GAIL CLARE LAS1
SPILLMAN CAROLYN LEAK AGRA
SPILLMAN CHARLES K ENG4
SPINDLER DAVID RAY FAA2
SPIRA RICHARD STUART VM 4
SPIRA SHERWIN LAS*
SPIRAKIS JAMES GEORGE LAS3
SPIRN IRWIN GRAD
SPITZE CLYDE OLIVER ENG3
SPITZER KAREN RAE LAS1
SPITZER ROBERT EDWARD ENG3
SPITZER RONALD ARNS COM4
SPITZER SANDRA LEE LAS3
SPIZZIRRI LOUIS FRANK COM4
SPLITT ROBERT XAVIEP GRAD
SPORLEDER JOANN WAHL FAA4
SPOTTKE ALBERT RICHARD ENG4
SPRAGUE RONALD KAY ENG4
SPRATT KENNETH CHARLES AGR1
SPREHE MARGARET ANN PE 2
SPREITZER JAMES JOHN LAS1
SPRIGEL SUSAN ILENE ED 1
SPRIGGS SHARON LAS4
SPRING JACK LEE COM2
SPRING WAYNE KINSMAN ENG3
SPRINGER EDWARD MARK LAS1
SPRINGER HOWARD ENG4
SPRINGER WILFRED T VM 2
SPRINGSTEEN JAMES C AGR1
SPROWL CHARLES RIGGS JR COM1
SPROWLES SHARON LAS1
SPRUDE JANIS JOHN COM3
SPRY ROBERT JAMES ENG4
SPUCK JOHN EDWARD AV I 1
SPUDICH JAMES ANTHONY LAS1
SPUDICH STEPHEN WILKIN GRAD
SPUHLER HAROLD A GRAD
SPURLING DONALD F ENG1
SQUIER JEAN MARIE ED 4
SOUIER LYMAN RADLEY GRAD
SQUIRES ROBERT REGINALD FAA4





SRODON ROBERT FRANCIS FAA2
SROKA COLLETTE MARIE FAA1
SRONCE MARY ELLEN GRAD
STACELL ALAN LOUIS GRAD
STACELL NELDA LOU LAS4

























































































u EM78193 UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
u FM75439 414 E WASHINGTON ST
u EM79323 RR 3
c 1637 E PRAIRIE
c 133 W 17TH ST
c FL26511 RR 1 BOX 6
J EM77819 1007 ANDERSON ST
u EM72448 306 W CALIFORNIA
c FL62286 1304 W COLUMBIA
u EM76373 402 E FLORIDA AV
u EM74901 RR 1
u FL26511 286 E CHURCH ST
C FL29653 312 FLORA DR
c FL66112 BOX 516
c FL62769 111 PARK PL
c FL21175 111 PARK PL
c FL21175 120 LINCOLN AV
c FL26511 2704 31RCHW00D
u EM72363 582 WASHINGTON ST
U FL26511 582 WASHINGTON
c FL62489 619 S MAIN
c FL23212 308 S PRAIRIE ST
u EM76364 504 S BUSEY
c FL28106 4 N RAYNOR AVE
c FL69155 312 S VERMILLION ST
c FL26511 619 S MAIN ST
u EM 7 1682 613 COLLEGE
c FL26511 604 W EDWARD




EM72645 6039 N MAPlEWOOD
FL26511 APARTADO 75
c FL66834 5410 S MARSHFIELD
c FL26511 6135 N FAIRFIELD
c FL26511 1320 £ RIVER RD
c FL61023 514 S CARROLL AV
c FL26511 1525 N JACKSON ST
c FL60374 657 KIEP AV
c FL61645 221 KENSINGTON AV
c FL62501 725 ST JOSEPH
c FL28454 2938 JARUIS
u EM72805 RR 1
u EM72805 410 W ELM
c FL65990 3539 N 17TH ST
u 6824 PAXTON ST
c FL28651 509 S 5TH ST
u EM78986 602 WENONAH
c FL26511 709 E 9TH ST
c FL65608 205 W EDWARDSVILLE
u EM75427
c FL28760 930 W SAWYER ST
c FL60346 325 PARK AV
c FL24671 816 W MAIN ST
c FL61848 2638 N RACINE
612 ROOSEVELT ST
u EM70136 406 W OREGON
c FL69656 803 SOLAR LANE
c FL22536 408 S 34TH ST DR
c FL26511 RR 1
u EM75416 605 W NOLEMAN
c FL67266 4814 N MENARD
u FL26511 2745 WILMETTE AV
c FL26943 932 WARRINGTON RD
c FL26511 625 W CALHOUN
u EM74030 6N457 LLOYD AVE
c FL67654 1241 ASH
u EM70143 6535 N FAIRFIELD ST
RR 1
c 3858 FA1RVIEW
c FL67583 558 WASHINGTON AV
u FL26511 128TH DEERWOOD DR
u EM51462 325 FOX ST
c FL26511 442 WILERAY DR
c 1143 DOUGLAS AV
c FL26511 3133 JILL AV
c FL26511 1300 ELIZABETH
c FL66450 1006 S FIRST
c FL26183 549 S WASHINGTON
u 1107 W GREEN ST
u 435 HAZELWOOD AVE
c FL24108 1004 S 2ND ST
u MUTTAMPALALHU
c 63 BLOCK 1 JAYANAGAN
u EM74279
c FL63633 5942 N LEONARD
u EM70152 2647 W WALTON ST
u EM70060 205 S ENGLISH
c 403 COLORADO
c FL26390 403 COLORADO ST



























































































TACHON EDWARD STANLEY ENG1
TACK MICHAEL THOMAS ENG1
TACK RICHARD JOSEPH LAS2
.TACKHOUSE CAROLE KAY LAS4
TACKHOUSE RITA FAYE PE 2
TADE JAMES HAROLD FAA1
TADELBACHER EARL A GRAD
TADER JUDITH GARLAND COM2
.TADHEIM JANEY MAE ED 1
iTADNlCK SHIRLEY IRENE FAA1
iTADT LORRAINE REED GRAD
iTADT RONALD WILMER GRAD
iTADTLANDER HANJOCHEN W AV I 1
STAES JAMES PAUL COM4
STAFF HUBERT GLENN AGR3
STAFFIN DIANA STEFANIE FAA1
STAFFORD BRUCE THOMAS ENG2
STAFFORD DAVID CLAIR ENG1
STAFFORD JERRY THOMAS LAS3
STAFFORD JOSEPH JEROME GRAD
STAFFORD RICHARD ALVIN ENG3
STAFFORD ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
STAFFORD ROGER ALLEN GRAD
STAFFORD SIDNEY MARVIN GRAD
STAGGS JAN JARLETH LAS2
STAHL GARY LEE ENG3
STAHL LOWERY ALLEN AGR2
STAHL NANCY JOAN AGR1
STAHL ROSS NELS ENG2
STAHL WOLFGANG H F GRAD
STAHLER T RICHARD COM].
STAHLKE JOHN LAWRENCE ENG6
STAHNKE DONALD WILLIAM FAA1
STAIF JAMES EMANUAL FAA1
STAKER ROBERT LEE GRAD
STALCUP ROBERT ELMO GRAD
STALEY JAMES ALLYN GRAD
STALLMAN JAMES CARL ENG1
STALOFF MARCUS ENG4
STAMATIS SARANTIS PETER ENG4
STAMER PEGGY ANNE GRAD
STAMM RICHARD EUGENE AGR
1
STANBERY ALICE E GRAD
STANDRING CHARLES F FAA1
STANEVICH ALGERT M ENG4
STANFEL DAVID EUGENE LAS1
5TANFIELD SIMON J JR LAS1
STANFORD ROBERT KENNEY ED 2
STANGE RONALD DAVID LAS1
STANGELAND BRUCE ELIOT LAS2
STANKAITIS LOUIS FAA4
STANKE DENNIS CHESTER ENG4
STANKE FREDERICK BRUNO LAS1
STANKUS ALGIS JOHN LAS1
STANLEY ANN LAS4
STANLEY BARBARA SUE LAS1
STANLEY CARL EVAN FAA1
STANLEY MILLARD P JR GRAD
STANLEY NANCY SUE LAS1
STANLEY ROBERT HOWARD LAS1
STANLEY WILLARD H ENG4
5TANNARD EDWARD A GRAD
STANNARD MABEL LOGUE GRAD
STANS STEVEN HUBERT COM1
STANSBURY RUTHANN LAS1
STANTON JAMES JR GRAD
STANTON PETER YORK ENG6
STANTON RICHARD MICHAEL LAS1
STAPLES CLOYD FRANKLIN GRAD
5TAPLETON JOHN MICHAEL COM4
5TAPP LARRY GORDON ENG2
STARASINIC LEONARD E LAS4
STARCZEWSKI MARYANN T AGR1
STARK DONALD KENT ENG1
STARK DOROTHY JANE LAS3
STARK KENNETH ARLAN GRAD
STARK ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD
STARK WILLIAM HEWSON ENG1
STARKEY WILBUR F ED 6
5TARKS MARSHALL LEE PE 3
STARKS MICHAEL RICHARD LAS1
STARLING CHARLES AUGUST VM 4
STARNES ROBERT RAY PE 2
5TARNES THOMAS CLYDE JR GRAD
STARNES WILLIAM JOEL GRAD
STAROVASNIK DONALD M LAS4
STARR MARY JUDY LAS2
STARTUP TIMOTHY ERNEST ENG1
STARVEL MARCIA ANN LAS4


























































































58 E GREGORY DR
( FL27542 5700 S TRIPP ST
C FL68235 4430 MONTROSE
c FL67601 455 W BOURBONNAIS
c 601 N COURT ST
c FL65780 601 N COURT
u 414 BERKSHIRE
c FL27226 J373 STADIUM TERR
u EM71173 514 24TH ST
c FL61840 611 BRIAR LANE
u FL26511 737 S VAIL AV
c FL26301 602 N LINDEN ST
c FL26301 430 PRAIRIE AV
c 615 E ILLINOIS
c FL67987 719 18TH AVENUE A
c FL60409
c FL61389 2557 W FARWELL
c FL26511 115 COBB AV
c FL26511 212 NORTH E ST
u EM70567 6469 WENDELL AV
c FL67129 1626 RIDGELAND DR
u EM74457 811 FOREST AV
c 7131 WILD GROVE
c FL69464 H 41 B STAD TERR
c 710 ARLINGTON CT
c FL25454 1611 W SPRINGFIELD
c FL26511 BOX 134
c FL25207 RR
c FL24163 RR 8
c FL62425 410 BERKLEY AV
c FL28020 FRIESENBERGSTRASSE
c 1761 CENTRAL RD
c FL26987 RR 1
c FL26511 7061 N MASON
c FL62281 4144 S RIDGELAND
u EM79974 316 N 2ND ST
c 29 WILLOUGHBY PL
u EM71633 RR 1
c FL62222 1309 CATON AV
c TWIN CITY MOBILE PK
c FL69717 4210 N RIDGEWAY
c FL21464 RR 1 BOX 487
c FL60521
u EM72904 305 VIRGINIA AV
c FL26511 518 N HUNT AV
u EM73566 3451 S WALLACE
c FL26511 421 N 2ND AV
c 122 CAMPBELL ST
u EM74170 RR 1
c FL26511 306 E MADISON
c FL26511 204 UNION ST
c FL28909 5823 S WHIPPLE ST
u 6116 N HAMILTON AV
u 6116 N HAMILTON
c FL26511 537 11TH
c FL62545 113 E JACKSON
c FL28577 1617 W CLARK
u EM73109 137 BROAD ST
c FL26760
c FL63021 1602 LOCUST ST
c FL26511 2530 20TH AV
c FL67984 RR 3
c FL29730 1511 W CLARK ST
u EM77966 1205 E PENNSYLVANIA
u EM78581 315 STERLING RD
u FL26511 733 HAMMES AV
u BOX 122
c FL61184 E DEISERING
c FL26511 4541 N ARTESIAN
u EM74631
c FL26511 74 FAIRVIEW PL
1127 JOHNSON ST
c FL26511 90 7 SUMMIT ST
u FL26511 705 N HOMAN AV
u EM73846
c FL22046 6219 N MAGNOLIA
c FL21010 I49B STADIUM TERR
c 4824 N KARLOV
c FL60521 11920 S GREGORY
c FL21687 1017 GRANT
c FL26511 824 INDIANA AV
c FL67608 405 COUNTRYSIDE DR
u EM71838 1515 E KEYS AV
c FL26511 1849 W 59TH ST
u 114 STUBBS AV
u EM73320 807 W NEVADA STREET
c FL29613 136 CHARTRES ST
c FL61840 1715 W MAIN
c FL63633 PORTER RD RR 3















































































































































STEIN CLARENCE LOUIS JR
STEIN DIANE MERLE
STEIN HERBERT JOSEPH
STEIN JAMES HENRY JR
STEIN JANET WHITE










STEINAM EDWIN JOHN JR























FNol MRH GARNER 265 C FL26511
ENG2 410 E JOHN C FL67677
ENG2 106 N VINE u EM79222
COM1 104 E ARMORY c
ENG4 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
JNL3 307 E DANIEL e FL63565
COM2 309 CHALMERS c FL61894
PE 3 1006 S 1ST c
LAS1 911 S 4TH c FL67574
LAS1 MRH GARNER 494 c FL26511
FAA2 901 S LINCOLN AV U EM73385
COM3 1112 W CALIFORNIA u
LAS3 911 S 4TH c FL67574
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 324 c FL26511
AGR1 MRH LUNDGREN 202 c FL26511
PE 3 618 E DANIEL c
ENG1 1004 W OREGON u EM73542
COM2 802 PENNSYLVANIA u EM77025
AGR3 305 W WILLIAM c FL25437
ENG2 SAVANNA ILL
AGR2 703 S BUSEY u EM73968
AGR1 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
LAS2 710 W OHIO u EM71511
FAA2 611 E DANIEL c FL61840
LAS2 1304 W HEALEY c FL26173
GRAD 206 E JOHN c FL69656
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL68744
LAS3 MRH GARNER 368 c FL26511
FAA6 607 W UNIVERSITY c
ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u EM70158
LAS4 906 WESTERN u EM78573
LAS3
GRAD 307 COUNTRY CLUB RD u EM51181
FAA1 401 E JOHN c
LAS4
LAS2 611 E DANIEL c FL61849
ENG3 305 E JOHN c FL60733
GRAD 713 S ELM BLV c FL29249
COM4 408 E CHALMERS c FL64627
ENG4 1111 S 1ST c FL63314
ENG3 103 S MCCULLOUGH u
LAS2 1101 W ILLINOIS u EM51221
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 292 c FL26511
GRAD EUREKA ILL
GRAD 711 W ILLINOIS ST u EM71075
GRAD 302 W WASHINGTON c FL60193
GRAD 508 E SPRINGFIELD c FL28814
COM4 DANVILLE ILL
AGR4 58 E GREGORY DR c FL63152
ENG1 402 E JOHN c FL62141
AGR1 202 E GREEN c FL61870
AVI1 MRH GARNER 108 c FL26511
LAS3 1106 S THIRD c FL22058
GRAD 102 W MUMFORD DR u EM74649
ENG3 707 S 6TH c FL62222
ED 3 1011 S LOCUST c
ENG3 H33A STADIUM TERR c
ENG2 806 5TH c FL65990
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM1 1105 S 1ST c
GRAD 300-201 S GOODWIN u EM70524
LAS2 MRH FORBES 358 c FL26511
COM2 MRH HOPKINS 458 c FL26511
ED 3 1011 S LOCUST c
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS4 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
LAS4 16 HAGAN BLV u EM74944
COM4 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
LAS2 306 E GREGORY DR c FL62516
SWV2 717 SOUTHWEST DR c FL69219
COM3 706 W OHIO u EM76711
LAS2 907 S 3RD c FL67674
AVI 2 204 S 6TH c FL29613
GRAD 202 E JOHN c FL68970
ENG1 412 E GREEN c FL67984
ED 2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 1306 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73221
PE 1 906 S 6TH c
AGR4 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM51264
GRAD 1008 W CALIFORNIA u EM70508
FAA3 601 S 4TH c FL62684
SWV4 F68A STADIUM TERR c
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD MRH FORBES 111 c FL26511
ENG4 410 S BUSEY u EM76178
ED 2 715 W MICHIGAN u EM71150












209 S CHURCH ST
405 WAYNE TERR
7817 PHILLIPS AV








505 N 3RD AV
4331 WOODLAND
1304 W HEALY ST





5419 N SPAULDING AV
307 COUNTRY CLUB RD
461 MITCHELL AV




9 W RANDOLPH ST
1405 S WISCONSIN AV
103 S MCCULLOUGH
1605 WOODLAND ST S E
1917 S 24TH AV
207 S WALNUT
300 E LOCUST ST
302 W WASHINGTON
3312 N 89 ST
502 W SWISHER AV
RR 2
4716 N PAULINA ST
5520 S KENNETH AV
3750 LAKE SHORE DR







300 S GOODWIN AV
1822 JUNEWAY TERR
6809 CORNELL AV
416 N VINE ST
7634 N GREENVIEW




2902 E 77TH ST
1808 W LAURA
2950 W LUNT
1637 N ASHLAND AV
90 15 218TH PL
406 DOERR
146 GENEVA ST







































































































TELMACH GEORGE EDWARD PE 3
TELMACHOWSKI ARLEEN P LAS3
TELTER NORMAN RICHARD LAW2
TELTON OETER JON PE 2
.TELZER ROBERT SIEGRIED ENG2
TELZER SAMUEL BOSWELL LAS2
TELZRIEDE JUDITH RAYE AGR1
TEMKE GERALD WAYNE GRAD
TEMLER APLENE MARIE AGR4
TEMME HARRIET THELMA LAS2
TEMMLER ROLAND JOHN M GRAD
TEMMLER WOLFGANG BODO ENG2
5TEMPLE BONNIE MARILYNN PE 2
STEEPLES JON CARY ENG1
5TENBERG CHARLES G GRAD
STENBERG ROGER ALLEN ENG1
STEPAN WILLIAM JOHN FAA1
STEPHAN MARTIN VINCENT FAA1
STEPHANO PETER JOHN LAS1
STEPHENS CHARLES EDWARD COM1
STEPHENS DOUGLAS ROBERT GRAD
STEPHENS GARY WILLIAM FAA1
STEPHENS JACK MICHAEL FAA3
STEPHENS LINDA LOU LAS1
STEPHENS RALPH IVAN GRAD
STEPHENS ROBERT JOSEPH CO*l
STEPHENS SYDNEY JR GRAD
STEPHENS ROGER CLAYTON VM 4
STEPHENS THOMAS LEROY FAA1
STEPHENS WAYNE ROE^ISCH °E 3
STEPHENS WILLIAM ALLEN LAS3
STEPHENSON JUDITH SUSAN ED 2
STEPHENSON MARILYN JANE ED 4
STEPHENSON WILLIAM A LAS2
STEPIEN DIANE MARIE FAA3
STERK ROBERT JOSEPH FAA3
STERLING NEIL WARREN ENG4
STERLING THELMA JUANITA LAS3
STERN CAROL ANN ED 1
STERN CAROL ANN ED 1
STERN CLELA ANNE COM2
STERN DANIEL HENRY GRAD
STERN HARRY MILLER COM2
STERN JASON RICHARD COM1
STERN MARGOT ELLEN LAS1
STERN MORRIS GRAD
STERN ROBERT JOEL LAS3
STERN STJART ALAN COM1
STERN STUART IRWIN LAS1
STERNAMAN BAR3ARA LULU LAS2
STERNBERG MARLYS JEANNE LAS1
STERNBERG YARON MOSHE EN52
STERNSTEIN MYRON MILES LAS1
STERRETT ELIZABETH E LAS4
5
T £— ETT HELEN JANNEY LAS3
STERRETT SUSAN FAA2
STEUR LEE REYNOLDS AGR1
STEVENS DONALD STEWART ENG1
STEVENS GARY WARREN LAS1
STEVENS GEORGE ROBERT LAW3
STEVENS JOHN KNOX GRAD
STEVENS MICHAEL FRED LAS1
STEVENS PATRICIA TOR^AN GRAD
STEVENS PATTY REE LAS1
STEVENS RICHARD CHARLES LAW3
STEVENS VANCE ALLISTER FAA3
STEVENS WAYNE MANNING GRAD
STEVENSON JOHN ADAMS JR LAS4
STEVENSON JOHN DUWAYNE ENG1
STEVENSON THOMAS M JR GRAD
STEWARD PAUL JOSEPH COM4
STEWART ALLEN ROBERT FAA1
5TEWART 3RUCE EDWARD ENG1
STEWART CHARLES ALBERT AGR1
STEWART CHARLES JOSEPH GRAD
STEWART CHESTER LEE COM3
STEWART DAVID LARRY PE 4
STEWART FRANK ARTHUR LAS1
STEWART GEORGE LAWRENCE COM4
STEWART HARRY EFFINGER COM3
STEWART JAMES GRAD
STEWART JAMES "ICHAEL ENG2
STEWART JEAN COSSITT FAA2
5TEWART JOHN THOMAS JR GRAD
STEWART JOHN WILLIAM COM3
5TEWART LUCILLE RARDIN GRAD
STEWART NOAH WILLIS FAA1
STEWART PAUL RICHARD GRAD
STEWART PHILIP JOHN LAS1


























































































C FL62281 14907 TALMAN
C FL67446 2115 DICKENS AV
C 1009 SCOTT AV
C FL26511 1001 WENONAH
C FL60733 1024 DUNLOP
C 9950 S WASHTENAW
U FL26511 901 E ELM ST
U EM72574
C FL63878 RR 1 BOX 247
U EM77537 RT 2 OLIVE ST RD
U EM75012 1110 W MAIN ST
U EM75012 4335 62ND ST
C FL63196 258 S YORK ST
C FL26511 915 S DELPHIA
C FL26511 14421 S DEARBORN ST
C FL25207 14421 DEARBORN ST
C FL26511 9121 W 26TH PL
C FL67266 350 AROUILLA DR
C 611 N WASHINGTON AV
U EM79207 IOC S NILE
U EM74243 1481 MARINE DR
C FL21713 328 S MAPLE
C FL60687 4241 MAPLE AV
U EM70152 217 S 17TH ST
C FL22397 311 S PRAIRIE AV
C FL26511 BOX 871
U 140 ROBINSON TERR
C FL60368 GENERAL DELIVERY
C FL28809 1217 °OLK ST
C FL22331 2336 VERMONT ST
C FL67629 215 E COURT
U EM75459 605 12TH ST
C FL6365C RR
C FL67601 530 BLACKSTONE AV
U FL26511 8029 44TH CT
C 106 E GREEN ST
C FL26248 1027 OAKTON ST
U EM79391 309 N PROSPECT ST
U FL26511 4919 HOWARD ST
U FL26511 2854 W FARRAGUT AV
U EM74051 8723 S LAFLIN ST
C FL26511 2510 W GRACE ST
C FL67995 30 COUNTRY CLUB PL
C 4858 N WASHTENAW
C FL61383 697 WEST DR
C FL27363 1812 W KIRBY AVE
C FL67570 7353 S OGLESBY
C FL265U 1918 COLFAX
C FL26511 728 PARKVIEW AV
U EM75427 1127 N ELMWOOD
U FL26511 RR 1
C FL66975 12 HAGAY ST TELGANI*
C 6115 N WASHTE';--
C FL61849 726 ROGER AV
C FL68090 706 SHERWOOD TERR
U EM74007 123 E ORCHARD PL
C FL67635 1115 SPRUCE DR
C FL61528 336 W ONWENTSIA
C FL26511 211 N 7TH ST
C FL29161 438 S SYCAMORE
U EM70088
U EM33876 RR 2
U EM70088
U FL26511 RR 3 LAKE BRACKEN
C FL21034 4345 WALTERS RD
C FL21713 405 E MIDWAY DR
C Fi.26605 521 E 3RD ST
C FL67583 115 FRANKLIN ST
C FL26511 RR 1 BOX 108
U 1504 CAROLINA
C FL60521 9732 AVALON AV
C FL67635 BOX 419
C FL22548 407 S PROSPECT
C FL26511 3398 DELL OAK DR
C FL25730 103 E GREEN STREET
C FL22336 806 S 3RD ST
U EM78036 914 BEECHER AV
C FL67803 80X 46
C 516 FOREST AV
C FL23466 112 N WARWICK
6438 S HARVARD
C C L23224 725 SALEM RD
U FL26511 706 N BRAINARD AV
3719 HOOKER ST
U FL26511 803 E SANGAMON AV
C FL65452 1405 W CLARK
C FL26511 9325 S RHODES
C FL62338 BOX 491
C FL25151 510 BURGLAND AV
























































































SPRUCE PINE N CAR
GALESBURG ILL
EWING ILL
STEWART WALTER ROBERT LAW1
STEWART WAYNE LEE ENG1
STEWART WILLIAM EUGENE LAS*.
STICHLER CHARLES BUFORD FAA2
STICKEL KENNETH ALFRED COMA
STICKGOLD MARC LAS4
STICKLER RONALD LFF AGR1
STICKLING JOHN EDWARD ENG4
STIEFEL ALLEN IRWIN LAS1
STIEFEL HYLENE SANDRA ED 2
ST1EVATER ROBFRT HOWARD FAA4
STIFLER THOMAS G 111 LAW3
STILLER JANICE MARIE LAS1
STILLWELL HOWARD H ENG2
STILLWELL JAMES DEAN FAA4
STIMBROSKI JOSEPH M ENG1
ST I MEL I NG KENNETH H JR COM3
STIMPERT SHIRLEY ANNE COM3
STIMSON RAYMOND S JR COM2
STINEBRING SANDRA JEAN GRAD
STINNETT GREGORY LEE ENG1
STIRRETT LIONEL S AGR2
STIVER HARRY E JR GRAD
STJFAN LEO JAMES GRAD
STJOHN WENDELL EMERSON ED 4
STOCK MARSHA EO 1
STODDARD CHARLES DEAN AGR1
STODDARD MICHAEL DAVID ENG1
STOECKEL KATHLEEN C PE 1
STOECKER WILBERT F GRAD
STOECKL MARY JOY ED 1
STOEDEFALKE KARL GEORGE GRAD
STOEDEFALKE LURA HARDEN GRAD
STOEHR NORMAN JAMES FAA1
STOEVENER HERBERT HORST GRAD
STOFFEL JOSEPH JOHN ED 2
STOFFEL RONALD ANTHONY GRAD
STOKER LOIS KAY LAS2
STOKES DARRELL LEE AGR2
STOKES EDWARD FRANCIS AGR1
STOKOE ROBERT SIDNEY LAS1
STOLFA ROSEMARY FRANCES LAS1
STOLL CHARLES HENRY ENG1
STOLL DARRELL EUGENE ENG1
STOLLER DENNIS KAMMERER LAS3
STOLMAN LEAH ANN ED 3
STOLPA DONALD JAMES FAA4
STOLTZ DANIEL LEWIS ENG4
STONBERG CHARLES JAY COM3
STONE ARTHUR GERALD GRAD
STONE CONSTANCE MILDRED LAS1
STONE DONNA ANN LAS2
STONE EDWARD HERMAN COM3
STONE ELAINE BARBARA ED 1
STONE FRED JOHN JR ENG4
STONE GLENN GEORGE LAS1
STONE HUBERT LOWELL GRAD
STONE JOHN ELMER GRAD
STONE LINDA LEE LAS2
STONE NELLIE THROWER LAS2
STONE RALPH ALLEN GRAD
STONE REVA RAE ED 4
STONE RICHARD DANIEL ENG4
STONE ROBERT KARL GRAD
STONE RONALD JAY LAS1
STONE SHIRLEY G GRAD
STONE WALLACE MOORE JR FAA3
STONE WILLIAM ENDERS ENG2
STONEBRAKER GARY KEITH FAA4
STONECIPHER GERALD W LAS1
STONECIPHER MAXINE R AGR6
STONELAKE ROGER PALMER FAA1
STONER HARRY EUGENE 11 COM1
STONESIFER LINDA SUSAN LAS1
STOOPS ROBERT LOUIS ENG1
STOPKA RONALD GREGORY PE 2
STORCH RICHARD HARRY ED 6
STORCK DALE HERMAN C AGR4
STORCK ROGER LOUIS GRAD
STORER DAVID WADE COM2
STORER RICHARD LOUIS GRAD
STOREY EDWARD HERBERT GRAD
STORY JOSEPH CLAUDE GRAD
STORY LESLIE JAMES LAS3
STORZ WILLIAM ANTHONY LAS2
STOSKUS JOHN ANTHONY ENG3
STOTLER RANDY LEE LAS1
STOUGH MARTIN GILBERT ENG3
STOUGHTON ROGER LEWIS GRAD








502 E WHI TE
MRH NOBLE 215



























1303 W STOUGHTON ST
1005 S LINCOLN
806 W OHIO ST


































1005 W GREGORY DR
606 E STOUGHTON
240 N GREGORY
MRH VAN DOREN 325
1001 W ILLINOIS












5941 NAGLE AV VAN NUYS CALIF
C MORRISONVILLE ILL
c FL67908 614 WILLOW ST KEWANEE ILL
c FL21713 213 N MICHIGAN ST ARGOS 1ND
c FL67805 600 E CLEVELAND TAYLORVILLE ILL
c FL265U 241 SUNSET DR WILMETTE ILL
U EM73109 RR 4 PARIS ILL
c FL60875 903 FRYE AV PEORIA ILL
c FL26511 8105 KENTON SKOKIE ILL
u FL26511 7718 S CLYDE AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL28180 104 E SPRINGFIELD AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM71051 5 W CONRON AV DANVILLE ILL
u EM71174 6732 W SCHREIBER CHICAGO 31 ILL
c FL27473 RR 5 CENTRALIA ILL
c FL25963 901 S 1ST ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL67434 302 W KELLY AV WESTVILLE ILL
c FL63071 615 JUDGE AVE waukegan ill
c FL28763 EL PASO ILL
u EM75200 708 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
BUCKLEY ILL
c FL26511 819 N 8TH SPRINGFIELD ILL
u WINDSOR ILL
u EM77608 2034 LAKE ST LINCOLN NEBR
c FL25796 343 GOLDEN GATE AV TACOMA 66 WASH
u EM71129 1986 W STATION KANKAKEE ILL
u FL26511 2829 W FARRAGUT CHICAGO 25 ILL
u EM79298 RR 2 ROCHELLE ILL
c FL26511 ARGENTA ILL
u EM75416 1720 LOWELL SPRINGFIELD ILL
u EM72572 1506 S MAPLE ST URBANA ILL
'J FL26511 14 S 13TH ST ST CHARLES ILL
c FL60442 2887 S WENTWORTH AV MILWAUKEE 7 WIS
c FL60442 1010 S 1ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL67601 409 23RD AV MOLINE ILL
BAD GRUND GERMANY
c FL67266 111 JOHN MCHENRY ILL
u 571 25TH AV SAN FRANCISCO 21 CAL
u FL265U 3224 VERNON AV BROOKFIELD ILL
u EM74336 RR 3 VANDAL1A ILL
c FL63153 RR 2 EL PASO ILL
c FL27342 131 E FULTON ST FARMINGTON ILL
c FL66434 2500 WESTOVER AV RIVERSIDE ILL
c FL60733 RR 1 CHESTNUT ILL
c FL60733 RR 1 MT PULASKI ILL
c FL23280 657 E 2ND ST EL PASO ILL
u FL26511 2462A BIRCHWOOD CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL26511 5239 N MOODY AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL22536 807 S MACARTHUR ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL62281 7825 EL MANOR AV LOS ANGELES 45 CALIF
309 S MAIN GEORGETOWN ILL
u FL26511 5650 S ABERDEEN ST CHICAGO 21 ILL
u FL26511 8414 N ST LOUIS SKOKIE ILL
c FL66666 6436 S RICHMOND CHICAGO 29 ILL
u EM72645 5841 N SPAULDING AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL66953 2417 S 9TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL26511 SANTA FE PRINCEVILLE ILL
u EM73588 810 WEST PARK URBANA ILL
u 1526 COLLEGE CT MONTGOMERY 6 ALA
u FL26511 806 OUILMETTE LANE WILMETTE ILL
u EM51250 2442 SOUTHSIDE BLV JACKSONVILLE 11 FLA
u SHARON SPRINGS KAN
u EM72645 2949 W JEROME ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
c FL23224 RR 1 BOX 369B EAST MOLINE ILL
J EM76922 705 HAWTHORNE DR URBANA ILL
c FL67585 2750 W BALMORAL CHICAGO 25 ILL
u EM76922 705 HAWTHORNE DR URBANA ILL
u EM51133 707 W UNIVERSITY AV URBANA ILL
c FL67574 806 OUILMETTE LANE WILMETTE ILL
u EM77342 111 N BROADWAY ST WHITE PLAINS N Y
u EM51221 305 W OLIVE SALEM ILL
c FL65684 902 MAYFAIR RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL64638 609 N BUTRICK ST WAUKEGAN ILL
u EM77131 1109 GRANT PL URBANA ILL
u FL26511 166 LARCH AV ELMHURST ILL
c FL29206 BOX 134 AROMA PARK ILL
u 7120 N ORIOLE CHICAGO 31 ILL
c FL26511 424 S GREENWOOD AV PARK RIDGE ILL
u EM51264 RR 2 BOX 74 NASHVILLE ILL
u EM71043 308 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
c FL24569 1626 N WESTERN AV PARK RIDGE ILL
u EM75162 302 S CHERRY ST CENTRALIA ILL
u EM72340 911 CRESTWOOD DR URBANA ILL
10934 EWING AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
c FL26511 1237 W 72ND ST CHICAGO 36 ILL
c FL26511 906 N VERMILLION ST STREATOR ILL
c FL62708 7037 S MAPLEWOOD CHICAGO ILL
c FL62563 132 E SEIBERLING PEORIA HEIGHTS 4 ILL
u EM70520 206 S CEDAR ST URBANA ILL
c 7 MELROSE PL IOWA CITY IOWA



























































































ENG4 309 W VINE C RR 4
AGR1 1105 S 4TH c FL61813 1914 S 9TH AV
LAS2 309 W VINE c 547 E 13TH ST
COM4 311 E GREEN c FL67544 248 E FREMONT ST
LAS1 1008 S LINCOLN U EM74901 RR 1
GRAD 308 W SPRINGFIELD c FL66173 134 THOMPSON ST
COM3 505 CHALMERS c FL60153
COM4 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 1125 S MAPLE ST
COM3 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254 2528 S 10TH ST
LAS1 611 E DANIEL c FL69643 23 DODGE AV
COM1 1106 PENNSYLVANIA u 319 N ROBERT ST
COM3 801 S WRIGHT c FL24163 RR 1
VM 3 801 N RANDOLPH c RR 1
ENG4 1111 S 1ST c FL63314 WADSWORTH RD
GRAD 846 W MACON
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 343 c FL26511 1002 MAXWELL
GRAD 211 W OREGON u EM77144 211 W OREGON
COM1 MRH HOPKINS 336 c FL26511 RR 1
FAA4 1106 S LINCOLN u EM79051 2500 S 58TH CT
LAS1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416 2500 S 58TH CT
FAA3 304 E ARMORY c FL69740 199 RIDGEWOOD RD
FAA3 305 E JOHN c FL60733 21 N MAPLE ST
LAS2 MRH GARNER 414 c FL26511 10822 AVENUE C
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 104 c FL26511 1320 E SIBLEY BLV
LAS2 MRH FORBES 482 c FL26511 2079 66TH ST
GRAD 61 E JOHN c FL24537
ED 2 909 W ILLINOIS u EM78695
GRAD 410 M SPRINGFIELD u EM77280 ROUTE 1
3RAD 1505 S WESTERN c FL64575 205 CORNELIA ST
LAS3 MRH GARNER 424 c FL26511 7538 CREGIER AV
COM3 1116 W NEVADA u EM77773 724 CORNELIA AV
PE 4 MRH FLAGG 431 c FL26511 350 CABRINI BLV
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511 504 PLUM ST
LAS3 1111 S 2ND ST c FL61580 8011 YATES
ED 2 1107 3RD u 7 FLETCHER
LAS2 112 GREEN ST c 837 N LECLAIRE
AGR1 406 JOHN c FL26964 7609 EASTLAKE
GRAD 605 W CALIFORNIA u EM51191 605 W CALIFORNIA
SWV4 1802 DIANA LN c FL65210 1802 DIANA LANE
ENG4 1002 W OREGON u EM 73 127 716 S CHICAGO AV
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67267 504 9TH AV
PE 3 407 W GREEN u EM78544 407 W GREEN
PE 4 407 W GREEN u EM78544 407 M GREEN ST
LAW1 105 S 4TH c 8159 S JEFFREY
GRAD 1113-120 W GREEN u 320 CAMERON ST
FAAl 303 E JOHN c FL66434 7716 CLARENCE
GRAD 1113-120 W GREEN u 724 ATLANTA ST
COM4 412 E GREEN c FL67984 3115 S HARRISON
LAS1 MRH FORBES 216 c FL26511 7615 N BOSWORTH
LAS4 1301 BUSEY u EM79207 7615 N BOSWORTH
LAS1 MPH LUNDGREN 17 c FL26511 413 EDWARD ST
ED 2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 403 ERNESTINE AV
COM1 907 S 3RD c FL67679 6505 N GREENVIEW
ENG4 313 E SPRINGFIELD c FL21570
LAS2 801 W ILLINOIS u EM77142 302 E BROAD ST
LAS3 MRH FORBES 359 c FL26511 6721 PAXTON AV
ENG4 311 E GREEN c FL66834 RR 2
AGR3 311 E GREEN c FL66834 RR 2
GRAD 203 N LYNN c 203 N LYNN
GRAD 308 W ELM ST u 1343 LAHARPE ST
COM2 507 E DANIEL c FL65466 507 E DANIEL
GRAD 1204 PAULA DR c FL21904 1204 PAULA DR
ENG2 MRH FORBES 219 c FL26511 6670 RAVEN ST
LAW1 MRH TAFT 109 c FL26511 53 ALDRICH RD
GRAD 1009 W CALIFORNIA u EM76407 RR 1
LAS3 306 E DANIEL c FL67541
ENG4 309 E SPRINGFIELD c FL61441 830 COMMUNITY DR
ENG1 1105 W CALIFORNIA u EM76297
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 20 c FL26511 RR 1
GRAD 502 W JOHN c FL24679 1310 LAFAYETTE AV
GRAD 514 FAIRLAWN DR u EM70453 514 FAIRLAWN DR
AGR3 710 W OHIO u EM77511 RR 1
GRAD 406 E HEALEY c 1328 WASHINGTON ST
LAW3 605 E PARK c 1001 S 1ST ST
AGR3 202 E GREEN c FL61870 RR 1
LAS1 105 E ARMORY c FL67585 5144 N TROY
LAS 2 MRH VAN DOREN 9 c FL26511 1600 PLEASANT LANE
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 1268 RIDGEWOOD DR
ENG4 301 W BIRCH c FL27784 11333 S LAWLER
ENG1 404 E DANIEL c 5008 PRATT AV
ENG3 905 W CALIFORNIA u EM51380 3110 S 53RD CT
ENG4 1012 W MAIN u EM71008 1012 W MAIN ST
ENG1 111 S 1ST c RR 8
ENG2 1204 8ELMEADE c FL29453 1204 BELMEADE
FAA3 305 E DANIEL c FL67661 BOX 588
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459 1025 WOODLAWN ST
LAS1 1105 S 1ST c FL67570 137 N CENTRAL
ENG1 1209 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511 914 GARFIELD PL





























BROOKLYN 21 N Y
CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO ILL



























































STUFFLEBEAM OLIVER P ENG1
STUFFLEBEAM RONALD LEE COM1
STUKENBERG RONALD W AGR4
STUMM RICHARD LYNN ENG2
stumpff glenn herbert grad
stuntz jane alice grad
stupka adrianne f com1
sturgeon jerry wayne eng3
sturgis david howard eng2
sturies clara ruth las1
STUR M RODNEY WALTON LAS1
STUSRUD JULIE ANN LAS3
STUTSMAN JAMES CHRIS FAA2
STUTZ DOUGLAS RAY GRAD
STUTZ JANE ANN LAS3
STUTZ ROBERTA JEAN LAS1
STUTZMAN BYRON WILLIAM ENG4
STUTZMAN WARREN LEE ENG1
SUAMI TAMI LAS5
SUHAT JOHN EDWARD LAS1
SUCHOMEL CHARLES FRANK ENG3
SUDDES HELEN LOUISE ED 1
SUDIGDOMARTO MUDOMO GRAD
SUDTHIPRAKARN P GRAD
SUESS ALAN ROMAN GRAD
SUGAR LINDA BARBARA LAS1
SUGENT FERDINAND FRANK ENG2
SUGG ROGER LEE LAS4
SUGITA RICHARD KENJI ENG1
SUHR SUNNY LOU ED 2
SUHRE MAURICE E JR GRAD
SUHRE MAYNARD PAUL ENG2
SUK YOONHEE AGR4
SUKMAN ELAINE MURIEL LAS4
SULDA LEO LAWRENCE SWV4
SULHOFF FRANK WILLIAM ENG1
SULLINS MARJORIE ANN LAS2
SULLIVAN DAVID RAYMOND LAS4
SULLIVAN EILEEN M ED 4
SULLIVAN FRANK RODNEY ENG1
SULLIVAN GENE ROBERT FAA1
SULLIVAN JAMES OWEN ENG4
SULLIVAN JOHN JOSEPH COM1
SULLIVAN JOHN MICHAEL AGR1
SULLIVAN MARGO ED 4
SULLIVAN MARY KATHLEEN AGR2
SULLIVAN ROBERT WILLIAM ENG2
SUMMER HARRY HARMON GRAD
SUMMERBELL ALICE ANNE GRAD
SUMMERS ALBERT DUDLEY AGR4
SUMMERS JERRY ROSS AGR1
SUMMERS JOAN LYNN LAS1
SUMMERS JOHN CLIFFORD GRAD
SUMMERS STANLEY PORTER GRAD
SUMMERS STEWART NELSON LAS3
SUMMERS WILLIAM MICHAEL ED 1
SUMPTION CAROLYN SUE AGR3
SUN CHANG HSI GRAD
SUN PAUL PENGCHENG FAA6
SUN SIAOFANG GRAD
SUNAY NECDET HASAN GRAD
SUNKEL DONNA JOYCE COM2
SUNNY JAMES ALBERT ENG4
SURBER J D PE 4
SUSIC ANTHONY STEPHEN COM4
SUSKIN GERALDINE GRAD
SUSSMAN LESLIE IRA COM3
SUTCLIFFE PEGGY FAA4
SUTCLIFFE SAMUEL GRAD
SUTER JOHN LOUIS COM2
SUTINIS BERNARD ANTHONY COM1
SUTKER ADA RENEE LAS2
SUTKER ARNOLD WARREN LAS1
SUTTER FREDERICK M FAA4
SUTTER HERBERT W AGR2
SUTTLES GERALD DALE GRAD
SUTTON DIANE LAS1
SUTTON RICHARD DEE AGR1
SUTTON RICHARD F JP LAS1
SUWADA JOHN FRANK ENG3
SUZUKI WARREN NOBORU ED 2
SVAB LAURENCE ELWOOD FAA1
SVIHLA GEORGE CHARLES LAS1
SWAAR ANNA MARIE AGR1
SWAFFORD MARILYN A FAA6
SWAGLER CAROL ANN FAA1
SWAIN ELEANOR E LAS1
SWAIN TIMOTHY W 11 LAS3
SWALEK ROBERT STANLEY ENG1

















1 116 W OREGON
806 W OHIO
300-105 S GOODWIN































58 E GREGORY DR
1005 W GREGORY DR
714 W CALIFORNIA





































C FL67583 2363 WISCONSIN RD ROCKFORD ILL
U EM76045 CANTRALL ILL
C FL23694 RP 1 BYRON ILL
C FL24254 717 E WOOD ST bLOOMINGTON ILL
U EM78860 MIDDLE CREEK PA
HARLAN MEMORIAL HOSf 1 HARLAN KY
U FL26511 7066 N MASON AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
C FL67656 448 M LAFAYtTTE RUSHVlLLt ILL
C FL26511 1066 N SOUTHERN MUSKEGON MICH
U EM74051 502 N MCKINLEY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67635 ROBERTS ILL
U EM71136 1509 N COURT ST ROCKFORD ILL
U 1623 ELM SHORE RD PORT BYRON ILL
C FL69203 MAZON ILL
C FL61879 ROUTE 2 NEW ATHENS ILL
RR 1 PESOTUM ILL
U EM79105 267 N SMITH ST PALATINE ILL
U EM74336 446 E CHICAGO AV PALATINE ILL
U 1605 KICHIJOJI MUSASHINO JAPA'<
C FL66112 8530 PFAFF RD DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C 208 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 908 N STATE JERSEYV1LLE ILL
c 17 SANGKURIANG BANDUNG INDONESIA
c KASETSART UNIVERSITY faANGKOK THAILAND
u 1052 ELMWOOD AV PLAINWELL MICH
U FL26511 338 WINNEBAGO PARK FOREST ILL
C 1813 S 2ND SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL26511 BOX 175 POCAHONTAS ILL
C FL265U 2920 WINAM AV HONOLULU 16 HAWAII
U EM75427 921 SUMMIT AV VILLA PARK ILL
C FL21766 2 SUMMIT DR ROLLA MO
C FL24052 RR 1 BOX 47 ALHAMBRA ILL
U 140 DON AM DONG SEOUL KOREA
C FL26130 6240 N TROY ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM72395 5624 S MCVICKER ST CHICAGO 38 ILL
U EM51211 4315 SACRAMENTO CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 BOX 101 3ETHANY ILL
U EM76374 21 IMPERIAL ST PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL66434 21 IMPERIAL ST PARK RIDGE ILL
U 119 17TH ST WlLMETTE ILL
C FL65990 BOX 74 LEROY IND
C 4153 W ADAMS CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1830 43RD AV NORTHLAKE ILL
C FL63152 RR 4 MONMOUTH ILL
C FL26016 405 W WASHINGTON ST URBANA ILL
U FL26511 RR 4 MONMOUTH ILL
C FL24222 908 MAIN ST CARTHAGE ILL
U EM77328 808 S LINCOLN AV URBANA ILL
C FL63026 2531 PAYNE ST EVANSTON ILL
1636 BUENA VISTA DECATUR ILL
C FL63153 RR 1 HAMILTON ILL
U FL26511 9125 SKOKIE BLV SKOKIE ILL
U EM74314 237 W SUNSET AV LOMBARD ILL
U 100 WATER ST HUNTSVILLE MO
C FL23781 306 W ELLS ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 1939 HARTREY AV EVANSTON ILL
C FL61870 1202 PLUM MARSHALL ILL
C FL24565 916 W WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL65538 12 PAO JA ROAD MUCHA TAIPEH TAIWAN
U EM71265 1201 ELLIS AV ASHLAND WIS
C P KUTUSU 148 SISLI ISTANBUL TURKE
U EM74051 RR 5 PARIS ILL
U 217 JEFFERSON AV ELGIN ILL
C FL63152 STANFORD ILL
C FL25040 7424 W 56TH ST SUMMIT ILL
U FL26511 7623 ESSEX CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL67654 7022 CONSTANCE ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26833 109 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26833 109 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL63515 719 HARMS RD GLENVIEW ILL
C FL67908 414 CORY WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL22058 5568 W MONROE ST CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL67570 6625 S RICHMOND ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL61223 5315 N LOCKWOOD CHICAGO ILL
U HEYWORTH ILL
C FL26511 5749 SATSUMA NORTH HOLLYWOOD CALI
U FL26511 8037 LOWELL SKOKIE ILL
U EM70468 RR 3 NORRIS CITY ILL
C FL26511 1438 HOFFMAN PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL67266 5532 W WRIGHTWOOD AV CHICAGO 39 ILL
C FL66834 144 BATES ST HONOLULU 17 HAWAII
C FL26511 3526 MADISON BROOKFIELD ILL
C FL26511 4133 PRAIRIE AV BROOKFIELD ILL
U EM73385 RR 2 MASON CITY ILL
U EM76244 1010 W MAIN URBANA ILL
C FL62472 546 DEE RD PARK RIDGE ILL
U FL26511 616 PLUM ST MARSHALL ILL
C FL63022 3820 N BIGELOW PEORIA ILL
C FL26511 409 156TH ST CALUMET CITY ILL
U 416 S MARION ST SALEM ILL
ALLOW RICHARD LOUIS LAS3
ALLOW ROBERT FRANK AGR4
ALLOW RONALD JOSEPH GRAD
'AN THOMAS JOSEPH LAS3
ANK ROBERT KESSLER GRAD
(ANSON ALAN ARTHUR COM4
(ANSON ALLEN KEITH LAS4
/ANSON BONNIE MARIE AGR
1
I
(ANSON BURTON EUGENE AGR3
SANSON CAROL SUE LAS4
MNSON CAROLYN V GRAD
SANSON CHARLES EUGENE COM3
SANSON DARRELL ENG3
SANSON DAVID M ENG1
SANSON DENNIS DARRYL JNL4
SANSON DONALD WARREN COM4
jrfANSON DOUGLAS CLARK LAS1
HANSON ELIZABETH G GRAD
WANSON GERALD JOHN ENG2
IwANSON JAMES ARTHUR LAS1
WANSON JOHN LAWRENCE LAS1
WANSON JOHN WILLARD JR ENG4
WANSON LINNEA ANN LAS4
WANSON LLOYD K JR FAA1
WANSON MARJORIE ANN AGR4
WANSON MERRILL R AGR3
WANSON NORMA GENEVIEVE LAS1
I.WANSON PAUL JOHN JR COM4
WANSON PERRY LEROY ENG2
.WANSON PETER DOUGLAS JNL3
.WANSON PHILIP JOHN LAS1
.WANSON RAYMOND GEORGE COM4
iWANSON RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
.WANSON RITA MAE LAS2
JWANSON ROBERT BENTON AGR3
SWANSON ROBERT EARL ENG1
5WANSON ROBERT L JR LAS3
5WANSON RONALD ALLEN VM 2
JWANSON SAM ROBERT FAA3
5WANSTROM OSCAR GARY LAS2
5WARD GLENN ROBERT GRAD
JWARD STEPHEN ERIC COM1
>WARTWOUT ROBERT EARL GRAD
5WARTWOUT ROBERT LEE AGR2
5WARTZ DONOVAN FAA4
5WARTZ FRANCES LOUISE LAS3
5WARTZ GEORGIE ANN FAA2
5WARTZ JOEL HERMAN ED 4
>WARTZ NEVA MINER FAA6
JWARTZMAN JOEL ARNOLD LAS1
iWEAT BERT LLOYD LAS1
iWEATMAN GARY WENDELL FAA3
>WEDA EDWARD PETER FAA4
iWEDA FREDERICK WENDELL ENG1
iWEDBERG JANE EVELYN PE 2
iWEENEY DIANNE JOAN LAS3
iWEENEY JACK THOMAS AGR4
iWEENEY SHARON ANN LAS2
iWEET LYNN CLAUDE AGR1
iWEET WILLIAM JOSEPH GRAD
iWEETNAM JOHN FRANCIS FAA4
SWEETNAM WILLIAM JOSEPH ENG1
iWEETOW SUSAN MAY LAS1
iWEI HOUNG LIN GRAD
iWEITZER JUDITH ANNE GRAD
iWENDSEN ROBERT HARRY ENG4
iWENEY MARTHA ROYCE GRAD
iWENGEL EDWIN MCMUNN GRAD
JWENGEL ELIZABETH L GRAD
IWENSON HOMER WESSEL GRAD
iWETTENAM LEO JR AGR2
JWIATOWIEC SANDRA JEAN COM1
IWIECKI TIMOTHY L LAS1
iWIFT GERALD CHARLES COM4
iWIFT JAMES FREDERICK ENG1
.WINFORD CHARLES W ED 4
IWINFORD DONALD RAY COM2
iWINFORD MARILYN EADS AGR4
iWIONTEK BERNARD P JR COM4
IWISLOW LINDA LOU ED 1
.WITZER ROBERT LEE LAS3
•WOFFORD GERALD EUGENE LAS2
.WOFFORD HAROLD S JR GRAD
WOFFORD NANCY JEAN LAS1
WOPE GAIL MAREAN LAS1
YDNOR RICHARD LEE GRAD
YED AMNA KHATOON GRAD
YKES ALLAN LAS1
YKES THOMAS RONALD LAS3


























































































C FL24222 247 W MAPLE ST LOMBARD ILL
C FL67821 247 W MAPLE ST LOMBARD ILL
U 247 W MAPLE LOMBARD ILL
C FL25151 11130 S WESTERN AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
U EM76224 201 W WASHINGTON ST URBANA ILL
C FL67574 710 HIGHVIEW AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26511 UTICA ILL
C FL24164 MEDIA 3 ILL
U EM51264 RR 5 PRINCETON ILL -
—
C FL63650 BYRON ILL
U EM73345 9244 S BISHOP ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67601 5115 N OAK PARK AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL62794 345 WING PARK BLV ELGIN ILL
C FL67677 440 S BRAINARD LA GRANGE ILL
C FL67677 1804 S PASFIELD ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL69973 RR 1 BOX 338 ST CHARLES ILL
C FL26511 2122 W 108TH PL CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL22624 906 S 4TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67601 5115 N OAK PARK AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
U RR 1 ARLINGTON ILL
C FL61766 537 N CHURCH ST GIBSON CITY ILL
U 509 W MAIN URBANA ILL
C FL22046 6443 MINNEHAHA CHICAGO 46 ILL
C FL64014 NORTH BROADWAY WIND GAP PA
C FL24164 MEDIA ILL
U EM76456 1213 W CLARK URBANA ILL
C 7554 S CONSTANCE CHICAGO 49 ILL
U EM77933 112 S BARR ST CRAWFORDSVILLE IND
U ROYAL OAKS CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C FL60521 121 S HIGHLAND ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
C 2806 N STERLING PEORIA ILL
C FL60481 107 E 151ST ST HARVEY ILL
C FL22624 815 FISK AV JOLIET ILL
C FL27554 3425 MISSOURI AV PEORIA ILL
C FL25752 RR 1 PAXTON ILL
C FL24231 640 OVERHILL AV PARK RIDGE ILL
C 815 N MCKINLEY AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM72959 385 N ELA RD PALATINE ILL
C 2405 WILKE RD ROLLOWING MEADOWS IL
DELANO ILL
C FL61457 911 ALAGNA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62564 1515 6TH AV DES PLAINES ILL
U 2670 E 78TH ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL68685 53 FLORAL AV CORTLAND N Y
C 208 W MAPLE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79292 611 N BRIEGEL COLUMBIA ILL
U EM71581 RR 1 WELLINGTON ILL
C FL26511 5144 N BERNARD CHICAGO ILL
C FL63976 RR 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 5420 W GLADYS AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL26511 RR LA FAYETTE ILL
C FL25967 431 S MORGAN ST VIRGINIA ILL
U EM51395 509 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
C FL 76434 606 WESTMORELAND WAUKEGAN ILL
U EM75425 210 TURNER PL SYCAMORE ILL
U FL26511 2800 W 46TH ST CHICAGO 32 ILL
C FL60409 RR 1 CHARLESTON ILL
U EM71191 802 N TAYLOR OAK PARK ILL
C FL26213 1214 HOLLYCREST DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 20 JUNIPER DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 759 W MACON ST DECATUR ILL
C FL26511 759 W MACON DECATUR ILL
U FL26511 9939 S YATES AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL28643 CHUNG SHAN RD N TAIPEI TAIWAN
U EM70033 RR 1 RICHLAND MICH
U EM76416 722 W MAIN ST DUNDEE ILL
U EM72703 710 W INDIANA ST URBANA ILL
RR 1 FITHIAN ILL
FITHIAN ILL
U EM78167 BOX 49 MAIN ST HARRISON CITY PA
438 S CHERRY ST PAXTON ILL
U EM73385 8232 GIDDINGS CHICAGO 31 ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 ROME N Y
C FL68157 1308 W WASHINGTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79850 2908 GLENWOOD AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26949 100 W ALABAMA CASEY ILL
U EM78525 1500 CAROLINA DR URBANA ILL
U EM78525 1500 CAROLINA DR URBANA ILL
U EM71312 2308 W BIRCHWOOD CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 7770 SOUTH SHORE DR CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL60521 ORANGEVILLE ILL
C FL26101 30 MAGNOLIA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL24729 608 S RANDOLPH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77128 1408 BRIARCLIFF URBANA ILL
U FL26511 1329 ELMWOOD WILMETTE ILL
C FL68250 107 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM51113 77 MULLIAN RD LAHORE W PAKISTAN
C FL26511 8944 TAMAROA TERR SKOKIE ILL
C FL62563 218 E JACKSON ST MORRIS ILL
C FL65678 10945 AVENUE L CHICAGO ILL
SYLJEBECK RICHARD ALLEN LAS1
SYMANSKI PAUL JOSEPH LAS2
SYMES JOHN PHINEHAS GRAO
SYMON GERALD COM1
SYN WAI MUN GRAD
SYPHERD ALLEN DAVID ENG1
SYRCLE RONALD (CAY AGR2
SZADY ANDREW JOSEPH JR ENG3
SZANTO JOSEPH VM 5
SZCZEPANIK PATRICIA ANN LAS3
SZLUHA NICHOLAS LAS3
SZOKE RONALD DUANE GRAD
SZUMAL ROBERT JOSEPH LAS*
SZWIEC RICKI BERENICE LAS3
SZYMANSK1 DONALD DANIEL FAA3
SZYMANSKI FREDERICK J LAS*
SZYMANSKI RONALD EDWARD SWV3
SZYMCZAK THOMAS JAMES ENG1
SZYSKA THOMAS JOSEPH ENG*
SZYSZKOWSKI ANTONI W FAA*
TABARI HISHAM RASHID ENG*
TABIN AARON SHAWN LAS3
TABOR DAVID PAUL LAS3
TABORN DOYLE MCCALEB LAS2
TADIN ANTHONY SPIRO ENG*
TAEKMAN HOWARD PHILLIP LAS1
TAFT DAVID ROY COM1
TAG6E GEORGE ALLEN ENG3
TAHORI EVA TURK LASS
TAI HUNG CHAO GRAD
TAIRA SHINSEI GRAD
TAISHOFF KENNETH WAYNE LAS1
TAIT JOHN EDWIN LAW1
TAJI HAFEZ A ENG2
TALBOTT RICHARD LLOYD GRAD
TALEND DONALD RICHARD ENG*
TALIAFERRO MYRON E JR PE 1
TALLMAN ALYCE JOYCE LAW2
TALLY GARY OGBURN SWV*
TALNEY JUDITH LEE ED 3
TALUKDAR ABDUL MAJID ENG3
TAMASAUSKAS ALGIMANTAS FAA*
TAMBLING JAMES ALLEN ENG3
TAMM HEINO LAS*
TAMOSIUNAS VIDA ANGELE LAS3
TAMPA GEORGE RUDOLPH COM4
TAN BEE LENG LAS*
TAN CHORWENG GRAD
TAN KWANG GUN ENG*
TAN PETER SOO LING FAA*
TAN SOO TIONG ENG3
TANAKA YASUMASA GRAD
TANAKA YOSHIICHI GRAD
TANANBAUM SIDNEY MARTIN GRAD
TANENBAUM SHEILA P ED 1
TANG CHIEN HUI GRAD
TANG FRANCIS CHI YU GRAD
TANG TAO NAN GRAD
TANIDA MASAO GRAD
TANIMOTO SADAO GRAD
TANNEHILL GERMAINE L COM1
TANNENBAUM MELANIE LYNN ED 2
TANNER MARIAN LOIS GRAD
TANNER ROSE TAPELLA ED 2
TANNY JOSEPH ARTHUR ENG3
TANOUS JEROME CHARLES LAS3
TANSEY JAMES LOUIS ENG*
TANSLEY ROGER STEWART ENG*
TANSOR THOMAS GEORGE COM2
TAOKA GEORGE TAKASHI GRAD
TAPP JACK THOMAS GRAD
TARG HARRY ROBERT LAS3
TARGUM STEVEN JOSEPH LAS*
TARLAIAN MARTIN STEPHEN GRAD
TARR JOSEPH ELMER JR ENG3
TARRASCH ELEANOR D PE 3
TARRSON MARLA ANN ED 1
TARRSON RONALD ELL IS LAS3
TARRSON SUSAN PENNY ED 1
TARRY BONNIE KAY LAS2
TARSON LAWRENCE JAMES LAS1
TARTER CYRELDA ANN JUL*
TARTT LAURA COLEMAN GRAD
TASCH THOMAS JOHN FAA2
TASCHER JOHN MORRIS ENG3
TASKER WILLIAM ROBERT ENG1
TASSISTRO CARL RALPH LAS3
TATE CHARLOTTE RAY LAS2
TATE JAMES RUSSELL GRAD
TATE RICHARD LEE ENG3
MRH GARNER 178










































509 W MAIN ST

































302 E GREGORY DR
806 E GREGORY











c FL26511 203 GALE AV
c FL26511 1*93 HARTLY RD
BOX 17*
c FL67570 8*15 N TRUMBULL
u 210 NORTH AV NW
c FL67622 WEST ADAMS RD
c FL29671
c FL26511 1*19 N SPRINGFIELD
u EM70*55 202 W GREEN ST
c FL66*3* 6108 W WELLINGTON AV
u 1211 N OOUGLAS
u EM73716 RR 2 BOX 228
u EM7*852 6101 W 55TH ST
c FL2*163 6031 W DAKlN ST
c FL26511 8626 EXCHANGE
u EM73708 1* ALBOURNE ST
c FL63353 2923 S ARCH ST
c FL6683* 8001 S RUTHERFORD AV





EM73566 *27 RIDGE AV
u 501 S RACE ST
c FL26511 2106 W NEBRASKA
c FL67266 21* N PROSPECT
c FL26511 6111 N CAMPBELL AV
c FL26511 801 FULTON
u EM79528 909 SUNNYCREST DR
c FL60097 50 SAJIT ST
u EM79501 99 MINCHIUM ST
c FL26511 *1 AZAKAGAMIZU
c FL26511 *206 ARKANSAS AV N W
c FL60*1* 2*21 12TH ST
c 111 E HEALEY ST
c FL26916 1*02-* GRANDVIEW
c FL67586 *317 W DICKENS AV
c 607 BRIDLE
u EM7897* 1102 W OREGON
c FL25871 605 E DANIEL ST
u FL26511 5*0 ADDISON
c FL2322* 109 RAHMASGANJ
c FL67267 2222 WRIGHT AV
c FL67981 1217 MELROSE
u 5385 N BOWMAINVILE
u FL26511 6928 S TALMAN
c FL26511 2*12 JAMES ST
c FL66769 9 EWE BOON RD
c FL26511 681 HIGH RD
c FL26511 23 LANE 7* NANCHANG
u 1063 SONG WAD RD
u 21 MOUNT ROSIE
u EM776*1 126 YOCHO MACHI
c FL6*1*3 BOX 653 KEALAKEKUA
c 5326 NEOSHO
u FL26511 13*5 W FARGO
u EM51132 80 MING CHUAN RD
c FL21182 22 PARK AVENUE
c TUN6HAI UNIVERSITY
c FL26511 27 KAMI 3 CHOME
u 7*9 FUNAKOSHICHO
u FL26511 2*2 N PARKSIDE
u FL26511 8225 N KNOX
u EM75183 2836 BARTH ST
c FL62358 1213 W SCHWARTZ ST
c FL67266 2106 N LAMON ST
u EM738*6 212 VINE ST
c FL70319 1600 N MARKET ST
c 576 5TH AV
c FL63085 8133 KENNETH
c FL26511 2*60A NAAI ST
c FL61720 912 S LYNN
c FL26511 62*7 N WASHTENAW
u EM76711 511 BEACH 135 ST
u EM75857 528 WASHINGTON ST
GENERAL DELIVERY
u FL26511 211* LANGSTON
c FL61380 1173 WADE ST
c FL6765* 1173 WADE ST
c FL62516 5060 MARINE DR
u FL26511 5300 S OAK PARK AV
c FL26511 1020 ARDMORE
c FL26511 305 N 5TH ST
69*7 S MICHIGAN AV
160* N VERMILION
c FL25207 520 E WASHINGTON ST
c FL71766 **79 LAWRENCE
c FL63*12 2171 N AUSTIN AV
c FL 2*000 121* W GREEN
**6 ELLENDALE AV





























RAMAT HASHARON I SRAI
ILAN FORMOSA
NAHA CITY OKINAWA





















































































































































ENG* 100* S *TH c FL61023
FAA* 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
ENG2 *09 E DANIEL c FL295*0
LAS2 206 E GREEN c FL68235
COM1 206 E GREEN c FL6*01*
COM* 208 E JOHN c FL67637
GRAD 906 S 1ST c
ED 1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM3 906 S *TH c FL67813
LAS* 12 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL21107
JNL3 MRH HOPKINS 288 c FL26511
FAA2 209 E ARMORY c FL2*232
COM1 50* W COLUMBIA c FL626*0
COM1 505 E CHALMERS c FL26706
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
AGR3 111 E CHALMERS c
FAA1 MRH FLAGG *10 c FL26511
AGR* 212 W STANAGE c FL60*63
GRAD 103 E HEALEY c FL29091
GRAD
ED * RANTOUL ILL
GRAD RIDGEFARM ILL
GRAD *02 S RACE u
GRAD 908 W CALIFORNIA u EM51381
LAS* *02 W HILL c FL68296
LAW1 1001 W CALIFORNIA u EM715**
COM2 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
ENG* *10 E GREEN c FL67629
FAA* SULLIVAN ILL
LAS1 MRH GARNER *60 c FL26511
LAS3 108 W WASHINGTON u EM7*132
GRAD 908 W CALIFORNIA u EM51381
LAS2 1906 BELLAMY DR c FL6335*
LAS1 25 BAKER DR u EM72557
FAA* 718 S STATE c
FAA* *09 E DANIEL c FL295*0
ENG3 1107 W ILLINOIS u EM7130*
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 70* W NEVADA u
LAS1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
GRAD MRH TAFT 110 c FL26511
LAW3 720 BALBOA DR c FL 21**0
LAS1 309 E CHALMERS c FL6981*
GRAD 103 W OREGON u EM72913
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN u EM7*006
GRAD 511 E CHURCH c
ENG1 305 E GREEN c
GRAD 503 E STOUGHTON c FL2*730
AGR3 1008 W NEVADA u EM73981
COM* 705 HAINES BLV c FL6620*
LAS3 911 S *TH c FL6757*
LAS2 605 E DANIEL c FL29871
LAS1 310 E GREGORY DR c FL66112
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 319 c FL26511
COM1 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511
ENG1 *12 E GREEN c FL6798*
SWV3 *9 BRADLEY-MCKINLEY c FL27589
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 289 c FL26511
FAA2 508 E ARMORY c FL62501
COM* MRH GARNER 208 c FL26511
LAS* 310 S ELM c FL6172*
AVI 3 308 W ELLS c FL23*7l
LAS1 308 W ELLS c FL23*71
GRAD *09 E GREEN c FL233*5
AVI1 100* S 2ND c FL68063
LAS2 *10 E CHALMERS c FL2986*
GRAD 507 S 6TH c
LAS3 110* W NEVADA u EM75**1
LAS1 706 W OHIO u EM767*1
GRAD 512 E WHITE c
ENG* 202 SPRINGFIELD c FL6*857
GRAD SIDNEY ILL
GRAD 709 W OREGON u EM73271
LAW2 1106 EUCLID c FL62351
LAS2 1002 S LINCOLN u EM79563
COM1 1605 S ORCHARD u EM7122*
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG6 I36A STADIUM TERR c FL6*025
LAS3 60* E ARMORY c
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS *32 c FL26511
ENG2 303 E CHALMERS c
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 293 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH FLAGG *20 c FL26511
PE 3 907 S WRIGHT c FL625*5
COM3 305 E JOHN c
LAS* 907 S OAK c FL65669
LAS3 30* S BUSEY u





30*3 N NEW ENGLAND
821 S MISSOURI AV
8700 E PRAIRIE RD
510 N ALDRICH ST
2316 ORCHARD PL
5*10 N NEWLAND
3* ISLAND VIEW LANE













126 E MAIN ST
91-1136 KIWI ST
310 S GRANT ST









2535 S 10TH ST
3*9 E HIGH ST
82* LANVALE DR






511 E CHURCH ST
51* S STATE AV
ESPIRITO SANTO 980
1109 N CEDAR ST
221 S PROSPECT ST
15119 *TH AV
1921 ST CLAIR




907 MT VERNON RD
313 LARCH
1111 COURT ST




10335 S LONGWOOD DR
13*5 N ARTESIAN
507 S 6TH ST
*928 N RID6EWAY AV
621 E GREGORY BLV
179 KAO SAN RD
*535 N CENTRAL PK AV
31 31 137TH ST
8108 ELLIS AV
607 S PROSPECT






805 N BLUFF ST
1129 ROBIN HOOD LANE
8*3 WALTER
3929 N RICHMOND ST
3606 RANDOLPH ST
1601 N TROY ST








































































KANSAS CITY 10 MO
BANGKOK THAILAND
CHICAGO ILL








































































































THOMAS RUTH ANN HURST
THOMAS SHEILA BURK
THOMAS STEPHEN KENNETH
LAS3 801 S WRIGHT C FL24163 602 E WILLOW AV
ENG2 106 E DANIEL c FL71677 3029 E ENOS
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 6742 N LORON AV
GRAD 1625 CAROLINA DR u EM51388 1625 CAROLINA DR
GRAD OGDEN ILL
PE 4 707 W SPRINGFIELD u 648 W 119TH ST
GRAD 60 E ARMORY c FL60626 10 11 WOODLAND AV
ENG4 903 W GREEN u EM71707 RR 2
GRAD 518 E GREEN c 4371 PENROSE
COM1 201 N LINCOLN u RR 2
FAA3 201 N LINCOLN u EM71201 RR 2
ED 1 715 W MICHIGAN u EM79292 262 S PROSPECT AV
GRAD PRABHU TOWN
SWV2 1108 W CALIFORNIA u EM79135 24 STUYVESANT AV
COM3 505 E CHALMERS c FL26973 333 COUNTRY CLUB RD
ED 4 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173 1805 S STATE ST
LAS1 HUME ILL BOX 271
COM3 409 E GREEN c FL23345 GREEN ST
COM4 100 3 W OREGON u EM71723 2020 SCHILLER AV
ED 3 1112 ARBOR c 2319 LAKE AV
GRAD CHICAGO ILL 3525 S WELLS ST
ENG4 608 E STOUGHTON c FL66842 NO 97 BAZAAR LINE
FAA1 706 S 2ND c FL67617 1219 GRUNER PL
GRAD 1703 TARA c FL69202 1703 TARA
JNL3 DANVILLE ILL 415 BOILING SPRINGS
COM1 1106 W CALIFORNIA u EM73912 1106 W CALIFORNIA
LAS3 302 E JOHN c FL67981 4037 HARVEY AV
ENG4 609 E PARK c FL26295 50 N W 44TH ST
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 316 c FL26511 3210 S 1ST ST
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 571 S CRAIG PL
AGR4 415 FAIRLAWN u EM75534
GRAD 24 HEDGE CT DR c RR 1
GRAD 1204 W CALIFORNIA u EM77333
LAS* 505 E UNIVERSITY c 149 YANKINMYO
ENG4 706 W CHURCH c FL23265 3541 S WENONAH AV
AGR1 MRH FORBES 419 c FL26511 RR 1
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS c FL25170 321 N WASHINGTON
ENG1 410 E GREEN c FL67629 2135 E JACKSON
GRAD 48 E JOHN c 267 BLV DU HAVRE
GRAD 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 509 N OAK PARK AVE
GRAD DANVILLE ILL 1321 N VERMILION ST
LAS1 301 ARMORY c FL67451 3100 SHERIDAN RD
ENG4 109 E JOHN c FL21552 RR 3
FAA1 906 S 6TH c FL67803 1331 PRAIRIE AV
LAS1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521 3921 N LINCOLN AV
GRAD 107 W MUMFORD DR u EM71861 107 W MUMFORD DR
LAS1 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173 222 8TH ST
GRAD 5 SOUTHWOOD CT c FL 64932 5 SOUTHWOOD CT
LAS1 710 W OHIO u EM71511 7300 SOUTH SHORE DR
ENG1 1008 S 4TH c FL25207 431 S 20TH AV
LAW1 1108 W OREGON u EM71019 1005 MATILDA ST
SWV4 1005 S 2ND c FL62735 RR 2
LAS* 1202 W MAIN u 1120 W JEFFERSON ST
AGR2 901 S BUSEY u EM71791 901 S BUSEY
AGR2 MRH NOBLE 127 c FL26511 RR 1
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266 1328 N HOYT ST
ENG4 1506 VIRGINIA DR u EM51204 B51 STAD TERR
ENG4 410 E JOHN c FL27100 1013 ACADEMY ST
ENG4 1630 VIRGINIA DR u EM51104 532 N PINE AV
LAS2 206 E JOHN ST c FL63033 RR*2
AGR2 707 W UNIVERSITY u 511 E JEFFERSON ST
ENG3 604 N MAPLE u RR 1 BOX 205
LAS3 1101 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM75439 1120 W JEFFERSON ST
ENG4 1105 S 4TH c FL61813 5654 N FRANCISCO
GRAD CHICAGO ILL 4631 S DREXEL BLV
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 420 c FL26511 83 CHANNON ST
LAS* 105 E HEALEY c FL61792 1417 S 15TH AV
PE 2 402 E DANIEL c 578 PARK BLV
GRAD 708 N LOCUST
LAS1 706 S 2ND c FL67617 5907 WALTON ST
FAA1 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511 314 E PELLS
FAA1 302 E JOHN c FL67981 1014 HAMILTON
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 367 c FL26511 RR 1
GRAD 1008 W UNION c FL60366 1003 W UNION
ENG1 1110 S 2ND c FL24222 RR 4
ENG1 RR 2 c FL63936 RR 2
GRAD 201 S ELM c FL60253 1026 3RD AV W
LAW1 1108 COUNTRY LN c FL28815 1108 COUNTRY LANE
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511 5 COOPER RD
COM1 1008 S 4TH c B STREET
PE 2 610 W CALIFORNIA u 610 W CALIFORNIA
GRAD ARTHUR ILL 415 E PARK
FAA4 410 JOHN c FL27100 1013 ACADEMY ST
COM4 603 E CHALMERS c 9801 MARYLAND AV
COM1 505 S CHALMERS c FL67601 4627 GRAND AV
GRAD 611 W HEALEY c RR 18 BOX 408T
COM1 MRH GARNER 316 c FL26511 725 SOUTHGATE
ED 3 312 E DANIEL c FL24671 153 PULLEN BLV
ED 3 DANVILLE ILL RR 1



























































































THOMAS SUSAN ANN ED 4
THOMAS SUZANNE KAY LAS2
THOMAS THEODORE FRANCIS COM3
THOMAS THOMAS FRANK FAA3
THOMAS VIRGINIA LENNOX LAS1
THOMPSON ALLAN MEDLEY COM3
THOMPSON ANNA LEE LAS5
THOMPSON BERNARD GEORGE GRAD
THOMPSON CHARLES TAYLOR ENG1
THOMPSON DONALD HENRY COM4
THOMPSON EDWARD FRANCIS ENG3
THOMPSON EDWARD HENRY COM2
THOMPSON FLORENCE AINO GRAD
THOMPSON FRANK EDWARD GRAD
THOMPSON GEORGE JOHN ENG4
THOMPSON HARLYN ELWOOD GRAD
THOMPSON HENRY EARL GRAD
THOMPSON HERLEY CURRY AGR4
THOMPSON HERSCHEL WAYNE ENG3
THOMPSON JERRY ERNEST SWV4
THOMPSON JODY ANN LAS1
THOMPSON KEITH COWAN LAS2
THOMPSON KENNETH AUSTIN ENG1
THOMPSON LARRY CLARK GRAD
THOMPSON LAURA PHELPS GRAD
THOMPSON LOIS ILENE LAS1
THOMPSON MARSHALL RAY ENG4
THOMPSON MARY JOANN LAS3
THOMPSON NELDA ANN LAS2
THOMPSON PAUL EUGENE LAW2
THOMPSON RICHARD EARL ENG1
THOMPSON ROBERT GEORGE AGR1
THOMPSON ROGER WINSTON LAW1
THOMPSON SHARON LEE LAS3
THOMPSON THOMAS GARLAND ENG3
THOMPSON VIOLA MAY JNL3
THOMPSON WALTER URIC ENG4
THOMPSON WARREN RAY AGR2
THOMPSON WILLIAM RAY FAA2
THOMPSON WILLIAM ROBERT GRAD
THOMS ROBERT LEE GRAD
THOMSON CRAIG ANDREW LAS4
THOMSON DAVID ERSKINE GRAD
THOMSON JOHN EDWARD FAA4
THOMSON LESTER GARLAND VM 3
THOMSON NANCY DIANE PE 1
THOMSON NEDRA ELAINE ED 2
THOMSON RICHARD BOGUE ENG2
THOMSON ROBERT GLENN ENG1
THORBURN EVA ELLIS JNL4
THORN CARYL A ENG4
THORNBERRY CAROLE C JNL4
THORNBERRY ROBERT H GRAD
THORNBOROUGH RAYMOND J ENG2
THORNBURGH PAUL EDWARD GRAD
THORNES GEORGE F COM2
THORNTON CURTIS WAYNE ENG1
THORNTON HUBERT RICHARD GRAD
THORNTON JACK C JR COM3
THORNTON JANICE MARILYN GRAD
THORNTON JOSEPH ERNEST ENG4
THORNTON JULIUS CAESAR GRAD
THORNTON SANDRA LOUISE LAS2
THORNTON THOMAS ALBERT GRAD
THORNTON WILLIAM EDWARD GRAD
THORPE RICHARD GEORGE LAS3
THORSEN JUNE MARIE PE 1
THORSON GLEN JAMES LAS3
THORSON GORDON BRUCE AGR3
THORSON RODNEY ORRIN LAW3
THRAILKILL BRANT DAVID ENG1
THRASHER JOSEPH EUGENE ENG2
THRYSELIUS ROGER DUANE LAS2
THUMA WILLIAM A JR LAW1
THUNE ROBERT HAROLD ENG1
THURAU JUDITH MARIE PE 1
THURBER JOHN RAY ENG4
THURMAN RONALD GLENN LAS1
THYGESEN CLIFFORD C COM3
THYGESEN DENNIS LEE ED 1
THYSON NOEL AUSTIN ENG4
TIBBETTS FRED WILLIAM COM3
TIB8ETTS JUDY RHEE FAA3
TICE ANN AGR4
TICE HOMER JERMAN AGR2
TIDD JUDITH SUSAN LAS2
TIDEMAN SUSAN CHRISTINE LAS1
TIDWELL NORRIS WAYNE ENG3
TIEDEMANN CLIFFORD EARL LAS*


























1109 S LINCOLN AV
308 E DANIEL














MRH VAN DOREN 402
102 CHALMERS













































C FL60048 39 BURTIS AV HIGHWOOD ILL
C FL28590 226 HOWARD ST WASHINGTON ILL
C FL63071 6608 N SPRINGFIELD LINCOLNWOOD ILL
U EM79105 11017 S KEDZIE AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
U 1202 W MAIN URBANA ILL
C FL25151 223 PARK AV WEST PRINCETON ILL
C FL69573 1214 N 6TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26290 111 W BIRCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM76942 316 N WALNUT MOMENCE ILL
C FL66112 5452 W BERTEAU AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1128 WADSWORTH AV NORTH CHICAGO ILL
C FL62563 1652 S HEIDORN AV WESTCHESTER ILL
U 4015 W NELSON CHICAGO 41 ILL
C FL21296 ATWOOD ILL
C FL22331 10808 S PEORIA ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
U 2610 9TH ST N FARGO N DAK
C FL23828 1903 LANGDON FARM CINCINNATI 37 OHIO
C FL26288 F64A STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 1206-124 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
c PIPER CITY ILL
C FL66434 319 CAMLIN AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL61813 107 N 15TH ST MOUNT VERNON ILL
C FL265U 59 ELM ST FOX LAKE ILL
C FL26397 317 SUNSET DR HOQUIAM WASH
C FL61798 509 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM72241 704 W ASH ROBINSON ILL
C FL24475 RR 2 BROWNING ILL
C 1512 WALNUT GROVE DECATUR ILL
U EM73511 MELVIN ILL
U EM71785 MILTON RD MUNDELEIN ILL
C FL26511 1223 DARROW EVANSTON ILL
U EM73144 RR 5 BOX 445 MCHENRY ILL
C 738 WISNER ST PARK RIDGE ILL
C FL66434 319 CAMLIN AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL26443 1318 22ND AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL62571 RR 2 LINCOLN ILL
U 9515 S PRINCETON CHICAGO 28 ILL
C FL27376 2002 CYNTHIA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM70143 RR 3 OLNEY ILL
MELVIN ILL
NIXON TEXAS
U EM71075 6928 W 30TH PL BERWYN ILL
C FL26511 27 COLIN AV TORONTO 7 ONT CANADA
C 271 MAIN ST GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM51342 RR 1 ADAIR ILL
U FL26511 2511 GREELEY EVANSTON ILL
C FL61870 1570 CONGER ST GALESBURG ILL
310 E WALNUT TOLONO ILL
310 E WALNUT TOLONO ILL
U EM71758 1407 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
C FL69574 205 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 608 E 16TH ST ALTON ILL
U EM31365 3214 WASHINGTON CAIRO ILL
C FL67266 2014 LLOYD AV WAUKEGAN ILL
259 W PATTON PAXTON ILL
U EM71605 210 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
U EM77915 457 W HOLMES ST CHESTER ILL
C FL60238 BOX 117 VAN ETTEN N Y
U 7801 N LOTUS MORTON GROVE ILL
U FL26511 701 E PEMBROKE ST TUSCOLA ILL
U EM51495 512 HANSSLER PL PEORIA ILL
C 6758 S PRAIRIE CHICAGO 37 ILL
U EM79860 4830 W 96TH PL OAK LAWN ILL
U EM70030 1005 S HAMLIN AV PARK RIDGE ILL
U EM70030 1005 S HAMLIN AV PARK RIDGE ILL
U EM76407 POTTAWOTTAMIE PK MICHIGAN CITY IND
C FL64164 387 SUNSET WINNETKA ILL
C FL63515 6235 N LENOX AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
C FL67459 RR 2 SHERIDAN ILL
U EM79089 417 CIRCLE AV FOREST PARK ILL
C FL68275 713 EAST D ST BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL26511 415 S MONROE ST PITTSFIELD ILL
C FL26511 107 BRANDYWINE BATAVIA ILL
C FL26511 341 N DOVER AV LA GRANGE ILL
12303 S 69TH CT PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
U FL26511 10 COUNTRY LANE CT GRANITE CITY ILL
C FL67895 720 E HIGH ST FARMER CITY ILL
C FL29540 620 N 12TH ST HERRIN ILL
C 4448 LEE AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C 4448 LEE AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL25151 RR 3 QUINCY ILL
BOX 538 ST JOSEPH ILL
U EM71173 RR 2 HIGHLAND ILL
U EM77541 GREENVIEW ILL
U EM74901 RR 2 GREENVIEW ILL
C FL62557 3 WOODCLIFFE DR OSWEGO ILL
U FL26511 860 S GREEN BAY RD LAKE FOREST ILL
C 745 S CALIFORNIA CHICAGO 12 ILL
C FL26511 2932 WAGNER ST FRANKLIN PARK ILL




























































































JNL4 1113 S 3RD C
FAA4 1105 W ILLINOIS u
COM4 722 S BROADWAY u EM74251
ED 1 405 N GOODWIN u EM75080
ENG4 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG4 109 E JOHN c FL21552
LAS2 1111 S 1ST c FL63314
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 104 c FL26511
PE 3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD CHICAGO 15 ILL
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 241 c FL26511
AGR3 203 S WRIGHT c FL25363
GRAD 1304 BRIARCL1FF OR u EM74882
FAA4 803 S CEDAR u EM78959
GRAD 1324 GRANDVIEW c FL 66161
JNL3 303 E JOHN c FL 66434
GRAD 502 E STOUGHTON c FL 27394
C0M1 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511
COM2 1009 PENNSYLVANIA u
FAA1 202 E DANIEL c FL25151
ENG2 110 E CHALMERS c
ENG3 1111 S 1ST c FL63314
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ED 1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 802 S URBANA AV u EM72583
FAA4 312 W SPRINGFIELD u
LAS4 205 S BUSEY u
GRAD 205-19 E GREEN c FL60855
GRAD 1007 S ORCHARD u EM76293
GRAD 1826-101 ORCHARD u EM70078
C0M1 52 E ARMORY c FL67921
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
AGR1 312 E DANIEL c FL24671
GRAD J41A STADIUM TERR c FL60282
LAS1 507 E HEALEY c FL67687
GRAD 1107-221 W GREEN u EM51377
GRAD E40C STADIUM TERR c FL65216
GRAD 701 W ILLINOIS u EM71258
ENG1 MRH HOPKINS 316 c FL265U
LAS3 206 E GREEN c FL26725
GRAD 806 W CALIFORNIA u EM79550
GRAD 709 N ORCHARD u EM72133
GRAD 709 N ORCHARD u EM72133
C0M1 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
GRAD 402 S LINCOLN u EM70351
GRAD 508 W HILL c FL25833
GRAD 907 W GREEN u EM70444
ED 2 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
LAS2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS* 216 GREGORY DR c FL65749
LAS1 905 S 5TH c FL60687
FAA1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 806 W SPRINGFIELD u EM77945
ENG1 MRH BARTON 425 c FL26511
PE 1 MRH GARNER 221 c FL26511
LAS2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM3 311 E GREEN c FL66834
COM2 309 CHALMERS c FL61894
PE 4 310 E JOHN c FL63022
AGR4 MONTICELLO ILL
GRAD 300-408 S GOODWIN u EM77130
GRAD 300-408 S GOODWIN u EM77130
ENG4 912 2ND c FL25272
GRAD 1003 W GREEN u
GRAD 1113 W HILL ST u EM51140
ENG1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM77142
LAS3 313 E JOHN c FL67844
ENG4 907 W ILLINOIS u EM79695
ENG2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG1 MRH BARTON 123 c FL26511
JNL3 713 W OHIO u EM75427
FAA1 MRH GARNER 345 c FL26511
COM2 1008 W OREGON u
GRAD 1112 W STOUGHTON u EM76155
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 422 c FL26511
C0M1 212 E DANIEL c
ENG4 1109 SPRINGFIELD u EM74372
GRAD 605 E HEALEY c FL68979
LAS2 705 S 6TH c FL63412
COM3 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
GRAD 611 W OREGON u EM72432
ENG1 MRH FORBES 467 c FL26511
LAS2 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 205 E GREEN c FL26708
LAS3 809 S 5TH c FL23325
ENG3 MRH NOBLE 119 c FL26511
FAA3 202 E GREEN c
ENG3 713 W SPRINGFIELD u EM74756
ENG3 FREEMAN TRAILER PARK u EM74468
175 ADDISON RD
88TH WOLF RD
2635 S 8TH ST
1630 ALABAMA DR
1517 S 60TH CT
3324 MOORGATE DRIVE
507 N EASTWOOD AV
8415 DORCHESTER
VANDALIA RD














802 S URBANA AV
PAUTLER HEIGHTS




500 S RUBY LANE
RR 1
J 41A STAD TERR
6043 S RACINE AV
1107 W GREEN ST
E 40 C STAD TERR
RR 2




709 N ORCHARD ST
920 N STONE AV
3815 HOWARD
508 W HILL ST
2211 SEMINOLE DR
1800 S LINCOLN




2735 N PARKSIDE ST
RR 4
11037 S TROY









314 LAKE SHORE DR
2936 N MOODY
1412 E BROADWAY ST
1428 ROCK ST
2518 W 59TH ST









821 N 33RD ST
GRAND VIEW DR
611 W OREGON
639 S 19TH AV
BOX 248 RR 5
5040 N ST LOUIS
8929 N HARLEM
2519 N CLEMENT
































































































































TRAUB DAVID STROUSE JR




















































FAA2 1009 PENNSYLVANIA U
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA U
ENG2 1101 E WASHINGTON u EM72201
FAA4 K64A STADIUM TERR c FL25808
GRAD 1206 N GOODWIN u
GRAD 110 W KIRBY c
LAS4 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
COM1 402 E DANIEL c FL21529
ENG4 512 E SPRINGFIELD c FL69717
FAA3 203 E ARMORY c
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 310 c FL26511
LAS3 MRH CLARK 219 c FL26511
ENG1 1004 S 4TH c FL61023
GRAD 518 E GREEN c
ENG4 506 E SPRINGFIELD c FL60636
ENG4 1210 W CLARK u EM74331
PE 3 706 S MATHEWS u EM71136
PE 1 1109 S LINCOLN u EM72241
ENG3 705 S 6TH c FL63412
AVI1 MRH HOPKINS 206 c FL265U
GRAD 1009 S ANDERSON u
ENG1 604 W ELM u EM74424
ED 2 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
LAS* 1206 N GOODWIN u EM70097
ENG1 RANTOUL ILL
GRAD MRH TAFT 421 c FL26511
GRAD 1003 W OREGON u EM71723
GRAD 1107 W OREGON u EM71440
FAA1 1102 S LINCOLN u
ED 1 607 E DANIELS c FL67852
AGR2 1101 W CALIFORNIA u EM70082
ED 2 1111 S 3RD c
GRAD 1604 W UNIVERSITY c FL21426
ENG3 MRH GARNER 391 c FL26511
COM1 111 S LINCOLN u EM75214
ENG1 MRH GARNER 476 c FL26511
ENG4 406 CHALMERS c FL23569
FAA1 907 S 4TH c
LAW1 710 W CALIFORNIA u EM79533
ENG1 402 S LINCOLN u EM70351
FAA4 1008 GREEN u
GRAD J658 STADIUM TERR c FL60690
GRAD 1001 W OREGON u EM74739
ENG1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM73303
COM4 MRH GARNER 371 c FL26511
ED 1 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
ENG1 1001 ILLINOIS u EM79586
AGR3 306 E CHALMERS c FL66953
FAA1 508 HESSEL BLV c FL23723
FAA4 903 W NEVADA u EM69390
LAW1 DECATUR ILL
LAS4 MRH FORBES 258 c FL26511
LAS3 1114 ILLINOIS u
PE 1 402 E DANIEL c
AGR3 1001 W ILLINOIS u EM51264
AGR1 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
AGR3 907 S WRIGHT c FL62545
GRAD 507 W ILLINOIS u
ENG3 801 ILLINOIS u EM73303
COM3 311 E GREEN c FL66934
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG3 506 E SPRINGFIELD c
COM1 LEROY ILL
LAS3 1807 ORCHARD PL u
GRAD 1807-102 ORCHARD PL u
AGR1 313 E JOHN c FL67844
ENG4 MRH NOBLE 213 c FL26511
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071
ENG4 MRH GARNER 288 c FL26511
ENG2 MRH FORBES 396 c FL26511
FAA4 1109 W SPRINGFIELD u EM74372
ENG4 1104 S EUCLID c FL60478
LAS1 MRH GARNER 309 c FL26511
LAS1 910 S 3RD c FL23496
LAW1 426 FAIRLAWN DR u
GRAD 1002 W SPRINGFIELD u EM51378
LAS3 911 S 4TH c FL67574
LAW3 1101 S 1ST c FL65994
PE 4 408 E COLUMBIA c FL61280
COM3 216 E GREGORY DR c
LAS1 801 S VINE u EM74320
LAS1 MRH BARTON 311 c FL26511
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 218 c FL26511
FAA4 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
LAS2 806 S 5TH c FL65990
GRAD 410 N MCKINLEY c FL63527
FAA3 1207 W NEVADA u EM75459
ENG3 107 E CHALMERS c FL68250
GRAD TWIN CITY MOBIL PK c FL26076
GRAD 1600 N MARKET c FL26076
6345 SAUNDERS ST
BOX 1795 UNIV STA
1101 E WASHINGTON
K64A STADIUM TERR
507 E JOHN ST
110 W KIRBY
1806 WOODLAND AV
3721 N SAYRE AV
2211 W GRAND AV
1234 S WESTERN
446 E BROADWAY









604 W ELM ST
604 W ELM ST
2543 CLEVELAND










5048 W GRACE ST




110 N MAIN ST
5038 W 23RD ST
1008 W GREEN
J65B STAD TERR
1607 N 18TH AV
403 BURTON












507 W ILLINOIS ST
519 PINE
2928 N 74TH AV
621 W JACKSON




34 E 3RD ST
2607 W LAWRENCE




6806 S KOMENSKY AV
2230 S 60TH CT
704 SCRANTON
704 SCRANTON AV
901 S 1ST ST
910 13TH ST
2000 W KELLOGG AV
328 S WATER ST





8134 S ESSEX AV
410 N MCKINLEY AV




REGO PARK N Y

























































































TRIPP BARBARA ANN JNL3
TRIPP ROBERT SHIMMIN ENG4
TRIPPET MARY MAUD GRAD
TRISSAL SALLY JEANNE ED 8
TRITTEN DALE ELWIN GRAD
TRNKA MILAN GRAD
TROGLIA PAUL JOSEPH JR COM3
TROMATER LUTHER JAMES GRAD
TROMBETTA FRANCIS J ENG1
TROMBLEE CHARLES WALTON ENG1
TROMPIZ NELSON ELIAS ENG1
TRONE DOANE KENT LAW3
TROOBNICK JOAN GRACE GRAD
TROPPE FREDERICK GEORGE LAS2
TROST ROBERT CLYDE COM6
TROTTER BARBARA JEAN LAS1
TROTTER JAMES LEROY ENG1
TROTTER VIRDEN LEE VM 4
TROTTER WARREN EDWARD ENG1
TROUE HARDEN HENRY ENG2
TROUSIL THOMAS FRANK LAS4
TROUT HAROLD ROBERT ENG4
TROUTMAN LARRY LEON COM4
TROUTT ROBERT WILLIAM COM3
TROY ALAN GRAD
TRUBSHAW JOHN ATWELL ENG1
TRUCKENBROD CAROLE JEAN GRAD
TRUCKENBROD GLENN ELMER AGR2
TRUCKENBROD THOMAS G ENG1
TRUCKENBRODT CHARLES D ENG4
TRUELICK RICHARD WAYNE COM2
TRULL GEORGE BRUCE COM4
TRUMMEL MILTON GLENN AGR3
TRUMMEL PHILLIP LEON COM1
TRUMPINSKI DENNIS PETER ENG2
TRUPIN JOEL SUNRISE GRAD
TRUSCOTT JANICE HELEN GRAD
TRUTY ROBERT FRANCIS AV 1
1
TRYBEK ARTHUR JUDE PE 3
TRZCINSKI DAVID MICHAEL COM1
TSAI CHUNG CHI GRAD
TSAI LORETTA FAA2
TSAO JANE KUO LAS3
TSCHAMPEL PAUL JR GRAD
TSE FRANK YUNGFOONG ENG2
TSEN LOUIS CHUNGLU GRAD
TSENG CHINGWU GRAD
TSUDA YOSHINARI GRAD
TSUI TIAN TORNG GRAD
TSUNETO TOSHIHIKO GRAD
TSUNG CHENG CHIH GRAD
TUAN SHINTEH GRAD
TUBB JOHN BEAUFORT JR GRAD
TUCHSCHERER THOMAS H LAS2
TUCKER CAROLE ARDELIA LAS3
TUCKER HARLEY JAMES AGR1
TUCKER JAMES MILTON AGR3
TUCKER JANON BERNICE LAS1
TUCKER JOSEPH BLANTON GRAD
TUCKER ROY STEPHEN GRAD
TUCKWOOD DWIGHT ORLAN GRAD
TUGGLE MERLE FRANK LAS3
TUITE MARGO HELTON LAS4
TUITE PATRICK ALAN LAW2
TULEEN DAVID LAWRENCE GRAD
TULER FLOYD ROBERT ENG4
TULL SUZANNE MARGARET ED 1
TULLIS CAROLYN SUE ED 4
TULLY JAMES OUITIN PE 1
TULLY THOMAS FRANCIS FAA4
TUMA STEVEN LEE ENG3
TUN PETER HLA TUN GRAD
TUN TIN ENG4
TUNG EUGENE TSENGLIN GRAD
TUNG HSUE CHONG GRAD
TUNG THOMAS VAN CHANG GRAD
TUNILLA WILLIAM J JR LAS1
TUNNICLIFF ROBERT PAYNE AGR4
TUNSTALL KENNETH RONALD ENG1
TURBOW MARVIN EUGENE LAS1
TURCK MARILYN ALTA LAS1
TUREK CHARLES DAVID LAS1
TURITZ SUSAN CAROL ED 1
TURKSTRA CARL JOHN GRAD
TURLEY DORRELL ROBB LAS2
TURLEY MARCIA RAY ED 1
TURLEY RODGER DALE FAA1
TURLEY SANDRA JANE ED 1
TURNBULL MARY LINDA LAS2


























































































U FL26511 1206 S 7TH SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL25207 1313 S STATE ST BELVIDERE ILL
C FL68537 327 HARBIN WAXAHACHIE ThXAS
U EM76230 2052 VARDON LANE FLOSSMOOR ILL
U 707 EMPIRE AV COEUR ALENE IDAHO
C 2055 HARRISON AV NEW YORK 53 N Y
C FL67266 1200 S STATt ST WESTVILLE ILL
U EM73210 808 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
U EM71428 1404 W FLOURNOY CHICAGO 7 ILL
C FL23345 921 N LEWIS AV WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL26511 CARACAS AV VALPARAISO VENEZUELA
C FL23605 450 W CLINTON ST RUSHVILLE ILL
911 W AINSLIE CHICAGO 40 ILL
C FL26511 501 BROADWAY JOLIET ILL
127 N GUTHRIE GIBSON CITY ILL
U FL26511 353 W 95TH ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL62141 WYANET ILL
U EM70185 RR ADAIR ILL
C FL65132 RR 1 LENZBURG ILL
C FL265U RR 1 BOX 15 CHESTER ILL
U EM72812 1208 ONEIDA ST JOLIET ILL
C FL21593 912 LAUREL ST WILMINGTON ILL
C FL67878 271 N MICHIGAN BRADLEY ILL
C FL61813 850 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
U EM77750 6914 SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL61023 1001 HASTINGS ST PARK RIDGE ILL
U EM76421 802 SPRINGFIELD ST MENDOTA ILL
C RR 1 MENDOTA ILL
C FL63631 RR 1 MENDOTA ILL
C FL24254 361 FAIRVIEW ST elmhurst ill
C FL26511 7959 S YATES AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL25151 1226 W CHAMBERS T JACKSONVILLE ILL
U EM71588 BOX 94 LANE ILL
U EM79323 OAKLEY ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 OGLESBY ILL
U 42 CONKLIN AV NEWARK 12 N J
1539 S SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO 23 ILL
C FL26511 1234 KIERSTED ST MORRIS ILL
C 1653 W 38TH PL CHICAGO 9 ILL
C FL67858 8351 SOUTH SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
C 113 KAISHAN ROAD TAINAN CHINA
C FL28590 PIEDMONT SANATARIUM BURKEVILLE VA
C 277 PRINCE ED RD KOWLOON HONG KONG
U FL27812 2725 ORACLE RD TUCSON ARIZ
C FL26511 77 ROBINSON RD HONG KONG
U EM75017 1401 BEACON ST BROOKLINE MASS
U 1302 W STOUGHTON ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 7 UCHIKOSHI YOKOHAMA JAPAN
U EM79501 SDC CHUNGLI TAIWAN CHINA
U EM71201 29 OICHO TANAKA KYOTO JAPAN
U EM78919 73 CHANG AN WEST RD TAIPEI FORMOSA
U EM74665 39 NAN CHANG ST TAIPEI CHINA
U 105 W CAMPANIA RAYNE LA
U EM74457 2040 N 72ND CT ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
U FL26511 6518 S EBERHART CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 STREATOR ILL
C FL62519 751 N CHICAGO ST PONT1AC ILL
U EM75549 505 COLORADO AV URBANA ILL
C FL22820 159 72ND ST NIAGARA FALLS N Y
C FL68598 405 S 6TH ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77839 704 W NEVADA ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 CHESTNUT ILL
C FL69292 1011 S OAK CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL69292 1518 THORNDALE AV CHICAGO ILL
C 830 S CLINTON AV OAK PARK ILL
C FL26511 5017 N CALIFORNIA CHICAGO ILL
C FL66434 1724 HARLEM BLV ROCKFORD ILL
U EM73385 RR 4 FAIRFIELD 3 ILL
C FL26511 RR 4 BOX 147 LAKE VILLA ILL
C FL26511 6334 W FREMONT PL MILWAUKEE 19 WIS
C FL26511 1315 HOME AV BERWYN ILL
C 5 E CANTONMENT RD MOULMEIN BURMA
U EM73187 19 KYAUKKONE ROAD YANKIN RANGOON BURMA
U 15 WUA VILLA LANE 20 TAIPEI CHINA
U 1206 W MAIN ST URBANA ILL
U EM70072 1210 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
C FL67266 3900 W 132ND ST HAWTHORNE CALIF
U EM78138 1206 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL26511 16019 TRUMBULL MARKHAM ILL
C FL67679 4507 N SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL26511 830 CASTLEWOOD TERR CHICAGO 40 ILL
C FL67679 630 W DILIDO DR MIAMI BEACH FLA
U EM79565 1336 W ELDORADO DECATUR ILL
C 28 RAVENSCLIFFE HAMILTON ONT CAN
U FL26511 15 FAIRVIEW LANE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL69064 712 SPRING WASHINGTON ILL
C FL24232 RR 4 SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL67892 516 WASHINGTON BLV OAK PARK ILL
U FL26511 131 W RIDGE RD WASHINGTON ILL
C 107 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
205
TURNER EDWARD LEON AGR3
TURNER GEORGE W t_ASl
TURNER JUDITH MOORE LAS*
TURNER LANA BARBARA ED 1
TURNER LAWRENCE ALBERT VM *
TURNER LINDA C0M1
TURNER LINDA LOUISE LAS1
TURNER MARION NATALIE ED 1
TURNER MARTHA KAY LAS1
TURNER NANCY ELIZABETH AGR3
TURNER PHILIP LANTZ 11 LAW1
TURNER ROBERT CLAYTON COM2
TURNER ROBERT K GRAD
TURNER RUSSELL C JR GRAD
TURNER SARAH LOUISE LAS*
TURNER THOMAS MILTON C0M1
TURNER VIRGIL L JR ENG3
TURNER WILLIAM RAYMOND LAS*
TURNOUIST CARL EDWARD ENG2
TURSMAN RICHARD ALLEN GRAD
TURZER JAMES PATRICK ENG3
TUSHAUS JAMES PAUL GRAD
TUSHAUS ROBERT JOSEPH ENG2
TUSHAUS WILLIAM RALPH JNL*
TUTT ANN CARLSON LAS3
TUTT GEORGE LAWRENCE LAS*
TUTTLE ARLENE LOUISE COM3
TUTTLE LEONARD RAY AGR1
TUTTLE THOMAS DANIEL C0M1
TUTTLE WILLIAM CHARLES ENG*
TUZIK GREGORY EARL ENG1
TVAROH TERRY BEN ENG2
TVETEN JOHN LOWELL GRAD
TWARANOVICA JOSEPH A GRAD
TWAROG JUDITH MORTENSON GRAD
TWAROG ROBERT WALTER GRAD
TWAROWSKI RICHARD JOHN ENG*
TWEDT JERRY LEE GRAD
TWEEDY BILLY GENE GRAD
TWICKLER MARY CATHERINE GRAD
TWIETMEYER ARTHUR DALE AGR2
TWOHIG PATSY DIANNE LAS3
TYLER NED FRANKLIN ENG2
TYLER ROBERT SCOTT FAA2
TYMOSZENKO ANNA LAS3
TYNDALL HUGH ALLEN COM*
TYNER PAUL MICHAEL LAS2
TYNES DONALD MCRAE GRAD
TYSON MAX LAS3
TYSON NEAL ROBERT C0M1
UDLOCK RICHARD H JR ENG1
UEBEL JACOB JOHN GRAD
UEBLER ERNEST ALAN LAS1
UECKER FRANCIS AUGUST GRAD
UECKER RAYMOND LOUIS JR FAA1
UFKES CAROL ANN AGR3
UFKES RONALD LEE LAS3
UHDE FREDERICK CARL LAS2
UHLAND FREDDIE LEROY VM 3
UHLENHOP PAUL BUSCHER LAW1
UHLHORN ROGER WALTER ENG1
UHLIR BONNIE LYNNE ED 1
UHLMAN WILLIAM G AGR*
UHRIG ROBERT EDGAR ENG3
UHRING DAVID MICHAEL LAS1
UKO STEPHEN ENG1
ULFENG DAVID EARL FAA*
ULLENIUS KENNETH FOLKE ENG*
ULLMAN DORIS SIDNEY LAS6
ULLMAN JACK DONALD GRAD
ULRICH JOHN WADE ENG*
ULRICH SARA ANN LAS3
UMHOEFER THOMAS GEORGE FAA*
UNDERHILL DONALD KRAFT GRAD
UNEY MARIE SONIA LASS
UNGER JAMES STEVEN ENG1
UNGER LEON GRAD
UNGER MARCIA RENEE LAS1
UNGER SANDRA FREEMAN LAS2
UNISON JOHN DREW ENG*
UNTRAUER RAYMOND ERNEST GRAD
UNVERFERTH WILLIAM DALE LAS2
UPADHYAY JANESHWAR GRAD
UPPER CHRISTEN DANIEL GRAD
UPTON BARNEY C0M1
UPTON DON HARLEY PE 3
URBAITIS JOHN PAUL ENG1
URBAN CHARLES THOMAS FAA*
URBAN GWENDOLYN DAVIES FAA*



























































507 CRYSTAL LAKE DR
LITCHFIELD ILL
110* W OREGON





























U EM72532 RR 2 ANNA * ILL
C FL63631 RR 1 BOX 33 LOUISVILLE ILL
C 107 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 6327 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO *5 ILL
U EM71113 VIRGINIA ILL
C FL62516 1019 SEWARD ST EVANSTON ILL
U EM7*006 1228 E 21ST PL TULSA 1* OKLA
C FL67565 1226 W 112TH ST CHICAGO *3 ILL
C 709 LAUREL AV DES PLAINES ILL
U EM71137 RR * CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM773*2 300 N VINE SHELBYVILLE ILL
C 7306 S EVANS CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 91* N WILDER DECATUR ILL
U RR 1 OSWEGO ILL
U EM71173 W MAIN ST TOULON ILL
U EM73766 118 E EXCHANGE JERSEYVILLE ILL
U EM79920 1008 S 20TH ST QUINCY ILL
C FL26511 909 WALNUT ST ELDORADO ILL
C FL67908 801 FLOSSMOOR WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL26511 10000 S LEAVITT ST CHICAGO *3 ILL
C 20 E OAK ST ALGONQUIN ILL
U EM77896 300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL63515 107 KREITZER AV BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL61766 107 KREITZER BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL65752 6 WAYNE RD COLUMBIA MO
C FL65752 910 WAYNE RD COLUMBIA MO
U EM78695 RFD 3 BOX 63 MILFORD ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 SHELDON ILL
C FL68970 *33 N CENTRAL ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67583 215 MONUMENT AVENUE BARRINGTON ILL
C 5528 S HOYNE CHICAGO 36 ILL
C FL67*58 139 ARTHUR AV FOX LAKE ILL
C FL65682 207 E HEALEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 6006 S 20TH ST OMAHA 7 NEBR
U 300 S GOODWIN AV URBANA ILL
u 300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL61009 8107 WASHINGTON ST NILES 31 ILL
C FL21*07 RADCLIFFE IOWA
U EM70116 COBDEN ILL
C FL25590 503 E WHITE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM69115 RR 1 HARLEM AV FRANKFORT ILL
C FL27185 913 MARKET ST PEKIN ILL
C FL67981 RR 1 MCLEANSBORO ILL
U EM78117 77*0 MICHIGAN AV CHICAGO 19 ILL
U FL26511 1633 N FRANCISCO AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 1865 SUNNYSIDE AV WESTCHESTER ILL
C *752 N 21ST RD ARLINGTON VA
1010 EASTVIEW DR TUSCOLA ILL
C FL67679 837 JUNIOR TERR CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL67875 837 JUNIOR TERR CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL27100 21*6 MAPLE AV EVANSTON ILL
C FL60096 CARTHAGE COLLEGE CARTHAGE ILL
C 1015 10TH ST LA SALLE ILL
U EM7**11 2*19 CHESTNUT ST FORT WAYNE * IND
C FL26511 1952 NEWCASTLE WESTCHESTER ILL
C FL61870 RR 2 CARTHAGE 3 ILL
U EM51380 WEST POINT ILL
C 1539 W GRACE CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM513*2 LIBERTY ILL
309 S STATE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79319 31* N DRYDEN AV ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL
U FL26511 1631 RIDGELAND BERWYN ILL
U EM70101 RR 1 TREMONT ILL
C FL2*231 18 DENNIS DR BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL26511 * CANNA DR COLLINSVILLE ILL
C FL67*37 15*3 N LEAVITT CHICAGO 22 ILL
U EM70392 7825 SUNSET DR ELMWOOD PARK ILL
C FL26511 2636 W CARMEN CHICAGO ILL
C FL259*2 515 BASH COURT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL259*2 515 BASH CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 211 E WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM70152 *206 CENTRAL WESTERN SPRINGS ILL
U EM70525 1606 EMERSON ST WAUSAU WISC
C 602 5TH AV S VIRGINIA MINN
C FL693*0 7915 S KINGSTON CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 BUTLER ILL
U EM79889 1719 63RD ST BROOKLYN * N Y
U FL26511 7539 S PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO *9 ILL
C **2 OAK DANVILLE ILL
C FL2322* 2517 N AVERS AV CHICAGO *7 ILL
C FL2957* 1706 W GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 311 S MAIN ST GEORGETOWN ILL
C FL27158 VILLAGE ANKRAHA PALAMAU INDIA
U RR 2 BOX 917 KENT WASH
C FL63633 73* HINMAN EVANSTON ILL
C FL26511 *703 WEST END AV CHICAGO ** ILL
C 35*8 W 72ND PL CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL69**5 6*00 W SINCLAIR BERWYN ILL
C FL69**5 6*00 SINCLAIR AV BERWYN ILL


















































VAN BUREN JANICE ROSE








































ENG4 707 W SPRINGFIELD u
ENG1 105 E DANIEL C FL63030
AGR2 210 E JOHN C FL67871
LAS2 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
PE 3 810 W OREGON u
ENG4 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
COM4 MRH FORBES 214 c FL26511
AVI 2 306 E DANIEL c
GRAD W GREEN IJ EM76230
COM3 MRH BARTON 324 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH FORBES 465 c FL26511
GRAD 405 W VERMONT u EM73335
JNL3 310 E DANIEL c FL68275
ENG2 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 126 c FL26511
GRAD 306 E WHITE c FL28268
FAA3 805 W INDIANA AV u EM71751
AGR1 1010 S 2ND c FL65201
FAA4 402 E ARMORY c FL63633
ENG3 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 110 E GREEN c FL67547
ENG1 807 W GREEN u EM72892
ENG2 806 S 5TH c FL65990
ENG4 1502 S WESTERN c FL25313
ENG1 MRH BARTON 418 c FL26511
COM1 212 E CHALMERS c FL28809
FAA4 411 E HEALEY c
LAS4 1003 W ILLINOIS u EM51418
GRAD 604 E WHITE c FL65201
GRAD 108 N GOODWIN u
LAS5 407 W GREEN u
GRAD 407 W GREEN u
ENG3 407 W GREEN u
ENG3 305 E GREEN c
ENG4 803 W CLARK u
LAS4 1107 W CALIFORNIA u EM79269
GRAD 1835-101 ORCHARD PL u
FAA4 209 W HEALEY c FL24294
GRAD MRH TAFT 322 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS2 313 E JOHN c FL67844
LAS1 1203 S ANDERSON u EM76463
PE 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL265U
LAS1 102 E CHALMERS c FL63515
GRAD 606 W OHIO u EM72812
GRAD 1010 S 1ST c FL60605
GRAD 1010 S 1ST c FL60605
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 163 c FL26511
LAS1 1109 S LINCOLN u EM72241
AGR2 1210 W SPRINGFIELD u EM71581
GRAD 1305 W UNIVERSITY c FL63214
GRAD 618 E DANIEL c FL26244
FAA2 910 S 3RD c FL23496
GRAD 1001 S WRIGHT c FL61351
GRAD 25 SYCAMORE DR c FL60883
ENG4 312 S PRAIRIE c FL77327
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 202 S LINCOLN u EM71814
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS2 MRH FORBES 310 c FL26511
LAS2 407 E DANIEL c
GRAD 408-4 S GOODWIN u EM76931
ENG4 1006 S OAK c
ENG2 48 E JOHN c
LAS2 904 S 6TH c FL24077
ENG4 112 E DANIEL c FL23224
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA u EM75450
AGR3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 402 FLORIDA u EM75615
GRAD 308 S LINCOLN u
LAS2 1009 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM74063
ENG1 809 S 5TH c FL23325
GRAD 109 S BUSEY u EM77146
FAA6 RANTOUL ILL
ENG4 311 E DANIEL c FL67670
GRAD SAVOY ILL
LAS1 MRH GARNER 441 c FL26511
COM3 212 E CHALMERS c
GRAD 912 W ILLINOIS u EM73093
LAS2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
LAS2 310 E CHALMERS c FL63353
ED 3 1109 S 3RD c FL61708
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS3 1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 1601 S NEIL c FL27793
LAS* 810 W GREEN u EM71724
COM1 MRH GARNER 462 c FL26511
GRAD 1108 N GREGORY u
7519 W 62ND ST
2659 W 18TH ST
1404 NORTH AV
8629 W 50TH ST
7230 S FAIRFIELD
CARRERA 20 N 5321
1944 N MOZART ST
MINERVANKATU 2B17
1527 N MENARD AV
1306 N 20TH AV
1379 RIDGE RD WEST











HALIT BEY SOKAK NO 4
515 S STATE ST
5228 12TH AV





407 W GREEN ST
6604 FOSTER AV
263 BRIDGE ST
CRA 11 SUR 964
10740 EDBROOKE AV
BOX 114
6A AV 506 ZONA 9
222 S 16TH ST
1434 W ESTES
309 N EMMA ST






1010 S 1ST ST
117 N PARK ST
1028 S 16TH ST




801 S BRAINARD AV
321 E PARK ST
14211 UNION AV
10345 SANGAMON





1635 N 16TH AV
133 CUMBERLAND RD
1138 N LOCKWOOD AV












613 PORT SHELDON DR
239 ARROWHEAD
407 16TH AV
2507 W 64TH ST
442 E PATTON ST
307 N MAPLE
230 N OHIO ST
420 E 161ST PL
1128 SUMMER ST




























































































VANNOTE ROY NELSON GRAD
VANNOY JOSEPH SHELDON GRAD
VANOSTRAND ROY DEWITT AGR2
VANPELT RACHEL S GRAD
VAN PELT RICHARD WARREN GRAD
VANREENEN JAMES EUGENE ENG4
VANSICE JAY JULIAN LAS1
VANSLYKE DANIEL BROOKS AGR1
VANSTAVEREN DIANE B GRAD
VAN STONE JOHN CHARLES LAS1
VANTASSELL VANCE JUNIOR LAW1
VANTUYL RONALD M JR FAA2
VANTUYLE NANCY CAROL LAS2
VANWAGNER GEORGE H JNL4
VANWEELDEN RICHARD KIRK ENG4
VANWIENEN WILLIAM E FAA4
VAN WINKLE GARY LOWELL AGR3
VARANDANI PARTAB T GRAD
VARNER ALAN RICHARD LAS1
VARNER DEREK LEE ENG2
VARNER ELEANOR FAYE LAS*
VARNES ROBERT LOUIS FAA4
VARSHNEY RAJ KUMAR GRAD
VASCONCELLES JAMES M ENG3
VASS EDWARD JOSEPH ENG3
VASUDEVA SASTRY V GRAD
VASWANl DHANO BULCHAND ENG3
VATHAYANON BOVORNSAK GRAD
VATTHAUER RICHARD JAMES AGR4
VAUGHAN L PAULINE C0M1
VAUGHAN TERRELL JON LAS1
VAUGHN GOVONER PE 4
VAUGHN NANCY JO PE 1
VAUGHN ROBERT LEE LAS4
VAUGHN SUSAN MARION LAS3
VAUGHT JENNA LEE LAS4
VAUGHT WILLIAM MAURICE ENG1
VAULATO JOHN EDWARD ENG4
VAUPEL CARL FRANK LAS1
VAYO HARRIS WESTCOTT GRAD
VAZQUEZ ALBERT FAA3
VEACH NANCY ELLEN AGR3
VECERA FRANK LEONARD JR FAA3
VEECK STEWART JOHN LAS3
VEGRZYN WALTER FRANCIS ENG4
VEIHMAN CAROL ANN C0M1
VEIR DONALD GERALD LAS4
VELASQUEZ JARAMILLO D W ENG4
VELASQUEZ ZOILA ROSA LAS5
VELLENGA DANIEL RICHARD LAS4
VELTEN KEN MICHAEL LAS1
VENCLOVA AUSRELE MARY GRAD
VENKAYYA VIPPERLA BULLI GRAD
VENORSKY GEORGE WILLIAM ENG2
VENTURI GEORGE JOSEPH FAA4
VENZKE RICHARD PAUL SWV4
VENZON DENNIS EUGENE ENG2
VERB JAMES LAWRENCE LAS3
VERBESKI ARLENE JOANNE FAA4
VERBICKAS DALIA ELENA FAA4
VERDEYEN JOSEPH THOMAS GRAD
VERHOEVEN JAMES ADRIAN C0M1
VERKADE JOHN GEORGE GRAD
VERKADE MARY DEMOTT LAS4
VERKLAN PATRICIA JANE LAS1
VERLEY FRANK ALWIN GRAD
VERLEY MARGUERITE MARIE GRAD
VERMETTE JAMES EDWARD LAS4
VERMEULEN GERALD DONALD LAS3
VERNETTI ROBERT ALAN ENG1
VERNON JAMES OWEN ENG3
VERR RAYMOND EDWARD LAS3
VERSMAN JUDITH LEE LAS3
VERSON DEBRA LAS1
VESELY LAUREL ELIZABETH LAS1
VETOS JAMES JNL4
VETTER JAMES LLOYD AGR1
VEVANG CURTIS BRADLEY ENG1
VICARI JUDITH ANN LAS1
VICARS RICHARD JOHN LAS2
VICINO BARBARA ANN ED 1
VICKLUND THEODORE JR ENG3
VICKREY JAMES ARTHUR GRAD
VICTOR EDWARD GARY COM2
VIDA VIRGINIA ELEANOR LAS3
VIELEY JACK CORNELIUS ENG1
VIEMONT RONALD J ED 3
VIERA JOHN DAVID ENG1
VIERLING PHILIP EDWARDS GRAD



























































































u EM78016 509 E GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM51211 305 MEMORIAL DR GREENVILLE OHIO
u EM71588 RR 1 BRADFORD ILL
u EM51306 KINCAID ILL
u EM74313 1612 HOUGHTON AV HOUGHTON MICH
c FL64407 2006 WISTERIA RD ROCKFORD ILL
c 1216 W GOVERNOR SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 3850 STERLING RD DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL69245 6775 DOWAGIAC CHICAGO ILL
c FL26511 641 MADISON ST OAK PARK ILL
c FL29333 1218 W PARK AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL68685 2009 E 74TH ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
c FL63650 1319 OAK DANVILLE ILL
c FL67601 3146 HARLEM AV RIVERSIDE ILL
u EM73127 902 GREENWOOD EVANSTON ILL
c FL21507 R R 182ND ST LANSING ILL
c FL63152 RR 1 VIRDEN ILL
u 59 LAJPAT KUNJ CL AGRA INDIA
c FL26511 NORTH STATE ST RD MONTICELLO ILL
c 646 N CENTRAL AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL66870 RR 4 BOX 597 SYLACAUGA ALA
u EM70481 408 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
u AGRICULTURAL INST ALLAHABAD INDIA
c 1128 N FRANKLIN AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
c 1712 N ASHLAND AV CHICAGO ILL
c INDIA
c FL29871 21 SWASTIK CT BOMBAY 5 INDIA
c 585 PHETBURI ST BANGKOK THAILAND
u EM74069 GREEN VALLEY ILL
c FL24671 RR 5 FAIRFIELD ILL
c FL26511 BOX 34 5 RANKIN ILL
c FL26511 328 OLIVE ST EDWARDSVILLE ILL
114 COLONIAL VILLAGE BATAVIA ILL
u EM73658 1767 W DEVON AV CHICAGO ILL
c FL25179 204 LINCOLN AV LINCOLN ILL
u EM75459 217 ORCHARD ST DANVILLE ILL
u EM76407 RR 3 LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
u EM74444 LARAWAY RD JOLIET ILL
c FL65990 1350 W WALNUT KANKAKEE ILL
u EM72233 509 ROOT ST PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL67550 8821 BURLEY CHICAGO 17 ILL
u EM74006 2004 COTTAGE AV GRANITE CITY ILL
c FL26511 1113 WINSTANLEY AV EAST ST LOUIS ILL
u EM77773 706 FOX AV SYCAMORE ILL
u 123 GLEN AV OGLESBY ILL
u FL26511 428 JOHNSON ST MINONK ILL
u 1807 LINN ST PEORIA ILL
u CARRERA 70 33 40 MEDELLIN COLOMBIA
c FL66570 VILLA DELGADO SAN SALV EL SALVADOR
c FL65678 11401 PARNELL AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
c FL61811 231 S STOWE VIRGINIA ILL
u EM76701 6324 S MAPLEWOOD CHICAGO ILL
u EM76907 VENKATRAJU SAMALKOT INDIA
c 2000 COLLINSVILLE RD EAST ST LOUIS ILL
c FL26511 337 S KOSTNER CHICAGO ILL
u EM70177 202 N WOODS ST URBANA ILL
c FL63314 900 GOODWIN DR PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL66934 701 BUENA CHICAGO ILL
c 2215 MELROSE ST ROCKFORD ILL
u FL26511 4422 S ARTESIAN CHICAGO ILL
u EM79033 807 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL
u EM75439 325 NUTTALL RD RIVERSIDE ILL
u 10953 S STATE ST CHICAGO 28 ILL
u 1600 E MAIN URBANA ILL
u EM71581 17822 GLEN OAK LANSING ILL
c FL26511 11 LEITH RD KINGSTON JAMAICA
u EM71055 15228 MYRTLE AV HARVEY ILL
c FL67524 2723 W 38TH PL CHICAGO 32 ILL
c FL61813 131 S STEWART ST GENESEO ILL
c FL26511 1407 E 31ST ST LA GRANGE PARK ILL
c FL67984 1024 W WOOD DECATUR ILL
c FL67684 7133 W 40TH PL BERWYN ILL
u EM76511 2007 37TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
u FL26511 8345 S VERNON CHICAGO 19 ILL
u FL26511 3430 S LOMBARD AV BERWYN ILL
c 4007 WEST END AV CHICAGO ILL
c 208 W RIVER ST BOURBONNAIS ILL
c FL26511 2120 W EASTWOOD AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
u EM71511 3533 N COURT ST ROCKFORD ILL
c FL26511 804 FAYETTE AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
u FL265U 8634 S MARSHFIELD CHICAGO 20 ILL
c FL26511 3616 WENONAH BERWYN ILL
u EM74927 333 E PERSHING ST FREEPORT ILL
c FL67585 6126 N WASHTENAW CHICAGO ILL
c FL62557 409 S DUDLEY ST MACOMB ILL
u EM74470 RR 4 PONT I AC ILL
c FL67601 605 E 5TH ST MACKINAW ILL
c FL67629 2333 YALE BLV SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL26511 4824 W BELDEN AV CHICAGO 39 ILL
u EM73100 312 E WHITE ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
VIKANIS RUTH CONSTANCE ED 1
VILLARROELOBANDO JAIME AGR6
VILLWOCK TERRY LEE AGR1
VINAR HYMAN GRAO
VINCENT KAREN IRENE FAA3
VlNER JOHN GILBERT GRAD
VINES BRENOA SUE ED 1
VINSE ANDA LAS1
VINTON ALLAN FRANCIS JR AGR4
VIOLLT JOHN JOSEPH JR LAS1
VIRGIL HALL JR ENG3
VIRGILIO ROSLYN ANNETTE PE 2
VI SCO ROBERT EDWARD GRAD
VISHNY BARRY LAURENCE LAS1
VISION GERALD ALLAN LAW1
VI SNOW EDWARD C GRAD
VISTE KENNETH MARTIN JR LAS1
VITTUM DANIEL WEEKS JR LAS3
VITZTHUM SHARON KAY LAS1
VIZEK JEROME JAMES ED 6
VLAHOVICH ROBERT GEORGE ENG2
VLIET JAMES HENRY COM1
VODRAZKA JUDITH MARY LAS1
VOEGELE PHILIP HARRISON COM2
VOELKNER ALVIN RONALD LAS2
VOELPEL DAVID EUGENE LAS3
VOGEL ALEX JAY LAS1
VOGEL HELENE SUE ED 2
VOGEL LOREN FRANKLIN ENG3
VOGEL RAMON FRANKLIN GRAD
VOGEL STUART HAAG LAS2
VOGRIN JOSEPH A JR ENG4
VOGT GARY LYNN ED 2
VOGT ROBERT MARTIN GRAD
VOHS CHARLES EDWIN COM*
VOLDEN JAMES ORLEN COM2
VOLINER JUDITH ANN FAA1
VOLK BARBARA HARRIET ED 1
VOLK DONALD JOSEPH ENG3
VOLKSTADT WILFRED G GRAD
VOLKSTORF LOUISE A PE 4
VOLKWINE RAYMOND W LAS3
VOLLBRACHT DONALD F GRAD
VONACHEN JON KURT FAA3
VONDEROHE ROBERT HENRY ENG4
VONDRACEK SHARRON LEE COM3
VONFOERSTER ANDREAS J LAS1
VONFOERSTER JOHANNES C LAS2
VONFOERSTER THOMAS LAS2
VONGTHONGSRI PRACHIN GRAD
VONN JUDITH JOANNE FAA1
VONNAHME DONALD ROBERT ENG1
VONSTOESER JOANNE C LAS4
VONTURKOVICH BRANIMIR F GRAD
VOORHIES NANCY LEE FAA2
VORIS FRANK KNIGHT COM3
VORNE RICHARD ALFONS ENG3
VORONOFF FELICE ROLLY LAS1
VORONOFF MELVYN GARY LAS4
VORUZ THEODORE ANDREW ENG2
VOSHALL JOHN WILLIAM LAS1
VOSS ALFRED DONNELLY ED 4
VOSS BARBARA LOUISE ED 2
VOSS RAYMOND ALEXANDER ENG4
VOSSLER ROGER ALAN LAS2
VOTOUPAL RICHARD LEE ENG4
VOY PHYLLIS GARNA GRAD
VOZENILEK KAY JANE F.AA2
VREELAND MARIAN MURRAY AGR4
VREULS DON SWV3
VRHEL CHARLES FRANK LAS2
VROMAN HENRY WILLIAM LAS2
VROOMAN GEORGE HERBERT GRAD
VYTANOVYCH GEORGE J ENG4
VYTANOVYCH ZVENYSLAVA K FAA4
VYZRAL NANCY RENEE LAS1
WABOL JAMES JOHN AGR4
WACHOWIAK DENISE HELEN FAA1
WACHTEL DANIEL CARL ENG1
WACHTER ROY LEE PE 1
WACKER RONALD CHARLES COM4
WADE BERNADINE ETTALEA GRAD
WADE BETTY BRADSHAW COM4
WADE DAVID CLARK GRAD
WADE DEAN MARABLE FAA2
WADE EDMOND DEAN LAS1
WADE SUSAN KAY ED 2
WADHAMS JOHN HOWARD ENG3
WAFFLE GARY LEE ENG1


























































































U FL26511 2938 N MELVINA
U EM72189 ARCE AV 668







C FL69165 504 MARENGO AV
U EM71760 505 W GREEN ST
U 5421 W AVERY PL
C FL28814 14621 S PRINCETON
C FL62545 5006 W JARVIS
C 1828 N NASHVILLE
C FL26511 6448 GREENVIEW
U EM73042 101 ASHLAND
U 513 MADISON ST
C FL26511 RR 6
U EM74063 423 S BEVERLEY
U FL26511 PR 4
U EM76732 2846 S CENTRAL PARK
C FL67544 116 GRAND AV
U 712 S WABASH AV
U FL26511 1500 W 18TH ST
U 239 W FISK ST
U EM74063 102 LEMOYNE
C FL61725 3825 N LINDEN LANE
U EM74434 5011 BRUMMEL
U FL26511 5011 W BRUMMEL ST
C FL24039 402 W 3RD ST
C FL68293 515 S LYNN
C FL24231 807 CEDAR LANE
U EM74372 117 HUNTER AV
C RR 1
C FL64272 306 DAVIDSON DR
C FL62321 1144 10TH ST
228 E 8TH ST
C 207 S RIDGELAND AV
U FL26511 7029 CHAPPEL
C JOHNSON ST
C FL69611 RR 5
C 9516 S MAJOR AV
TRIANGLE MOBILE PARK
C FL29352 5343 FLETCHER ST
U EM75439 RR 2
C FL28546 WILDER PARK
U EM73511 309 W LAKE VIEW DR
C FL65147 4 FLORA CT
C 4 FLORA CT
C FL65147 4 FLORA CT
C FL65831 30 SOIWATTANA
U FL26511 7067 RIDGE BLV
C FL67266 1117 VANDALIA ST
U FL26511 RR 3
C FL22816 508 N PROSPECT AV
C FL62501 917 S KNIGHT AV
C FL63314 BOX 687 R D 3
C FL67266 4202 N MELVINA AV
U FL26511 2843 W MORSE
U EM73540 2843 W MORSE
C FL67266 912 N BLOOMINGTON
C FL62456
C FL27218 209 S JUDSON AVE
U EM78695 807 N ASHLAND AV
C FL26511 9760 DREXEL
C FL26511 165 W PUTNAM AV
C FL67266 2015 13TH ST
U FL26511 3634 N OVERHILL AV
U EM79292 5823 W MONTROSE
C FL62501 704 E CENTER ST
U EM75598 1720 S FAIRVIEW AV
U EM75439 2429 PARK AVENUE
C FL22982 2300 ST VINCENTS AV
C 107 S ELM ST
U EM73469 5504 W CORTLAND ST
U FL26511 5504 W CORTLAND
U FL26511 5143 S HOMAN
C FL67984 154TH WILL COOK RD
U FL26511 9141 S CHICAGO AV
C FL26511 727 FORREST AV
C FL29540 834 E 4TH ST
U EM74614 1425 KINGSHIGHWAY
U EM73435 504 MARSHALL
C FL29425 RR 1
C FL29425
U 707 DOWNER PL
U EM76707 118 W VERMONT
U FL26511 BOX 294
U 3538 h 64TH PL
U EM73542 1520 26TH AV


























































































ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
WAGENHEIM DALE ANNE LAS1
WAGGONER JERALO AUGUST ENG2
WAGLE LEANN ELIZABETH LAS1
WAGNER ANN ELIZABETH LAS1
WAGNER CAROL LEE GRAO
WAGNER DAVID LEE FAA2
WAGNER DENNIS RICHARD COM1
WAGNER DONALD JOSEPH FAA1
WAGNER ELTON ALLEN ENG4
WAGNER GEORGE RICHARD ENG4
WAGNER HOWARD ROBERT FAA1
WAGNER JAMES AUGUST JNL4
WAGNER JOHN EDWARD GRAD
WAGNER JUNE LAS3
WAGNER KENNETH EARL AGR1
WAGNER LOUIS HERMAN AGR4
WAGNER MARILYN ANN LAS2
WAGNER MICHAEL BOURKE COM1
WAGNER RUTH ANNA S GRAD
WAGNER WILLIAM EUGENE ENG3
WAHL EDWARD CARL ENG1
WAHL MARGARET ED 1
WAHL MARVIN LEE ENG2
WAHLGREN DAVID EDWARD FAA2
WAHLMAN CHARLES HERMAN COM1
WAIGHT KENNETH T JR SWV4
WAITZ JAY ALLAN GRAD
WAITZMAN BEVERLY SUSAN ED 1
WAITZMAN JUDITH ARLENE ED 3
WAITZMAN SHARLA CLAIRE ED 3
WAKAE MASAMI GRAD
WAKAT EMORY ALBERT JR ENG2
WAKEFIELD LINDA MARIE LAS2
WAKERLIN WARREN F LAS1
WAKSMAN DAVID GRAD
WAKSTEIN ALLEN MORTON GRAD
WAKUZAWA RAYMOND HARUO COMA
WALBAUM RICHARD S PE 4
WALBERG HERBERT JOHN GRAD
WALBERG JANET ALMA ED 4
WALBORG CARLA LEE AGR2
WALBURG HARRY E JR GRAD
WALDBAUER GILBERT PETER GRAD
WALDBAUER STEPHANIE S LAS4
WALDER GLEN WILBUR ED 4
WALDFOGEL CAROL RUTH LAS1
WALDHIER DANIEL EMMET LAS1
WALDIE BENJAMIN D JR COM4
WALDIE SUE LEICHTMAN GRAD
WALDMAN DONALD AAFLEI COM2
WALDMAN RICHARD ALAN LAS3
WALDNER ILMAR ENG2
WALDO ANN MEAD GRAD
WALES DOROTHY DAVIDSON LAS1
WALES JANET MARILYN LAS1
WALES STEVEN E LAS1
WALIGORA JAMES MICHAEL LAS3
WALKE BRUNO ALFRED LAS3
WALKER ARTHUR BERTRAM C GRAD
WALKER BRIAN L H GRAD
WALKER CARL WALTER ENG2
WALKER CELINE FOSTER LAS1
WALKER CRAYTON CANN GRAD
WALKER DIANNE GRAD
WALKER FRANCIS EDWIN GRAD
WALKER HOWARD HYMAN COM3
WALKER JAMES LYNN PE 1
WALKER JAMES PHILIP LAS1
WALKER JANICE MAE AGR1
WALKER JERRY LEE GRAD
WALKER JOHN ARTHUR COM2
WALKER JOHN EDWARD FAA4
WALKER JUDITH ANNE LAS1
WALKER KENNETH LEE LAS2
WALKER MARGARET ELLEN LAS1
WALKER MARY LOUISE GRAD
WALKER MYRON COOPER GRAD
WALKER RALPH HENDERSON GRAD
WALKER RICHARD DEAN GRAD
WALKER RICHARD EARL GRAD
WALKER THOMAS HENRY ENG4
WALKER THOMAS JEROME ENG4
WALKER THURMON PE 1
WALKER WILLIAM GEORGE ENG1
WALKER WILLIAM HAMILTON GRAD
WALKEY GEORGE BENTON COM1
WALKINGTON RONALD EMORY FAA1
WALL ANNA PORTER GRAD
WALL BERNARD TALBOT LAW1
WALL LINDA LEA FAA3





























1002 S LINCOLN AV
MRH VAN DOREN 106



















302 E GREGORY DR
1104 W OREGON
35 E CHALMERS
1005 W GREGORY DR




































U FL26511 309 S CENTRAL AV
C 1343 ASH
U FL26511 765 WASHINGTON ST
U FL26511 1351 GREENWOOD
C FL65367 710 N JEFFERSON
U EM79323 510 E LAMOTTE ST
C APTAKISIC RD
C FL24254 2534 N HARDING
U EM78151 6 NORTHSHORE TERR
C FL27758 1434 HARRISON AV
C FL26511 3853 NAKOMA RD
U EM73566 43 S MARTIN
C FL26756 38 N FENWICK ST
U EM74006 9317 S VANDERPOEL AV
C FL24222
U EM51221
U EM74007 509 W LIVINGSTON ST
C 812 WASHINGTON
C FL66184 202 W WHITE
C FL67543 2447 HAWTHORNE AV
C FL26511 906 N VAIL AV
C FL69064 RR 2
C FL26511 801 E STATE ST
C FL26511 7150 N OLCOTT AV
C FL26511 208 W GERMAN ST
C FL66242
U EM73320 869 E 7TH
U FL26511 3133 W CHASE
C FL65749 7047 S BENNETT
U EM79563 3003 GRANVILLE
C FL26511 48 3 CHOME
U EM79962 RR 1
U EM70054
C FL27126 9025 S BELL AV
U EM72812 1775 LONGFELLOW AV
U EM78967 1107 W GREEN ST
U EM75554 1855 SERENO ST
U EM75439 1612 DIAL CT
C FL22574 8625 S CREGIER
C FL25170 67 E 156TH ST
U EM75416 506 S BENTON ST
C FL62104 CONISTON FARM
U EM77623 1104 E FLORIDA
U EM77623 1104 E FLORIDA
C FL65132 RR 1
U FL26511 219 N HIGH ST
C FL67601 5526 N MASON
C FL21968 1514 GRANDVIEW DR
C FL21968 1514 GRANDVIEW DR
C FL67585 5010 N ALBANY
C FL67654 100 COUNCIL ST
U EM79319 BOX 177
C FL65070 2317 WOODLAND
U FL26511 3205 DORA
U FL26511 358 CHAUNCEY ST
C FL67995 2931 PINE GROVE AV
C FL67266 1308 CAMPBELL AV
C FL29625 1957 N FREMONT
U 1107-426 W GREEN ST
U EM71488 8 LOTHAIR RD
C FL65856 RR 1
U 1107 W GREEN ST
C FL21017 7 PETER COOPER RD
U EM75114 441 W 59TH ST
C FL68891 BOX 25
C FL26511 6039 N ALBANY
C FL63633 10801 S MICHIGAN
C FL26511 205 JESSUP ST
U FL26511 RR 1
U EM79094 2238 S 9TH AV
C FL26511 9640 SPRINGFIELD AV
U EM71065 7 N CRESCENT DR
U FL26511 517 V ASH
C RR 1
U FL26511 8950 BRONX
U EM76611 368 E MAIN ST
116 AVENUE A
C 305 E ARMORY
U EM76565 207 BLISS DR
1743 E NORTH
U 17405 HOLMES RD
U EM76110 809 W NEVADA
C FL26511 618 CARDELL ST
U EM71427 1308 N BROADWAY
U EM71764 SPRING HILL RD
C FL26511 2519 KELLY
C FL26511 500 PRICE PL
C FL29182 RR 5 BOX 11
C FL21793 1030 MONROE DR































































NEW YORK 10 N Y





























































































WANG JOSEPH L C
WANG RU LIANG






















GRAD 300-10* S GOODWIN u EM73032
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD GILMAN ILL
GRAD OILMAN ILL
LAS1 60* E ARMORY c FL67266
ENG4 1008 S 4TH c FL25207
LAW1 306 E ARMORY c
GRAD 905 W ILL INOIS u
ENG4 1206 N GOODWIN u
ENG4 207 W CHARLES c FL65751
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 302 c FL26511
GRAD 207 E HEALEY c FL69234
FAA4 406 CLARK u EM71367
FAA2 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
LAS2 907 S 3RD c FL67678
ENG2 401 E GREEN c FL67322
FAA3 MRH HOPKINS 275 c FL26511
COM1 RANTOUL ILL
ED 4 108 E THOMPSON u EM72322
LAS2 707 S 3RD c
GRAD 1502 BRIARCLIFF DR u EM70452
LAS4 803 S 1ST c FL26019
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY AV u FL26511
VM 1 1008 S LINCOLN u EM74901
ENG4 305 S 3RD c FL68214
ED 3 910 LOCUST c FL61284
COM4 910 LOCUST c FL61284
GRAD 203 S LINCOLN u EM78253
GRAD 2905 E MAIN u
GRAD 60 E HEALEY c FL27775
FAA1 MRH GARNER 490 c
ENG4 COLLISON ILL
GRAD 806 S 3RD c
GRAD 704 W OREGON u
LAS2 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM1 801 W ILLINOIS u EM77142
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 346 c FL26511
COM1 MRH GARNER 410 c FL26511
AGR2 1004 S 4TH c FL67635
AGR2 107 N BUSEY u
AGR1 1008 W NEVADA u
GRAD F39D2 STADIUM TERR c FL65495
FAA1 211 DANIEL c FL67583
ED 3 1605 VIRGINIA DR u EM79035
GRAD 406 W OREGON u
FAA1 706 S MATHEWS u
AGR4 406 W OREGON u
GRAD 1001 W OREGON u EM70554
LAS1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
COM6 1001 W OREGON u EM70554
COM2 1109 S 4TH c FL73932
COM2 1009 PENNSYLVANIA u
LAS1 1112 CALIFORNIA u
JNL4 509 E JOHN c FL69529
AGR1 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
PE 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 3 1005 S WRIGHT c FL62571
LAS1 308 E ARMORY c FL67542
LAS2 209 W JOHN c FL26407
GRAD 604 E ARMORY c
GRAD 602 E SPRINGFIELD c FL60120
ENG4 204 N ROMINE u
GRAD 1102 W OREGON u EM78974
GRAD 1307 W MAIN u EM77398
GRAD 106 N ROMINE u
FAA1 209 W JOHN c FL26407
GRAD 602 E SPRINGFIELD c FL60120
ENG4 605 E HEALEY c FL68979
ENG3 209 W JOHN c
AGR4 MRH HOPKINS 370 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ENG4 MRH FORBES 225 c FL26511
LAS1 410 W CALIFORNIA u EM74315
GRAD 410 W CALIFORNIA u EM74315
GRAD 307 W GRIGGS u EM72836
COM1 303 E JOHN c FL66434
ENG4 610 W PARK c FL61920
GRAD 1202 W OREGON u
LAS* MRH FORBES 132 c FL26511
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
FAA2 MRH GARNER 489 c FL26511
LAS1 510 E CHALMERS c FL64638
FAA2 1305 W STOUGHTON u EM74780
GRAD 1202 E MICHIGAN u EM70222
GRAD 403 S LINCOLN u EM78136
PE 3 707 S 3RD c
GRAD WHEATON ILL
LAS1 1110 W NEVADA u EM75425
300 S GOODWIN
BOX 57
510 W 3RD ST
510 W 3RD ST
1015 GEORGIA
11 N WORTH AV
136 S PORTER
316 LEXINGTON ST








5224 S HONORE ST
306 N SHELDON
108 E THOMPSON










2709 5TH AV N W
RR 2 BOX 64
118 CENTER
806 S 3RD ST
1108 CASHMAN DR
6754 S CORNELL
8118 S ARTESIAN AV
1208 CATHERINE
7949 S WASHTENAW


















433 S JACKSON ST
1 180 6 HOPING E RD
151 CHUNG HSING RD
5 LANE 53 HANKOU ST
9 LANE 97 TUNG AN ST
LUNG JONG ST
142 CHANG AN EAST RD
433 S JACKSON ST
36 2ND LUNG HWA
51 CHUNG SHAN RD
433 S JACKSON ST
7234 S FRANCISCO AV
1804 BYRNES DR
4405 N PAULINA ST






5736 W LAKE ST
2203 N JACKSON
1023 MADISON ST
36 S STA1E ST
405 W CARROLL ST
1305 W STOUGHTON
6905 W GRAND AV
404 BUSH AV
































































































WARFIELD ROBERT WILLIAM LAS2
WARGO JAMES CARL AGR1
WARING JAMES CHARLES LAW1
WARLOE BRUCE EDWARD ENG4
WARMBROD JAMES ROBERT GRAD
WARNECKE JAMES FREDRICK GRAD
WARNER JACK EUGENE COM2
WARNER JANET BETH FAA3
WARNER RICHARD EDGAR COM3
WARNER ROGER WAYNE GRAD
WARNER WILLIAM JAMES ENG1
WARNKE HELEN MAMER GRAD
WARNVARNAS ALEX CASEY ENG4
WARREN ELLEN CLAIRE LAS1
WARREN FREDERICK EDWIN GRAD
WARREN GEORGE HARRY ENG2
WARREN JUDITH MAY PE 3
WARREN RONALD JAMES LAS3
WARRICK FRED HODGES LAS*
WARSA JOHN ENG3
WARSAW VIRGINIA HELAINE ED 2
WARSCHAW RACHELLE B LAS3
WARSHAUER MYRON CLYDE COM2
WARWARUK JOSEPH GRAD
WARWICK CHARLES EDWARD GRAD
WASAN DARSHANLAL T LAS*
WASCHER CAROL ANN LAS2
WASCHER PATRICIA ANN AGR3
WASHBURN CHARLES W AGR2
WASHBURN JOHN RICHARD LAS1

















WATROUS WILLIAM LEONARD FAA1
WATSON CHARLES HENRY COM2
WATSON DONALD WAYNE AGR1
WATSON JOSEPH STROUD JR FAA4
WATSON MARY LYNN AGR3
WATSON PHILLIP DEAN VM 4




















WEATHERFORD RICHARD LEE GRAD



































































MRH VAN DOREN 407
705 S GREGORY





















































































U EM77343 208 N HARVEY
C GOLF RD RR 4
C FL26511 4 GRIDLEY PL
U EM73658 622 S CLAYTON ST
C FL26511 RR 2
U EM74313 1002 GROVE AV
C FL26511 RR 2
C FL24671
C FL67583 11949 ANN ST
C FL26511 1823 N 73RD CT
RR
C 1323 S 49TH CT
U FL26511 RR 2
148 E WING ST
C 223 APPLEBEE ST
U EM73340 709 N 2ND AV
U 101 S COLER
U EM78688 1818 VERMONT
C FL67984 8459 S BUFFALO
U FL26511 9425 OAKMORE RD
U FL265U 1454 VICTORIA
C FL67585 2424 W ESTES
U EM73105
U EM74842 903 W NEVADA ST
U W SCHEME NO 6
U EM28858 5736 S WASHTENAW
U EM72953 803 W FAIRVIEW
U EM72532
C FL24108 1809 AVENUE D
C FL26511 6350 SOUTH PARK
U EM79391 1456 W 61ST ST
C 6457 S SANGAMON
C FL69340 3115 JEROME
U EM76711 7618 LUELLA AV
U FL26511 121 HIGH ST
11 PENZ DR
C ALGSTIGEN 2
C FL29704 1624 CHANCELLOR ST
C FL21443 RFD 2
RR 1
C FL26511 5832 N NINA AV
C FL60451 MILL CREEK RD
U EM77177 503 MATHEWS
RR 3 BOX 118
U EM79450 RR 1
U FL26511 616 S SPRUCE
C FL60521 1309 DAYTON CT
C FL26511 401 E 32ND ST
U RR 1






C FL26511 170 E FREMONT AV
C 502 S GROVE
C FL26511 2015 S 11TH AV
C 4108 N ALBANY
u RR 2
C FL62141 8200 DORCHESTER
C FL67543 307 E RIDGE
C FL63231 102 KATHRYN ST
C FL26511 RR 2
U EM76947 RR 1
U EM77868 1420 E DIVISION
C FL65431 108 E JOHN ST
U EM79081 204 S 5TH ST
C FL65431 108 E JOHN ST
U 640 HINMAN AV
U 4720 N ST LOUIS AV
C 3842 W 56TH PL
U EM71121 446 CROSAT ST
C 4937 S WOOD ST
604 S WASHINGTON ST
C FL62281 1013 MULBERRY
C FL26511 3325 26TH AV
C FL26511 617 S OUTER DR
C FL26511 2008 S- 12TH AV
C FL26511 1148 E MAIN ST
U FL26511 2762 HAWTHORNE ST
U EM71191 803 E WASHINGTON
U 18 DELAWARE ST






U FL26511 1126 N CHERRY


























































































EAST ST LOUIS ILL
WEAVER WALTER LESLIE ENG1
WEBB BUDDY GENE GRAD
WEBB DAVID KNOWLTON JR GRAD
WEBB DON ROBERT GRAD
WFBB GLENN DEAN LAS2
WEBB JOHN DWAYNE AGR2
WEBB MARILYN KAY LAS1
WEBB PAUL CHRISTIAN ENG4
WERB RANDAL LFF LAS1
WEBB RICHARD AUGUSTUS ENG4
WEBB ROBERT WALTER AGR3
WEBB RUTH CAMERON GRAD
WEBB RYLAND EDWIN GRAD
WEBB SHEILA ANN FAA1
WEBB WILLIAM JEREMIAH FAA1
WEBBER CARL EDWARD GRAD
WEBBER JOHN CHARLES COM1
WEBEL MAX LYNN AGR1
WEBER CHARLES DAVIS FAA3
WEBER DOROTHY LAWRENCE LAS4
WEBER GENE LYLE AGR2
WEBER GEORGE ERVIN JR COM3
WEBER GLEN DAVID AGR4
WEBER JOSEPH GARDNER GRAD
WEBER JOSEPH HENRY ENG3
WEBER PATRICK MICHAEL AGR3
WEBER RICHARD ARTHUR COM2
WEBER RONALD FRANK ENG4
WEBER RONALD GARY ENG2
WEBER STANLEY RICHARD LAS2
WEBERSKI EUGENE STANLEY FAA2
WEBSTER DAVID ARTHUR LAS*
WEBSTER EDGAR THOMAS ENG1
WEBSTER FRANCIS H LAS1
WEBSTER STANLEY LEONARD GRAD
WEBURG MICHAEL MARVIN ENG1
WEDBERG JEAN ANN LAS3
WEDBERG JOAN KAY LAS1
WEDEGAERTNER DONALD K GRAD
WEDEKlND GILBERT LEROY GRAD
WEDELL WAYNE LEROY FAA4
WEDGEWORTH ROBERT JR GRAD
WEEK RAYMOND SIGURD COM3
WEEKS JUDITH OLIVE AGR3
WEES JAMES ALEX GRAD
WEGENER DELANO PAUL LAS3
WEGENER SHIRLEY B GRAD
WEGENER THOMAS COATES ENG4
WEHE ROBERT LOUIS GRAD
WEHLAGE GARY GRANT GRAD
WEHLAN JOHN WALTER GRAD
WEHRING BERNARD WILLIAM GRAD
WEIBEL JERRY ROLAND ENG2
WEIBEL VIRGINIA MAE ED 3
WEIBLER PHILIP ALAN FAA4
WEIDEMANN JOSEPH EDWARD ENG1
WEIDENKOPF THOMAS E ENG6
WE IDES JOHN DOWNS COM2
WEIDNER URBAN ANDREW JR COM4
WEIGEL MARY JANE FAA1
WEIHE LOIS ANN LAS2
WEIHL CAROL KELLER ED 4
WEIHL DONALD ELMER LAW2
WEIHL RICHARD ALLEN AV 1
1
WEIHL ROBERT LAWRENCE AVI1
WEIHL RUTH HELEN PE 3
WEILAND ROBERT JOSEPH SWV3
WEIMER THOMAS ANTHONY LAS1
WEINACHT DONALD RALPH SWV3
WEINBERG BURTON LOUIS COM1
WEINBERG GERALD MARK LAS1
WEINDORF KAREN LINET PE 3
WEINER JOHN LOUIS GRAD
WEINER KENNETH ROY GRAD
WEINER LEE JOEL ED 3
WEINER MICHAEL ROBERT GRAD
WEINER SARA ANN LAS1
WEINER VIRGINIA ANNE ED 1
WEINERT ROBERT WILLIAM ENG4
WEINGART JOHN WALTER PE 1
WEININGER MICHAEL BARRY LAS2
WEINLADER JOSEPH KEITH AGR2
WEINMAN JOHN CARL LAS2
WEINMANN KLAUS JUERGEN ENG3
WEINNER KARL KENNETH ENG2
WEINREB ELAINE RUTH LAS1
WEINSTEIN ALLAN ARTHUR COM1
WEINSTEIN BARRY LOUIS COM1
WEINSTEIN BURTON IRWIN COM2
WEINSTEIN FRANKLIN S ENG6
MRH FORBES 482
MRH TAFT 102
































MRH VAN DOREN 402
MRH LUNDGREN 103






















































C FL26511 450 W JACKSON WEBSTER GROVES 19 MO
C FL26511 1104 18TH ST MOLINE ILL
U EM76862 53 CARLISLE HILL CHILLICOTHE OHIO
U BOX 218 JASPER MO
U 4509 ELM ST DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C RR 1 CLINTON ILL
C FL62557 720 E HONEYWELL AV HOOPESTON ILL
C FL26511 RR 2 BOX 358 CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
C COLFAX ILL
U EM77732 RR 5 MCLEANSBORO ILL
C FL67617 5745 W MONTROSE CHICAGO 34 ILL
U FL26511 316 S CHESTER RD SWARTHMORE PA
U EM77293 ALLENDALE ILL
U FL26511 579 S LA SALLE ST AURORA ILL
C FL26511 RR 3 CHARLESTON ILL
U 1012 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL
C FL26511 410 E KENWOOD AV MENOMONEE FALLS WIS
U EM77525 BAYLIS ILL
C FL26470 26 68TH PL LONG BEACH 3 CALIF
C FL60375 2 EDGE WOOD CT DECATUR ILL
C THAWVILLE ILL
C FL60395 52 E HEALEY ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C 1106 S LOCUST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM73856 1097 GARDNER BLV 8ARBERT0N OHIO
C FL22406 1726 JENKINSON CT WAUKEGAN ILL
U EM79207 RR 2 TUSCOLA ILL
C FL26511 1639 N LINDER CHICAGO 39 ILL
C FL23757 209 E THIRD ST GILMAN ILL
C FL22331 1621 S DOUGLAS SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL24262 RR 1 CHENOA ILL
C FL67845 528 N GREENWOOD ST SPRING VALLEY ILL
C 400 ORLANDO AV NORMAL ILL
U EM79298 367 SUNRISE AV HINSDALE ILL
C RR 1 SHELDON ILL
C FL26511 287 LAIRD DR TORONTO 17 ONT CAN
C FL26511 757 E PELLS PAXTON ILL
U EM71191 231 N GARDINER AV ROCKFORD ILL
U EM71191 231 N GARDINER AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL21643 1484 20TH ST KINGS6URG CALIF
U EM78263 2400 EDINA BLV ZION ILL
C FL28814 1774 FOREST AV DES PLAINES ILL
U EM79135 2615 OLIVE ST KANSAS CITY 27 MO
C FL29654 2023 PRATT CT EVANSTON ILL
U 7630 W 66TH PL ARGO ILL
C FL26511 3213 K ST OMAHA 7 NEBR
U EM73542 903 VETERAN RED BUD ILL
U EM75023 1803 PINE ST LOUIS 3 MC
U EM73253 5 KINGSBURY DR BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL64446 203 COLLEGE AV ITHACA N Y
C 1607 S 10TH AV SIOUX FALLS S DAK
U 5350 W CARMEN CHICAGO ILL
u 901 HOLLYWOOD MONROE MICH
C FL29566 805 W WASHINGTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL29566 805 W WASHINGTON CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM73010 1671 KENTUCKY QUINCY ILL
C FL25207 607 S JACKSON ST NEW ATHENS ILL
U EM51380 538 2ND ST N LA CRESCENT MINN
C FL63353 1505 WESLEY EVANSTON ILL
U EM74063 70* N DELPHIA PARK RIDGE ILL
U FL26511 1120 E CERVANTES ST PENSACOLA FLA
U FL26511 NACHUSA ILL
C FL26624 101 COUNTRY CLUB PL BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL26624 101 COUNTRY CLUB PL BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL26511 WATERLOO DR WATERLOO ILL
C FL26511 WATERLOO DR WATERLOO ILL
U FL26511 WATERLOO DR WATERLOO ILL
C FL27282 1435 N BELMONT ARLINGTON HT ILL
C FL67266 1020 W STEPHENSON FREEPORT ILL
C FL27357 H 57B STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 7922 S CRANDON AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
U EM76711 7642 S EUCLID CHICAGO 49 ILL
U FL26511 6971 W MELROSE ST CHICAGO 34 ILL
C FL26511 6625 N SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL26511 4930 N KEDZIE CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL67690 7711 KINGSTON CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL26511 4930 N KEDZIE CHICAGO 25 ILL
U FL26511 7523 CRANDON AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
U FL26511 257 ADELIA ST ELMHURST ILL
C 4936 S JUSTINE ST CHICAGO 9 ILL
C FL67266 10859 S FAIRFIELD CHICAGO ILL
C FL67570 5754 N CHRISTIANA CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL67266 RR CHEBANSE ILL
C FL22186 725 S FOLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67737 714 7TH ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
C FL64569 RR 1 HINSDALE ILL
U EM72607 643 RADFORD DR OLIVETTE 24 MO
U EM76711 8133 S YATES BLV CHICAGO 17 ILL
C FL67585 3241 VICTORIA CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL67679 3950 N LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL64167 4831 N AVERS AV CHICAGO 25 ILL
WEINSTEIN HERBERT LAS3
WEINSTEIN KAREN PAULA ED 1
WEINSTEIN NANCY LAS3
WEINSTEIN PETER MICHAEL COM2
WEINSTEIN RICHARD S LAS1
WEINSTINE LESTER S LAW2
WEINTRAUB DANIEL JAMES GRAD
WEINTRAUB MARVIN IRA LAS3
WEINTRAUB ROYD LYNN ED 4
WEINTRAUB SAM GRAD
WEINZIERL JON EDWARD LAS1
WEIS EDWARD WAYLAND LAS2
WEISBAUM NORMA JEAN ED 1
WEISBERG LOUISE GERYL LAS*
WEISENBERG FRANCINE G LAS3
WEISENBERGER JOHN T COM4
WEISENBERGER KURT ALLAN LAS1
WEISENBERGER ROBERT A COM1
WEISENBORN HAROLD D ENG1
WEISENSTEIN HUGH L LAS3
WEISER STEPHEN JAMES COM3
WEISINGER DONNA MAE COM3
WEISS ARDEN OSCAR ENG3
WEISS BARBARA DEAN ED 2
WEISS BARRY PHILIP LAS2
WEISS CARL DAVID ENG4
WEISS CAROLYN RYAN FAA1
WEISS DONNA LYNN GRAD
WEISS ELLEN BARBARA GRAD
WEISS HERBERT LAS1
WEISS LINDA ANN LAS3
WEISS MARVIN SHELDON LAS2
WEISS MITCHELL BARRY ENG3
WEISS RICHARD ALLEN LAS3
WEISS RONALD LAS3
WEISS STANLEY MAURICE ENG4
WEISSENSTEIN ALFRED H COM3
WEISSLER EDWIN MAURICE ENG3
WEISSMAN DONALD PHILIP LAS3
WEISSMAN IRA GRAD
WEISSMAN ROSALIE LEE FAA3
WEITH JANET LEE FAA1
WEITZ JUDITH ANN ED 4
WEITZ MILDRED MARGARET ED 1
WEITZMAN WILLIAM ENG3
WEKSEL WILLIAM GRAD
WELCH JOHN FRANCIS GRAD
WELCH LINDA MAUREEN LAS3
WELCH MARTHA JEANNE COM1
WELCH ROBERT ALLEN COM3
WELCH THOMAS MATHEW COM3
WELCH WILLIAM C JR LAS4
WELCH WILLIAM LESLIE COM1
WELCOME JAMES ROY AGR2
WELD JOHN FRANKLIN LAS3
WELGE CLARICE JEAN LAS2
WELGE LOUIS MARTIN FAA1
WELGE MICHAEL WILLIAM COM2
WELL CLARENCE EMERSON GRAD
WELLEK RICHARD LEE COM4
WELLER KATHARINE J FAA6
WELLER LAWRENCE EUGENE FAA1
WELLMAN JOHN JEROME AGR1
WELLMAN LARRY LYNN FAA4
WELLMAN PEGGY AUGUSTA LAS3
WELLS GARY LYNN ENG4
WELLS GEORGE ALAN ENG1
WELLS HARVEY JOE LAS2
WELLS JONATHAN SILAS ED 4
WELLS LANNY DAXTER ENG2
WELLS RITA MAE FAA2
WELSH ARTHUR LLOYD GRAD
WELSH GERALDINE MYERS LAS3
WELSH MICHAEL COSGROVE JNL4
WELTE LAVERNE ANTHONY ENG1
WELTER ALPHONSE N GRAD
WELTON JAMES DALE LAS1
WEMHANER GEORGIA MAE LAS2
WEMHOENER JACK FARRELL LAS2
WENBERG BARBARA KAY ED 4
WENDEL KARL WILLIAM FAA2
WENDEL PHYLLIS JEAN LAS4
WENDELL KAYE DARLENE FAA4
WENDELL WALTER T JR AGR1
WENDLING RONALD JOSEPH LAS1
WENDROW EDWARD JOHN COM1
WENDRYHOSKI JOSEPH S PE 3
WENDT ALBERT THOMAS ENG2
WENDT CHARLES FREDERICK AGR3
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U EM76711 3307 N SHERIDAN RD PEORIA ILL
U FL26511 2933 W GREENLEAF CHICAGO 45 ILL
U FL26511 1845 LAKE AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
C 675 WALTON AV NEW YORK N Y
C FL26511 5727 N CENTRAL PK AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26678 1509 1ST AV STERLING ILL
C FL21616 I 28 C STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 8033 S MERRILL CHICAGO 17 ILL
U 3252 W VICTORIA ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL69651 403 EASTMOOR BLV COLUMBUS 9 OHIO
C FL26511 RR 2 DANVERS ILL
C FL61848 22 S WASHINGTON PARK RIDGE ILL
U FL26511 334 CUSTER EVANSTON ILL
U FL26511 7806 S CLYDE ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
U FL26511 2808 W LOGAN BLV CHICAGO ILL
C FL22331 821 S ELMWOOD AV OAK PARK ILL
C SUNSET DR WONDER LAKE ILL
C FL67908 821 S ELMWOOD OAK PARK ILL
C FL67524 314 W LEGION COLUMBIA ILL
C FL61894 20 N OAK ST BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL22982 1045 S MANOR RD BLOOMINGTON IND
U FL26511 RR 1 FOWLER 3 ILL
U ROUTE 1 BELLEVILLE ILL
C FL67844 232 PERSHING PL EAST PEORIA ILL
C FL61450 6810 CRANDON CHICAGO 49 ILL
U EM74434 303 DOERR AV ROXANA ILL
U FL26511 3205 OAK MATTOON ILL
3129 W JARVIS CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM72104 5803 WARWICK PL CHEVY CHASE 15 MD
C FL26511 6221 N SACRAMENTO CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL69340 232 PERSHING PL EAST PEORIA ILL
U 3119 W AINSLIE ST CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL26511 6221 N SACRAMENTO CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL26511 1478 GREGORY CHICAGO 40 ILL
C FL26511 2634 W SPAULDING CHICAGO 47 ILL
C FL26511 7819 KINGSTON ST CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL25314 1510 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26820 3243 W EASTWOOD CHICAGO 25 ILL
C FL67921 4937 N LOWELL AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
U EM72782 610 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
U EM72782 412 W HIGH URBANA ILL
U FL26511 8506 W MAIN BELLEVILLE ILL
U FL26511 626 E WASHINGTON ST MORRIS ILL
U FL26511 626 E WASHINGTON ST MORRIS ILL
C FL26511 8942 SLEEPING BEAR SKOKIE ILL
C FL63114 617 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL
U 1114 W JOHN STREET CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL27242 19 W LOCKWOOD WEBSTER GROVES 19 MO
U FL26511 253 E SPRUCE CANTON ILL
C FL62628 32 E CHALMERS CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL63314 185 SUMNER BLV COLLINSVILLE ILL
C 2207 CAMPBELL DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 564 22ND AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
U 43 WHITE PL BLOOMINGTON ILL
C FL26511 540 FERDINAND FOREST PARK ILL
U FL26511 BLACKSTONE ILL
C 8 HELSTON PL HILLSBORO ILL
U 139 E OPDYKE CHESTER ILL
HUMBOLDT ILL
C FL67679 1539 SOUTHLAWN PL AURORA ILL
U EM75176 309 N COLER ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 18425 RIEGLE RD HOMEWOOD ILL
C FL26511 1600 HIGHLAND LANE QUINCY ILL
U 502 W OREGON ST URBANA ILL
C 822 N PINE AV CHICAGO ILL
U EM77363 RFD 2 BOX 281 PORT BYRON ILL
C 339 LARCH AV ELMHURST ILL
U EM70347 663 S 5TH AV CANTON ILL
C FL271O0 503 OTTAWA STREET LINCOLN ILL
U EM77363 RR 2 PORT BYRON ILL
U FL26511 600 E STEVENSON ST TAYLORVILLE ILL
C 346 73RD ST NIAGARA FALLS N Y
C FL21606 1211 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21606 1211 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67637 318 LONGWOOD ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL66651 E 33 C STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM77363 311 ARNOLD RD EAST PEORIA 8 ILL
U FL26511 810 W INDIANA URBANA ILL
C FL61023 210 E 5TH ST METROPOLIS ILL
U FL26511 2500 W GUNNISON CHICAGO 25 ILL
U EM73542 557 STRATFORD ELMHURST ILL
C FL65269 616 E VAN BUREN ST OTTAWA ILL
U EM71136 RR 1 NEW HOLLAND ILL
C FL26511 NEW HOLLAND LOGAN ILL
C FL26511 107 N RANDALL RD AURORA ILL
C FL26511 836 GLENVIEW RD GLENVIEW ILL
C FL67981 312 E 9TH ST W FRANKFORT ILL
C FL23224 4520 N HERMITAGE CHICAGO 40 ILL
SEYMOUR ILL
C FL24891 616 W HILL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
WENDT RICHARD GEORGE COM1
WENE DONNA LOU LAS1
WENKER LESLIE RAE LAS1
WFNNMACHER MARCELLA C LAS3
WENNSTROM JAMES CARL LAS1
WENTE GAIL ANN FAA3
WENTZ JULIA ROBERTSON FAA3
WENTZ LEROY BERNARD GRAD
WENZ DONALD ARTHUR GRAD
WENZ UNA GREMMELS LAS4
WENZEL JOSEPH WILFRED GRAD
WENZEL PATRICIA G LAS5
WEPRIN LAWRENCE SCOTT LAS1
WERLING ARNOLD FRED ENG1
WERLY CHARLES LATIMER FAA4
WERNER BARRY LESLIE ENGl
WERNER JOHN LESTER LAS3
WERNER JOHN RICHARD ENG4
WERNER NEWTON DAVIS GRAD
WERNER RICHARD ALLEN ENGl
WERNER STUART DAVID ENG4
WERNSMAN EARL ALLEN GRAD
WERRIES LARRY ALAN AGR2
WERTH JAY LOUIS ENGl
WERTH ROBERT LEE ENG4
WERTHEIM NANCY FRANCES LAS3
WERTHEIM ROBERT DOWNEY ENGl
WESELOH WILLIAM EDWIN ENG3
WESLEY ROBERT ENG4
WESLEY ROGER WILLIAM COM3
WESLEY WARNER MICHEAL AV I 1
WESNER EDWIN LEROY LAS!
WESOLOSKI VIRGINIA ANN AGR3
WESSELMAN GEORGE HERMAN ENG3
WESSELS JOHN MAKO COM3
WESSLING STEPHEN ENG2
WESSON HESTON KENT AGR4
WESSON JOEL KEITH AGR2
WESSON NORMAN EUGENE AGR1
WEST BONNIE GAY LAS1
WEST DONALD DUANE GRAD
WEST JOHN ELWIN AGR3
WEST KARL PETERSON LAS1
WEST LARRY ALLEN ENG2
WEST LAURICE JUSTON ENG4
WEST MICHAEL GORDON FAA1
WEST PERRY LEE ENGl
WEST REBECCA AGR1
WEST ROYCE ALAN ENG3
WEST SALLY ANN LAS1
WESTALL WILLIAM GRANT ENGl
WEST5ERRY GLORIA JEAN PE 1
WESTBROOK BARBARA LOU LAS1
WESTERHEIDE DONALD E GRAD
WESTERLAND MARK EDWARD ENGl
WESTERMAN WILLIAM S ENG4
WESTERN GARY BRETT ENG4
WESTFALL HARRY JOHN LAS4
WESTFALL JON RAYMOND LAS1
WESTGARD RICHARD ALLc'N COM2
WESTHOFF RALPH THOMAS ENGl
WESTLAKE ORVILLE OWEN VM 2
WESTLUND CLAY DAVID GRAD
WESTMEYER PAUL HENRY GRAD
WESTNEY JAMES FREDERICK LAS1
WESTON MARK HOPKINS LAS1
WESTON PATRICIA G GRAD
WESTON PAUL ERNEST GRAD
WESTON ROBERT HUMPHREY GRAD
WESTOVER JOHN PHILLIP LAS3
WESTOVER NANCY LOUISE LAS1
WESTROM BEVERLY ANN LAS1
WESTROM JOHN LYLE ENG4
WETHERINGTON GERALD T GRAD
WETHINGTON JOAN GAY AGR1
WETTERING FREDERICK LEE LAS3
WETZEL JANICE ANN ED 2
WEXLER LEON CHARLES LAW2
WEXLER SANDRA LOIS LAS1
WEYTER FRED WILLIAM GRAD
WHALEN CHARLES BAXTER GRAD
WHALEN CHARLES EDWARD LAS2
WHALEN MICHAEL CHARLES JNL4
WHALIN JACQUELINE K PE 3
WHALIN ROBERT WARREN GRAD
WHAM FRED LOUIS 111 LAW1
WHARTON ROBERT THOMPSON LAW1
WHEAT HOWARD EARL GRAD
WHEAT LARRY LINDER ENG4





















































































1005 W GREGORY DR
713 W ILLINOIS
TUSCOLA ILL









C FL24108 9335 S JUSTINE ST CHICAGO 20 ILL
U EM71191 108 W JACKSON WATSEKA ILL
U FL26511 6742 S CORNELL AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL68738 ROUTE 1 BOX 227 BELVIDERE ILL
C FL26511 2174 ESTES DES PLAINES ILL
C FL69172 84 FAY AV DUNDEE ILL
U 2414 ST GEORGE NORTH LAS VEGAS NEV
U BOX 3404 NORTH LAS VEGAS NEV
U EM78819 413 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U EM78819 413 FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U EM78059 576 HICKORY RD GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM78059 1107 W GREEN URBANA ILL
U EM76741 7725 S ESSEX AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
C FL67266 6235 N HARLEM CHICAGO 31 ILL
C FL26511 625 E 65TH TERR KANSAS CITY 10 MO
C FL67679 707 SYCAMORE LANE GLENCOE ILL
U 747 PROSPECT ST elmhurst ill
C FL26511 300 JESSIE ST JOLIET ILL
U EM72812 3768 COLONIAL AV LOS ANGELES 66 CALIF
U EM70468 RR 2 ASTORIA ILL
C FL67679 707 SYCAMORE LANE GLENCOE ILL
C FL69634 VERNON ILL
C RR 2 CHAPIN ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 LINCOLN ILL
C FL29001 1016 TREMONT ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM76572 ATLANTA ILL
C FL24262 ATLANTA ILL
C FL26511 9528 CALIFORNIA EVERGREEN PARK 42 IL
U EM77648 5632 S KOLMAR CHICAGO ILL
U EM51462 9352 SPRINGFIELD EVANSTON ILL
C FL265U 9352 N SPRINGFIELD SKOKIE ILL
C FL26511 716 12TH AV STERLING ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 BOX 144 WILMINGTON ILL
C FL69656 516 S 10TH ST PETERSBURG ILL
C FL67677 434 IRVING AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67583 1042 RIDGE RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL
U EM77525 RR 1 LELAND ILL
C FL61776 LELAND ILL
U EM77525 RR 1 LELAND ILL
C 30 FRANKLIN AV RIVER FOREST ILL
SAYBROOK ILL
C 713 W MARKET FARMER CITY ILL
C FL67621 912 AUSTIN AV PARK RIDGE ILL
U EM72475 RR 2 LOVINGTON ILL
U EM72090 1679 LINDEN ST DES PLAINES ILL
C GEORGE ST RICHMOND ILL
C FL26511 208 N VINE SHELBYVILLE ILL
C FL62557 OMAHA ILL
U 1007 NICHOLSON JOLIET ILL
U EM74052 830 8TH ST LASALLE ILL
C FL26511 327 WINDSOR ST PARK FOREST ILL
U FL26511 5306 S DEARBORN CHICAGO ILL
U EM75416 4019 TOMAR PEORIA ILL
U EM79550 BOX 23 NEW BREMEN OHIO
C FL26511 1630 CHANNING CT MELROSE PARK ILL
C FL67908 415 N INDIANA ST SALEM ILL
C FL26511 1229 W MAIN ST OTTAWA ILL
C FL26511 68 S SD CNTRY CLUB DECATUR ILL
U EM72874 RR 1 CARMI ILL
U EM51264 RR 1 BOX 557 ANTIOCH ILL
C FL26511 612 SELBOURNE RD RIVERSIDE ILL
C FL63018 211 E IDAHO CARTERVILLE ILL
U EM78182 1501 WILEY DR URBANA ILL
U EM79959 503 N LAKE ST URBANA ILL
C FL26511 7030 OVERHILL AV CHICAGO 31 ILL
C FL25151 834 LANGE ST MUNDELEIN ILL
C FL21730 201 N LYNN CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21730 201 N LYNN CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79996 BOX 144 PARRAMATTA AUSTRALIA
C FL25151 826 S GLENWOOD AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL62557 826 S GLENWOOD SPRINGFIELD ILL
U FL26511 9431 S THROOP CHICAGO 20 ILL
U EM71113 6615 N OGALLAH CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 8727 N W 36TH AV MIAMI FLA
U FL26511 RR 4 WATSEKA ILL
C FL22337 153 FLETCHER DR WHEELING ILL
U FL26511 1505 N 3RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL63053 3750 N LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
U FL26511 9308 N KEELER SKOKIE ILL
U EM78988 301 W GODFREY AV PHILDELPHIA 20 PA
215 E DAGGY ST TUSCOLA ILL
C FL67645 724 2ND AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67670 2131 N 7TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C 108 EASTWAY DR RICHMOND KY
C 108 EASTWAY DR RICHMOND KY
U EM51216 436 MELROSE CENTRALIA ILL
U 723 REYNOLDS ST ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67667 6500 S KENWOOD CHICAGO 37 ILL
U EM71113 RR 1 SHELBYVILLE ILL



























































































ENG2 501 E DANIEL C FL62519 BOX 256 NIANTIC ILL
PE 2 1417 S KOSTNER CHICAGO 23 ILL
ENG4 502 E ELM u 3101 SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO 14 ILL
ENG4 815 N MCKINLEY c 302 N COLLEGE ST SALEM ILL
COM3 412 E GREEN c E MAIN ST EAST AURORA N Y
JNL4 1613 SHERIDAN RD c FL64997 1613 SHERIDAN RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 303 E CHALMERS c FL66796 8920 W 125TH ST PALOS PARK ILL
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 205 E HIGH ST MONTICELLO ILL
JNL4 906 S MAPLE u BOX 376 BUNKER HILL ILL
GRAD 803 S LOCUST c FL24743 1112 RONCEVALLES AV ROCKFORD ILL
AGR1 512 CHALMERS c FL68704 600 GROVE ST PROPHETSTOWN ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 212 c FL26511 15 MARCY PL NEW YORK 52 N Y
AGR3 205 EDGEBROOK DR c 20 5 EDGEBROOK DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 205 EDGEBROOK DR c FL62654 3023 LEONARD ST RALEIGH N CAR
ENG4 1502 CAROLINA DR u RR 1 AVA ILL
FAA3 812 W CHURCH c KANSAS ILL
ED 4 309 E JOHN c FL69064 316 S CHERRY ST HARRIS8URG ILL
LAS3 I52C STADIUM TERR c FL26484 I 52 C STAD TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD I-52-C STADIUM TERR c FL26484 I52C STADIUM TERR CHAMPAIGN ILL
PE 4 201 S BUSEY u EM71268 201 S BUSEY AV URBANA ILL
GRAD 1306 E MICHIGAN AV u EM70272 RR 1 CHARLESTON ILL
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 6743 MERRILL AV CHICAGO 49 ILL
ENG1 311 E ARMORY c FL22331 LIMA ILL
COM1 1009 PENNSYLVANIA u 100 GILLICK PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS1 MRH CLARK 312 c FL26511 329 N 15TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG2 306 E ARMORY c FL29789 537 E FRANKLIN ST LANARK ILL
LAW1 101 E JOHN c FL75311 305 E MADISON MACKINAW ILL
ENG2 905 S WABASH u EM71056 5540 N LINOER AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
ENG2 503 N MATHEWS u 216 S 9TH ST HERRIN ILL
AGR3 908 W ILLINOIS u EM70107 ALBANY ILL
GRAD 309 N FAIR c FL62478 1527 W 15TH TOPEKA KANSAS
LAS2 707 S 3RD c FL67927 5519 S PERRY CHICAGO ILL
COM2 206 N ROMINE u EM70575 206 N ROMINE URBANA ILL
FAA4 409 E DANIEL c FL29540 619 LEE ST ALEXANDRIA LA
COM2 MRH CLARK 421 c FL26511 9358 LONGWOOD DR CHICAGO 20 ILL
LAS1 402 S LINCOLN u EM70351 RR 1 MACON ILL
GRAD 1001 W CALIFORNIA u EM78193 21 GORDON PARK WEBSTER N Y
GRAD 605 W UNIVERSITY u 605 UNIVERSITY URBANA ILL
LAS2 312 E DANIEL c 1054 PRINCETON AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAD 106 E DANIEL c FL29871 47 WINTER AV TORONTO ONT CANADA
PE 1 1204 S LINCOLN u EM74071 1685 N KELLOGG ST GALESBURG ILL
GRAD F39C2 STADIUM TERR c FL21254 537 E FRANKLIN ST LANARK ILL
ED 1 MRH FORBES 336 c FL26511 PEDRO OHIO
ENG3 901 S 2ND c FL67458 550 S YALE AV VILLA PARK ILL
GRAD 905 S WABASH u EM71056 905 S WABASH URBANA ILL
ENG1 1901 MCDONALD DR c FL28037 1901 MCDONALD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 1206 OREGON u EM73109 RR 4 BOX 216 ELGIN ILL
COM3 300-601 S GOODWIN u EM74525 605 N 18TH ST MT VERNON ILL
ENG2 309 E CHALMERS c FL61895 220 N UNIVERSITY NORMAL ILL
AGR3 309 E JOHN c FL69064 410 S 9TH ST OREGON ILL
LAS3 300-601 S GOODWIN u EM74525 605 N 18TH ST MT VERNON ILL
VM 4 1008 S VINE ST u EM51289 806 S 3RD ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 705 S 6TH c FL63412 12 PARKWAY DR SULLIVAN ILL
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511 187 N WASHINGTON LAKE FOREST ILL
FAA4 702 E GREEN ST u EM76875 702 E GREEN ST UR8ANA ILL
LAS3 215 S 4TH c FL26511 504 S STATE ST GENESEO ILL
COM1 306 E CHALMERS c FL66953 219 APPLE ST FARMINGTON ILL
GRAD 505 E UNIVERSITY c 1000 EDWARDS ST BEARDSTOWN ILL
GRAD 822 W COLUMBIA c FL22107 CAYUGA IND
LAW1 806 W INDIANA u EM72016 11029 S ST LOUIS AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
LAS1 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511 RR 2 WHEELER ILL
PE 4 1005 WRIGHT c FL62571 102 EASTWOOD MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG2 310 E DANIEL c FL68275 3013 BETHEL BLV ZION ILL
COM4 206 S 4TH c FL25796 814 W ALTGELD CHICAGO ILL
FAA3 1232 WEED LANE VINCENNES IND
LAS3 MRH LUNDGREN 115 c FL26511 5426 S DREXEL AV CHICAGO 15 ILL
ED 4 1010 S 3RD c FL69182 MAHOMET ILL
GRAD MRH VAN DOREN 404 c FL26511 4405 W 1ST AV AMARILLO TEXAS
GRAD 112 E CHALMERS c FL25729 707 LAKEVIEW BIRMINGHAM MICH
LAS1 1005 GREGORY DR u FL26511 419 N REED ST JOLIET ILL
COM2 312 E ARMORY c FL27614 824 CHICAGO AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG4 MRH NOBLE 424 c FL26511 605 ELECTION BENTON ILL
ENG1 311 E GREEN c FL21818 382 S ELM AV KANKAKEE ILL
ENG4 MRH HOPKINS 172 c FL26511 382 S ELM AV KANKAKEE ILL
ENG4 E32B STADIUM TERR c FL21795 1417 S 14TH AV MAYWOOD ILL
ENG1 MRH LJNDGREN 417 c FL26511 409 10TH ST CRYSTAL CITY MO
PE 2 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254 COULTERVILLE ILL
GRAD 511 S RUSSELL c FL68664 511 S RUSSELL ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 401 E JOHN c FL67737 ELMWOOD ILL
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511 RR 1 WINNEBAGO ILL
GRAD 305 N MATHEWS u EM72355 5216 S DREXEL AV CHICAGO 15 ILL
AGR1 501 E DANIEL c FL62519 MAGNOLIA ILL
COM2 G618 STADIUM TERR c FL27195 1501 W SUPERIOR ST CHICAGO 22 ILL
COM1 206 E GREEN c FL64014 3404 W 165TH ST MARKHAM ILL
ENG2 401 E JOHN c FL67737 ELMWOOD ILL
LAS1 401 E JOHN c BOX M ELMWOOD ILL
GRAD 809 S 5TH c FL66597 PREEMPTION ILL
ENG4 1206 M PARK c FL29786 272 S CASS ST VIRGINIA ILL
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 112 c FL26511 TOULON ILL
GRAD 121 N RACE u EM79801 804 S OHIO AV SIDNEY OHIO
WHI TTAKER GARY JOE
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AGR4 58 E GREGORY C FL63152
AGR1 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR U FL26511
GRAO 204 E JOHN C FL22574
AGR2 606 E STOUGHTON c FL29206
ENGl 311 E GREEN c FL67544
ENG1 206 E GREEN c FL68235
PE 4 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
COM1 909 S 3RD c
FAA1 305 E JOHN c FL60733
ENG3 212 W CHARLES c FL21638
ENG4 212 W CHARLES c FL21638
AGR1 715 W MICHIGAN u EM79292
LAS1 1010 S 2ND c FL60521
GRAD HOMER ILL
GRAD HOMER ILL
LAS1 MRH NOBLE 311 c FL26511
GRAD PESOTUM ILL
GRAD 308 E ARMORY c FL67543
GRAD 103 ARMORY c
GRAD CHICAGO 14 ILL
LAS1 1806 LARCH PL u EM77392
AGR3 58 E GREGORY c FL63152
FAA4 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
AGR2 410 E GREEN c
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 204 c FL26511
JNL4 401 S LINCOLN u EM73566
GRAD 306 E WHITE c FL28268
ENGl 707 S 6TH c FL62222
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS1 1202 W NEVADA u EM71173
ED 3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
PE 1 810 W OREGON u
LAS4 MRH FLAGG 332 c FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS4 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
GRAD
COM3 607 W ELM u
ENG3 2204 ROLAND c
GRAD 1503 W JOHN c FL21100
GRAD 306 E THOMPSON u
LAS2 2204 ROLAND DR c
LAS4 713 W OHIO u EM75427
LAS4 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS1 801 S WRIGHT c FL25845
FAA1 K33B STADIUM TERR c
GRAD 705 W UNIVERSITY c FL21405
AVI2 305 E JOHN c
AGR3 MRH NOBLE 307 c FL26511
COM4 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
AGR2 202 E GREEN c FL61879
ENG3 106 E DANIEL c FL61766
ENG4 507 W CHURCH c
ENG3 MRH HOPKINS 218 c FL26511
LAW2 MRH VAN DOREN 316 c FL26511
COM4 911 S 4TH c FL67574
GRAD 324 FAIRLAWN DR u EM77251
FAA2 508 E CHALMERS c FL25179
GRAD 1620 GEORGIA DR u
GRAD 1620 GEORGIA DR u
ENG2 313 E CHALMERS c FL24254
ED 1 47 E CHALMERS c
AGR3 212 N MCCULLOUGH u
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
COM4 808 S 5TH c FL61195
ENGl 1415 SCOTTSDALE DR c
GRAD 1625 ALABAMA DR u EM75201
GRAD 102 E DANIEL c FL29000
COM1 607 E DANIEL c FL67892
GRAD 404 S 5TH c FL24719
GRAD 101 E JOHN c FL65246
GRAD 705 W ELM u
FAA1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
ED 2 901 S LINCOLN u EM73385
LAS4 404 E JOHN c FL68738
ENG4 610 W STOUGHTON u
ENG3 1112 W OREGON u EM79298
PE 3 1107 S EUCLID c FL21791
COM1 313 E ARMORY c FL62564
GRAD 27 SYCAMORE DR c FL27348
LAS2 MRH GARNER 200 c FL26511
ENG2 MRH GARNER 293 c FL26511
COM1 RR 2 u EM73043
GRAD 807 S LOCUST c FL64340
GRAD 1210 W CALIFORNIA u EM72820
ENG3 1606 VIRGINIA u EM72680
GRAD G37C STADIUM TERR c FL23406
ENG3 901 W CALIFORNIA u EM72475
GRAD 705 S LINCOLN u EM77715





2740 W 24TH ST
2108 ESHCOL AV
832 W ALTGELD ST
921 N WINNEBAGO
RR 3 BOX 73
54 E 151ST ST





315 W CALHOUN ST
BOX 151
2317 S LYNDALE
401 E 32ND ST
2330 N HALSTEAD ST
BOX 145 RR 2




306 E WHITE ST
83 BROWNING AV
3447 W 72ND PL
1257 N SCHUYLER
7046 S EUCLID Av
2330 N LOCKWOOD
4950 N MARMORA AV
1106 27TH ST
NOT GIVEN
607 W ELM ST
V A HOSPITAL
1503 W JOHN ST









132 W LAKE AV
4136 LOTZ RD
2233 S 1ST ST




A 63 STAD TERR
A63 STAD TERR
2507 S CLINTON AV
8237 ESSEX AV
212 N MCCULLOUGH ST
5621 WOODSIDE DR
12202 S 73RD AV
1707 S VINE
606 MOBILE ST
532 6TH AV S W




723 W MADISON ST
634 E STATE ST
7557 FOSTER AV
2554 N MONITOR ST
41876 BRENTWOOD AV
1107 S EUCLID
999 S 10TH ST







G 37 C STAD TERR
RR 1



























































































WILL RAYMOND LAWRENCE GRAD
WILL ROBERT PAUL JR LAW1
WlLLARD DAVID DALBY SWV3
WlLLARD DERALD DEAN GRAD
WlLLARD DONALD BRUCE ED 6
WlLLARD ROBERT EDWARD ENG3
WlLLARD SANDRA LEE FAA1
WlLLE JOYCE CAROL COM1
WlLLEM RAYMOND ALFRED GRAD
WILLER ERNEST MYLES GRAD
WlLLETTS JUDITH ANNE ED 4
WILLEY JOY ROBIN ED 2
WILLFONG LARRY ALLEN LAS2
WILLHITE GEORGE WENDELL GRAD
WILLI JOHN PHILIP ENG1
WILLIAMS ALBERT T ENG3
WILLIAMS BARBARA ANN FAA3
WILLIAMS BARBARA RUTH GRAB
WILLIAMS BERNARD KEITH SWV4
WILLIAMS BILLY BRUCE GRAD
WILLIAMS BRUCE EDWARD COM3
WILLIAMS BRUCE F LAS4
WILLIAMS CARL WAYNE GRAD
WILLIAMS CHARLES F AGR1
WILLIAMS CHARLES R ENG2
WILLIAMS CHARLES W GRAD
WILLIAMS DAVID LEE AGR2
WILLIAMS DAVID LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS DICK LANKSTON ENG1
WILLIAMS DOROTHY JEAN ED 1
WILLIAMS EDWARD WOODROW GRAD
WILLIAMS ELLEN GREEN GRAD
WILLIAMS FRANKLIN E GRAD
WILLIAMS GARY LYNN LAS1
WILLIAMS GUY EDWARD LAS2
WILLIAMS JAMES DOUGLAS COM1
WILLIAMS JAMES HENRY FAA2
WILLIAMS JAMES MASON ENG4
WILLIAMS JAMES POWNEY FAA1
WILLIAMS JANET KAY LAS2
WILLIAMS JERRY GAYLOR LAS4
WILLIAMS JERRY LYMAN ED 3
WILLIAMS JOHN A ENG1
WILLIAMS JOHN ARTHUR ENG1
WILLIAMS JOHN DAVID PE 3
WILLIAMS JOHN EDWIN GRAD
WILLIAMS JOHN EDWIN FAA1
WILLIAMS JOHN HOWARD ENG2
WILLIAMS JOHN MILTON ENG1
WILLIAMS JOYCE E FAA4
WILLIAMS JULIE VIRGINIA COM2
WILLIAMS KENNETH LEE GRAD
WILLIAMS KENTON CHARLES COM4
WILLIAMS LARRY RICHARD ENG2
WILLIAMS LAWRENCE M GRAD
WILLIAMS LEO JR GRAD
WILLIAMS MARGARET ANN AGR2
WILLIAMS MARIE ANNE LAS1
WILLIAMS MARILYN ANN LAS4
WILLIAMS MARTHA EMMA LAS3
WILLIAMS MARY ALICE PE 2
WILLIAMS MARY HALEY COM3
WILLIAMS NORMAN EDWARD LAS*
WILLIAMS NORTON ALBERT LAS1
WILLIAMS RICHARD DAVID ENG1
WILLIAMS RICHARD FRANK ENG1
WILLIAMS RICHARD GEORGE FAA3
WILLIAMS RICHARD REESE FAA3
WILLIAMS RONALD ATTILA LAS4
WILLIAMS RONALD LEE AGR1
WILLIAMS SHARON LEE PE 4
WILLIAMS STEPHEN HUGHES LAS3
WILLIAMS STERLING B JR LAS 1
WILLIAMS SUSAN LEE LAS1
WILLIAMS THOMAS HOWARD GRAD
WILLIAMS WILLIAM A PE 1
WILLIAMSON ARTHUR R GRAD
WILLIAMSON DONALD F LAS3
WILLIAMSON DONALD R ENG1
WILLIAMSON FLORENCE C ED 2
WILLIAMSON HOWARD 3 LAS1
WILLIAMSON JERRY ROBERT LAS4
WILLIAMSON JOHN HOWARD ENGl
WILLIAMSON KENNETH W ENGl
WILLIAMSON SARAH JANE LAS2
WILLIAMSON THOMAS K GRAD
WILLIFORD ROBERT MARION ENG4
WILLIS JOEL ANN PE 3
WILLIS MARY LOUISE ED 2


























































































U EM76174 RR 1 SIGEL ILL
U EM63633 2717 ESHCOL AV ZION ILL
203 E WOODLAWN DANVILLE ILL
C FL25004 VAN BUREN MO
C FL26511 5851 N KINGSDALE AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
C FL65678 1830 MOUND JACKSONVILLE ILL
U FL26511 5851 N KINGSDALE CHICAGO 46 ILL
U FL26511 504 MEADOW LANE BEECHER ILL
C FL27562 1734 N LUNA AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL67314 406 S HAMLIN AVENUE CHICAGO 24 ILL
U EM72046 1320 45TH AV ROCK ISLAND ILL
U FL26511 2014 W HUTCHINSON SI CHICAGO 18 ILL
RR 1 DANVILLE ILL
U 1003 E BIRKWOOD URBANA ILL
C FL67437 2118 W EVERGREEN CHICAGO 22 ILL
POTOMAC ILL
C FL65556 209 N LE CLAIRE AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
U EM77715 3111 HALLMARK TYLER TEXAS
C FL25312 210 E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26086 705 MACOMB ST COLCHESTER ILL
C FL25040 6060 S 74TH AV ARGO ILL
U EM79928 1348 TURVEY ROAD DOWNERS GROVE ILL
C FL65992 724 6TH CHARLESTON ILL
U EM79323 RR 3 KINMUNDY ILL
C FL65990 1713 E BROWN ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL62697 3LANDINSVILLE ILL
U KANE 1 ILL
C FL66785 708 BALBOA RD CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 218 N 5TH ST ALBION ILL
U EM79391 636 E 35TH ST CHICAGO 16 ILL
C FL25523 FORT VALLEY COLLEGE FORT VALLEY GA
U EM78971 806 CAMBRIDGE ST GREENSBORO N CAR
U EM72545 1107 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
C FL66112 205 E SOUTH ST DU QUOIN ILL
U EM74063 409 N SPRING AV LAGRANGE ILL
BOX 128 POTOMAC ILL
U EM71724 RR 4 FULTON KY
U EM75137 TOULON ILL
C FL24231 9330 S DAMEN AV CHICAGO 20 ILL
U FL26511 1004 W 7TH ST MT CARMEL ILL
C FL67574 220 S 22ND ST PADUCAH KY
C FL63387 315 W ROBINSON ST CARMI ILL
C FL62222 GALATIA ILL
C FL26511 1655 W 104TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
C FL67667 1122 a/ 110TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
U EM76144 114 S 4TH AV CLARION PA
C FL26511 1604 GALENA BLV AURORA ILL
U EM78169 501 E OREGON ST URBANA ILL
U EM76769 709 S MAPLE URBANA ILL
U EM71191 211 HERBERT AV CARMI ILL
C FL66393 704 S MAIN ST BENTON ILL
U EM78126 806 S VINE URBANA ILL
C FL67432 BOX 233 MARENGO ILL
C FL21001 306 W 2ND SOUTH ST MT OLIVE ILL
U 1311 N 7TH STREET BEATRICE NEBRASKA
U EM78971 806 CAMBRIDGE ST GREENSBORO N CAR
C FL61870 RR 1 STOCKTON ILL
U EM74861 RR 1 ROSELLE ILL
C FL62545 6807 S TALMAN AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
C FL25179 3358 HIGHLAND PK PL MEMPHIS 11 TENN
U FL26511 510 E 64TH ST CHICAGO 37 ILL
C FL66230 303 E TREMONT CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL62735 209 S CHASE LOMBARD ILL
C FL21700 2723 CARMEN CHICAGO ILL
U EM51264 RR 1 BINGHAM ILL
C FL67622 510 14TH AV STERLING ILL
C 332 W 17TH FREMONT NEBR
C FL67981 12213 71ST AV PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
U EM51221 434 BLACKSTONE ST LAGRANGE ILL
C FL67670 RR 1 ENFIELD ILL
U EM79003 409 MADISON AV MADISON ILL
U EM79105 308 WALNUT ST ST CHARLES ILL
U EM78117 6424 S PEORIA CHICAGO 21 ILL
U FL26511 1500 S PROSPECT AV PARK RIDGE ILL
U EM72238 702 BURLINGTON AVE FRANKFORT IND
C FL60093 815 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71918 703 E OREGON URBANA ILL
U EM72512 505 W INDIANA URBANA ILL
C FL62141 RR 2 FLORA ILL
C FL23919 1307 W GREEN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL67601 219 E ELMHURST PEORIA ILL
U EM73647 6322 NAVAJO AV CHICAGO 46 ILL
C FL67583 107 HENDERSON ST ROSSVILLE ILL
C FL65678 705 8TH AV ROCK FALLS ILL
C FL62571 219 E ELMHURST PEORIA ILL
C 1634 W MOSS AV PEORIA ILL
C FL22133 1931 PINE ST MURPHYSBORO ILL
U FL26511 238 LINDEN PLACE DECATUR ILL
U FL26511 CLARE ILL
C FL26511 150 HANOVER ST DAYTON 27 OHIO
illis paul jay las4
illman carol sue las3
1llman martha gay faa1
illman virginia anna las1
ills dennis scott lasi
ills fred helme 11 com1
illson james jr com1
illson michael owen las3
illson robert harry grao
illy richard dean eng1
ilmot lyman john grad
ilms ernest victor grad
ilson agnes wood ed 1
ilson alan erwln agr2
ilson barbara jeanette las2
ilson 90nita eileen faa4
ilson carolyn anne com2
ilson carolyn curtis faa6
ilson carolyn jok i sch grad
ilson charles albert grad
ilson darryl bruce grad
ilson david everett eng4
ilson david marc lasi
ilson dean edward faa2
ilson donald dean eng3
ilson edward glen jr eng2
ilson fonda lea agr2
ilson gerald andrew agr4
ilson gordon peter lasi
ilson howard leroy grad
ilson jackie ray eng3
ilson jane ward las2
ilson joan mary faa4
ilson joann jones lasi
ilson john robert agr4
ilson kirtley everett law2
ilson larry eugene agr2
ilson lee oliver vm 4
ilson linda joan lasi
ilson lloyd lavelle eng4
ilson lowell edwin grad
ilson marilyn e las2
ilson marilyn lucille faa1
ilson michael george eng4
ilson nancy elizabeth agr3
ilson nancy lee ed 4
ilson nancy louise lasi
ilson olly woodrow jr grad
ilson paul eugene grad
ilson raymond gale grad
ilson richard guy agr3
ilson robert herman jr eng1
ilson rollin james faa2
ilson ronald lee com1
ilson sheilah ruth ed 4
ilson stanley david lasi
ilson suzanne faa3
ilson thomas dwight grad
ilson verna clarice faa5
ilson wallace estill grad
ilson wendy yvonne grad
ilson william e 111 grad
ilson william henry agr1
ilt nancy ann com2
iltjer james ray agr4
iltrakis tom paul com1
ilz janice elaine lasi
in soe myint grad
inans leonard milnes pe 4
inarski ruth ann lasi
inchell ronald cyril jnl4
inchell simon lasi
indland harry kenneth eng4
indom edward lawrence eng4
indsor donald arthur grad
indsor larry gene las3
indy ronald eugene agr4
ine gordon david faa1
ine robert michael eng1
ineland catherine sue lasi
ineland joan kay ed 4
ingert john russell pe 3
inget william gary lasi
ingfield judith lee ed 1
ingfield mervyn waller grad
ingstrom jean nylen agr2
inikates george joseph las*
inings john verna lasi
inings mary ellen ed 3











505 S GREGORY PL
MRH CLARK 105
1408 UNIVERSITY













































































C FL21091 3420 W DICKtNS CHICAGO ILL
C FL62501 25 SUNSET RD BLOOMINGTON ILL
U EM74368 411 W INDIANA AV URBANA ILL
U EM74368 411 W INDIANA AV URBANA ILL
C 419 E WASHINGTON ST MORRIS ILL
C FL27614 646 E GRANT WATSEKA ILL
U 1715 CHEVY CHASE DR BEVERLY HILLS CALIF
C FL67677 684 IRVING PARK RD CHICAGO 13 ILL
U EM73846 1227 W GOVERNOR ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL67601 700 E GLOVtR OTTAWA ILL
U EM77645 1007 GLENWOOD AV WAUKEGAN ILL
C FL26511 44 ROSSMERE CRES WINNIPEG MAN CANADA
U EM73690 1408 W UNIVERSITY AV URBANA ILL
U RR 1 UTICA ILL
U EM75556 BOX 213 weldon ill
U FL26511 ROUTE 1 LUDLOW ILL
U EM71136 53 MEADOWBROOK DR LEWISTON N Y
U EM61276 816 MULFORD EVANSTON ILL
215 E WILSON TUSCOLA ILL
C FL27595 RR 2 WAGONER OKLA
C FL26511 PREEMPTION ILL
C FL61847 RR 2 ROBINSON ILL
C FL27100 30 N COTTON HILL SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL27614 2310 SPRINGFIELD RD EAST PEORIA ILL
C FL26511 2020 S WH1TTIES AVE SPRINGFIELD ILL
C 1421 LOVELAND AV SPRINGFIELD ILL
U EM74288 811 W MAIN URBANA ILL
C FL22331 11346 FOREST AV CHICAGO 28 ILL
C FL26511 5009 W 99TH ST OAK LAWN ILL
U EM70321 RR 5 BOX 765 SALEM OREGON
U RR 1 LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
U ORION ILL
U EM75459 10801 CAMPBELL AV CHICAGO 43 ILL
U EM73875 1206 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL63152 RR 2 FITHIAN ILL
U EM71263 408 E FAIRLAWN DR URBANA ILL
U EM76886 OMAHA ILL
C FL29138 1010 S 2ND ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 898 HILL AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U EM73875 1206 N GOODWIN URBANA ILL
C FL63626 NEW CONCORD KY
U FL26511 7219 S PRINCETON AV CHICAGO <!1 ILL
U FL26511 5804 AYRSHIRE BlV EDINA 24 MINN
C FL26511 5009 W 99TH OAK LAWN ILL
U FL26511 1906 MOUND RD JACKSONVILLE ILL
C FL62571 330 S 9TH ST EAST ALTON ILL
U EM74006 40 SUNSET RD BLOOMINGTON ILL
U EM70564 4851 PAGE ST LOUIS 13 MO
U EM79687 6227 WABASH KANSAS CITY MO
U EM71276 668 TURNER AV GLEN ELLYN ILL
U ORION ILL
U EM71338 RR 3 BLOOMFIELD 1ND
C FL64295 507 S RIDGEWAY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM73952 406 W VERMONT URBANA ILL
U FL26511 117 S PARKSIDE AV CHICAGO 44 ILL
C FL61894 621 S MCCLELLAN DECATUR ILL
U FL26511 1901 CRESTLAND ANN ARBOR MICH
C FL26511 121 E NORTH ST DWIGHT ILL
U EM77205 808 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
C FL26511 EDEN AV NASHVILLE 12 TENN
U EM76230 RR 1 SEDALIA COLO
U EM76916 1105 W ILLINOIS ST URBANA ILLINOIS
C FL62931 RR 4 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL28590 905 MARSHALL MATTOON ILL
U EM74069 RR 1 MARTINTON ILL
U 15628 KENNICOTT AV HARVEY ILL
U FL26511 418 E HICKORY HINSDALE ILL
C FL61585 C/O U CHIT THAN PEINZALOKE BURMA
C FL26454 BOX 151 TOULON ILL
U FL26511 817 N MAPLEWOOD CHICAGO 22 ILL
C FL67570 6115 N PAULINA ST CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL26511 1440 WEST AV NEW YORK 62 N Y
C FL23345 702 W SPRINGFIELD AV CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 349 W BROOKS ST GALESBURG ILL
U 2116 N 75TH AV ELMWOOD PARK ILL
C FL26511 BOX 159 CUBA ILL
C 2530 4TH ST MOLlNE ILL
C FL26511 2301 W ARTHUR AV CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL66934 1467 E HICKORY DECATUR ILL
C FL69064 HAMBURG ILL
C FL62571 201 E 7TH ST FLORA ILL
U 395 ELM PARK AV ELMHURST ILL
C FL26511 CLAYTON ILL
BOX 35 HERSCHER ILL
U EM76760 102 W LABURNUM AV RICHMOND 22 VA
C FL62149 2715 W 107TH ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
U EM71113 4748 N KEDZIE AV CHICAGO ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 LOVINGTON ILL
C FL27304 1406 PAULA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL26511 ROUTE 1 ASHLAND ILL
WlNKELMANN MARVIN BRUCE LAS2
WlNKLEMAN MILDRED JUNE LAS6
WINKLER JOSEPH LEONARD GRAD
WINN WILLIAM RAINFORD ENG2
WINNIKOW SWITLANA GRAO
WlNSLOW JAMES PETTUS LAS1
WINSLOW LUCIA DIANE LAS4
WINSTEAD CAROLYN ANN COM2
WINSTON 30NNIE SUE LAS3
WINSTON GEORGIA PIERCE FAA1
WINSTON JON HERBERT LAS2
WINSTON ROBERT NOEL LAS1
WINTER ALAN LAS1
WINTER DAVID JAMES COM1
WINTER FRANK THEODORE COM*
WINTER GARRETT H 111 FAA1
WINTER KENNETH RAY GRAD
WINTER MICHAEL EDWARD ENG3
WINTER SANDRA VERNON AGR4
WINTERGERST PHILLIP W GRAD
WINTERGREEN RICHARD S FAA3
WINTERS CLYDE JAY FAA2
WINTERS JAMES HUBERT ENG2
WINTERS RAYMOND STEELE FAA4
WINTERS RICHARD ALLAN CO"Z
WINTERS SIDNEY FAA4
WINTERS WENDELL DELOS LAS2
WINTHROP JOHN TALLEY ENG4
WINZlER JOAN ADELE LAS1
WIRE ALVIN LEROY AGR3
WIRJOSUDIRDJO SUNARDI GRAD
WIRSING HOWARD LEROY ENG4
WIRT GARY LEE COM2
WIRTH CHARLES MARTIN FAA4
WlRTH DAVID GRIFFITH JR GRAD
WIS BARBARA SOCK AGR1
WIS WILLIAM JOHN FAA4
WISE FRED STERLING LAS2
WISE FREDERICK GEORGE LAS3
WISE GERALD ALLEN AGR1
WISE JAMES EARL AGR4
WISE KENNETH JOHN LAS3
WISE LOUISE BARGER GRAD
WISE PATRICIA ANN COM3
WISEMAN ARTHUR GRAD
WISEMAN ORVlLLE A JR COM4
WISEMAN RICHARD ALLEN ENG1
WISER BILLY GENE AGR3
WISHNER HOWARD DAVID ENG3
WISHNER RICHARD PHILLIP GRAD
WISHNICK ADRIENNE K ED 1
WISMAN EMERY CLARANCE GRAD
WISNIEWSKI LAWRENCE J ENG1
WISNIEWSKI THOMAS D ENG3
WISNIOWICZ GEORGE D ENG4
WISNOSKY AUGUST PETER FAA3
WISNOSKY JOHN GEORGE FAA2
WISS -ARY JO ANN LAS1
WISSELL RICHARD ALLYN AGR4
WISSMILLER JEANETTE I AGR2
WISSMILLER JOHN CHARLES EN32
WISS"ILLER WILLIAM L GRAD
WlSWALL CHARLES EDWIN ENG4
WISWALL JOSEPH WILLARD ENG4
WITEK RONALD JOHN FAA1
WITHEPSPOON JOHN FINLEY GRAD
WITKOWSKI ROBERT EDWARD FAA2
WITKOWSKI STANLEY R LAS1
WlTMER MELVIN PAUL AVU
WITT CURTIS LEE VM 2
WITT GERALD LEE ENG4
WITT HAROLD BROWN ENG3
WITT JOHN JR GRAD
WITT WILLIAM LANE LAS1
WITTENBORN HELEN SUE PE 4
WITTENKELLER BRIAN GENE FAA3
WITTKE DAYTON DOYLE GRAD
WITTMAN ROBERT HENRY ENG3
WlTTMAN WILLIAM TODD EN53
WITTROCK MERLIN CARL GRAD
WITZIG DONALD KEITH PE 1
WIXOM ROBERT ROY COM2
WLODARCZYK LESTER J FAA3
WODARCZYK JOSEPH JOHN ENG1
WOB9E" FRANCIS JOHN GRAD
WODKA EUGENE ALBERT ENG4
WOELL JAMES FREDERICK FAA4
WOGNUM KATHARINE RUTH ED 2
W06NUM MARION CAROL FAA4



























































































C FL29830 BOX 46 CHERRY VALLEY ILL
U EM 762 30 RR 1 ARENZVILLE ILL
C FL26511 20*8 PORTER ST SAN BERNARDINO CALIF
C FL26511 2i ?; m -: /E-. ::« DECATUR ILL
U EM51450 405 W SPRINGFIELD AV ' URBANA ILL
U EM72128 422 N 22ND ST EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C FL66434 109 WASHINGTON AV watseka ill
U FL26511 1160 MCDOUGAL ST INDIANAPOLIS 3 IND
C FL61389 18110 MUIRLAND DETROIT 21 MICH
U FL26511 127 S GRAND AV W SPRINGFIELD ILL
J E-71972 RR 1 SALEM ILL
C 3750 LAKE SHORE CHICAGO 13 ILL
C FL67921 6964 N WOLCOTT CHICAGO 26 ILL
C FL67601 496 GABRIEL DR KIRKWOOD 22 MO
U EM79682 303 W ELM URBANA ILLINOIS
C FL21677 227 E CHICAGO AV PALATINE ILL
PO BOX 335 RANKIN ILL
C 3728 S 57TH AV CICERO 50 ILL
U EM79682 - ELM oRBANA ILLINOIS
U EM51319 223 S ALFRED ST ELGIN ILL
C FL26511 5836 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO 45 ILL
C FL63630 209 W HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
U HUTSONVILLE ILL
U SHIRLAND ILL
C FL29282 811 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM79531 809 M ILLINOIS URBANA ILL
C FL26511 507 S CALUMET MARION ILL
C FL67629 135 EAST AV PARK RIDGE ILL
•J FL265U 144 E 6TH ST HINSDALE ILL
U EM72532 ROUTE 1 MMSLOH ILL
C BUKIT DAGO ;-•..... :•...'. ii . -
U 2525 WINONA ST CHICAGO ILL
C FL67322 1407 11TH ST A 3LINE ILL
C FL21713 2377 N 115TH ST WAUWATOSA 13 HIS
C 618 CATHERINE JOLIET ILL
C FL67915 2038 W RICE ST CHICAGO 22 ILL
C FL67915 906 S 1ST ST :--•••--:.••
C 215 EDGEBROOK DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U EM71535 7509 S WOLCOTT AV CHICAGO 20 ILL
U 1718 FREEPORT RD STERLING ILL
C FL62955 RR 2 CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL24003 2101 W SUNNYSIOE CHICAGO ILL
RR 1 MACON ILL
•J EM71191 22 WASHINGTON 8LV CHESTER ILL
U EM74711 325 W HARRISON ST CHARLESTON ILL
C FL67667 520 LOCUST ST GREENVILLE ILL
C FL26511 HEYWORTH ILL
C FL28809 922 N MICHIGAN AV MARSHALL ILL
C FL21149 1307 W PAULA CHAMPAIGN ILL
C FL21149 1307 W PAULA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
U FL26511 5735 N DRAKE CHICAGO 45 ILL
U EM75291 2225 STATE ST QUINCY ILL
C FL26511 4536 N LAPORTE CHICAGO 30 ILL
C 235 155TH PL CALUMET CITY ILL
U EM77061 2809 S SPRINGFIELD CHICAGO ILL
C FL25151 2122 N 6TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
C FL25151 2122 N 6TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
U FL26511 325 MORELAND AV VANDALIA ILL
U EM 73 144 401 3RD ST MCHENRY ILL
U FL26511 RR 1 GIBSON CITY ILL
C FL26511 RR 1 COOKSVlLLE ILL
BOX 104 ST JOSEPH ILL
U EM77085 RR 1 BRIDGEPORT ILL
U EM77085 RR 1 MIMEPMtl ILL
C FL26511 8722 S MERRIMAC OAK LAWN ILL
C FL26511 RR FAIRMOONT ILL
C FL26511 8419 S CREGIER AV CHICAGO 17 ILL
U EM77085 2223 GRANT AV ROCKFORD ILL
C FL67684 RR 3 BOX 32 POLO ILL
U EM51279 1605 GEORGIA DR URBANA ILL
C 2225 LOCUST ST ALTON ILL
C FL26511 3809 WARREN SKOKIE ILL
'J EM73116 764 ORCHARD m.s<e:-c*i "' z-
C FL26511 11932 S 68TH CT PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
U EM71173 203 RIVERVIEW ST CHESTER ILL
C FL24254 5520 W 81ST ST OAK LAWN ILL
U 160 N 2ND ST TOOELE UTAH
C 215 W 5TH ST METROPOLIS ILL
C FL26511 1307 S 4TH ST ST CHARLES ILL
C FL68816 VERSAILLES MO
C FL69571 RR 1 PEKIN ILL
C FL26511 2219 GLENVIEW RD GLENVIEW ILL
C FL26511 2018 W FLETCHER CHICAGO 18 ILL
C FL26511 1915 ELMWOOD AV 3ERWYN ILL
C FL67515 20650 WHITEHALL TERR OUEENS VILLAGE 27 N
C FL67984 940 N HAMLIN AV CnlCAGO ILL
C FL24754 9729 WARREK AV OAK LAWN ILL
C FL62545 16029 WAUSAU AV SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
U EM74051 16029 WAUSAU AV SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
U EM73730 734 GLEN CT GLENVIEW ILL
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GRAD 302 W LOCUST U EM73730
GRAD 208 E STOUGHTON C
LAS2 906 S 1ST c FL67915
ENG1 606 E STOUGHTON c FL29206
LAS2 MRH GARNER 474 c FL26511
LAS1 MRH HOPKINS 4 76 c FL26511
COM3 MRH HOPKINS 176 c FL26511
LAS3 313 E JOHN c
GRAD 807 W NEVADA U EM73320
ENG1 310 E CHALMERS c FL63323
ENG4 1209 W CLARK u EM77085
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1835-102 ORCHARD PL u
PE 2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS3 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD 409 W OREGON u EM77766
ENG1 MRH LUNDGREN 416 c FL26511
PE 3 212 E DANIEL c FL67908
PE 4 611 E DANIEL c FL61840
C0M1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
ENG1 1004 S 2ND c
ENG4 618 W HEALEY c FL21496
FAA2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM3 807 8USEY u EM76711
ENG3 105 E ARMORY c FL67585
GRAD LINCOLN ILL
LAS1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75916
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL265U
COM3 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
ED 3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS1 909 S 3RD c FL67550
LAS1 1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
LAS1 MRH LUNDGREN 416 c FL265U
LAS2 MRH GARNER 278 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH GARNER 491 c FL26511
GRAD 4 SAFFER CT c FL51491
COM2 MRH GARNER 400 c FL265U
ED 1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
GRAD MRH GARNER 128 c FL26511
GRAD 423 FAIRLAWN DR u EM72834
GRAD 4 SAFFER CT u EM51491
GRAD 1008 W GREEN u EM72386
GRAD 1008 W GREEN u EM72386
LAS2 604 E ARMORY c FL67266
GRAD 1310 GRANDVIEW DR c FL68110
ED 2 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD 1828-201 ORCHARD PL u EM70286
COM2 MRH FORBES 267 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH FLAGG 415 c FL26511
C0M1 1005 W GREGORY DR c FL26511
LAS1 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
ENG4 100 £ CHALMERS c
ENG3 206 E GREEN c FL68235
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS c
C0M1 302 E GREGORY DR c FL67654
LAS3 704 S GREGORY u EM70585
C0M1 907 S 4TH c FL67994
GRAD 1213 W MAIN ST u
GRAD VILLA GROVE ILL
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID c
COM2 301 ARMORY c FL67447
FAA1 MRH HOPKINS 425 c FL26511
ENG2 705 S 3RD c FL60409
C0M1 1111 S 1ST c FL63231
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 375 c FL26511
ENG4 507 W C0LUM8IA c FL60039
GRAD 905 S CARLE u
ED 1 1106 S LINCOLN u EM75416
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 474 c FL26511
GRAD 806 W OREGON u EM74332
GRAD 1635-201 ORCHARD PL u
GRAD 1835-201 ORCHARD PL u
LAS1 NEWMAN HALL c
VM 4 1602-A1 ALABAMA DR u EM78508
AGR4 801 S WRIGHT c FL24164
GRAD 1107-523 W GREEN ST u EM79542
GRAD 315 COTTAGE CT c FL61506
ENG1 210 E GREEN c
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 441 c FL26511
LAS2 312 E DANIEL c FL24671
LAS1 MRH GARNER 475 c FL26511
COM3 216 E GREGORY DR u
PE 3 509 W MAIN ST u EM70305
LAS1 705 S 3RD c FL60409
ENG4 1107 W SPRINGFIELD u EM74434
COM2 710 W OHIO u EM79079
ENG4 505 LOUISIANA c FL63887
C0M1 207 E JOHN c FL67622
GRAD 1208 W MAIN u EM70162
BOX 104
3944 N DUMBARTON ST






3035 N ALTA ST
7456 W GREGORY ST
3749 E ALLERTON AV
237 E MOUND ST
BOX 441
329 N HUMPHREY ST













7 N PARKSIDE AV
5158 S MAPLEWOOD
8031 CHAPPEL


















109 E CHALMERS ST
5335 N CALIFORNIA






3736 W 62ND ST
RR 2
1521 39TH ST
507 W COLUMBIA AV
905 S CARLE
134 LE GRANDE BLV





Al 1602 ALABAMA DR
R R 4
317 E MOLLOY RD
315 COTTAGE CT
4929 WOODWARD AV

















































































JERSEY CITY 6 N J
URBANA ILL
SULLIVAN ILL














WOODARD JAMES ANTHONY ENG1
WOODARD RICHARD WAYNE GRAD
WOODCOCK LARRY ARTHUR PE 3
WOODEN DEAN EDWIN ENG2
WOODFIN BEULAH MARIE GRAD
WOODHOUSE PHILIP R ENG4
WOODIN JULIAN GAYLE COM1
WOODING FRANK. JAMES AGR1
WOODMENCY DON STEPHAN GRAD
WOODRUFF JAMES HENRY ENG4
WOODS GORDON JULIUS FAA1
WOODS JAMES EDWARD GRAD
WOODS JAMES PAUL AGR1
WOODS JOHN FRANCIS PE 4
WOODS JOHN LARUE AGR4
WOODS KENNETH DWAYNE ENG1
WOODS MARTHA MARY GRAD
WOODS RONALD OWEN ENG4
WOODS STAC I A ANN ED 1
WOODWARD ARTHUR VERNER LAW1
WOODWARD CHARLES W ENG4
WOODWARD DANNY LEE ENG3
WOODWARD DEWILYNN ED 1
WOODWARD GLENELLEN M GRAD
WOODWARD WILLARD ERWIN LAS3
WOOLDRIDGE JAMES LEE ENG3
WOOLDRIDGE JO ANN LAS1
WOOLEY ETHEL MADELINE GRAD
WOOLEY RICHARD ALLEN PE 3
WOOLEY WESLEY T JR LAS1
WOOLFOLK CARROLL CLYDE LAS1
WOOLLEY DALE EDWARD GRAD
WOOLLEY MARNETTE REEDER GRAD
WOOTEN FERN JUNIOR GRAD
WOOTERS THOMAS ARTHUR COM1
WORK ROBERT M 111 ENG1
WORKENEH MENGESHA GRAD
WORKMAN KENNETH RICHARD AGR1
WORKMAN NOEL PHILLIP LAS2
WORKMAN WILLIAM ALLAN ENG4
WORMLEY JAMES THOMAS ENG1
WORRELLS CECIL EUGENE GRAD
WORSTELL RONALD ALVIN FAA3
WORTH EDWARD GEARY GRAD
WORTH LOANNE LILLIAN ED 3
WORTHINGTON BARBARA ANN ED 3
WORTHINGTON PHYLLIS LEA FAA1
WORTHLEY WILLIAM JUSTIN ED 4
WOTAN LEO LAS4
WOZNIAK LOUIS ENG3
WOZNIAK ROBERT STANLEY GRAD
WREN LOUIS CHRISTOPHER ENG1
WRENCH MILDRED SPATES GRAD
WRENN JOHN POSTON ENG1
WRIGHT BARBARA LYNNE LAS1
WRIGHT BEATRICE MARTHA GRAD
WRIGHT GARY LEW ENG4
WRIGHT GEORGE JOSEPH GRAD
WRIGHT HOMER FRANKLIN ENG4
WRIGHT JAMES HAMILTON LAS2
WRIGHT JAMES HARVEY FAA4
WRIGHT JAMES RAY FAA1
WRIGHT JAMES WESLEY JR GRAD
WRIGHT JAMES WILBUR GRAD
WRIGHT JANICE JEANINE JNL3
WRIGHT JOHN WILLIAM LAS1
WRIGHT JUDITH SUSAN LAS4
WRIGHT KENNETH TERRILL VM 2
WRIGHT LELAND DEAN ENG3
WRIGHT MARCIA ANN LAS3
WRIGHT MARION EUGENE LAS1
WRIGHT MARJORIE BROWN GRAD
WRIGHT NEAL MOFFITT AGR4
WRIGHT OSCAR GENE AGR4
WRIGHT RICHARD DOUGLAS PE 3
WRIGHT RICHARD MICHAEL ENG1
WRIGHT RICHARD N III GRAD
WRIGHT ROBERT EUGENE GRAD
WRIGHT ROY DEAN LAS4
WRIGHT TERESA RIOS GRAD
WRIGHT WARREN EARL GRAD
WRIGHT WILLIAM HOWARD AGR1
WROBKE SARAH PE 4
WRONE DAVID ROGER GRAD
WRONE DONALD MATTHEWS ENG3
WRONKE KENNETH LOUIS VM 3
WR2ESIEN JAMES EDWARD FAA3
WRZESINSKI GERALDINE K LAS4
WU ANTHONY T Y ENG4










































































36 BLUE SPRUCE DR
MRH NOBLE 113
508 E HEALEY












1110 W MAIN ST
u EM70588 38 WAPELLO HANOVER ILL
RR 2 BEMENT ILL
u EM74745 4628 MIDDAUGH DOWNERS GROVE ILL
c FL65990 224 WEST 1ST S ST ASSUMPTION ILL
c FL26429 251 LAUDERDALE RD NASHVILLE 5 TENN
c FL26511 3819 W 110TH PL CHICAGO ILL
106 N CHANUTE ST RANTOUL ILL
c RR 1 CHENOA ILL
u EM77802 507 W GREEN ST URBANA ILL
c FL65428 609 COLLEGE AVE LINCOLN ILL
c FL26511 10125 BUELL CT OAK LAWN ILL
c FL24673 914 W WASHINGTON ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL67266 CHESTERFIELD ILL
c FL63323 7020 PAXTON CHICAGO ILL
u EM77525 RR 1 TAYLORVILLE ILL
c 611 E ASH ST CANTON ILL
u 8 GILLICK ST PARK RIDGE ILL
c FL69928 7465 PRESCOTT LANE LAGRANGE ILL
u 449 TAYLOR ST ZANESVILLE OHIO
u EM71012 807 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
c FL62684 1258 W VIOLET ST FREEPORT ILL
u 636 S KOSCIUSKO ST JACKSONVILLE ILL
u EM75459 451 WRIGHTWOOD CHICAGO 14 ILL
u EM71012 807 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL
c FL26511 1301 W MAIN TAYLORVILLE ILL
u 610 S GLOVER AV URBANA ILL
u EM71191 711 WASHINGTON ST WAUKEGAN ILL
802 S FELL NORMAL ILL
c FL26511 513 ST ANTHONY EFFINGHAM ILL
c FL68246 303 N PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM73743 RR 3 PALMYRA ILL
u EM73036 1236 N MONROE DECATUR ILL
c FL63261 2208 RODNEY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
33 SOUTH DR DECATUR ILL
u 157 PARKSIDE AV BRAINTREE 84 MASS
c FL65990 BOX 276 KIRKWOOD ILL
c FL22666 DEBREMARCOS ETHIOPIA
c FL28809 RR 2 ASSUMPTION ILL
u EM74063 885 E ORLEANS ST PAXTON ILL
c FL67574 3531 HOME AV BERWYN ILL
c FL62519 OSWEGO ILL
c FL25849 606 S PRAIRIE CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM 74901 417 ST ANTHONY EFFINGHAM ILL
c FL27528 1006 S LOCUST STREET CHAMPAIGN ILL
c 5141 N LACROSSE AV CHICAGO 30 ILL
u FL26511 39 WILDWOOD RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
u FL26511 411 35TH ST CAIRO ILL
c FL62735 1005 S 2ND ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL67737 8142 N KILPATRICK ST SKOKIE ILL
c 500 N BROWN STREET BENTON 2 ILL
c FL28295 12715 PAGE ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
c FL26511 402 E 15TH ST DAVENPORT IOWA
640 W MAIN MONTICELLO ILL
c FL24222 RR 1 MOMENCE ILL
u FL26511 619 W STANTON ST STREATOR ILL
u GREENVILLE ILL
c FL24475 222 QUARRY ST STAUNTON ILL
SAVOY ILL
c FL29540 1731 WALNUT AV WILMETTE ILL
c FL67319 916 W STEPHENSON FREEPORT ILL
c 2007 ELM ST MURPHYSBORO ILL
u EM77773 613 4TH ST CORBIN KY
u EM77154 1515 12TH ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
c FL27484 901 E GROVE AV RANTOUL ILL
u EM71136 348 N MICHIGAN AV BRADLEY ILL
c FL22991 RR 1 PANA ILL
c FL22058 6221 N FAIRFIELD ST CHICAGO 45 ILL
u EM71588 333 N WARD MACOMB ILL
u EM76476 RR 1 LOVINGTON ILL
c FL66109 454 EVERGREEN ELMHURST ILL
c FL67737 103 W RAYMOND DANVILLE ILL
u 833A E 52ND ST CHICAGO 53 ILL
u EM71588 BRADFORD ILL
u EM71588 BRADFORD ILL
c FL21328 36 BLUE SPRUCE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 416 S CALUMET MARION ILL
c 508 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
u EM51456 RR 4 SHELBYVILLE ILL
c 515 W WASHINGTON ST CLINTON ILL
c 508 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL21441 25 HARRISON AV NORTHAMPTON MASS
u EM77807 LELAND ILL
u EM74006 401 S 18TH AV MAYWOOD ILL
u 1125 E JEFFERSON CLINTON ILL
c 1125 E JEFFERSON CLINTON ILL
224 INDIAN TRL DR ALGONQUIN ILL
c 1278 PRICE CALUMENT CITY ILL
u 5151 S LOOMIS ST CHICAGO 9 ILL
u EM51221 9 STAFFORD RD KOWLOON HONG KONG
u EM75012 80 NATHAN RD KOWLOON HONG KONG
WU RICHARD LEE FAA*
WU ROBERT KUNTING ENG2
WUELLNER GUY SNYDER GRAD
WUESTEMAN DAVID MURRAY COM2
WUllER JEROME EDWARD GRAD
WUNAR JOSEPH JOHN FAA1
WUNDSAM JOSEPH FRANCIS FAA3
WURZBURGER KENNETH B ENG2
WUTH ERIC DONALD LAS*
WUTZKE STEVE ARTHUR GRAD
WYATT JUDY RAE LAS2
WYATT KENNETH WADE AGR*
WYATT MARIE GOODRICH GRAD
WYATT RICHARD LINCOLN GRAD
WYDRA FRANK THOMAS JR COM3
WYMAN HOWARD DALE GRAD
WYMAN LYLE ALLEN ENG1
WYMER FRED JOHN GRAD
WYNNE CHARLES IGNATIUS ENG1
WYSOCKI IRENE HELEN LAS1
WYSOCKI LEO WALTER COM*
WYSUP CAROL WINIFRED AGR3
WYZALEK MONICA JEAN GRAD
XANTHAKIS MANUEL ENG2
XHIGNESSE LOUIS VICTOR GRAD
YACKEL ROBERT WALTER FAA3
YADRON JOSEPH GEORGE ENG*
YAEGER DAVID ARNOLD AGR*
YAEGER JOHN RICHARD ENG3
YAGHOUBIAN NEJDE FIAY ENG*
YAMACHI ROY YUKIO FAA*
YAMADA YOSHITSUGU COM*
YAMAMOTO ROBERT STEVEN FAA2
YAMASHIRO RICARDO K GRAD
YAMICH JOSEPH ROBERT FAA*
YAMINY ROGER RAWHY ENG1
YANAGISAWA HARUO ENG*
YANG FRANK YINEE ENG3
YANG VENETIA WENSHYA GRAD
YANKOFSKY SAUL ALLEN GRAD
YANNETTA JUDITH ANN ED 1
YANO NOBUMITSU GRAD
YANTIS CHARLES ANDERSON LAW1
YANULE ROGER CHARLES LAS2
YAO JAMES TSU PING GRAD
YARBROUGH JOHN HENRY FAA3
YARHAM ELSIE MARGHERITA ENG1
YARLING HOWARD VICTOR FAA*
YASIN KHALID MOHMOUD GRAD
YATES DAVID CHARLES ENG*
YATES DOROTHY TABBERT GRAD
YATES MARGARET E GRAD
YATES MICHAEL KENNETH ENG2
YATES STANLEY MARTIN GRAD
YAU SIK SANG GRAD
YAVITZ ROBERTA LEE FAA1
YEAGER KAREN LOUISE ED *
YEAKUMES JIM ENG2
YEANEY WlNFIELD RICHARD ENG1
YEAST ROLAND EUGENE AGR1
YEATMAN REGINALD DAVID ENG3
YEAZEL DONALD RIENZI AGR3
YEAZEL JAMES OMAR GRAD
YEDINAK STEPHEN CARL ENG3
YEE JIA HUEI GRAD
YEH KUNG JEN GRAD
YEH RAYMOND TZUU YAU ENG*
YELLEN BARBARA JOAN LAS2
YELLIN EDWARD LEON GRAD
YEN SIANLIN GRAD
YEPES GUILLERMO ENG*
YERANOS WALTER ARTINE GRAD
YERKOVICH MARILYN DIANE LAS*
YETHON ANDREW EDWARD GRAD
YI YONG KU GRAD
YOH PHILIP ENG*
YOKLEY JOHN DAVID ENG1
YOLAGELDILI 8ULBUN F ENG1
YOLLES BRENDA LEIGH LAS1
YONAN DAVID EPHRAIM COM1
YONEYAMA TOSHINAO GRAD
YONTZ JANE EILEEN LAS1
YONTZ MARLENE SUE LAS1
YONTZ WILLIAM LEE COM3
YOON TAEK SOON GRAD
YOOS STUART FRANCIS JR ENG*
YORK BARBARA LIN LAS1
YORK SCOTT BENNETT JR COM*
YOSHIDA MICHIYO M AGR1
YOSHIMURA KEN KAZUYOSHI FAA*
MRH HOPKINS 265 C FL26511
2 BUNGALOW CT C FL21283
302 E JOHN c FL67981
604 E ARMORY c FL67266
MRH GARNER 336 c FL26511
8 BLUE SPRUCE DR c FL68053
909 S 3RD c FL67550
MRH BARTON 108 c FL26511
110 S KIRBY c FL21651
1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
18 BRADLEY MCKINLEY c FL6006*
611 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM7*661
611 W PENNSYLVANIA u EM7*661
1001 S 1ST c FL65333
MRH TAFT *19 c FL26511
806 S 5TH c
1001 W HILL c FL66667
MRH GARNER c FL26511
1005 LINCOLN u FL26511
MRH GARNER 371 c FL26511
1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
1201 W OREGON u EM76611
1110 W SPRINGFIELD u EM769*2
SAVOY ILL
605 S LINCOLN u EM72017
311 E ARMORY c FL22331
MRH GARNER 339 c FL265U
MRH FLAGG *22 c FL26511
1002 W OREGON ST u
110 E CHALMERS c FL 6**06
MRH TAFT 118 c FL26511
1116 W NEVADA u EM77773
507 S 6TH c
305 W ILLINOIS u
90* W GREEN u EM75202
312 W SPRINGFIELD u
906 W ILLINOIS ST u EM70*03
703 W NEVADA u EM7136*
806 W GREEN u
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
808 S LINCOLN u EM76591
F36C STADIUM TERR c FL27720
1107 W GREEN u EM7782*
505 PARK HAVEN CT c
202 E GREGORY c
306 E GREEN c FL25332
705 W CALIFORNIA u EM79627
MRH BARTON-317 c FL26511
807 S MAPLE u EM77175
1008 W CLARK u
501 E DANIEL c FL62519
602 W OREGON u EM75926
60* E ARMORY c
1005 GREGORY u FL26511
1011 S 6TH c FL63650
1215 S 9TH c
207 E JOHN ST c FL67622
313 E ARMORY c FL62563
707 S 3RD c FL67927
1711 S MATTIS c
DANVILLE ILL
60* E ARMORY c FL76767
903 W CALIFORNIA u EM78890
1001 W CALIFORNIA u EM78193
MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
715 S FOLEY c FL21027
*02 E GREEN c
810 W GREEN u
1208 W CALIFORNIA u
1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
1102 W SPRINGFIELD u
*06 E HEALEY c FL65819
206 N ROMINE u EM70575
MRH FORBES *86 c FL26511
209 W SPRINGFIELD c FL21001
1115 W NEVADA u FL26511
*06 E JOHN c FL60287
308 W GREEN u EM79819
309 E JOHN c FL6906*
90* S LINCOLN u EM7U91
311 E ARMORY c FL65*69
813 W MAIN u EM7225*
1206 N GOODWIN u
90* S LINCOLN u EM71191
702 HAINES BLV c FL65912
1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
21 JUNIPER DR c FL21776
18*2 N KEDVALE
63 RUE TRAN HUNG DAO
1712 MAPLE ST
255* E 76TH ST
1513 EXCHANGE AV
765* KEDZIE ST
9*1 W HIGGINS RD
RR 3





5905 GRIMES AV S





*325 S SACRAMENTO AV
3317 S MAY ST
617 N 2ND AV
209 OAK ST
AMADOR 1805
U OF I AIRPORT






18 HORI IKE CHO
109 W LUKE
GRAU 3*1
28*8 E 98TH ST















807 S MAPLE ST
11918 S 71ST CT
1819 MELROSE ST
602 W OREGON ST
10 FUK LO TSUN RD GR
**1* LUNT AV
310 KKK RIVER DR
1621 E 86TH PL
101 KANSAS ST





5 LANE 62 TAISHEN ST
2892 KEELUNG RD
25 S DEERE PK
2760 BRONX PARK EAST
* LANE 11 CHUANCHOW
AVENIDO 7
18 COMMANOS ST




BERRAK EV S 1
2072 EASTERN PKWY
213* N CLARK ST
85 SUBASHIRI
RR 1

































































































YOSHIOKA DAVID KAORU COM2
YOST CRAIG COOPER LAS1
YOST STEPHEN REYNOLDS ENG1
YOUMANS DONNA MARIE LAS1
YOUMANS KAY BARTON ENG2
YOUMANS SAUNDRA ANN AGR3
YOUNG BILOINE WHITING GRAD
YOUNG CLAUDIA ELIZABETH LAS2
YOUNG DANIEL HOWARD ENG*
YOUNG DAVID LEE COM2
YOUNG DAVID MOREHEAD LAS2
YOUNG DAVID VALENTINE GRAD
YOUNG DONALD ALEXANDER ENG3
YOUNG DONALD BERTON LAW2
YOUNG EDDIE H JR ENG3
YOUNG GARY MELVIN ENG1
YOUNG GEORGE PATRICK GRAD
YOUNG GLENN H K ENG1
YOUNG HOWARD JOSEPH ENG*
YOUNG JAMES DALE COM*
YOUNG JAMES MARTIN LAS3
YOUNG JAMES RALPH GRAD
YOUNG JAMES ROBERT LAS2
YOUNG JcRALOINE PE *
YOUNG JESSE RAY ENG2
YOUNG JOHN HENRY GRAD
YOUNG LAVERNE LASS
YOUNG LIONEL CHARLES AGR1
YOUNG MARY ELIZABETH LAS*
YOUNG 01 WUN ENG*
YOUNG PHILIP DONALD LAS2
YOUNG PHILLIP LEE GRAD
YOUNG R03ERT DALE AGR*
YOUNG ROBERT HARRY AGR3
YOUNG ROBERT M JR ENG3
YOUNG ROBERTA MAE ED 1
YOUNG SANDRA JO FAA3
YOUNG STEPHEN ARTHUR ENG1
YOUNG THOMAS RAY AGR3
YOUNG VICCI LEE AGR3
YOUNGER CHARLES B 111 PE 1
YOUNGERMAN JOSEPH KUHN LAS1
YOUNGQUIST GORDON RAY GRAD
YOUNGOUIST SHARON KOSKI ED *
YOUNGREN JAMES ARTHUR AGR2
YOUNGSTROM KURT ERIC FAA1
YOUNKER WALTER WOODROW AGR3
YOUSSEF MOHAMED ISMAIL GRAD
YTTERHUS JOHN ARTHUR GRAD
YUAN JO GRAD
YUDIN FLORENCE LILLIAN GRAD
YUEN EDDY FAA3
YUEN MICHAEL PAUL COM*
YUENGER ARTHUR F FAA3
YUKEVICH STANLEY F JR ENG2
YUNDT JERRY ANDREW C0M1
YUNG WILLIAM HENRY ENG*
ZABIEREK ARTHUR WALTER AGR2
ZABLOCKI RONALD GERALD COM3
ZABORSKY JAMES ROBERT GRAD
ZABRANSKY ALLEN JAMES ENG*
ZACEK JOSEPH FRED GRAD
ZACHARIAS JANET DOROTHY COM*
ZACHARY RONALD EUGENE ENG*
ZACHEIS HENRY GALE VM 1
ZACHGO VIRGINIA W LAS*
ZACKERY ROBERT LEE ENG3
ZADNIK VALENTINE EDWARD GRAD
ZAFEROPULOS PHILIP N GRAD
ZAHARKO DANIEL SAMUEL GRAD
ZAHLER ADRIENNE CLAIRE LAS*
ZAHN BRUCE WALTER FAA1
ZAHN MELVYN HERSCHEL LAS2
ZAHNER JOHN CLARENCE GRAD
ZAHROBSKY WILLIAM C ENG1
ZAIMI KOUROSH ENG2
ZAK GERALD MONTE COM3
ZAKARAS PAUL LAS2
ZAKAS CATHERINE JOYCE LAS2
ZAKES ROBERT ALAN ENG1
ZAKSON ALEXI LAS*
ZALANTS DIANE CATHERINE LAS1
ZALKIND SUSAN LESLIE PE 1
ZALLES RAFAEL LAS*
ZAMIS PETER ANTHONY COM2
ZANDELL MARSHALL HENRY LAS1
ZANDER ERVIN DONALD COM2
ZANDER JOHN CHARLES ENG2
ZANT THOMAS ANTHONY LAS2



























































































c FL60919 51* E JOHN ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 *27 DEERPATH LAKE FOREST ILL
c FL26511 *27 DEERPATH LAKE FOREST ILL
u EM73511 FITHIAN ILL
c FL233*5 213 EDWARDS ST DANVILLE ILL
c FL28696 RR 1 OGDEN ILL
c FL25617 609 W PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
u EM79293 *91* LANGLEY CHICAGO 15 ILL
u 1623 W WALLEN CHICAGO ILL
u EM738*6 ATHENS ILL
c 330 BRAINARD ST NAPERVILLE ILL
u EM77813 190 BELLHURST DR ROCHESTER 17 N Y
c FL61356 328 WALNUT ST BATAVIA ILL
u 1515 28TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL
c FL26511 *2 B KADOORIE AV KOWLOON HONG KONG
c FL25207 VEACHLAND KY
c FL25617 309 W GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL26511 11*3A 7TH AV HONOLULU 16 HAWAII
c FL23280 RR 1 STONINGTON ILL
c FL26511 71* N *TH ST BENLD ILL
u 3557 W BELDEN CHICAGO *7 ILL
u EM73930 *1* N INDEPENDENCE ROCKFORD ILL
c FL26511 102 S LINDEN AV PALATINE ILL
u FL26511 5218 S PRINCETON CHICAGO 9 ILL
c FL2**58 1*12 ROSE DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL21*29 595 LONGWOOD ST GLENCOE ILL
u EM79051 521 BARRY AV CHICAGO 1* ILL
c FL26511 RR 1 GALESBURG ILL
u EM7*072 615 FAIR OAKS AV OAK PARK ILL
c 3750 HARDING AV HONOLULU 26 HAWAII
c FL69502 *616 LINSCOTT DOWNERS GROVE ILL
u EM71236 1308 W BUTT ST NACOGDOCHES TEXAS
c FL63152 RR ONEIDA ILL
c FL67737 7606 N GALENA RD PEORIA ILL
c FL21636 7*05 W WELLAUER DR WAUWATOSA WIS
u FL26511 97*9 N TRIPP SKOKIE ILL
c 1109 E CONVERSE SPRINGFIELD ILL
c FL26511 RR 1 GEORGETOWN ILL
c RR 1 CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL61879 VIOLA ILL
c FL22310 803 S MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL
c FL25655 1110 COUNTRY LANE CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 1209 W MAIN URBANA ILL
u BOX 108A GILBERT MINN
c FL26511 RR 2 GALESBURG ILL
c FL6767* 6707 GRANADA LN PRAIRIE VILLAGE KAN
u EM77525 RR 1 ASSUMPTION ILL
c FL26511 6 MOUSSA ELSABBAGH CAIRO EGYPT
u 2*50 N LAKEVIEW CHICAGO ILL
u 11 LANE 58 SINGSAN TAIPEI CHINA
u 5** E 52ND ST BROOKLYN 3 N Y
u EM76293 5238 S LAKE PARK AV CHICAGO 15 ILL
c FL67*3* 808 16TH AV HONOLULU HAWAII
c FL2*231 29 *1 168TH ST FLUSHING 58 N Y
c 2870 6TH ST CUYAHOGA FALLS OHIO
c FL26511 312 LIND HILLSIDE ILL
u 17220 OVERHILL ST TINLEY PARK ILL
c FL26511 352* N LAWNDALE AV CHICAGO 18 ILL
c 7607 25TH ST S E CALGARY ALTA CANADA
3328 S 61ST CT CICERO 50 ILL
c 1607 S LOMBARD AV CICERO ILL
c FL26511 *112 WISCONSIN AV BERWYN I LL
u EM71150 615 HAWTHORNE ELMHURST ILL
c FL29203 67*0 S EAST END AV CHICAGO *9 ILL
u EM71121 RR OAKDALE ILL
c LA HOGUE ILL
c FL63835 715 TAWNEY CT CHAMPAIGN ILL
u 9801 PRINCE AV CLEVELAND 5 OHIO
c FL6*98* **12 DREXEL CHICAGO 15 ILL
u EM51*75 1010 S VINE ST URBANA ILL
u FL26511 11** DOUGLAS AV FLOSSMOOR ILL
c FL273*2 213 N ONEIDA GREEN BAY WIS
u EM76711 11*0 N EAST AV OAK PARK ILL
u EM79076 619 CEDAR CENTRALIA ILL
c FL61023 65*7 CERMAK RD BERWYN ILL
c FL26511 52 EBTEHAJ AV TEHRAN IRAN
c *209 W ENFIELD SKOKIE ILL
c FL67550 2123 OLIVE AV ROCKFORD ILL
u EM71511 RR*1 BOX 273 MONEE ILL
c FL25207 2739 178TH ST LANSING ILL
c FL26511 7008 N PAULINA CHICAGO ILL
u FL26511 132* W SHERWIN CHICAGO ILL
c FL61383 *33 BRIAR PL CHICAGO 1* ILL
c FL26511 2107 MAPLE ST EVANSTON ILL
c FL**25* 110* PRESTWICK PKWY ROCKFORD ILL
c FL26511 7801 S PHILLIPS CHICAGO *9 ILL
c FL26511 8512 S MASSASOIT AV OAK LAWN ILL
c FL26511 8851 S ABERDEEN CHICAGO 20 ILL
c FL67266 2*00 N WISCONSIN PEORIA ILL






ZA C ADIL JUDITH ANNE












ZEIGLER LUTHER H JR
ZFITFR MARILYN JEANNINE
ZEITLIN DENNIS JAY





































































ED 4 1005 S LINCOLN U FL26511
GRAD 408 W ELM U
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 243 C FL26511
LAS* 1004 W NEVADA U EM72676
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ED 2 607 E DANIEL c FL62149
ENG4 MRH FORBES 440 c FL26511
GRAD 612 W GREEN u EM72518
JNL3 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
COMl MRH FORBES 296 c FL26511
LAS2 903 W NEVADA u EM74842
ENG1 MRH GARNER c FL26511
LAS1 1002 S LINCOLN u EM79796
ENG4 1510 GRANDVIEW DR c FL60165
COMl MRH GARNER 343 c FL26511
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 4 74 c FL2651]
LAS* 1110 S ARBOR c FL21850
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
GRAD 1212 W MAIN u EM77002
ED 4 1011 S 6TH c FL63650
LAS* 907 S 4TH c FL67995
FAA4 404 E CHALMERS c FL68607
ENG3 207 N GREGORY u
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN u EM70365
LAS3 1628 MARYLAND DR u
ENG4 1628 MARYLAND u
GRAD 504 W ELM u
PE * 1 111 W NEVADA u FL26511
FAA2 MRH HOPKINS 420 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH GARNER 220 c FL26511
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA u EM75441
LAS3 1209 W PARK c
ENG4 426 FAIRLAWN DR u
LAS1 MRH CLARK 424 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH NOBLE 202 c FL26511
COM3 MRH GARNER 270 c FL26511
GRAD 1102 W CLARK u
COMl 212 DANIEL c
LAS2 MRH HOPKINS 244 c FL26511
LA.S1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS3 1004 S 2ND c FL24108
ENG4 511 W NEVADA u EM72752
ENG4 906 S 6TH c
LAS2 904 S 3RD c FL61383
GRAD 1108 S LINCOLN u EM79413
LAS3 604 E ARMORY c
EN32 MRH HOPKINS 375 c FL26511
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ED 1 306 E GREGORY c FL62516
FAA2 1004 S 2ND c FL2410S
ENG3 109 E JOHN c FL21552
ENG2 302 E JOHN c
FAA1 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
FAA1 MRH BARTON 20 c FL26511
ENG1 1215 S 4TH c FL26511
AGR4 1602-C-l GEORGIA u EM75339
ENG4 MRH GARNER 326 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
LAS2 1304 W STOUGHTON u EM76907
ENG2 MRH HOPKINS 338 c FL26511
FAA1 MRH NOBLE 420 c FL26511
AGR1 MRH HOPKINS 200 c FL26511
GRAD 206 W DELAWARE u EM72672
GRAD 604 E ARMORY c FL67267
ENG2 609 S 4TH c FL25040
LAS2 211 ARMORY c FL35689
AGR1 MRH GARNER 339 c FL26511
LAS1 611 E PARK c
GRAD 710 W WHITE c FL22119
LAS3 MRH FLAGG 412 c FL26511
AGR2 1105 S 4TH c FL61813
FAA1 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
LAS3 203 ARMORY c FL68685
GRAD 311 KELLY CT c FL64812
PE 1 309 E CHALMERS c FL61894
ENG2 MRH FLAGG 418 c FL26511
ENG4 503 E HEALEY c
LAS3 1012 W SPRINGFIELD u
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
AGR2 811 W OREGON u EM72532
LAS2 1111 W NEVADA u FL26511
GRAD 1212 W MAIN u
LAS1 MRH GARNER 350 c FL26511
LAS3 G38B1 STADIUM TERR c
GRAD MRH HOPKINS 173 c FL26511
FAA4 1108 S 1ST c FL21713
LAS4 MRH GARNER 432 c FL26511
LAS1 1005 S LINCOLN AV u FL26511
AVI1 MRH NOBLE 115 c FL26511
COM3 607 W SPRINGFIELD c
4216 W VAN BUREN
2645 NIAGARA AV
64 I v STEPHENSON ST
6047 S WASHTENAW ST
3054 W CERMAK RD
1907 S 49TH AV
518 S MAIN ST







605 N 2ND ST
407 N MAIN
407 N MAIN
407 N MAIN ST
306 N ROMINE ST
409 LUCAS DR
200 OAK KNOLL ST
6325 SAUNDERS ST
8514 S 78TH CT
202 NW 1ST AV
1709 W 33RD ST
1709 W 33RD ST
3518 S 20TH ST
3414 N TRIPP AV






3551 W 105TH PL




8743 S CLYDE AV









721 WHITE OAK CT
6111 N SEELEY
RR 2
2880 S STRATTON DR
2611 W WALTON ST
13518 BURLEY AV





2223 N KENNETH AV
751 MOFFETT RD
206 W DELAWARE ST






607 E LOCUST ST
105 HOME ST
6443 N CAMPBELL




2000 W 21ST PL
6645 N SACRAMENTO
R R 2 BOX 91C
RR 2
611 W FAYETTE AV
101 LINCOLN RD
C 55 STAD TERR
SKYLINE RIDGE
7840 S BISHOP ST
923 14TH ST
709 LONGVIEW RD
6434 N WASHTENAW AV
607 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL









































































































































ZYCHOWSKI EDWARD M JR
ED 4 801 N WASHINGTON C FL66178
FAA2 1010 S 3RD C FL63021
AVI4 K-53-C STADIUM TERR C FL68262
LAS1 307 E JOHN c FL28454
LAW1 MRH FORBES 210 c FL265U
LAS2 404 E JOHN c FL68738
COM4 1713 CLOVER LN c FL21497
LAS6 707 W OREGON u EM76975
ENG4 MRH GARNER 245 c FL26511
ED 1 904 S 3RD c FL27383
COM2 MRH HOPKINS c FL26511
LAS2 1005 S LINCOLN u FL26511
LAS3 808 W VERMONT u EM74052
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
COM1 205 E ARMORY c FL61847
LAS1 410 E JOHN c FL27100
COM1 309 E JOHN c FL69064
LAS1 313 E JOHN c FL67844
GRAD 1810 SHADOWLAWN DR c FL2774S
COM1 MRH FORBES 226 c FL26511
ED 4 808 S 5TH c FL60979
LAS2 310 E JOHN c FL63022
LAS3 411 GREEN c FL67895
ENG1 1207 W SPRINGFIELD u EM73511
ENG1 RR 2 u EM75759
ENG3 MRH GARNER 213 c FL26511
COM3 1008 S LINCOLN AV u
GRAD 403 S COLER u
LAS1 907 S 3RD c FL67679
GRAD 112 E GREEN c FL61918
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY u FL26511
GRAD 605 E DANIEL c FL29821
ENG4 1001 W ILLINOIS u
AGR1 MRH GARNER 456 c FL26511
ENG1 MRH FORBES 319 c FL26511
ENG2 1103 W ILLINOIS u EM74039
AGR4 506 E DANIEL c FL28590
ENG3 605 E DANIEL c FL29871
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
ENG3 MRH FLAGG 318 c FL26511
GRAD 605 E CHALMERS c FL61710
FAA4 1636 VIRGINIA DR u
ED 1 1005 W GREGORY DR u FL26511
COM1 911 S 4TH c FL67574
ED 1 47 E CHALMERS c FL61389
GRAD MRH TAFT 119 c FL26511
ENG4 MRH GARNER 322 c FL26511
ENG1 406 E JOHN c FL26964
ENG1 206 E GREEN c FL68235
842 55TH
1322 N 4TH ST
K 53 C STAD TERR
3270 N LAKE SHORE DR
3270 N LAKE SHORE DR
10741 CALUMET
6310 S LOWE AV




3312 S 59TH AV
1031 S ALDINE ST
2534 W 64TH ST
167 COLUMBIA
1003 ST JOHN ST
5133 W 24TH ST
5133 W 24TH ST
1810 SHADOWLAWN DR

















68 FLOWER MARKET RD














































ELMWOOD PARK 35 ILL
PEORIA ILL
KOWLOON HONG KONG
KOWLOON HONG KONG
CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO 40 ILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
URBANA ILL
CHICAGO 45 ILL
SKOKIE ILL
CHICAGO 40 ILL
MT CARROLL ILL
CHICAGO ILL
PANA ILL
HARVEY ILL
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